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Fruits Originated in
"W. T.

M«coun,

UP

to the present time no extensive
of fruits which have originated in Canada has been published, but it is now thought desirable,
list

to the rapidly developing importance of the Canadian fruit industry, that such a list should be at least
It is with much pleasure, therebegftm.
fore, that I present before the American Pomological Society a preliminary
paper, believing that the best place to
introduce such a subject is before this
society, which has done so much to
systematize nomenclature and to bring

owing

new

fruits into notice.
Fruits have been cultivated in Canada almost or quite as long as they
have been in the United States. Early
in the history of the country, apple
trees were successfully planted by the
French in Nova Scotia, and by 1663,
according to history, trees were grov.ing
on the banks of the Dauphin, the
rivers, and
L'Equille, and L'Orignal
in the vicinity of Minas Rasin and the

Canard

and

Oaspereaux. According to Pierre Poucher, who wrote
in 1663, trees were growing in the
vicinity of Montreal, for he states:
"Not many trees have been introduced
from France, except some apple trees
that bear very fine fruit in large quantity, but there are not many of these
trees yet."
In Ontario and the other
provinces of the Dominion, the cultivation of fruits was begun later.
For
at least 250 years, then, fruits have
been cultivated in Canada, although
rivers

was made while the
was thinly settled and the
permanence of the settlements uncer
tain.
There is no doubt, however,
but that from the very earliest of the
introductions have sprung some varieties distinctly Canadian.
While manv
of the
fruit
trees introduced
from
France and England to Nova Scotia
little

progress

country

were suited to the conditions there,
and have been the parents of many
seedlines showing evidence of the blood
of old French and Finglish sorts, it was
•A

portion of a paper read before the American
Jamestown Rxhibition.

loeical Society, at the

Pomo-

Horticultvirist,

1

Canada*

Central Experimental Farm, Otta-wa

quite otherwise in the case of the province of Quebec, where the cold winters
must have destroyed most of the trees,
but in the Fameuse apple, which Canadians claim to be the best apple of its
season, there is an instance of a variety,
or a Canadian seedling, which we prefer to think, that has survived, and in
the seedlings of Fameuse there is a
group of varieties bearing a close re-

part of man.
There is no doubt but
that considerable seed was planted by
the early settlers, but in those stormy
times the young trees nmst have received little care.
Later, there was
less incentive to originate trees from
seed, as good varieties could be procured from the New England states,
hence most of the Canadian fruits of
which we now have a record have
originated by chance from seed fallen
by the wayside.

Assists Societies

not my purpose to present at
time a long list of varieties which,
for the most part, would be uninteresting, and which can be studied if
desired when this paper appears in
the Annual Report, but to say something more about those Canadian variemore than a
ties which have now
It is

The Woodstock Horticultural Society has been taking The Canadian
Horticulturist for 12 or 13 years.
The society was organized about
1895, at which time The Canadian
Horticulturist was given as a
special premium.
Ever since that
date, the members of the horticultural society have looked forward to
receiving their copy of The Cana-

Horticulturist.

dian

We know

that it has proved to our advantage
to give the publication as a pre-

mium

to our

members, and

I

would

other societies to do the
same. Not only will it assist in
increasing the membership, but The
advise

all

Canadian Horticulturist

is

of such

a nature as to greatly assist the horticultural interests of the society.

M. Dawes, Secretary-Treasurer, WoodHorticultural

stock

vSociety,

Wood-

stock, Ont.

semblance to the parent which are
proving of great value. In Ontario,

where
begun

cultivation of fruits was
somewhat later than in the
provinces of Nova Scotia and Quebec,
the parentage of most of the seedlings
may be traced to American varieties
which were already quite numerous
when orchards were first planted in
the

Ontario.

Up to within a few years ago most
of the fruits of merit which had originated in Canada were chance seedlings, or seedlings which had originated with little or no effort on the

this

local reputation.

apples originated in CANADA

The

apple, being the

Canadian

fruit,

has

most important
naturally

given

more

desirable sorts than any other
kind of fruit. Perhaps the most noteworthy of all Canadian apples is the
Fameuse. While some writers have
tried to show that this apple is of
French origin, and was merely introduced from France by the early Canadian settlers, there is no good evidence
to support any such contention, and
while there is no positive proof that
the evidence is very
it is Canadian,
strong that it was originated somewhere along the St. Lawrence river
near Montreal or Quebec early in the
seventeenth century. The Fameuse and
some of its seedlings stand out prominently among the high-class dessert
apples of their season, and in addition
to their beauty and quahty they are

very profitable, and if an unprejudiced
vote were taken by all fruit growers
who are well acquainted with apples,
on what were the two best des.sert
varieties of their season, which is November to January in Canada, the vote
would be almost unanimous in favor
of the Fameuse and the Mcintosh, the
latter a Canadian seedling of the former.
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These two apples are always in great
in Canada, the United States
and Great Britain, and high prices are
usually paid for No. 1 fruit. The following are descriptions of these fruits:

demand

FAMEUSE OR SNOW
Origin unknown. Supposed to have
been a seedling originated near Montreal or Quebec early in the seventeenth century. Fruit of medium size,
roundish to oblate; skin, pale yellow,
either almost or completely covered
with deep red or splashed and washed
with red when fruit is not well colored;
dots not prominent; cavity of medium
depth and width; stem, short to medium in length, slender or moderately
stout; basin, small, somewhat narrow, almost smooth; flesh, very white,
very tender, juicy, subacid with a fine
flavor

delicate perfume;

and a

core,

small; quaUty, very good to best; season, early winter; tree, strong grower,
spreading, and a heavy bearer. This
is one of the best dessert apples, and
one of the most profitable where it
succeeds.

MCINTOSH
Originated with John Mcintosh, Dundela, Ont., early in the nineteenth cenProbably a seedling of Famtury.
Fruit above medium to large,
euse.
roundish, slightly angular, highly perfumed; skin, pale yellow, almost entirelv covered with crimson, dark on
sunny side and brighter on rest of
fruit;

dots,

tinct,

but

few,

not

small,

basin,

dis-

prominent;

medium depth and width;
stout;

yellow,

narrow,

medium depth;

cavity of
stem, short,

almost smooth,
partly open;

calyx,

very tender, melting,
juicy, subacid, sprightly with a pleasant aromatic flavor; core of medium
size; quality, very good to best; season, November to January; tree, hardy,
and a strong, moderately upright grower
and an annual and medium bearer.
For its season the Mcintosh apple is
one of the best varieties grown. In
some places, it is very subject to spot,
but this has not been the experience
at the Central Experimental Farm,
where the trees are sprayed. It has
also not been found to be a shy bearer
as reported by some.
flesh, white, crisp,

FAMEUSE

vs.

MCINTOSH

of Ontario and
the
Quebec are many orchards of Fameuse trees, and in the United States, in
which this variety succeeds, it is also
popular and has been largely planted.
It is only during the last forty years
that the Mcintosh apple has been proporiginator
the
agated, the son of
and other
first beginning this work,
nurserymen eventually doing the same.
The oldest orchards are in the vicinity
of the original tree, which still remains
Natalive, although in bad condition.

In

provinces

urally, there was not much fruit available until comparatively recently, and
it is only during the past ten or fifteen

years that the fruit has become widely
So great is the popularity
of this variety at present that the
nurserymen cannot meet the demand
The Mcintosh is superior
for trees.
to the Fameuse in several respects.

known.

more uniformly handsome,
and by most people considered of betIt is larger,

It is perhaps not quite
ter quahty.
sp productive as Fameuse, but in our
experience is a more regular bearer.
Like the Fameuse, it is subject to

but this can be prevented
thorough spraying.
spot,

by

SCARLET PIPPIN
Another Canadian apple of the Fameuse group is the Scarlet Pippin, which,
though not quite as useful as the Mcintosh, is a very profitable sort on
account of its handsome appearance,
productiveness and good quality. It
"Leeds Beauty"
is sometimes called
and is described as follows: Originated
at Lyn, Leeds County, Ontario, near
Mr. Harold Jones, MaitBrockville.
land, Ont., has had most to do in
bringing this fine apple before the
Fruit of medium
to roundish; skin, yellow,

size,

public.

oblate

waxy, more

or less washed or splashed with bright
and dark crimson, and covered with a
light

bloom; cavity, deep and of me-

dium width; stem,

short, slender; basin,

narrow, shallow, almost smooth; calyx,
generally closed; flesh, white, firm,
crisp, tender, melting, juicy, a mild
subacid, with a pleasant but not high
flavor; core, small; quahty, very good;
.\ very attracseason, early winter.
tive apple, and said to sell better than
Fameuse, which it does not, however,
equal in quaUty. Tree a strong, upright grower, and a heavy bearer.
ST.

LAWRENCE

Closely related to the Fameuse, if
not of the same group, is the St. Lawrence, which also is scarcely surpassed
by any apple of its season, which is

between Duchess and Wealthy. It is
grown in considerable quantities in
the province of Quebec, and finds a
ready sale among the best class of
customers. It was originated in Montreal early in the nineteenth century.
tree is a strong, spreading grower,

The

moderately

medium
medium

productive;

fruit,

above

to large, oblate conic; cavity,
short,
depth, open; stem,

stout; basin, medium depth and width,
wrinkled; calyx, closed; color, pale
greenish-yellow, splashed and streaked
with dark purplish red; dots, obscure;
skin, thin, tender; flesh, white tinged
with red, tender, juicy, subacid, pleasant
flavor; core, medium; very good quality;
season, mid-September to October.
(To be continued)
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Amateur Grape Gro-win^
all kinds should be grown
amateur gardens more extensively

Fruits of
in

than they are at present. -Most fruits
are not difiScult to grow. They are interesting subjects to Ijandle, and will
furnish much pleasure and reward to
the grower.
Among the kinds of fruits
that can be trained to occupy small
space if necessary, is the grape. An
enthusiastic horticulturist in Hespeler,
Ont., Mr. G. W. Tebbs, secretary of
the Hespeler Horticultural Society, has
experienced considerable success with
grapes, as is evidenced by the illustration on page 3.
In the following letter
Mr. Tebbs outlines his methods of care

and treatment:
"I had no experience with grapes
until two years ago, when we took over
this property and found vines that
were simply a tangled mass of branches
more like a hedgerow than anj'thing
else, and the grapes were not fit for

—

-

chickens

to eat.
In the fall of the
year, I cut them mercilessly back
to the main trunk of the vine.
The
trellises were to pieces, and I rebuilt
them. The grass was growing around
the roots, and during the season is
still doing so to a large extent.
It is
the tiresome twitch grass that is so
difficult to remove.
I did
best,
however, in getting as much air to
the roots as possible.
I cleaned the
bark of all sorts of vermin. The first
year w-e had a dandy little crop, not
large in quantity, but good in size,
and well ripened.
first

my

"Last fall, 1 repeated the same
treatment, but began training the vines
to the trellises, and did not cut back
quite so vigorously, leaving about two
buds on the branch. When the grapes
begin to turn color I strip off a few
leaves near the bunches to let in the
sun, and the fruit always ripens beTo help them out,
fore we get a frost.
I cut the tips off the branches and
throw all the support into the fruit.
"In sending samples to the Old
Country, I pack in boxes when nearly
ripe,

making them

firmly

and what

I

with paper shavings obtained from confectionery goods. The
boxes are well papered inside, as it
My
acts as a non-conductor of heat.
friends on the other side of the water
say that the grapes arrive in Al condition, with the bloom as perfect as
on the day they were gathered. If
this can be improved upon I should
be glad to have a few pointers from
your readers. We had bunches weighIf more were
ing over two pounds.
grown in this section as they are grown
in the Niagara district, they would
call

'cosy,'

do just as

well.

I

frost trouble here."

have had no early

Can San

Jose Scale Spread

The Canawas pointed
^out that there is no danger of San Jose
Scale spreading to orchards from inMany prominent entojfested fruit.
As
aologists expressed their opinions.
FN the November issue
Udian Horticulturist

of

it

^he

question is one of great importance
Ito fruit growers, a number of others
rere asked to contribute their views.

From

their location, and the only danger
would be that crawling young coming
from these scales might be brought in
contact with plants upon which they
could live; but these young can travel
only a very short distance, and if we

remember

purchased fruit is
that
eaten where there are fruit
and that parings and refuse
trees,
from infested fruit would stand very
little chance of being deposited close
to such trees, we can see at once that
the chance of infesting such trees is
exceedingly slight, and indeed may be
entirely ignored in practice.
"The only way in which I should
feel at all certain of succeeding in inrarely

festing fruit trees by means of infested fruit would be by securing wellinfested samples of the fruit and carefully fastening these on small branches
of living trees, and this too during
the spring, summer or early fall months

than during the season when

rather

infested fruit is most likely to be
From
available for such a purpose.
answer to your
these standpoints,
question would be that there is very
little danger of the scale ever being
disseminated by means of infested fruit."
Prof. C. D. Jarvis, Horticulturist,
Agricultural Experiment Station, Storrs,

my

A

Seedling Gooseberry

OriginMed and grown by P. Barrett, Tniro, X.S.
See page 4.

f

The State Entomologist

ticut, Dr. W.

I

for

Connec-

E.Britton, wrote: "It seems
to me possible for the scale to be spread in
this way, and yet I cannot name a single
instance on record where it has actually
happened. As a matter of fact, in canneries the waste is utilized in such a
way that there would be no danger.
In some cases, as you know, the cores
and parings are used for making jelly,
and are either cooked or subjected to
great pressure, perhaps both, so that
no insects would come through the
If a person should throw
process alive.
an infested pear or apple into the
branches of a fruit tree, crushing the
fruit so that portions of it were left
pon the branches, newly hatched
scales would doubtless become established upon the tree: but this is about
the only way in which it seems possible for infested fruit to be dangerous.
This is probably not liable to happen."
Prof. H. T. Fernald, Associate Entomologist,
Agricultural
Experiment
Station, Amherst, Mass.: "I do not
know of a single case where trees have
ever become infested with the San
Jose scale from infested fruit, though
this has been shipped to all parts of
this country and abroad for a number
of years.
It is evident that the scales
themselves on the fruit cannot change

'

Conn.: "There is little danger in
seminating San Jose scale by the
My
portation of infested fruit.
lief is based upon a knowledge of

dis-

imbethe

insect.
The young inmoving around for a few
hours, or at most for a dav or two,

the

habits of

after

sect,

down, secretes
and never leaves that
settles

its

waxy

position.

Infested Fruit?
If they should happen to be
deposited near any of the host plants
of the insect during the breeding season, there is a possibility of its getting
In view of the lateness of
a foothold.
the season, and in view of the very
delicate nature of the young insect,
its survival is extremely doubtful."
Prof.
Leonard Haseman, Assistant
Entomologist, College of Agriculture,
Columbia, Mo.: "While it can readily
be seen that under perfectly favorable
conditions some scales could be shipped
long distances and transferred to fruit
trees where the fruit is used, it is not
at all Ukely that any would spread in
It would be necessary for
this way.
the fruit to contain full-grown females,
and where the fruit is used the peelings would have to be thrown where
the young could readily crawl to the
trees or other shrubs on which they
could feed, as the period of activity
of the young is not over forty-eight
In general the peelings and
hours.
cores of apples and pears are thrown
into refuse barrels and used for food
Considering
for hogs and the like.
everything, there need be no fear
concerning the spread of this pest
upon fruit. In every case of which
we have a record in this state, the
spread has been entirely through infested nursery stock."
The state entomologist for Minnesota, Mr. F. L. Washburn, expresses
his opinion as follows: "I regard the
presence of San Jose scale as a greater
or less menace under almost any con-

parings.

While

peelings

infested

scale

dition.

It

with San Jose scale, thrown out on the

is

fruit

that

possible

when

"harvested, the

fruit may
carry some of
the young

m

o V

i

n g

but by
time it

scales,

the

reaches its
destination
they will have

become
It

fixed.

quite

is

probable that
the scale con-

to
t i n u e s
breed while
the fruit

is

storage

in

or

during transpo r ta tion.

Assuming
this to be
true, the only

danger
the
tion

lies in

disposiof
the

Do You
photograph taken

in his

Like Grapes ?

garden at Hespeler. Ont.,

Director,

in

September, 1907, by Mr. G.
See page 2.

Hesi)€ler Horticultural Society.

W.

Tebbs,
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ground, might not in 99 cases out of
a 100 do any harm, it is possible that
some of the female scales, when they
became mature, might hibernate successfully in close proximity to some
tree or shrub, and the young produced
in the spring would be apt to crav.l
upon the above mentioned tree or
shrub and cause trouble. I beHeve,
therefore,
in
legislation
fested fruit."
The state entomologist

against
for

in-

Illinois,

Mr. S. A. Forbes, wrote: "The question
whether the San Jose scale may be

conveyed

by means

of

infested
fruits is not a simple one, owing to the
fact that one can never say just where
such fruits may be kept or placed, or
what may be done with the parings.
It is undoubtedly the case that the
scale will live and multiply on ripe
apples after they have been picked,
the young fixing themselves on the
fruit and going through at least the
early stages of their growth.
This has

happened
kept

on

in

the

my

office,

ripe

The Canadian Horticulturist were
past their prime, indicating
variety is late fall in season.
It is only right to say in this connection that the shaded portions of the
cut surfaces shown in two of the illusslightly

that the

trations are due largely to exposure
to the air while the camera was being

focused and arranged for taking the
photographs.
It is the policy of The
Canadian Horticulturist to further
the interests of horticulture in all its
branches, to aid in the introduction

consequently, a
that young scales

with apples
There is,

possibiHty
escape from
such fruit to trees adjacent, but the
conditions under which this could happen must be extremely rare, if indeed
they ever occur."

may

been growing near Lindsay for fifteen
years or more. It is claimed that the trees
came originally from a nursery, but 'all
trace of their origin is lost.
Mr. Robson exhibited the specimens at the
request of the owner, Mr. Jas. Fleury,
of Lindsay.
In the words of Mr.
Robson, "Mr. Fleury is desirous of
having the variety tested by the experiment stations of the province and
by the growers, so that its merits may
be determined.
It is not in the possession of any combine with hard and
fast rules respecting its distribution.
Its

quality,

good,

size

and appearance are

and apparently

it
is a winter
a state of evolution.
Having dispensed with the seeds. Dame
Nature may be contemplating the disposal of the cells as useless appendages.
If these can be done away with, the
variety has a future."
A number of fruit growers and a
representative of The Canadian Hor-

variety.

It is in

ticulturist examined the specimens
shown. Like all seedless apple productions, this variety has its defects,
some of which may be seen in the
illustrations on page 4 and 5. While perfectly seedless, this apple has a pronounced open core. The elimination

This is a disease of the stone fruits,
affecting the foliage only.
On the
cherry, it is more commonly known as
the cherry leaf spot.
Reddish, more or
less circular spots appear on the leaves.
These spots often run together, forming
large,
irregular patches.
They later

brown, and finally the diseased
drop out, making the leaves appear as though they had been riddled
with shot. This usually results in a
premature falling of the leaves and a
corresponding check in the growth and
turn

tissues

fruitfulness of the tree.
If the trees are
stripped of their leaves early in the season and wet weather follows, a new

growth is often made. This does not
have a chance to ripen perfectly before
fall, the result being increased danger of
winter-killing.
Without doubt, a con-

treatment for shot hole fungus
Shot hole fungus is a difficult disease
As it is likely to appear any
to control.
time during the season, and as new
leaves are being formed on the plum

AnotKer Seedless Apple
At the Ontario Horticultural Exhibition held in Toronto last November,
Mr. W. M. Robson, of Lindsay, Ont.,
exhibited specimens of a seedless apple.
They were picked from trees that have

V. R. Gardner, Macdonald College

siderable amount of the winter-killing
of cherry and plum trees is indirectly
due to this fungus. In some localities,
the disease is more destructive than in
others.
Season and soil also greatly influence its virulence.

desk.
theoretical

office

SKot Hole Fundus

of seeds

is of little value while the core
remains, as it is the latter and not the
former that causes waste and annoyance to the canner and the house-wife.
This apple is of good size, but its shape
is
uninviting.
In color, it is only
ordinary.
The specimens examined by
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Another Seedless Apple
of new varieties of fruits that are worth
while, and so forth, and to pronounce
unfavorably upon varieties, methods
and schemes that are of little or no
use.
The variety aforementioned should
be tested by our experiment 'stations,
and tested thoroughly before receiving
further notice from fruit growers.

A

Seedling Gooseberry

The engraving on page

3

illustrates

a seedling gooseberry bush grown by
Mr. Peter Barrett, Superintendent of the
Truro Poor Farm, Truro, N.S. From
press notices in Nova Scotia, it is evident that Mr. Barrett has a hobby along
this line of horticulture.
in Truro over 40 years,

from England.

He

is

He has

lived

coming there

an enthusiastic

horticulturist.

From
picked
half
is

the bush illustrated, there were
last

season

eleven

and

one-

pounds

of ripe fruit.
Mr. Barrett
propagating this new variety, and

considers it very promising.
He has
originated and is growing several other
seedlings,
not only of gooseberries,
but also of red and black currants.
These are expected to bear fruit next
season.
Their progress will be watched

with interest.

throughout the summer, it is necessary
to begin spraying early, and protect the
new foliage by later applications. Bordeaux mixture applied before the buds
open and once or twice after the fruit
has set; and then the weak copper sulphate or copper carbonate of ammonia
solution shortly before the fruit ripens,
the same as is advised for the control of
brown rot, is probably the best treatment that can be recommended. The
treatment that wll hold one of these
diseases in check will also suffice for the
other.

Some MarKet

Prices

Kindly give the wholesale prices in Toronto
markets for raspberries by the quart or pound,
and asparagus by the bunch or pound, in their
State the demand. Are tjiere
respective seasons.
any canners in the district that handle berries ?
What prices do they pay? J. M., Dunmore, Pa.

—

During the past season, raspberries
averaged eleven cents a basket of about
one to one and one-eighth pounds. The
season was exceptional for high prices.
During an ordinary season, the average
Asparagus
price is about nine cents.
sold last season at Si. 50 to $2 for an
These
baskets
eleven-quart basket.
contain from eighteen to twenty-four
bunches, according to the size of the
bunches. There are a number of canning factories in the province. Last
season they paid nine cents a basket for
raspberries and in ordinary seasons,
It is not probable that the
eight cents.
production of either of these commodities will ever exceed the demand.

WKat Trees SKould Be
Prof.

reaping
farmers
THE majority
advantages
reward from
are

of

the

their

I

which they have been able to draw
their fruit orchards; with a large
number of farmers this becomes their first

ffrom
P

I

I

C

Planted?

Reynaud, La Trappe, Quebec

mous sums spent

in the purchase of fruit
trees compared with the results obtained
To explain this
in certain parishes.
state of things we could give many
reasons, of which one of the principal is
ignorance of the varieties doing well in

The farmers have often
our climate.
been the victims of misrepresentations.
Fruits from elsewhere, good and beautiful though they may be, have been sold
as thriving very well in that community.
It rests with the Pomological Society
of the Province of Quebec, whose principal object is to work for the advancement of fruit growing, to aid these
by the publication of the principal varieties of apples whose culture
can be made successful in our province.
Such a list was made last year and the
Government has commenced its distribution through the country.
With this
list the grower should be able to give his
order with a measure of certainty, doing
planters

Cross Section of Seedless Apple

away with costly experiences. Further,
there is room to make a distinction in

thought, and in this they are worthy of
our encouragement. Nothing could
be better to make them love their new
One is astounded at the enorventure.

between the trees raised under
conditions and those coming from
another province. I admit, certainly,
that for a professional grower this dis-

all

this list

home

tinction is not of great importance, for
he can, by careful cultivation, overcome
the defects of imported stock.
But with
the mass of growers the trees, so to
speak, look after themselves, only receiving a minimum of care in insufficiently worked land.
The only trees
capable of giving us satisfaction are
those grown in the Province of Quebec;
moreover, most pomologists recommend
the procuring of trees from a nursery as
close to the place of planting as possible.
Our society, without showing any
partizanship, and in the interests of all,
should publish a list of those who have
nurseries in this province, and who sell
only that which they grow. By this
means it would put a stop to a fraudulent
business which does not fear to be carried on even in the same vicinity where
a celebrated nursery, the oldest in the
country, has always given its clients
entire satisfaction, at times to its own
loss.
I speak of the nursery of St. Roch
des Aulnaies, founded by our honored
president, Mr. A. Dupuis, and carried
on at present by one of our directors,
Mr. A. D. Verreault. It is a credit to
the province.

S'weet Pea Culture a Fine Art*
Max Moineau, Toronto
pea
THE sweetmany

of to-day is the reyears of patient experimentation.
Its
beauty and
fragrance have made it a garden favsult of

Comparatively

orite.

insignificant

in

was, nevertheless,
deemed worthy, of the untiring attention of such specialists as Henry Eckits

early

state,

it

of England; J. C. Schmidt, of
Germany, and W. A. Burpee, of the
United States, who have done more
to enhance its attractiveness than any
ford,

modem

times.
From the
six or seven common varieties extant
in 1876, there have been propagated
several hundred named strains, of the
grandiflora and the. orchid-flowering
types, which so far surpass the original
that they seem almost of another
of

florists

Recounting what has already
been accomplished, it is easy to predict
wonderful achievements for the future.
species.

SWEKT PEA HISTORY
The

cultural history of the sweet pea
dates back to the year 1699, when
Father Franciscus Cupani, an Italian
monk, and an enthusiastic botanist of
Panormus, vSicily, was the first to cultivate it.
He found the original pur*This

be followed by one dealinE fwith
and suggestions.

article will

cultural data

pie and the white varieties indigenous
to Sicily and Sardinia, the seed of
which he sent to England and to other
countries in Europe.
From Ceylon,
through the instrumentality of Linnaeus, a Swedish botanist, came the
original red variety, the progenitor of
all our present-day reds, and the pink
and white variety known as the "Painted Lady." Not until 1730 did the

seed of the sweet pea

become a mer-

commodity, and

for a succeedsixty-three years there
were but five varieties known black,
purple, scarlet, white and "Painted
Lady." About 1833, the striped and
yellow varieties were introduced. There
was no further advance until 1860,
when the "Butterfly," a blue-edged
variety, with notched standard, made
its advent.
Five years later "Invincible Scarlet" won a certificate as the
very newest production, and in lS68,
in Germany, was originated the "Crown
Princess of Prussia," the first sweet pea
of a flesh-pink color.
The beautiful
rose-pink "Adonis" had birth in 1882,
but it was soon eclipsed by the better
shaded "Princess Beatrice." For many
years only a few other varieties of inferior quality were known.
About 1898,
cantile

the Americans, becoming enthused over
the remarkable achievements of Henry
Eckford, of England, introduced his
seed into California, and were so successful
that this state became the

ing period

of

—

Longitudinal Section of Seedless Apple

world's

principal

base

of

supply.

It

was not long before more than 125
tons of seed were grown, and now in
California alone the production

ormous.

is

en-

—
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Botanists have named the sweet pea
Lathyrus odoratus, and, on account of
its

beauty and fragrance,

classify

it

as

the queen of the order Icgiiminosae, to
which it belongs. It has a calyx of five

the most superior, as well as the most
recent.
The flowers are much larger
than those of the grandiflora type,
blooming in threes and fours, on long,
stiff
stems, with a glistening finish
which resembles frosted silver, while
the edges of the standards and wings
are wavy, or fluted, like a cockle shell.
This type was originated in England,
the "Countess of Spencer" being the
first, and therefore the parent, of the
class.
The vines grow vigorously; but,
while they are very free in flowering,

seeds grow ill such small numbers
This pecuthat the prices are high.
liarity is due, perhaps, to the fact that
the wings fold down over the keel so
closely that the essential organs are
too well protected, and insect fertilization is often impossible. This type
varies from a delicate shell pink to a
deep rose. At present the set is comparatively small, "Enchantress," an
English novelty of 1907, being perhaps
the most beautiful.
tjhe

DWARF EARLY FLOWERING

FicZ.

—Lathyrus Odoratus

Sweet Pea
Fig.

1.

—^The

W

shown at S, the wings at
2.
Shows the essential
stanien is at A, the nine
cohescent stamens at B, the calyx at C, the
and E.
pistil, stigma and ovary at
standard

is

and the keel at K.
organs.

Fig.

The tenth

—

D

s6pals, from which springs an irregular
corola of five petals. The largest petal
is called the standard, the two next in
size the wings, and the two smaller
ones, which envelop the essential orBecause of its
gans, form the keel.
resemblance to a butterfly it is said
The essential
to be papilionaceous.
organs consist of ten diadelphous stamens nine coherent and one by itself
and one pistil, with style and stigma,
attached to a single ovary, which later
forms the pod containing the ovules
or seed. The earliest botanical history dates back to 1650, and although
the sweet pea has been slow in its
evolution, it has become so popular
that its cultivation has inspired great
At present
interest among amateurs.
there are seven distinct classes of sweet
peas, and before beginning to cultivate
either, it would be well to understand all.

IV may be termed

Class

a collection
are malformadesirable, except as
Their structure consists in

they

of freaks, since
tions, and not
curiosities.

developed

poorly

standards,

and

a

close, or bud-like, form.

THE DOUBLES

V

Class

consists of doubles.
It is
not a distinct class, for doubles are
likely to come on any of the grandiflora type.
They have two, three and

sometimes

four

standards.
Occasiontwo or three normal
one double on the same
occurs frequently among
Edward VII." Doubles,
not given much attention;
should not be encouraged

ally there will be

and

flowers

stem. This
the "King
however, are
in fact, they

They do not

figure among
exhibits, but seeds
can be obtained from any of the growers, if desired.

at

all.

culture

first-class

CUPIDS AND BUSH PEAS
Class

bush

Class III is the dwarf early flowering
type, which, when in full flower, is
only fifteen inches high, blooming in
sixty or seventy days from the planting of the seed. The flowers are smaller
than those of the grandiflora class, and
are slightly notched at the top of the
standard. They are very fragrant, and
when cut in sprays with the foliage,
make cheering house decorations. The
class contains onlv three distinct varie-
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VI

gives us the cupids and the

varieties.

Cupids do not grow

upright, but spread their foliage over
the earth in matted clusters.
The bush
peas grow compact and erect to the
height of eighteen inches.
Neither
varieties require much moisture, as
they are deep rooted, and thrive in
the hottest weather.
They will not
do so well in the same locality as the
tall

varieties,

because their foliage

is

mildew in damp surroundings.
Both classes have many variegations.

liable to

—

THE GRANDIFLORA TYPE
the grandiflora type, which
later in flowering than the
The vines are of strong, vigearlies.
orous growth, very free in blooming,
with extra large flowers, of good form
Class I

is

a

is

little

A

and substance, coming on long stems
and fours, and all facing the
same way. In this class we have a

in threes

great variety of reflex, expanded, folded
in all colors known.
Class II is the orchid-flowering type.
Of all the sweet peas grown, these are

and hooded forms,

Mixed Garden
Grown

last season

of Annuals, Perennials

by Mr.

J.

but the colors are quite pretty,
of All," with bright pink
standard and creamj' wings, being perhaps the finest.
ties,

"Earliest

.

^

and Climbers

A, Wiley, St, Catharines, Ont,

Class VII is the notched type. There
was a time when the standards had a

decided notch, or nick, in the centre,

and sometimes at the side.™ Thercen-

Jaiiuai'v,
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tral notch, however, has been entirely
bred out of the grandiflora class, but
occasionally the side notch is seen in
some of the Eckford novelties. It
iras this side notch that got the "But-

erfly" variety its name.
In whatever class he may choose to
iltivate, the aspiration of every sweet

grower should be the highest standThis means, first
of perfection.
all, the keeping in touch with sweet

za
iird

jf

rio^wers for
has been fashsome time now
FOR
ionable to have table decorations
it

rather flat in general effect, with
here and there a high group of flowers,
or perhaps only candelabra, to give the
needed touch of style. These high parts
of the decorations are preferably placed
at the ends of the table rather than in
the centre in most cases, for it seems to
be the general idea that there should be
no intrusive decoration to keep persons
who are placed opposite each other from
seeing one another's faces.
A very handsome decoration seen at a
wedding breakfast was all in green, yellow and white. The selection of flowers was a little unusual, as it included,
instead of the usual bride's roses and
lilies, yellow orchids, smilax, ferns and
lilies of the valley.
The decoration was
used for a table meant to seat eight perThe table was covered with a
agnificent cloth, having a border of
,ce which reached from the edge of
The table
:he table almost to the floor.
1^^!as circular.
In the centre of the table was arranged
a little pool having a small fountain in
There were gold fish in the
its centre.
pool which carried out the gold and
white of the decorations. The pool was
surrounded by a very wide and flat rope
of smilax, or perhaps it would be best
to call it a band.
Here and there
among the smilax were a few lilies of
the valley, and there were two fairly
large bouquets of the lilies and ferns
placed opposite each other on the smilax.
^rom this smilax circle also rose two
all glass vases whose bases were surrounded with branches of palm leaves.
The vases were filled with orchids and
ms. Attached to them were small
^^i(lectric light bulbs which were partly
hidden by the ferns. These two vases
were also opposite each other and stood
midway between the bouquets of lilies.
So far the decorations described have
been confined to the pool and the encircling rope of smilax.
Beyond this
was a large margin of table. From the
central decoration and across the rest
of the table there extended four ropes
of the smilax which hung down over the
edges of the table to the bottom of the

pea specialists so that seed of the very
choicest varieties may be secured secondly, a good idea of what constitutes
high-class sweet peas; and thirdly, a
thorough knowledge of those requisites
necessary in their culture. The most
approved types are the grandiflora and
Developthe orchid-flowering singles.
ing these to the best form and size,
and adding to the number of blooms
upon the stem, should be the aim of
;

every enthusiast. A flower stem must
be close to ten inches in length, with
the flower standard of a circular tendency, when pressed out flat, and measuring close on to two inches across,
before a sweet pea can be rated as an
ideal culture.
To accomplish this one
must be thoroughly in earnest, and
ready to undergo a certain amount of
work, which, if the heart is in it, need
not be designated drudgery.

House and Table Decoration
Bouquets of orchids were attached to the ends of these ropes and
other bouquets were attached to the
ropes about midway between the cencloth.

is mingled with maidenhair,
Farleyance and other fine ferns in^ a
soft, full arrangement that looks easy
to do but really requires a great deal

maids and

Prize Decorated Dining Table at Niagara District Horticultural Exhibition

tral

decorations and the edge of the

table.

In harmony with this color scheme
the fireplace decorations were in large

palms and yellow and white
chrysanthemums. Two great sheaves of
ferns and palms on either side of the
fireplace were set close together so that
the longer branches met.
The pinnacle
of each had a loosely arranged bunch
of yellow and white chrysanthemums,
and there were more of these flowers
arranged loosely around the base of the
sheaves.
One of the sheaves was much
higher than the other, which made a
much more pleasing arrangement than
if they had both been of the same length.
Loose bows of white gauze ribbon were
tied about the sheaves about midway
up, and the long, gauzy ends hung to

ferns,

the floor.
For the bridal bouquet the lily of the
valley interspersed with orchids is considered an ideal combination.
Bouquets
made entirely of lilies of the valley are
also very fashionable.
The rose is the
moment's favorite flower for the brides-

and skill. The bride's
tied with long loops of soft
satin ribbon, and from it also depend
a quantity of very narrow ribbon
streamers, to which are attached clusters of the lilies of which the bouquet is
of

patience

bouquet

is

The bridesmaids' bouquets
are also tied with broad satin ribbon of
the very softest quality. The loops
and ends are all of the same length, and
are quite long.
For very simple table decorations
which are to be done at home nothing
is easier and more effective in arrangement than a long decoration down the
centre of the table. The decoration is
quite low, the highest points being
made by the candles at either end. For
this style of decoration moss is arranged
in a long, irregular line going down the
Ivy leaves and
centre of the table.
ferns laid flat on the cloth branch out
from the moss in pleasing variety of
line.
Under the moss are concealed
the receptacles which hold the water
for the flowers.
These may be of a
moss green color, so that they may be
composed.

—
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the

more readily coneealed by the moss

and

ferns.

There should be at least

nine of these water-holders, as otherwise it will not be possible to make the
flowers look sufficiently scattered. They
need not be large or deep, for it takes
very little water to keep the flowers
Each
looking fresh during an evening.
saucer or small cup is filled with a wire
or iron stem-holder, such as may be
had at any of the shops, and which are
needed to keep the flowers upright.
ferns may easily be
twisted around the receptacle so that
it will be quite concealed and the flowers will seem to be planted directly
in the moss.
For such an arrangement of flowers
almost any kind of blossoms is suitable.

The moss and

Carnations,

roses,

violets,

chrysantheadmir-

mums and lily of the valley are all

able for this purpose, and the effect is often enhanced by the mingling of several
blossoms. Simple garden flowers also
Daisies, which
look well in this way.
may be had in colors as well as in
white, are even more attractive for

such an arrangement than roses. If
roses are used, small ones are more attractive than the larger and handsomer blossoms. Nothing could be better than Chinese lilies and similar small
and rather fragile blossoms.
The flowers are arranged in irregular
bunches, as many as there are recepThe stems should all
tacles of water.
be of different lengths, so that the
Some
flowers will branch out prettily.
stems should be very short, so that
they are quite at the base of the boua very few should
quet, and others
be quite tall, almost as tall as the can-

—

—

dles.

The flowers should then be so arranged in the different sections of the
wire holders that they branch out pretThe bunches ought
tily and carelessly.
not to be very full, and ferns, tall grasses,
and graceful vines should be mingled
with the flowers. Not all the bunches
should be of the same height. There
should be one very low bunch for the
centre of the decoration, and then pairs
of bunches of about equal height.
Tall candles with shades of the same
color as the flowers selected or of a harmonizing shade are placed on the mossy
bed at a short distance from each end of
the decoration. The moss surrounds
The flowers
the base of the candles.
are then arranged so that they look as if

they had sprung naturally from the
The taller bunches are placed
at the ends, gradually decreasing in
This decrease
size toward the centre.
in height should not be noticeable, but
should be altogether irregular.
A very simple decoration for a home
dinner, but a very pretty one, is a
wreath of smilax quite irregular and
consisting merely of the smilax vine
Intertwined with
laid flat on the table.
turf.

the smilax are wide open pink roses of
The
the old-fashioned garden sort.
yellow roses are also most attractive,
but are hard to find in the florists' shops
in any varieties that would be suitable.
The handsome modern roses do not
Chrysanusually serve the purpose.

themums may

also be used in this way.
In the centre of this wreath may be
placed a very low bowl, also filled with
short-stemmed pink roses or roses and

The candelabra are
forget-me-nots.
placed at the ends of the table, or, if it
.^e a circular table, at the four imaginary corners.
Square and rectangular enamelled
and gilt baskets are also used for floral
Some of the gilt baskets
centrepieces.
are quite long and rather narrow, and
are filled with soil, the roses and ferns
being planted in this soil exactly as in
the garden.
In sending boxes of flowers from
florists' shops the newest fancy is to
have picture boxes instead of flower
designs, as have been fashionable. The
flower boxes, of course, are always
popular, since they are so much more
-

.

appropriate than any others. The new
boxes, however, with their bright and

funny

pictures, are also attractive.

Grafting Dahliaa
Max Moineau,

Toronto

two ways.
First, take the tubers of two different
plants, as nearly alike in shape and

Dahhas can be grafted

as

size

across,

in

cut them obliquely
cut surfaces together

possible,
fit

the

and after
possible,
seal the joint with
soft shoemaker's wax, to keep out the
In
air, then plant in a pot of sand.
perfectly

as

tying with

as

raffia,

the hot-bed the cut surfaces will

Be

unite.

much

careful, not

to

have

soon
too

about the tubers, or
they will rot at the joint. This method
is generally known, but is not often
practised.
It will not change the color
of a flower, and it has a tendency to
produce sports, which eventually remoisture

stronger original plant.
However, by saving seeds of some of
these sports it sometimes helps in the

vert

to

the

of new varieties.
The second method of grafting is,
think, my own idea, and therefore

Januaiy, 1908

only the slip. Finally, after hardening out from the hot-bed, transplant
in the garden as you would other tubers.

have had better

I

Gro-win^ D^warf Trees
Exactly how the tiny trees of Japan
are produced is known only to a score
or so of individuals, says the Windsor
Magazine. A Japanese Fellow of the
Royal Horticultural Society was good
enough to supply the following interesting

facts

relating

accomplished with a
Take as good a tuber
as possible of the kind you wish to
graft, being careful not to remove the
eye, then bore a hole into the tuber
tiie size of the slip you have chosen to
After the
insert from another variety.
slip has been inserted, seal it in the
tuber with a bit of shoemaker's wax,
and plant in a pot of sand. Let the
shoot belonging to the tuber grow for
a time, to establish the life of the tuber
and the union of the slip, then in about
three weeks cut off the shoot, leaving
original.
slip

It

is

and a tuber.

to

the

methods

employed.
It would seem that the quality essential to the successful dwarf tree
grower is patience infinite patience,
backed by a fund of calm resignation
unknown to the western mind. Fifty

—

years

is

named

as the shortest period

which a really good and saleable
dwarf tree may be grown, while a lifetime is not long enough to produce
the highest examples of the art.
The
tree artist merely makes the beginning;
his son, or perhaps even his son's son,
reaps the reward of his labors.
Dwarf trees are produced from seeds,
or in cases where this is not practicable, from carefully selected cuttings.
When the young plant begins to grow
it is tended with ceaseless care, and
from the commencement of its career
in

its

natural

tendencies are

subjugated

Each

to the will of its master.

twig,
as it makes its appearance,
becomes the object of the closest scrutiny.
Shall it be permitted to grow,
and if so, in what direction? May it
not be advisable to cut it away altogether, and encourage growth elsewhere? These and a dozen similar
questions occupy the mind of the Japanese artist, and upon their correct
solution depends the ultimate value of
the tree, for to be perfect the dwarf
must possess a shape and balance
equal to the best life sized models.

each

leaf,

Avoid draughts of cold air on plants,
as they check the growth and often induce attacks of mildew. Plants like
fresh air, but object to cold draughts.

development
I

results from
grafting.

method than from root

this

Alstroemeria

— Peruvian

Lily.

— This

is

and fine genus, which does not
seem to have found a home in our
gardens to the extent that might be
expected.
One or two kinds are hardy,
and as charming as any flowers on a
warm soil. A. aurantiaca and A. Sinisii
a distinct

are, as far as my experience goes, the
hardiest and best bloomers.
I
have
raised a large colonv of these charming
plants from seed. The seed was sown
in April and they came up the following
April, and bloomed the same season.

They were A.

Chilensis.
There were
several shades of color among them.

Roderick Cameron, Niagara

Falls,

Ont.

What Amateurs Can Do
the New Year aright, by
START
resolving to have a better garden

next season than you had last year.
Plan the garden in advance. Draw a
diagram on paper and draw it to scale.
It is interesting work.

pose.

Make a diagram

lines to represent the

of

it.

in
Draw

rows as they

will

be and write the names of the vegetables
that you intend to grow in the rows.
Did you start some house bulbs in
September or October, as was suggested

January
success or failure, telling

how you

plant-

ed the bulbs and how you cared for
them. Take photographs of them in
bloom and at other stages of their growth
and send them to this office. An important point in successful indoor bulb
culture is to have the temperature as
uniform as possible. Water often enough
to keep the soil moist.
Watch the house plants for pests, the
most troublesome of which are the
green and black aphis or fly, red spider,
A dry temperascale and mealy bug.
increasing of
the
to
conducive
is
ture
For the aphis, use a strong
these pests.
The best
solution of tobacco water.
preventive against red spider is a moist
temperature and sprinkling the foliage,
Scale may
especially on the lower side.
leaves
the
washing
by
of
rid
be gotten
with strong soapsuds and rinsing afterwards with cold water. Mealy bugs
should be brushed off plants with a small
brush or a piece of stick. Destroy them
as soon as they appear.
Prepare now for forcing some plants
for

Easter.

Try

the

hortensia,

the

and freesia.
greenhouse
Write to the seedsmen and nurseries
The best
and ask for their catalogs.
of these firms advertise in The CanStudy the
adian Horticulturist.
catalogs and make your selections early.
spiraea

A

Beautiful Spot in the Perennial Border

you intend to lay out new grounds,
llan with a view to the effect that the
A
blanting will produce in after years.
If

IIlew

general

principles

should

in

The Canadian Horticulturist

for

If so, write a letter for
those months?
publication, stating your experience,

If too much heat is generated in the
hotbed, it is necessary to raise the sash
When doing so, hang a
occasionally.
curtain so as to prevent entrance of
cold air and injury to the seedlings.

be ob-

small, avoid
Plan
possible.
as
much
fetraight lines as
the lawn so that there will be an open
space, keeping the trees and shrubs at

fcrved.

Unless the plot

is

If the area
the back and on the sides.
small, the lawn should be level. On
large grounds, a more pleasing effect may
be produced by having the surface un-

is

Walks and driveways should
dulated.
be as few as possible. On large grounds,
they should curve gently from the point
of entrance to the house.

[
'

Plant trees and shrubs in harmony
with the surroundings. The largest
form the background.
trees should
Trees of darkest foliage should be farthObjectionable
est from the viewpoint.
scenes may be hidden by judicious
Plant in groups. Occasionplanting.
ally single specimens with individual
Trees
characteristics may stand alone.
and shrubs of high-colored and oddcolored foliage should be used sparingly.
Plan to have a kitchen garden next
summer. You can grow better vegetables than can be bought and you get

Measure the plot of
fresher.
ground that you can devote to this pur-

them

Tropical Effects Produced

With Cannas

—
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TKe Creeping Evergreen
Euonymvis
For covering smooih stone
creeping Euony'Uus radicans
cellent

Low

vine.

walls of

walls, the

an exany kind
is

have a nice appearance when clothed
with this vine, its dark, small, evergreen
leaves contrasting well usually with the
color of such walls.
When walls are
high, some vine with heavier leaves looks
better, the euonymus appearing too
frail in

such cases.

The euonymus clings closely and
makes no unattached shoots, just what
is wanted usually for furnishing a low
wall.
As a rule, the plain leaved one is
the better sort for the purpose, but
should the fence to be covered be of a
very dark color the variegated leaved one
may sometimes be used to advantage.
The variegated leaved one is sometimes
planted in positions it does not suit,
such as on plastered walls, where it has
been noticed; and very much out of
place it was, too!
An opinion is sometimes expressed
that this euonymus is slow growing.
It is because of its
This is a mistake.
small leaves that the impression of slowness prevails, a;nd there is not much side
growth to it for a while, but in upward
growth, it should not be considered a
slow grower at all given good soil it will
ascend a wall in a satisfactorv inanner.

It should have been
graphical error.
"stock." In graftage, the "stock" is a
plant or part of a plant upon which a
In addition to
scion or bud is inserted.
this use of the word in connection with
graftage, the term "free stock" is sometimes used with reference to seedlings.

An

is

a summer-house.

It

can be

useful and omarnental retreat amidst the flowers and
shrubbery. When selecting a place for
it, do not stand it by itself in the centre
Locate it in a retired
of the lawn.
corner of the grounds or well amongst
the flowers at the side, so that you may
sit and hear the hum of the bees, or see
the flowers looking in upon you, and
catch, perhaps, the fragrance of a clump

made a comfortable,

The summer-house

of mignonette.

is

a

Island, B.C.

In favorable locations and

them

flower clusters are twice as

long as the former and much looser.
The writer does not know a variety of
Wistaria called Jackmanni. Clematis
J ackmanni is an excellent hardy climber
and will thrive in most localities if given
reasonable care.

StocK Not StacK
you kindly inform me what the term
I
"stack" means in the process of graftage?
saw it mentioned three or four times in the DecM.A.,
Sherbrooke,
Que.
cember issue?
The appearance of the word " stack"
in the article referred to was a typoWill

—

A

It easily will

300 square feet,
Unless it is desired to train it for special
purposes, little or no pruning is necessary.
The freedom of blooming can be
enhanced, however, by cutting back the
branches when dormant. It prefers a
deep, rich soil, but if such is not available it will do fairly well in a drier soil.
A variety of
It prefers sun to shade.
wistaria often cultivated as W. Chinensis is W. Multijuqa.
It is a Japanese

closelv.

When

soils,

cover
and oftentimes more.

The

January, when it should be brought
out into the window or into a temperature of about 65 degrees and started into
growth. Syringe or spray the branches
with clear water every day to induce
growth. Keep the soil moist but not
soddened with water. If necessary, the
plant should be re-potted into a pot two
or three sizes larger before top growth
has started much. The roots should not
be disturbed very much in re-potting.
Hydrangeas like a rich, loamy compost,
good drainage, and to be kept well
watered when in full growth. Answered
by Wm. Hunt, O.A.C., Guelph.

Do not allow potted bulbs to become
dry at the roots. Keep them supplied
If
you are
plentifullv with water.
growing bulbs for early spring, watch

wistaria, and a number of varieties in
each species. The most common and
best hardy species is the Wistaria Chin-

type.

secure early flowers from a tender
wood or
hydrangea, the
growth of the plant should have been
well ripened the previous autumn, and
the plant kept cool and dormant until

house

straw.

There are three or four species of

attains great size.

Early Bloom

is

The manure for a hotbed should
come from the horse stable. Never
use cow manure, indess mixed with

"Wistarias

ensis.

for

the proper way to treat a house hydrangea so that it will bloom early in spring?
M.M., Toronto.

What

Floral Notes

more than one kind of wistaria, and
which is best? Does it occupy much space, and
•does it like sun or shade?
Is the Jackmanni a

it

Hydrangeas

Testing novelties in seeds and plants
should be done cautiously.

Is there

—T.H., Thetis

culturist.

—

;

good climber to plant?

be duplicated on the lawn of
most readers of The Canadian Horti-

easily

or

essential feature of well-planned

grounds

January, 1908

To

Summer House

A. Rustic

—

Cheap Summer House

fitting place for

—a place to

communion with nature

and think.
The summer-house should be unpretentious in design and free from trumpery embellishments. It must be waterproof, and constructed of materials that
will endure.

sit

Native woods, undressed

and unadorned, are useful for the purThe illustration on this page
pose.
represents a cheap and well-made summer-house on the home grounds of Mr.
C. Morris, Brown's Nurseries, Ont.
The floor was built of second-hand

repotting plants, do not use
pots more than one or two sizes larger
than the one in which the plant has
been growing. Water once as soon
as the plant is potted and repeat only
when necessary.

must use
that penetrates the soil only half an inch or so
is of little use even if applied every
day. It is best always to give the plants
a good soaking, and then leave them
alone until they again need similar
In

watering plants,

common

diameter is twelve feet, octagon in shape.
There are eight posts, four inches in
diameter and seven feet high. The rails
were made from the tops and branches
of the young trees out of which the posts
were gotten. The cash outlay was less
than six dollars and two days of one
man's time. This summer-house is
It could
strong, cheap and effective.

one

A sprinkling

treatment.

W.

matched flooring, on two by eight-inch
The roof was made of
joists and sills.
material similar to the flooring. The

sense.

—

StockesiaStockesia Stocke's Aster.
cynas is a comparatively new plant of sterling merit. I find it to be p^^rfectly hardy
without any protection. It is one of our
choicest autumn flowering perennials,
growing to a height of three feet, and bearing a profusion of lavender blue flower,
three inches across, closely resembling
There is no better flower in
asters.
Grow it in
the border for cutting.

damp, porous soil to have it do well. —
Roderick Cameron, Queen V^ictoria Park,
Niagara

Falls,

Ont.

TKe

Grooving of Tomatoes*

V/. C.

^HE tomato

is

one of the

vegetables,

cial

commer-

and one that

going to have a great future.
article,

rowing

I

the

is

In

refer chiefly to
of tomatoes

shall

main crop

While we all may know
improve the crop, we do not
ilways put into use the knowledge
We are engaged as part of
ve have.
great multitude whose business
it is to feed mankind, and it should be
Pour pride to produce tomatoes and
other crops of a good quality at as low
I do not mean by
a cost as possible.
putdoors.

enough

to

that that there is any \'irtue in letting
Canadian canners fix the price of
tomatoes at such a price as leaves us
less than a fair profit, or that there is
any virtue in letting the transporta-

and

McCalla.

St.

CatKarines. Ontari

order to get it, I think that
every grower should select his own.
It will mean a little work year after
year, but I am sure that it will pay.
You should not only select the early
ripening fruits, but fruits from the best
vines that come the nearest to your
ideal of what a vine should be.
Place
in

stakes on these selected vines and
allow the fruit to ripen perfectly, and
gather when thoroughly ripened. Slice
off the top of each tomato and squeeze
out the seeds with the adhering pulp
into a pail of water and let it ferment
for twenty-four hours, and then pour
off the seeds and the pulp and wash.
Take out heavy seeds and dry quickly
and you will have seed of bright
color and high germinating qualities.

of

manure into the soil to
was an exceedingly

It

give drainage.
difficult

mat-

ter to get good plants last spring.
It
was practically impossible to get seedlings out in the cold frames.
When

the farmers were forced to put them
they encountered bad weather.
I saw 1,000 plants that turned yellow

out,

and went back; they made no growth

A

for two or three weeks.
stunted
plant, like a stunted hog, is a poor
proposition into which to put feed and
labor.
I have heard men say
that

you cannot kill a tomato plant, consequently they handle them as roughly
as possible. It is hard to kill them, they
will stand a lot of abuse, but I am satisfied that abused and stunted plants never
give the results that thrifty plants do.

companies

absorb
most of the profits, but
I do think that it is our
business to increase our
crops and decrease our
tion

cost of

production.

If

we cannot produce tomatoes as cheaply as some
other people, we will
jse business in the

long

m.
|roduce big crops por
cheapness
I

would

like to out-

some of the
that go to proluce a big crop of tomne briefly

effects

There is always
Itoes.
_nore than one way. of
doing a thing. It is an
important factor in the
production of cheap
tomatoes to produce a
big crop.
Of course,
the early crop is some-

what

different.

I

am

speaking chiefly of the
main crop of tomatoes.
To grow a large crop of

^omatoes, we must get plants produced
rom good seed. These plants must
_ set out in suitable soil and properly
lentilated.
The crop must be taken
^re of and well cultivated before it is
jpady for the market.

H.WE GOOD SEED
We need good seed, and by good seed
mean seed that has high germinating
pwer, and that will produce tomatoes
a good flavor and of a uniform type
bch as we desire. When vou take
vo tomato plants grown from the
ime seed in the same condition, and
'

them out in different soils, there
a wonderful difference in the result.
I had some striking illustrations this
year.
Good seed is the foundation
_

Jt

is

•A

ixirtiiii of an address delivered at last
convention
of the Ontario \'egetab1e Orowers' Association.

The Fairyland Scene Which Snow Produces

They will come up from two to three
days ahead of the regular purchased
article,
and make a thrifty growth
from the start, a growth that you will
know is a safe foundation on which to
build a crop.

STARTING SEED AND PLANTS
For the late crop, we plant our seed
the last week in March in hotbeds, putting the seeds in flats.
When the
plants are large enough to handle, in
about two or three weeks, we take
them out into smaller flats and place
these plants in the hotbed, giving
them as much air as possible. We put
from 100 to 200 plants in an ordinary
flat,
made from soap boxes. When
these begin to crowd, usually about the
first week in May, we put them into
framesoutside, putting three or fourloads

This double handling does not take
much extra time as one might think.
I do it nearly all in stormy weather,
when it is too unpleasant to work outside.
I like to put them about four
by four when they finally go into the
frames; it makes them thrifty in every
way, and they are ready to make
growth as soon as they go into the
field.
The soil on which tomatoes are
planted should have, as a first consideration, good drainage.
My preference
is a rather light,
sandy loam, thoroughly underdrained, and I get my
best crop from the higher parts of the
field.
This light soil grows the very
best tomatoes, potatoes, melons and
squash, and a great many other crops.
Be sure and have it rich enough.
so

GreenKouse Construction

D. Fraser, Leamington, Ontario

J.

growing
THE
county
is

with

us,

of vegetables in Essex
not a business of choice

but of

necessity.

the

fruit

able to sell our tomatoes
good price. We again replanted
our peach orchards, and about five
years ago, they were cleaned out a
second time, and thus we had to go
into vegetable growing on a large scale.
Our first houses were small and were
not convenient. The stress of the
business made it necessary to improve
them. We find it important that the
greenhouses shall be located as con-

fore
at a

—
Answer. —

How does
Question.
the price of Cyprus?

For

was the
industry
main industry of the section along the
Great areas were
shores of Lake Erie.
planted in peach trees, and many growers had all that they were worth invested in the business. Then a frost
came and wiped out the orchards. We
then began to look for something else
to grow, with peaches as a side line.
With that end in view, we put up some
small greenhouses in a very modest
way and began growing tomatoes,
As a
which proved very profitable
rule, our tomatoes mature two or three
weeks earlier than those grown in any
other part of the Dominion, and thereyears

I

are easier to heat, and it is easier on
the house.
In no case, however, is it
advisable, either for defence or protection, to exclude the house from all
the benefit of the sunlight we want
every possible ray of sunlight.
Our first houses were built of chiefly
;

wood and

and their life was very
short.
I know one that was put up
that began to decay the next year.
When there is any chance for the water
glass,

to lodge, the timber begins to go down
at once, and for that reason we have
discarded the wood as much as posIt
are now using cement.
sible.

We

cheao, and once constructed it
does not rot out. For supports, we
use gas-pioes, set in cement, being
very careful to place a pole six inches
below the ground to keep the gas-pipe
from rotting off at the surface. We
do
I
have a great deal of chestnut.
not know whether or not it is as good
as Cyprus, but we find Cyprus to be
good, and very much better than pine,
and I think that the Hfe of chestnut is
two or three times as long as pine.
is

portion of an a-ldress delivered at the convention
the Ontario Vegetable Growers' Association last

November.

compare with

do not know.

We

can

greenhouse without first painting it;
that is very important.
There has been considerable discussion and difference of opinion between
greenhouse growers as to the kind of
glass to use, whether to use butted
If you use lipped
glass or lipped glass.
glass, you must lay it in putty; if the
glass is quite square and well cut,
butted glass is all right. If the glass
does not fit, it will leak, and leaks are
I -think twenty
injurious.
is the right size to use.

Mr.

T.

Delworth,

by twenty

Weston.— How

heavy do you have the bars?
About two and one-half inches
A.
is the standard; it depends somewhat
on the system of construction used.

—

From
I

a vegetable grower's standpoint,

would not build a house over from

My reason for that is
feet.
that if a house is too wide, it is hard
to get enough air into it, and in order
to finish vegetable plants in the house,
they have to get a free circulation of
air or they will be too short.
How do you construct the roof?
Q.
A.
We built our last house fourWe
and furrow.
teen feet, ridge
have the glass laid east and west
or north and south; we have a house
each way. The east house, built a
couple of years ago, is running north
and south, with the sun striking on
the side in the morning and in the
The house
evening on the other side.
I built this spring is in shorter spans
of fourteen feet, and set the other way.
Where the house ends, there is a glass
slide of about three feet in six, and we
can open this sash on the south and
ventilate, and we can also open the
sash at the top. In May and June,
when it is very hot, a current of air
comes in. The fresh air comes in at
the bottom and the hot air goes out at
the top.
It is as comfortable in the
house on a hot day as outside. We
drive our teams alongside of the house
and take out the plants. We have a
main walk in the centre and a narrow
footpath leading from it, and we gather
our plants in a low wagon and take
them out in that way. If the house is
100 feet wide, you are never more than
Where it
fifty feet from the centre.
used to take five men and a team to
get plants out in the ordinary way,
one man and a team can now keep a
gang busy in the field.
80 to 100

—
—

BENCHES

*A
of

it

buy it at very reasonable prices.
The next material is paint. One
should never put up any timber in a

we were

venient to the dwelling-house as possible, because it is something that has
If it
to be looked after very closely.
dwelling-house,
is far away from his
the grower is much hampered.
We have strong winds from the
south-west that come across the lake.
We like to have our greenhouses sheltered from these winds, because they

for Veg'etable Groovers"

If

tomatoes are grown with the

tention of maturing the crop in the
house, we have to start our seed about
the first of January, and as the days
are usually dark, it is hard to start the
seed on flat or ground benches. Therefore, it is a good idea, in building a
house, to have a few raised benches in
order to get bottom heat. You can
always manage to get good plants by
using bottom heat to get them started.
After they are started, you can use the
ordinary flat benches. If you have a

border of cement running round
them, it is so much the better, but
you can get along without it if you
little

wish.

The matter

of heating, I suppose,
Vegethe greatest item of expense.
table growers have been put to a great
deal of expense through the ordinary
plumbers of the local towns undertaking to lay pipes in the greenhouses.
I have found for my own part that it is
very foolish to give a man a contract
to put in the pipes in a greenhouse
unless you are sure that he knows
what he ^s doing, or unless you know
The first
yourself how to manage it.
time I had pipes put in, they were almost useless, and I had to take them
out again. I then learned how to lay
When a person is expipes myself.
perienced and knows what he is doing,
it is all right to go on with it. because

is

any ordinary plumber can arrange the'
pipes if vou show him how to do it.
But the ordinary plumber does not

know anything about heating

a greenhouse, and therefore it is best to give
it to some person who thoroughly un-

derstands it.
Mr. Delworth.

vou use
A.

We

material

do

—Two

by five chestnut scantling.
them by gas-pipes, and
rafters strike this two by five,

support

where the

a bolt that hes over the scanttake a brace and bit and
bore holes near the edge of the scantling, and then cut out with a chisel
there

is

We

ling.

little comers, and the bolts drop
There is no chance for the
there.
water to lodge, and the rafters strike
against this piece and the end is cut
The bolt goes through and
off square.

two

in

the beam, and there is no
point except the one small
The gutter is made of galcorner.
vanized iron, with the edge turned
down about half an inch to make it
stiff, and that fits into the notch in

touches
contact

the rafter.

—

Do you heat by steam
Mr. Delworth.
or hot water?
A. Steam; our snowfall is very

—

light.

Mr. Delworth.
in-

—What

for gutters?

of heating

— From

my

from hot water,

expenence
I had a

if
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gutter like that, I would be very much
would prefer
I
troubled with snow.
one large house, thirty feet in width,
.

standing alone.
Mr. Fraser.— These things work out
ccording to the location in which one
We have found it to be to our
Ives.
dvantage, when we build an extra
house, to leave a space between that
and the other house of a little more
than is necessary, in order to have
room to drive through with the team,
and in this space we have a protected

R'

warm

place for hardening the plants.
There are some houses in our section
heated with hot water, and they work
very satisfactorily. Where the house

it, using the earth to bank it
the outside. The sash was
made for sixteen by sixteen glass, and
we have two sashes joined together
by hinges, so that they could be folded

centre of

around

up and put away.

up

to ten degrees higher than it will the
other one at the same time of day.

Sparro-ws Destroying

—

Buds

Peter Barrett, Truro, N.S.

Sometimes we had

four inches deep of earth, and sometimes seven by seven of earth to each
plant.
Of course, these plants were
heavy to handle. We found a convenient way to handle them by simply
opening the sash on the outside and
driving along with the team. These
houses were easy to ventilate; that is
only practical for a cheap house.
Q.
Which would you think was the
most economical for vegetable grow-
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During the past few years I have been
noticing the increasing number of house
sparrows and the mischief being done
by them on the red and white currant
Already one-half or two-thirds
bushes.
of the buds have been picked off this
season by these birds and they still keep
at it so long as there are buds left or
I first
leaves put forth in the spring.
discovered them doing the mischief some
years ago, in the fall, when hard, dry
I was inclined to spare
frost set it.
them as food for them was scarce, but
apparently they were worse when the
buds began to open in the spring. Now,
however, when the mild weather is prevailing, the birds seem bent on destroying all the buds of these bushes.
Bushes, five feet high, that ought to
have yielded in the past, and for years to
come, eight pounds of fruit per bush
annually, are destroyed; some of them
I thinned out the others and
I dug up.
hoped for better results from open
But, alas, the bushes being
bushes.
near a spruce hedge, were at a disad-

A snowdrift destroyed them.
vantage.
The sparrows find shelter in a hedge. I
then set out bushes in an open, exposed
view, but find that the birds are still
destroying the buds on them.

A

Portion of Mr. Fraser's Greenhouses at Leamington

not practical to heat with
because it won't circulate,
but some of the large American growers
are using hot water in the ordinary
return -flue boiler, and then pump the
water through the pipes. Of course,
that is only practical where it is a large
plant.
They claim that where they
have a large plant, it is very satisfactory.
The water has' got to go, and
|very portion of the house is heated
large,

[lot

it is

water,

erfectly.

We

first

began with very low houses,

but we found that there was not sufient air in them.
I
would rather
ive a house fairly high, except in a
ise where it was intended to grow
lants only for setting out in the field,
we did when we first started.
found that we could build a very cheap
house by taking posts and setting
them in the ground about ten feet
apart, eighteen inches high, and spiking planks on the inside, running up
the ridge with about one-third pitch,

We

and then digging out a trench

in the

ing, a

A.

—

feet, or two houses
open underneath?
was not going to have a

house forty

twenty

feet wide,
If

I

more than forty feet wide, I
I
would make just one house.
would be wide up to thirty-five feet

Potato pits should be made on dry
ground so that the bottom of pits will not
be wet. They should be about two and
a half feet deep by three feet wide and
any length desired^ The potatoes then
should be put in the trench and covered
well with straw with eight to 10 inches
When hard
of earth on the straw.
weather sets in, the pits should be covered with a foot of manure.

house
think
It

anyway

for one house.
Q.
You think that would be preferable to small ones?
A.
Yes, except where two houses

—
—

might come in handy if you wanted
to use one at a higher temperature.
Q.
I mean to have them connected?
A.
I think I would prefer the one

—
—
house.
Q. — Which would
one or a small one?
A. — The big one

you take, a large

to
is the easiest
get a large house
heated, it will not cool off so fast, but
it takes longer to heat.
Mr. Delworth. You have a larger
body of air in there?
Mr. Fraser. In our case, we get
more benefit from the sun. It shines
in the sides of the house and heats it

heat.

When you

—

—

At a meeting of the Toronto branch

of the

Vegetable Growers' Association, the
following ofTicers were elected for the ensuing
year: Pres., Thos. Delworth, Weston; viceF. F.
pres., C. Gibbard, Doncaster; sec.-treas.,
Reeves, Humber Bay; executive committee,
A Shuter, Bracondale; R. Larkin, Toronto;

Ontario

\V Rush, Humber Bay; C. Plunkett, Woodbridge; and H.J. Sharpley, Bracondale; directors
on provincial board: C. Aylmer, Sr., Humber

J

Bay;

las.

Dandridge,

Humber Bay;

J.

W

McKay, Doncaster;

Humber Bay; F.F.Reeves,
Rush, Humber Bay; John

C. Gibbard,

Doncaster;

J.

Brown, Humber Bay: auditors, Ed. ^gle.
Weston, and A. Shuter, Bracondale. Mr. Thos.
Delworth was apixiinted representative on the
board of the Canadian National Exhibition.
J

The annual meeting

of the

Ottawa branch

of

Association
was held last month, at which the following
D. Smith; viceofficers were elected; Pres.
reprepres., W. Trick; secretary, T. Mockett,
sentative on provincial board, I. A Farquliarson, Hull.

the

Ontario

I

Vegetable

Growers'

TKe Cream
One

of a series of articles on fruit growing in British Columbia, written by a staff representative of Tiie Canadian Horticulturist,
who recently visited the leading fruit districts of that province.

the banks
ALOXG
River,
what
in

Columbia

of the

known

as the
Kootenay District, is located one
of the best fruit sections of British Columbia.
Some of the best lands in the province are, as yet,
of butlittle value

^

,.

W

Hootenay

of tKe

is

owing to drawbacks that will
in
'^^ removed
time. These in-

jjji^v

?!^t|v

^j^K'^T

clude poortransportation facil-

distance

ities,

from market and
other similar
handicaps.

The unusual
advantages of
the

lands

fruit

near Robson are

bringing
section

to

that
the

front rapidly.

The land

is

rich

and easily
Eighteen Duchess Apples
on a Fifteen-inch
Branch.

cleared, good
markets are
readily availand the

able,

transportation facilities are the equal of
any section in that province. Robson is
It is
situated on the Columbia River.
one hour and ten minutes run on the
Canadian Pacific Railway from Nelson,
a city known as the inland metropolis of
British Columbia.
Within one mile of
Robson is Castlegar Junction, which
gives direct connection to the boundary
country, Rossland, Nelson and the
main line points east and west. Steamers bound for the Arrow Lakes, and
making connections with points on
the main line, leave Robson daily.

Transportation

facilities are

when compared with lands

Many of the settlers were busy clearing
their property and erecting houses for
their families. This is an easy task owing
to the small timber on the land and the
close proximity to a sawmill where

lumber can be purchased and "rafted"
to the owner's waterfront.
Most of the soil along the river is of
.excellent quality and is suitable for the
culture of all kinds of fruit usually grown
in that latitude.

The lower land

veyed into long, narrow

strips,

is

sur-

with an

average acreage of fifteen acres. Each
lot has a river and road frontage.
The
north end of each lot abuts the upper
bench which rises gradually to a height
of about 400 feet.
The land can be
cleared at a cost of from $30 to $80 an
The land is valued at $100 an
acre.
acre, which is very reasonable.
NO IRRIGATION NECESSARY
The average annual precipitation of
the district is about 28 inches, and,
what is of more importance, the rainfall
is fairly evenly distributed throughout
the year.
May and June each average
about two and one-half inches of- rain;
July, one andone-quarterinches; Aiigust,
three-quarters of an inch, and September one and one-third inches.
1907 has
been rathefa wet year. In August as
high as seven inches of rain was recorded.
It is evident,

therefore, that suflicient

moisture may be calculated on for filling
out the fruit and producing a heavy
crop.
Irrigation,
therefore,
is
imnecessary.
In addition to the rainfall a considerable amount of moisture percolates
from the mountains and, on some lands,
forms a natural sub-irrigation system.
Even in an exceptionally dry summer

the soil, on much of the land, is moist
enough to grow the most tender crops.
The land has a gradual slope to the
Columbia River, which makes a costly
system of drainage unnecessary. Abundance of good drinking water is available.
A great natural advantage possessed

by

this land lies in the fact that

the

south.

.MILD WI.NTERS

No
the

fear of winter-killing need

Kootenay

February, 1907, when British Columbia
experienced one of the worst winters of
modern times. In an average winter
in this district, zero is very seldom
recorded.
The winter seldom commences before December or extends
beyond February. In March, as a rule,
cattle can find a hving in the brush on
the clover which runs riot and grows
abundantly everywhere. Late frosts
are practically

unknown.

should be carefully noted, however,
that these mild winters are confined to a
comparatively small area", and that one
It

hundred miles or so from the centre of
the Kootenay a much lower temperature

is

met

with.

The Kootenay

Drv

ideal

miles to market their fruit.

Our representative had heard
much about Robson, and decided
that the best way to get at the true
facts of the district was to visit the
land.
A day was spent in going
over the property in company with
in-

terested in fruit lands.
One of the
party, a Mr. Snider, had spent $500
in looking over fruit lands in other

parts

was
and
two

of British Columbia.
so impressed with the

He
soil

he bought
have others
reserved for him.
Others in the
party have since purchased lots.
possibilities

lots

that

and asked

to

Bird's-eye

View
14

of Robson,

B C,

dis-

a sunny district.
It is not in ths
Belt, and does not suffer from

trict is

in other

gentlemen who were

worry

grower.
For the
last three winters the lowest recorded
temperature in Nelson has been six
degrees below zero, and that was in
fruit

growers have to depend on a
freight steamer that calls at intervals or when they have to drive

five other

faces

is

sections of the province where the

many

it

protected from the
north by a high bench of land that
makes it an almost ideal spot for the
culture of tender fruits or early vegetables.
The protection afforded from
the north winds makes the temperature
several degrees warmer than in other
places less favorably situated.
It

with the Columbia River in the Distance.

A

Fairly Well Established Orciiard Expected to Yield

drought, hot winds or dust storms, but
proportion of
it enjoys a very large
bright, breezy, sunshiny days, which
develop the fruit quickly and give it
that brilliant color, texture and flavor
that the sun, and the sun alone, can give.
At the same time the heat is never exthe highest recorded during
cessive,
the last three summers being 94 degrees
The nights are pleasantly
in the shade.
cool, and yet not cool enough to check
On
or prevent the ripening of fruit.
overabsr 2, the representative of

E Canadian Horticulturist was
eking wild strawberries at Robson.
Sweet peas, roses and dahlias were in full

bloom and there had been no

frost

up

to

that date.

EXCELLENT MARKETS
While there are some other districts
that can produce fruit equal to that of

Kootenay district, there are none
Columbia that can compare
markets and transportation
facilities, and in this respect the Robson
the

British
with it for

in

District

is

very

favorably

situated.

^JChe great Northwest of Canada is
^Hbnost at its doors, and with its large

^^id

ever-increasing population, pro^^Edes a good market now, and must con^^^nnuc to provide a market for all the
fruit that can be produced for many
years to come. Indeed, owing to the
comparatively small area of first-class
fruit land, it is a question if the supply
will in the future meet the demand.
Nelson, Rossland, Trail, Grand Forks,
Fernie and many other large places are
within a few hours' run from Robson.
The markets, in proportion to the
available supply, are almost unlimited.
It will not be long before the hardv
varieties of fruit will be shipped from the

Kootenays

to

Great Britain.

$500

to

SIOOU an Acre.

The following prices may be taken as
representative: Strawberries, SI. 75 to
$4 a twenty-four pound crate; raspberries, $2.75 to $4 a twenty-four pound
crate; cherries, $1.50 to $2.50 a twenty
pound box; red currants, $1.25 to $2.25
a twenty-four quart bDX black currants,
$2.50 to $3.50 a twenty-four quart box;
goosebsrries, $1.25 to $2 a twenty-four
quart box; apples average $1.75 a box,
forty pounds; pears, $1.75 to $2.25;
potatoes opened at $50 a ton and at the
end of the year were $25; carrots, $20
turnips, $25; parsnips, $30;
to $25;
beets, $30; onions, $45; eggs, 35 cents
to 75 cents a dozen; hay, $16 to $30 a
;

ton.

Taking into consideration the prices
paid and the large crops raised, it is not
surprising to hear of big returns being
realized.

A

con-

servative estimate
places the yield
from an acre of
trees in full bearing, anywhere be-

$500

tween

and

$2,000 a year, and

from

an acre of
strawberries $200
Many
to $1,000.
ranchers say that
they are making

much more.
While the orchard is maturing,
it is customary to

grow vegetables or
between the
trees, and practi-

berries

cally every kind of

vegetable does well

and

commands

good

prices.

Poul-

Branch

of

Royal Anne

Cherries.

try and dairy products also serve as
useful side lines, while trees are growing.
As a place for a home, Robson offers

exceptional advantages. The climate is
mild in winter and not too hot in the
summer. A church has been established
and a school will be opened at an early
Settlers at Robson are not forced
date.
to give up the comforts and pleasures
Nelson, being only a short disof life.
tance away, affords an opportunity to
shop in a fairly large city, and the
enjoyment of evening entertainments.
Daily papers are delivered at Robson
every morning. Should the province
continue to develop as rapidly as it has
during the past few years, land that is
now selling for $100 an acre will treble
in value in the not distant future. ,
Fishing and hunting are both of the
best.
Deer were seen while our representative was inspecting the land.
The
scenery is beautiful. All things considered, it would be difficult to find a more
ideal land in which to live, or a more
natural and congenial industry in which
to be engaged. This is the view of those
people from Manitoba and the other
western provinces who are now making
their homes in British Columbia.
A number of experienced fruit men,
who had visited almost every part of
British Columbia in search of fruit lands,
have selected Robson as their future
home. Most of the land around Robson
(Mcis owned bv a real estate firm
Dermid & McHardy, of Nelson, B.C.),
which has issued a well-illustrated
booklet showing views of the country
and giving information for intending
After visiting this part of
purchasers.
the country one does not wonder that
Robson has been named, "The Cream of
the Kootenay."
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Circulation Statement
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'
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Our Apples
W.

Hieatt,

in Engfland

Covent Garden Market, London

During the past few years there has been
great improvement in the manner of packing
and sorting Canadian apples, but it is still
Occasionally
faulty in one or two particiJars.
we find a mixture of varieties in the same barrel
and very often a mixture of grades. This conBuyers soon
dition of affairs should not be.
spot the brand on such packages, and when
the next consignment arrives, it does not realize
satisfactory prices. The best policy is to pack

and

fairly

honestly.

Canadian shippers should consign always to
the same buyer in the same market. By so
doing, more satisfactory results and prices are
secured. Canadian apples are doing well this
season, as ours are scarce and poor in quality.

Keep Up Standard

—

Editor Canadian Horticulturist, The following circular has been sent by the Fruit
Division to all the Dominion fruit inspectors.
It will be of interest to all who have apples in
store for repacking
"You will note by the sales' catalogs,
particularly from Liverpool and Glasgow, that
there is a surplus of the smaller grade of No. 1
apples on the market at present, the effect being,
of course, to greatly lower the price for this
This is an indication that you
class of apples.
should in no way relax your vigilance in the
examination of this grade. Brand "Falsely
Marked" any barrel marked No. 1 in which
In order
the apples fall short in point of size.
to maintain the reputation of Canadian apples,
necessary
that
emphasis
be given to
it is more
the matter of size in a year like this, when the
is
undersized,
than
in
general crop
an ordinary
year when there should be a normal quantity of
A. McNeill, Chief, Fruit Divilarge apples."

—

sion,

Ottawa.

Ontario Fruit in tHe "West
Despite the efforts which eastern fruit men are
putting forth to capture and retain the markets
of the prairie provinces, there is less Ontario
fruit on sale in our cities and towns this year
than for some time past. Consumers paying the
prices ordinarily charged for barrelled apples
here expect a better quality in the article than a
good proportion of the Ontario fruit offered in
our markets can show.
Despite the Fruit Marks .\cts, packers seem
to be able to fill up the packages pretty much as
they like and the centre of many a barrel contains altogether too varied an assortment to
rank in the grade it's stamped. Such practices
as these, continued for any time, will work for
the permanent closing of this market to Ontario
fruit.
The east will learn to its own loss that
this country cannot he made a dumping ground
ff)r
unexportable fruit. Farmer's Advocate,

Winnipeg.

Want Ne-w

Fruit

Marhet

'In the opinion of the fruit growers of Onrio and the dealers of Toronto the time has
Tivcd when the city of Toronto should have

adequate

fruit market, open on equal terms
transportation companies running
pto Toronto." The foregoing resolution was
^asscd unanimously at a joint meeting of representative fruit men, dealers and a special
committee of the City Council, held in Toronto
on Dec. 18. Among the fruit growers in attendance were: W. H. Bunting, vSt. Catharinesall

Wm.

the

Armstrong and H.

St. C. Fisher,

Queens-

ton:

L. A. Hamilton, Clarkson; and P. W.
Hodgctts, secretary of the Ontario Fruit Growers'

Association.
the dealers were:

—

.

Those who appeared for
W. H. Dawson, T. Ferguson
Chas. Kempton, Thos. Vance, R. W. Husband
and David Spence. Alderman Foster was
elected chairman of the committee, and Controller Hubbard, Alderman Chisholm
and Ald-

erman Lytle were present. The meeting was
attended also by Property Commissioner Harris.
Addresses were made by nearly all those
present, in which the importance of the fruit
trade to Toronto was urged.
There was unanimity in declaring that the present accommodation at the Scott St. market was inadequate, and that all transportation companies should have equal facilities. The concensus of opinion was that a permanent market, to be kept open the year round, should
be established at Bayside Park. A revenue
of from 10% to 15% on the outlay was promIt was pointed out that the proposed
ised.
location would be convenient for marine as
well as railway traffic.
Property Commissioner Harris said that it
would be impracticable to report on the advisability of suing Bayside Park until the viaduct question had been settled. Neither would
it be possible to use the wharf on the east side
of Yonge St., because it was a private one.
He was of the opinion that something should
be done to better the facilities for handling
fruit, and would do what he could to improve
matters.
Mr. Harris predicted that the radial
railway lines soon would carry most of the
fruit
traffic.
Commissioner Harris was instructed by a resolution to report on the matter.
COOPERATIVE COMMITTEE
Mr. A. E. Sherrington, Walkerton, reported
as follows: "The committee held two meetings
during the year 1907.
At the first meeting,
various methods were discussed for carrying on
the work of cooperation. It was decided that
we should again cooperate with the departments of agriculture for Ontario and the Dominion in holding a large number of fruit institute
meetings, when the benefits of cooperation could
be brought before the growers. Your committee
desires to express the .appreciation for the help
that the Dominion Department has rendered to
us by sending their inspectors to assist at the
fruit meetings.
We trust that they may continue to give us their aid at the first meeting in

March

"The subject of boolc-keeping for the association was discussed.
A committee was appointed
to work out a uniform system of book-keeping
for the associations.
A great deal of information was obtained from the associations on the
subject, and at the June meeting it was definitely
arf-anged to get out a set of counter check books
and a uniform plan for as many of the associations as wished to avail themselves of the offer.
Ten associations adopted these books, but owing
to rush of work at the factory, there was some
delay in getting them out. The committee also
discussed getting out other books for the associations, but nothing definite was done.
The committee hopes, however, that they may be able
to work out some possible scheme for another
year.
A number of resolutions relating to the
industry generally were passed.
"During March, April and June, somewhere
in the neighborhood of 60 fruit institute meetings were iheld.
These meetings were addressed
by Messrs. D. Johnson, Gifford, Carey, Baker,
myself, and a number oif other fruit growers. In
most cases, these meetings were well attended and
a great deal of interest was taken in cooperation
and the industry generally. In connection with
the meetings, a large number of associations were
founded. We have now something over 40 in
operation, and so far as I am aware, they are all
making a success of it.
"Your committee finds that there is a great deal
of work to be done yet to bring the cooperation
to perfection.
Cooperation has taken hold of
the people in America. A few weeks ago a man
from Cornell visited this province to study the
cooperative systems in use here. He expressed
surprise at finding such a young province as
Ontario so far advanced in the methods of handling the products of her orchards over such
states as New York.
He said that it .spoke
volumes for the enterprise of our government.
A few days ago I had a letter from a gentleman
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who

wishes to have the opportunity of laying
before the associations a plan for the consolidating of the associations, and with that end in
view, a meeting will be held in the near future,
probably in early January, to hear this gentleman's suggestions."

Up-to-date Sprayers
has been our privilege to inspect the latest
product of the Spramotor Co. at London, who
are to be commended for the enterprise shown
in their many machines.
Their hand-operated
machines have for so long a time been recognized in Canada as standard, that a mere mention that they are being turned out in larger
numbers each year is enough. Our attention
has been drawn to their latest type of horsepower and gasolene-power machines.
It

These machines show great ingenuity. The
horse-power machine is capable of doing a
great range of work.
Having a capacity of
12 nozzles at 125 lbs. pressure, makes it possible to spray all small and medium sized trees,
such as apples, pears, plums and peaches, perfectly with one man, and a boy to drive.
The
plan is to use one line of hose with an extension
pipe of suitable length and an eight-nozzle
cluster or smaller for small trees, and, all except the largest apple trees, can lie sprayed

The large air chamber (12 gallons
gives ample reserve to stop for short
intervals at each tree if desired.
"The motor
being of large capacity will pick up the pressure from tree to tree, not possible hitherto.
By a simple change of spray rods the rig can
be changed from a tree spraying rig to spray
vineyards, potatoes, or grain crops.
The extent to which this company has gone
to make the sprayer under the control of the
driver is commendable.
As the pressure is
regulated automatically, no attention is required in that respect, yet a means is provided
to throw in and out of gear by hand.
The
stand pipes that spray the grapes are so arranged
that they can be raised or lowered or made wider
or narrower, each independent of the other,
thereby providing a means of keeping the
nozzles the right height and distance from the
vines, all of which is under the control of the
driver without moving from his seat.
Growers who have 100 acres of grapes, that
are sprayed five times during the season, say
that they have never during the entire season
had a nozzle clog, which tells the story of the
nozzle protector.
could not suggest any
improvement to this fine rig. It is a gratification
to have a Canadian concern who are so well
ahead of the times.
The new features in the way of nozzles and
accessories all tending to greater effectiveness
and economy, show great activity and invention.
Mr. Johnson, of Forest, who used one
of the power machines this year, says he saved
$50 in labor and material, besides doing a betin passing.

capacity)

We

We

ter job.

would recommend any who

re-

changes or renewals in their spraying
rigs this year to send for really valuable literquire

ature,

supplied

WORKS,

free

1169 King

by
St.,

the'

SPRAMOTOR

London, Ont.

As an indication of the development of the
nursery business in British Columbia, it is interesting to note that M. J. Henry, of Vancouver, recently shipped from that city eight
tons of seeds and trees to Shanghai, China.
At the Royal Horticultural Society's show
London, Eng., the fruit exhibit of the British
Columbia Government was awarded the gold
in

medal. Nova Scotia fruit also received awards.
The Ontario exhibit arrived in bad condition.

During the several years I have taken yoju:
I have read it carefully each month.
It has been a valuable aid to nie, and I believe
it is the best fruit publication with which I am
acquainted.
\. Ross Mathcson, Pomona, N.Y.
journal,

—
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NOTES FROM THE PROVINCES

|

By Regular Correspondents and Others

y

Wartman, Dominion Fruit Inspector

Canadian varieties are turning out very satisfactory in the Old Country, both as regards
quality and condition, particularly our little

Snow

apples, which have brought $5 to $5.50 a
This season has been a remarkable one for
shipping apples. Iced cars have landed apples
in fine shipping condition.
Even to-day, Nov.
19, apples are arriving free from frost.
Once within the last 30 years I have had apples in a storehouse frozen so hard as to rattle in
the barrels on Nov. 5.
One thing that may
have induced shippers of apples to load cars
improperly was scarcity of cars.
I inspected
three cars containing, respectively, 300, 304 and
309 barrels. This means 25 tons per car, and
bbl.

Nova
G. H.

Scotia

Vroom, Dominion Fruit Inspector

After a long, hard struggle, the apple crop in
Nova Scotia has been gathered and safely stored
in the fruit liouses along the line of the Dominion
Atlantic and Halifax and South-Western Railways. The weather conditions have been unfavorable and help very scarce. On Oct. 21,
the whole country was white with snow and
thousands of barrels of apples on the trees. In
some instances the snow, in addition to the
weight of the fruit, broke the trees down. In a

few localities slight damage was done by frost
on the same night, but nothing serious.
Prices for Gravensteins have been disappointing, owing to the fruit being very green and, in
some instances, spotted.- Other varieties are
No. 1
clean, or nearly so, and prices are good.
King, Ribston and Blenheim net from $2.75 to
$3.50 a barrel; No. 2, about $1 less; No. 3
have not paid for shipping. Most of this grade,
however, have found their way to the evaporators, the proper place for them.
Up to date, Jan. 1, about 250,000 barrels
have been exported. This does not include what
has been purchased by Americans and shipped to
Boston and New York. Several thousand barrels have been shipped to South Africa, and have
arrived at Cape Town in good condition. The
crop in Nova Scotia this season will run up to

well-kept orchard where the profits were not
Prince Edward Island
extraordinarily large.
people can do just as well and there is no reason
why they should not share in this industry.
A. McNeill, Chief, Fruit Division, Ottawa."
It will now be in order to jjrepare for winter
meetings, wherein all our difficulties and ex•periences may be fully discussed and new year's
work cut out with care and hopefulness. ^)
;

Quebec
Auguste Dupuis, Village des Aulnaies

We

had

summer and

a

and very rainy spring,
The trees in the orchard and

cool

fall.

nursery

the

made a

strong growth.

Fruits

and none except the apples had
the sweetness and flavor of other years.
The apple crop in general was below the averF'ameuse, Colvert and Duchess had a very
age.

matured

late

poor crop. Alexander, Red Astrachan, St.
Lawrence, Wealthy, Golden and Roxburj' Russets, Tolman Sweet and Yellow Transparent
produced a fair crop in L'Islet county. The
prices realized were $3 for No. 1, and $1.50 a
barrel for seconds and thirds.
The plum crop was extra good in L'Islet and

Montmagny counties. Over 8,000 barrels and
a great number of boxes of plums were shipped
from

nearly 600,000 barrels.

.

ers

five railroad stations.

Unfortunately buy-

came down from Montreal too

early;

the

plums were too green they paid $2 a bushel for
first carload.
Growers in every part of the
county thought that the fruit suited the Montreal market and made their harvest, but the
price went down to $3.50 a barrel.
These unmatured plums did not please the retailers nor
the consumers. Those who sold later realized
;

Prince Ed-ward Island
Rev. Father Burke, Alberton

The

fruit situation

this

year

is

dispiriting.

There was a short crop of apples again, when we
expected a large one one of the shortest in our

—

history; still, across the straits, in Annapolis
Valley, the Bluenoses harvested a bumper crop.
They are the envy of all Qanada this year.
But we must not lose enthusiasm, even if there
be not much to rejoice over; our day will come.
The officials are appreciative of our position and
are endeavoring to console us somewhat. A little
success usually produces more exhilaration than
any amount of good advice, although both are
useful in their place.
are advised to go right
ahead and plant out extensively. If the present
orchards were in plentiful bearing, the natural
impetus of profit would accomplish this.

We

We

have received the enclosed letter from the
and appreciative

Chief, urging larger plantings
of Nova Scotia's profits:

"Dear Father Burke,

—You

meeting.

I feel certain that

for

$9 a barrel in Montreal.

will

All

my

crop was put

up

in four and eight gallon boxes, which sold
easily at 35 cents a gallon for the finest and 30

cents for

common.

The

varieties considered the

most profitable are Early Red, Moore's Arctic,
Lombard, Jones' Seedling, Hudson River Purple Gueii, Quackenboss, Coe's Golden Drop,
Reine Claude de Montmorency, Yellow Meldowka. Blue Damson, Grand Duke.
These sold
better in eight-gallon boxes.
Bradshaw, Greeg
Gages, Reine Claude d'OuUins, and Washington
were packed in baskets, or in four-gallon flat
boxes, as they cannot be shipped safely in large
packages.

To show what

small plum orchards can prothat of a neighbor, Mrs. L. M.
D^ch^ne, who gathered and sold to the Quebec
Fruit Exchange, 1,300 gallons at 25 cents, or
$325.
We measured the ground of the orchard;
it is only 290 x 90 feet.
In the vicinity a Reine
Claude de Montmorency tree produced four
bushels and a half, measured in presence of
witnesses.
The tree was not over 12 feet high.
Mr. George Boulet, of Cap St. Ignace, gathered
80 barrels (2,000 gallons) in a small orchard of
250 trees, planted 12 x 12 feet in 1896, and 1,800
gallons of Downing gooseberries, planted between the plum trees, which are mostly Bradshaw, Moore's Arctic, Lombard, Gueii, Imperial
Gage, Quackenboss, Coe's Golden, and Reine
Claude de Montmorency. No crop here gives
such good returns with so little work and expense as a plum orchard on good, sandy .soil,
protected by windbreaks, with currant, gooseberry or raspberry bushes between the rows to
keep the snow and dead leaves on the ground
for the protection of the roots in winter.
Such crops as this year's create enthusiasm
and induce land owners to plant new orchards.

duce,

no doubt
your annual
some inducement
for larger plantings could be offered if you could
arrange to organize the buying of the stock. If
you were to formulate some plan, such as appointing a committee to look after this matter,
at your annual meeting,, and were to notify the
general public through the papers that this
matter would come up, I have no doubt you
would prepare the public mind in such a way
that when the actual work was begun, planters
would be prepared at once to cooperate with
you. How does the matter present itself to you?
Is there anything practical in it?
"Many of the fruit growers of Nova Scotia are
this year netting from .$100 to $300 per acre off
This will pay them if they do
their orchards.
not have another crop for five years; but the
chances are that they will make from $50 to
$150 regularly every year.
"In October I took a trip through the Annapolis Valley, and did not visit a single
be preparing your program

the

I will cite

necessitates piling five deep, or four barrels on
bottom barrels 675 pounds.
This weight
causes great damage to bottom row, even
squeezes them so flat that heads have been
pressed out and new barrels had to be secured
to replace the damaged ones.
Again, in unloading a five-layer car of apples by incompetent men, there is breakage and more loss to be
added.
The man who loads a car three tiers
will succeed in getting his fruit to market in
much better condition than the other case.
Apples of Xo. 1 quality are retailing here from
S4 to $5 a barrel.

—

BritisK

Columbia

C. p. Metcalfe,

Hammond

went into winter quarters in fairly
good condition. The exceptionally dry season
Trees

caused the leaves to drop earlier than usual.
Fungous diseases and insect pests were not
very troublesome last season; the fruit, in
consequence, was above the average in quality.
The returns also have been very good.
The demand for plums and prunes in the markets of the Northwest and Manitoba having far
exceeded the supply, higher prices have been
secured for .\o. 1 apples than has been the case
for many years, and prices are still going up.
The provincial government undertook to
make an exhibition of British Columbia fruits at
different points throughout Great Britain and
Ireland, for the purpose of demonstrating the
possibilities of fruit growing in British Columbia.
The parties in charge also did a little immigration work by giving lectures, illustrated

by

stereopticon

views,

and

distributing

of

literature bearing on fruit growing.
The British
Columbia exhibit has for two consecutive years

carried off the gold medal at the Royal Horticultural Society's Exhibition in London, besides many other medals won by the different
exhibitors.

Alberta
E. B. Edwards, K.C.,

Edmonton,

Alta.

Raspberries, strawberries, currants and gooseberries grow freely in this district, but as yet
few people cultivate them. Apples are being
tried, and some have been grown.
In November I bought some Lindley grapes that came from
55
Ontario, and paid
cents a basket for them.
There are not any handsome ornamental
vines here.
People content themselves with
using the homely hop vine around their houses.
I am trying the Dutchman's pipe.
I intend,
also, to try the \'irginia creeper, which grows
well in Winnipeg.
Flowers grow luxuriantly. Such roses, carnations and chrysanthemums as Ramsay grows
in his greenhouses would be hard to equal anywhere. He has a floor space of 150 x 200 feet.
The long period of sunlight is very favorable
to growers.
In ornamental and street trees, elm, ash,
mountain ash and spruce grow well. We have
a Civic Improvement Society in Edmonton.
It was founded to encourage the growth and
care of trees, gardens, lawns and to improve
the appearance of the city in any way possible.
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POULTRY NOTES
At this season, w hen new-laid eggs are scarcof
est, doubt sometimes arises in the minds
manv of us as to whether our poultry possesses
the laving qualities that they should or whether
the fowl are good, and whether the shortage
of the egg supply is the result of improper
Many breeders adverfeeding and hoitsing.
tise breeding stock from winter-laying strains.
This sounds well, and is sometimes true. The
establishment in two or three years of a winterlaying strain is within the power of any one
of average intelligence

who

will set

themselves

to attain that end.
is the best time to take notice.
of trap nests, accitfate accoimt
:nay be kept of each hen's returns, but this is
irk that takes up too much time for the aver-

The present
With the use

^t

poultry keeper.

It is

not a hard matter,

iluiugh, to find which pullets laid first or the
hens that laid best through the month.fc'.This
•ivill not be hard to determine, for in mostjflocks,
not over half the number of hens kept are lay•'ii;,%

The best 10 or 12 layers should be branded

BETTER WORK
LESS LABOR
Two things much desired by every
farmer. Two tilings you're sure
get in Iron Age Iinple<
ments. For over 70 years they
to

'

have been recognized the leaders because they do bet'
ter work, do it easier,
le Wheel
do more of it, and
xioe. Hill and
thus save hired
Drill Seeder,
help.
Excep
shown here.
tionally w eil
Is the most

made — durOur
Ko.eComable.

bined

Double

and
Sin

that they may be easily distinguished and
placed in a separate pen in the breeding season.
By the selection of a good male to use with the
hens so chosen, in two or three seasons, a laying strain should be established.
With regard to feeding in winter time. By
experience, and the experience of others eminently qualified to know, the following mixed

'

Wj^^kf.

19

ration of grain is recommended: Two parts of
oats, two parts of wheat and one of corn or
two bushels of oats, one of wheat and half a
bushel of corn, mixed together. Each day, is
given with this, of course, some soft food, meat
and green food in reasonable quantities. A constant supply of cracked oyster shells and mica
grit is kept in a convenient place in each pen.
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Selected Seeds
Give

Satisfactory Results

Our Vej^etable Seeds are of undoubted purity
and produce abundant crops.
Our Flower
Seeds are true to name and of Ihe highi st
germinating power.

always

Sutton's

Everybody having plants in the house, g-arderi or conservatory desires them to be at their best healthy and
vigorous, abundant in bloom and foliage; Q With the
knowledge gained by our thirty years' experience in

—

Specialties are

We

do not make up special
collections of seeds and advertise 30c. worth
for

in stock.

We

$1.00 as specials.

give

tomer $1.00 worth of pure seeds
dollar .'pent with us.

vince you that

we

are sure to grow.
to those

free

A

sell

trial

manufacturing

every cus-

in

order will con-

who wish

to

seeds.

DUPUY & FERGUSON

maximum

results.

It

is

The Standard Fertilizer and Chemical Co.
Li™''""
SMITH'S FALLS, ONT.

Quebec

Montreal,

the best forms, to give the

"

SEND YOUR NAME TO-DAY

38 Jacques Carrier Square

"Watch-

flThat you may test the
merits of "Watch-em-grow, we will send on receipt of
ten cents, to any address in Canada, a package,
postpaid, containing a sufficient quantity to fertilize
eighteen to twenty plants for two months. Prices
for larger quantities quoted on application.

Catalogue sent

grow pure

in

odorless and easily applied.

only those seeds that

Illustrated

we have]prepared

of plant food elements, mixed
with the necessary chemicals, in proper proportions, and

every

for

Fertilizers,

em-grow" a combination

Established 1879

Mention The Canadian Horticulturist when writing

Incorporated 1805

A PRODIGIOUS VINE PLANT
ST. VINCENT'S VINES
we have

who had some of our
need not add anything to it, as
they are recognized as the best by all those who have tried them. They mature two
months previous to all others and produce ripe grapes as early as the 20th of August.

^^^--'HE^E are a few of

£

J vine

^^^

Mr. V.

the testimonials

plants this year.

Tillier,

They speak

received from those

for themselves.

We

Tewskbury Centre, Mass..

Montreal.

We take pleasure in .saying that the

Sept.

16. 1907

Vincent's Vine plantfs yon sent ns last spring have all giown
think much of them
very well and with great facility. At present they are three and foiir feet high.
for the future, as they arc flrst-class in every respect, and we can tell you they have surpassed all the other
varieties we received from different parts of the United States on every point: height, strength, etc.
take pleasure in recommending them and if these few words may be of any use to you, you are at liberty
CO publish them and believe us, yours truly,
St.

Wo

We

CONVENT OF THE

The
Mr. V.

Tillier,

Montreal.

— The

Mattawa,

I
25 1

Ont., Sept.

TILLIER,

St.

'28,

1907

John Baptist

Cote St. Laurent. Que., Sept. 3, 1907
please let me know what care the St. Vincent's Vires I had
from you last spring will require this fall. They are very nice: all of them
have grown very well; they are 4 and 4J feet high this flr^t year. They are prodigious. One thing we have noticed, my gardener and myself, is that the wood
ha« already got yellow, a sign of maturity, and I am confident that they can
resist any frost as the wood when it is matured is very "hardy," that is, can resist the greatest frosts. I am convinced that with the St. Vinci nt's plants, vine
growing can now be practised with success in Canada as well as In France.
Please enter my order for the same quantity for spring delivery.

Mr. V.

24, 1907

1.080 St.

WRITE US FOR INFORMATION,

V.

F.\THEKS OBLATS, Tewskbury

have seen in the Arous that you are taking orders for your St. Vincent's plants for spring delivery.
had from you last spring are so nice that you can book my order for 100 this year.
Yours very truly, KLZ. O. BELANGER

Vincent's plants you shipped me last spring have all
grown up very well, and in this part of Ontario I am confident they will give the
best results I ever had; they have surpassed my expectations. I have been in the
horticulture business for a long time and 1 have tried about all the varieties on
the market in U.S. and Canada, and none of them have given such results. They
grow reinarkivbly fast and comn on any soil. All of my friends who have seen
them have been surprised and I would not be surprised if they send you orders.
For my part I want you to keep 1,500 plants for next spring as I want to have a
good vineyard of these plants. Very truly yours
N. THERRIAULT
Sir.

K.R.

St. Sebastieii, Que., Sept.

Dear Sir,—

Tillier.

Would you

Yours

WE ARE

P.O.,

sincerely,

JOHNNY GAUDREAULT

SURE TO INTEREST YOU.

Box

24,

MONTREAL, CAN.
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Book. For half a cenfarmers and gardeners have regarded
Ferry's " Seed Annual" as the best guide, not
only for the buying of seeds, but for their plantQg and care. Daily reference to its text and
lustrations proves it to be the actual beginning
Ferry's Free Seed

FOR SALE— Parties

tury

The

\fi

Horticultural Publishing

Northern Grown Trees
Apple, Pear, Plnin, Cherry. Peach, Grapes, Small Fmltti,
Decidnous and Evergreen Omamentali, Roses. Flowering
Shmbs, Climbers, etc. Specialtiei: Mammoth Dewberry
and Wiimer s Dessert Apple Catalogue Free; It tells the

Company

whole story.

Toronto. Ontario

J. H.

Wismer, Nurseryman,

Port Elgin, Oniario

THE CENTRAL NURSERIES IMPROVING FOR
TWENTY-EIGHT YEARS

"LJT TT T 'O

^^"^

and

New

edition has been called for of the book".5,000 Facts About Canada,"
compiled by Frank Yeigh, of Toronto, and
issued by the Canadian Facts Publishing Co. of
that city at 2.5 cents per copy.
A copy should
be in the hands of every intelligent Canadian.

containing

cA. G.

e

HULL

ca.

Trees, Vines, Plants,

etc.,

*^ are reliable to variety
Our customers say so. Try us.

quality.

A new

let

purchase

any of the cuts that have appeared in The
Canadian Horticulturist, may do so
upon reasonable terms. Apply to

a successful season. The new edition for
Another
is now ready for free mailing.
emarkable feature developed by the house of
^erry is the method of distributing seeds to
lealers throughout the country so that the
llanters everywhere can secure at their home
tore exactly what they want, when they want
5t, with the absolute assurance that it is fresh
land fertile. Everyone should send at once to
D. M. Ferry & Co., Windsor, Ont., for the 1008
edition of "Ferry's Seed Annual."

I

desiring: to

21

Priced Catalogue Ready Soon.

SONS,

BISSELL

ST.

CATHARINES, ONTARIO

ORCHARD DISK

CA

Reversible Disk Harrow which may be used in the In-Throw or Outform. Gangs can be set close or extended to reach under treesBuilt in a variety of sizes for one or two horses.
Has the capacity and

Throw

good features of all other Bissell Disk
Harrows. A very useful implement for
Orchard, Vineyard, Fruit, Garden, etc.,

Ferry's Seeds
are tue best known and
the most reliable seeds grown.
Kvery package has behind it the reputation'
of a house whose business standards are the
highest In the trade.
FcrTj> 19C3 Gceil Annual will be mailed FKEB
to all applicants. It contains coluied piaies, many

work.

Kl.

FERRY

A.

by

Write for Prices or for Agency.

CO., Windsor, Ont.

Ready January

exclusively

T. E. Bissell, elora,ont.

enGniVtiifr8,and toll descriptions, pncesand directioiia
for ptjinting over 1200 varieties of VefrelaMe and
flower Seeds. Invaluable to all. Send for it.

D.

Manufactured

Mention The Canadian Horticulturist wlicn writing

1908

1st,

POTASH

RENNIE
ANNUAL

SEED
A

finely

lication

to

all

illustrated

of

eager

who

cull

pub-

interest

the

soil.

i>roniiiuni
liiiit Orowt-r iu
Cultivating in tlit- OrclKirJ ni
N'ova Scotia who uses annually large aniovuus of Potash.
;i

Potash in the highly concentrated forms of Muriate
Potash and Sulphate of Potash may now be
::
::
obtained from all leading fertilizer dealers

of

WM. RENNIE
Toronto

Montreal

CO.,

LIMITED

Winnipeg

Vancouver

I'or

FREE

Copies of Publications treating of the results of
Experiments in Canada apply to

Fertilizer

THE dominion AGRICULTURAL OFFICES
OF THE POTASH SYNDICATE
llM-llOS

Mention The Canadian Horticulturist when writinc

Temple Bide.

TORONTO, ONT.

Mention The Canadian Horticulturist when writing
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Gregory's new seed
ready for free distribution.
It is
one of the few seed books published strictly in
the interest of farmers and gardeners.
Not only
does it illustrate and describe the new and old
varieties, but it also helps make the planting a
success, by giving expert advice on the raising
of various vegetables. This year Gregory offers,
besides many new varieties, a potato that's a
wonder. It's called "Big Crop," and it is
claimed that it will out-yield all the well-known
Gregory's Seed Catalog.

book

is

varieties, is least affected
ly mealy.
It produced

m

The

delicious-

word
shows

will outlast the buildins itself

PE.DLAR

ART STEEL CEILINGS

m

^mmmmmm Ccit no more than the aaH^^HH
common sort, bullookthrice
as fine.
Over 2.000 designi. to fuit anyctore
or structure.
Side-walls
lo match.
See
our newest designs— nothing like ihem in
Canada, either in beauty or variety.

Request the free book that shows the whole

Send

ceiling story.

horning, nor crowding, nor anything else can make the wires slip. It is not a fence that gets
holes in so cattle and horses can poke their heads in and hogs root their way through. You
can't tell about the galvanizing' from looking at the picture but look at the fence itself for
that. More heavily galvanized tiian any other. Easy to build, fits any surface, hilly or level

lor

it

to-day.

210

K

PEDLAR People

The
Oshawa

MrnfnMl

Ottawa

Tor.)nti:>

London

Winnii,.*.

Tn'^^S^^f^hSirx^^ff^.^V

are I'nying it. Fake a little time to think of ^A^cjrfn/m/jofgood fencing before you buy.
The Ideal has all of them.
know you'll want Ideal when you know about it. Write
for our t)ook about fencing, FREE.

We

THE McGregor banwell fence

The Adjustable Spray -Tower
!

co., Ltd..

a

New

Invention of Inestimablt Valae to Fruit Orowers

Is espei-ia'Ily adapted to spraying for San .lose Scale.
Spraj-a are
evenly applied with comparatively no waste does better work with

W^'kervllle, Ootarlo

!)«

l>«p«rtamtS.

is

only fire-proof

—

no seams— tliat

IDEAL FENCE

THE IDEAL FENCE

only clranly. the

—

ceiling,
(he ceiling that sayi the last
in decorative beauty,
the ceiling that

Looks strong, doesn't it? It ;V strong. It's made to last. All made of No, 9 hard steel wires,
both horizontals and uprights. Heaviest fence wires used. It adjusts itself in extremes of
temperature. That's why Ideal fence always stands up erect. The lock which is used at
every intersection of wires is shown in lower left hand corner. Neither climbing over nor

D«partn«llt

and

last

For Business Buildings

Ideal is the recognized standard fence for Canadian Railways. Railroads build fences for
permanence. Canadian farmers are buying more Ideal Fence to-day than any other make.
They keep our two factories busy, turning out fence at the rate of 30 miles a da.^ You
see this fence everywhere you go. You know there must be reasons. Just take a good
look at it as shown above and read the argument for buying

Argument sound?

rot,

season on their
own farms at the rate of 836 bushels per acre.
To learn more fully about this great potato,
and the best methods of planting, write to-day
for Gregory's Seed Book.
Remember it's free.
J. J. H. Gregory & Son, Marblehead, Mass.

Take a Look at a Farm
Fence Worth Building

Is Ihc

by

;

one-half of matt*rial. It is durable, cheap, and easily handle*!. It
ran be opi^rated by liAnd power with sixty pounds prt'ssure. Large
ffrowerfl ran use it with any power sprayer— it does away with a
tower. Representatives wanted in every fruit section. Address

CO., Ltd.
WiBDipag, Haaltoba

DAVID SNEIX.

Gasport. N. Y..

iPlH.M.t.Ml

II,

,

;fr.i.

Niagara County

i;«i7i

PerataloKue
BBea8ori8*'Vl

choice

new

vegetables

Now that

the Cold Weather i$ Coming Alon^
You

will

want a heating plant

of

sterling merit.

EARLY MORN PEA,
the earliPR*^, largest podded pea known. One
farmer harvested K) imsiiels fr(>m one planted
and received from S3 to ^.60 per bushel. (Quality
of the best.
GREGORY S EARLY HCELSIOR, ttie best second
early low gruwinj^ jK'a witliout any exception.
great favorite with the leading gardeners.
*'BI|C Crop," our new white potato, ont-yieldi
all the well-known varieties, is less att'eded by
rot, is delicionsly mealy. Let us tell yuu all

in

your conservatory that will be reliable and not require worry and

A

constant attention.

about

THE

it.

J. J. H.

Catalogue free.
GREGORY & SON. Maiiblenead. Mass.

"SOVEREIGN"
Hot Water

Boiler

that kind of an apparatus.
It
works equally well attached to

is

either a tank supply, or the city
water service.

OUR BOOKLET. " EFFICIENT HEATING,'
FREE TO ANY ADDRESS

Taylor-Forbes Company, Limited, Guelpk, Ont.
1088 King Street West, Toronto

122 Craig Street West, Montreal
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Dro-wn-Tail
P. J.

MotH

FOR SALE AND \SrANT
ADVERTISEMENTS

PERFECT POTATO
PLANTING
Every farmer knows tho iinpoitance

Shaw, Truro, N.S.

of proper poUilo plantiiiir. Here's a
machine that does it [M'ltectly. Has
none of the faults com man with common planters. Opens the furrow

In company with three others, I returned
recently from Digby Co., where we had been
looking over the district infested with the
brown-tail moth. In three days we succeeded
While the
in finding only three or four nests.
whole of the infested area was not gone over,
and while our search necessarily was incomplete on account of the snow, yet the result is
very encouraging. It indicates a considerable
reduction in the numbers of this serious pest.
If the campaign against this insect is carried
on as successfully as it has been since the time
of its discovery in the province last spring,
there is a fair prospect of holding the insect in
check, if not of exterminating it completely.

perfectly, drops thn seed
correctly, covers it uni-

foimiy andbestofaa
never bruises or

^\

Advertisements under this heading inserted at
rate of one cent a word for each insertion, each
figure, sign or single letter to count as one word,
minimun cost, 25 cents, strictly cash in advance.

^

y^
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" V* **Potato
Planter
i.

.

yr/ ANTED,

capable agents to handle new, high
grade, up-to-date articles; lightning sellers
in all homes, offices, stores, shops; $3.00 to
Promotion assured.
$10.00 daily guaranteed.
C. Thomas Mfg. Co., 325 F. St., Dayton, Ohio.

"

ARCHITECT.
^ ANDSCAPE
WooLVERTON, Grimsby; present
I

BATEUANMFO.

C0.«

Box SlBPOrenlocb. K.J.

Ernbst

address 15

Union Park, Boston, Mass.

OVER

ESTABLISHED 1837

C.

850

ACRES

THE FONTHILL NURSERIES
OLDEST AND LARGEST IN CANADA

L.

Seed Potato
The Best
The Newest
The Most Vigorous
Specialties for 1908

EUREKA EXTRA EARLY
BOVEE UP-TO-DATE
COUNTRY GENT
GOLD COIN
WHITTON'S WHITE

MAMMOTH
UNCLE GIDEON'S QUICK
LUNCH
Our

New

Potato Catalogue

New

AGENTS WANTED

to sell

STONE

is

just out.

Varieties.

It

Send

contains
for

full

description of

it.

our Potatoes and other Specialties.

CSJ,

Write

for terms.

W^ELLINGTON

TORONTO, ONTARIO
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POUPART

J.

Covent Garden, London, England
CANADIAN APPLES A SPECIALTY
Commission

only. All

private sale.

goods

Correspondence

anteed.

sold

by

Hig-hest prices guarinvited.

Cble.—POUPART, LONDON
Reference*

LONDON & COUNTY BANK, COVENT GARDEN
BANK OF MONTREAL, MONTREAL
.

Apples
R.

to time writers in Xhe Canadian
Horticulturist refer to the apple producing

features of the different parts of the province,
but not much has been said about Halton
county. Great possibilities are lying dormant
A large percentage of the
in that county.
farms contains land that is well adapted for
growing winter apples. Much of the soil is
mixed with limestone, which is excellent for
apple trees. Most of the farms are well drained,
although there are some small sections of the
county that are flat and heavy.
The mountains that run through the centre
of the county make excellent shelter from the
west.
Close to these mountains lie farms that
would grow apples to perfection. Many of

OF CANADA
1875

E«t.bliihe<l

Head

Office

Capital Paid-up.

Rest.

-

$10,000,000.00

.

$4,835,000.00

$4,835,000.00

-

Savings Department
IntereM
•n<J

alloweJ

on

Toronto

.

Capital Authorized.

at all

deposits

of

Branches
One

upwards and credited (our times

Hare, Milton, Ont.

J.

From time

Bank

Imperial

in Halton Covinty-

Dollar
a year.

PACIFIC COAST

orchards in the county.
The farmers should coojierate in the selling
of their apples.
Some of them to-day receive
only $1 a barrel for choice winter varieties, when
they should get $2 to $2.50 in the orchard.
There is some stony land that should be
planted with apple trees. This land gives no
return to the owners, but will grow apples
fairly well.
The northern portion of Nelson
township, and the southern end of Nassagaweya,
contain land of this' type, and might be planted
with apple orchards profitably. The apple
business in Halton county should be not only a
side line, but a leading industry.

Why depend on slow, expensive
farm help, which gets poorer and scarcer all the time ? Own a Planet Jr^
and do the work of three to six nien^
that plant or hoe by hand.
~
Planet Jr. tools are

4. Planet Jr. Comliined Seeder

and Wheel Hoe saves time-, latx>r. seed,
and money. Almost all useful garden
impli^mcnts in onetool. Chamred in a
sei:ond to an Adjustable Hill-dropping
Seeder. Continuous Drill Seeder. Single

Wheel Jioe. Furrower. Cultivator,
Weed-rr. or Wheel Garden Plow—each
tool the finest of its kind.
Pays for itself quickly, even in small gardens.
Ko. 1)£ Planet Jr. Double

r~^

built for practical, eco-

—

Wheel Hoe,
Plow.

_

"•"^

—the

Lultfvator

and

handiest implefor garden-

mcnt ever made

~--^
iny. All cultivating parts are
nomical work are im^^ of high-cart>on steel to keep
""'"..^
keen edge.
Specially deThey
proved every year.
signed to work extremely
close to plants without injury.
are hacked by 35 years experience,
Our new illustrated
a million satisfied users and fully guaranteed
catalogue sent on request, showing our splendid line of 1908 Tools

—

Wheel-Hoes, Horse-Hoes, One- and Two-Horse
Orchard- and Beet-Cultivators. Write today.

Seeders.

Nurseries

s

them are paying the farmers large profits.
There are a few men who are making more
money from 10 to 12 acres of apple orchards
than they would make from 100 acres devoted
to grain and stock.
There should be more large

PLANET JR.CTOOLS

S L Allen

H.enry

January, 1908

& Co

Box "06G

Riding Cultivators,

Philadelphia,

Pa

Harrows

iH

BASKETS
We

GROWN SEEDS

for the farm, garden, lawn or conservatory.
Reliable approved varieties at

all

are Headquarters for
kinds of Splint Baskets

reasonable prices. Each variety tested
as to vitality before sending out. Finest collection of Japanese Lilies and
Dahlias in Canada for spring planting.

Thousands of Fruit and Ornamental
Trees, English Hollies, Greenhouse
Plants.
Home grown.
No Borers. No Scale. No fumigation to damage stock. No windy agents to annoy you.
Buy direct and get trees that grow. Bee Supplies, Spray Pumps and Spraying Material, Cut
Flowers, etc.

Oldest established nursery on the
mainland of British Columbia. Catalogue Free.

Veneer supplied for the protection of trees
from mice during winter

FRUIT PACKAGES A SPECIALTY

M.

J.

HENRY

3010 Westminster Road

-

SEND FOR OUR PRICES

The

Oakville Basket Co.

-

Oakville, Ont.

Vancouver, B.C., Canada
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Some MisappreKensions

in

1908

No. 2

Regard

to

Spraying'

H. A. Surface, M.Sc, Harrisbur^, Pennsylvania
are many popular misapTHERE
spraying.
prehensions in regard
to

The following

are

some

of

them:

We

spray to prevent the coming of
insects.
This idea is erroneous, except in the case of the codling moth.
Bordeaux mixture is an insecticide.
This is not so, as its insecticidal propIt is a
erties are of little or no value.

A few growers hold the opinion that
spraying can be done when the wind
blowing and get good results. It
useless to spray against the wind.
is

is

It is thought by some that the harder
the liquid is blown or thrown against
Such is not necesthe tree, the better.
sary for good results, and has even

known

been

to

prove

damaging bv

Only when it is combined
fungicide.
with Paris green or some other poison
does

become an

it

insecticide.

thought by some orchardists
that Bordeaux mixture will cure plant
diseases.
It
does not cure. It prevents.
For insects, we spray to cure;
for fungous diseases, we spray to prevent.
There is an impression that beneficial results may be had by spraying
fruit trees when in bloom.
This is
wrong. The practice is bad. Nothing
is gained and much is lost.
Spraying
at that time kills the bees that are required in the fertilization of the bloom,
and also injures the essential organs
of the flowers and thus harms the
It

fruit crop.

Some persons have
spraying will

There

tables.

an

idea

that
vege-

and
no danger from

poison fruit
is

this

source except a theoretical possibility
if
the poison is applied just before
gathering, with no rain afterwards.
Applied at the usual strength, one
would have to eat 200 cabbages to
consume enough Paris green to kill.
There is no danger to live stock from

spray mixtures on grass.
Many persons think that if a little
is good, more is better.
They are inclined

to increase

-mixture.
is worse

the strength of the
is that too much

The truth
than too

It

little.

to injure the trees, and
form the desired result.

it

will

is

liable

not per-

Mixing spraying materials by guess
a common practice.
For accurate
and economical results, the mixing
must be done by definite proportions.
is

The exact strength should be known
and

accurately measured
materials are to be mixed.
*
1

each

time

A portion o[ an fxtemiK>r:iiHM>us address delivered

[;istlconventi(»n of the
ciation.
1

Satisfactory Results

is

Ontario

I'ruit

Growers' Asso-

Our advertisements in the December and January issues of The
Canadian Horticulturist have
brought a large number of enquirfrom distant points, as well as
from all parts of Ontario. England, India, South Africa, Australia,
United States and British Columies

bia are all represented by letters
that we have received from readers
of

The Canadian Horticultur-

enquiries show the
that The Canadian
Horticulturist covers, and its
high standing among those interThe enquiry
ested in horticulture.
from India was for stock to be
estate
supplied to a Canadian
owned by the person replying to
ist.

large

These
field

our advertisement in The Canadian Horticulturist. Stone &
Wellington, Toronto.

—

driving the spray liquid into the stomata
of the leaves.
That sprinkling is spraying is the
opinion of the inexperienced. They
A nozzle that throws
are not the same.
a coarse spray should not be used.
The spray should be fine as mist.
An idea is prevalent that the height
to which a spray can be thrown depends only upon the power of the apIt depends more on the height
paratus.
of the apparatus, the length of the hose
and the extension rod.
It would seem that some growers
consider that any kind of apparatus,
no matter how poor, is good enough
for the work.
Good results are secured

only by the use of proper apparatus.
It should be thoroughly adapted to
the work, simple and strong in construction and easy to operate.
For
economical spraying, the best of apparatus is none too good. However,
this does not mean the most expensive.
It is sometimes advocated that one
spraying is enough. The best orchard
practice demands more than one application.
With the sprajdng mixtures that are in common use, and for
the purpose of combatting all classes
of orchard troubles, at least four applications should be given during the
season.

Some growers imagine that they
can spray only a few trees in the orchard and not the others, and at the
same time control the pests. If only a
few trees in the orchard are infested
with insects, especially scale insects, or
infected by disease, the entire orchard
should be sprayed. Only by this means
can the trouble be successfully combatted.

There is a feeling among certain
orchardists that the formulas for spraying mixtures can be changed at will.
This is a mistake. The wiser plan is
to leave the formulas alone and to
mix the ingredients in the proportions
and manner recommended by experts.
There is chance of danger in meddling
with the standard formulas, especially
by persons unacquainted with the
chemistry and effects of insecticides

and

fungicides.

Spraying

is

sometimes practised with

The operdefinite purpose in view.
ation should be definite and for some

no

one thing, or purpose. The orchardist
.should know what he wants to accomplish.
Usually, a good reason is not
Spraying should be
difficult to find.
performed at the proper time for the
most effective results in combatting
the various insects and diseases.
Thorough spraying is the keynote
Spraying
to success in fruit growing.
It should be
in it.self is not sufficient.
practised in conjunction with the proper
methods of cultivation, pruning, thinning, and other modern orchard practice.

!

WKat Hind

of Location
Prof.

the general opinion that apple
should thrive anywhere and in
any kind of soil. They are planted
in any kind of soil and with any exposures and, not until after costly experience, does the planter realize the
fact that it should have been otherwise,
and that for the trees to thrive they
is

ITtrees

should have been planted under special
conditions.

A remarkable fact has been noticed in
the Province of Quebec, namely, the influence of open water on our fruit trees
during winter.
The county of L'Islet,
and the neighboring counties, owe their
celebrity as fruit districts greatly, it is
true, to the intelligence of their inhabitants, but also in a measure to the presence of open water during winter. Not
that the normal temperature has been
modified nor the trees better from a
change of temperature, but the air is
more saturated with moisture, the cold
is drier and the evaporation is less from
the trees, which is better for them.
This fact is not peculiar to the Gulf of
St. Lawrence, but has been noticed
wherever large rivers form rapids of any
size.

C

and

Soil for

an OrcKard?

Reynaud, La Trappe, Quebec

extend to the ground; for though

it is

necessary to stop the heavy winds, it is
also needful to have currents of air passing through.
What sort of land should the planter
choose for his orchard? The best, no
matter what it cost him. The best land,
generally speaking, is that on which one
can grow all kind of crops with equal
results.
It should be remembered that
an orchard in full bearing, well looked
after, and composed of the best varieties
of apples, yields more to the acre than
any other crop. Therefore, one need
not fear to devote the best piece of land
for this purpose.
If one only wishes to
grow apples for domestic use, having a
small orchard, a poorer piece of ground
might be taken. The work of improving, manuring, breaking, seems at times
long and costly, but what returns
An important point in the preparation
of the land is the drainage, without
which it is impossible, at least for the
majority of land, to establish a paying
orchard.
It is with this object in view
that we should start all our work, and
stop at nothing to give perfect drainage,

not only in the work done, but also in
the materials employed.
Apart from the best land which the
orchardist can and should choose for the
planting of his orchard, there are other
lands which might be advantageously
employed in fruit growing; lands difficult of cultivation, easily drained and
which are well suited for apple trees. I
know certain rocky hillsides which are
covered with flourishing orchards. In
any case, do not neglect the trees. Good
attention, pruning, manuring and spraying, also, are necessary.
It would be a
grave error to reason otherwise, and let
the trees shift for themselves, under the
pretext that one did not wish it to be
the principal, but only a make-shift crop.
One cannot imagine a more pitiable sight
than a hillside covered with stunted,
wind-battered trees, the remains of an
orchard planted several years ago andnever given any care. The import of
this is that one should look closely into
the word culture and then one would
not pretend to follow fruit growing
without caring for his apple trees in the
same manner he would any other plant
or crop on the farm.

From a different aspect the proximity
of great expanses of water, even when
covered with

ice,

has another marked

influence on the vegetation of fruit trees.
Cooling later, they help to temper the
first
frosts and diminish the havoc
wrought at a time when the wood is not
fully ripened.
In the spring time the
ice moderates the first heat of the sun,
preventing premature growth and exposure. The conclusion follows, that
situations near large bodies of water are
preferable.
One of the greatest obstacles to be
overcome, before success follows, is the

dominating winds. An orchard which
has no protection will never bear anythe trees take on impossible
thing;
shapes, and live without giving any
This can be remedied to a cerprofit.
tain extent by placing stakes to the
trunks and arranging the rows so that
the trees protect one another, but this
It is necessary,
is not always sufficient.
then, as often as possible to choose situations which are naturally protected
either by a hill or by woods.
Trees of
rapid growth, of dense foliage, and with
powers for resisting wind, form excellent
windbreaks. For this purpose I know
of nothing better than the
poplar.
Having once seen this tree, one is convinced of its efficiency and its superiorAbove all things,
ity over other kinds.
it is necessary to observe, when surrounding an orchard on all sides, that
the branches of the windbreak do not

Elneinies of tKe Plxim
V.

R.

Gardner, Macdonald College

KNOT
BLACK
and twigs

affects the branches
of the plum and cherry.

Large, wart -like, knotty swellings are
produced. They usually occur mainly are
on one side of the branch, often causing
the branch to bend more or less abruptly.
They usually appear in spring or
in early summer, at which time they are
yellowish green in color.
Later they
become a dark green, and finally coal
black.
During the fall and winter they
are studded with minute pimples, or
"pustules," which are filled with spores
for the spread of the disease. The swellings may be all the way from a quarter
of an inch to several inches long. They
not only rob the tree of considerable food
but interrupt the flow of sap and nutrients, check growth and finally cause the
death of the part of the branch above
the swelling.
Some varieties are much
more susceptible to black knot than
others.
The European varieties as a
whole are more subject to it than those
of any other class, the Damsons being
especially liable to attack.

TREATMENT FOR BLACK KNOT
Spraying

is

only a partial remedy.

The same treatment that will control
brown rot and shot hole fungus will also
26

serve to hold black knot in check, but it
will not completely succeed.
The cheapest and best means of control is to cut
out and burn the knots as soon as they
appear. The affected branches should
be cut at least three or four inches below the swellings to make sure of the
removal of all traces of the fungus.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
As before stated, there are many
other plum pests besides those that have
been

There are a large
of insects and nearly an equal
of parasitic fungi occasionally
met with. Special treatments could be,
and often are, recommended for each
one.
For the ordinary person to keep
them all in mind, however, is next to
impossible.
As a rule the treatment
which will control the two or three chief
pests will also hold in check the others,
and for the most part they are the only
mentioned.

number
number

ones that the grower need keep in mind.
To summarize, there is one very important plum insect and three very important plum diseases. Any one or all
of these pests may appear any season
in sufficient numbers or sufficient
virulence to practically ruin the plum
For them, the fruit grower should
crop.

and

,

I

[

I

i

1

I

I
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always be prepared. The general spraying treatment recommended for the

an application of Bordeaux
mixture just before the buds open in the

plum

is

a second application shortly
spring;
after the fruit sets; a third about two

weeks

later;

and

if

brown

rot is serious,

a foi:rth spray of the copper carbonate
ammonia shortly before ripening.
Paris green or some other arsenite should
be mixed with the Bordeaux at the rate
of one pound to 150 gallons of the
of

that will last for years can be obtained
for $20.00 to $25.00), and the materials
needed in the preparation of the leading
In addition
insecticides and fungicides.
to this, he will need the apparatus described before to use in catching the
fit

Auguste
the western

IN of Quebec,

part

of

the

forth,

curculio.

The

writer

is

aware

province

from Huntingdon county

to Montreal, the varieties giving
remunerative crops, and which are
most popular at the Montreal and
Quebec markets are Alexander, Red
:

meet with frequent loss. On the
other hand, spraying is not expensive;
and if
it is not a difficult operation;
properly done, it is the grower's best
insurance for a good crop. It means
dollars and cents in his pocket.
to

that

Quebec

in

Dvipuis, "Village des Aulnaiea,

Quebec

on account of its short
not suitable for the culture of varieties that mature their wood
late, such as R. I. Greening, Baldwin
and King. Thousands of these deof the province,

summers,

is

varieties have been planted,
none have lived to produce an apple.
Amongst the most profitable varie-

sirable

are Alexander, Red Astrachan,
Duchess, St. Lawrence, Wealthy, Fameuse, Golden Russet, and Calville White,
a seedling winter apple, very common
in old orchards, a good apple of fair
size.
Duchess, Fameuse, and Wealthy
for the last 20 years have given larger
crops than all others, selhng easily at
$2, $2.50 and $3 a barrel.
Of the cultivated area in Quebec
province, only one per cent, was in
orchard, garden, nursery and vineyard
in 1900, and the yield from this was
about three per cent, of the total agricultural products.
There are nearly
ties

Beurre Baltet pere

growers are unwilling to go

They prefer
to run the risk of having a good crop
ruined by the outbreak of some pest.
If such a risk is run, they must expect

which are likely to appear.
The plum grower should be equipped
with a good spraying outfit (a good out-

and so

fruit

to the bother of spraying.

insects,

WortK Gro^ng'

Fruits

many

Bordeaux, to destroy any leaf-eating
such as slugs, canker worms,

27

Pear trees are cultivated with some
Only a few variehowever, are sufficiently hardy
ties,
Flemish
to endure the severe winters.
Beauty is the principal variety grown.
There are about 8,000 trees in orchard;
about one-half of these are in bearing
and produce 4,000 bushels of fruit.
Several varieties imported from France
degree of success.

by the Quebec Government since 1898
are very promising.
They have proved
hardy north-east of Quebec as far
as Temiscouata county, and produce
good and fine dessert fruit. Amongst
these the "Baltet pfere" is the most
vigorous and fertile. It is an annual
bearer of a large and delicious fruit,

maturing from November to DecemKeeps in good condition in the
It
cellar and does not rot at the core.
does well on the quince, but is preferber.

as a standard tree. The pyramidal form, with low branches, gives the

able

.strachan, Duchess, Fameuse, St. Lawrence, Montreal Strawberry, Ben Davis,

Canada Baldwin, Mcintosh Red, Canada Red, Golden and Roxbury Russets, Northern Spy, R. I. Greening, and
King.

The three

last

named

are cul-

tivated

with profit only in Huntingdon county and vicinity, for exportation to Great Britain.
Of all these, Fameuse is the best paying apple according to reports from
the eastern townships and the adjoining counties of Chateauguay, Two
Mountains, Hochelaga, Island of Montreal, of Vercheres, Rouville and Argenteuil counties.
Some orchards of
4,000 to 8,000 trees near Montreal are
all
Fameuse and seedlings of
Fameuse. Mr. Robert Hamilton mentions an orchard of 4,000 Fameuse
seedlings, none of which equal the

nearly

Fameuse

flavor, but some of them
shippers.
The Blue Pearmain, Pomme Grise and Bourassa, once

are

in

better

very common and much esteemed,
have become so unproductive that they
have ceased to be planted in commerorchards.
The eastern and

cial

north-eastern part

Some

of the Delegates

and Speakers at

last

trees
3,000,000 apple
in
orchard,
1,500,000 in bearing, producing about
1,500,000 barrels annually.

Convention of Quebec Pomological Society

best result in this northern section. Fruit
buds on branches above the snow level
have not suffered in our coldest winters.

.

:
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This variety of recent introduction
for the first time at
Paris in 1900, and was highly commended by the Jury on Fruits. I was
struck by the vigor and fertility of
the original tree at Troyes and of the
two-ye^ir trees, bearing in nursery.

was exhibited

Frxiits
"W. T.

Macoun,

Messrs.

donated

which have distinct points of merit.
Among these are Louise, Elzear, Germain St. Pierre, Victoria, St. Hilaire,
Fameuse,
Sucr6e,
Green
Fameuse,
Rufus, La Victoire, Canada Baldwin,
All
of
Fameuse Noire, Rrockville.
these fruits have characteristics which
make it easy to place, them in the
:

Fameuse group.
MOST IMPORTANT ORIGINATION
Perhaps the most important apple
Canadian origin is the Ontario, which
was originated by the late Charles Ar-

of

Ont.,

by

pollenizing

the

with Wagener.
This
variety is proving very profitable in
those sections of country where it
It shows plainly the
succeeds well.
blending of the Wagener and Spy,
having the characteristics of both in
about equal proportions. It is an
early bearer and quite productive,
and resembles Northern Spy very much
in outward appearance, but usually
is more oblate -and has more bloom.
In character of flesh it is much like
both parents, and in flavor also. The

Spy

following

is

a description of

medium quality; season,
to February.
very large,
apple, but too coarse for
dessert purposes and not juicy enough
small; above

A

December
handsome

OTHER GOOD APPLES
Mention should be made here of the

worth extensive tests.

Horticulturist. Central Experimental

reproduces itself
nearly to type than some
other kinds of apples, hence there
are a number of other Fameuse seedlings
not so well known as those mentioned,

Paris,

the originators,

dwarf and stand-

Originated in Canada

Fameuse
THE
more

Northern

Frferes,

12 of these,

ard, for trial at the fruit station here,
I
have no trees for
in April, 1901.
sale, but advise nurserymen to import
and multiply this variety. It is well

Continued from

nold,

Baltet
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Farm, Ottawa

last issue.

THE BAXTER
Baxter is a large, handsome
which is growing in popularity
every year. It does not bear much
until the tree has been over ten years
planted, but from that time on it bears
medium crops almost annually. The
Baxter has not been exported much
yet, but it is such an attractive apple

The

apple,

the barrel that it is bound to be
popular, and already high prices have
been paid for it, in one instance it having been quoted higher than King,
to which, however, it is much inferior
in quality.
It may be described thus;
Fruit, very large, roundish; cavity,
deep, medium width to open; stem,
short to medium, slender to moderately stout; basin, medium depth and
width, smooth; calyx, open; color,
yellow, well splashed and washed with
orange-red with purplish splashes; dots,
moderately numerous, large, yellow,
in

prominent; skin,
thick,
moderately
tough; flesh yellow tinged with pink,
coarse, moderately juicy, tender; core.

Banks' Gravenstein apple, a sport of
Gravenstein which originated with Mr.
Banks, Nova Scotia This variety is
much more highly colored than Gravenstein, but resembles it in other respects.
The late P. C. Dempsey, of Trenton,
Ont., formerly of Albury, originated
a number of good apples by crossbreeding, but two of the best of these
only need be mentioned at this time.

Both

of these are from a cross of Golden
Russet female with Northern Spy male.
The Walter may be described as very

roundish, rather irregular; cavdeep, medium width; stem, short,

large,
ity,

moderately

dium

stout;

tinct;

skin,

moderately thick, moder-

ORIGINATIONS AT OTTAWA

At the Central Experimental Farm,
Ottawa, considerable work has been
done in originating apples, and the
results of this work are now beginning

it:

crisp, tender, juicv.

a brisk subacid ("mori' acid than Northern Spy), sprightly, slightly aromatic;
core, small; quality, very good; season,

Tree modto late winter.
vigorous, but an early and
bearer.
One of the best apples,

midwinter
erately

heavy

both for commercial purposes and for

home

use.

me-

ately tender; flesh, j^ellow, tender, rather
coarse,
juicy,
melting; core,
small
subacid, pleasant, high flavor; good to
very good quahty; season, October.
There is a suggestion of Gravenstein
flavor about this apple.

THE ONTARIO

creamy 'white,

deep

erately
greenish-yellow, splashed and streaked
with red; dots, few, small, white, dis-

Originated by the late Charles Arnold, by crossing Wagener with NorthFruit, large to very large,
ern Spy.
sometimes roundish, slightly
oblate,
yellow,
usually well
angular; skin,
washed and splashed with bright red
and carmine (there is also a pale pink
bloom which adds to the appearance)
dots, few, pale and a little largjer and
more distinct than on the Northern
vSpy; cavity, deep, open, slightly russeted; stem, short, moderately stout;
basin, medium to rather deep, slighth'
wrinkled; calyx, small, open or closed;
flesh,

basin,

almost smooth to modwrinkled; calyx, open; color,

to open,

Exhibit of Canadian Apples in Gloucester, England
See notice on another page.
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Of about 5,000 trees
have been grown since 1890,
there have been seventy-seven varieties
named. A large proportion of
these will not be of any commercial
value in the best apple districts, but
3wing to their hardiness it is hoped
to be apparent.

which

29

have been named, only four of which
seem to be superior to the varieties
imported from Russia.
The remaining fourteen sorts are
natural seedhngs of Wealthy, Swayzie
and Lawver, and it is expected that
from the large number of seedlings of
Wealthy, Swayzie, Fameuse, Mcintosh, Northern Spy, Lawver, and others,

named

yet to fruit, many fine apples will come,
as about twenty-five
per cent, of
those which have fruited already are
equal or better than named varieties

will be recorded.
This list will also
probably be published in a report or
bulletin of the Central Experimental
Farm, Ottawa.

their season now on the market.
trees of some very interesting
crosses between Mcintosh and Lawver
began to fruit this year, and valuable
results are expected.
of

The

When
for the

the

list

of apples is completed
of the American

Annual Report

Pomological

Society,
varieties of

probably
300
Canadian origin

S"weet Pea Culture a Fine Art
Max Moineau, Toronto
cultivation of sweet peas, a
deal of discouragement arises
from a lack of knowledge. After
their nature and requisites are thorthe

INgreat

Apple Tree Before Pruning

that they will be useful in the colder
parts of Canada where the apple is
not successfully grown at present.
In
iddition to these
5,000 trees there
lave been fruited over 200 trees of
about 800 originated by Dr
Wm.
Saunders, the result of work in crossing the Siberian crab, Pyrus baccata,
with different varieties of the apple.
Of these, many varieties have been
named and distributed to several hund)
dred
points in the Canadian prairie
•rovinces, and are proving hardy every-

oughly understood, it is very easy to
develop these beautiful flowers to a high
standard of
Indifferent
perfection.
treatment, however, will never beget
superior sweet peas.
Like everything

have been tried.
Of the varieties of apples originated
;t
: Ottawa which were named, four are
from a cross made by Prof. John Craig,
Secretary of the American' Pomologieal

the

Society,
when Horticulturist of
Central Experimental Farm, Ot-

that is worthy of cultivation, the
best of attention will bring the greatest

else

satisfaction.
"I have no luck with
sweet peas," is a common saying; but
when the truth is known, "I have no
knowledge of sweet peas" would have
been nearer correct.

Taking it for granted, then, that we
want quality rather than quantity, the
methods of cultivation must be carefully
studied.
Conditions are so various that
rules which might be advantageously
applied in one locality may not prove
effective in another.
Nevertheless, certain principles govern the ideal culture
of sweet peas everywhere, and the successful adaptation of these principles
must be left entirely to the grower.
The first essentials are seed, site and soil.
vSeed should be obtained from special-

Same Tree
tawa,

Correctly Pruned

between McMahan female and
Winter male. These varieties
appear to have distinct points of superiority over their parents, but will
have to be tested longer. From 3,000
seedlings of Russian apples, fifty-nine
vScott

NOVELTIKS WORTH GROWING

Among
would

the novelties for this year, I

recommend

Burpee's

White

Exhibit at Last Convention of Northwest Fruit Growers' Association
See Page ix.

where they

,

originator of something new and to this
purpose, watch for sports and let the
best of them go to seed.
Besides, he
should study and practise hybridization
and cross-fertilization, with a view to
improving old favorites.

ists.
A ten-cent package from your
nearest grocer is not only disappointing,
but decidedly absurd. Because a thing
is cheap, it does not follow that it is
first-class.
I have
bought seeds that
averaged as high as three cents a piece,
and I have yet to be disappointed with
these high-priced varieties.
One should
add the very latest novelties to his collection if he wishes to keep up with the
progress of sweet pea culture.
Not
only this, but he should strive to be an

Spencer, pure white; Burpee's Primrose
Spencer, the deepest yellow yet pro
duced; and Burpee's Apple Blossom
vSpencer, the most beautiful combination of pink and rose imaginable, all of
the orchid-flowering class.
George Herbert is a beautiful new red of the above
class, and Mrs. Charles Mander is another of the class which might well be
called "The Royal Purple Spencer."
I
have received from England, for my
own garden, three new novelties of the
orchid-flowering class, which promise to
be very attractive. These are: "Enchantress, a delicate pink with a deep
rose edge; Nell Gwynn, a lovely soft
salmon, slightly suffused with deep
cream, the base of standard having
quite a gold blotch; and Olive Ruffle, a
bright rosy salmon of very distinct shade.
Among the grandiflora reds there is
no finer variety than King Edward VII.
Then there are; Mrs. Walter Wright, a
Othello, a good mabeautiful mauve
roon and Duke of Westminster, a very
deep blue. There are many other fine
varieties, but one should by all means
have those I have named among their
;

;

collection.

THE BEST LOCATION
Having secured the very best seed,
select a sunny site, so that the rows may

THB:
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run north and south. An objection has
been offered to this position of the rows,
on the ground that when gathering
flowers in the morning, the eastern sunis directly in the eyes, and in the
afternoon, the western sunlight will be
just as troublesome.
But when we consider that vines growing in rows running east and west are drawn more toward the sun, and the work of training

light

and supporting them
greater,

is

consequently

we can look with favor upon

the

rows running north and south, even if
we have to wear colored glasses when
gathering the flowers
If planting on a large scale, the rows
should be at least four feet apart. But
I am writing more particularly to those
who have only small grounds and grow
sweet peas for their own immediate
pleasure.
It may be that you have a
small city garden and are compelled to
grow sweet peas near the fence. If so,
make the rows eighteen inches away
from the fence, and construct a frame
support, which will enable you to use

have always used string, and
disapprove of wire.
With
string, you can make a much neater
string.

I

heartily

support, and will have no trouble to
reach through when gathering flowers.
Painting your fence and woodwork green
makes a very pleasing effect. Keeping
the support eighteen inches from the
fence from top to bottom will permit air
to pass about the peas, and prevent
them drying out or burning.

KIND AND TREATMENT OF SOU.
The soil most suitable for sweet peas
My soil was originally
is a clayey loam.
heavy clay. I dug out a part of it and
mixed sharp sand with what was left,
until now it breaks up very easily.
Last fall I added a large quantity of
sandy loam and worked it in with wellrotted cow manure, digging it over perhaps a dozen times before the frost
I always turn my soil over many
set in.
times during the fall. This allows it to
to the open air and sweeten.
It
is also a good plan to cover with good
hardwood ashes just before the fall
rains begin, so that potash may leach
in.
I have noticed that when I used
ashes in this way, mixed with about
equal quantities of air-slacked lime, the
If your
earth is freed from cut-worms.
soil is light and sandy, add equal parts
of clayey loam and plenty of well-rotted

come

cow manure.

A

very wet soil is not good for sweet
It has a tendency to sour, and
nothing will grow in it. If you care to
test your soil to discover if it is sour or
not, take a handful of it and put it into
peas.

Mix it up thoroughly,
a tin of water.
and let stand for about an hour. Then
take a piece of blue litmus paper, which
any drviggist will supply you, and place
If it turns pink, your
it in the mixture.
earth is sour and air-slacked lime should

Sweet peas
it.
abundance of water, but they
do not like "wet feet," that is to say,
water must never be allowed to stand
about the roots in little pools; this will
be added to neutralize

require an

cause them to rot, or "damp off."
Sweet peas should never be planted
two successive years in the same soil.
You can plant in the same locality, but
to get the best results you should change
the soil.
I have tried several methods
of planting, but have found a trench
system the most satisfactory. I dig a
trtnch ten inches deep, the width of a
spade, removing the earth as I would
Then I cover the bottom
for a drain.
of the trench with about four inches of
(purposely
well-rotted horse manure
avoiding cow manure) and tramp it
down well. On this, I place two inches
of finely-pulverized earth, upon which
seed in two rows, three inches
I sow
apart, and the seeds placed alternately
three inches apart, thus

my

—

'

.

.

'

•

.

manure once a week. I do not put this
upon the vines, but make a
small gutter at the side of the row and
pour the liquid manure into it. This
soaks in about the roots and is more
effectual than if put directly upon the
row.
Always replace the grass mulch
directly

each application of the liquid
manure.
INSECTS AND DISEASES
The only insects that trouble sweet

after

peas are the red spider and the green
aphis or "pea louse." These can be
kept off by spraying with a strong solution of salt, say a good handful in about
a gallon of water. The sweet pea blight
is a disease which causes the vines to
turn yellow and die. This is due to
dampness. Too much moisture in the
soil should be carefully avoided.
When
vines turn yellow, stop watering, and

remove^the grass mulch for a while. A
sprinkling of wood ashes is often a very
good treatment in such cases.

This method will give
plenty of room for each
root, and enable you to
place your strings between the two rows. I
always use a line stretched along the trench, as
a guide to keep the seed
rows straight when
planting.
Now cover
the seeds with one inch
of finely pulverized soil,

and over

this

»

put one

inch of pulverized sheep
manure, if you can get
it,
or well-rotted horse

manure,

if

nothing

better can be obtained,
or a thin covering of fine bone

meal.

the trench until a Uttle higher
than the walls, so that during heavy
showers, water will not stand upon it.
The seeds will now be four inches deep,
thus insuring coolness and plenty of
moisture.
Planting time should be as
early as you can possibly work the soil.
With seeds so deep, there will be no
danger of frost blighting them. The
roots strike down and provide for strong
healthy growths. From this method,
last year, I had King Edward VII nearly
eleven feet high. They were planted
on April 18, began blooming on July
15, and continued to throw fine, large
flowers until October 23, when the
frost killed them.
I never raised more
thrifty sweet peas, and I shall plant thus
until I learn a better method.
I have made a practice of giving sweet
peas a mulch of grass cuttings to keep
the roots cool and moist.
When this is
done it is not necessary to water so
often.
But I usually spray my vines
every evening for a few minutes, after
they begin to bloom, to keep off the red
spider.
I also make a practice of treatFill in

ing them to a good soaking of liquid
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Manuring' Flo-wers and Pot Plants
Otto Herold, "Waterloo, Ontario

EVERYWHERE

market

gardeners

awakening

to the fact that
artificial fertihzers must be used
in order to reap the largest possible
By a judiciharvest, from their fields.

are

ous application of plant food to the potato or vegetable crop, it as a common
occurrence to obtain twice and even
four times the amount of moneyinvested.
For a long time people thought that
flowers and pot plants did not require
any artificial fertilizer, but experiments
have discredited this belief. As a
rule, pot plants, shortly after being
transplanted, are somewhat retarded
in

growth

and

briUiant color.

lose

their

fresh

The reasons given

and
for

because the nourishment
contained in the small quantity of soil
in the pot is soon exhausted and partially leached out by the frequent waterings; and, secondly, because the amateur
gardener is unable often to procure firstclass potting soil.
Most people have their flower garden
on the same piece of land year after
year consequently it is no wonder that
the soil is gradually exhausted of its
this are, first,

;

fertility,

and a deficiency

of available

plant food is the outcome.
In many
cases the required elements are not
replaced when stable manure is applied,
because the nitrogen is in excess in
proportion to the amount of phosphoric
acid and potash present, thus causing a
rank, leafy growth with only a few

and

flowers.
Ordinary fertilizers, as
used for field purposes, may be applied
with a fair degree of success, but owing
partially
their
to
insolubility
they
should be mixed with a top soil before

potting the plants.
It is much better
purchase the separate ingredients
and the following amounts have been
found by carefully carried-out experiments to suit the requirements of most
garden soils.
Per perch: Superphosphate, three pounds; sulphate of potash,
one and a half pounds; sulphate of
ammonia, one and a half pounds, or
nitrate of soda, two pounds.
As has been previously stated, these
contain very small quantities of the
necessary ingredients in an available
form, and though good results may have
followed their use, yet for pot plants
much preferable
it
is
to obtain
the highly
concentrated chemicals,
as it is generally necessary to apply in a liquid
form. The following
to

mended: one part
rate of
petre)
;

two

phosphate,
twenty per cent.

two
parts
sulphate of
ammonia, or two parts
nitrate

of

soda.

a verandah
•The

pillar.

It

is

quite hardy

creepins; euonymus, Euonymus riultcans, de•cnbed in the January issue, is hardy in Canada only
near Nlajrara Falls and in the favored districU of British

.

Columbia.

fice it is to say that the plants fertilized
produced larger and finer flowers of a

much

healthier growth.

There is no surer way of one becoming
convinced of the great value of artificial
fertilizers in manuring than by making
a small experiment with flowers in
one's own garden and also with pot

COMPLETE

UNFERTILIZED

FERTILIZER

Dis-

The Result of

Fertilizer

Experiment with Cyclamen

plants.
Knowledge gained in this manner will be of inestimable value.

Euonymus W^ortK Grcwing'

RodericK Cameron, Niagara

bare trunks of trees for three or four
Euonymus linearis may be used
to good advantage for the same purpose.
I'his one makes a very neat vine against

comments

;

being careful not to allow the liquid to
in direct contact with the foliage.

Varieties of

feet.

are

further

so

that no
are necessary.
Suf-

pronounced

results

nit-

come

fence.
They will do grandly among
large rocks, to cover stumps or climb up

very convenient to handle.
The accompanying photographs of
flowers are representative experiments
that we conducted last season. The

(saltparts supereighteen to

economical application of potash, phosphoric acid, and nitrogen to pot plants

radicans and several
variegated forms of Euonymus are quite hardy here. I find,
however, that they are the better of
some protection from the sun in spring
when frozen, otherwise the foliage will
bum badly. The plants should be
planted on the north side of the wall or

is

potash

One will be surprised at the wonderful
results accruing from a judicious and

EUONYMUS
other

the

mixtures are recom-

solve half an ounce
of the mixture in one
gallon of water and
apply say once a week,

flowers.

minds of many people a
a term usually associated
with an unpleasant and disagreeable
smell, similar to guano or animal refuse;
but this mixture is odorless, clean and
In

fertilizer

and

fruits early in the fall.

Falls,

Ontario

Euonymus

Japonicus radicans and the several variegated forms make grand borders if
planted around beds of evergreens.
The above varieties, as well as the

common

bearberry, Arctostaphylos uvaVinca minor, along with
our native Euonymus Americanus variety
obovaius, make good subjects to plant
in shaded places, under trees where grass
will not grow.
There are many such
spots in our parks and private grounds.
On the other hand, these plants will
accommodate themselves just as well to
be planted on dry, sloping banks. For
either purpose, place some rocks among
the plants. The rocks will catch and
retain the leaves about the plants to
ursi, periwinkle,

,

protect

them

until spring,

can be taken away.

when they

It is at this

time

show themselves to
making such spots

that the plants will

good

advantage,
green at once.
I

the

have

my

mind, at this moment,
in
of the Government House
in Toronto, facing on King

front

grounds

question if there is a worsespot to-day on any private
grounds in Canada, where they should
be the best. I do not want to be misunderstood. I mean only the front facing King Street, a wide, bare stretch of
ground and not a green leaf or blade of
grass to be seen there.
There are a number of grand deciduous varieties of -Euonymus, spindle tree,
Street.

looking

I
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the leaves are edged and marked
white, one of the best; E. aurea varieE. albo
(jatiis, leaves blotched yellow;
variegatus, leaves with white margins;
E. medio-pictus, leaves with a yellow
blotch in the middle; E. aureus, golden
leaves E. Due d'Anjou, leaves large and
a bright green, variegated with yellow
and green in the middle.
All the Euonymus are easily grown
from cuttings. They are among the

strawberry

tree or burning bush.
I
find the best to be Etionymus latijolius.
The foliage of this one is the best of all.
The fruit is the largest and the earliest;
therefore, done before winter comes.

(jatus,

The

brightest during the winter and
one that attracts the attention of all
passers-by is our American variety,

Euonymus

airoptirpureus.

The

;

best

evergreen varieties for tubs are as follows
E. Japonicus, E. argenieo varie:

February Hints
NOT

much can be accomplished
month in the actual growing
plants, but much can be done
and preparing

not start them yourself, you will have
to buy from the florist.
Seeds of

for the sea-

very best ornamental plants. The evergreens are very showy and useful plants
I grow them in wire baskets,
them out of doors during the
summer, basket and all. When the cold

for tubs.
I

plant

weather comes

in the fall, I take the
plants up and plant them again in a
cold storage cellar for the purpose,
where these and many other plants have
stood seventeen degrees of frost with-

out apparent injury.

Amateurs

flower for bedding out by starting the
If you do
seeds now in the window.

this

of
in planning

for

t'ebruary, 190S

THE WINDOW GARDEN
The

successful winter culture of window plants depends, in a large measure, on the window itself.
very
high temperature at mid-day and a
low temperature at night is not beneficial to the
growth of plants, and
often induces the presence of insect
pests and fungous diseases. An ordinary
house temperature of about 50 to 5.S
degrees at night and 60 to 70 degrees
during the day, will furnish the most
desirable conditions for most window
plants.
A moist atmosphere also is desirable
but it is often difficult to obtain, as
the surroundings are not. adapted to
using much water. The difficulty may

A

be overcome somewhat, however, by
spraying or sprinkling the foliage of
the

plants

on

fine,

sunny

days.

If

practicable, sponging the
leaves will answer the purpose.
Once
in two weeks is often enough for this
sprinkling or sponging.
Hairy-leaved
plants, such as the Rex begonia, should
this

is

not

not be sponged.

1
A

Beautiful Garden Effect and

Lawn Worth Working For

Residence of Mr. A. Alexander, Hamilton, Ont.

son that
catalogs
of

them

other

to come.
Seed and plant
should be secured.
Some
are reviewed briefly in an-

is

column

of

this

issue.

These

interest,
catalogs are of
not only
for the lists of varieties that they contain, but also for much valuable culLook them over caretural advice.

and make your selections early.
Acquaint yourself with the novelties
that are offered and select a few of
them for trial. While novelties are
worth trying, stand by the old reliable
varieties until you discover a novelty
that has proved its worth.
fully

sow SEEDS IN FEBRUARY
summer flowers may be had

Early
in

the

conservatory,

and

plants

in

cockscomb, verbenas, double
petunias, sweet sultan and the "\'ernon
begonia may be sown in pots or boxes
towards the end of the month. These
will produce nice plants for hanging
lobelias,

baskets and window boxes.
.Sowings
bedding-out may be made about
the first of March.
Early sweet peas
may be had in the garden by sowing
a few seeds now in pots or boxes for
planting outside when the time comes.
Late in the month and after the
first of March, seeds of beets, cauliflower, lettuce, string beans, and so
forth, may be started in the window.
When large enough, they should be
transplanted to a cold frame.
for

A
insect

close watch should be kept for
pests.
Prevent their appear-

sprinkling or sponging the
as already mentioned, and by
keeping the plants healthy and growing well.
Towards the end of the month,
fuchsias that have been resting all
winter may be started into growth.
If it is desired to start the old plants
into bloom once more, bring them to
the light and prune back slightly so
Apply
as to make a .shapely plant.
water gradually. When new shoots
or leaves make their appearance, repot the plants into the same sized
pots, but in new soil, composed of
two parts of rich, light loam, and one
part each of sand and leaf soil, mixed
Give plenty of drainwell together.
Water well at the time of potage.
New plants may be propagated
ting.
by taking the 3^oung shoots that appear and using them as cuttings to
be started in sand.

ance

by

foliage

be

Fall propagated geraniums should
three and one-half
shifted into
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inch pots, and potted firmly in rather
heavy soil. Cuttings may be taken
from these plants in from three to
ive weeks.
[A few tuberous-rooted begonias may
put in moss or sand to start them
before potting. They are easily
mdled and give great satisfaction.

How

cherry or currants.
Put them in
vases of water in a sunny window.
For the larger twigs and branches, large
Change
jars are better than vases.
the water every three or four days,
and keep it sweet by placing a small
The
the jar.
piece of charcoal in
twigs must be cut clean and slanting.

FORCING TWIGS AND BRANCHES
pleasure and interest can be
had by forcing into bloom a few twigs
and branches in the window garden.
Cut a few twigs of forsythia, Japanese
quince, lilac, dogwood, maple, elm,
willow, alder and the various fruits,

Much

such

as

pear,

apple,

peach,

plum,

a Horticultural Society
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May

Succeed"

Rev. A. H. Scott. M.A., PertH, Ontaric

HOW

to expend to the best advantage the funds at the disposal of
horticulture in Ontario, is a subject which, as it appears to me, no one
person should assume to
We
treat exhaustively.
know in part. CondiSome of our
tions vary.
money is in the local

Some

treasuries.
in

is

Some

Societv.

out of respect for the

memory

of the

it

of

hands,

private

in

is

in

the hands of the

Government.
it

of

some measure by attachment to Him
through whose grace and power the dead
are to rise again; in some measure, too,

is the result, I believe, of a certain expenditure for the bulbs and shrubs that
reach us through the Perth Horticultural

ready for use when
of the garden
and appreciators of the
soil shall have influence
sufficient to
open the
doorS for a larger knowl-

friends

edge of nature's opera-

But

tions.

we

if

are

disposed to listen to
what others have done,
and if others will think
well of our well-meant
endeavors moreover, if
with good judgment and
high purpose a growing
number of us will sug;

and follow up suggestions with patient endeavor, there is no reagest,

son why this favored
province, in this western
world, should not soon
be a great deal more
like a well-kept garden
,han

m

it is

Let

to-day.

me

proceed

'hrough a concrete

in-

stance.
The horticultural society of Perth is

The City BeautifuF Demands

desirous of being a helper
in the horticultural ca^se of Canada.
You know of that phase in our make-up
which disposes us -to think well of our
own. Now, in my spot in Ontario, we
have a pride in clean streets. We glory

overhanging

in

well-kept lawns

trees.

We

advocate

and good gardens. About
summer you mav notice

our premises in
the product of intelligent cultivation,
and if you visit us in winter we will show
vou something that is rewarding in the
indoor culture. A part of our pleasure
*
I

lie

A

portion of an .iddress given at last convention of
Ontario Horticultural Association,

the

Adornment

Tlie^cut illustrates the garden of

.St.

of ^Church

Surroundings

Sulpice, Montreal,

It soon became impressed upon our
members that they were scarcely justifying their horticultural existence by

confining that attention to the cultivation of those niceties which were largely
for their own personal or household use.
So they looked about and attention was
fixed upon the
places where main'
pioneers in the Perth district were sleeping.
A new piece of land had been purchased for a general cemetery, and when
the community began to bury its dead
in the large place, the old grounds came
to be neglected.
Prompted, no doubt

departed, and in great measure by that
sense of propriety which is shocked to
see the stone wall of a sacred place
broken down, and mounds that should
be putting forth green grass grown over
with nettles, our society contributed out
of its own funds and added to those
through personal solicitation among the
townspeople, with the result that the
old burial grounds belonging to the
Methodists
Anglicans,
Presbyterians,

and Roman Catholics, have been made
Perhaps no expenditure has given
more satisfaction to our members and to

new.
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our citizens than this upon God's Acre.
Some of the funds belonging to our
society have been expended in various
ways along the line of civic improvement. Ornamentation of public buildings with blooming boxes and hanging
baskets has been done. The society has
helped to prepare the way for beautifying the grounds about the place, which
is conspicuous when we are leaving our

is time-honored and respecting,
but it is too bad, inasmuch as right
gardening is intellectual employment,
that so many fine acres should be locked
up because so many operators on the soil
There
are uninitiated and uninformed.
is a power in the living voice of an interested personality who will provoke
enquiries from the platform and send
audiences away with a new charm for

homes and returning

the

to them again at
the season of travel.
Our most recent
service was one in which we were associated and assisted by one of the departments of the Dominion Government.
A waterway leads from our town to the
Rideau, which again opens on the one
side to the St. Lawrence River and
on the other to the Ottawa. The basin
at our end is the head of navigation.

The banks were unkempt. But now
the government of Canada and the
Perth

Horticultural Society, having
joined hands in the enterprise, there is
a new order of things since the banks of
the Tay were subjected to the skill and
culture of the landscape decorator.
These are sample instances of what
has been done in a single place.
Expenditures for kindred purposes in places
where other conditions obtain would
seem to be the advantage of the localities
and in keeping with the right trend of
horticultural society endeavor.
Taking a wider outlook it appears to
me that open doors are presented to us
in the three following directions:

We

1
should be free to expend money
to bring in men and women who are
capable of making the public platform
.

calling

most beautiful, most useful and
most noble employment of man.
2. There was never a time in the history of Canada when there was so
significant a call to furnish our people
with reliable and inspiring horticultural

matter through the printed page as that
which we have come to just now. The
intelligence of the Canadian, I believe,
forbids the success of any venture in
publication that is characterized by
what is scrappy or second-hand. There
is a great deal that is hopeful in the tone
and talent which we read through some
of our Canadian journals that devote
themselves wholly or partially to the
agricultural or horticultural cause. May
these broaden and prosper!
I, for one,
have great expectations of our Canadian
Horticulturist. All honor to those
in the earlier days who brought it up to
what it is to-day. But from this on
everything should be done that lies in
the power of our officials and membership to enlarge its constituency, to

brighten its articles, to fortify its editors,
and to furnish for our people in this part
of the world the ripest and best in horticulture.
We want this magazine to be
first in its line,

and

I believe

we have

February, 1908

opportunity to express my own concern,
as well as the concern of other thinking
men, if the present school books of the
province are to be changed, that the
new ones should have a conspicuous
place for the first enterprise of the naMilitary training in the public
in the Maritime Provinces is
spoken of as part of a plan about to be
executed. If in the Maritime Provinces,
why not in all the provinces? If boys
and girls in Nova Scotia are to have
special instruction in the science of killing men, let Ontario, and the sister
provinces on to the Pacific Ocean, be
made proficient in it as well, the prayer
going up all the while that we may never
be called to put it into exercise.
Next to the work of saving men's souls
in Canada, I can conceive of no more
tion.

schools

important work to be done during this
generation than the training of our children into appreciation of the Creator's
gift in the soil, and in the best use of
that gift both for the development of a
sturdy Canadian manhood, and for the
enlightened projection of our country's
chief resource.
We receive from the

government

of the province a part of

our wherewith for promoting the horti-

We

cultural cause.
look for the utilization of some of the moneys contributed
by the Province of Ontario exchequer

new and improved foundations
with our sons and daughters by means of
the very best procurable lessons in the
new series. It may be too early to go
But if a forecast would be
into detail.
pertinent, it may not be inopportune to
write here the expectation that when the
in laying

new

series of readers for public schools
the province shall have taken the
place of those which have served their
dav. there will be afforded scope for
definite and rewarding considerations
of such fundamentals in the soil as drainage and tillage, as clover and fertilizer;
and that the right association will be set
forth for the twentieth century citizenship in this Canadian realm between a
bed of asparagus and health, between a
perennial border and happiness, between
the "chief end of man" and a "watered

:W

of

garden."

,^-;:ki%^'^-'r^/

I

find

articles in

many useful and instructive
The Horticulturist. H. F.

—

Leonard, City Clerk, Brantford.

Cherry trees need but
affer the

young

tree .has

pruning
been properly

little

formed.

im;MM:-^jw-'. ^..^

Renovating measures may be said to
removal of feeble,
decaying tops and branches and in en-

,?S*f&!f-'.

assist in the judicious

Countless Effects

May Be Produced

in

Landscape Art

couraging fresh root action.
a disseminating place for healthy horticultural information.
Dr. L. H. Bailey
tells of an owner of land who, not knowing reasons for anything, has no inspiration, and goes fishing.
The fisherman's

the conditions in

Canada

for

making

it

that.

At the

risk of being less definite
should like to be in this concluding reference, I take advantage of this
3.

than

I

To have satisfactory results in the
flower garden, make your plans now.
Do not plan for more than you can
Quality is of more importeasily do.
ance than quantity.

i

;
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Planting'

and Managing Hydrang'eas
J.

H. Thomson, Toronto
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Fitzgerald, and Ty hurst, the descriptions of which are taken from "The
Fruits of Ontario":

BANNER
probably no flowering
THERE
Canada that gives
shrub grown
is

in

such universal satisfaction, pleasure and delight, as the outdoor Hydrangea paniculata grandiflora. While
lilacs, syringas, spiraeas, and other shrubs

prepared and rich. Every spring the
plants should be severely pruned back,
as the new blossoms always come on the
For this
tips of that season's growth.
reason, it should be spurred back, leaving only a couple of buds on last season's

Banner is a popular
peach among the Essex

market

late

fruit growers.

Origin, Essex County, Ont, first fruited
on a large scale in 1903. Tree, hardy
and productive fruit, medium to large,
;

;

round; color, yellow with red cheek,
attractive; flesh, yellow; texture, fine
grained, moderately juicy; flavor, rich;
quaUty, good; value, market first class;
season, early October.

FITZGERALD
Since the Early Crawford has been
such a popular peach both for home
use and market, every new introduction of a variety which is of the same
class has been welcomed by the pubHe, especially where it may be used to
extend the season. The Fitzgerald is

A

Nice Group of Hydrangeas

In front of verandah last

summer

— One

not so large as the Early Crawford,
but to many, the flavor is finer for
dessert, and its season is a trifle later.
Like the latter, it is too tender for
very long shipments. Origin, in the
garden of Mr. Fitzgerald, Oakville,
Ont., about 1805; tree hardy, healthy,
and productive; fruit, medium to large,
roundish ovate; color, bright yellow,
covered with deep red; down, moderate in quality; cavity, broad and deep;
apex, a small point in a slightly deSeason's Growth.
Thomson, Toronto

at residence of Mr. J. H.

of this description are beautiful in their
season, they last only a very short time.

Hydrangeas, on the other hand, do not
flower until midsummer, when no other
shrubs are in bloom. It starts to form
its blossom about the latter part of
July, and gradually increases in size

and beauty throughout August, and attaining its greatest perfection about the
first or middle of September, and lasts
right through until cut off by the frost
in October.
It commences a beautiful

creamy white, which, as the season advances, deepens into a rosy pink.
The flowers are formed on the end of
the season's growth, and come in immense panicles which, in well-trained
and cultivated plants, sometimes run
eight to ten inches in length, making it
the most handsome and showy of all
flowering shrubs.
The blossoms, if cut
before frost, can be used with great
effect for interior decorations, and will
last and hold their color for some time.
This shrub is planted to greatest
effect in mass, being used for borders,
beds or hedges.
One of the most
popular ways of planting is to plant
in mass at the base of a verandah,
as shown in the accompanying illustration, which shows one season's growth
of shrubs planted twelve inches apart.
The hydrangea is perfectly hardy and
easy to grow, but will attain a more
luxuriant growth if the ground is well

wood, which would shorten them an
inch or two in length. This will allow
the whole strength of the root to go into
only a few branches, which, having the
whole strength of the plant, will attain a

and consequently form immense blossoms, which would be many
times the size of the small flowers which
would form if the plant were not pruned.

large size,

Care should be exercised in watering
with hose or watering can, to see that
the water is not allowed to go on the
leaves as they are apt to rust.
In the
growing season, however, the hydrangea
needs lots of- water, but this should be
sprinkled on below so that it will not
come in contact with leaves in any way.
Plants can be secured from any reliable nurseryman for a reasonable sum.
Two years old is the best age to plant.
Before setting out, prune back with a
sharp knife or pruning shears as mentioned above.

Oanadian PeacHes
W.

From

T.

Macoun, Ottawa

the fact that peaches are propagated on peach stocks grown from
stones of cultivated varieties of peaches
more good seedlings have been noted
than of pears and plums, as if the
budded variety dies the stock will
often grow up and produce fruit. Only
three varieties, however, need be specially mentioned.
These are the Banner,

stone,
at pit:
texture, tender and juicy; flavor, excellent; quahty, dessert good; value,
home market first class; season, early

pressed basin; suture,
free;

to

yellow,

flesh,

mid-September

in

distinct;

with

red

Niagara

district;

adaptation, one of the hardiest varieties and successfully grown in Georgian Bay district.

Tyhurst

is

TYHURST
a very attractive golden

yellow peach; considered a profitable
variety for the commercial orchard.
After fruiting it several years at our
Maplehurst station, we think its value
has been somewhat o^er-estimated.
Origin, a seedhng raised by Mr. Ty
hurst, of Leamington, Essex County.
This gentleman was so pleased with
the peach that he planted nearly his
whole farm with trees grown from its
pits,
and made considerable money
out of his venture. Tree, moderately
vigorous, quite productive, fruit is
inclined to drop as soon as ripe; fruit,
medium, ovate; .suture, distinct on
one side, terminating in a small black
sharp point; color, deep yellow, with
tinge of red in the sun; skin, separates
easily from the flesh; flesh, free; color,
pale yellow; texture, very tender, fine
exflavor,
juicy;
melting,
grained
cellent; quality, dessert very good to
best, cooking very good; value, home
market first class; distant market, second class because too tender; season,

mid-September.
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From Seed

Growing' Asparag'xis Ferns
the
AMONG
beautiful

most charming and

of foHage plants are the
asparagus ferns.
The most popular varieties are Asparagus plunwsus

nanus and Asparagus sprengeri. Plants
of either species start readily from seed.
Use a light, spongy soil. Leaf mould
excellent but,

not obtainable, soil
taken from around an old straw pile in
the barnyard will do.
The soil should
spring back slightly when pressed.
Before planting the seed, soak them
in warm water for twenty-four hours.
Start them in pots or a box.
As soon
as the first fronds of the plants are two
inches high, they should be transplanted
to small pots.
They will transplant
more readily without injury if the soil is
allowed to dry slightly before handling.
The pots should be well-drained, with
charcoal if possible, or pieces of a broken
is

if

flower pot, as it will keep the soil sweet.
When transplanting, the soil should be
pressed firmly about the roots and
watered sufficient to moisten all the soil
in the pots.
Shade the pots for a day
or two.
Four-inch pots should be used
when it is again necessary to shift the
plants.
When this is required, allow
the soil to dry out a little, but not
entirely, and it will be a comparatively

by spraying with cold water once a week.
A whisk broom may be used for the pur-

the leaves, they were better and there
were no brown tints.
In summer, the beds close to the glass
turned with the heat and in the winter,
they get cold from the glass. He decided to raise the houses and the new
range he is building will be kept high.
He has not yet determined on the width
of the houses, but he thinks that he will
have them fifty feet, single span.
Something was said about hot water
and steam heating. Hot water was employed all through this plant, but the
new carnation houses the owner put up
has a steam plant and separate power
house.
He now intends to have all his
buildings heated by steam.
He must
have some very strong reason for that
because he has a first-class hot water
plant.
He tried experiments with
movable sash houses, and he says it did
not pay him to do it.
The big point in connection with
greenhouse work is labor. With the
idea of building large houses comes the

pose

idea

easy matter to perform the operation.

Run

a knife around the inside of the
pot to loosen the soil. Turn the pot
upside down, one hand covering the soil
and the other hand grasping the bottom
of the pot, and by firmly tapping against

some hard surface, the soil is easilv
moved in a compact lump. After

re-

the

drainage material has been placed in
the bottom of the pot, add enough soil
to bring the crown of the plant level
with the top of the pot, add fresh soil

around and press firmly, water as beand keep the plants shaded for a
few days.
While constant shade is unnecessary,
neither of the varieties mentioned should
be placed in a warm, sunny location.
Extreme heat retards their growth and
sometimes causes them to droop and
die.
Keep the plants fresh and healthy
fore,

if

a plant sprayer

is

not available.

A

few of these plants will be welcomed
in the home.
They are- dainty in the
sitting-room.
Cut fronds make an exquisite finish for a bouquet of flowers
or for floral decorations on the table.

The

foliage

is

useful for all decorative

purposes.

GreenKouse Construction*
R.

IF

you want

to

W

King, Toronto

put in steam heat,

don't go to a novice.

Go

to

some

one who understands steam heating
you want to ensure success. It is well
enough to get up a design, and you may
think you have the thing first rate, but
it requires time and experience to find
whether or not it is going to work.
We have had a considerable discussion on ridge and furrow houses.
The
ridge and furrow house is a serious
problem in locations like Ottawa, Montreal and Edmonton, on account of the
snow getting on the roof. It is only of
if

late years that it has been thought practicable to put up ridge and furrow

houses in the neighborhood of Montreal.
It has been rendered practical by the
adoption of iron gutters. The snow
does not lie on the iron gutter, but will
melt away. By placing a hot pipe each
side of the gutter, you can bring the
snow down very fast. If a man is near
a city where land is valuable, he cannot
afford to put up separate houses.
One of the largest vegetable growers
in Canada, near Montreal, has a new
range of connected houses and in spite
of the fact that they have stood two
*A portion of the discussion on Mr. J. D. Fraser's
paper that was read at the last convention of the
Ontario Vegetable Growers' Association, and published
in the

January

issue of

The Canadian Horticulturist,

February, 1908

seasons,

he

is

nervous.

When

they

have a large snowfall, he is afraid his
houses will not stand, and he has props
ready in case of the failure of the roof.
His present idea is to build a separate
span, and he wants a house forty to
fifty feet wide.
He has sixty acres of
ground and cultivates the ground between the houses. Thus he uses more
land than the glass covers. He grows
500,000 heads of lettuce and gets about
four crops a year.
He has about 75,000
roots of rhubarb.

These new houses were put up for the
purpose of raising carnations, but he
now grows lettuce in them, and finds
that the lettuce does much better in this
house than when he had it in the old.
His old houses were fifty feet wide and
the glass started one or two feet from
the ground, and there was a great deal
of timber in the roof.
He found that
the lighter the houses were constructed,
the better stock he grew.
He is so
much impressed with the improvement
in the higher houses that he is going to
use them.
One fault he found was that,

when

the lettuce was close to the glass,
the leaves turned brown on the edges,
but in the centre of the house, where
the glass was high and away up above

cultivating

of

the

of

inside

the

horsepower.
In
North
Wales there is a greenhouse that covers
two acres of ground, and I see no reason
why it could not be cultivated the same
as two acres of fields.
It is simply

house

with

necessani' to have the door made large
enough to drive a team in.
good
many growers are doing this and cultivating just the same as they would in

A

the field.
There is only one thing in
the road and that is the heating pipes in
the roof overhead and on the side walls.
It would not do to have these pipes too
near the top. If placed about seven
feet from the ground, the ground would
be clear, and in a large house the heat
would be practically on the lower strata.

So"wing

Tomato Seeds

Angus Mclnnis, London, Ontario

There are
tomato seeds

different

ways

in

which

may

be started. Those
for early use I plant in the greenhouse.
Take any box about three inches deep.
To the depth of an inch place rich earth,
then fill to within half an inch from the
Pack very
top with poorer earth.
firmly with a brick or block of wood
and it is ready for the seed, which must
be sown as evenly as possible.
Sift clean sand over the seed such as
is used for plastering or lake shore sand.
My reason for this is that the plants

come up

When

the seedlings

»

coming up they often push the
earth up in great bunches and, should

%

better.

are

the weather change at this ])oint, the

young plants arc liable to be chilled
and die while under the earth. When
coming up through sand, it falls down
around the stem of the plant, especially
when watered. I always use water
which has had the chill taken off, as
In about
cold water keeps them back.
four or five weeks I transplant the seedlings about three inches apart each way.

j

!

-

Grcwin^ Celery
R.

IHl BRIEF

J.

for Profit

BusKell. "Williamsville, Ontario

account of my method of
growing early celery may be of in ter-

put the earth on a week before sowing
(to the depth of six inches) to allow

]'" *• est to the readers of The Canadian
Horticulturist. Beginning about the
first of March, a hotbed is prepared.

weed seeds to germinate. After the
celery seeds are sown, I shade the glass
with some covering for about a week.
Then I remove the covering and air the
bed as much as possibly can be done^at
—
that season of the year.

ISfX
I

•

1

.

]

Care should be taken that too much
manure is not under the bed. Excessive heat is not required to germinate

,

two

I transplant into a fairly
bed, allowing between 300 and
By May 24 the
400 for each sash.
plants are ready for the field.

inches,

warm

My soil is a loamy one

with a tendency

To this I
cow manure

to clay.

of
planting.

manure

is

give a liberal dressing
the fall previous to
In the spring I find the
well incorporated with the

do not trench my celery, but
plant on the level in rows three feet

soil.

I

six inches apart in the
hours before removing the
from the hotbed, I water freely
and remove the plants with a good ball
I press this
of earth to each root.
By so doing, plants
firmly in my hand.
receive but very little set-back.
I start to set my plants out in the
field about three o'clock in the afternoon
and continue till dark, which gives the
plants a chance to take hold during the
night, and they are better able to resist
If the
the sun of the following day.
weather is dry, I water before and after
planting, and do so every three days
till the plants are well under way.

apart,
rows.
plants

and plants

Two

When the plants are about a foot high,
After which,
give a light cultivating.
I remove all the weeds between them
and continue cultivating every fortnight
until the plants are high enough for
bleaching (which should be about the
latter part of July) for which I use
boards from twelve to fifteen inches
The crop should be ready for
high.
market about the middle of August.
I

First Prize Celery at
It

Kingston Horticultural Exhibition

was grown by Mr. Bushell.

celery seed.
It is better to have the
seed germinate slowly, as it gives a
stouter plant and one less liable to

dampen

off.

About two weeks after the hotbed is
first started, I sow the seed.
I usually

TKe
The

the "Okanagan Valley,"
applied usually to the land lying
south of Sicamous Jet. (on the
main line of the C.P.R.), bordering on
tie vSpallumcheen
River, and the land
I

both sides of Okanagan
lUth as Penticton.
Such

Eake as

far

well-known
uit sections as Enderby, Armstrong,
X'ernon, Coldstream Ranch, Kelowna,
I'cachland, Sumnierland. and Penticton,
1

situated in this district.
has been only during the past few
\ears that land in this district has
!)ecome extensively known.
Fruit has
been grown in some of these sections for
the past fifteen years, but it is only
It

JL

Lands

My

late crop for winter receives the

same treatment as the preceding, but,
of course, the seed is sown later and the
Give
plants set out in the field later.
particular attention to seed selection.

OKanagan

of tKe

third of a series of articles on fruit gro-wing in British Columbia, -written by a staff representative of
Canadian Horticulturist, -who recently visited the leading fruit districts of that province.

is

ire

I seldom water the bed.
The earth
usually moist enough until the second
leaf is formed.
Too much water, excessive heat and insufficient ventilation
are causes for damping off
After the
plants have attained a growth of about
is

Fruit

THE name,
'11

Note yard-stick at bottom.

recently that proper attention has been
given to its development
The nature
of the soil varies from a light clay loam
at the northern end of the valley to a
sandy loam and silt at the southern end.
There is a marked difference in the
rainfall in different parts of the valley.
Irrigation is seldom required on the
land lying between Sicamous and Vernon. The nature of the soil is such
that it retains the moisture longer than
the more sandy land at the lower end
of the valley where irrigation is necessary.

TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES
The transportation of the fruit

is

by

The

Two
the Canadian Pacific Railway.
steamers, the Okanagan and the Aberformer built this year),
deen
(the
owned by the C.P.R. Co., give a daily
service during the summer from Penticton to Okanagan Landing and return,
calling at Summerland, Peachland, GelThe
lattley, Kelowna and other ports.
Aberdeen is used mostly for freight and
makes irregular trips as business reAt Okanagan Landing the fruit
quires.
is transferred to C.P.R. fruit cars, that
are placed on the wharf beside the
steamers; from Okanagan Landing the
fruit cars are taken on fast trains through
Vernon and Armstrong up to the
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main

with which connections are
at Sicamous Jet.
From that
point the cars make quick time to
either the coast or northwest points.
Several methods of improving the
service are under consideration by the
railway companies. One is the sending
of the cars on barges as far as Kelowna,
which would permit loading at that
line,

made

point and do away with breaking bulk
the cars' destination is reached.
Another is the extension of the C.P.R.
from Midway to the lower end of

cabbages were planted this year,
which produced 160 tons.
These were not all marketed at one
Early cabbages were ready for
time.
sale in July and from that time until
late in October there was a continual
harvest.
Large quantities of the cabbages maturing late were stored for
winter shipping, which will be continued
The pabbages were
until next May.
of

until

Lakeview is another property well
adapted to fruit growing, to which
another addition has recently been made
by Judge Spink's orchard. Part of this
land is planted with fruit trees which
Mutrie &
will be in bearing next year.
Mutrie, of Vernon, are subdividing their
property, and should find no difficulty
in disposing of it owing to its excellent

Lake. Still another wa'S
mentioned to our representative when
in
Penticton. The
Great Northern
Railway is extending its lines in the
Similkameen Valley through Keremeos.
is

from

this

point that prominent

land owners are endeavoring to have
the G.N.R. build a branch to Penticton.
If this latter plan is carried out, it will
give a shorter route to the coast and to
the northwest for fruit grown in southern

Okanagan

districts, as the

G.N.R.

Armstrong is controlled by Th(
Kirton Orchard Co., of Winnipeg. The
land appears to be well suited for th*
growing of applet and small fruits. 0&
a farm adjoining this property is a^
orchard that is producing large quantiGrapes and walnuts art
ties of apples.
Irrigation «
also grown to maturity.
unnecessary as the rainfall is ample to
afford all the moisture necessary fo|
the crops.
The land is covered with i
light growth of timber and it is easily
of

cleared.

Okanagan

It

location.

Vernon is beautifully situated where
the roads radiate leading to the north-

will

ultimately serve both of those sections.

em

KINDS OF FRUITS GROWN

and

as

the high quahty of

its apples and small
South of this point in Peachland, Summerland, and Penticton, the
land is more suited for the growing of
peaches and strawberries. The climate
is a few degrees warmer, and the rainfall less than in the northern part of
the valley.
Large crops of peaches,
reported of excellent quality, were harvested at Peachland during the past

CABBAGES AT ARMSTRONG
Vegetables are grown in large quantities, as was shown our representative
while at Armstrong.
One of the largest
vegetable farms in the valley is known
as Irish's Cabbage Farm.
Mr. O. J.

Prairie and Kamloops.
farming lands on every

The town is the
Okanagan Valley and

side.

largest in
one of

is

the
the

shipping points for fruit in
Columbia. Most of the fruit
grown in the vicinity is sold through
the Farmers' Exchange, an association
operating on similar lines to the co:^
largest
British

—

season.

towns, to White Valley and Kelowna

to Grand
rich fruit and

The Okanagan district as far south
Kelowna is becoming well known for

fruits.
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Pruning on Coldstream Estate

planted close, which prevented the
growth of monster specimens, and gave
a more marketable size.
The crop
was averaging twenty tons to the acre,
and brought $18 to $35 a ton.
This

year Mr. Irish utiHzed part of his land
to grow potatoes; one acre produced
fourteen tons, 140 pounds, which were
sold for $20 a ton.
Mr. Irish expects
to plant forty acres next year, which
necessitate the erection of a cold
storage plant.
will

VERNON AND VICINITY
Our representative drove from Arm-

Mr.
operative associations of Ontario.
T. G. Wanless, the secretary, believes
there is a bright future for fruit growing
Mr.
in
the district around Vernon.
Wanless has consented to act as the
special representative of The C.-vnadian
Horticulturist in the Vernon part of
the valley.

The Coldstream Ranch, which

is

the

largest orchard in British Columbia and
one of the largest in Canada, is located
The great
five miles south of Vernon.

success of this ranch and the high class
of fruit produced has made the land surroimding Vernon in great demand by
settlers.

Okanagan Landing, connections
made for Kelowna. This town has

At
are

been well termed the "Orchard City"
Okanagan Vallev. As the steamer
approaches the wharf a fine view of the
town and surrounding county is seen.
Kelowna lies on bottom lands and is
almost surrounded bv orchards. One
of the best known orchards is owned h\
W. R. Stirling it is now in good bear
Another orchard well worth men
ing.
of the

;

is that owned by Mr. S. Sproule.
The opinion was exoressed to our
representative while in Kelowna that a
large amount of the land in this district,

tioning

Land

for Fruit" Growing at Vernon, B.C.

Iowa, believes there
to be made in the growing of
cabbages and potatoes, and while visiting in the Okanagan last year, he decided to locate at Armstrong. Ten acres
Irish, late of Sloan,
is

money

Typical of the District.

strong to Vernon, and inspected

many

of the fruit farms and properties on the
way. There are large tracts of good
land which as yet are not under cultivation.
One of£the largest in the vicinity

which is mostlv light loam, would grow
good crops without irrigation under
normal conditions. During an exces- U
"
sively dry summer would be the onlv time
Systemirrigation would be necessary.

id
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would assist in conserving the moisture in the soil.
All of the land at Kelowna being sold
by the land companies has facilities for

'atic cultivation

such is required. The rainnot as heavy as at the northern
end of the valley, nor can Kelowna be
The tempersaid to be in the dry belt.
ature is never cold such as is experienced
in Ontario and the summers are not
irrigation, if
fall is

excessively hot.
Plowing starts about
the first of March and our representative
was able to pick sweet peas and dahlias
when there on Oct. 22.
Fruit growing is not in an experimental stage in this district. Kelowna's
export of fruit last year was over 1 1 14,000
pounds. As the value of land is best
,

judged by results it should be mentioned
that tomatoes grown on one acre of
land
(5,000 plants) sold for $1,700;
one-half an acre of strawberries were
sold for $626.
Several growers gave
ample proof to our representative that
the returns from their land had been

valley

have learned

the

lesson

that

packed is what
the markets demand, and they are
endeavoring to meet this demand.
Splendid crops of tobacco also are grown
in this district which is bringing high
prices on account of its good qualities.
On every side evidence can be seen
where the early settler has come and
cleared the land and in most instances
they are now comparatively wealthy
men. Hard work is necessary, but the
reward is large.
The steamer stopped next at Peachgood

fruit

properly

This part of the valley, as its
implies, is a suitable location for
the culture of peaches.
During last
summer the first large shipments of
peaches were made from this place.
Within the past four years thousands of
peach trees have been planted here and
at Summerland, a few miles farther
down the lake. The excellent climate
and soil, in addition to the splendid
system of irrigation, makes Peachland
land.

name
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spected a large part of the land and
system of irrigation in company with
L. W. Shatford, M.P.P., a well-known
authority on fruit growing in that section.
Land was seen that, previous
to the practice of irrigation, had never
grown a crop. Since the moisture has
been supplied the land has grown some
of the largest peach trees ever seen by
our representative. Nature has supplied the right kind of soil.
The Southern Okanagan Land Co.
have a system of selling their land
whereby a purchaser may contract with
them to plow, plant, fence, prune and
cultivate the orchard until it is in bearing, at which time the owner can build,
his home and live on the property.
Several orchards that are cared for in
this manner were visited by our representative in company with Mr. W. F.
Kydd, of Simcoe, Ont. Mr. Kydd, who
is a well-known fruit grower in Ontario,
said that for sturdy growth of trees,
cultivation of the soil, absence of weeds,
and general thrifty appearance, he had
never seen the equal of the land that has

been planted and
this

is

being cared for by

company.

Eastern fruit growers must not forget
that in buying unimproved land in
British Columbia they must be prepared
to do pioneer work as many of their
fathers did when eastern Canada was
settled.
They can look for quicker and
greater returns, however, owing to the
facilities afforded by advanced civilization, and the larger markets for the
fruits

produced.

—W.G.R.

Onion sets is a term applied to small
onions that are planted out in the spring.

Mushrooms should show
I

gi'

1

1>->;-,

in'w:

Tl^i 'i»V7r..'i^p^f>sWrvsiliiKk

Young

Fruit Orchards at Penticton, B.C.

equally as good.
Fruit from this section has won prizes repeatedly at the
large

British

Columbia

and

British

fruit shows.

The product of the district is looked
after by four large fruit packing establishments. The largest of these is
operated by Messrs. Stirling

who buy and pack

&

Pitcairn,

independent of
the local fruit growers' exchange.
This
firm has such a good reputation as
packers of good fruit that Prof. F. E.
fruit

Sears, of the Ma.ssachusetts Agricultural
College, recently ordered a box of
apples to be sent to the college at Amherst for the purpose of demonstrating
the most perfect plan in the packing
of apples for export as practised at

Kelowna.

During

last

summer

this

shipped cherries as far cast as
Montreal, where they arrived in excelfirm

lent condition.
The Kelowna Farmers'
Exchange also ships large quantities of
fruit.
The growers in the Okanagan

and Summerland splendid locations for
peach orchards.
At the southern end of Okanagan Lake
is Penticton, a town that is rapidly
coming to the front through its bright
prospects as a fruit centre. The property that is attracting the most attention is the old Ellis Ranch.
This estate
comprises some 30,000 acres of land,
extending from twelve miles north of
Penticton to the international boundary
line, a distance of fifty-six miles. Nearly
25,000 acres of this land can be brought
under cultivation by irrigation. The
2,000 acres of bottom lands have been
under irrigation for some time, and have
been producing some excellent mixed
crops.
A large reservoir has been constructed that supplies water to the
upper benches (as the higher lands are

known), on which hav,e been planted
thousands of peach and apple trees.
Our representative spent several days
in

the vicinity of Penticton,

in

from

five

to eieht weeks, and the bed continue to
vield for two or three months.

and

in-

Closely allied to the onion

mon

garlic.

north, but

is

is

the com-

can be grown in the
not so largely used here as
It

in southern countries.

Swiss chard or leaf-beet is grown in
the same manner as the common table
beet.
The fresh leaf stalks are cooked

and served
If

like asparagus.

onions for an early market are rethem in a hotbed some

quired, I start

time between February 15 and March 1,
and transplant them to the outside about
April 15.
I plant them three inches
apart in rows 30 inches apart. Plenty
of cultivation is required to secure best
results.
Onions like a sandy loam better than a black loam, but a good crop
can be grown on either soil. They
should be ready for market some time
from July 1 to 15, depending on the
season.
MacNamara, Bracondale,
J,
Ont.

—
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Circulation Statement

The Canadian Horti-

Since the subscription price of

culturist was reduced from $1.00

to 60 cents a year,
has grown rapidly. The following is
a sworn statement of the net paid circulation of The
Canadian Horticulturist for the year ending with
Dec., 1907.
The figures given are exclusive of sample
and spoiled copies and of papers sent to advertisers.
Some months, including the sample copies, from 8,000 to
10,000 copies of The Canadian Horticulturist are
mailed to people known to be interested in the growing

the

circulation

of fruit, flowers or vegetable.

January
1907
February 1907
March
1907

4,947
5,520
6,380
6,460
6,620
6,780
6,920
6,880
7.078
7,210
7,250
7,500

April

1 907
907
1907
1907
July
August
1907
September 1907
October
1907
November 1 907
December 1907

May

1

June

Total for the year

Average each issue
January
1908
Sworn detailed statements

79,525
6,627
7,650
will

be mailed upon ap-

plication.

Our
We

Protective Policy

want the readers

of

The Canadian Horticul-

TORisr to feel that they can deal with our advertisers
with our assurance of the advertisers' reliability
We
try to admit to our columns only the most reliable advertisers.
Should any subscriber, therefore, have good
cause to be dissatisfied with the treatment he receives
from any of our advertisers, we will look into the matter
and investigate the circumstances fully. Should we
find reason to believe that any of our advertisers are unreliable, even in the slightest degree, we will discontinue
immediately the publication of their advertisements in
The Horticulturist. Should the circumstances warrant we will expose them through the columns of the
paper. Thus, we will not only protect our readers, but
our reputable advertisers as well. AH that is necessary

you to the benefits of this Protective Policy is
all your letters to advertisers the
words "I saw your ad. in The Canadian Horticulturist."
Complaints should be sent to us as soon as possito entitle

that you include in

ble after reason for dissatisfaction has

been found.

Communications should be addressed:

THE CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST,
506-7-8

Manning Chambers,

TORONTO, CANADA

%

February, 1908;
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Nova
The most successful

Scotia

courses yet given at
the Nova Scotia Agricultural College were held
in January.
Over 140 students were enrolled.
Lectures were given on live stock,
lirying,
poultry, field crops, horticulture,
sliort

and so forth.
The work in horticulture began on Jan. 2 with
talk on the farm orchard by P. J. Siiaw, of the
)llege staff.
In the evening, an address was
-ven by Mr. R. S. Eaton, of Hilcrest orchard, on
Intensive and Extensive Orcharding."
Mr.
isects,

who is one of the most successful orchardCanada, gave an account of an interesting
ixperiment being carried on in his orchard,
Fhere apple trees used as fillers were set
8J feet
.part, and as they begin to crowd are dug up
and reset at a greater distance apart. Allowing
for driveways, 500 trees may thus be set to the
acre.
Mr. Eaton claimed that the.se fillers would
more than pay for themselves before it is necessary to move them.
,
laton,

Jts in

On

Jan. 3, Mr. S. C. Parker, secretary of the
Scotia Fruit Growers' Association, gave a
talk on spraying, showing why we spray, when
to spray, and explaining the important points of
a good spray pump. An interesting discussion
followed.
Mr. W. T. Macoun, Ottawa, gave an address
on some causes of failure in apple orchards, and
the remedies.
He dwelt especially on the care
the trees should receive when they arrive from
the nursery, and on the importance of choosing
varieties suited to the soil and climate.
He
recommended the Duchess, Transparent, Alexander, Wealthy, Mcintosh, Milwaukee, and
Baxter for severe climates. Mr. Macoun spoke,
also, on small fruits, dealing with the care
they
should receive and the best varieties to plant
On Jan. 4, Mr. G. H. Vroom, Dominion Fruit
Insi^ector for Nova Scotia, gave a demonstration on grading and packing apples.
The afternoon was devoted to a discussion of the vegetable garden led by Mr. Shaw and Mr. Macoun.
On Jan. 0, Mr. Shaw gave a lesson on root
"grafting.
Instruction in the other subjects of
the course was continued until ]an. 14, and was

Nova

thoroughly appreciated
attendance.

Prince

by the

students

Edward Island

in the
present circumstances
brooked it best, for just now there are many
things to be consulted relative to the
practical
Side of apple production here.
It is true that
there were excellent papers, one by
Dr Johnstone, one by Registrar White, and one
by" John
Annear, hut these, too, were altogether expressive of the season's difficulties and
experiences
and dovetailed nicely into the discussions
Chief McNeill gave two addresses,
"The Duty
of the Hour" and "The Island's
Need of Cooperation," which were very much appreciated
Hon. S. E. Reid, Minister of Agriculture, spoke
of the possibilities of successful fruit
growing and
.urged hopefulness even in adverse
years
The

department over which he presided would do
best for the association and what it
repre-

Its

was resolved

'

adopt Chief McNeill's plan
The best paving
declared to be Duchess
\lexander and Pewaukee.
North Star promised
csijecially well.
Ben Davis, too, had brought
good money and Baxter also, where grown
but
Its growth had so far l)een
restricted
The
^""'^^y will take orders for stock, buying it
judiciously and distributing it properly.
Another resolution approved the last Dominion Conference and asked for its
reconvening
of

cooperative

to

f)lanting.

bulletins

and

Qviebec
W. Logan, Macdonald

College

The Pomological and I'Vuit Growing Society
of Quebec held its winter meeting at Macdonald
College, Ste. Anne de Bellevue, on Dec. 18 and
The whole proceedings were characterized
19.
by a deep appreciation of the kindness of Sir
W. C. Macdonald, and of Dr. Robertson for
inviting the society to hold its winter meeting
at the college.
paper on "Tree Surgery" was
read by Mr. J. C. Chapais, St. Denis.
In it he
dealt with the method of setting up trees after

A

they had been broken down by wind, snow or
overmuch fruit. An interesting discussion on
this paper was initiated by Professor Craig, of
Cornell, in which Professors Macoun and Stuart

•

)
<

I

,

'

E. H.

"The

Cultivation of an Apple Orchard" was
the subject of an address by Prof. W. Stuart,
Burlington, Vt.
He gave some advice on the
choice of a site for an orchard, the best varieties
to grow, and how to seed.
He urged a proper
consideration of the advisability of an orchard
crop, quoting the various depths of frost with
different cover crops.
He stated that a properly
cared for orchard would be good for 00 or 70
years.

"Pruning with Demonstration" was the

title

properly.
A paper on "Fameuse Apples" was
read by Mr. R. W. Shepherd, Como.
He
claimed that this variety of apple was by far the
best, though several consecutive severe winters
had done a lot of harm to the trees.
Principal Robertson gave an address on
"Education for Horticulture." Mrs. Torrance,
of Chateauguay Basin, read a paper on "Our
Summer Fruits: Their Value in our Diet."
Professor Craig, of Cornell, and others also gave
addresses which will be reported later.
The appointment of officers resulted as
follows: Patrons, Hon. S. A. Fisher and Hon.
Jules Allard;
hon. president,
Mr. Auguste
Dupuis; hon. vice-president, Mr. R. W. Shepherd;
president,
Mr. Robt. Brodie;
vicepresident, Mr. G. Reynaud;
secretary, Mr
Peter
Reid, Chatauguay
Basin.
Principal
Robertson, Dr. Fletcher and Profes,sor Macoun
were appointed honorary life members. It was
recommended that members of local horticultural
societies
throughout the province be
invited to join the Pomological .Society.

Enclosed please find renewal subscription.
can hardly get along without The Canadian
Horticulturist.— Biggs Fruit & Produce Co.,
Ltd., Burlington, Ont.

We

The Popular Piano-Player.— The player-piano
stirred up any amount of enthusiasm
musical circles, if the many sales being made by
Heintzman & Co., Limited, 115-117 King Street
lias

VVcst, Toronto, are to lie taken as a criterion.
This firm have a very wide selection of playerpianos at terms of payment to suit almost any

purchaser.

Wartman, Dominion

Since Jan.

Fruit Inspector

have been inspecting fruit in
Whitby, Oshawa, Bowmanville, Cobourg and
Colborne. I find apples keeping remarkably
7,

I

well all along the line.
The wise apple exporter
tells me that the place for No. 3 quality
apples
is to leave them in the hands of the
prodiicers
and I heartily agree with him. This grade has
utilized thousands of barrels and caused many
first-class ones to be frozen.
The general out-

look in fall seemed good and prices were well
maintained up to Dec. 1.5, but, to-day, prices
are low and stocks large. The future outlook
is not so bright.
As shippers are now leaving
number three quality at home, and as France is
wanting some of her favorites, Ben Davis and
Golden Russets, let us hope she will take large
quantities so that prices may take an upward
advance.
The young orchards coming in yearly, 20,000
to 50,000 trees, bearing from half-barrel to
'one
barrel, are helping to make the aggregate
large.
I think that American buyers coming
in to buy
a few thousand barrels had a tendency to
set
the average apple man a little wild in his
calculations.
It is said opposition is the life of
trade, but sometimes too much causes
great
disaster,
especially among apple exporters.
Those packing apples to-day in the face of loss,
who say, "I will keep up my grade," are the
packers who will another year get back their
loss and do credit to the trade in general.

Our

took part.

varieties were

j

Montreal

fruit

of Professor Blair's address, in wliicli he showed
the way to prune and dress trees in a practical
manner, so that the cuts made would heal

island growers

It

The

were commended. A
number of local motions were carried and placed
on the record.
When the election of officers came round, the
president asked the association to fulfil its
promise of last and preceding years and relieve
him. He had been long enough in the chair and
would support director Johnstone heartily for
president.
The association, through Dr. Johnstone and others, refused to accept the refusal
to serve, and in the circumstances the re-election
was accepted for another year by the old
officiality; Pres., Rev. Dr. Burke; vice-pres.,
Mr. D. J. Stewart; directors, Messrs. A.
J. McFadyen, C. R. Dickey, Chas. Black, J. Newson,
J. Johnstone, O. K. Henry, J. Rolx:rtson, Fred.
Bovyer, and J. A. Dewar.

in

The Prince Edward Island Fruit Growers'
Association met at Charlottetown last month,
and with the assistance and encouragement of
Mr. A. McNeill, Dominion Fruit Division, did
very good work for horticulture in this province.
The meetings were more of a family consultation
than usual, not so many paijers and addresses
being on the program; but the temper
of

sented.

next year at furthest.
reports of the division

41

Fruit in England

The

following extracts were taken from a
letter from Mr. Robert A. Lister, of Dur.sley
England, to Mr. J. A. Ruddick, regarding the
Canadian exhibit of apples at the Gloucester
Root, Fruit and Grain Exhibition, as illustrated
on page 28:
"Hundreds of people came from a considerable distance to see this fruit, and were
all
greatly surprised at the beautiful colors on some
of the fruit, many remarking that you must have
had a great deal more sun in Canada this summer
than we had in this country.
"I was enabled to allude to Canada, and its
great possibilities as a fruit-growing country at
the annual dinner, of which I was the chairman,
and I am quite certain that from an advertisement point of view this cannot be otherwise than
helpful.

"Next year I should like very much to make
an exhibit of Canadian preserved fruit, about
which I will write you in 9 or 10 months' time,
as the exhibition takes place annually on the
same day, Nov. 9. Next year Mr. Morgan
Phillip Price, a gentleman who paid a visit to
the Minister of Agriculture, with his mother and
brother, 12 months ago, will be the President,
and he is very much interested in the preservation of fruit."

The board of control of the fruit experiment
stations of Ontario has given place to a new
advisory board, appointed by the Minister of
Agriculture. This advisory board will supervise
the work of all the stations in the province, including the one at Jordan Harbor, and will consist of
E. D. .Smith, M.P., Winona:
L. Hilborn,
JLeamington; Harold Jones, Maitland; G. C.
Creelrnan, O.A.C., Guelph;
P. W. Hodgetts,
Toronto: and H. S. Peart, Superintendent of
the Jordan Experimental Station.
High-Class Upright Piano for $225.00.—
There has Ix-en taken into the warerooms of

Heintzman & Company, Limited, 115-117
King Street West, Toronto, within the past fewdays two upright i)ianos, very little used, and
bearing the names of well-known manufacturers.
One of these may l)e bought for $22,5, and the
other for $250. It is an opportunity to get what
is practically a new piano at nearly half the
manufacturer's regular price.
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Items of Interest
The question

of developing the fruit-growing
industry of Essex and Kent was discussed recently at a meeting of the Board of Trade in
Chatham. A report will be published in our
next issue.

At a meeting of the directors of the Ontario
Fruit Growers' Association held in January,
the following officers were elected for the ensuing
year: Pres., A. W. Peart; Burlington, vice-pres.,
E. D. Smith, M.P., Winona; sec.-treas., P. W.
Hodgetts, Parliament Buildings, Toronto. The
executive committee will consist of these officers
and Messrs, Elmer Lick, Oshawa, And J. E.

I

S

Johnson, Simcoe.

A

— In

Piano for $25.00.^

every sense of the

somewhat used, but not badly
used, square pianos at Heintzman & Co.'s,
Limited, 115-117 King Street West, Toronto,
is sensational.
Tlie announcement has brought
word the

ly

tofv

of Successful

Farmers Are Doing

It

sale of

from almost every corner of the
Dominion. The determination is to clear out
every square piano in the place between now
this firm orders

and stock-taking, and surely prices like $25,
$30, $35, and $40 will do it in payments of $5
down and 50c. a week.

—

GLADIOLI
GrofPs

Thousands

a

"^

New Hybrid

Seedlings.

American

Collection.

Collection.

GrofPs

Is

machine.

Two of the most practical and valuable
machines manufactured for farm use today are the Com Kins and Cloverleaf
manure spreaders. They are each made
in a

number

of sizes.

machines differ somewhat In
construction and operation, but both are
right working and of great durability.
They are proven machines. They embody the best mechanical ideas, the materials used in construction are the best

These

Groff's Pan-

Groff*8 World** Fair

New Named

no charm or secret about It.
You simply spread it with a machine, and
thus make it go twice as far, gret twice as
much good from It on the first crop, do
your land more permanent good, and save
half the time and labor of handling.
Manure is generally estimated to be
worth 52.00 a ton handled the old way.
There is no doubt that it is worth twice as
much to the farmer who spreads with a
There

Varieties,

Cannas, best varieties. Dahlias, many varieties.
Paeonies, choice new varieties.
Write for Catalogue.

for the purpose, they are

made

The nearest branch house

will supply

field.

Is

one

it not to your interest to own and
of these spreaders on your farm?

use

Figure out for yourself and you must
agree that it will be a paying investment,
even if you do not have over twenty-five
loads of manure to spread in a year.
You can't help but be pleased with the
work, the easy handling, the light draft
and the substantial making which saves
you the annoyance of breakage and
repairs.

Call and see these spreaders with the
local International agent. He will gladly
point out to you the superior features of
these machines, as well as supply you

with catalogue, colored hanger or other
information.

simple

as

as possible, and they handle manure in all
conditions to the perfect satisfaction of
users. Proof of all this is to be found in
the record each machine has made in the

you with anv further Information desired.
St. John, Hamilton. Winnipeg

CANADIAN BRANCHES: Calgary. London. Montreal. Ottawa. Reglna,

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA

Campbell Bros., Simcoe, Ont.

(Incorporated)

Chicago. U. S. A.

Mention The Canadian Horticulturist when writing

Canada's Most Reliable Nurseries
FRUIT TREES,

SMALL FRUITS AND GOOSEBERRIES
fl

APPLE jTREES—A

varieties in the

most

general line of tte

THOUSANDS
best commercial

select grades.

q PEARS, PEACHES, PLUMS

A choice

IN

and

CHERRIES—

selection of the best kinds, well rooted, thrifty stock,

true to name.
^,

SMALL FRUITS — Grown

on the choicest spots

in the

Niagara Peninsula.
fl

GRAPE VINES — My

a lifelong

experience.

Concords and Niagaras

vines are grown by a specialist with

have

I

at

WRITE FOR TERMS AND CATALOGUE.

ESTABUSHED

CONCORDS— Helderleigh

thousands

rock-bottom

E, D. Smith,

X

of

prices.

one-year-old
*

A FEW VACANCIES FOR AGENTS.

CENTURY.

800 ACRES.

Winona, Ontario

Stock
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The

Inc\ibator
S. SKort,

possibilities and pleasiu-es of the interesting machine, the incubator, are not, as
yet, as generally known as they ought to
Many still there are who doubt its
be.
To
ibility to hatch as well as hens will hatch.
hose who have never tried hatching by machine,
he statement is made, backed up by the experitnce of the majority of poultry -keepers, that the
ncubator is a success and is a necessity to any
breeder who annually hatches 50 eggs or over.
As made at the present time, the incubator is
It can be kept in
Jioth useful and ornamental.
spare room or attic or in the basement with
1
The basement is preferable if
jerfect safety.

THE

.

(

and

'

even, say anywhere near 50
legrees or over, and not given to sudden changes
With a properly run machine,
jn temperature.
yith the lamp clean and in order, there is no
imell worth mentioning at any time when in
Iperation if a good oil is used, and the unfertile
With
Ir lifeless eggs are removed when testing.
JU machines extant, a tester and thermometer
included they
;re sent, but if they are not
jliould be specially ordered, for they cannot be
lone without.
Start the machine and be sure the thermome!;r registers at least 103 degrees before putting
li the eggs.
It is imperative that an even tem,erature should be kept up throughout the 21
Experiments have shown
lays of incubation.
jiat while eggs will hatch that have been subjected to 101 and 102 degrees the first day or
[ko, yet the chicks were never as vigorous and
.ren after maturity never laid as well as those
hich hatched from eggs started at 103 and
lat temperature maintained during the whole
mod of incubation. Of course, every hatch
!iay not be a success; probably if the same eggs

he atmosphere

id

is

been put under hens they would not have

itched either.
The chief factors in being successful are,
rst, healthy hens, mated properly, and cared
ir by some one who knows his business as a
)Ultry-keeper, to lay fertile eggs; second, have
i>e machine in good running order before putting
the eggs; and lastly, if without previous exIrience, follow carefully and explicitly the
irections sent with each machine by the
_ anuf acturer.
While many incubators are used by fanciers
siding in the cities and towns it is safe to say
jat the majority of the machines are sold to
':burbanites and fruit growers living outside
i

the city limits but near enough to benefit by
having a good market for disposing of whatever
fruit or vegetables they may be engaged in
producing. The incubator provides the suburbanite and all the members of his family with many
hours of pleasurable anticipation. The preparation of the machine whiles away one evening;
then at least twice daily, the lamp is inspected
and the thermometer is noted, and if all goes
well for

CYPHERS'
Model Incubators
A.

two or three days, the chickens are

—

One cannot help it, perhaps the
gambling instinct is stronger in chicken fiends
than others, but the fad remains that despite
the proverb "not to count the chickens before
they are hatched," they have been and always
will be counted as long as there are eggs to
hatch
After the seventh day the first test is made,
and if new to the work, it is advisable to call in
an expert fiend if one is available. If a thorough ctUling out is made, then another test a
week later should be sufficient. If all has gone
well
there is considerable excitement the
twenty-first day.
Early in the morning there is
a rush to see the results, and if successful,
chickens and incubator furnish the subjects for
most of the day's conversation.
With the development of fruit and vegetable
growing, poultry keeping has been keeping pace.
The two industries make a good combination.
In winter time the gardener and orchardist has
time which can profitably be given to the production of winter eggs. The garden and orchard
in early spring and late autumn make splendid
foraging grounds for the fowl. The incubators
can be started at about the time for making the
hotbeds so that hatching will be over by the
time the heavy work of spring plowing and
planted begins. During the summer waste fruit
and vegetables fed to the poultry will help
counted.

considerably in lighteniiig the feed bills.
Just a word further There are a great

—

CHARLES ERNEST WOOLVERTON,

landscape architect,
Ontario,
cemeteries, pleasitre, school and home
grounds laid out, surveys made. Working
drawings to a scale so that any gardener can
work them out. Terms very reasonable
parks,

A MILLION STRAWBERRY PLANTS for
^^ sale, not bought from dealers, but grown on
my own farm last year. Fifty-five varieties.
New Highland, Three W, Victor, Wonder,
Thompson's No. 2, President, Momingstar,
Abington, Almo, Governor Rollins, and others,
and all the leading old varieties. If you want
plants this year that will please you when they
arrive, and please you better still when they
fruit, order Downham's.
They have pleased
others and will please you.
It will pay you to
get my free catalog before you buy, ready to
mail now.
Raspberry and Blackberry plants,
and Seed Potatoes. John Downham, Strathroy,
Ont.

pRUIT GROWERS!

Drain your land and
income.
This
may seem
it's a fact.
Use Doyle's tile.
R. J. Doyle, Owen Sound.

double your
exaggerated but
Estimates given.

CEND YOUR ADDRESS

for list of strawberry plants, also red and black raspberry
plants and seed potatoes. R C. Crysler, St.
George, Ont.

^

many

industry.

ETOR SALE,

Six No. 8 Gurney

Stevenson

&

Malcolm

^ARDENER
years'

Co.,

Guelph, Ont.

seeks situation. Has had nine
experience in all important
show good English references.

good

branches.
Can
E. Campin, West Essa P.O., Ont.

—
PLANT PELHAM'S

Peerless

brooded in my famous Model Incubators
and Brooders. Buy-

Apple Trees

ing your incubators
'

I

and brooders of a

man who knows

A

nothing (or next
nothing) about
hatching and raising
poultry is running a
useless risk.
Don't

big red winter apple

that sells

at sight.

to

[

,

|l
I

!i

do

Also a

full

Write

for the

line of fruit

and ornamental

Catalogue that

tells

trees.

the truth.

it.

I not only sell you
a Model Incubator or Brooder, but 1 add
to them the valuable experience of years
as shown in their construction.
Model
Incubators show excellent hatches, hatch
every hatehable egg. The Model Brooder
grow sturdy chicks.
-Send your order in to-day, and get in
line with the profit getters.
Free catalogue for everyone.

THE MODEL INCUBATOR
196-200 River Street

CO.
TORONTO, ONT.

i

Hot Water

Boilers in good
condition,
suitable for
private house or greenhouse work.
Apply

i

On my Model Poultry Farm I now have
poultry numbering 80|000 hatched and
\ ,

IV/IR.

'"^ Grimsby,

makes of incubators, both Canadian
and American, on the market now. It is decidedly to the advantage of a Canadian to buy a
Canadian machine. The shipping expenses are
less, no customs charges to be paid, and the
delivery is much more prompt. Patronize home

and Brooders
;

Advertisements under this heading inserted at
two cents a word for each insertion, each
figure, sign or single letter to count as one word,
minimun cost, 25 cents, strictly cash ia advance.
rate of

different

I

CHAS.

FOR SALE AND W^ANT
ADVERTISEMENTS

Use

Ottawa

I

I

Its
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PELHAM NURSERY
TORONTO, ONTARIO
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Sure Death

SPRAY THIS FAU WITH

DON'T WAIT

Till

SPRING

SfKAMOTOR

me

Let
to

San Jose Scale

to

16 gallons water to 1 Scalecide and it's ready to use. Absolutely permanent pe;"/Cd^
centage maintained, saves time enough to pay for the material
Guaranteed. It's cheap loXOS/i\
effective, easy to use, non-corrosive, non-clogging, and contains more oil and less water i
A
\
than any other commercial spray. In l-,')-10 gallon cans, 2.5 and 50 gallon barrels. Free \£t4J(/fiil
booklet
B. G. PRATT CO., Mfrs. New York,
\/va/fl

Add

JSCALECIDE
'

CO., Sole Can. Aaeots.

ynu^

1069 KING St.. London. Can.

you how

tell
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have started others

I

earning good

make money

out of poultry.

profits.

can start you.

I

4jb4\w 4
a very
JUST
now caring

little

into a

good

guarantee the Chatham Incubator for five
This is not a mere promise, it is an
actual guarantee, backed by my Company, who
have been doing business in the United States

more time than you spend

for a fe'w

I

hens can be turned

profit with

years.

a Chatham Incu-

bator.

That
ience.

is

the best of

Just follow

my

it.

It

Your wife or daughter can do
in

and

certain.

letters

who

I

know

that

is

I

am

receiving

my

incubator

and making good money out

Many

people

of these

never used an incubatorbefore,
others have tried other

is

fair,

we

couldn't have continued
Don't you think so ?

business so long.

on.

Now

makes

want to servd
you my special
I

on time.

price,

a
Chatham Incubator
for

but are making bigger profits

with a Chatham Incubator.

The Experimental Farm at Guelph, Ont.,use
my Chatham Incubator in their special poultry
course.

honest and

required

this is

every day from those

are using

it.

for over 50 years.
If our guarantee
wasn't an actual bona fide one and our dealings

the profits are sure

true because

of

all

a few minutes each day while the hatch

And

and Canada

requires no exper-

simple, clear directions.

In a recent letter the Professor of that

incubator

they

have had on the farm.
Don't you think that the
incubator

that

the

with an incubator than by the
old setting-hen way, but it also
means you can make more
money with my Chatham
Incubator than any other on
the market.

to

try

Booklet

to write

send you

—

it

my

1908 Poul-

tells

all

about

make out of
chickens, how the Chatham
Incubator is made by careful
workmen from sound lumber,
and why it will hatch more
chickens than any other incubator on the market.

Remember that every day you delay means
I know when you get alt
just so much profit lost.
my facts you'll want to start making money now.
Write
also send

now,

this post card

while you think of

it

and

I

you my special

will

price

on easy terms.

To

Ontario

Government has found best
should prove best for you ?
So you see it not only is a
case of making more money

want you

a postcard to-day asking

the profits you can

course stated that they out-

hatched any

I

me
me

in

save time address

nearest

my

office.

The Manson Campbell

Co.* Limited,

Brandon, Man.

The Manson Campbell

Co., Limited,
Calg-ary, Alta.
194, Victoria, B.C.

D. Hammond, Box
Cote & Co., 6 St. Peter

St.,

Montreal. Que.

MANSON CAMPBELL
President

The N&nson Campbell Co.. Lfd.
Dept. 81
Chatham, Ontario.
I

also

have a shipping* warehouse at Halifax,

N.S.
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Bulletin
Revie-wed

by

on Bordeaux Injury

Prof. "W.

LochKead, Macdonald College

—
Hedrick. — In ordinary years one

jORDEAUX
ment
by U.

Injury.
Agricultural ExperiStation, Geneva, N.Y., Bull. 287,
P.

hears occasionally of injury to fruit trees
a result of spraying with Bordeaux. In
1905 in Ontario and elsewhere, many such cases
rere reported.
On account of these repeated
eports,

an investigation was undertaken by

khe Geneva station to determine, if possible,
fthe causes of the alleged injuries. Affected
'apples show a specking at first, followed by a
"russetting," so that the keeping qualities of
the fruit are disturbed, and its market value
is
lowered. Affected leaves show a brown
spotting, followed by their death and fall.
The experiments carried on in connection
with the investigation convinced the experimenters that the Bordeaux mixture caused the
injuries to the fruit and the leaves that have
been so frequently reported of late years. The
Bordeaux, they believe, acted as a poison to
the tissues lying beneath the skin, entering
through the breathing pores and the basal cells
of the plant hairs.
The specks that formed
as the first symptoms of injury leading to russetting, were usually formed about the breathing pores.
Not only were different species of
fruit trees, such as peaches, plums, and so on,
injured to diflterent degrees by Bordeaux, but
different varieties of the apple, for example,
varied in the extent of injury under similar
treatment. Wet weather and early spraying
favored the development of russetting, and the
greater the quantity of copper sulphate used
in making the Bordeaux the greater the injury.
The bulletin recommends that the amount of
spray liquid should be just sufficient to wet the
tree, and!|onIy||in dry weather, and that the
Bordeaux be prepared by using equal parts
of lime and copper sulphate.

The reviewer has already had occasion
of "Injurious Action of Bordeaux

treat

to
in

Apple Orchards" (O.A.C. Report, 1905, pp.
54-58).
His studies at that time forced him
to the conclusion that the injury was not due
entirely to Bordeaux, for these reasons; russetting was not confined to sprayed orchards,
and it was quite prevalent in unsprayed orchards treated by the same man, at the same
time, and with the same pump.

Fruit Institutes
The farmers' institute branch of the Ontario
Department of Agriculture has taken a marked
step in advance in the line of agricultural education.
A three days' meeting was held at
Grimsby, Dec. 16, 17, 18, with an attendance
of over 80 men from Grimsby and the surrounding district.
An interesting program was
followed, and the discussions by local men took
every
up
minute of the time allotted.
Never before in the history of farmers institute work have the fruit growers taken so active

45

an interest as that manifested at this meeting
Mr. Putman, Supt. of Farmers' Institutes, was
present and gave a short talk on the scheme
attempted for the first time in Ontario. He
encouraged the farmers to form farmers' clubs
and hold monthly, or even twice a month, meetings for the discussion of local subjects and increase the knowledge and, as a consequence, the
wealth of each community. The department is
willing to do all within reason to assist farmers'
clubs,
and short courses of instruction by
furnishing lectm-ers on special subjects. Any
local institute desiring a course similar to the

one put on at Grimsby, and followed by the one
on Dec. 18, 19 and 20, at Trenton, should correspond with Mr. Putman for particulars. The
following resolution passed by the Trenton
meeting shows the attitude of those who attended the meeting:
"We, the fruit growers of Trenton and the
surrounding vicinity, desire to express our
appreciation of the action taken by the farmers'
institute branch of the Department of Agriculture in putting on this three days' course of
instruction we consider it has been of very great
value to those in attendance, and we trust the
said department may see fit to favor the counties of Prince Edward, Hastings and Northumberland with a series of such meetings."
_

;

5CALECIDE
WAIT
SAVE YOUR TREES THIS FALL DONTSPRING
TILL

Or they'll be killed commercially by San Jose Scale. Spray with Sea ecide, it kills
every insect it touches. Cheaper than lime sulphur or any home-made mixture |
Easier to apply, non-corrosive, non-clogging, 92% oil the largest amount with
|
less water than is found in any spray discovered.
Order a HO gallon barrel at $30
duty paid, makes 800 gallons mixture.
Works well in any machine
tliere's nothing cheaper.
Free special booklet.
B. G. PRATT, CO,, Mfrs., N.Y.
iSPRAMOTORCO., Sole Can. Aijents,
1090 Kinii Street, London, Canada.

—

ESTABUSHED

OVER

1837

850

ACRES

THE FONTHILL NURSERIES
Oldest and Largest in Canada

CUMBERLAND BLACKCAP
qts.

The "Business Blackcap," under equal conditions has produced 2,000
per acre more than Gregg. Fruit large and of superior quality.

Plants entirely hardy, most vigorous grower of all Blackcaps, stands drouth
when other varieties fail.
offer for Spring Planting, strong 2 year
transplanted plants, extra large and well rooted, which will fruit in half
the time of ordinary "tip" plants.

We

BABY RAMBLER ROSE
The Everblooming Dwarf Crimson Rambler.
amateur

The

best rose for the

blooms constantly from June to frost.
plants that will bloom first season planted.

to plant,

strong, thrifty

Furnished

in

CRAB APPLES
HYSLOP

and TRANSCENDENT the hardiest of best crabs, for sauce,
jelly, jams and cider.
Fruit of largest size. Fine stocky trees 3 and 4
years old, well branched and rooted at Special Prices.

NEW JAPAN

LILACS

All shades and colors, single and double,
Spray of One of the

New Japan

prevents succoring.

Write for Pricei and CataloKue of

STONE

grown

in tree

form, which

Finest assortment of varieties.

Lilacs

New

Specialties.

AGENTS WANTED.

& WELLINGTON, TORONTO, ONTARIO
Mention The Canadian Horticulturist when writing
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Nova

AT

Scotia Fruit GroAvers

the annual convention of the Nova
Scotia
Association,
Fruit Growers'
which was held in Berwick in Deceman interesting discussion took
ber,

place
on
Prof.
"Orchard Management."
F. C. Sears of the State Agricultural College,
Amherst, Mass., took the fertilizer question for
his theme.
He gave the results of an experiment carried on for nine years at the college
farm, showing the value of stable manure and
A.
other fertilizers as applied to the orchard.
McNeill, Chief, Fruit Division, spoke on pruning
and said that a little pruning at the right time

was enough. A saw was unnecessary in an
orchard; hand pruners if used when they should
be would do the work. Trees should be headed
In these days of insects,
low, 18 to 24 inches.
scale and fungus, low-headed trees were more
easily cared for than the old style of high
spreading tops. G. W. McLean, of Woodville,
said he had not pruned his orchard for 15 years,
and was satisfied that too much pruning was
done by many orchardists.

"Spraying" was

discussed by W. H. Woodworth and others.
Professor Cumming stated that the efforts to
check the incursion of brown-tail moth reported
in Annapolis county had met with marked
success.
A recent inspection of the infested
territory resulted in the discovery of comparHe announced that efforts
atively few nests.
would be continued with the hope of completing
the extermination of this new pest, and said
that a bounty of 10 cents for each nest collected
Professor
would be paid by his department.
Cumming also said that work at the college was
progressing most favorably. The attendance
was larger than ever before, and great interest
was manifested.
"Fruit Growing in New England" was the

(

\

subject of an illustrated address by Prof. Sears.
The professor, who has spent six months on the
staff of the Mass. College, succeeding ten years in
the Annapolis Valley, evidently was not favorably impressed with the importance of orcharding in the state.
Professor F. A. Waugh, also of the Mass.
College staff, gave an interesting talk on "Smaller
Fruit Trees." This address was illustrated with
lantern slides, and urged the importance of
smaller orchard trees for convenience in pruning,
spraying and picking fruit.
The well-worn question of ocean transportation was again thrashed out, and a series of
resolutions passed again urging upon the Department of Trade and Commerce the necessity in
the interests of fruit growers of compelling the
Furness-Withy Steamship Co. to live up to the
terms of their contract, or withhold the subsidy.
It was pointed out that in spite of the fact that
the contract called for a 12-knot service or 10
days' passage, the steamers were seldom getting
under a 12-day passage, and sometimes 14.
Cooperation in marketing was introduced by
Frank A. Bolson, of Middleton. Mr. Bolson referred to the advantages to be gained by a
combination of effort. Expenses could be
reduced, a more uniform pack of fruit secured,
and wider advantages gained in other ways.
Mr. McNeill went into the question on a broader
scale, referring to the cooperative organizations
of the Pacific slope, and instanced a number of
such cooperations successful in Ontario.
Secretary Parker said one company had been organized in Berwick, and was doing business this
year.
The company had to organize under the
Nova Scotia Joint Stock Companies Act.
They had a nominal capital of $10,000. The
company had 12 members subscribing five
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shares each, or $6,000. They were operating
in a rented warehouse, and were packing about
10,000 barrels this season. The company had
sold a good proportion of their output, including
about 2,000 barrels of Gravensteins at $2.75
for No. 1 stock, including 25
of No. 2.
They
had also sold 2,000 barrels hard stock at $3
with usual proportion of two's. As was to be

%

expected they had met some difficulties and
found obstacles, but all interested were well
pleased with the progress made.
The following officers were elected: Pres.,
R. W. Starr, Wolfville, senior vice-pres., G. C.
Miller, Middleton; sec, S. C. Parker, Berwick;
assistant sec, J. H. Cox, Cambridge; treas.,
G. W. Munro, Wolfville. Each county also is
represented by a vice-president.
;

—

Spraying Machine. A spraying machine
being introduced into Canada for the
Not
first time is the Protumna Gas Sprayer.
only is it claimed to have all the points of other
sprayers as regards simplicity, effectiveness and
lightness, but also it has a patent device ff)r
spreading the gas when it enters the spraying
tank in such a way that it saves a large percentage of gas; in other words, one drum of gas will
throw much more spraying material than with
any other gas machine. The American Horticultural Distributing Company, of Martinsburg,
W. Va., are introducing it, and are making a
very liberal introductory offer. This firm maintains an experimental orchard of 20,000 trees,
where'every kind of spraying pump and appar-

New

that

is

atus, as well as insecticides and fungicides, are
thoroughly tested before being offered for sale.
The Protumna Gas Sprayer is the outcome of
Read the advertiseexperience, not theory.
ment^on another'page and write direct to the
makers for further information.
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Ne-w Spray Fluids
During the past 15 or 20 years rapid progress
has been made in combatting insects and fvmgi

and plants. The
department of economic horticulture is difficult to realize.
As the season for
spraying approaches each year, new discoveries
in insecticides and fungicides are brought to
the attention of growers.
Most of them prove
of little worth; a few are of value.
The latest
discovery and one that, according to reports
from England, gives promise of revolutionizing
the practice of fruit tree spraying has been
originated in England, and is now being brought
to the attention of the fruit growers of Canada. It
is a product from the laboratories of Wm. Cooper
& Nephews, Berkhamsted, England. iThis
firm is well known all over the world for a
score of scientific preparations that have proven
that attack cultivated trees

advance

I

in this

of incalculable value in practice, particularly the

famous Cooper's Sheep Dip.
The spraying mixttires introduced by this firm
are known as VI Fluid and V2 Fluid.
The
former makes a winter spray mixture, and the
latter is prepared for summer use.
These
fluids have been tested extensively in the
orchards of Old Country growers, and it is
claimed have proven eflBcient in all respects.
Both of them are easy to use. They have only
to be diluted with cold water and they are

Kelowna fruit Lands

to improve
upon. Most important results
have been obtained from their use. In one
orchard where VI, the winter spray, was tried
on about 100 acres of apple, pear and plimi trees
and 34 acres of other fruits, pear psylla, apple
and plum aphis, and oyster-shell scale were
exceedingly bad last year. A careful inspection
was made in the following March of some 30 to
40 of the worst attacked trees, and not a single
egg of any of these pests could be found alive."
Another report states: "I consider the winter
wash with VI Fluid very effectual, and I think
a most wonderful stride in the art of spraying
fruit trees has been made."
As spraying is one of the great problems in
successful fruit culture in Canada, it is with

pleasure that
of

we bring
orchardists.
Every

READY TO PLANT
10 and 20 acre lots within i miles
of the City of Kelowna (pop. 1,200)
in the famous Okanagan Valley.
Our Fruit Lands are free froin
timber, rock and scrub— already
plowed.
A beautiful valley—
a prosperous settlement. Main
roads run round the property. The
land will easily pay for itself the
first

&

Nephews,

Room

Toronto.

trees.
They are highly concentratgallon of either fluid must be diluted
with 100 gallons of water before using. These
fluids are harmless to the trees if applied as
directed.
They are easy to use and do not
corrode and clog the nozzle. Unlike some
other mixtures in common use in this country,
they may be applied without risk or discomfort
to the user.
They are uniform in composition
and are reported to be reliable in action. An
immense amount of labor is saved by their use.

Some

year.

4 acre

results for 1907:

Strawberries

$ 626
acre Tomatoes
1,000
4 acres Onions, 75 tons.
2,550
4 acreCrabapples yielded 10 tons.
1

these fluids to the notice
fruit grower should give

.

these fluids a trial.
Wm. Cooper & Nephews
have established a general office for Canada in
Toronto.
It is probable that distributing points
will be established in all the
provinces.
Mr.
W. Staley Spark is manager for the Dominion!
Write at once for booklet "A" to Wm. Cooper

ready for the

ed.

as one application of each fluid usually is sufficient for a whole year.
In the opinion of Mr. Walter E. CoUinge,
M.Sc, the foremost authority on insecticides
and fungicides in Great Britain, "the fruit
growers will have in the VI and V2 Fluids a
winter and summer spray fluid almost impossible
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Prices,

.

$150 and $200 per acre.
Terms, 1-4 Cash.

Balance in three annual instalments. If interested, write for
our Illustrated Booklet.

306 Manning Chambers

One

—

Giving Organs Away. ^This heading is misleading if you like, only to the extent that when
Heintzman & Co., Limited, 115-117 King Street
West, Toronto, announce that they are selling
organs at $10, $15, and $20 each, in payments of
50c. a week, it is next door to giving the organs
away. One can hardly expect that such bargains

_

will last

very long.

Wise ones

will see

Okanagan

Central

Land and Orchard Company
Limited

KELOWNA,

B.C.

about

the matter at once.
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CANADA'S OLDEST NiSERIES
Producing the most satisfactory results

ARE WHAT

in

WE

Our Vegetable Seeds

the harvest

SELL

are

grown

from selected stocks and are used by
the most critical Gardeners and Truckers
in this

Blackberries

Currants
Grapes
Raspberries

Country.

Our Flower Seeds
their striking colors

are noted for

and large bloom.

assortment of

Descriptive Illustrated Catalogue Mailed Free
on Application

FERGUSON

38 Jacques Cartier

Sq.,

have the largest
blocks of this class
of stock to be found

all

Montreal
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classes of

FRUIT

MENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS,

AND ORNA-

WRITE US BEFORE PLACING AN ORDER
Agents wanted

&

We

our specialties.

in the Dominion, as
well as a complete

Sutton's Specialties always on hand.

DUPUY

The small fruits
what are earning
the most money for
the fruit grower and
we are making them
are

RASPBERRY.

to introduce the great

Large stock of

HERBERT

first-class

2-year-

old plants,

THE THOMAS

W.

BOWMAN & SON

RIDGEVILLE, ONT.

CO.

LIMITED
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The

''Target

Protumna
Gas

February, 1908

Brand

»

Sprayer
The Acme
in

tank— that's

all

A

tube of Carbonic Gas is
connected by a few turns of
a coupling and the opening of
a valve transfers the pressure
there is of it.
<l

to the spray

of Simplicity

Spraying Machines.

C Its

Effectiveness— Its Economy— Its Lightness— Its Durability—place it in a class by itself

lEaiftTERtO IN Ui e> rATCNT O^FIC*

Scale Destroyer
Js

guaranteed to contain not

less

non-volatile

More

WRITE FOR SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

per cent,

and

test.

W. H. ^rand

Martinsburg, West Va., U.S.A.

Box 70S

94

effedive than Lime-Sulphur,

cheaper, by

American Horticultural Distributing Co.

than

oil.

Canadian Representative

Jordan Station, Ont.

Mention The Canadian Horticulturist when writing

POTASH
Experiment on Potatoes, 1907, conducted by H. Kipp, Chilliwack, B.C.

of orders we are receiving from those
who have tried the sample is absolute proof that
"Watch-em-grow" is all that we have claimed for

The number

it,

viz.:

"That no other Plant Food gives such

Good for plants in house, garden and
conservatory, also a superior dressing for lawns.
results."

PRICE LIST

160

Fertilizers ap- ^
plied in lbs.
>

400

per acre
J
Yield per acre

\

in bushels

/

160
160

433

Sulphate of Potash

400
160

Acid Phosphate
Nitrate of

Soda

192X

Potash in the highly concentrated forms of Muriate of Potash and Sulphate
of Potash may now be obtained from all leading fertilizer dealers.
For FREE Copies of Publications treating of the results of
Fertilizer Experiments in Canada apply to

THE DOMINION AGRICULTURAL OFFICES
OF THE POTASH SYNDICATE

1102-1105

Temple Bide.
Mention The Canadian

TORONTO, ONT.
Horticulturist

when writing

Sample (sufficient for 15 to 20 plants), postage prepaid, 10c.
20c.
Half Pound Can, postage prepaid
3.5c.
Pound Can, postage prepaid
75c.
Five Pounds, F.O.B. Smith's Falls, Ont
$1.23
Ten Pounds, F.O.B. Smith's Falls, Ont.
.

.

.

Prices for iarg^er quantities quoted on application.
Full directions with every package.

The Standard Fertilizer and Chemical Co.
Li"""'
SMITH'S FALLS, ONT.
Established 1879

Incorporated 1885
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TKe

Best StocK on
"W. T,

THERE
the

Macoun,

no winter apple so popular
province of Ontario as the
Northern Spy, and its popularity
The
is not confined to Ontario alone.
men who have gone from that province
and settled in the newer parts of Canada
remember the Spy as the favorite variety
of their youth, and they want it in their
is

in

homes

in the west.

Owing

to its fine

appearance and good quality, it is popular in every part of Canada where it succeeds and is in high favor in Great Britain
Because of its popularity there is a
great

demand

for this fruit,

and

it is

proving one of the most profitable apples
where there are trees in full bearing.
Unfortunately it has one serious defect,
which has checked in some measure the
general planting of it.
It does not bear
early enough.
The well-known fact
that "top-grafts" fruit sooner than
standard trees has induced fruit growers
to top-graft the Northern Spy either on
bearing trees of less value or on young
trees planted especially for the purpose.
The increasing attention which is being
given to top-grafting makes it important
that the best stocks for Northern Spy
should be known and this article is
written partly for the purpose of getting
others to give their experience in

The Canadian
top-grafting

this

Horticulturist, of
variety on dififerent

varieties.

The Northern Spy

is a strong-growing
hence, in order to have a tree
which is not top heavy, and that will
not break down, it is necessary to have
a strong growing stock, for, although
the kind of stock used does in some
measure check the growth of the top,
the individual characteristics of the two
remain largely the same, and if the
Northern Spy is top-grafted on a slowgrowing tree, it will sooner or later so
outgrow it that the tree becomes top
heavy, and just when we arc expecting
good returns it may blow down or break
off at the grafted part.
Even strong

tree;

growing trees sometimes do not make
good unions with other strong growing
trees.
For best results, the Northern
Spy should be grafted on a strong grow-

WKicK

No. 3

1908

to

Top-Graft tKe Spy

Horticulturist, Central Elxperimental

ing variety which will make a good union
with it. At the Central Experimental
Farm, parts of three trees were topgrafted with Northern Spy in 1891.

Two

trees were Wealthy, and one was
Duchess. These were chosen as being
hardy, and not with the idea that they
were especially good stocks for the
Northern Spy, nor did thev turn out to
be.
graft

They

all

fruited

in'

1897.

The

broke off one Wealthy tree during
a high wind in 1899, and off the other
from the same cause in 1902. The
stocks were not strong enough growers

Ofi&cially Adopted
At the annual meeting of the
New Brunswick Fruit Growers' Association, held at Fredericton on
January 24, 1908, it was decided,
on motion, to adopt The Canadian
Horticulturist as their official
organ for the

Dominion.
Hatheway, Secretary.

—

S.

B.

and the grafts were top heavy. The
grafts on the Duchess tree remained
longer, but during the winter of 1903-4,
the Northern Spy was killed, the stock
remaining alive.
If the Spy had not
been killed, it would have soon broken
off, as it had already begun to go.
The

show the importance 'of having strong growing stocks.
Mr. G. C. Caston, Craighurst, Ontario,
has had considerable experience in topgrafting Northern Spy.
Following are
extracts from a letter received from him
"I have Northern Spy on many different stocks Tolman Sweet, Wealthy,
Baxter, Yellow Transparent, on several
kinds of crabs, on Belle de Boskoop, and
over a dozen of the other Russian varieties.
I may say that it is doing well
on all of them. No variety has done
better as a stock for Spy than Yellow
Transparent.- The union is perfect,
and the top luxuriant. The worst I
have tried are Golden Russet and
Astrachan."
results of these tests

:

—
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Farm, Otta-wa
Mr. J. I. Graham, Vandeleur, Ontario,
stated at the last annual meeting of the
Ontario Fruit Growers' Association that
he had had good success in the use of Ben
Davis as a stock for Northern Spy. In
a letter since received from Mr. Graham
he states: "My trees were planted in
the early '80's.
I was guided by the
Provincial Agricultural Committee Report, which was published in '81. When
they began to bear I was not suited with
them. I am well pleased with the Ben
Davis as a stock. At first I grafted a
few of the best varieties, such as King,

Baldwin and Hurlbut. The last was
highly recommended, but I do not like
it, but they are choice trees in every way.
No person could tell that they were
grafted, and they are very heavy bearers.
I have Spys also on Colvert, twentyfive years grafted and a number later.
The union is good and stocks sufficiently
large.
About the time of grafting the
Ben Davis, I grafted some Duchess. I
was telling you then, and you expressed
a doubt about the stock being sufficiently large. A year ago the 10th of October
last, we had a heavy fall of soft snow,
twelve inches, and they were loaded
with apples. They broke at the crotch,
while about twelve Spys split. They
were raised with team, rope and pulley,
and had a nice crop. This year the
Duchess were done.
"One spring I grafted ^ number of
Colvert, St. Lawrence, Astrachan, and
Sherwoods' Favorite. None of the Sherwoods' Favorite I considered a success.
Thev seemed to sunscald, to send out
shoots and the scions did not grow like
I have Spy on Fall Jennetthe others.
ting, Fall Pippin, Colvert, Wealthy,
Keswick, Codlin, and a seedling. I
regard the seedling the best where the
branches grow out from the stock without making a crotch. I have some old
Spy grafts; the tree is twenty-five
feet high, and of late years I am trying
to cut back about one-half of the year's
growth to see if I can get them to bear
That seems to be
nearer the ground.
the fault of the scion even more so than
the

Spy

tree.

I

have some Ben Davis

—
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not top-grafted yet, some time planted.
give good crops and all stocks are
sound and healthy whether grafted or
not."
These are interesting records. Before
grafting time, let us hear from others
who have had experience with topgrafting Northern Spy.
The longer the
experience the better, as sometimes

They

Pointers

on

grafts

do well at

first

but afterwards

become top heavy.
The information growers want

is:

stocks are the best? How long
does it take Northern Spy to come into
bearing when top-grafted on bearing
How long does it take Spy to
trees?
come into bearing when grafted on
trees'

Gro^v^ing Strawberries

AT

a recent meeting of the Toronto
branch of the Ontario Vegetable
Growers' Association, two valuable addresses were given on growing
Many practical hints were
strawberries.
given, not only by the speakers, but also
by others who took part in the discussion.
Mr. J. C. Bell, of Cooksville, Ont.,
spoke in part as follows:
"Although strawberries will grow on
almost any kind of soil, they do best on
a rich, heavy sand, with a quicksand
bottom. This type of soil furnishes
plenty of moisture, not only for the
growth of the plants, but also for giving
size to the fruit.
The land should be
prepared during the previous fall by
plowing in about sixty tons of manure
an acre. In the following spring, it
should be worked up and fertilized again
with about twenty-five loads of well-rotted manure an acre.
"The land is marked three and onehalf feet apart for the rows and two feet
for planting in the rows.
By means of
a scufHer, a shallow drill is made along
the row markings.
The whole area is
then rolled and the drills are once more
opened. Planting is done with a spade.
Well-grown plants are selected from
rows of stock plants. A small portion
of both tops and roots are trimmed off.
The plants are placed in small holes
made by the spade and planted firmly.
In about a week after planting, a Breed's
weeder is run over the patch, then about
500 pounds an acre of a bone and potash
fertilizer are applied and worked in.

and hoeing are continued all
summer. It costs at least $150 an acre
Scuffling

to produce a crop of strawberries.
"It is difficult to recommend varieties
that will do well in all localities.
Those

that have done best with me are, practically in the order of ripening, Excelsior,
Michel's Early, Auguste Luther, Lovett,
Tennessee Prolific, Clyde, Wm. Belt and
Williams. For home use, three varieties
that will cover the season nicely are,
Auguste Luther, Wm. Belt and Brandywine."
Mr. Edward Eagle, of Weston, Ont.,
supported most of the recommendations
of the foregoing speaker, and gave a few
As Mr. Eagle's land
additional hints.
is low and flat, rather than high and
comparatively dry, such as Mr. Bell's,

he practises a somewhat different sys-

He grows his strawof culture.
berries on a black, sandy loam, which is
manured in the spring with thirty tons
an acre of well-rotted horse manure.
The land is plowed four or five inches
tem

Planting
deep, harrowed and marked.
done as soon as the ground is ready.
The plants are placed one and one-half
to two feet apart in rows that are four
For planting, a roundfeet apart.
mouth draining spade is used. The
spade is inserted in the ground and
moved backwards and forwards. Into
the opaning thus made, the roots of the
plants are spread and planted firmly by
Cultivation is
pressure of the foot.
started at once, so as to produce a dust
mulch as early as possible. To produce
strong growth the first season, the blossom stalks are removed from the mother
is

plants.

"On

the old patch," said Mr. Eagle,
is done in the morning so that
the fruit can be taken to the market as
early as possible. The berries are kept
shaded and as clean as possible and the
boxes are picked full. As soon as picking is concluded for the season, the patch

"picking

plowed down and sown with oats.
These are cut and used for mulching the
new patch that is coming on."
is

Spraying Apple Trees
On

the front cover of this issue of

Fruit Growers' Association, Siracoe, Ont.
This organization has been in existence
only a short time and has done excellent
work in a cooperative way for the fruit
growers and farmers o^ that locality.
One of the requirements of membership

the

association

is

that

and 200 gallons of water.
"Always prepare the arsenic by boiling twelve ounces of arsenic with two
and one-half pounds of sal soda in two
of lime,

gallons of water for forty-five minutes;
if you have a kettle large enough, you
can make up a stock solution. Keep
this kettle away from live stock as it is
poison.
"To make 200 gallons for the second
spraying: Pat twelve pounds of vitriol
in a hopper with burlap bottom, which
place over the hole in your tank.
Pump or pour 150 gallons of water on
this vitriol,
straining in the tank.
Then slack fifty pounds of good lime
(none air-slacked) in fifty gallons of
water and strain through a hopper with
a wire bottom into the 150 gallons already in the tank.
Then, of your boiled
arsenic solution, add an amount equivalent to twelve ounces of white arsenic
and two and one-half pounds of sal soda.
Then add twelve ounces of Paris green
by dissolving in a small pail of water.
Each time in adding lime, arsenic and
Paris green, agitate thoroughly.
Now
you are ready for the orchard keep well
agitated and a good pressure.
"Always clean out the lime box with
water every time after using. Pump
some clean water through your pump
nozzles, and so forth, every night when
in use and keep the tank well cleaned.
;

The Canadian Horticulturist would
for publication letters
readers on their experiences
in spraying for San Jose scale, oystershell scale, codling moth, apple and
pear scab, and for other orchard pests.
Have one or two photographs taken.
like

from

to

receive

its

The

Canadian Horticulturist is illustrated
the spraying outfit used by the Norfolk

in

with twelve pounds of blue
twelve ounces of Paris green,
twelve ounces of white arsenic, two and
one-half pounds of sal soda, fifty pounds
fall,

vitriol,

What

young

soms

March, 1908

thorough

spraying must be done in the orchards

members. To aid in having the
work done properly, the executive of

In strawberry culture, runners that
reach beyond a reasonable limit should
be cut off. The plants should be cultivated at least once a week and after
each rain, and utter extermination of
weeds is necessary to success.
If the
ground has been kept free from weeds
the previous year the weed killing will
be a much easier job. Rows must not be
ridged up too high when cultivated.

of the

the association distributes the following
information
the advice given is valuable for fruit growers everywhere:
"Apply the first spraying when the
buds begin to swell. Use twenty pounds
of blue vitriol, sixty pounds of lime, and
200 gallons of water. Always estimate
ten pounds of water to the gallon.
;

"The second spraying should be done
just before the buds break open and the
third spraying just as soon as the blos-

"Oyster-shell scale can be exterminated by spraying, in exactly the same
manner as when using the lime and
sulphur wash for San Jose scale. A
double spraying is necessary. It is
most important to give a re-touching
spray. The trees should be gone over
in the customary way and repeated a
few days later, so as to make sure of
bringing the mixture in contact with
every portion of twig and branch.
H. A. Surface, M. Sc, Harrisburg, Penn.

i

Pruning Pears, Plums and PeacKes
Joseph T-weddle, Truitland, Ontario
pears according to
PRUNE
previous season's growth, to

amount
to the
blight.

of fruit

buds

in sight,

the
the

and

prevalence or prospect of fire
In our own practice we first cut

ditions

and

find

a

tree

with strong,

new wood with probably few
In such cases we pursue the
buds.

thriftv,
fruit

opposite course, thinning only for light
and air and as much fruit as we can get

we would get an overgrowth of wood
and but little fruit. Every fruit spur
would grow a shoot one to two feet in
length and the tree would set no more
fruit buds for two years or more.
Such
a condition of growth invites fire blight.
All intermediate conditions of growth
and fruit buds occur between the two
extremes aforementioned. They should
be pruned with the same purpose in
view; that is, to balance the tree for a
fair crop of good fruit.
Peach and plum trees are pruned by
the same rules except that heavy pruning does not hinder fruit bud setting
and that we prune much more severely,
heading back nearly all the twigs so as
to get large fruit by leaving only fifty
per cent, of the fruit buds.
Even a
small branch overlooked in pruning will
produce small fruit.
We find that the use of wagons is a
All our
great advantage over ladders.
tools are carried on the wagons, which
can be moved quickly from tree to tree.
We use small fruit decks with one board
out in the centre to vary our height as
needed. Quiet horses are used with
blankets under the harness. We gain
twenty-five per cent in time by the use
of wagons.

market is an
assuming large proporsome sections of Canada, parFor
in the Niagara district.

The culture
industry that

out any existing blight well below the
affected parts, using continuously, a five
per cent, solution of carbolic acid for
disinfecting the tools and also the cuts
to avoid carrving the infection from
Then we
diseased to healthy parts.
start a gang, consisting of a competent
foreman and three men mounted on
two single fruit wagons, as shown in
the illustration, one rig on each side

is

tions in
ticularly
the benefit

Pruning Plums in the Niagara Peninsula
Orchard of Joseph Twcddic, Fruitland, Ontario.
used instead of ladders.

of grapes for

Note that w.igons are

grape

by leaving all the buds possible. If
we pruned this tree as we did the former,

of beginners, experienced
growers are requested to con-

tribute letters and articles for publication in The Canadian Horticulturist
on their methods of growing.

of the row, the foreman overseeing and
directing the work and at the same time
He cor[jruning his share of the tree.
rects mistakes and
quickly teaches

men with him the "why and how"
prune into proper shape the varying forms and conditions of each tree.
We may approach a tree with very
little new growth and set too full of
fruit buds.
Such a tree probably would
let so nuich fruit (if left unpruned) that
ilie whole crop would be so far below
normal or good size that all would be
insaleable.
We thin this crop by
pruning back to reduce the fruit buds
the
to

fully thirty to forty per cent.
Then we
thin freely to give light and air, and to
^hape the tree generally.

We may

come

to the opposite con-

A Hand Power
SI

Goulds Sprayer at

Work

Spraying Large Trees.

:
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Operating a Boiler Plant

A.pples THat Bring Dig Prices

How

to

Grow and Market Apples

to

$3.37)^ a Box," was the
subject of an address delivered by
Mr.W.F. Cash, of Underwood, Wash., at a
meeting of fruit growers in British Columbia, at which a representative of The
Canadian Horticulturist was present.
The system used by the growers in the
Sell for

Hood River district of Oregon, was
described as follows
"We do not expect to grow high-class
fruit on every tree.
In the growing of
stock, it is as necessary to select the
scions from good bearing trees as it is

Joseph Twaddle, Fruitland, Ont.

Men

follow with short ladders
and remove the balance of the fruit.
"Most of our apples are packed in the
orchard under the supervision of expert

branches.

March, 1908

No packer is allowed to work
foremen.
by himself until he has packed for one
season tuider an expert packer. Great
care is taken not to bruise the fruit. We
insist that the apples be handled individually when being delivered to the
Each apple is wiped clean and
packer.
wrapped in paper. The boxes used are
the standard size box, and a box one
The use of
inch shorter and broader.

Our lime-sulphur boiling plant is
operated and managed by an association

of

seven members,

as

follows:

R. H. Dewar, W. M. Orr and Son, Fred.
Carpenter, Fred. Dewitt, Jos. Tweddle,
Geo. Millen and C. W. Dewitt.
Each member paid in $12.78 in stock
to pay for the building of the plant. It
is located in the orchard of the writer.
It costs seventy- five cents a barrel to
make the wash. This includes cost of
material, fees for use of engine and wages
of

men

Each member

operating.

is

charged the same price for the mixture.
We engage one man with a threshing
engine to run the plant. From a creek
he pumps the water through the inspirator up into the upper boiling tank,
which the water enters quite warm, then
steam is turned on and brought to
a boiling point. This tank holds four
barrels, as also do the two lower tanks.
Sixty pounds of fresh lime are thrown
into one of the boiling tanks.
Then
fifty-six pounds of flour of sulphur are
made into a paste with a little hot
water.

This is added to the lime in the boiling
tank and one barrel of boiling water is
run in from the tank above. Then
steam is turned on and the mixture is
boiled vigorously for the greater part
of an hour, when the tank is filled with
boiling water from the upper tank.
Rapid boiling is continued for the balance of the hour, when the batch of four
barrels, or 1 60 gallons, is finished, making
fifteen pounds of lime and 14 pounds of
sulphur to each barrel. No salt is used.
This operation is repeated in the

same way with the other tank.

A

Plant for Boiling Lime-Sulphur

necessary to select good parents in
animal breeding. All that we expect
from the nurseries is trees true to name.
Some of the trees will be found to be
better producers than the others.
It is
from these that we grow our own stock,
a practice that is becoming common in
the Hood River district.
Our soil is of
volcanic ash and sand, but we have
found that, with the application of water,
it will produce wonderful crops.
"We are confining ourselves to the
growing of only a few varieties. By
making a success of a few, the district
becomes noted for those varieties, The
varieties mostly grown are Spitzenburg,
Newtown Pippin, Baldwin, Jonathan
and the much-despised Ben Davis, which
does well and commands as high a price
as some other varieties.
"Several years ago we adopted the
practice of low-heading our trees.
It
has many advantages over the old system.
It enables us to have women and
children pick the fruit from the lower

Wash

Operated on Cooperative Plan

the two sizes enables us to pack the
apples in the box best suited to the size
of apple.
Between each layer is placed
a sheet of cardboard, unless the top
layer is too high.
We have found that
apples packed on their sides do not ship
as well as those packed on their ends;
the sides seem to bruise easier.
Last year our fruit was shipped to the
Eastern States, and a large shipment
was made to Russia. The prices paid
in our district were $1.90 a box for
Baldwins, Ben Davis and Jonathan;
$2.75 for Newtown Pippin and $3,373^
for Spitzenburg. A few boxes of Winter
Banana sold for $8.00 a box. These
prices were received F.O.B. cars.
"We estimate the cost of care and
labor from the time the fruit sets until
it is packed, to be fifty cents a box. The
reputation of Hood River apples is so
high that representatives come from
points all over the world to buy fruit."
'

'

;

—W.G.R.

way

In this

forty to fifty barrels are boiled per

day.
This next spring we will spray over
one half a mile square of solid orchard
and vineyard, and will defy San Jose or
any other scale to dare to set foot on
an}' part thereof.

Low-headed

fruit trees are best.

better shaped head

is

fruit can be picked easier.
den, Carlton, Ont.

Pruning

Currants.

—

A

secured and the

If

— A.

J.

Dry-

planted

enough apart, not much pruning
be required until the fourth year,
the bush spread, prune out when
limbs come so close together that thej
prevent the sun shining and the air circulating freely.
All the limbs which
grow down close to the ground should be
removed, as the fruit should not be
allowed to touch the ground. This
pruning should be done before the leaves
open in the spring. Wm. Fleming,
Owen Sound.

—

,
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Difficulties in
Robt Thompson,

St.

the season for spraying is rapidly
approaching, we find many of our
growers dreading the work of apying the lime and sulphur wash. In the
reparation of this mixture, if there is
boiling plant nearby, and the grower
fishes to prepare his material cheaply
id efficiently, he can make a plank box
jtbout three or four feet wide, from five
seven feet long and twelve inches
Secure a sheet of boiler plate
igh.
will project a couple of inches outFasten the box to the
side of box.
iron securely by means of screws

S

Ihrough

drilled holes.

Ef«M»r'
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obtained from the Shenandoah Nurseries,
Shenandoah, Iowa, and other large
wholesale nurseries. W. T. Macoun.

Spraying

—

Catharines, Ontario

Fine
strainer fifty meshes to the inch.
nozzles can then be used, and no trouble
clogging.
be experienced from
Better work can be done with small
nozzles, and less material used.
Spray the first time about two-thirds
then
of the tree from the windy side
when there is a change of wind to one of
the opposite quarters, the other third
can be sprayed. A good breeze is
found to be a good aid in spraying,
Be sure and
especially for large trees.
cover every spot on the trees.
When spraying with Bordeaux mixture and poison- for codling moth, see
will

;

Bedding
RIDING through parks, along boule-

vards and country roads, speeding in trains through villages and
towns all over the country, passing the
magnificent palaces of the wealthy with
their beautiful lawns and the humble
cottages of the poor surrounded by
modest yards, everywhere, during the
growing season, the eyes meet the brightness of flowers and richly colored plants,
which at once impress upon us the
popularity and universal love for bed-

ding plants.
There is such a large variety of these
plants, from the smallest annual, like
the stately sub-tropical
The perennials figure greatly in
plants.
various effective displays. Then we
have tulips, hyacinths, daffodils, and so
No
forth, for early spring flowering.
garden need be without flowers from the
time the dainty little crocuses peep out
of the snow until late in fall.
No matter how small the purse,
enough seed can be purchased to obtain
a very harmonious and artistic effect, as
well as a continuous seaFon of flowers.
It is not the means of being able to procure a large number of choice plants,
but it is the good taste and skill of the
designer, who understands how to make

portulaca,

to

an arrangement,

to

harmoniously and

discriminately combine the various colors with immediate surroundings, no
matter how inexpensive, that appeals to
the lover of nature with all its art and
beauty, and this is what we are striving
for more and more every day.
It requires just as much artistic judgment and ability to arrange flowers
properly, as the painting of a picture on
canvas. The designer must show individi'ality and know exactly what proportions the plants will attain, how soon
thev will be fully developed, also how
the colors will blend together; in fact, he
must see the finished picture before him
when he designs his plans. We have
evervthing to do it with; now let us
understand how to do it. To cover the
subject best, I have divided it into two
chapters, as the title of this article indicates: "Where to use them and how to
use them."

PROPER SELECTION OF PLACE ESSENTIAL
The proper selection of the place for
the floral display is first to be considered
a place where it will be r>roperly effective
is just as important as the execution of
the r-lantin?, as this takes a definite part
T/Ocalitv, buildin the entire scheme.
inf and size of erounr"*^ must be taken

;

into

consideration,

''''^e

smaller

the

* K^tract*^ from a paper read by Mr. Alois Frcy.
nt t^e last conven+i"'' o' t^e Society of Amer^ l-H'^tc ard Ornamental H'-*'''"UuHsts.
Valuable
sttgge tln"« are given that a-** -'nn'i-able to Canadian
In t^ p ""vf iosue the question
pi-k*. a'-H Ir^me ga»-dens.
of how to U'e bedding piants • '11 he discussed.

Ch'rpRo
ican

Plants,

WKere

to

Use TKem"

place, the simpler should be the display.
It is so easy to overcrowd a small front
lawn, whereby the proper effect is
entirely lost
Large places in proportion
will have more elaborate paintings, and
the artist will have occasion to plan
special features, such as courtyards,
parterres, sunken gardens, Italian gardens, and so forth.
The front of a building is almost al.
ways selected for the display, which is

small squares can be most admirably
brightened with the ornamentation of
flower beds.

FLOWER BOXES

.

generally formal, and, if the space is
limited, a narrow border of plants adjoining the building will be sufficient,

with perhaps one or two beds on the
lawn, proportional to the latter. There
should always be plenty of green grass
The backyard, as a
to offset the beds.
rule, is very much neglected and in
many instances unsightly; here I would
advocate to have a grass plot with a
How much more
border plantation.
cheerful one would feel looking into a
well-kept yard than at a lot of rubbish.
Places of larger dimensions, with their
beautiful landscape effects, must be
treated more in detail here we have an
opportunity to lay out in connection
with residences, conservatories and public buildings, courtyards, parterres, rose
gardens, and so on, which, as a general
rule, are part of the architectural scheme
and in harmony with the style of the
building.
In the last few years Italian
gardens have again become quite popular, and these especially set apart from
the rest of the landscape must be treated
by themselves; they are very set and
usually contain considerable color well
blended together.
Besides the forms of special treatment
already mentioned, we also have other
flower gardens, which give an opportunity for a larger variety of flowering
plants, in the line of annuals, roses and
perennials, and so forth, which properly
arranged make a brilliant effect without
interfering with the more subdued and
restiul landscape.
;

IN CEMETERIES

A

few words should be devoted to the

homes of our loved dead. There is nothing more soothing to the grief-stricken
heart than the sight of well-kept cembedded with appropriate flowers
speaking the language of peace and rest.

eteries,

How many

people are not fortunate

to deprive themselves of nature's gifts,
but they can enjoy them in a more
modest way, by keeping flower boxes,
which, no matter how obscure and unassuming the dwelling, give it a homelike air and enliven the aspect of many
an otherwise sombre home. On the
other hand, many beautiful residences
rely solely upon piazza boxes for their
floral display and exquisite results can
be obtained in this manner.

MaKing' a Tennis Court
T. McVittie,

Toronto

In making a lawn tennis court, there
should be a clear margin of at least
twelve feet on each side and twenty-

one

feet at each end of the court. When
the ground is selected, measure off a
portion, say 100 by 50 feet, which will
allow ample margin.
The portion for
playing on requires only seventy-eight

by

thirty-six

feet.

If

economy must

be considered, only the latter need be
carefully prepared, but it is better to
do the whole if possible.
The ground which is to be turfed is
best prepared
previously.
Carefully

remove the weeds from the turves.
it is very poor, work in a dressing
decayed manure, taking care not

If

of
to
have it rank. Make it perfectly level
and evenly balanced by means of a
straight edge and a spirit level.
The
whole plot should be made very firm
with a rammer or the back of a spade.
Scratch it over with a rake, lay the
edges of the turves close together and

ram thoroughly.
be sown, see that it
good by purchasing from a reliable
firm.
I prefer turfing, if sods can be
procured free from weeds.
During the season the grass should be
kept cut very close and the court afterwards rolled well with a heavy roller.
If grass seed is to

is

PARKS AND FACTORY GROUNDS
Public parks, especially, are a great
field for floral displays, and although
some authorities on landscape gardening do not favor them, I believe the public fully appreciate flowers; though the
utmost care must be taken not to let
them run wild all over the park, but keep
them in the vicinity of buildings or entirely away and screened off from the
Boulevards also and
quiet landscape.

\

enough to possess a home with a lawn
and flower beds! There is no necessity

To have
slicing,

extra early cucumbers for
the seed in hotbeds in

start

March.

Sow seeds of nasturtiums in pots or
boxes, but do not sow thickly, as nasturtiums do not transplant readily.
Earlv flowers of mignonette may be had
bv sowing the seeds in pots; also, petunias, verbenas, cosmos and lobelia.

M
"'
j

l|l

WKat

A-inateurs

are many things that amaTHERE
teurs can do before the busy season

Order your seeds,
and sprayg outfit. A better garden can be had
By
y planning now than later.
ordering early you will get your trees
and plants as soon as the weather is safe
for shipping.
Look over the old tools;
repair those that need it, and sharpen all.
In the localities where the snow leaves
early, considerable work can be done on
the lawn and in the garden.
The lawn
may be raked, fertilized and rolled bare
spots can be sodded.
Walks and drives
actually begins.

ees, plants, fertilizers, tools

i

;

If

Can Do

WITH THE FRUITS
you have some old fruit

worthless
scions

in

trees of

graft them with
trees of desirable
will
bear in about

varieties,

taken from

varieties.

They

three years.
Prune currants, gooseberries, raspberries and blackberries.
Cvirrants and
gooseberries produce their fruit on wood
that is at least two years old.
When
pruning remove only a portion of the old
wood, and allow a similar number of
new branches to take their places. If
you did not do so last fall, remove the
old wood from the raspberries and black-

MarcK
know same, send specimens with deThe Canadian Hor-

scriptive notes to

ticulturist.
in the vegetable garden

A hotbed or cold frame is useful in
the kitchen garden.
The material for
it soon should be in course of preparation.
Fresh manure should be placed in a heap
for ten days or so, and turned once
during that time.
hotbed or cold
frame is useful for starting early vege-

A

Sometimes four to six weeks
be gained in hotbeds, and two to

tables.

may

four weeks in cold frames.
If you have
neither of these, start some vegetables
in boxes on the window-sill.

Home-grown rhubarb may be had
by placing a barrel or box, from
which the top and bottom have been
removed, over a clump of rhubarb in

early

the

garden.

Cover the top at night

and during cold days.
Beds of asparagus and rhubarb may be
manured. If manure is not available,
use nitrate of soda at the rate of one
ounce to the square yard. Rake it in
and repeat the dose three weeks later.
If you are burning wood in the house
stove or furnace save the ashes for fertilizer.
Keep the pile dry. Even coal
ashes are useful. They supply practically no plant food, but improve the
texture of the soil.
If the soil in the vegetable garden is
heavy, it would be well to buy sand to
lighten it.
An application of lime or
strawy manure also would aid in loosening a clay soil.

THE OUTDOOR FLOWER GARDEN
Do not remove the cover from bulb
beds until danger of severe frost

is over.
degrees.
It is best to leave
the mulching near by, so that it can be
replaced when severe weather threatens.
Plan to rearrange the hardy border
and to fill the gaps. The effect of alternate
thawing and freezing is very trying for
plant life out-of-doors.
If the ground
is frozen, there is still time to give some
protection.
Cover with some strawy
manure held in place by branches of
trees.
Remove the covering as soon as
danger of severe frost is past.

Remove by

A Well-made and

Well-kept Tennis Court

At residence of Mr. A. AlexaiKler, Hamilton

can be graded and rolled
apply fresh
gravel where needed.
Remove from
the lawn, garden and walks all the
rubbish that was left over winter.
Repair all holes in tree trunks by removing the rotten wood, singeing the cut
surfaces, and fiUing with cement.
Birds kill insects and add much to the
charm and pleasure one can have in the
garden.
Make houses for them.
Remove all dead wood from trees,
shrubs and vines if overgrown, they may
be thinned out. Most shrubs require very
little
pruning.
Late-flowering shrubs
may be pruned while dormant. I{arly
flowering shrubs should not be pruned
until thev have bloomed, as they will
produce their flowers on twigs that were
;

;

formed last season. Hardy roses may
be pruned towards the end of the month.

j3^_

berries.
Thin out the new canes, and
cut them back to about three and a

half feet.

Prune the fruit trees. Thin out the
apple and cherry trees.
The growth
produced last season on peach, pear and
plum trees should be headed back.
Prune the grape vines after the severe
weather is over, and before vegetation
begins, so that they will not bleed too
profusely.
Much trouble with insects and fungous pests can be averted by action now.
Destroy the egg massesof tent caterpillar,
cocoons of fall webworm, and the winter
stages of all injurious insects that vou
may happen to come across. If you
happen to find an insect or fungous
disease on your trees, jio matter what
the stage of its life cycle, and do not

Late

in

FLOWERS INDOORS
March repot the hardiest kinds

of window plants, such as geraniums,
ferns, and plants required for summer

decoration.
Water them thoroughly
so that all the soil in the pot is moistened.
Flowering bulbs should have plenty
of water when in flower.
When the
flowers have faded, the bulbs will be of
little or no use for pot culture another
year.
They may be removed to the
garden, however, and will make a useful addition to the border.
After freesias have finished flowering
dry them off slowly. They should be
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kept dry

in the pots until next season.
firing to the light hydrangeas, oleanders and similar plants, and start them

into growth.
If necessary, put them
into larger pots or tubs.
Pot flowering and foliage begonias.

Give good drainage and water thoroughly, then withhold water until the plants
have well started into growth.

to any condition, and if the resting
season is made in summer (leaving the
bulbs in the pot in a warm comer) they
will bloom at the opposite season, when
watered and brought to the light.

They have the valuable quality of
remaining long in bloom and are more

March, 1908

Six Courses of

Bloom

A. Barber, Bowmanville, Ont.

The accompanying

illustration

shows

the sixth course of bloom produced last
season in the border shown. The little
tot in the foreground is busy with one of
Groff's Vjest gladioli, even though she

Strike in sand, cuttings of fuchsias,

geraniums, verbenas, and so forth.
Plan to keep a record of all the operations that you perform indoors or in
the outdoor garden during the comingseason.
Have some photographs taken
of your work and results.
Then write
an experience letter for The Canadian
Horticulturist, and send the photographs for publication.

ImantopHyllvims
Annie L. Jack, Chateauguay Basin, Que.

Living in the same pot year after
year for the past ten years, and never
failing to bloom all through the three
winter months, when flowers are most
valued, are bulbs of the above named.
The invariable question of those who
see my plant window for the first time
is:

that

"What
it

is

it"? and

has too long a

In This hloiati

often answer

I

name

for one
easily
ryllis

51:. Ll.i

of

managed than

the popular amawhich requires much the same

treatment.

A

rich soil, with
the best mixture.
they require a liberal

heavy,

some coarse sand,

is

area, it may be of interest to mention
briefly the results that I have secured
with the border illustrated. First, in
spring I have about 200 to 300 snow-

handsome

drops, which show as soon or before the
snow disappears. These are followed
quickly by about 100 crocuses, and then
come about 100 scillas, cheery little blue
flowers that should be grown in abundance by amateurs. Next comes the
hyacinths, and last in the bulb line, the
tulips.
Of the latter I have three
varieties. Cottage Maid, Proserpine, and
in the rear, Darwins.
After the tulips are done the ground
is cleaned a little, and filled with standards for the summer. When the photograph was taken there were alyssum in
the front, asters next, and geraniums
Throughout the entire
in the rear.
season, therefore, the border presented
a pleasing display.

Begonia Curiosity.
ers recently showed

Imantophylluin Nobilis
Showing spike of flowers and seed ovaries on former
Grown at O.A.C. Guelph, by Wm. Hunt

breath, being of thirteen letters.
But
it'is often claimed by good authority
that "Clivea nobilis" is sjTionymous as
a title, being named after the Duchess
of Northumberland, who was a member
of the Clive family, and a plant enthusiast in her day.
I— The imantophyllums were introduced

from Africa, and do well

an ordinary
living room, or greenhouse, with even
winter heating. They adapt themselves
in

may appear to be quite young for plant
study.
In order to give flower lovers an
idea of what may be done with a small

While growing,
supply of water. The window gardener
who has a fancy for plants of unusual
appearance and stately beauty, with
foliage, will do well to cultivate the imantophyllums in spite of
the formidable name.

flower-stem.

Bloom were Had Last Season

—A

lover of flow-

The Thorold Post
something of a curiosity. It was a
begonia plant which had been resting
during the winter, and had a long,
sturdy trunk but very little foliage.
While set away, the trunk had curled
around just above the pot into a perfect circle, or loop, three inches in diameter, about the size of and very much
resembling a doughnut. The loop hung
gracefully over the edge of the pot, and
the plant was healthy and promising.
When put away the trunk was mostly
straight, and was not touched while in
seclusion.
Can some nature student
explain the phenomenon?

Every one knows

in a general way,
experience, that evergreens
need more care in planting than deciduous trees. The reason is that the sap of
evergreens, being of a resinous nature
will not flow afresh if dried out; or, at
least, not so easily as the sap of deciduous sorts. The roots must never be
allowed to dry.

Asparagus grows readily from

One ounce

of seed
fifty feet of drill,
about 400 plants.

seed.

about
and should produce

is

sufficient for

many from

The columns of The Canadian Horticulturist are open at all times for
letters and articles from its readers
relating experiences in the management
of fruit trees, small fruits, vegetables,
flower gardens, lawns, shrubbery, and
so forth.

for the

Herbaceous Plants
J.

DO

not

know

of

any

class of orna-

mental plants more useful and suitable
for the amateur to try his or her skill
in growing than the herbaceous perenI might say that, as a class, they
nials.

I

do not receive the attention that their
beautyand value deserve, more attention
being paid to bedding out plants and
but this neglect is passing
away, and even professional florists are
paying attention to their cultivation in
a much more lively manner than formerTo the amateur they are particularly.
ly desirable, being perfectly hardy, easy
of cultivation and, once planted, they are
permanent. They possess a dignity
and force which no annuals have, and
are as effective and beautiful in color as
one could desire.
annuals;

Amateur

McPHerson Ross, Toronto

Whatever planting you may do, aim
to make it impressive, aim to make an
effect, aim to make a picture, so that
the eye of the least observant may be
struck by its beauty, and the sensation
of pleasure produced may linger long in
the memory after the scene has passed
from their View. How often have we
What
heard such expressions as " Oh
:

a beautiful mass of
!

show

of gladioli "
effective planting.

lilies,"

This

is

and makes a beautiful pot plant
forced under glass.

when

PERENNIAL PHLOX
The next to recommend is the perennial

phlox.

If

I

were confined to^a

!

or "What a
the result of

Group whatever you plant in masses
without definite form. Always avoid
circles, or squares, or rows, and by keeping this in mind when planting you
suggest the effect of the plants growing
and spreading naturally. Art is most
concealed. The
is meaningless.
The beauty of the whole is lost in so
much detail or, in other words, a great
deal of the public indifference to herbaceous plants is owing to this indiscriminate
planting, this hit and miss style, that
has prevailed in the past.

when

effective

best

average effect of planting

KINDS TO PLANT

For the amateur's sake we are going
to recommend only a few varieties, as
we know that the average amateur is
always ambitious and would like to

mm^^m

plant everything he finds in the catalog.
Have patience and make haste slowly.
Try the simplest and easiest of cultivation at first, then as you gain in experience and skill from the cultivation
of the few, you may proceed in joy and
confidence to the many. Do not forget
It is
the effect already mentioned.
gained only by planting a group of three
or four or half a dozen of one kind.
Never a single specimen. It would be
better as a whole to plant twenty-five
plants of a single variety than to plant
single specimens of twenty-five varieties.
'^'-

'

BLEEDING HEART

One of the easiest of all herbaceous
plants to grow is the bleeding heart or
thrives in any situation, is
dielytra
handsome in foliage, perfectly hardy,
coming into bloom very early in spring,
The plant
is beautiful when in flower.
When fully
itself attains quite a size.
grown it stands over three feet, and
quite ample in circumference. Covered
racemes of pendant
with its long
pink and white flowers it is a charming plant as a single specimen on
the lawn and presents, as a group of
four or five plants, quite a formidable

—

A

Nice

The

Clump

of

Campanula

best method of planting them is
groups or masses. This is nature's
plan of growing anything.
She is always
prodigal when she does the planting,
tnd although she does not sometimes
>uit our convenience as to where she
does plant, yet the effect is always charming if the masses are only the commonest
weeds, such as burdocks, thistles or
in

dandelions.

mass

and flowers. A group
would perhaps take up too much

of foliage

like this

space in small gardens, but, in large
areas, it? appears to great advantage.
It increaseseasily by division of the roots

Give Columbines a Place in the Garden

choice of only one plant for my garden,
Of this plant
I would select the phlox.
there are two classes tall growing and
dwarf growing. There are countless
varieties of this beautiful free-blooming
flower.
To get a selection the amateur
is advised to go to his nearest florist and
The most effective colors
get his list.
Plant the tall
are white and pink.
varieties in the centre or at the back of
the bed and keep the dwarf kinds for
the front or outside. This arrangement
would produce a bank of bloom. The
phlox comes early into flower. The
dwarf phlox is one of the earliest of
gardening flowers, and is a welcome
plant when it does bloom after the
dreary season of winter. I have reference, however, mainly to the other
classes whose flowering season extends
nearly over the summer. If the flowering spikes are cut back there will come
a lateral growth of flowering spikes
which prolongs their flowering season.
The phlox requires dividing and replanting every three or four years. If
left any longer it rapidly deteriorates in

—

and in beauty of color.
Next to the phlox we have the pieony,
the rhododendron of Canadian gardens.
size of floret

—
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Hardiest of the hardy, magnificent in
color and prodigious in flower, no one
can help admiring the paeony. If there
is a fault to the paeony it is the short
time it remains in bloom, but the compact habit of the plant, with the dark
green peculiarly divided foliage, makes
some amends for it. As a single plant
on the lawn it is grand in a mass of
twenty or thirty plants it is magnificent.
It stands our coldest winters with impunity (it is a native of Siberia), and
once planted, grows finer every year,
increasing in size and flowering qualities
the longer it is undisturbed.

Of the spiraeas we must have
collection.
S.
Spircca IJlmaria, S. lohala, and
Lovely in foliage, with
Filipendula.
their

;

'

IRIS

HOLLYHOCKS

No amateur
the hollyhock.

can afford to be without

Whether single or double-

always delightful. Its flowers embrace the whole scale of color from white
Planted in groui)s
to deeper than black.
of a half dozen it attracts attention
wherever it is, and its stately spikes
lend grace and beauty to either cottage
or hall. Though the hollyhock is, properly speaking, more of a biennial than a
perennial, yet with but little attention
a goodly supply of young plants may be
always kept up, by layering the offshoots.
THE L.^RKSPUR
The larkspur or delphinium is the
most beautiful blue flower grown as a
hardy plant, with the exception of
Salvia patcus, but the salvia is not one
to be recommended to the amateur till
he has had a few years' more experience,
There are numeras it is rather tender.
ous varieties of the larkspur, in all
shades of lavender, mauve and a lot of
indefinite tints, but I love the deep blue
it is

preference to any of the
tall spikes of larkspur are
always charming. Springing from the
encircling cluster of its graceful lacinated foliage, they reach a height of five
to six feet.
It blooms in all stages of
advancement, from the perfect open
flower to the tiny green bud higher up
just asserting itself.

variety

in

others.

The

GOLDEN GLOW
the larkspur suggests the sky the
rudbeckia suggests the sunlight. As a
hardy, showy flower the rudbeckia has
come to stay. Of the freest habit in
blooming, its tall spikes of golden-yellow
flowers light up a garden like a burst
of sunshine.
It is an exceedingly effective plant in the back portions of
For hiding fences or obthe garden.
jects of ugly prominence, the rudbeckia
plays a kindly part.
If

CAMPANULAS, SPIR^AS AND AQUILEGIAS
The foregoing plants are nearly all
of a robust and tall habit, therefore we
want some a little more modest but not
less sweet and desirable as a contrast.
The campanulas or canterbury bells are
beautiful family of free flowering
In colors, violet and white, they
habit.
are always a charming addition to a

a

creamy white blooms balanced on

slender stems, the spiraas are indispensable, especially the one last mentioned.
The aquilegias or columbines also
deserve a place in our herbaceous
border.
They are free growing, profuse
in flowering and covering a great range
in colors, white, cream, flesh, mauve,
purple, brown, crimson and yellow
no painter's pallette could be spread
with more varying or contrasting tints
than the graceful columbine yields us.

We

AND SOME

must have

LILIES

half a dozen of the iris
in its varying varieties, and its rush-like

plants, I

comer

March, 1908

have reserved a half-shaded

clump of lily of the valley,
that exquisite lovely little flower, so
graceful and sweet in flower and foliage.
for a

SOIL CULTURE

AND CARE

Any combination
plants

Good

of the foregoing
are suitable for the amateur.
clean soil, well fertilized with old

rotted manure, will

suit

them

all;

it

should be well drained and the border
so graded that no water will lay on it

Most of the plants will
at any time.
thrive in any kind of soil, but they all
do better under the best conditions.
Good clean cultivation should be given
after planting, keeping the soil free of
weeds and loose on top.

;
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soil and prevent too hard freezing or upheaval of the plants.
All the plants mentioned may be
grown from seed sown as soon as ripe,
ut this takes trouble and is, more
properlyspeaking, the business of the pro-

fessional florist.
They are all so easily
rown by division that it does not pay
orthetroubleof growing them from seed.

conclusion let me advise the
to love his garden and also to
cultivate patience at the same time
In

mateur

he or she

cultivating the plants.
As
in patience, skill and
will their success be.
The

is

amateurs grow
so

love,

quality of happiness is not governed by
the size of the garden, but rather lies
in the heart of the grower.
A solitary
plant in an old box may yield more
pleasure to its owner than extensive
lawns and conservatories may to another.
Seek to cultivate in yourself
a delight in your flowers and all the
other joys will be added unto you
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on leaves are caused probably by imperfect root conditions, or perhaps the
soil has been allowed to become too dry
at some time or other.
If the pot is
full of roots, repot the plant into a one or
two sized larger pot, using a little lump
charcoal, broken flower pot, or coal
cinder for drainage, and a soil composed
of one part sand and five or six parts
of enriched loamy potting soil.
Imperfect drainage or sour soil would also
cause the trouble mentioned.
Repotting and removing some of the old
the remedy for the last named
trouble.
A blister-like substance on
the leaves is sometimes caused by either
of the above conditions, or exposure to
soil is

Daffodils Singly in Pots
G. A. Chase, Toronto

NOW

that the blooming season for
home-grown plants has come, I
would like to make a plea for individual daffodils in small pots.
Our
city dealers rarely have any other than
the cut blooms, and if by chance they
have a few pots, they are large, each
containing five or six plants, in strict
accord with the rule in the seedsmen's
catalogs, "plant five or six bulbs in a
pot."
I have no fault to find with those
who, in buying daffodils, look only to the
mass of rich bright color that a bunch
of cut blooms or a crowded pot will
give.
But to the lover of daffodils,
mere color is not enough; he wants the
flower itself to fill the eye, its loveh
form and delicate tracery, as well as
its color, standing out full and clear
against the dark, rich foliage.
This he
cannot have in a bunch of cut blooms
or in a crowded pot, for in these, the
single flower is lost in the mass and
foliage is either absent or scanty and

To

home

grower, who, like
myself, has no other greenhouse than
the window and its attached shelf, the

ful.

the

the sun in very hot weather.
The small
black spots probably proceed from imperfect root
conditions.
Re-potting
into fresh soil is the remedy, unless these
spots and the mass of

little

brown spots

are really scale.
If they are, they can
be easily removed by washing the scale
off with a strong solution of common
soap and water, applied with a brush or
sponge. The leaves should be sponged
with clear tepid water after using the
soap solution. Sponging the leaves once
a week with clear tepid water, or spraying with the same, is good for the rubber
plant at any time.
A small, thin,
almost black insect, about a quarter of
an inch in length, called "thrip," often
attacks the under side of the leaves of
Where attacked, the
the rubber plant.
leaves assume a whitish appearance.
Washing the affected parts with a
strong solution of soap and tobacco
water is a good remedy for thrip. A
too dry atmosphere induces the thrip to

appear.—

Wm.

Hunt, O.A.C., Guelph.

sickly.

A.sHes for Vegetables

I would urge the professional growers
of daffodils to try the experiment of grow
ing some single bulbs in four-inch pots.

Are wood ashes good to use for all kinds of
vegetables? Are they good for clay and loam?
How much should be used per acre? I have the
chance of buying about 1,500 bushels at five
cents a bushel.
Will it pay? Arthur T. Smith,
Hartington, Ont.

It certainly will pay; for while a six
inch pot or a pan with its six bulbs in

bloom
five

—

shops for twenty
cents, the smaller pot, with its one
sells

in

the

bulb, will readily sell for eight or ten
cents, a price that will give a much
greater profit, all differences in growing

being allowed

for,

than

will the six-inch

pots.

The bulbs grow well in these small
pots and throw up a fine body of foliage
and when, as is usually the case, there is
a secondary bulb (sometimes two of
them) attached to the main one, two
blooms will be produced, the one from
the main bulb usually being on a somewhat

larger stalk and opening from two
to three days earlier.
A flower such as
this, sitting in a jardiniere, makes
an

though unobstrusive centrepiece for the family table, and a very
pretty ornament for the mantel or elst-where; and when placed a few inches
in front of a mirror, the effect is beautieffective,

Wood ashes contain potash, phosphoric
A Home-grown

Daffodil

When grown
The

singly in puts fine largo blooms are secured.
one illustrated is about two-thirds natural size.

small

pot needs no
lice be
simple precaution be
ing and half-baking
the bulbs are potted.

Nor need any

recommendations.
feared if only the
taken of half-boilthe earth before

Trouble with Rubber Plant
What

the mailer willi my rubber plant,
I do to get rid of the trouble and
make it a clean, healthy plant? It is about
two and a half feet high.' The lower leaves are
cracked, and where they crack they turn brown.
On other leaves there are brown spots which
keep getting larger, also a mass of little brown
spots like scale or blisters. On some others
there are black spots, a little larger than a pin's
head.
Subscril)er, Orillia, Ont.
is

and what can

—

The cracked leaves and brown spots

and lime, all of which are useful in
the growing of vegetables.
The ashes
are usually valued more for the potash
which they contain than either of the
other two constituents, for vegetables
require potash more than lime or phos])horic acid.
On clay soils, lime has an
additional advantage in that it liberates
potash from the soil. Thus the ashes
will supply potash direct and lime will
liberate it from the insoluble combinations in the soil.
If you can buy wood
ashes that have not been leached, and of
which you know something of the history, for five cents per bushel, they will
make a verv cheap form of fertilizer.
crops you may safely
I'^or vegetable
apply these at the rate of a ton to a ton
and a half per acre. ^Prof. R. Harcourt,
O.A.C., Guelph.
acid,

—

.
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Growing
Frank

E-arly

F. Reeves,

Humber

TO

produce early tomatoes for market, the seed should be sown about
the last week in February or the
first week in March.
The varieties will

depend largely on what your market demands.
We use for early: Earliana,
Mclnnes Plentiful, Dwarf Stone and
Chalk's Jewel, to be followed by Perfection and Imperial.
The seed should be sown thickly in
flats.
As soon as the plants are about
an inch high, they should be pricked out

of frost.

To get the first early tomatoes, all
the side shoots should be pinched out as
they appear. These can then be planted
out close together, two by two feet, and
The best ground for early tostaked.
matoes is a sandy loam, with a gravel

water.
If the plants are watered frequently they grow too rapidly and are

The best way

soft.

is

to let

them

get

thoroughly dry and then give them a
good soaking.
Care should be taken to have the
plants thoroughly hardened before planting out. The best way to do this is with

little or no artificial blanching.
Late cauliflower is less subject to

enemies. Cabbage worms and
are much less troublesome
late in the season than early, while cutworms do not attack plants that are
set after the first of July.
insect

plant

lice

Tomato Culture*
R. H. Lewis, Hamilton, Ont.

tomatoes; the consequence

is

hand

easily.

4.

The majority of growers who ^o in for
mixed gardening make a mistake in having the land too heavily manured for

the plants be and more abundant the
small roots this enables us to move the
For the
plants without checking them.
last move, I like to use strawberry boxes,
as when planting out, these can be

One great thing to avoid with tomatoes when in the greenhouse is too much

with

For early tomatoes start the seed in
March. The date will depend upoa
the locality.
In the Hamilton district,
it is from March 1 to 15.
Sow in drills,
four inches apart, in hotbeds.
Earliana

subsoil.

have

broken

of the year, retain their clear white color,

Bay, Ontario

canvas lights, removing the canvas every
day, only covering when there is danger

in flats, giving each plant about an inch
of space.
This transplanting should
be done three or four times, each time
giving the plants more room. The
oftener they are moved the stouter will

;

Tomatoes

March, 1908

is that they
vine and no fruit.
To allow room for picking, they should
be planted at least four feet apart each
way.
This will allow of their being
scuffled close both ways, and will save

all

labor.

In the vicinity of Toronto, planting is
usually done during the last week in
May or the first week in June, or as
soon as danger from frost is over. The
ground should be scuffled every two

weeks

to

keep down weeds and to keep

the plants growing.
The worst pest that attacks the tomato is the leaf blight. This can be controlled largely by using Bordeaux mixture, starting with the plants when in
the seed-bed and giving two or three
applications after planting out.

j

the best variety.
The yoimg plants
should be transplanted twice, the first
time to four inches apart, and the second

to six inches.
Keep the plants growing
without a check. Spray with Bordeaux
mixture to prevent injury from fungi.
Plant early varieties outdoors about

May

']

Before removing from
the hotbeds, soak the soil well with
water, then remove in boxes and plant
with a spade. Place the plants about
four to five feet apart. The land should
be fairly rich for the early varieties.
For best results, it should be prepared
and manured during the fall previotxs.
When planting, it is necessary to use
a marker. This may be done by hand
or with a horse, depending upon the
area to be planted.
The seed for late tomatoes should be
15 to 20.

sown about two weeks later than
recommended for the early ones. These

Late Cauliflo"wer
John N. Watts, Portsmouth, Ontario

THE
depends

success of cauliflower growing
largely on four things,
namely, the season, the condition
of the soil, the condition of the plants,
and on procuring a first-class strain of
In
Ontario,
where summer
seed.
droughts are frequently a feature of
the climate, the time of the year during
which cauliflower may head successfully
is limited to an indefinite period. Often
there are only a few weeks between the
beginning of the fall rains and the
It becomes, theresetting in of winter.
fore, a matter of first importance to set
the plants at such a time that the
heads shall mature during this favorable season.

easy to grow cauliflowers, but to
to head at a time when the
heads will be of the best quality, requires
an amount of judgment and experience
which, particularly in the western part
of the province, have thus far prevented
It is

get

them

the general and successful cultivation
In fact, the growing
•f this vegetable.
•f cauliflower in this country has attained but temporary and local success,
•wing to the generally unfavorable soil
and climate or seasons. Within the
limits of almost every province, or even

neighborhood, these conditions vary so
much as to render it necessary for a
grower of cauliflower to make a careful
study of local conditions.
Cauliflowers will not grow in soil
unless it is properly underd rained, unless
the soil is naturally loose and free from
all waxy nature.
The land must be
well manured with well-rotted manure,
thoroughly mixed with the soil before
the plants are set out.
Fall plowing is
best followed by good, deep cultivation
in spring.

ADVANTAGES OF A LATE CROP
Growers should plan to have the
cauliflower crop head late in the season.
The advantages of this should impress
growers who want profit. They are as
follows
1
The heads do not mature so rapidly
as in warm weather, but come along a
few at a time, giving better opportunity
to get them to market.
2. They can be kept longer after being
cut, and thus may be shipped to a distant market without wilting or heating.
3. The heads are of better quality,
firmer in texture, milder in flavor, and,
owing to the cool and often cloudy
weather which prevails at that season

should be transplanted once to four
inches apart. The land for late tomatoes should not be too rich or vine will
be produced at the expense of fruit.
The leading varieties are Stone and
Success.
The former is the better for
long distance shipping but is not s«
productive.

I

Sixty Tomatoes From a Plant
Editor, The Canadian Hortictji.TURIST: I had, last summer, an extraordinary crop of tomatoes. I was given
one tomato plant by a friend, the seed
of

which

came

from

California.

I

planted it in my garden along with
other tomato plants. The products of
the one plant were about as follows:

The

largest tomato weighed one pound,
thirteen ounces, and the sixteen largest
tomatoes weighed seventeen pounds. Six- |
teen others would average half a pound
each. The balance were ordinary siae.
There were scarcely any that would be
The one plant produced
called small.
about sixty fruits all told.
I saved the seed from the earliest and
best of the fruit, and shall try again this
year.
I would like to hear from any

one who can beat this from one single
plant.
J. N. CoHcr, Hespler, Ont.
• A portion of an address delivered at a recent mceV

—

ing of the Toronto branch of the Ontario VcffetaMe
Growers' Association.

How

to

Gro\v Melons tKat Bring Big Money"
J.

1

^IV TE

\^

prefer a light soil, and high
ground so as to prevent water
from getting underneath. Our

hotbeds are six by twelve

The seed

feet,

three

sown

in a hotbed
in the begfinning of April in drills six

sashes.

is

inches apart, and when the third leaf
begins to show, the young plants are

T. Gorman, Outremont,

Quebec

stopping that they receive. In planting, remove the pot carefully, place the
plants in the centre of each light,
leaving two or three inches of earth
over the manure; pack the soil well
around the plants, and water; this is
the only hard watering that we give
them. As they require it during the

to one side, and throw in sufficient earth
to level off the beds.
Repeat the same
operation on the other side and train
out the vines, pinching out the centre
or top of each vine. This is the second

stopping.

By this time, the space between the
beds requires attention. This we dig
or plow and level in such a manner as to
have a fall to the centre between the
frames.
As the beds begin to fill with
vines, they require to be let out.
We
take off the sashes, raise the frames about
a foot, and train out the vines carefully,
again pinching back the tops. This is
the last stopping they receive.
Place
four blocks or flat stones, one at
each comer, to receive the frame; this
leaves a space of three or four inches
and prevents the vines from being
crushed.
Replace the sashes and air
as usual.

By

this time, most of the melons have
and as they begin to swell and net,

set,

Hotbeds Used by Mr. Gorman for Growing Melons

ready for potting.

We use five-inch pots,

two plants to a pot, and place or plunge
them in another bed which has been
made for the purpose. Care should be
taken to shade them for two or three
days to prevent wilting.
To the place where they are to be set
out or grown, we give a liberal dressing
of well-rotted manure and plow in, after
which we dig the trenches these trenches
are made in rows twelve to fifteen
feet apart, and eighteen
to
twenty

we

pull back the sashes for
showers, being careful to
replace them the same evening.
Airing is also very important. This
is
done about eight o'clock every
morning, closing down around five in

season,

favorable

they should be turned, not completely
around, but just enough to relieve the
part that rests on the earth and in'
such a manner as not to bring the exposed part in direct contact with the
sun.
This process of turning is very
important and should be done at least
once a week throughout the season:)
About a week or less, as near as we can
judge, before the fruit begins to ripen,
we remove the sashes and frames, store
them away and train out any vines that

may require it.
In marketing the melons,
ful

we

are care-

not to have any of them over-ripe.

;

same in width. When
time comes for planting out, say

inches deep, the
tlie

be first week in May, we fill these
rcnches with well-heated horse manure,
packed firmly and level off to the surface
uf the soil.
We then put on the beds
or frames two or three feet apart in
tlie rows,
being careful to have the
iiumure in the centre of each bed
iigthwise.
Next day, we fill in the
rth.
This we take from both sides
1)1
the frame and throw in the centre
of each bed, right over the manure.
If this work is done in the
morning,
luy are ready for planting that afternoon, which is the best time to plant,
ibout four o'clock.
liefore planting we water the plants
thoroughly and pinch out the top or
centre of each plant; this is the first
I

t

I

•A
Ibi

portion of an adHrcss given at last convention
of
Association.

Ootano Vegetable Growers'

The Famous Gorman Melons as They Appear
the afternoon, so as to retain suflRcient
heat to do them over night.
When the plants begin to run, that
is when the
plants are from a foot
and one-half to two feet long, they
require earthing.
To do this, we take
off the sashes, remove any weeds that
may have started, turn the vines over
61

in the Field

To prevent this we go over the patch
every morning, and should it be a very
warm day, we place them in the storehouse in the evening and ship or dispose
of them every day.
In

the

appear on

next issue an article will
growing tomatoes in pots.

'
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Montreal
E. H. Wartman, Dominion Fruit
Inspector
For some time I have been visiting packing
houses in and around Colborne. In all, about
100 packers are employed, which means that

Kact

wtiu
leeii

i

a lot of apples are re-packed daily for
export.
The quantity on hand for re-packing on
I-eb. 19, numbered about 35,000
bbls.
One
thmg that puzzles me, and that is why No. 3
apples are shipped.
I have just figured up
the net returns on 1,210 bbls., various
kinds
and can only credit the shippers with getting
back nine cents a barrel for the apples. If
one Liverpool firm sells this amount in
12
days, can we imagine the aggregate
of 15 firms
domg the same business and what the loss is
to our country?
The nine cents per barrel
would not pay for re-packing them.
I find that apples
are keeping remarkably
well,
bven when an occasional barrel of
Snows are opened up, they are found to
b^ in
good condition. The varieties most in
evidence
are Ben Davis, Golden Russet
and Spy. It is
not likely that packing operations
will end
before April 1st in this locality.

Ne-w Brunswick

the
members. Some fine specimens
were
shown, which were favorably
commented on

The

clear,

"

Vroom, who acted as judge

presid.-nt, Mr.
J. C. Gilman, of
his opening address, referred

m

fruit crop of the past year,
spite of adverse weather

and

Kings-

C6

Bo

m
itT

Mt

ilM
Ibi

idei

ml

7f

Cl,

S^.

roundthl

^'"' '"•^"^"^ ^'^^ '""^h less

trouble .ni'^*""
and expense. He
|go.ng round the orchard

made

fu''^'
--ciation's

a practice of

frequently with his
dippers and taking off the
.ihoots^ here and
there, which made
the training of the young

official

J.

organ for

Scotia

Messenger, Bridgetown

"?!!' " '" '^''"hably the best term to
the season's operations in
export
far.
The trouble seems to have beone or more Americans who,
hearing
had an exceptionally good crop
of clean

annlv'^f
apply
to
fruit

so

gun by
that

we

Zr T'

"<^t°her and paid
r^ on
Tu'y '"
^^'^' ""'^ 'he Government
reports of a^'^^n
small crop, .set our speculators
wild.
They lost all control of themselves,
and acted
^'^hoolboys after a coon.
As high
i'=
«9 n' a°\barrel was
as $2..,0
paid for apples as they
came from the trees, and $3.00
to |;3.25 for
'^"'"^thing that no cool business
n^n should
''''i^^^'
man
do in this 20th century of great

reunJZ

,

out of the English markets,
and
ably not get back into place again

Ladner. Thos. Cunningham,
Brandnth and Thos. Wilson were made W.'
honorary

it will probthis year.

before ,n spite of the early
report.s, fraudulent

combines of dealers, and so forth.
The fact
remains however, that apples, for
which $3 00
was paid, are netting T.-k to SI. 00
a barrel
the speculators are now acting
'

character-

istically

in that since fate has
allowed the
farmer for once to get a seeming
advantage
of them, they are trying to
combine

to compel
'^^""^ ^""^^ "f the purchase
,rL One
n'^'' i"
price
heavy speculator has gone crazy
for the second time in
the past decade, and
some are un.sympathctic enough
to say that it
IS his way of paying
his debts.
A meeting of
these worthies was held at
Middleton last week
for purposes of self
protection, " so it was given
out, but more probably it
was to get the foot
more firmly planted on the neck
of the "poor
stupid, unenterprising farmer "

?Pec"lator

.said

w,!.!l!f
.'7,
nVTr «-^
nn a"V^*"'
near
«3.00
barrel."

to

me: "No more apples

*•''"

^''"^y

^"'-

anything

He also said that $1.00
barrel w-as enough for
apples, and "we"
would see that the price was kept
down to
a

that

^^""''er if the farmers of Nova
SCO?;?""will
li
Scotia
submit to this when the remedy
cooperation " is in their own hands.

'

members with

life

all the privileges
of
A resolution endorsing the action of the chief fruit pest
inspector in connection with orchard cleansing,

membership.

passed.

was unanimously

A

resolution was passed asking the
to make an exhibit of butter
and
fresh fruit at Calgary.
The reports of the president and secretary
were filled with interesting information.
They
relerred encouragingly to the
progress of fruit
growing in the province and the
possibilities.
1 he treasurer s report showed the
association
to be in a good financial position.
It was decided to hold the next annual
meeting also in

Government

Victoria.

was decided upon for the
the next quarterly meeting, Cranbrook for the second, and New
Westminster
for the third.
Agas,siz

holding of

A

Horticultural

Club

"The students of the Ontario
Agricultural
College, Guelph, who are most interested
in
horticulture, have organized a club
through
the efforts of Mr. A. McMeans, the

Vegetable

Ontario

Growers'

Association

representa-

tive and Mr. J. W. Crow, lecturer in
the horticultural department.
The aim of the club
will be to encourage the study and
the love of
horticulture among the students, and
to advance horticultural interests at the college
A
reading room, to be accessible at all times
has

been

and

fitted up in the horticultural
in it, all the leading fruit,

building,

vegetable and

flower papers will be kept on file.
New bulletins will be on hand, and a bulletin
board will
be used to announce new books, valuable
articles in the -papers, good bulletins,
and so forth
A very large majority of the horticultural
publications have very kindly agreed to
list
the club free, and to them, the thanks
of the
members are heartily given.

Meetings

day

will

be held every alternate Mon-

for the discussion of all matters
to horticulture.
The first regular one

relating

was held
and to judge by the enthusiasm
and optimism manifested, the club affords an
opportunity for good work, and will be a valuFeb.

Numberless reasons for this unforeseen
state
of affairs have been given;
such as an overrun of poor ap,,les, larger
shipments than ever

summarily

l"^'^"
?„!,ff
""^u^ i^""
deal with.
He advi.sed
his hearers to be on
the lookout for any nests; those
of the brownteil moth were easily seen,
being always at the
end of a branch. The ne,sts of the
gypsy moth
were not quite so conspicuous, as
the female
not being able to fly, had to deposit
her eggs in
the most convenient place she could
find
Mr. S. B. Hatheway, Kingsclear,
gave a
short account of his experience
as an amateur
orchardist.
Beginning some few years ago
he laid out an orchard of six
acres, plantine
trees of the Mcintosh Red,
Gano and Dud ef
'^"^^
"^ save an interesting ac
"f/^^jyf'^'" ""d^^r which he went to
wort
work, but .saul he found the
continuous cultithe young trees required
rather
"u"''"''^' ."'^'-^^f"'-''. on
the lookout for
some !«
less expensive method
of keeping down
'"^ '^.""'^''^ ^"^ would follow the
examnfe ,'> m''
'"^?|^F"t ^""^ '»y » 'hick mulch
/

™

Tnp,.T

the''Dom?nion''

Nova

and the gypsy moth also came in
for some attention on the part of the
lecturer, who expressed his gratification that
these two latter
had not as yet arrived in New
Brunswick,
with the exception of one or two
stray speci=>"d

man a reputation, which
the customers that he could

W

Brandnth,

J.

,

R.

outlook has never
been more encouraging for
increasing their
acreage of fruit than it is at the
present time
Mr W. Mcintosh, the curator of the
Natural History Museum at
St. John, gave an
interesting address on "Insect
Pests in Orchard and Farm." which was
illustrated with
large colored drawings of the
various insects
described.
The bud moth, the codling moth
the aphis or green fly, the
oyster-shell barklouse, the borers and the tent
moth were fully
dealt with and the several
remedies for combatting them described. The
brown-tail moth

f°""''

all

supply.
Mr. Isaac Stephenson, of Sheffield,
was elected president Mr. W. B.
Gilman, 'vice-pres;
Mr. Henry Wilmot, treas.; and
Mr. S. B Hathethe ensuing year. It was
rernl^H^'f^' ^T
The C.AN..DIAN HORTICUL-

to the
said that in

conditions that had
to be encountered, the crop gave
ample evidence
of being reliable and profitable
in many sections of the province.
The

ivet

soon get a

Columbia

toria in January.
The election of officers resu ted as follows: Pres.,
Jas. Johnston, Nelson;
1st vice-pres., S. Bartholomew,
Sumraerland2nd vice-pres., A. E. Gale, Keating;
3rd vicepres., S^ McClenaghan,
Golden; 4th vice-pres.
Ihos. Wilson, Vancouver;
sec.-treas.
T

ing.

would find him

The annual meeting of the New
Brunswick
hruit Growers' Association was
held at Fredericon on January 24. In connection
with
meetmg was an exhibition of fruit grown the
by

British

that It was no use for a man
to start orcharding
unless he bought good trees,
locally grown if
hey could be got, and of a variety
suited to
the district
Plant them 30 feet apart and
head them low, as low-headed
trees were more
convenient for pruning, gathering
and spray-

Pruning should be done in May
or lune
and at least half the growth should
be cut off
every year. Frequent cultivation
was necessary, and It must be thorough,
though it was
not necessary to go very close
to the roots, as
they would find the requisite
nourishment for
themselves. Grass should not be
allowed to
grow too near the trees, as it
harbored mice
Spraying must be done thorn!!i?
ough y. J^'',';
Mr. Vroom advised those who
contemplated going into apple growing,
to give
heir wholg attention to it,
or keep out.
He
thought the box business was the
most remunerative; a good variety of
apple nicely packed
and the quality always to be
depended on
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rhe annual meeting of the British
Columbia
i^ruit Growers' Association
was held at Vic-

Mr. G. H. \room. Dominion Fruit
Inspector
gave a practical demonstration on
box packing'
In an address on "Orchard
Practice," he said

woud

G. Bidlake, Fredericton

^^r""'

trees a much simpler matter.
He would like
to see more farmers taking an
interest in orchard
work, as It was certainly sufficiently
profitable
t''"P^'''^''^'f"'^^'^t°' t° ™^ke it worth while!

10,

able stimulus to the study of horticulture.
Its
possibilities for the encouragement of the
pursuit of horticulture are great, and

Mr.

McMeans

was accorded liberal applause on a live address
outlining the place the club should, and
could
occupy in the affairs of the college.
The officers elected were: Pres., A. McMeans'

vice-pres., R. M. Winslow; sec.-treas.,
W.'
Crow, B.S.A. A committee of students J.
of the
first, second and third years
was elected to
give adequate representation. The paid-up
membership totals twenty-seven, and this will
be increased considerably in a short time.

—

HtKh Class Spra.vers. Elsewhere will be
found the advertisements of the Spramotor Co.
Particular attention is asked from our readers
to the sectional views of the Hand Spramotors
on page 70.
This machine in its several
sizes has had such a vogue in Canada since
the
famous Spray Pump Contest held at Grimsby
where it was awarded the first place, that we
believe we are safe in saying that there
are
of this class of machines in use in Canada

more
than

all other kinds combined.
Its use is so
varied, being well adapted for all the
uses in
spraying, there being no operations in
spraying to which a hand machine may
be put thet
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not capable of doing. This style machine
adapted for fruit trees of all kinds, potatoes,
mustard, painting. It is easy working, durable, and gives high efficiency.
This machine
We recommend
is only one of many kinds.
any who contemplate commencing spraying
it is
is

for the first time, or those desiring renewals,
to get the latest information of the Spramotor.
They make a full and reliable line of Spramotors
for all purposes, to be operated by hand, horse

power and gasoline power. Their address
Spramotor, 1066 King St., London, Canada.

is

Each year
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will

see a gradual

advance

in

its

value.
possibilities of British Columbia as a
growing province are almost unknown.

The
fruit

The trade

yet in

is

can be purchased
with proper care,

Land that

infancy.

its

now for $150 an acre will,
command $1,000 an acre in

10 years' time.

Land Values
The fourth

of

sentative of

MANY

in British Colximbia

on fruit growing in British Columbia, written by a staff repreHorticulturist,
who visited the leading fruit districts of that province
Canadian
The

a

series of articles

intending purchasers of fruit land

in British Columbia are surprised when
they find the prices asked for orchard
lands.
It is difficult to convince them

that there is a reasonable chance to secure a
profitable return upon the investment required.
Old rules for determining the value of an acre
The best method is to
of land do not apply.
know what revenue the land will return to a
grower.
Land suitable for fruit growing can be purchased from ten dollars to $200 an acre. Some
land is ready for the plow at $150 an acre,
while other land is being sold at $150 an acre
that will require an expenditure of from $25
to $250 an acre to clear. On some of the land
near the coast the timber and underbrush is of
such a tropical nature that, in som^ instances,

Land east
cost $300 an acre to clear it.
of the Chilliwhack Valley that requires clearing
can be put in shape at an average cost of about
it will

$76 an acre.

^There

are several items of expenditure that

must be considered by the purchaser when
computing the price to be paid for land, such
as clearing, irrigation (which costs on an average of $2.50 an acre each year), taxes, transportation charges, distance from markets and

fencing.
Ten acres of good fruit land can be
purchased, cleared and planted with apple or
peach trees, fenced and with an irrigation system constructed, for $1,900. The cost of
irrigating and cultivating the land, and spraying and pruning the trees for four years, would
amount to $800. Add to this $500 for interest
and taxes, and you have a net cost of $3,200
for a 10-acre block of land at the end of four
years.
The crop of peaches Jpicketi from an
acre of land in Peachland last season, in its
fourth year, was sold for $300. At this rate,
the revenue to be derived each year after bearing, is nearly equal to the total cost of the land
A well-cared-for orchfor the first four years.
ard, at the end of five years, is considered to be
worth $600 an acre; at 10 years of age, $1,000.
The revenue to be derived from the land depends largely upon the individuality of the
Intense cultivation of the land in
purchaser.
certain sections has returned a profit of from
$500 to $1,000 an acre. Offers of $1,000 an
acre for bearing orchards have been made and
refused.
Land that can be secured at the prices
that are being asked for good fruit lands in
British Columbia is cheap, when the question
of what the land will produce is considered.
The prospects are that land never will be cheaper.

STANDARD

The climatic conditions and the mountainous nature of the land lend themselves admirably to fruit growing. Other lines of agriculture are almost impossible in most of the fruit
sections.
In the future British Columbia will
be known, as California is in the United States,
as the greatest fruit producing province io

Canada.—W.G.R.

Practical

Labor Savers
The Planet Jr. tools
farm and garden

for

have an

established

reputation for quality
as well as efficiency and
they are popular everywhere. They are used
as succes s f u 1 1 y in
Egypt and other foreign coimtries as they
are in all sections of
our own land. They
represent the most ad''"

vanced

thought

and

ideas in farm implements making, and hardly a year passes without
the introduction of some new device or improTement to increase their usefulness to the man who
The No. 4 Planet Jr., which is a
tills the soil.
hill and drill seeder, wheel hoe.,
cultivator, furrower and plow, is the most complete tool a farmer or gardener can have on hte
place.
With it he can do more work and keep
things in better condition with one-fourth the

combination of

work required without

PEARS

Tht Following Leading

Varieties in

it.

This

is

only one of

AND

- WARFS
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many Planet Jr. combination tools there
one for every farm and garden task whether
and all of them are
for hand or horse-power
sold with an iron-clad guarantee of absolute
If you will drop a postal to S. L.
itisfaction.
the

is

—

Stem short and hangs on tree well.
The Pelham Nursery Co., of Toronto, who are

ground.

pushing

sale,

its

have such confidence

65

variety that they are increasing their stock to
10,000 and will further increase same from season
to season as the variety becomes better known.

in this

& Co., Box 1106G, Philadelphia, they will
pleased to send you one of their catalogs.

[len

will be interested in a new spray
being put on the market by the
Rochester, N.Y. It has
J. C. .Brown Co.,
iny exclusive features. It is adjustable
Qd can be made to throw either a diffused or
ride angle, bell-shaped spray or a concentrated
This is not the
ae for long distance work.
only advantage. Write for further information to the makers above mentioned.

Our readers

OEzle that

is

A

device that should find favor with the
of hose is the "Time Saving Coupler."
These couplers can be adjusted instantaneously.
The washer is situated in a recessed seat, and is
protected by an annular shoulder, so that it
is impossible for it to become displaced unless
ptirposely removed for renewal.
The wedgelike action of the lever brings the tip of the

sers

male section into such tight engagement with
the washer, that there is no possibility of leakage, thereby saving force.
This coupler is
being manufactured by the Time Saving Coupler
Company of Toronto. Their advertisement
appears in this issue.

—

Peerless Apple.
Samples of the Peerless
apple were shown at the Toronto Fruit and
Flower Show in Toronto last fall, and attracted
a great deal of interest. It was originated from
a seed of Duchess, planted by J. G. Miller, near
Faribault, Minn., and is exceedingly hardy and
productive.
The fruit is large and of good quality; color, a brilliant red on yellowish green

This is a photographic reproduction ot the latest model Horse Power
Spramotor, fitted as a vineyard sprayer.
A most excellent machine, worthy
of your careful investigation.
For vineyard, orchard, potato, mustard or
surface spraying.

If

you are interested write me personally.

H. H. Heard, 1067 King

Street,

London, Canada

or 1067 Erie Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
Mention The Canadian Horticulturist when

Plant Pelham s Peerless

Apple

No
f

writing;.

Lost
Washers, Time.
Temper, Force.

The New Way

Way

The Old

MADE

IN ALL

Quickly

Standard
Adjusted.

A

big,

harjy. red. winter apple that sells on sight.

Iruit anil

ornamental trees, rose bushes, small

the catalogue that telU the truth,

q N. B.

PELHAM NURSERY
(.OOrjERHAM

CO.,

BUILDING

—

Also

truits. etc.

Sizes

a full line of

Write

MAY BE HAD

(or

Reliable agents wanted.

TORONTO. ONT.

CORNER FRONT AND CHURCH STREETS

T««

FRO.M VOl K

WHOLESALER OR DIRECT FROM

eOCPLER
TIME-SaVlNG
Limited
166

BRY STREET, TORONTO

Mention The Canadian Horticulturist when writing

Price List on Application.

CO.,

—
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Selecting a Spray Pump
Prince
FOR SALE AND WANT
66

ADVERTISEMENTS

When
in

pump, one should not have
view the cheapest one that will do good
selecting a

Durability, capacity, ease of working,
ease with which the parts may be gotten at
and repaired or replaced, are other essentials
that should be thought of.
A good pump for all-around work is the
"Admiral." Its size is such that it can be
used with equal results for orchard or field
spraying, also for other purposes about the
farm when necessary. It is of sufficient capacity to supply four leads of hose or two leads,
each with two, three or four nozzles. For
orchards not large enough to warrant the purchase of a power outfit, a pump of this capacity
will be found very serviceable, as it is huilt
The
for continuous work and high pressure.
cylinder lining is made of heavy seamless brass
tubing, and is firmly held in the cylinder by
threaded connections. This manner of securing the lining in the cylinder makes it possible
to remove it when worn out and replace with
a new one.
The valves are made of brass. They are so
situated that each one can be readily reached
by removing the valve covers. To do this it
is only necessary to use a wrench, iron rod or
The piston rod is made of brass
stout stick.
and outside guided, thus making it impossible to get any other than a perfectly straight
thrust through the stuffing box.
Many features that will be found valuable to the prospective buyer are to be found in this pump.
Complete circulars describing the Admiral
Spray Pumper will be supplied by the Goulds
Manufacturing Co. of Seneca Falls, N.Y.

work.

Advertisements under this heading inserted at
rate of two cents a word for each insertion, each
figure, sign or single letter to

minimun

25 cents,

cost,

count as one word,

strictly

cash in advance.

V/IR. CHARLES ERNEST WOOLVERTON,
*'* Grimsby, Ontario, landscape architect,
parks,

cemeteries,

pleasure,

school

and home

grounds laid out, surveys made. Working
drawings to a scale so that any gardener can

work them

Terms very reasonable

out.

A MILLION STRAWBERRY PLANTS

for

'*• sale, not bought from dealers, but grown on

my own

farm

last

year.

Fifty-five varieties.

New

Highland, Three W, Victor, Wonder,
Thompson's No. 2, President, Morningstar,
Abington, Almo, Governor Rollins, and others,
and all the leading old varieties. If you want
plants this year that will please you when they
arrive, and please you better still when they
fruit, order Downham's.
They have pleased
others and will please you. It will pay you to
get my free catalog before you buy, ready to
mail now.
Raspberry and Blackberry plants,
and Seed Potatoes. John Downham, Strathroy,
Ont.

pRUIT GROWERS!
double your
exaggerated but
Estimates given.

Drain your land and
income.
This
may seem
it's a fact.
Use Doyle's tile.
R. J. Doyle, Owen Sound.

,

The Canadian Horticulturist

is invaluable
people interested in the fruit industry.
H. Deakin, Manchester, England.

CEND YOUR ADDRESS

to
C.

trOR SALE,

A,ssociation will hold a series of meetings early
this month. The first meeting will be held in
Grimsby on March 4, followed by others at

for list of strawberry plants, also red and black raspberry
plants and seed potatoes. R- C. Crysler, St.
George, Ont.

Six No. 8 Gurney

Hot Water

*

condition,
suitable for
Boilers in good
private house or greenhouse work.
Apply
Stevenson & Malcolm Co., Guelph, Ont.

pOR SALE— 400

^

70 good for
Maritana, Que.

m

acres
Russel Township,
orcharidng. W. G. Parham,

Niagara

Pensinsula

Fruit

Growers'

Catharines on the 5th and fith. Mr. T. H.
Hale, of Georgia and Connecticut, the "Peach
King," and Mr. W. W. Farnsworth, secretary
Ohio State Horticultural Society, have been
secured as speakers.
St.

Ed-ward Island

Rev. Father Burke, Alberton
There is no snow here this winter to break
down anything in the shape cf trees, and unless
these frequtnt thaws with rising temperature
should conspire to hurt sap circulation too
early there should be a good encugh prospect
of fruit in cur orchards under usual ct nditions
at blossomtide.
We really require a good crop
of fruit to put grcwers in proper fettle fcr their
work. Lean years discourage tremendously.
There is more talk of wretchedly picked fruit
this year than ever.
This province has been

—

dumping grcund for much cf it from
Ontario and frtm Nova fccotia. I saw a barrel
of No. 1 fcpy (Ontario), a day or two ago, which
really surpassed in rascality anything 1 had ever
previously witnessed, end that is saying a good
deal.
That anyone cculd find courage encugh
to put up such a job on his fellow-man, was a
marvel to me. But he should and must be
found out and punished.
The plan fcr cocpcration in buying here is
now launched so far as nursery stcck is concerned.
The Fruit Growers' Associati<n is
sending cut circulars to intending planters,
guaranteeing the stock and the price and
promising to have it delivered in pre per condition.
There should be considerable planting.
Inspector Bovyer is moving about examining
the apple impcrts cf the province, ?nd he will
have a tale to tell shortly which will not edify
anybody too much as to the honesty of apple
the

packers.

—

A Fair Spraying Propo.sition.' Test is the
strongest argument.
When a reputable firm
like the Hurst Mfg. Co., of Canton, Ohio, offer
to send a choice of three different sprayers with
no money in advance, it means that there is
value and honesty in the proposition. You
can try one of their sprayers for 10 days, and
then if you buy you can pay the cash, or they
will wait until ycu sell yt ur crop.
All their
sprayers are protected by a five-year guarantee.
There are no strings to this offer. Their newfree catalog will be sent to every applicant.
It describes their spraying machines, and explains how one can get a Hurst Sprayer free.
It contains their agreement by which any
farmer or fruit grower can try their machines
"without sending one cent."

—

A FIRST-CLASS MARKET GARDEN

•^

The

March, 1908

-«•>>*
for

r**-

with no opposition. Two large greenhouses, large dwelling house, stable buildings,
Implements all up-to-date, good team
all new.
of horses, new rigs, twelve acres of land.
Can
be bought for cost. Easy terms. Apply at
once. ^J. A. Brillinger, Box 377, New Liskeard.
sale,

CALIFORNIA OF

CANADA

—

The

/^ARDENER

seeks situation, ten years' good
in all branches, in first-class
English gardens. Excellent testimonials. E.
Fane, care of G. Ruthven, AUiston, Ont.

^-* experience

—

BRITISH

pREENHOUSE FOR SALE— Length,

42
width, 18 ft.; hinged double glass windows on each side, 5 top ventilators with floor
stand and gear, equipped with a No. .3 Daisy
boiler, and 6 run of 4-inch pipe on each side,
pply Box G, Canadian Horticulturist.
^-*

Chilliwhack Valley

We

COLUMBIA

have some of the choicest Fruit Land

to

be found

in

ft.;

the Dominion of Canada, at half the price of California
land,

and which

market.
High-Class Upright Piano for $225 00.—
There have been taken into the warerooms of
Heintzman & Company, Limited, 115-117 King
Street West, Toronto, within the past few days,
two upright pianos, very little used, and bearing
the names of well-known manufacturers. One
of these may be bought for $225, and the other
It is an opportunity to get what is
for $250.
practically a new piano at nearly half the
manufacturer's regular price.

will

give as good

right, the climate is right,

A

results.
all

The

soil

is

an inexhaustible

post card will bring our 72-page pamphlet on

Chilliwhack free.

Cawley

and above

&

For particulars write

Paisley, Chilliwhack, B.C.
BOX 294

L
Mention The Canadian Horticulturist when writing

|
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THe Lenox

Horticultural Societies A.ct
It is understood that at the present session
some important
of the Ontario Legislature
amendments will be made to the Horticultural
Societies Act, along the lines recommended
at the last annual convention of the Ontario
In the address deHorticultural Association.
livered by Mr. H. B. Cowan, managing editor

The Canadian Horticulturist, it was
recommended that the Act be so changed that
the horticultural societies would be allowed

of

to hold their annual meetings during the first
week in November, instead of in January as
is now required.
In this direction it was pointed out that
the enthusiasm of the work had not died out
in November, and more interest would be taken,
therefore, in the election of the ofiF.cers for
the following year's work. The election of
directors in November would enable them to
plan their work for the following year at an
Another benefit derived would be
early date.
that the annual reports would be in the hands
of the Government about the first of the year,
enabling the society to receive their annual
grants early in the year, instead of late in the
summer, as has been the case heretofore.
Another advantage recommended was that
the clause in the Act requiring that, on or before the first day of May, the officers of every
society shall send an afrdavit to the Department in regard to the past year's work, should
be eliminated and embodied in the clause requiring that the annual reports shall be sent
to the Government within one month after the
annual meeting of the society in January. A
third suggestion was that the clause requiring
grant of S800 to the four
tliat the special
city societies, which is divided among them in
proportion to their membership during the
current year, shall be changed so that the
grant would be divided upon the basis of the
membership of the preceding year.
These matters were discussed at the recent
convention, and the advantages recommended
were endorsed, and it is understood that Hon.
sL-lson Monteith will adopt the amendments
It is probable, also,
lo the Act accordingly.
that the clause which restricts a society by
requiring that it shall not expend more than
one-third of its funds in any one line of work,
will be amended to read "not more than onehalf of its funds."
At the time of the convention Mr. C. C.
James, Deputy Minister of Agriculture, gave
a very interesting address bearing on the
Horticultural Societies Act.
He said, in his
address: "I do not know of anything definite
It would be most extrathat is not workable.
ordinary if a perfect act were to be worked out,
one that would not permit of any amendments.
The points brought out in discussion at this meeting will be taken into consideration."
He said,
also, that the societies must give good reasons for
wanting to know earlier what their grants are to
be, for as the question stood now, no good reason
had been given. It meant a radical change in
the basis of distribution of the S8,000.
He referred to the one-third clause and said if they
wanted it out, he was quite willing to take it out,
>Ut it always seemed to him to be a clause we)rth
«eping in. One member .suggested that the
me-third clause be changed to one-half, and
James said that as far as the department
concerned, and as far as their relationship
ith the present society was concerned, they
e quite willing to leave that with the memto work out for themselves.
He then reid to the exhibition at St. Catharines, and
id

it

would have been a most lamentable
if any section of that act had been

'

KoTE — At

l^ceived a

m'-rmTt before going to prers. we
py ff the p" po^e*! amendrnenlc tn the

the

c
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I'drticultural Societies Aet.
this art'c'e bave hecn

The

tlnapsacK

A

concern of standing, and a good one,
twenty-five years in the business the Lenox
Sprayer Co., 165 w. 23rd St., New York, makers
of many kinds of spraying apparatus for the
trade, and spraying material which the San
Jose scale do not like very much are offering

—

Famous
Okanagan Valley

—

the real Lenox Knapsack Sprayer, particularly
adapted for use on small fruit, low trees, vineyards, shrubbery, strawberry beds, in the
nursery, pctatoes, tomatoes, cabbage field, the
poultry he use, and upon the stock and in the
An important fact about this sprayer
stable.
is, it dees not require every few minutes to
It can really be
stop to pump air or to swear.
used by a lady, as the work is so easy and so
simplified; ye u fill up the apparatus, and it is
ready to work until empty. The regular market
Even
value of the machine is about $6.00.
though a barrel pump is owned on the place, a
Knapsack Sprayer is handy many times in a
great many places where a barrel pump cannot
be used. Even the unwilling working boy
delights in using this Sprayer the Lenox parThe company, owing to being a
ticularly so.

PENTICTON

In the centre of the peach belt.
Apricots, grapes, Yellow Newtown
Lying
pippins, Spitzenbergs, etc.
between two lakes, Penticton enjoys
both moderate summers and winters.
Bench or bottom land, in lots from

one acre upwards, unimproved, or in
one, two, or three-year-old orchards.
A fast growing town on a beautiful
beach, with a nice community. The
terminus of C.P. R. SS. Okanagan,
and the connection in the near
future with the C P. R. main line
through the Crow's Nest Pass.

—

oveTstccked—over-manufactured offer them
paid, at a great cut price, which
all
makes the investment well worth the while.

duties

Particularly at the present sacrifice in price,
Write, slating

even though the season is a bit late, it is a good
investment in order to have it early next season.
Anyone having but few trees, a cow, and a
chicken house, should have one of these sprayers
on the place. See their advertisement on page
68 of this issue.

M.

what you particularly want to

C. Kendall, Penticton
Okanagan Lake,

British

Columbia

PROVINCIAL CHEMICAL FERTILIZER
St.

John,

New

CO.
'"" *

Brunswick

THE LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF
COMPLETE FERTILIZERS IN CANADA
Live Agents

IMPORTERS OF CHEMICALS

Wanted

in

Unoccu pied

Territory

Mention The Canadian Horticulturist when writing

BATTS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cypress Building
Material
Made only

out of

Cypress — 3
Suitable

V

*

for

the best clear

CENTS

A FOOT

Conservatories and

VEGETABLE FORCING HOUSES

Section of our No. 6 Bar and

Cap

"J

PHONE JUNCTION 427
LONG DISTANCE CONNECTION

50 PACIFIC

AVENUE

TORONTO JUNCTION

•iigge^tK'T's nierttr>ned

adapted in full and will be
Itaced before the Legilature at an early date, -[utitor.

THE HUB

Buy land in ihe valley that wins the
gold medal for Briti>h Columbia

—

little

IS

fl

—

:eeding

breed to prevent the holding of that exhibi, for it was a rare treat.
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Duties

all
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paid by us.

FOR
IT

TO

NEW YORK

Wc

IS

THE PLACE FOR

IT

Arc Overstocked

Sprayer $4.00
We Pay the Duties Here
WE MUST UNLOAD
vvw^^t

VW

^

m
I
1

You

will g:et the

regular $6

LENOX IMPROVED SPRAYER

lor

$4, 2 for $7, by sending

to New York. BEATS THEM ALL, ALL IMPROVEMENTS.
It will spray trees
FEET HIGH, holds 24 quarts, built oi Apollo iralvanizcd iron. Never rust*:, never
leaks; torcible and fine spray. DON'T TALK LONG. It will do your STRAWBERRIES,
VINEYARD, GRAPES and all vour small fruits, POTATOES, TOMATOES. CABBAGE and everything
on your place. WHITEWASHING the hen house, cow stables, etc. A well-built machine, with care and if not

|\

^
I

^ v*^
M

for

it

20

we will warrant it good tor 12 years. Turn nozzle up, spray will reach all insects upon the ceilings in
stables, breeding nests, in poultry houses, in all crevices and cracks, particularly
SIDES
where most of the trouble comes from.
and between the
BUSINESS. So easy
IT.
AIR
AIR or
Compress the bulb, you get jour spray; stop your pressure and you stop the spray, on ihe printo
pumping water, only much easier. By pressing and releasing the bulb, spray
ciple of an engine
continuously reaches top of tree without artificial power. You can put your hand inside of sprayer to wash it
abused,

THE ROOSTS,
NO
PUMP
SWEAR.
PLUNGER

THE UNDER
NO STOPPING TO PUMP

HORNS OF THE COW,
A LADY CAN USE

OF

out as easy as you would a milk can.

LOTS OF TIMES

NO STOPPING TO PUMP AIR

$4.00
for

Just

NO SWEARING
you can use a knapsack sprayer

where you can not a barrel
pump. While talking or hitching up the horses the work is done. Handy at any place. Even if
you have a barrel pump you will use this one anyhow. Lots of times a patch off yonder ought to be
If this machine is handy
sprayed, but won't pay to hitch up the horses.
John will sling it on his back and the spraying will he done while vou are
thinking.
Send for our circular. YOU SHOULD
ALL ABOUT
in places

KNOW

Or

perfectly safe to send for the sprayer direct without waiting for the
A small can "Sure Destruction to San Jose Scale" sent free with
each sprayer, if ordered at once,
RECIPE issued by a chemist, how to prepare a sanitary lime milk
for a whitewash that will stick and stay on the walls of the hen house, trees
or stable walls, making insect breeding impossible.
Anyone can make it
This recipe will be sent complicheaply and quickly wherever located.

IT.

3

circular.

A

$7

mentary with each sprayer,

Now!

REMEMBER this is the
made

too

if

we are
overstocked

Because

you get

it

for

this price.

ordered immediately.

regular $6 Sprayer we are talking about, but
sell at $4 than wait until season opens to

manv, we would rather

JUST NOW you can have ONE FOR $4 or TWO FOR $7,
DUTIES ALL PREPAID BY US. Order before they are gone. Time
counts. NO LEINGTHY LETTERS necessary. We will know what you
want— that you want one of these LENOX IMPROVED SPRAYERS, perget $6.

haps a couple of them, and that you want them quick, too; but give us your
name and address very plainly. PROMPT SHIPMENT. Twenty-four
hours delivery. EXPRESS RATES FROM
YORK LOWER THAN
FROM ANY OTHER POINT. New^spapcr people have known us for over
20 years. We are old advertisers. What we say
DO. we DO-DO.
You can discount all our promises AT YOUR BANK. We SAY we will

NEW

WE

WE

the duties here, SO
WILL.
Remit by express or post money-order no
checks taken for this price. Go down to the
POST OFFICE now while you are talking about
OF IT
You may get your Spraying Solution and
it.
Mixture
all ready.
the Disinfecting
The expressman will soon drive
uo to your houfte with the sprayer, and it will be a good one. too,
even
to
take
orders
for. if wanted from neighFIT
bors
is the
all;
you take no chances when you have a
SPRAYER, beats them
LENOX. You won't have to stop from work to take it to the
machine shop to find out what is the matter with the air-pump
chamber or the nozzle, or anything else. No air-pump nuisance in
this case.
Our Lenox is ever ready, never failing.

pay

all

N» A^R

;

BETTER MILK AND MORE

VERY WELL
THE LENOX IMPROVED

STANDARD KNAPSACK

FINESFOR WHITEWASH LIME MILK TO
BE USED IN THE HEN HOUSE

CAN.

LENOX SPRAYER

CO.

165 West 23rd Street
PRESS THE BULB, THAT'S ALL

New York

City
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Iron
A

A^e Implements

of the catalog issued by the Bateman Mfg. Co., which manufactures "Iron Age"
farm and garden implements, has been received.
It is interesting to note that "Iron Age" tools
and implements are the product of a factory
In the
that has been established for 70 years.
early days, these tools were made and sold only
Of late years the firm has
in local territory.
been sending them into every state in the
Union, every province in the Dominion, to
islands in the sea and to every foreign country
where agriculturists are adopting up-to-date

'

copy

Horticultural Publishing

CA

A. G. Hull

Reversible Disk

Throw

form.

in season,

Catharines, Ontario

Harrow which can be used

Gangs can be

two

In-Throw or Outreach under trees.

in the

set close or extended to

Built in a variety of sizes for one or

horses, with

immense capacity and

many good features of all Bissell

the

Disks-

Gardeners, Fruit Growers, Dairy Farmers, Wheat Kings, Ranchers, etc., find
what they want in Bissell Implements.
Atk your agent

to order for you or
direct to the manufacturers.

T. E.

'S

^^te

BISSELL

CO., LIMITED
ELORA, ONTARIO

DKPT.'N"

None genuine without the name "Bit«elL"
Mention The Canadian Horticulturist when writing

Oshawa Montreal Ottawa Toronto Loudon Winnipeg

SELECTED SEEDS

Eggs

ORCHARD DISK

This roof saves you work because its
so easy to put on (do it yourself with a
snips), and save you worr>
because they fireproof, windproof and
weather-proof the_ building they cover.
Write us about it and hear all about
ao?
ROOFING RIGHT. Address

Intending Planters
Of Nursery Stock Should Write Us for Prices at Once

GIVE SATISFACTORY RESULTS
Our Vegetable Seeds are of
undoubted purity and produce
abundant crops.
Our Flower
Seeds are true to name and of
the highest germinating power.
Sutton's Specialties are always
in stock.
W^e do not make up
special collections of seeds and
advertise $1.00 worth for 50c. as
specials.
We give every customer $1 worth of pure seeds for
every dollar spent with us. A
trial order will convince you that

we

sell only those seeds that are
sure to grow. Illustrated catalogue sent free to those who
wish to grow pure seeds.

SEND
we

in list

of stock wanted and
give our

shall be glad to

lowest quotations on .«anie.
Shipping season is close at hand
and your orders should be placed
Sales have been
without delay.
heavy, but we still have a large
stock of fine trees of the leading
varieties.
will be

lead

All orders, large or small,

We

given careful attention.

in

Catalog.

quality and price.

Our

.stock

is

Send

strictly

for
first

and guaranteed true to name.
pay freight and express; no
extra charge for boxing or packing.

class

We

SEND YOUR NAME TO-DAY

"Canada's Oldest Nurseries"

DUPUY & FERGUSON
36

f

Antrim, N. H.t

St.,

Nurseries

Son,

hammer and

People

Mam

CBi,
St.
Mention The Canadian Horticulturist when writing.

"OSHAWA"
GALVANIZED
STEEL SHINGLES

PEDLAR

I

Climax, Eureka. Eldorado, Peck's Early, Early

BISSELL

e

The

*

forKesuUs" andSOthannlver0001>KLIi COMPANY

hSary souvenir.
'^

King, Golden Coin and others.
Poultry: R. I. Reds; none better; cockerels from $1 up.

ouf. of doors.

will last 100 years.
in writing^ for 2u years.

i,

We

Think of rosea evi'r>day from June until frost

it

most accarate and dar-

Hand Seed Soweron the marHows 4 to 5 acres per hour.
Write fornew booklet, Sowing

ket.

The Central

-

one roof that saves money

of the

^ablo

are supplying splendid value in Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs.
Roses, Grape Vines, New Herbert Raspberry, Rykman Strawberry
Plants in varieties.
All well grown.
True, dependable stock.
Send for our Free Priced Catalogue.
ship direct to our customers with satisfactory results. Try us. 28th year.

Dwarf.

is

name

95

BABY RAMBLFR
Ever bInoiniTiK Crimson

because

the

Company

Seed potatoes:

Guaranteed

IS

Toronto, Ontario

methods and using labor-saving implements.
The quality of the implements and tools
manufactured by this firm has increased with

There

CAHOON

FOR SALE— Parties desiring- to purchase
any of the cuts that have appeared in The
Canadian Horticulturist, may do so
upon reasonable terms. Apply to

The

69

JACQUES CARTIER SQUARE, MONTREAL
Mention The Canadian Horticulturist when writing

The Thomas W. Bowman

CBi,

Son Co.
Limited

RIDGEVILLE, ONT.
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the development of the business. A large list
of all kinds of wheel hoes, seed drills, wheel
plows and cultivators, and horse hoes and cultivators are listed in the catalog for 1908.

CHAS.

The "Iron Age" potato planter
and

also

is

i POULTRY DEPT.
^

»

:

a Model Incubator or Brooder, but 1 add
to them the valuable experience of years

Model
as shown in their construction.
Incubators show excellent hatches, hatch
every hatchable egg. The Model Brooder
grow sturdy chicks.
Send your order in to-day, and get in
line with the profit getters.
Free catalogue for everyone.

imperative that the setting
pen by themselves. Now
the trouble begins.
Rarely the hen takes
kindly to her new surroundings, and great
patience, perseverance and temper control are
required before Biddy decides to do business
at the new stand.
With the incubator their
trouble is overcome.
Thejhens injthejhatching room require conthis difficulty,

hens should be

THE MODEL INCUBATOR

CO.
TORONTO, ONT.

it is

in a

You can make money
raising chickens
I

want you to write me to-day and say, "Send

^°^

"^

MAjreoK OAMPBEiL

'

Send you

camWii Co

Umited

full

"^^^

make money

1908 booklet on the
of valuable information.

particulars

Then I will
Chatham Incubator, which is

also send you a booklet

I will

users

showing

all

actual

in

into

[

I

1

i

A

Piano for $25.00.

— In

every sense of the

somewhat used, but not badly
used, square pianos at Heintzman & Co.'s,
Limited, 115-117 King Street West, Toronto, is
sensational.
The announcement has brought

word the

sale of

from almost every corner of the
is to clear out
every square piano in the place between now
and stock-taking, and surely prices like $25,
.?30, .•f.35, and $40 will do it— in payments of $5
down and 50c. a week.

Dominion.

Canada
figures what big
over

success they have had. This will
prove to you how easy it is to
turn a very small

this

this firm orders

giving the experience of Chat-

ham

faithfully

shrubbery.

me full

raising chickens."

my

No matter how

Fruit growers in BritishfColumbia'should be
interested in knowing that the Harris Nursery
Co. of Penticton, have in stock a- general line of
fruit and ornamental trees,- small fruits and

know you can

I

bodies.

done, the chicks are invariably lousy, and
have to be treated for vermin every week or
two during the first two months of their lives.
The machine does not hatch lice as well as
chicks, and therefore the chicks escape this,
at times, a fatal evil.
Not more than 10 to 12 hens should be
hatching at one time in the same pen. It will
take more time in feeding and caring for these
10 or 12 brooding hens than one machine and
12 hens will, on the average, not hatch any
more chicks than one machine of 120 eggs capacity.
Nor is the cost of running the machine
very much more than the feeding of the hens.
Any one who hatches by machine will have
no trouble in rearing chicks by artificial methBrooders are made to resemble the hen
ods.
as near as possible in providing warmth and
light, in conjunction with good ventilation.
Thermometers and instructions are provided
with all brooders. Watch the one and carefully follow the other, that is, if the operator
has had no previous evperience. After a few
successful trials it is time enough to go in
search of original methods, which are expected
to be improvements on those approved by the
maker of the brooder. If the breeding pens
are not now complete, they should be made so
immediately, for it is essential to success, and
only fair to the machine, that fertile eggs from
healthy fowls should be used in the first trial
of the new machine.
is

ia%>% oMf%>> /x^'^^ oa|^oa|^

advantage in comparison to hens.
-^In the first place, the hen should never be
set in the same pen with laying hens, for the
layers will certainly lay in the same nest, and
the result is usually one or more broken eggs,
which necessitates the washing of the sound
egg and a fresh nest to be made. To avoid

doit.
I not only sell you

196-200 River Street

their

i>y

SKort, Otfa-wa

number of The Canadian
Horticulturist reference was made to the
growing popularity of the incubator which has
become such a necessity to successful poultry
keeping.
It may be in order to enumerate
some points wherein the incubator has the

nothing (or next
nothing) about
hatching and raising
poultry is running a
useless risk.
Don't

S.

-iJJn the I'ebruary

man who knows
to

Oonducted

^

Poultry Farm I now have
poultry numberinjj 80,000 hatched and
brooded in my famous Model Incubators
and Brooders. Buying your incubators
and brooders of a

On my Model

he itoMon'

slant watching^to see that they keep to their
respective nests, that they no not foul their
nests, for if so, as when they break an egg, the
nest has to be made over and the eggs carefully
washed; in some cases, a most disgusting piece
of work.
With the machine, this never happens.
Diu-ing the incubation period the hens should
be dusted liberally with an insecticide, to destroy the several varieties of lice which infest

described

This implement should be
used more extensively by farmers and vegetable
gardeners.
It is a great labor saver and does
the work better than it can be done by band.
illustrated.

CYPHERS'

A.

Model Incubators
and Brooders

March, 1908

The determination

amount of time

good money.

In the

same mail

My

I

will

This sectional cut

give you

shows why

special price, on time

know that as soon as you get this information and my
easy terms you'll want to start raising chickens at once. /^\r\
My booklet tells you how the Chatham Incubator is made "(k y
the sound lumber and honest workmanship— tells why it Al)"
hatches more chickens than any other make. It also tells
why I can guarantee my incubator for five years, and the
str-!ngth of the Company that is back of that guarantee.
Sit right down now. while you have it in mind, and tend me a. poit
card asking for my booklets and special price on time. To saTC time
1

—

'Q

address

my

nearest office.
The Manson Campbell Co., Limited, Bntndon, Uan.
The Manson Campbell Co., Limited, Calgary, Alia,
D, Hammond, Box 194, Victoria, B.C
Cote & Co 6 St. Peter St. Montreal. Que.
,

Sprayer
effective,

is

so

simple

and durable.
There are more
of these Spramotors in use in
Canada than all
others combined.
See

latest cata-

logue, free.

,

ADDRKSS

Manson Campbell, President

The Manson Campbell
Dept,

the

Hand

Spramotor

82

Co., Ltd.

1668 King St.

Chatham, Onl.

X also have a sbii'inng warehouse at Halifax,

SPRAMOTOR

IT.S.

LONDON, ONTARIO
Mention The Canadian

when

Horticulturist
writing.
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Shippers' Association
Letters

respecting the organization of the
Ontario Apple Shippers' Associatiun and its
purpose were sent by The Canadian HortiCU1,TURIST to members of the executive. The
following replies have been received:
Mr. E. D. Smith, M.P., Winona: "This Association will have my hearty cooperation.
I
thoroughly believe in associations of this kind
and sincerely trust that we may be able to

Pear
Blight
We
Out

Can Cure

remedy many

It

worfi has extended

Mr. M. S. Schell, Woodstock: "That the railroads have lamentably failed in giving anything like an adequate service in supplying
cars and handling the same for the apple business is beyond question, and united action by
shippers should compel a better recognition."
Mr. J. G. Anderson, Lucknow: "While it was
doubtless the transportation question which
called the association into existence, yet there
are many other matters affecting the apple

over a period of three
years.

Process and

formula patented. Address correspondence to

trade, which will no doubt receive careful attention.
It is a lamentable fact that in many
districts of the province, the proper care of

Pear-Blight

Remedy
Vacaville

Co,

California
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A Good Spraying Nozzle
Kxperionce has fully demonstrated that a
spray nozzle to-day, in order to beet meet the
Htrong. peculiar requirements of the up-to-date
fruit grower, must possess the following principles
It

:

must bo

of sufficient capacity in order to
the usual cluster of fine
nozzles. Its aperture and orifice must be sufrtciently large to permit the pa-isage of sediment. It must be free from sensitive, internal,

do

away entirely with

movable parts that operate nicely when new,
but Slick when corroded. It must have no
stems, horns or hooks to catch in the limbs;
must not drip or drizzle. It must be so con-

structed as to insure long life, especially to
prevent the boring effect by the heavy solution
under pressure into the face of the body of
he nozzle.
It must produce the so much
det'ired fine spray.
Many of the leading manufacturers are enfleavoring to produce such a nozzle. Fruit
(,'rowers should he cautious ns to what they
buy. The manufacturer should do the experimental work. We manufacture only a nozzle
which istheoriginnlof this type. It is covered
iiy several strong patents with others
pending.
It is the result of years of experimental
work,
costing thousands of dollars to perfect it.
Thousandiiof the one nicturcd were used last
season with best results. Its manuf.icturers
and holders of the patent" "Are Reliable."
Fruit growers may obtain this nozzle, postpaid, by remitting Jl.io to The "Friend" Mfg.
Co., fSasport, N. Y.. nianufacimers of complete
I

bT.nd

and power spraying

iitlon

as

outfits.

Their

situ-

the heart of the .Niagara fruit
pioneers in the art as they are, building every part of their machines as they do,

district

makes

defects and short comings in the apple shipping business.
There is
a great deal to be done and it can only be done
by the cooperation of all the shippers."
Mc William and Everist, Toronto: "The association was formed for the purpose of trying
to secure better transportation facilities both
by railway and steamship lines. So far nothing definite has been done outside of discussing the best methods to take to secure
these facilities."
of the

it is in

:

possible for them togivc fruitgiowers
their money than any other manufacThey have a new ball shut-off which
keeps he hands dry, price $2 20 postpaid. Good
inducements arc offered to live Agents. Their
new illustrated catalogue Is free.
it

irioro for

turers

t
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apple orchards has been sadly neglected, and
it will be the purpose of the association to
promote a movement amongst apple growers
in these districts to pay more attention to the
cultivation, pruning, spraying and fertilization
of their orchards.
Then, again, the Fruit
Marks Act, which has admittedly done some
good, has some features which, in my opinion,
are very bad, and it will be for the association
to make such representations to the government as will secure the elimination of these
objectionable features. These and many other
matters affecting the apple trade present a
fine field for useful work, and I look for good
results on account of the formation of the
Ontario Apple Shippers' Association."

—

The Popular Piano-Player. The player-piano
has stirred up any amount of enthusiasm
in musical circles, if the many sales being made
by Heintzman & Co., Limited, 115-117 King St.
West, Toronto, are to be taken as a criterion.
This firm have a very wide selection of playerpianos at terms of payment to suit almost any
purchaser;

Altogether I regard The Canadian HortiCITLTURIST as Very valuable to anyone interested
in gardening.
T. H. Reddit, Principal High
School, Barrie, Ont.

—
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Big Potato Crop
at Least Expense
^^
Write now for

Free Book that tells how

to

how

to

increase your Potato Crop 40 to 75% and
cut out lai>or and expense by using

ASPINWALL POTATO
MACHINES

which cut, plant, cover, ferspray, dig and sort
potatoes.
Practical Success

tilize,

guaranteed and proven by
our 25 years' experience in

machine
building.
Address Head Office.

potato

Aspinwall Mfg. Co.
319 Sabin St.
Jackson. IMich., U. S. A.
Canadian Factory, Goelph, Ont., Canada

Okanagan- Grown Fruit Trees
D. Gellatly, Grower and Propagator of highgrade Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Seeds,
Bulbs, Roses, Shrubs, etc. Send for Catalog.

DAVID GELLATLY, GELLATLY,

TREES
PLANTS
VINES

B.C.

:
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FREE

BOOK

FOR

\Mu/
^M

YOU

STRAWBERRIES
AND HOW TO

GROW THEM
Mighty

Beautifully

Interesting

how to prow bi? crops of big
U yoo want to Jtnow
and how to get bie prices, send lor

red strawberri'^s
cor 1908 book. It tellsall about soil preparation, setmulchtine, mating, pruning, cultivating, spraying,
ing, picking, packing and marketing. All of these

m

essential features and many mors are explained
such a way that you can't go wrong. It was written
right out in the strawberry field by a man who has
made a fortune growing strawberries, and he tells
you just exactly how he does things. Send your
•ddress. That's all. The book is free.

R. M. KeUogs Co, Box 5 70. Three Rivers. Mich.

T.

POUPART

J.

Covent Garden, London, England
CANADIAN APPLES A SPECIALTY
goods sold by
Highest prices guarCorrespondence invited.

Commission

only. All

private sale.

anteed.

LONDON

Cable.—POUPART,
References

LONDON & COUNTY BANK, COVENT GARDEN
BANK OF MONTREAL, MONTREAL

not thoroughly effective against the scale. A
more viscid oil than kerosene was needed.
Accordingly, experiments were begun with the
heavy oils, such as paraffin oil, crude'oil, and

and so forth.
miscible oil was prepared by mixing (1)
the soap solution with (2) the heavy oils. The
soap solution was made by heating to about
300 degrees Fahrenheit in a large iron kettle:
Menhaden fish oil, 10 gals.; carbolic acid (liquid
crude), 8 gals.; caustic potash, 15 lbs; and add-,
ing to this hot mixture: kerosene, 14 gals.;
This on stirring forms a uniwater, 22 gals.
form liquid which does not separate on standrosin

ing,

Groff's

New Named
Dahlitu,

many

and which may be kept

Varieties.
varieties.

and found them very

and trustworthy
house.
Ferry's Seed Annual
for
^

The

"" BRANDS
^
MFG. CO. RUBBER
.

^

r.XJ8 is

FREK. Addraig

PrPBTfiCO..WlllD10«.0«-

Cap

"Gibraltar" Black

most excellent new Canadian Raspberry'. EldorThe prize taker Golden Gate
ado Blackberry.
Strawberry, and the Best Standard Varieties. Unique
Send for Catalogue.
collections and low prices.

MALLORY,

N. E.

-

BLENHEIM, ONT.

Your
Lands

Fertilize

months.

effective.

KNOW

DO YOU

;;

THAT WORN-OUT
lands may be made

i

ppoductiveand profitable
BV THE JUDICIOUS USE OF
THE RIGHT KIND OF

FERTILIZER

NOW

?

il

V
^,

YOU HAVE

IF

:

A PIE.CE OF LAND THAT

"^

WONT GROW ANYTHING
BUT WEEDS,TALK WITH
IT AND LET U5

i

WE CAN SHOW YOU HOW TO

FERTILIZER

USE
5
WITHOUT GREAT EXPENSE SO

get Id Iron Age Implements. For over 70 years they
have been recognized the leaoero because they do bet
ter work, doit easier,
do more of it, and

thus save hired
help.
Excep-

SUGGEST

THE RIGHT FERTILIZER
WE FEEL VERY SURE THAT

Two thinors much desired by every
farmer. Two things you're sure

able.

STENCIL

HlUPOStS

'•

A

BETTER WORK
LESS LABOR

made —

AU

—

US ABOUT

tionally

«ll KIHDS fOU

in t'.iem because
they know they
can be relied upon. Don't experiment with cheap
seeds your surety lies in buying
seeds sent out by
a conscientious

to
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Wi KAHE

for

Farmera
have confidence

selves.

I

Campbell Bros., Simcoe, Ont.

KONGE ST.
124-YONGEST.

freshreliness,
ability, Forry'sSood*

are in a class by them-

the miscible oil (Delaware formula
34, considered one of the best), the following
proportions are used: Soap solution (as above),
9 gals.; paraffin oil, 40 gals.; resin oil, 6 gals.;
water, IX gals. These mix well when cold.
This miscible oil is mixed with aboutften parts
Thus, the
of water for spraying purposes.
writers state, nine gallons of soap solution will
make 35 to 50 gallons of miscible oil, andjthis
in turn form 350 to 750 gallons^off spray material, at a cost of about one cent to one and a
This miscible oil can be
half cent per gallon.
used along with Bordeaux by adding from two
Proto five gallons to a barrel of Bordeaux.
Houghton, the entomologist, tested
fessor
the different miscible oils on scale-in ested

Paeonies, choice new varieties.
Write for Catalogue.

V-yj

For
W^ '^
purity and

^^_^

To make

Groff s New Hybrid Seedlings. GrofP» PanAmerican Collection. Grofrs World's Fair
Cannas, beat varieties.

oil,

The

trees,

GLADIOLI
Collection.

on Miscible Oils

Reviewed by Prof. W. Lochhead
Home-made Miscible Oils and Orchard Tests
Delaware Agricultural Exof Miscible Oils.
periment Station, Bull. 79, by Penny & Houghton.— Horticulturists appear to be as anxious
to find out some easily prepared and easily
applied cheap substance that will control the
San Jose scale, as the alchemists of the middle
ages were to discover the Elixir of Life. The
lime-sulphur wash does not satisfy them, for
For some
it is abominable substance to apply.
years, efforts have been^ made to prepare a
cheap miscible oil that will emulsify readily
with water. The Delaware station^ has^done
more perhaps than any other in the line of
experimenting with soluble oils. The kerosene-limoid (K-L) mixture was well received
a few years ago, but the verdict^ is that it is

—
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gle

YOUR LAND WILL PAY
Wheel

Hoe, Hill and
I.

well

dur-

CONSULT us FREELY IT IS
OUR BUSINESS TO KNOW
ENQUIRIES FREELY A NSWERED

AGENTS WANTED FOR
TERRITORY NOT TAKEN UP
'^"^W.A.FREEMAN co- limitei*-^
HAMILTON ONTARIO.. «^

Our

No. 6 Combin ed

Double

and
Sin

"*'"'^^

TORONTO.

FLOWER POTS
'"EBESTMAW-

Bargains in Fruit Trees,
Vines and Plants

FOSTER-Sv'
STANDARD
POT

your house by mail for 25 cents.

GREEN'S NURSERY COMPANY, Rochester.

N. Y.

have a large stock

all

our pots for growing
early tomato plants, etc.

Q Try

q Write

Box

and

The FOSTER POTTERY CO., Limited
Main

is?

for Price List

Catalogue.

Red Pots

PDCrU'O
QAMDIC nCCCD"One Elherta Peach Tree, one Red Cross Currant
UnLlln O OAmrLC UrrCn. Btish,oneC.A.Green New White Grape Vine, one
all delivered at

We

sizes and varieties
for spring' trade.

of

special low prices on Apple, peach. Plum and Dwarf Pear Trees,]
Roses, also Asparagus Roots, Currant Bushes and other small fruits.
Order trees direct from our nursery and save agent's profits and ^
half your money.
Kverythinji you want for Orchard, Garden, Lawn or Park. Send
to-day for (ireen's Dollar Book on Fruit Growing, also for our Fruit
Catalog, and a copy of Green's Fruit Magazine, all
gift to you.

Live-Forever Rose Bush,

fl

St.

West, Hamilton, Ont.

Mention The Canadian Horticulturist when writing

The Canadian
Vol.
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Nut Culture
nut culture of all kinds, but more
walnuts, three things are

INespecially

most essential, and

it

is

difficult

to

say which is most important they are
soil, generation and variety.
Nut trees
of all kinds do well on most soils, even
rocky ground, except heavy, stiff, clay
;

but do best in fairly rich soil as
they are gross feeders but there must
be no "hardpan." The sub-soil must be
loose and open so that the tap-root can
grow down as far as it desires, for so
soon as it strikes hardpan the tree stops
growing and, of course, lessens the nut
crop, as nut trees make
few
lateral
roots.
This applies particularly to the
walnut.
soils,

No. 4

Hillside, Oregon.

is finer in quality, not quite so hardy nor
so prolific, but the nuts generally bring
a little higher price which, in a measure,
makes up the difference.

TREES OR NUTS FOR PLANTING.
For a number of years past, there has
been

about
generation bearing smaller nuts than grafted
trees.
I
have
not
found
it
so,
for I have just as large and fine nuts on
my trees grown from first generation
nuts as those from grafted trees, but
also found that both kinds have some
extra large nuts and some smaller.
The
trees

considerable

GENERATION

controversy

grown from seed

difference in size

of

first

due to perfect

is

pol-

trees should be "second gention," either grafted or grown from

of interest.

VARIETIES

which

have found best
northwest by
tensive experiments are Franquette
id Mayette, as best adapted to our soils,
mate and market, with a few Chaberte
Varieties

adapted

for

the

I

Pacific

confectioners use, giving preference
order named, as I think the Franlette is somewhat hardier, a more reg-

bloomer and a little more prolific,
ile the
Mayette or Grenoble, under
r

ich

this

nut

is

known

to the trade,

It

should be in the

in

fruit

*A portion of a paper that was read at the last convention
the Northwest Fruit
Growers' Assoctation held in
-incouver.

is

lination of the larger nuts

and imperfect

pollination of the smaller nuts.
I fear,
that this controversy was started by interested parties to discourage the plant-

ing of nuts and encourage the planting of
grafted trees, which generally sell at
Of course, one must be
$1.50 a tree.
careful to secure the proper variety and
generation of nuts, which heretofore has
been very difficult to obtain
even the
nuts I imported from France proved very
unsatisfactory as to size and quality.
However, there are many honorable dealers from whom first generation nuts as
well as trees grown from first generation
nuts, can be procured.
HOW TO SPROUT nuts.
There are many planters who prefer
to plant the nuts where the tree is to
grow rather than the expensive graft;

ed

trees.

repeat the

For

their

modus

special

operandi.

benefit,

I

The nuts

must be secured in the
and must be of first generation,
either from the original trees or grafted
trees, and known to be true as to that
for this purpose
fall,

t

—

growing.- -ivl.
Cumming, Principal, Agricultural
College, Truro, N. S.
interested

7S

will

be disappointed

when

On

examination

the early part of
sound nuts have
sprouted or ready to sprout, that is, they
throw up two sprouts from the pointed
end of the nut.
One of these sprouts
turns down over the nut and forms the
cap root and the other continues upwards and forms the tree.
Remove the
nuts carefully, as these sprouts are very
April,

you

and

in

will find all

easily

broken, which would

the plant worthless.
Plant them
where you wish the trees to grow, fifty
feet apart (by far the best way), or in
nursery rows about five inches deep and
transplant the following spring.
The
young tree should be allowed to grow
straight up, cutting away in the fall all
side branches until the tree has reached
a height of six feet when it should be

I
always read The Canadian
Horticulturist with a great deal

hands of every Canadian who

you

the trees come into bearing.
Fill a box
six inches with light soil and sand mixed,
then put in the nuts, point end up, about
one inch apart, cover three or four inches deep, and place boxes out of reach
of rats, squirrels, -or gophers, keeping
the soil moist.

make

'St

ts

point, else

brittle

Reads with Interest

Walnut

generation nuts.
First generation
are produced on original trees, or
trees grafted from the original trees.
ese nuts when planted produce "secid generation" trees and the nuts from
se second generation trees are a little
ger than the original or first genera•n,
which is due to the peculiar soil
id
climatic conditions of the Pacific
irthwest, so well adapted to nut cule.
Trees grown from second generain nuts
retrograde very rapidly, proicing nuts not half so large as even
St generation and finally run out all
igether.
Hence we must plant nuts
m the original trees if we desire the
t results
and nothing but the best
lould or can be satisfactory.

1908

in the Pacific Northwest'

Henry Dosch,

I

Horticulturi^

allowed to branch out, but under no
circumstance should the main stem be
cut off at any time.
Walnut trees usually grow into bearing in five or six years at twelve years,
are in full bearing.
It is not a slow
grower as is commonly supposed. Three
to four feet is not an uncommon growth
in a season in good soil
besides it is a
healthy
tree,
having,
comparatively
speaking, few pests to molest it, and
once established lives to a good old age
and proves profitable to generation with
ordinary good care.
The ground between the trees, until they come in full
bearing can be utilized for berries, potatoes and vegetables, but no grain or
grass should be grown.
;

;

harvesting
At harvest time the nuts fall to the
ground as soon as the hull bursts, which
it does when the nuts are ripe, and can
be picked up easily and must be promptly, as squirrels are very fond of them;
the few remaining ones may be beaten

down with a

pole or fishing rod.

They
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should then be cured, either in the sun
or subjected to a gentle heat in an evaporator to prevent mildew or becoming
Sulphuring is practiced to some
rancid.
extent to supply the demand for bleached nuts, a most pernicious method. This
treatment, while improving the color,
proves decidedly injurious to the flavor
of the nuts and lessens the keeping qualiAt the California experiment staties.
tion, experiments with bleaching solutions have been carried on and it is recorded that very satisfactory results have
been obtained with a mixture of salsoda, chloride of lime and water. However, it must be borne in mind that the
bleaching of nuts is entirely unnecessary

of the affected cane, there are two rows
of punctures, half an inch apart, running completely round the canes and so
girdling them that the supply of sap is

The tops soon wither and break
These two girdles being completed,
it makes a small hole a little way above
it
a
the lower girdle and deposits in

stopped.
off.

From this egg, there
small yellow egg.
hatches, in a few days, a small yellow
grub which proceds to burrow downwards, eating the pith of the cane and
eventually causing its destruction.
The presence of these enemies is easily detected by the sudden drooping and
They
withering of the tips of the canes.
begin to operate late in June and con-

r
April,

1908

;

Ncw^ StraAvbcrrics on Trial Last Season
Maple Bank, Guelph, Ontario

E. B. Stevenson,

would appear that there are more

ITnew

varieties

strawberries

of

that

promised great things, just now than
have appeared before in a long time. The
future of
strawberries never appeared
brighter.

The

standard

of

excellence

is

now

higher
than ever be-

Hence

fore.

great

the

ef-

fort that is be-

ing put forth
in
the direc-

new

of

tion

•

that
will not only
leave the ordinary sorts behind, but surpass
in
excellence
the
varieties

Arnouts

well

Ohio, in fall of 1906.
What I have to
say will be from a trial of fall set plants.
The plant is about perfect, being about
the largest and strongest plant that I
ever saw.
It is very healthy, no sign
of rust on it.
The runners take root

and

easily

quickly.

The

makes

plant

runners freely and is quick productive.
The berry is large, roundish, solid,
bright scarlet and red seeds.
is white and of best quality.
promising.

The

flesh

It is

very

ABUNDANCE
Abundance (perfect) was sent to me by
Messrs. Wodruff & Sons of New York.
The plant is a strong, healthy grower,
quite healthy and productive.
The berry
is

medium

with

to large, of a fine scarlet color

yellow

quality
trying.

;

seeds

medium

;

medium

to late

firm

season

;

fair

worth

;

red,

medium

in

The

above

are the best
of
the
new
ones.
I
had
twenty
other

ones,

new

none of which
showed
any
points
superior
or
even
equal to the
old standards.
further

King Edward

I received some thirty new ones last
spring to fruit the coming season.
Among the best of them judging by the
growth are Irena, Bower, Golden Gate,
Great Scott, Chipman, Saratoga, Colossus, Mill's Seeding, Howard's No. i.
Gill, Goldsborough and
Miss Baston.
I shall have more to say about them after
next season's fruiting.

tried

Hummer, Hundred
King Edward, Beidler,
McNeil, Evening Star, Chesa-

Abundance,

:

Helen Gould, and others.

ARNOUTS
Arnouts (perfect) was originated by Mr.
J. L. Arnout, of Pennsylvania, in 1905.
Ij'he plant is a healthy, strong grower,
l^ood runner and productive. The berry
lis large, conical, bright scarlet with yeljlow seeds; flesh, white and pink, medium
in firmness
mid-season to late a good
lone.
Mr. Arnout is so enthusiastic over

flesh,

trial.

Dollar, Virginia,

Ijaconia,
jpeake, Ekey,

;

;

so on

as well.
Among the most
promising of the new varieties are Arnouts.

oblong-roundish
firmness, fine
quality worth
a trial.

They may do

standards,

i

Arkansas and is promising as judged
from one fruiting. The plant is a dark
green, strong, healthy, good plant maker
and quite productive. The berry is large,

I

;

new

ber-

ry that he offers

"$ioo

one

for

dozen
of any

plants
variety

that

will excell the

Arnout in size,
p r o d u ctiveness,

quality,

uniform

size,

h e althfulness

vigor

and

HUMMER

Hummer
(perfect)

trom Michigan.

It

plant

seems to have come
has proved a good

strong, healthy, a
keod grower and productive. The berry
6 large, bright scarlet; flesh, pink, yel'
seeds of good quality, firm; worth
|i trial

by

all

is

growers.

KING

King Edward
|»y

EDWARD

(perfect)

the originator,

Mr. D.

was
J.

me by

sent

sent to

the origniator, Mr. W. Hathaway,
The plant is one of the largest

of Ohio.

and strongest resembles King Edward,
healthy and productive.
The berry is

with

a

of largest size, scarlet, red seeds, conical

with blunt end; flesh, white and pink,
mild in flavor, like Woolverton, solid
a good one and well worth a trial.

CHESAPEAKE

introduced in 1906.
The plant is very
with thick leathery leaves, healthy, fair runner, medium in productiveness.
The berry is large, round with a
nose, bright glossy scarlet, resembles
Bismarck, with yellow seeds, solid flesh,
white and pink, firm; late in season,, as
late and as productive as Gandy
fine
flavor; a good one, only not as productive as I would like but you cannot always judge from one season's fruiting.
It is worth a trial.
;

;

McNEIL
(perfect)

was sent
75

to

me from

Sound, Ont.

the leaves of the red and white

made

tion

in

the spring, spray

of

three-quarters
a

pound

Paris

green

of

forty
or
forty-five gallons of water.
to

Spray when

are

leaves

Chesapeake (perfect) was originated
1903 on Chesapeake Bay by Mr. J. W.
Parks of Wicomico Co., Maryland, and

McNeil

Owen

solu-

;

me

Miller, of

Fleming,

currant are half size

large,

of plant."

The

When

HUNDRED DOLLAR
Hundred Dollar (perfect) was

flavor,

color,

pne.

Wm.
Chesapeake

;

his

Hummer

The Currant Worm

opened.

half
If

left

till

the

ter

la-

cur-

rant worm will
get the start.

Apply
sunny

on

a

day.

If rain falls in-

of twenHundred Dollar
ty-four hours.
repeat the operation and repeat again
in about ten or fourteen days.
side

You need

not fear the effects of the

currant worm if these directions are followed.
Do not forget to spray first
when leaves are "half open." The black
currant needs no spraying.

I
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Applying Lime-Sulphur

Wash

R. M. Wioilow, Gaelph

The lime-sulphur wash for spraying
was discussed at the short course in
fruit growing held early in February at
the Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph,
by Mr. Robt. Thompson of St. Cath-

Mr. Thompson spoke
arines and others.
of his use of the lime-sulphur wash, in
which he thoroughly believes. As to
its caustic effect, he stated that they no
longer go to the trouble of covering the
horses, or protecting the operators, exExperience
cept to vaseline the hands.
has proved that there is little in the talk
about injury to harness, clothing, and
The man who boils the wash
so forth.
is rather liable to take colds because of
Mr. Thompson and several
the sulphur.
other St. Catharines' growers have their

wash

boiled at one plant, a

method by

parts may
few days.

have to be replaced every
is no SanJose scale, lime-sulphur will pay for its
application, by destroying peach leaf curl
on peaches, oyster-shell bark-louse and
almost all other scale insects on other
trees, and it removes moss and fungus.

Even where there

Pruning Bush Fruits
H.

S. Peart,

The pruning

Jordan Harbor, Ont.

of bush fruits

is very often neglected, whereas a little time and
labor at this season may be made to give
The fruiting habit of the
large returns.
red currant and gooseberry are so nearly alike, that the same methods of prunThe fining may be practiced on each.
est and largest fruits are produced around
the base of short spurs coming out from
This
the two and three year old wood.
gives us a clue

methods

the

good

A
and

rule

one

easily

ried

out

caris

to

each

remove

and to
two new

allow

strong shoots to
take their plac-

Cut out

es.

other

Mr. Thompson had his best
from Port Colbourne lime which

result.,

by analysis, the finest in Ontario.
A fine nozzle, a well strained wash,
good pressure of ninety to one hundred
pounds, and a fair amount of wind,
are essential to spraying lime-sulphur.
As nozzles wear rapidly, the wearing
is

from

one half to
formation and growth

fruit

growing

we have now.

sel

and mix the solutions

new

lateral

near the

ground.
All the new growths from the
remaining old canes should be headed
back if the variety is a strong grower
and is likely to produce an excessive
amount of wood at the expense of fruit.

Many people who make the mistake
of treating the black currants the same
as red currants, wonder why they get
such small yields of fruit.
It will be
observed that while the reds bear their
fruit around the base of the new shoots,
the blacks produce their fruit towards
the tips of the new growths.
By removing a portion of the new growth, which
arises from the two and three year old
wood, half or more of the crop may be

removed at the same time.
As blacks are usually very vigorous,

new canes may be allowed to grow
each year and three old ones cut out,
leaving a bush of eight or ten canes,
instead of five to seven as recommended
with red currants and gooseberries. The
three

ones

induce

shoots

be uspi.

Guelph

in

held at the Ontario Agricultural College,
Guelph, Prof. R. Harcourt spoke chiefly of the two great classes of insecticides,
the food poisons, of which arsenous oxide (white arsenic) is usually the active
principle, as in Paris green, London purple,
lead arsenate, calcium arsenate,
"Bug Death," and so forth, and the contact poisons, of which lime-sulphur and
kerosene emulsion are the most used.
With regard to the food poisons, Prof.
Harcourt said that some classes of insects were becoming harder to kill with
arsenic, and that possibly in the future
we will have to find some other food
poison.
At any rate, it seems necessary
to use somewhat more Paris green than
was formerly used, especially the best

fully

of

Photograph by B. T. Boies.

all

new shoots

starting

the

sulphur used must be finely
order to get the best results.
Twenty pounds of lime and eighteen of
sulphur to forty gallons of water,- boiled
forty-five to sixty minutes very vigorousMr. Thomply, is highly satisfactory.
son said that some growers intend to
use a long tank set on bricks for the boilThis method
ing, with a fire under it.
will be cheaper for most circumstances,
although it occasions a slightly greater
loss of sulphur through volatilization,
and so a little more in proportion should

Arsenate of Lead

Dissolve the arsenate of soda in about
a gallon of cold water, in a wooden ves-

at,

the

ground,

in

desired.

is

Head back these
two new shoots

near

or

Spraying on The Coldstream Estate, British Columbia.

of

a large

ground.

two

the

oldest canes

The

yield

if

se-

Arsenate of lead is replacing
Paris
green, because it is slightly cheaper, it
"stays up" in the spray tank longer, ii
needs no lime, as it contains no free arsenous acid,' it sticks to the tree much
better, and there is absolutely no danger
of injuring the plant.
Any man can
make his own more cheaply than he can
buy it, by procuring the following materials and mixing them according to the directions, arsenate of soda, 10 ounces;
acetate of lead, 24 ounces; water, 150200 gallons.

year

ground

heading-in the lateral shoots

R. M. Wintlow,

to

it costs them only eighty cents per
forty-gallon barrel, ready to spray.

new canes should be headed back
verely but never make the mistake

At the short course

of pruning.

which

April, 1908

dissolve the acetate of lead similarly
after diluting them
still more.
Add water to bring up to
the quantity above stated.
The average
wholesale price of arsenate of soda is
nine cents, and that of acetate of lead
seven cents. This solution contains just
as much arsenic as in a mixture of Paris
green containing 10 ounces to 100 gal-'
Ions.
It can be applied, moreover, atthree or four times the strength and will
not do injury to the leaf.
;

Most orchards are too heavily pruned,
great many of them are butchered.
Every section has a "professional" 'pruner, and the growers listen
follow his example.
to his talk and
The result is many trees are practically
in fact a

ruined.

— D.

Johnston, Forest, Ont.

i5

The Canadian Horticulturist would
to hear oftener from readers who

like

grow

raspberries, blackberries, currants,
gooseberries.
Send for publication
a description of your patch and tell how
you plant, cultivate, prune, pick and^

or

market.

Suggestions for Using Bedding Plants'
hiTARTING with the

beginning of the
season, the various Dutch bulbs are
the first to attract our attention.
They are easily cultivated and, therefore,
most appropriate for the amateur. Exquisite effects and color schemes can be
carried out; although their duration of

1^^^
P^P^

bloom barely reaches more than four
weeks, I think they make the most strikOnly the
ipg display of the season.
purest and clearest colors should be
Off colors and the peculiar
selected.
magenta shades are hard to match with
pure colors and are best planted by
themselves, or far enough distant so as
Mixed beds
not to detract from them.

-

.

result rather disastrously
will

show an abundance

and the plants
of foliage in

place of flowers.

Bedding

summer
hardened

plants, before set out in their
quarters, should be properly
off,

they should be exposed

and sunlight at least
two weeks before the planting season
commences. Nothing serves this purpose better than the hotbed, no matter
how much some of the growers are opfreely to the air

posed to this sort of cultivation. It is
true, the cost of labor is somewhat
higher, but the superior results obtained
fully justify the expenditure made, and

or less formal, they should not appear
stiff; every plant should have plenty of
room for full development, and where a
number of varieties are used in one bed,
the tall ones should be massed, but here
and there one should rise above the lower
ones, so as to present a loose and pleasing arrangement in this manner, every
plant w^ill show its valuable points more
advantageously. We can improve the
bad points of one plant with the good
ones of another.
Particular stress should be given to
the selection of the various tints, blending richly-colored foliage tastefully with
;

containing a number of varieties look
very well, but beds of all one color show
better taste.
Where a number of beds
are planted, greater attention must be
given to work out a harmonious color
scheme. Pink, white and light blue
blend admirably; next comes yellow,
then red and yellow and the various reds.
It is a great deal more pleasing to the
eye to let the colors run into each other
by degrees than to create too big a contrast.
Colonies of crocuses, snowdrops
and scillas, singly and several together,
irregularly scattered on the lawn, look
very charming.
Pansies, bellis and myosotis are also
extensively used.
Although the pansies
come in a multitude of colors, they are
mostly used mixed and often with Bellis
perennis as a border.
Little advantage
has been taken of working out color
schemes with pansies, and yet if we stop
to

study their rich

tints, tints

which

I

think cannot be found in any other plant,
the possibilities are wonderful.
Following these come the summer
plantings with cannas, geraniums, heliotrope, begonias, petunias, coleus, acah*phas, abutilon, salvias, verbenas and a
great number of other plants too numerous to be mentioned.
Almost all bedding plants thrive and
flourish best in full sunlight, except
tuberous begonias and fuchsias, which do
best in half shade, where there is plenty
of indirect light; other plants, like some
of our hardy palms
phoenixes, latanias,

chama^rops

— the

—

various fibrous-rooted
begonias, like semperflorcns, Vernon,
Schmitti, and fancy-leaved caladiums,
do well under both conditions.
The soil for cannas, musas, ricinus and
Caladium esciilenium. should be very rich,
their growth will be so much more luxuriant; while the rest of the plants, Hke
geraniums, begonias, verbenas, salvias,
cuphea, ageratum, and so forth, also
need enriched soil. Care must be taken
not to use too much fertilizer; this will

utte

and

•In the M.irch Usuc an article appeared on where to
beddini; plants. This article disctisseH ho%v to use them,
ii by tHe wanie author. Mr, Alois Froy, Chicago.

Bedding Plants

in

Allan Gardens, Toronto

plants hardened off in this manner suffer
i)ut very little in transplanting.
We have plants of every desirable
height, from two inches up to eight feet,
some with a wealth of flowers, others
again with richly colored foliage, some
with coarser, others with more graceful
features.

CONSIDRR THE SKY LINE
In the arrangement of planting, one
great object, which is one of the great
principles in landscape gardening, is in
many cases lost sight of, namely, the
consideration of the sky line.
Especially in large border plantations this
should be applied; here we have tall
plantings broken with lower ones, until
they finally run out, to very low plants
at the edge.
In fact, in every bed, as
well as in larger displays, the relation of
one bed to the other should be treated in
this way.
While the beds are all more

the'more gorgeous tinted flowers, so as
not to'create too big a contrast. Beds of
solid colors, alternating with some of less
contrast, will harmoniously tie the entire
display together and this will help
greatly to achieve the desired plan.
It
is in the designer's power to present a
very brilliant or a very quiet picture,
according to the scheme that is required.
.

Sub-tropical effects may be produced
by the use of reeds and grasses in combination with lafge leaved plants.
Try a
bed with plants of "Arundo donax" and
castor oil beans in the centre surrounded
by cannas, and an outside border of
"Caladium esculentum."

Rhubarb may be forced in the garden
by means of boxes, without top or bottom, placed over the plants, banked
around with maiuiif and covered with
glass.

Good Taste
Dr. H.

GOOD

gardening should be
to the formation and
arrangement of beds, secondly to
the arrangement of backgrounds, thirdly, to the allowance for variations in the
taste in

applied,

first,

in

Gardening^

M. Speechley, Pilot Mount, Manitoba

make

patterns.
It is not
Therefore, just as nature
does not reveal all her beauties to you at
will
in

good

artificial

taste.

heights of plants
and, lastly, to
the
disposal of color all four good practical
points.
Perhaps, someone may say,
"Why not follow nature?"
reply,
"Certainly; while it is not always possible in a limited garden to follow nature's lavish ways, nature supplies us
with two good principles, of which one
is,
'never be formal or stiff,' and the
other, 'never make
right-angled
designs.' " Bearing in mind these two principles, we approach, first, the formation
;

—

We

and arrangement of beds.
It is wellthat good drainage is an essential

known

point in making a flower bed, which,
therefore, should be raised well above
the level, thus ensuring good drainage,
and the best exhibition of the flowers
grown on that bed. You combine utility

and

good

not

beds
themselves that you want to show, but
the form and beauty of your
flowers.
Good taste demands also that your flower beds shall be shaped in curved
and
rounded outlines, just as nature disposes
of her masses of flowers with here and
there a straw stem or flower flung out,
just to be as unconvential as possible.
taste.

It

is

the

AVOID ANGLES
a square mass of anet

Whoever saw

mones, or bergairont, or sunflowers, or
golden rod, upon the prairies? Unconsciously, people unskilled in gardening
wonder why So-and-so, who has as good
or better flowers than his neighbor, cannot make so good a show.
Dispose
your curves, then, as naturally as possible, so that the eye glances readily
from curve to curve. It is all in good
taste; there is none of that abruptness
none of* that stiffness, none of that con\entionality, against which the artistic
eye can protest.

ABOUT ARTIFICIAL PATTERNS
Under the same ban come all such

ar-

as large so-called ornamental
pots, tubs, or cans, all of which are an

tificialities

abomination for outdoor gardening. For
the same reason, geometrical figures are
not in good taste.
It certainly shows
ingenuity
when
a
inan
cuts

out
a
bed
to
the shape
of a
Maltese cross, or makes wonderful pat-,
terns and designs in carpet bedding, but
it
is just as certainly poor gardening.
That is why public gardens are so dismally formal when run by men who
.

from

'Extracts
Coiiveiilioii

held

in

of

Tlie

VViiiiiipeg.

an address before the recent
Western Horticultural Society

The

lri> is

Hardy and Beautiful

once, but hides them behind many a
curving outline, so the lines of your
beds will be in various curves, which
will produce a series of pleasant surprises for your guests.

Often you will see a perfectly straight
border full of all kinds of beautiful flowers, it is true but open out that straight
cut edge with a curving bay or two, and
you will at once see the improvement.
The same may be worked out in the
;

arrangement of garden paths, whether
A cement
of gravel, clinkers or cement.
path is essentially formal, and not really
suitable except for the main business approach to a house, but even a slight

i
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April,

down

the side of the garden.
to hold herbaceous perenals in the background and in the midle distance, while in the foreground you

plant

all

You wish

it

i

ould like to plant in due season a seFirst, then, I
tion of hardy annuals.
would caution you against placing in the
background any of the tall sunflower
tribe,

and especially goldenglow.

Put

these in clumps and odd spots amongst
shrubs preferably well back in the garden, where their ragged underlegs are
,

1

asily concealed.

rible plant to

Goldenglow

sucker out

is a terevery direcits neighbors.

in

to the harm of all
The best background plants are hollylocks and the various tall larkspur*.
The latter with monkshood grow very
well in the neighborhood of trees. In
front of these you may grow perennial
tion

With regard
mix

II

O R TI C U L T Ull I S T

to stocks

and asters, while

many

with

other
plants, it is only fair to these splendid
flowers, and well within the best canons
of taste, to give them if possible the
main occupancy of separate beds.
Sweet peas should be grown in separate beds in order to enjoy their beauty
and wonderful flowering capacity. Sweet
peas are grown in the best taste only
when they are grown on bush supports,
rather than on the more formal wire

they

These

netting.

give

well

some

brief hints will at least
indication as to the most satis-

tory stocking of a large bed.

BLENDING

OI"

COLORS

79

orange lily amidst a mist of waxy
blooms of the zygadene.So indeed
tulips glow rpore brilliantly when
seen
poised amongst the spring greenery of a
perennial herbaceous border than when>
trimly packed in more or less
formal
beds. A mass of Shirley poppies make a
wonderful blend of color that no effort of
yours can spoil, and only requiies a pure
green background to be seen at its best.

SOME SUGGESTIONS
For a protected garden only, pink or
white hollyhocks, pale yellow evening
primroses, pale blue globe thistles and
pink mallows will make a fine mass of
color.
For a dwarf bed, plant centrally
some coreopsis, annual or biennial surround these with white candytuft, and
early blue Phacelia campanularia and on
the outer edge add the dwarf empress
dark
red nasturtium, alternating with
blue lobelia. The result will, I think, be
It
very pleasing, and in good taste.
must always be remembered
that if
planted in masses and with due regard
to size of plants, beds of our hardy annuals are scarcely ever out of taste, so
that the most inexperienced beginner, if
he or she avoids crowding, which is in
the worst taste, will be able to have a
very beautiful and
charming garden,
without troubling about the refinements
of gardening, until experience has educated the patient learner.
;

Our

and

bears on
the disposal of color to the best advantage, a most important question of taste.
fourth,

last

point,

;

The Hardy

Clematis.

Among

the best of woody climbing
vines is the clematis.
Two of the most
hardy and desirable of these are "Clem-

paniculata"

atis

and "C.

Jackmani."

The former bears pure

white, star flowers and the latter, violet purple flowers,
measuring from four to six inches across.
The former will cling well to a chickenwire trellis the latter does better as a
pillar or porch climber.
A white variety of the Jackmani type is "Clematis
;

A Border
iilox

in

oi Alyssum,

Geraniums and other Things easily Grown.

clumps, alternating with

the

and the orange lily. Next, mix
in clumps, early and late irises, German,
Spanish or English, and not too many
peonies, because they need
so
much
liger

room.

lily

No

other spring flower is better
suited to our western protected gardens
ilian the peonies, whose blooms are more
magnificent than the rose, and smells as
s sweely,
while its glossy leaves are
n ornament t6 the late fall.
Now you
nay put in day lilies, late tulips, dwarf
irkspurs, Iceland poppies, sweet
williams, pinks, coreopsis, and even an aster or two, with here and there a stock
while to the front together with pansies
vou can plant such hardy annuals as the
dwarf nasturtiums, and snapdragons,
imdytuft; phlox, petunia or verbenas.
;

because

it

must be clear to anyone that
geranium beside a red is

to plant a pink

as

much a mistake

as

it

is

satisfactory

and white geraniums side
The blending of colors in your

to plant red

by side.
garden is a fine exercise of imagination
and needs experience. Every summer I
try to imagine what next summer's garden shall look like, something different
from the bed as it grows before me. You
have to keep in mind also the habit of a
plant, whether it will bloom early or late,
or you may find that your calculations
are upset.
Njiture makes some marvellous blends in very simple ways, to wit,
a mass of coneflowers is flung in a ruddy
brown sea of top grass, and the effect is
handsome. Again, in excellent taste, is
the effect of the burning cups of the

Henryi."
Probably

the best soil for growing
the clematis is one that is deep, mellow,
rich and naturally moist.
In dry soils
and seasons, water must be applied freeAs soon
ly for the large-flowered kinds.
as young plants begin to run, provide a
support.
Prune old clematis vines in early
spring.
Cut the large flowered kinds
back to the ground each year. Unless
wanted for permanet bowers, the other

types
will

They
may be treated similarly.
grow and increase in beauty

live,

from year to year.

The Canadian Horticulturist wants
photographs of lawns and gardens that
have been made or improved by amateurs.
Take a photograph or two of
them before work is started
and then others later.

this spring,

;

'

,

Have a Flower Garden on the Farm
M.

HAVE

you a flower g^arden? One
that
is
always
bright
with
flowers from spring until fall
frosts?
If you have, you are fortunate.

Such gardens are not the

rule in

most

many farms

there is a small
place somewhere near the house, known
as the flower bed, but usually flowers are
.scarce, or there are none at all, and the
places.

bed

Or.

is full

There

of weeds.

is

no reason

why

there should not be a nice flower
garden around most every farm house.
You often hear the remark, "What
I can't get
lovely flowers you have.
mine to grow." There must be something wrong somewhere, for flowers are
They require a little
not hard to grow.
but
attention, especially when young,
when you get to know their needs, they
are very little trouble, and will repay
you many times for their care.
NICE PASTIME FOR GIRLS
Are you going to grow flowers this
year? Perhaps some of the girls will. A
little work in the garden will be a pleasmuch
so
ant, healthful change from
house work. You can, and will, if you
try,

grow

The

soil will

just as fine flowers as anyone.

not hurt your hands, or in-

jure your health.
It makes little difference who grows
What is needed is to look
the flowers.
after the work well, and you will have
You will
something to be proud of.
learn much each year, and will be able
to look after more as you learn.,
The ground in which to grow the
plants should be especially selected and
cared for. Most flowers like a rich, mellow soil, not inclined to be too dry. W'ellrotted cow manure is the best fertilizer.
The manure, besides enriching the
ground, helps to keep plenty of moisture
in the soil, and flowers need plenty of
moisture in dry weather. A good sprinkling of hardwood ashes, will improve the

color of the blooms.
As soon as possible in spring, manure
your garden well and dig with a spade.
Dig it two or three times before sowing
or planting, so as to get the soil in good
condition.
Rake the surface smoothly.

KINDS OF FLOWERS TO GROW
The
are you going to plant?
seed catalogues have such a variety, one
hardly nows what to select. A few good
sorts will suit the beginner best, and you
can increase your varieties each year.
Now is the time to get your seed. Here
are a few that will give you large quantiPansy, phlox, asties of lovely flowers
ter, sweet peas, dianthus, (China pinks)
Look these up
daisy, zinnia and poppy.
in the catalogues and see what is said
Always deal with a reliaabout them.

What

•

:

ble firm.

much and

These varieties will not cost
are very easily grown.

J. S.,

Summer

Port Kells, British Columbia
flowering bulbs also are very

grown. The gladiolus is the best
for the autumn.
They are not expensive
and the flowers are grand.
Plant in
good soil in May, June or even July,
about four or five inches deep, and about

easily

the

same distance

apart.

With

a

little

do the rest.
START SOME SEEDS INDOORS
Of the above named seeds, sweet peas
and poppies should be planted out of
doors, as they do not transplant well.

cultivation they will

Sow

peas as early as possible.

The

oth-

er varieties can be planted in the house

and set out in the open ground when, the
weather becomes favorableIt is th^
best way, but it requires a little care.
The plants will bloom earlier and produce more flowers when started indoors,
You will get more
and transplanted.
seeds to grow, too, when sown in the
house (if you take care of them), than,
outdoors, where they are exposed to all
sorts of weather.

Small cans are the best to start the
in.
A can is bett9r than a box in
many ways. It is easily warmed through,
readily transferred from place to place,
and, should you chance to upset one,
everything is not lost.
To prepare the
cans, paper them,
either with
fancy
paper, or lead foil, to cover the rust,
then make a few holes in the bottom, put
in about one inch of charcoal, and fill
the remainder with a mixture of one-half
fine earth and one-half leaf mould, or
well rotted material from the bottom of a
stack.
Press firmly into the can, but do
not pack tightly.
Now, sow tne seed,
(one variety in a can will be enough) and
cover with the earth mould mixture.
The leaf mould is to prevent the soil
packing solidly when watering.
Place something over the mouth of
each can to keep in the moisture.
A
piece of heavy woollen cloth cut to fit the
top of each is best, or tie paper over the
top.
Set the cans in a warm place near
seed

the stove.

Never place them

in a cold
as often as required
never let the surface become dry. Should
any seeds appear on the surface through
watering, press them under with a piece
of wood.
Water lightly and often. Do
not flood the seeds.
As soon as the plants begin to appear

window.

Water

may take ten days or two weeks for
some) place the cans in a sunny window
in not too cold a room.
As they grow,
remove to a cooler window, to harden
them.
Give them plenty of sunshine.
Water occasionally, and stir the surface
(it

with a little wooden stick.
It may be
necessary to transplant
some of the
they
plants into roomier quarters
as
grow larger. Take a knife blade or the
handle of a teaspoon, and carefully lift
80

out the desired number, and plant them
in a box or can in the window.
Do not
let the sun shine full on them for about
a day after transplanting.
Wat r th.
transplanted ones well. If the seeds an
not started too soon, it will not be necessary to disturb them until they are to In
set outside.

When ready to plant out in the open
ground, soak the cans in water and take
out

all

carefully

the plants

and

set

at
in

once.

place.

.Separate
.Spread the

roots well,

press the earth over them,
water over each, unless
it be a very moist day.
Never set out
the plants on a bright day
always on
dark or rainy one. Have the ground already marked out to receive the plants
before you start.
You will find them
more easily cared for if each kind of
flower is planted in a bed by itself.
Keep all weeds down, and stir the surface of the ground around the plants
frequently, whether there be weeds or
not.
Always cultivate after a shower
of rain. This will preserve the moisture.
A good watering occasionally is good for
flowers, but you should cultivate
the
ground shortly aft rwards, or it will dry
out in a short time. When your flowers
begin to bloom, do not allow them to go
to seed, and they will bloom longer.
After the plants are placed in the
ground, cultivate as often as you can,

and pour a

little

—

;i

keep down all the
weeds, and do not allow flowers to seed.
Above all things, never start a garden,
unless you can keep the chickens out.
especially after rains

;

**

•

To Have a Good Lawn
There is no reason why anyone should"
Simply apply in
not have a good lawn.
the early spring, a liberal sprinkling of

Manure
commercial fertilizer.
weeds, and though there arebound to be some anyway, you will have
fewer if you use a commercial fertiliz- i
A few weeds will not hurt the aper.
pearance of the lawn if the mower is
run over it with sufficient frqeuency.
This should be done when the grass is]
growing well about three times a week.
Use a good mower, keep it well oiled
and it will be a pleasure to use it. Have
the blades set high enough to leave from
one and one-half to two inches of grass
good

brings

i

height.
If you mow the lawn as often as suggested, do not rake up the clipped grass
but let it remain as it will settle among
the growing stalks and form mulch,
which will help to fertilize the soil. The
only way to get weeds out, if you are

determined to do it, is to take them out
by the roots, one by one. If the weeds
are plantain, you need not take the trouble

;

they are there to stay.

—W.

i

'

What Amateurs Can Do
the vegetable gar'HE
den should be to attend to the asparagus bed. Take off the covering
first

manure

work

in

received last

it

fall

and fork

may

in April

done between the rows if necessary. The
lettuce can be used before it interferes

A week or two later, beans, beets,
carrots and salsify may be sown.
Never
sow seeds when the ground is wet and

with the crop of parsnips.

sodded.

parsnip row so that cultivating

be

you sowed seeds of early cabbage
the hotbed last month, the young
plants may be transplanted about the end
of April or early in May.
Seed of late
If

in

may be sown in the open ground
about the end of May and transplanted
about the first of July.
Sow the seed of egg plants in a seed
box or hotbed about the middle of this
month and transplant to the open when
danger of frost is passed.
Sow early varieties of radish as soon
as possible and at intervals of two weeks
varieties

.^^^^

for

a

succession.

Good

varieties

are

Gem

and French Breakfast. Do
not forget a few early turnips, such as
Golden Ball, for table use.

Rosy

WITH THE FRUITS
All small fruit pruning should be finished before the middle of this month.
If not already done, conclude the work
on your currant and gooseberry bushes
at once as they break into bud early.

you have peach and plum trees and
mummied fruits hanging upon
them, remove the mummies at once and
carry them away or bury deeply.
Give
the trees a good spraying with Bordeaux
mixture and Paris green.
The mulch on the strawberry bed
should be taken off.
Leave a portion of
it
between the rows to conserve moisture.
Dig out and remove all perenhi.il
If

there are

.Vliiriy

A Back Yard that a
back yards appear worse than

the soil
(lie

Labor and Expense Improved Greatly Last Season
spring arid remain so all suiiiiner.
A few niiiiufes work each
day would make them plHCCs of beauty. This photograph was taken at the
residence of Mr. Artliur lil »kely, Toronto
Little

this

iri

over lightly around and about
Do this as soon as the frost

plants.

out of the ground and the soil is fit to
work.
If manure was not applied last
fall a light dressing may be given now
and worked in.
is

Every garden should have an asparamost
It is the earliest and
acceptable of early vegetables.
A bed
may be started by sowing seed as early
s the ground can be worked.
Sow in
'irills an inch deep and three feet apart.
If you can secure two year old plants,
liiey will give better results than by sowgus bed.

ing seeds. Plant them eight inches apart
in rows three feet apart.
Have the asI)aragus plot on deep, rich land, where
water will not stand in winter or spring.

Among

vegetable crops to
spinach, lettuce,
irirsnips, parsley, leeks and onions. Always have the seed bed well prepared,
particularly for onions.
A little frost
i>r
snow after these seeds are in the
ground will not hurt them.
the

first

'>ow or plant are peas,

Parsnips and parsley seeds are slow
germinating, often taking four or five
weeks.
It is a good plan to sow a few
seeds of lettuce with these.
The let-

in

tuce will

come up

quickly,

marking the

Many

The Same Back Yard as it Appeared the Following September
perennials were planted that nuike simiily a stjirt the first year. They shoulil jcrow yitroiously ""d bloom
profuHely this Hiimmcr and fall. It is worth while to clean up and plaid.

.81
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Sow

outdoors as soon as the grouncj
dry enough, seeds of mignonette, annual wallflower, snapdragon and sweet

weeds as soon as they appear, such as
dandelion, twitch grass and so forth.
Have you a strawberry patch? If so,
how did you plant it, and what are your
methods of growing?
Tell your experience to the readers of The Canadian
Horticulturist.
Send a photograph
of the plantation if you have one.

With

they should again be plaosd

in

sow nasturium seed too early
young plants are liable to be damaged by late frosts. Better leave them
until late in May.
not

the

Seedlings of annuals started inside
should be transplanted when th^ second

small fruits it is a mistake to
plant before the soil is thoroughly prepared and enriched.
all

peonies, dielytras and German iris as
early as possible.
Roots of perennials
that are large should be divided.

THE FLOWER GARDEN

Make a hotbed for raising petunias,
phlox, asters, cockscombs, and other annuals.
For the amateur who has not a
greenhouse or hotbed, windows with a

Uncover the bulb beds towards the
middle of the month if the weather is
good.
Remove the litter with a fork and
avoid breaking shoots that have come
through the ground.
Prune hardy roses. Cut out the weak
wood and shorten the stout growths to
within six inches of the ground.
Place
a liberal dressing of cow manure around

southern exposure may be- used for starting seeds in boxes.

Use shallow boxes with holes in the
Sow in light,
bottom for drainage.
sandy soil. Very fine seeds do not need
to be covered.
Sow them on top of the
soil but have the soil moistened before-

One Meant

of Protecting a Bulb

March.
March.
Feb

..

Aster

Calendula
Candytuft
Carnations

..

.

.March.

.

.

X
.April., X
May... %
May.., X

Dianthus

March

Gaillardia
Heliotrope

March.
March.
Feb

..

..
..

.

X

May... X
.May..

May

April

March.

.

.

.June.

X
X
X

HEIGHT OF
PLANT

May... 1-16 inch
.May. .. X inch
.May. .. X inch
May...
inch

X

TRANSPLANT

1

foot
feet

2 feet.
1 foot

.

.

..

June
in. 6 inches. June
1 foot
June
foot. .. .July
6 inches. May

1

IX feet June
6 inches. June
8 inches. June

..

.

2 feet.

.

..

..March

April.. 1-16

March. 3to

Verbenas

March.

Violas
Zinnias

March
March.

..

.June.

X
X

inch ... 6 in. to 1
5 inches. 6 feet

inch

May... X inch
..

.Ma.y.

..

inch

1 foot

..... .6

inches

1 foot

ft

.

.

.June

.July
4 inches. June
June
1 foot
2 feet.

..

..

foot

.

.

..

6 inches June
6 inches. July
.

1 foot

6 inches.
1 foot.
.

.

.

June
June
June

:

COLOR OF BLOOM

months. .Blue.
3 months. .White.
3 months. .White, pink, red, yellow,
3 months. .Orange and yellow,
4 months. .White,
3 months. .White, pink, red.
3 months. .Yellow, white,
3 months. .White, pink,
4 months. .White, yellow, pink,
purple, maroon,
4 months.. Pink to red.
4 months. .Yellow and red.
4 months. .Violet, purple and white.
5 months. .Blue,
3 months. .Blue,
3 months. .Orange,
4 months. .White,
5 months. .Orange, yellow,
3 months. .White, red.
5 mon.. Purple, white, mauve, violet,
5 months. .Purple to white,
4 months. .Red, white, purple, crimson
4 months. .Scarlet,
4 months. .Crimson scarlet,
3 months. .Scarlet.
5 mon. Red, purple, pink lilac, white,
2 months. .White.
4 months. .White, crimson, scarlet,
4 months.. White, purple, red,
pink,
violet, maroon,
4 months. .Purple,
4 months.. Purple to white,
6 mon.. Orange, red, scarlet, salmon.
3

.

.

1

.'
.

.July

.

6 inches
July
2 feet.
.June
-.IX feet
1 to 2 feet .... 6 inches June
ft.

.

.

districts.

SEASON OF BLOOM
BEGINNING
LENGTH

May

1 foot...

IX

X inch
,\pril.. X inch
.Feb
1 foot
Feb
April.. X inch
to 15
1
March .... May 1 inch
5 to 6 ft
March... April.. X inch
2 to 3 ft
March. X inch
Jan
6 inches
March. .May. 1-16 inch
15 inches
March
May... X inch
2 feet....
April.. X inch ..... .14 inches
Feb
June 1-16 inch
6 inclies
March. .June. X inch
2'feet
March. .April.. 1-16 inch ... .2 feet
March
May... X inch
IX feet

Scabiosa
Stock

Much of our small, imperfect, lightcolored or wormy fruit comes from trees
not growing under favorable conditions.

Those mentioned are for early
DISTANCE TO

6 m. to 1% ft.l foot
July
4 :o 6 inches. .6 inches. July
15 to 18 in.... IX feet.. July
1 foot
8 inches. June
1 foot
6 inches. June
1 foot
6 inches. July
4 feet
1 foot
August
8 feet
18 inchesAugust
8 feet
2 feet. .. .July

inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch
inch

April..

Salvia

is in poor condiuse some standard complete chemical fertilizer.
Trim the grass edgings
evenly.
There is nothing that adds so
much to the appearance of walks and
driveways as clean, well-kept edgings.

lobelia.
As soon as rootabout ten days or two weeks, pot
them in small pots. Give them a watering and shade for a few days until the
roots start.
As soon as they are rooted,

DEPTH
TO SEED

.June.

April

March

Dahlia

Sweet William
Sweet Pea

..

April

Marigold
Mignonette
Nasturtium
Nicotiana
Pansies
Petunia
Phlox
Poppies
Portulaca

of the
dry, roll

in

Dates for sowing depend upon local conditions.

Lobelia

out

tion,

geranium and
ed

is

is fairly

Planting Tabic for the Flower Garden
TIME TO -PLANT
INDOOR OUTDOOR

Larkspur

As soon as all frost
ground and the weather
the lawn.
If the sward

Strike in boxes, of sand, in the hotbed
or house, cuttings of coleus, ageratum,

the diameter of the seeds.
Asters, balsams and zinnias are seeds of this type.

Chrysanthemums
Cosmos

the roots.

it.

Large seeds may be planted deeper.
Plant in depth from one to four times

Ageratum
Alyssum

Bed

pair of seed leaves are in course of development.
Handle them carefully. It
is best to allow a small quantity of earth
to adhere to the roots.
Make a sniiaU
hole where the plant is to go.
Place
the plant and press soil firmly around

hand.
After sowing, the seeds should
be pressed with some flat object to force
them in evenly. After germination begins, keep the soil moist.
Do not give
too much water at once so as to avoid
washing out the seeds.
When the
plants are up, more may be given.

A

sun and

Divide the roots of cannas. Put them
boxes, upon the bottom of which
should be placed a couple of inches of
soil.
Water lightly, and expose to the
light.
-After they have started into
growth, they may be re-potted if so desired.
Dahlias, also, may be divided for
summer growth.
Plant or transplant perennials, such as

peas.

Do

in

1908

light.

is

as-

April,

Root Maggots and" Ho w^ to Treat
Dr.

MONG

the insects which the
market gardener must consider

every year, are the root magthat
eat
the
roots
of
gots

cabbages and cauliflowmaggots are enormously
some years. In those years

ions, turnips,

The

3.

root

undant in
is almost impossible to control them,

is
as yet no practical remedy
hich will always give us perfect
imunity from attacks of
these insects.
fhe eggs are laid by small fiies, very
uch like a house fly, but not half as
rge, close to the ground, on the stem,
^r near the roots of the plants they attack.
The eggs hatch in two or three
days, and at once bore into the stem of
the onion, radish, or cabbage; and if
they once get inside, you cannot reach

'here

them with any remedy.
The preventive remedy, which has given the best results, is known as the tarpaper disk. This is a piece of ordinary
tarred building paper, about three inches
square, split from the centre to one side,
so that you can put it around the stem
of the plant at the time it is planted. The
tarred paper disk is pressed close to the
ground, and the creosote in the tarred
paper, prevents the insects from laying
their eggs upon the stem of the cabbage, consequently, its roots are not attacked.
With fresh tarred-paper, we
can protect a very large proportion of
the cabbages in a plot
but even with
that protection in years of great abundance, we have seen clusters of eggs laid
even on the tarred-paper.
Last year

James

Fletcher,

roots of the cabbage or cauliflower and
then take a cupful of the decoction and
pour it in. The poison from the insect
powder kills any of- the maggots that are
lying in the soil around the roots of the
cabbage and the moisture of the mixture
applied at that time is very beneficial and
gives the plant a push forward so that
it will, as a rule, outgrow the injury done
by the maggot. With us in Ottawa,

July ist,
results

is

Them

Dominion Entomologist, Ottawa

the time to do this, and the

have been very satisfactory.
CARBOLIC WASH

With

onions, the attack occurs very
early in the season and we have found
both for onions and radishes, a good
remedy in the carbolic wash, known as
the Cook wash.
This consists of one
pound of ordinary soap or one quart of
soft soap, dissolved thoroughly in a gallon of hot water, and when it is dissolved
turn into it half a pound of crude carbolic
acid.
Boil for five minutes and then you

to put
flies

on any more.

off

sufficiently

This will keep the
long for yoti to get

your crop of early radishes quite clean.
In the case of onions you must watch
them longer. If they are in light, sandy
soil, I have found a good remedy is to
take a broom as soon as the bulbs begin
to form and walk along the rows of onions and brush away the sand from the
tops of the bulbs.
The broom will take
the sand away from nearly three-quarters
the way down the onions and unless the
sand is well up to the top the maggots
will not work there.
In heavy soil, this
is not practical, but in light, sandy soil
I have found it a good protection.
If
any of you are growing onions in light,
sandy soil, it will be well for you to try
this, but the chief standby is the carbolic

wash.

As

I

have said, however,

we have

not as yet any practical remedy by which
maggots can be entirely prevented but
;

in

Ottawa,

I

have grown crops of onions

;

there were root maggots at Ottawa, and
we did not find a single egg laid on any
of the plants where
the
tarred-paper
disks were used.
These are made very
easily with a punch, and the time required to put them on is not very considerable.

INSECT POWDER OR HELLEBORE
Another method, which has given us
good results at Ottawa, is applied about
ist, when the effects of the magbecome apparent. You can genererally detect cabbage plants that are at-

July
gots

tacked, by the bluish appearance of the
leaves.
I do not advise you to treat only
those plants which show they are injured
but you should treat them all as a regular

.method of culture.

When

doing

this

draw away the earth from around the
stem of the cabbage and see whether
or not

it is injured.
If there
of injury, the maggots may

is

any sign

be killed
with a decoction made of two ounces of
insect powder or two ounces of hellebore
in an ordinary pail of water.
Mix with
hot water first and then fill up with cold
water.
•

Draw

the earth

away from

the

Part of an oddresH delivered before the Ontario
convention.

> egeUiblc Urotveni' AtwKx^iation ut liwl

A Well-kept
Home and farm of

and Well-n anaged Market Garden
& Son, Carlcton Went, Ont.

Geo. S.vnu;

have your stock emulsion.
When you
want to use it, mix one quart with loo
parts of water and apply as a spraying
mixture directly on the plants or pour it
along the rows, either with a sprayer
or with a watering pot.
You can go
along the rows of onions as fast as you
can walk at an ordinary pace.

When the young onions first appear
above the ground, give them the first
treatment and repeat once a week for
about four times in the spring. By that
time, the first crop should be ready for
market and it is not as a rule necessary
83

and radishes when other people close to
me had none. The smell of the carbolic

wash keeps away the egg-laying

flies.

FRESH GAS LIME
An experiment which gave good results in a large fleld of onions where the
land had been planted to onions for
several seasons and was strongly fertilized and well kept up and had grew remarkably good onions for years, was based
on the same principle. The onion maggot appeared suddenly and the whole
crop would have been lost,
/vfter they
had been cleaned thoroughly, the ''ulti-
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vator was run between the rows and then
a light dressing of fresh gas lime was
broadcasted over the field. The gas lime
not a practical remedy to recommend
because. a supply is not always available,
but if you happen to be near gas works
and can get it, it is a very good thing to
Gas lirtie is useful because the
use.
strong odor it gives off drives away the
flies and the ammonia in the lime makes
it a strong fertilizer.
It must be used
with caution for if a lump lies up against
is

the plant, it will burn it.
About twenty
bushels to the acre was used in this inst:uice and care was taken to sprinkle it
between the rows. To clean land, 200
bushels an acre might be put on in the
autumn and plowed under in the spring.
If gas lime when fresh comes up against
the roots, it will destroy them.

of clover in the spring as early as the
land can be worked, followed by discing
so as to break up the clover sod into as
small particles as possible.

PLANTING

The seed should be cut

the desired

and planted as soon as possible to
avoid drying.. If planting by machine
it can be set so as to plant any desired
distance in the row as well as between
the rows, as well as the depth of planting,
which should be about three inches in
loose soil. Forhand plan ting the handiest
wav is to take a heavy corn marker so as
to mark the rows from thirty to thirtysix inches apart and about three inches
deep, planting the seed or sets from ten
to fourteen inches apart in the rows

igoR

the pot plants were stunted, while the
others were kept growing with no
check.
For the benefit of those readers
of

The Canadian

Horticulturist
work only a few acres
mixed gardening and whose patches

who,

size

April,

in
of

like myself,

tomatoes consist of only a few
hundred plants, I will give a few facts
from my experience.
Fourteen years ago

I

purchased 200

inch pots, and planted them with
tomato plants in a rough greenhouse,
placing the pots as close together as I
could.
When the plants met, I placed'
the pots farther apart, so as to give at
least ten inches for each plant.
I planted also the same number of plants in
hotbeds.
six-

CHEESE CLOTH TENTS

A method
cauliflowers

of growing radishes and
which has been used with

success lately is that of covering the
plants over with a cheese cloth tent or
enclosure.
Where it is done on a small
area, it has given very good results, but
the lack of light is the chief objection.
With cauliflowers, it gives excellent results, but with onions, it is not so successful.
In amateur gardens, I have
seen beautiful cauliflowers grown under
covers small enough to be movea by
hand, where none at all could be grown
in the open.
The covers were six feet
long, three feet wide and two feet high.
They were removed after sundown to hoe
the plants and then replaced.
The flies
which lay the eggs from which the maggots come for most part, work in hot
sunshine.

SULPHATE OF IRON

A

sulphate of iron solution, one pound
to the gallon of water, poured around the
roots of cauliflowers and cabbages, also

gave good

results.

The experiment

will

A

be repeated next season.

Grown

Planting Potatoes
H. A. Blunden, Sarnia, Ontario.

The potato

grow

almost any
soil of ordinary fertility, but for an
even-sized, marketable and edible tuber
will

in

a well-drained, sandy loam is the best.
soil is best prepared in either of
the following ways, namely, by manuring with well-rotted stable manure or

las'.

Exceptionally

Heavy Growth

Season on truck farm of Mr. A.

according to fertility of the soil. The
rows of seed should be covered with a
double mould board plow so as to
leave the soil in a high ridge over each
row. Cultivate throughout the season
to keep the soil loose and to keep down
weeds.

The

by plowing under a crop of clover. If
the former method is adopted the land
should be plowed the previous autumn,
and th^ manure evenly distributed at
the rate of from ten to twelve tons to
After
the acre, the following spring.
the manure is spread the land should
be thoroughly worked with a disc harrow
and then with a smoothing harrow so. as
to thoroughly incorporate the manure
with the soil. For the latter method
the best way is to plow under the crop

of Potatoes

W.

Shuter, liracondale, Ont.

On June
400

2, I

planted the whole lot of
They were all gooil

in the field.
plants out of the
ojily

same seed-bed,

difference being in

tin

treatment of

same. The pot plants had numerous
stems as high as the main stem, whik
the hotbed plants had only a good main.
They were planted side by side, two^
rows of each. A rapid growth set in
with the result that I gathered tomatoes
for fully four weeks from the pot
plants, and sold by the pound, before I>
had anything worth mentioning from
the hotbed plants.
.

Growing Tomatoes
S.

B.

Curtis,

in

Pots

Toronto.

j
1

In the course of an excellent address
delivered by Mr. R. H. Lewis, of Hamilton,
at a recent meeting of the
Toronto branch of the Ontario Vegetable
Growers' Association, he mentioned
the experience of one of his neighbors,
who had experimented with starting
tomato plants in pots (four-inch, I
think), with the result that they were
two weeks later than those grown in
hotbeds. The reason given was that

The conclusion that I came to is
that in small pots the roots soon becotiu
clogged, with little to* feed upon, aiul
become stunted, whereas in larger pots,
they are not punished to the same
However, I would not advise
extent.
the use of pots to any great extent.
(roiitinuoil

on page

93)
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Removing Moss from Trees
Kindly advise

me

the strength
I'f potash
that it would be safe to apply to
ijiple trees, twenty years old, to remove rough
bark and moss. How many pounds to ten
gallons of water, and how often would it be
afe to use? Joseph Burrell, Jr., Yarmouth,
in respect to

—

X.S.

has been found from experiment
two per cent, solution of caustic
potash will remove moss and lichens
irom trees ^satisfactorily and will not
injure the trees when they are dormant.
Ivven a two and a half to three per cent,
solution may be used without injury to
the trees when dormant,
but this
strength is not necessary, and, as
caustic potash is unpleasant to use even
in a two per cent, solution, we should
not advise using a stronger one.
One
thorough application would accomplish
nmch, but two applications would be
letter and should be sufficient.
It

that a

Scale on Fern
am

sending a part of stem taken from a
which has been going back rapidly.
iPill you kindly tell me what the trouble is, and
"tlggest a remedy?
W. J. Bruce, Kincardine,
I

rord fern

.

—

'

The piece

jlfested

of fern frond received was
with a species of scale. The

iasiest method of getting rid of these
pests on indoor plants is by mechanical

means, that

is,

rubbing

off

by means

the fingers or an old tooth brush.
ifhey are easily dislodged.
If a brush
is used, it is better to dip it in a weak
^lution of whale oil soap, if available,
fir even common soap suds.
When the
JMece of fern was received it^vas noticed
that the young scales were moving.
It
at this stage that they are most
iis
effectively treated by means of syring(pf

spraying or dipping, but this is not
necessary if each frond is gone over
separately with the brush.
Sig,

Strawberries as Fillers
I am interested in a plan for not losing all
the benefit from ground for the first year while
faiting for strawberries to come to bearing,
if stich can bg done successfully and
not be a
fctriment to the crop of I^erries.
I want to

^w

them among young grapes and peaches

the latter reach good bearing.
What
Jlement of plant food is lakcn from the soil by
strawberries that should be returned each year,
»nd what is the best way to supply it? J. E.
Lent, Fonthill, Ont.

until

—

Strawberries can be grown cjuite sucpeach orchard or between
rows of grapes, if other conditions are
latisfactory.
It is probable, however,
fliat they will not do so well in the vinelessfullv in a

invited

to

Submit

on

Questions

in the peach orchard, owing to
the usual difference in character of soil.
Most varieties of strawberries do not
produce best results on clay land.
While the fertilizers that should be
applied to a strawberry patch should
contain the three essential elements,
nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash,
the latter is required in larger quantities
proportionately.
It can be supplied in
hardwood ashes or by the application of
muriate of potash. It would not be
well to continue growing strawberries
among grapes or peach trees when the
latter commence to bear.

yard as

any

—

It is quite a common^occurrence for
plants of wistaria to be shy in flowering
the first feiv years after being planted.
I
planted a wistaria in 1883 which
flowered very little for eight or ten years.
The wistaria flowers on short spurs
formed the previotis season on wood of
older growth.
It will also flower sparingly on the long trailing canes or growth
of the preceding year.
Pruning the
young canes of the last season's growth
back in March, leaving spurs a few
inches inVlength at^jbase, will help in
producing flowers. ^If the plants mentioned arc pruned as recommended,
they should flower in a year or two at
most.~-Wm. Hunt,O.A.C., Guelph, Ont.

Azaleas did not Thrive
Some of the members of

the Seaforth Horticul-

tural Society clubbed together and got a dozen
azaleas.
They appeared in good shape but
most of them shrivelled up and are dead.
Probably we did not treat them rightly. Kindly
give treatment, including how to treat them

during
Ont.

the

summer.

— \Vm.

Hartry, Seaforth,

Judging by the general results I
should say that the roots of your azaleas
had become dry before they reached
you, and that the azaleas were already
dead or nearly dead when they were
If
the azaleas had
been
grown properly before you received them,
as they probably had been, the flower
buds were already formed so that all
that was necessary for you to do was
to keep the soil moist but not wet, to

received.

keep the plants in a moderately
temperature, and to give them

Horticultural

of

Work

If they had bloomed as they should,
they should, after blooming, have been
kept growing by keeping the plants
watered and giving them as much light

possible.
In the spring the pots
should be buried in a partly shaded
place and the soil kept moist, but not
wet, by regular watering during the
summer. The plants naturally begin
to grow immediately after blooming,
and it is important to have as healthy

as

foliage as possible, for, unless there is
good foliage made, there will not likely

many flower buds formed.
Macoun, C.E.F., Ottawa.

be

Bordeaux

Wistarias Do Not Bloom
Kindly tell me why wistarias often will not
bloom, even after being planted several years?
The vines are strong but no flowers appear.
Do the flowers come on the current year's growth
or on the growth of the preceding year? C. E.
Van Dyke, Grimsby, Ont.

phase

for Stored

Horticultural

Editor,

— W.

T.

Apples

The Canadian

Hortici;lturist I have been trying an
interesting experiment for checking rot
in apples that are being kept in storage.
I have dipped them in Bordeaux mixture,
and would like to know if this has been
I
tried by others.
am of the opinion
that apples can be kept longer, and are
less subject to rot when dipped in Bordeaux.
I
had been treating a young plum
orchard with Bordeaux to check plum
rot.
Although bearing well, this orchard
had all its fruit, notted on the trees every
year until it was sprayed.
It occurred
to me that if this mixture would kill
ihe fungu.s on the plum, it might also
do the same with the apple. Accordingly, I gathered a small box of windfalls
a year ago last fall, most of them Colerts, an;l treated them with Bordeaux
mixture.
The majority of them remainded in excellent condition until the following spring.
Last fall, I repeated
the experiment with several kinds, and so
far the results are good.
:

'.

As there is only a small quantity of
blue stone in the mixture, I do not think
lliat

any danger would arise from eat-

the apples.
For those who are
timid, however, I would suggest that
Then the
they peel the apples first.
fruit will be as good as if newly pulled
Welsh, Kincardine,
from the tree.

ing

—Wm.

Ont.

Vegetable growers should use only the
best strains of the best varieties of seed
for planting.

The soil
and as

rich

strawberries should be

for

from weed seeds as posashes and bone dust are

free

warm

sible.

light.

about as good

Wood

fertilizers as

any.
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Niagara Fruit Growers Held Interesting Meetings
IB
^H-i

HE

l^^l

ers'

I^H.
I^H^

Niagara Peninsula Fruit Grow
meeting's
at
and St. Catharines early in

Association

Grimsby
March.

held

A number

of

practical

and

IHpie

addresses were delivered by Mr. J.
p^i. Hale of South Glastonbury, Conn., Mr.
W. G. Farnsworth, Waterville, Ohio, Mr.
W. T. Macoun, Ottawa, Prof. H. L. Hutt,
;j
Guelph, and others. The sessions were
j
'
presided over by the president, Mr. W. H.
In a few opening
Bunting-, St. Catharines.
remarks, he congratulated the growers on
being united as a body from Hamilton to
By united effort, the
the Niagara River.
ssociation would be in a position to deal
ith questions that are beyond the power
':

the individual. Mr. Bunting referred tg
he rapid strides that fruit growing is makpointed out the fact that while
iig and
luch progress already has been made, the
udus'ry now is entering upon a new era
prosperity.
f

t

PEACH CULTURE
Mr. Hale gave the benefit of his long excrience in the production and marketing
peaches. Mr. Hale owns and operates
.irge orchards in Connecticut and Georgia
!

as the "Peach King" of the
States.
He said that an essential
factor in peach culture is early cultivation
and it should be kept up until the bend•ind is

known

United

The
ing boughs prevent further work.
ground should then be covered with a cover
crop but grass and weeds are better than
nothing.
"Peach trees should be headed
"When planted, they
low," said Mr. Hale.
hould be cut back ao within 10 or 12 inchMuch labor is saved by
, of the ground.
iiis
method. Work in the orchard necesitates going oyer the trees once or twice
lor pruning, twice for spraying, once or
twice for thinning and two or three times
This time and labor is
for harvesting.
lessened greatly by having the tree low.
It is just as easy, if you know how, to cultivate low-headed trees as high-headed ones.
Furthermore, it is not so necessary to cultivate as closely to a low-headed tree as
to one that is headed high because the
ee itself shades the ground and prevents
.ss of moisture
and the growth of weeds
near the trunks." Mr. Hale starts his trees
with a plain stick a foot long:.
When bran'hes start, the lower ones ara. rubbed off.
ich spring afterwards, the branches are
lunned and the outer ones headed-in. Mr.
Hale advised summer pruning on trees that
are less than three years old and that are
rowing strong and vigorously. This should
done late in June or the first part of
July and it will throw the trees into fruiting.
Thinning the fruit on cne trees was
trongly advocated.
The fruit should be
ft not closer than si.\ inches apart.
More
-lulk and better peaches will be secured.
V The season for Elbertas can be extended
t 10 days or so by thinning. Mr. Flale reilj commended orchardists, who grow Elberi tas extensively, to divide their orchards
iito three parts and to thin one lot to eight
iiches apart, another to six inches and to
lave the balance unthinned.
Peaches should be left on the trees until
"11
grown and matured before harvest!«•.
A full developed peach will carry as
ell as a green one and be worth much
ore. All the peaches on a tree should not
picked at once. The tree should be
ne over three of four times to secure the
iiit
at the proper stage for shipment,
iandle the peaches tenderly.
Have the
iskets smooth on the inside and not too
I

:

''

arge.
lattn

1'"

Use spring wagons.

for

Employ wograding and packing as they can

be depended upon more than men. Have
every package the same from top to bottom. In the words of Mr. Hale, "Have
the peaches right and make the people

pay for it."
Mr. Hale plants his permanent trees 20
Between these rows are plantfeet apart.
ed early bearing peaches and these are left
they
until two crops are taken from them
In regard to peach yelare then removed.
lows, Mr. Hale advised pulling the tree the
;

moment

the disease is discovered as there
other remedy. As a fertilizer for
peaches,
Mr. Hale uses 1,200 to 1,500
pounds of raw ground bone and 400 to 600
of muriate of potash per acre, with cover
crops in addition. On parts of the orchard
that need it, nitrate of soda is applied during the growing season.
White peaches are favored by Mr. Hale
as they are better flavored than yellow ones
and bring more money in his markets. If
the Canadian market does not want white
peaches, the consumers should be educated
to appreciate them.
Among the best of
the white peaches is the Belle of Georgia.
It is very productive and a good shipper
and has been found hardy in the north.
"White peaches will not sell in this country," said Mr. E. D. Smith of Winona.
"The growers must plant the kinds that the
people want.
The demand may change,
but just now, the eye governs the taste.
Yellow peaches are wanted, both for using
In my
in the fresh state and for canning.
jam factory, I have 43 cases of white peaches still on hand from last season and have
sold over 11,000 cases of yellow ones." Mr.
Hale advised the association to advertise
the value of white peaches so as to make
consumers acquainted with them. Among
the varieties recommended by Mr. Smith
were Yellow St. John, Fitzgerald, Smock,
is

no

Crosby. The two latter
will give a crop every year, and if thinned
regularly to five inches apart, they will
yield fruit of good size.

Longhurst

and

SPR.WING FOR .SCALE
Spraying for San Jose Scale was a live
question at all the meetings. Mr. Earnsworth referred to what is being done in
He said that thousands of trees in
Ohio.
that state have been ruined by the use of
crude petroleum.

The

best

material

for

combatting scale is the lime-sulphur wash.
This mixture not only kills the scale, but
it also destroys all fungi on the trees, which,
in itself will pay for the expense of application.
Best results have been secured
by not using salt in the mixture, as was
first

advised.

When speaking
pest,
scale

of the seriousness of the

Mr. Farnsworth pointed out that
produces three or four broods in a

season, 300 to 500 insects in a brood. A
little
calculation will show the immense
increase in numbers that occurs in a very
short time.
The tank used for boiling by Mr. Farnsworth is elevated eight feet. A working
pressure of about 100 pounds is used when
Spraying should be practiced
spraying.
every year thoroughly whether scale is present or not. The mixture invigorates the
Mr. Farnsworh stated his opinion to
tree.
be that only lime and sulphur can be used
with safety on peach trees. Boiling should
be done properly. When boiled to the green
stage the mixture is injured. The coffee
color is proper.
Mr. Hale said that while oils are valuable
for killing scale, the lime-sulphur wash is
It acts both
the better for all purposes.
He
as a fungicide and as an insecticide.

has had best results by using- oil one year,
and lime-sulphur the next. In some experiments conducted by Mr. Hale with home
made miscible oils excellent results have
been secured at comparatively small cost.
While the San Jose scale is troublesome,
it is a blessing in the opinion of Mr. Hale.
It makes growers look after their orchards
and it will put the careless men out of
the business.
A further report of the discussion on San Jose scale will appear in
our next issue.

BETTER FRUITS
At one of the sessions, Prof. H. L. Hutt
spoke on better fruits. He said that the

money

is made out of At
inferior fruit is produced.
There is plenty of room for a high grade
product. British Columbia is catering to
a fancy market and puts up only the best.

fruits.

in fruit

growing

Too much

To have money-making fruits, we must
have varieties that are adapted to the localities, productive and with shipping qualities.
Professor Hutt said growers should
not spoil the market for good fruit by
growing poor varieties early in the season,
as, for example, the Champion g-rape.
Orchard and vineyard management must be
There must be good drainof the best.
age,

cultivation,

fertilization

of

the

soil,

pruning, thinning of fruit, spraying and so
forth.
The professor referred to the value
of propagating from bearing trees instead
of from young trees, which induces wood
growth at the expense of fruitfulness.

BEST STRAINS ARE REQUIRED
This question of individuality in trees
and of propagating from the best was dealt
with at greater length by Mr. Macoun.
"The time is come," said he, "when growers and nurserymen must give more attention to the best strains of the best varieties
of fruits.
Each bud has an individuality of
its own.
As an example of this, we have
the well-known fact that there are many
different strains of the Fameuse apple. This
variety has been propagated so long that
its varying strains have been developed and
increased.
Only the best strains of this or
any other variety should be propagated

from."
At the Central Experimental Farm, over
In the
4,000 tree fruits have been tested.
case of the Mcintosh Red, the largest
yielding tree gave 485 gallons in a 10year test and the least productive, 197. The
differences in these trees is nearly two and
one-half times, which means about $96
an acre in one year. The heaviest yielding McMahon White gave in eight years,
611 gallons and the smallest, 163, a difference of $74.46 an acre in a year. Many
other instances were cited by Mr. Macoun
who advised our nurserymen, growers and
experiment stations to unite together on
this matter and to do something.
Many other subjects were dealt with and
Mr. Farnsdiscussed at the convention.
worth discussed care of soils, the strawberry
Mr. Hale discussed,
and other topics.
among other things; the business end of
peach growing. Reports of these discussions will be published in a later issue. The
convention closed wih a banquet tendered
to the speakers and visitors.

Wm. Cooper & Nephews, of Toronto,
have appointed Mr. Robt. Thompson, of
for VI and V2
St. Catharines, sole agent
Fluids, for the St. Catharines district, and
Messrs. E. G. Prior & Co., of Victoria,
Kamloops, sole
Vancouver, Nelson
and
agents for Vi and V2 Fluids for British
Columbia.

.
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Nova Scotia

Exhibition.
The apples shown excited
much admiration being splendid specimens,
highly colored. A new law v>'as introduced

and bronze Banksian medals which were
awarded to W. H. Woodworth, A. L. Morse,
and F. A. Parker by the English Royal
Horticultural Society at the Crystal Palace
for apples.
Returns for Nova Scotia apples have latterly been very disappointing owing to the
glut of oranges, grapes and other fruits in
The apples in the
the English markets.
warehouses are turning brown, probably
owing to the mild damp winter. We are
having samples of most kinds of weather,
and unprotected strawbejrry beds will suffer
under the alternate frosts and thaws.

prizes
exhibitor.

R.

D.

Riggi, Vernon,

Orchard cultivation

B.C.

a very important
subject, differing greatly in various sections of the country.
It has been the practice in the Okanagan Valley to cultivate
the orchard land continuously and during
the dry season to keep the surface soil in
a state of tilth, thus conserving the moisture beneath.
This result is best gained
by the use of the acme harrow. But conis

stant cultivation and cropping of fruit has
the soil to such an extent
that the fruit is not now so highly colored
as it should be.
In some neglected and
poorly-kept orchards
last
season, where

impoverished

weeds and grasses were allowed to grow,
the apples wer every highly colored and

foliage.

Some growers have already tried red
clover for providing a sod for the orchard

indignation was expressed

the

at

TUH

I

of a superior quality.

Hardy Herbaceous

S

T

April, 1908

and adding humus to the soil. The clover
is cut and left on the ground as a mulch,
it being unwise to take two crops, that is,
a crop of clover, and a crop of fruit, oflf
the land in one season.
The grower must-_
use his judgment as to the length of time,clover is left without being plowed^:
under, which time depends considerably,-'
on the amount of rainfall and of water availthe

able
cient

by

Where there is insuffisome other method mightij

irrigation.

moisture,

be more suitable. Many growers intendi
seeding down their orchards this springf|
but due consideration must be given toi
the available moisture and the conditions
"

of the

soil

the best result

if

is

to be

New Brunswick
C.

Gilman,

Fredericton.

past winter will test the hardy qualities of strawberry plants, as the fields h:
been nearly bare, with frequent thaws,
most of the time. Some beds of ice, covering much of the surface, must seriously
Fruit
injure the roots of all young plants.
buds seem to have wintered, so far, v
well, and if no unfavorable conditions
in later, we may hope for a goc^ show
bloom on fruit trees this spring.
The egg clusters of the forest tent caterpillar
are very numerous on woodland
growth, one branch of poplar, four feet
long, having by count over 20 rings of

eggs, some of which were brought into
the kitchen of a farmhouse, and hatched
in 16 days, by placing the twigs in a jar
With the prospect of such myrof water.
iads of leaf eating enemies, the woodlands
and orchards will be watched with much interest and some anxiety till the feeding,
season of caterpillars is past.

Plants for the Flower Borders

AV/E

have selected a varied collection of Herbaceous Plants with a view of making an Effective Ornamental
Our plants are all hardy, bearing bright conspicuous flowers, and will yield a constant succession
of bloom for Decorative Purposes.
Where any particular effect is desired either as to their height or their arrangement in combination as to density, etc., it would be w^ell to mention these features when sending enquiries
which will always be cheerfully answered.
'

'

Border.

Day

Paeonies

Lilies

Leopard's Bane

(Funkia)

Perennial Sunflowers
(Helianthus)

<Doronicuni)

Monkshood

Golden Glow

Red-Hot Pokers

Adam's Needle

(Aconitum)

(Rudbeckia)

(Tritoma)

(Yucca)

Phlox,

German and Japanese
An

Iris,

Dahlias,

named and unnamed,

etc., etc.

extensive collection, carefully prepared, of the hardiest and choicest

blooming field-grown Roses, some budded and some on

Our assortment

of Apples, Plums, Pears, Peaches, Cherries, &c., &c.

and Catalogues explaining

HELDERLEIGH.
NURSERIES

varieties will

E. D.

is

their

own

roots

well-known throughout the Dominion

be mailed free on application.

SMITH

Mention the Canadian Hortiuultnrist when

ob-jj

tained.

The

perience in spraying with arsenate of lead
which also he claimed is superior to Paris
green as it will not wash off, or burn the

Much

I.

J.

Okanagan Valley

from

which excluded all exhibits
which were not grown by the
Unprincipled persons were thus prevented
from buying fruits, or selecting them in
the warehouses, a practice which has discouraged would-be competitors.
During the judging of the fruits and
seeds, addresses were given to a crowded
audience.
Mr. Woodworth advised growers
to use arsenate of soda, which is just as
effective,
safer and cheaper than Paris
green. He makes his stocK sohition from
two pounds of white arsenic and eight
pounds of sal-soda boiled in two gallons
of water.
He claimed that one gallon of
this mixture was equal to one pound of
Paris green. Mr. S. B. Chute gave his ex-

of spraying

The bees

in blossom.

Several institute meeting's were held in
King's County during- the month of February, in which apple culture has been a
prominent subject. The Nova Scotia Farmers'
Association held meetings at Cambridge, Harmony, Welton's Corner, Gaspereau, Sheffield Mills, Upper Pereaux, Berwick, Aylesford, South Berwick and Waterville.
These meetings were addressed by
Mr. W. H. Woodworth, an authority on
spraying, and Mr. L'. D. Robinson, a successful fruit grower, with the aid of government men sent from Truro.
The chief meetings were held at Berwick,
on February 27, at the Seed Fair and Fruit

U

when trees are
are not only killed,
but the tender organisms of the flower are
injured by the Bordeaux mixture.
Much interest was taken in the silver
growing habit

Eunice Watt>, WatervilU.

I (J

writing;.

.WINONA,

ONTARIO
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Trees Wintered Well
While

determine the
exact condition of fruit buds and wood, the
indications are that trees and bushes have
me through the winter in good condition.
r the next issue of The Candian HortiIturist, brief reports are requested from
owers in all parts of Canada.
is

it

yet

early

to

I

GRENVILLE COUNTY
Maitland.
Fruit buds and wood on

—

Jordan Station. Judging from present
indications, peaches have come through the
winter in good shape and promise a full
crop.
Strawberries are looking well, but
the trying time is yet to come.
Raspberries
and blackberries appear to have suffered
very little from the effects of the winter.
It is difHcplt to find any variety of fruit
that does not promise a good crop this
season.
C. M. Honsberger.

trees are in excellent condition.
With
favorable weather from now on, we should
have a perfect bloom, as the trees went into
winter with well ripened and fully matured
huds.
Harold Jones.

—

HASTINGS COUNTY

—

Belleville.
Apple trees wintered well, and
lom the appearance of the buds, prospects

WELLAND

—

well

in

Hardy Phlox

COUNTY

—

Tall English Delphiniums
Oriental Poppies

Paeonies

Campanulas

—

Thompson.

Pyrethrums

NORFOLK COUNTY
Simcoe.

vines
ripened and
to stand the

—

Gaillardias

Trees are looking well, but it
too early to ascertain what next season's
crop will be. Jas. E. Johnson.

I

ght possibly have been impaired by the
temperature of January, all should
leld well.— A. W. Peart.
ry low

—
KENT
Chatham. — From

Aquilegias

German

COUNTY
present

'

Anemones

is

good condition
old.
Owing to unusual snow falls, the
DSt did not penetrate the ground to any
pth, so that with the exception of the more
-iider varieties of fruits, the buds of which

therefore

PERENNIALS

St. Catharines.
Strawberries are looking
fresh and green.
The woodgrowth on raspberries is small but they are in good condition.
Peaches promise well and there are
few buds injured.
The cane growth of
grapes is rather weak but not much frozen.
Plums are full of buds. On the whole, all
fruit
has wintered well so far. Robt.

or a large crop of apples this fall are good.
F. S. Wallbridge.

HALTON" COUNTY
Burlington. The wood of trees and

HARDY HERBACEOUS

—

ap-

,ple

went into winter fairly

89

Iris

Japanese

appearances,

buds are all right and plentiful and I think
no damage has been done by the winter.
We have had a good snowfall this season
which ought to assist materially.
Prospects for a heavy crop are good.
W. D. A.

and a host

—

good

things,

in choicest variety

all

Send

Ross.

Iris

of other

for

List

and Prices

LINCOLN COUNTY

—

Grimsby. Indications point to a very
abundant fruit harvest. Peach buds have
rome through in excellent condition and
here should be a bumper crop.
Apples will
Uc abundant;
also, probably, pears and
I

plums.

In

many

orchards,

the

mummied

from last season's rot have been
wed to remain and will propagate the

fruits

;isc.

— L.

Woolverton.

al-

di-

The Popular Piano Player.—The player
piano has stirred up ^ny amount of enthusiasm
in musical circles,
if
the many
.sales being made by Heintzman
& Co.,
Limited, 115-117 King street west, Toronto
are to be taken as a criterion.
This firm
have a very wide selection of player-pianos
at terms of payment to suit i Imost
ai;y

PINELAND PARK GARDENS
CHESTER AVENUE,
SCARBORO' HEIGHTS
(East of

Your
Lands

DO YOU

KNOW

PRODUCTIVE AHD PROFITABLE
BY THE JUDICIOUS USE OF
THE RIGHT KIND OF

This celebrated Strawberry

still maintains
Niagara District as the best
round commercial berry. In size, vigor
productiveness and the qualities that go to
make up a first class shipper, it stands at the head of the list of proved varieties, and is now
more lArgely erown'than
any other strawberry m this section. We can supply a limited quantity of first-class plants at
lowest rates.

The Williams

Strawberry

W.

H.

lead in the

all

ST.

CATHERINES, ONTARIO

BATTS, LIMITED

^

,

*•«•*-*«««-*

?

MANUFACTURERS OF

IF YOU HAVE
A PILCE OF LAND THAT

Cypress Building

WONT GROW ANYTHING
BUT WEEDS, TALK WITH
US ABOUT IT ANQ LET US

Material

SUGGEST

THE RI GHT FE RTILIZER
We feel very sure that

Made

we can show you how to

only out of the best clear

use
WITHOUT GREAT EXPENSE SO

Cypress

—3

CENTS A FOOT

YOUR LAND WILL PAY

Suitable for

Conservatories and

fertilizers

c

its

BUNTING

NOW

,

Consult us freely
our business to

P.O..

Toronto

}

THAT WORN-OUT
LANDS MAY BE MADE

FERTILIZER

TORONTO)

Balmy Beach

Lock Box 96

THE CARLETON FRUIT FARM,

I

Park,

purciiuser.

Fertilize

:

Munro

BYFIELD.

E,

VEGETABLE FORCING HOUSES

it is

know

ENQUIRIES FREELY ANSWERED

AGENTS WAMTEO FOB
TERRITOR Y NOT TAKEN UP

^"^W.A.FREEMAN CO. LIMITED
HAMILTON ONTARIO

^

bl-::r;..^::.!^.ld
PHONE JUNCTION 427
LONG DISTANCE CONNECTION
M(^ntion the

30 PACIFIC AVENUE
TORONTO JUNCTION

Oanadian Ilorticulturiat

Mentiou the Canadian Uorticultuii»t whun writing.

wlipii

wiitliig.

^

TnE

go

ANA

(

Western Horticulture
The annual convention

MR. CHARLES ERNEST WOOLVERTON, Grimsby, Ontario, landscape architect, parks, cemeteries, pleasure, school and home grounds laid
Working drawings to a
out, surveys made.
scale so that any gardener can work them
out. Terms very reasonable.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS

for sale,
dealers, but grown on my
own farm last year. Fifty-five varieties. New
Highland, Three W's, Victor, Wonder, Thompson's No. 2, President, Morningstar, Abington,
Almo, Governor Rollins, and others, and all
the leading old varieties. If you want plants
this year that will please you when they
arrive, and please you better still when they

not bought from

Downham's.

Ont.

Drain your land and douyour income. This may seem exaggerated
it's
a fact. Use Doyle's tile. Estimates

ble

but

1

Owen Sound.

R. J. Doyle,

given.

Buchanan

"Manitoba Hor-

;

;

;

Virvice-president.,
Caldwell,
Jas.
den 2nd vice-president, D. W. Buchanan,
sec-treas., F. W. BrodSt. Charles, Man.
reprick. Agricultural College, Winnipeg
resentatives to Winnipeg F3.iT Board, A. P.
Stevenson,
Nelson
directors,
Messrs.
ist

;

;

;

Robt. Aitken, Louise Bridge, Man., Dr.
H.
M. Speechly, Pilot Mound, Man.,
Dr. S. J. Thompson, St. James, Man., S.
Man., Rev.
Dr.
A. Bedford, Brandon,
Baird, G. H. Greig, J. D. Duthie, Geo.
Batho and Wm. G. Scott, all of Winnipeg.
Secretary Brodrick showed in his report
a membership of 137 during the past year,
with the finances of the society in a healthy
conditon.
A report was read from Mr. J.
A. Killough, Moosejaw, Sask., whose remarks were optimistic over the future of
horticulture in the West.
An excellent address on "Good Taste in Gardening" was
delivered by Dr. H. M. Speechly, of Pilot
Mound, Man. Extracts from this address
are published in another column of this
issue.
Valuable papers were read also by
Mr. J. J. Ring of Crystal City of "Windbreaks and Shelter Belts"; bv Mr. D. W.

THE

of St. Charles on

by Mr. Norman M. Ross of the
Indian Head Forestry Farm on "Hardy
by Mr.
Conifers for Western Planting"
A. P. Stevenson, of Nelson, Man. on "Propagation of the Apple"; and by Mr. Jno.
We
Caldwell of Virden on "Forestry."
hope to publish these papers in part or in
Mr. Brodrick gave'
full,
in later issues.
an interesting demonstration in judging
garden vegetables.
ticulture"

W. J. Black, Winnipeg, Jas. Murray, Brandon pres., A. P. Stevenson, Nelson, Man.
;

igo8

April,

A

friend lent
Horticulturist,

me

a copy of

and I
would not

am

The Canadiaq

well please^
be without if
any longer. It will be a great help to mi
Enclosed is my sub
in making a garden.
Mrs. R. W. Hyndman, Port At
scription.

with

it

I

like

so

to

—

thur.

New

Ontario.

—

Giving Organs Away. This heading it
misleading if you lik(^, only to the exter
that when Heintzman & Co., Limited, llS
117 King street west, Toronto, announce
that they are selling organs at $10, $15 an^
$20 each, in payments of 50 cents a week,
is next door to giving the organs awa'y
One can hardly expect that s'uch barp;
Wise ones will
will last very long.
about -he matter at once.

HARROW

"BISSELL" Orchard DISK

They

have pleased
others and will please you. It will pay you to
get my free catalogue before you buy, ready to
mail now. Raspberry and Blackberry plants,
and Seed Potatoes. John Downham, Slrathroy,

FRUIT GROWERS

ORTIC ULTURIST

;

Adveptisements under this heading inserted at rate of two cents a word for each
insertion, each figure, sign or single letter
to eonnt as one word, minimun cost, 25
cents, strictly cash in advance.

order

II

:

FOR SALE AND WANT
ADVERTISEMENTS

fruit,

AN

elected for the ensuing year
Hon. presidents, Angus Mackay, Indian Head, Sask.,

of The Western

Horticultural Society was held recently at
the Manitoba Agricultural College, Winnipeg.
There was a fair attendance and
much interest was taken in the papers and
discussions.
The following officers were

A MILLION

1) I

Can

be reversed

throw out and
by detaching the
wings can be
closed up for

to

ordinary disking

SEND YOUR ADDRESS

for list of strawberry
also red and black raspberry plants
seed potatoes. R. 0. Orysler, St. George,

plants,

and
Ont.

FOR SALE— Six

No.

8

Gurney Hot Water Boilers
This illustration shows the 12 x 16
style with 2 wings added
extended to the outside width of
over i2 feet, for use in cultivating;
under truit trees. One extension
wing may be used separately r
desired and one side only of tlu
harrow extented under the trees.

good condition, suitable for private house
or greenhouse work. Apply Stevenson & Malcolm Co., Guelph, Ont.
in

GREENHOUSE FOR SALE—Length,

42 ft.:

In-Throw

width.

hinged double glass windows on each
top ventilators with floor stand and
gear, equipped with a No. 3 Daisy boiler, and
6 run of 4-inch pipe on each side.
Apply Box
18

ft.

side,

G,

A

;

5

Canadian Horticulturist.

FIRST-CLASS

MARKET GARDEN

for

A fe^v good

sale,

with no opposition. Two large greenhouses, large dweling house, stable buildings, all
new. Implements all up-to-date, good team of
sale,

horses,

be

new

rigs,

twelve

bought

once.

—J.

for cost.
A. Brillinger,

acres of land. Can
terms. Apply at
377, New Liskeard,

Easy
Box

"THIS

discovered root
that will cure both tobacco habit and Indigestion. Glad to send particulars. 0. Stokes, Box
100,

Mohawk,

Florida.

CANNAS, DAHLIAS AND GLADIOLI.
true to name.
liam Colvin, Gait, Ont.

varieties,

Write for

Choicest
Wil-

list.

FRUIT OR VEGETABLE GROWERS
made.

COMET... A very eargood Inside or out, good croppers,

shape and color, selected and grown In
Canada. Packets 25 cents, Ya-oz. $1.00, cash
with order. Frank Gilbert, Orillia, Ont.

SPRAY THIS

SPRAMOTOR,

DON'T WAIT Till SPRING

2

HAND SPRAMOTOR

mounted on a No.

LTD., 1182 King

Sure Death

FAll WITH

2

No.

i

Wheel

to

St.,

Treatise, S6 pages.

London, Ont.

San Jose Scale

16 gallons water to 1 Scalecideand it's ready to use. Absolutely permanent per" rf^—
Guaranteed. It's cheap, 10R0£M\
centage maintained, saves time enough to pay for the material
A
effective, easy to use, non-corrosive, non-clogging, and contains more oil and less water I
|
and
In
l-o-lO
gallon
cans,
25
50 Kallon barrels. Free \S4^^£l]
spray.
than any other commercial
B. G. PRATT CO., Mfrs. New York.
booklet.
\ AOt^l
Sole
Can.
Agents,
1069
KING
London,
n.
V^l,^
CO..
St..
Cf

Add

3CALECIDE:
^

the

is

Sendjor Free

TOMATO SEED, HILLSIDE
size,

No.

vineyard, and mustard, and orchards, and all
FuUv guaranteed. Prices
kinds of hand work.
from $44.00 to $50.00.

requiring
help for the spring season should write H. O.
Ellis, 181 Bellefair Ave., Toronto. No charge

ly variety,

Address:

or
Cart.
Has 52 inch, wood wheel with iron hub, coUi
rolled .steel axle, hardwood frame, for one horse.
Adjustable all-brass 4 row Sprayer for one nozzle
Fitted with
to a row from 26 inch, to 36 inch.
our Patent Parallel Nozzle Controller, holding:
nozzles in correct position when raised or
lowered, with rack and pinions all fitted for
1

BROTHER, ACCIDENTALLY have
•

Agents wan'ed.

T. E. Bissel, Co., Ltd.. Dept. N. Elora, On,

'

SPRAMOTOR

Mention the Canadian Horticulturist when writing.

J
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RENNIE'S miEGETABLE
For thirty-eight years
of Vegetable Seeds

we have

SEEDS
known

variety

grounds; and a

trial

careful analysis of these tests has proved conclusively that the
varieties

SEEDS

now

offered

RENNIE'S

as

XXX VEGETABLE

are positively the finest possible to

waste money experimenting, plant Rennie's

PRICE LIST

procure.

Don't

XXX and be SURE

XXX VEGETABLE SEEDS

OF RENNIE'S

XXX Bush Green Pod

Rennie's

tested every

on our extensive

91

Beans

postpaid; neck, »2.oO, 5 lbs!
^'
by express, at

i, ,';^'?P-.A''«1MJ0,
lb. 25c.,

buyers expense.
Rennie's XXX Bu8l> Butter Bean, pkt
10c, lb. 40c, postpaid
peck $3.75, 5 lbs. $1.50!
Ib^TC, by express, at buyers expense.
;

.„,*!'!!"'?-" ^^.^ ^'""o **®®'" pkt. 10c, oz.
20c, 1 lb. .I0C, 1 lb. 81.00.

XXX Early Sammer Cabbsee

Rennie's
pkt. 10c. oz.

.1flc. i

'

lb. 9nc, lb. 83.00.

Rennie's XXX Autnmn-Wioter DrumAjabbage, pkt. 10c, oz. 30c, i lb 90c.
>u "L*!
lb. ^z.io.

XXX Golden Self BInncliing
10c, ox. 70c,
lb. $2.00, lb. $6.50.
XXX Table iCarrot,
pkt lOc
XXX Snowball Cauliflower,
pkt. 25c
81.10, i oz. 82, oz. $3.50, { lb. $12.
Rennie's XXX Table Cucumber nkt
10c, oz. 25c,
lb
lb. $1.90.
Rennie's XXX Early Sweet Table Corn,
Rennie's

Celery, pkt.

of profitable results.

Rennie's
Rennie's

i 07..

RENNIE'S

XXX MELTING MARROW PEAS

RENNIE'S XXXf.SOLID

HEAD LETTUCE

pkt- 10c,

lb. 40c,

Sl.oO, lb. 35c,

postpaid; 10 lbs. $2.50, 5 lbs,

by express,

at buyers expen.se.
XXX Solid Head
Lettace, pkt
10c, oz.
i lb. 60c, lb. $?.00.
Reunle's XXX Golden Green Flesh
Musk Mellon, pkt. 10c, oz. 35c, lb. 90c. lb. $3.
Rennie's XXX Connecticut Yellow

Rennie's
2.5c.

Immense solid heads, 15 to 16 inches across. Crisp and tender.
Perfectly blanched heart.
A robust growing, deep rooting, heat
resislir.g and sure heading type. Outer color, i)leasing apple green.
RENNIE'S XXX SCARLET RpUND WHITE TIPPED RADISH
The best for outdoor cultivation. Mild, crisp, white flesh; excel-

lent flavor, ne.yer strong or rank.
scarlet with distinct white tip which

fiOc,

J

Closely follows the extra early sorts, filling in the gap between
these and the midsummer varieties.
Massive pods; robust plants
half dwarf, practically self supporting. .Superb, rich, buttery flavor.

Attractive appearance: bright

makes a vivid

contrast.

i

Globe Onion,

pkt. 10c, oz. 35c,

J lb.

$1.00, lb.

$3. .50.

Rennie's XXX Connecticut Large Red
Onion, pkt. 10c, oz. :«c. 1 lb. $1.00, lb. $3.50.
Rennie's XXX Earliest Sweet Table
Water Melon, pkt. Ilk:, oz. 20e, i lb. 60e. lb.
$1.90.

XXX Evergreen Cnrled Table
inc. oz. 20c, i lb. 50c, lb. $1.50.
XXX Melting
Marrow Peas

Rennie's

Parsley, pkt.

Rennie's

pkt. 10c, lb. 40c postpaid; lb. 35c, 5 lbs. fl.oo!

peck 83.75, by express at buyers expense.
Rennie's XXX Guernsey Parsnip, nkt
lOc, oz. 'iOc, } lb. 40c, lb. $1.00.

XXX

Rennie's

Earliest Table

KENNIE'S XXX MELTING MARROW PEAS

XXX

Rennie's

Tipped Radish,

Scarlet

Round White

pkt. 10c, oz. 20c,

81. oo.

Rennie's

XXX

Bush Green Pod Bean

lb. 81.50.

Rennie's

;

50c, lb.

XXX Scarlet Oval Radish,
lb.
lb $1..tO.
XXX Pinit Skin Tomato pkt
oz. 60c. i lb. 12.00.
XXX Earliest Round .Scarlet

pkt. lOc. oz. 2nc, j

Rennie's

l.TC, i

OZ.

.'JOc,

.•i5c,

Rennie's
Skin Tomato,

XXX

surpaased for flavor.

J

Rennie's XXX Autumn- Winter Green
Hubbard Squash, i)kt. 10c. oz. 20c, i lb. oOe,

Kirsl in Spring; last in Fall. Always solid,
iniaty and tender
entirely stringless
Plants thrifty, hardy, early and prolific;
bears continuously for several weeks. Pods
thick, broad, extra long and quite uniform
in shape.

Rennie's
Bush Butter Bean
The flncKt cylinder podded dwarf wax
bean. Fine healthy plants, bushy and roliust. free from rust or mildew and extremely prolific.
Pods six inches long; solid,
meaty and tender, snapping brittle and un-

Marrow

''»?»• pkt. 10c. lb. 40c, postpaid, lb. .i5<;, 5 lbs.
Sl.oO. pk. 83.75. by cxjiress at buyers expense.

pkt, 15c,

i

oz. 35c. oz. 60c,

82.00.

i lb.

RENNIE'S XXX
SOLID IIE.VD LEXrUCE

FREE
to

Readers of the

CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST
Wo will present a packet of either the
New ADMIRAL POPPY The new;

orchid flowered sweet pea,

t'OUNTESS

.SPENCKl!; or Luther Burbank's "Never
Fading" Flower, A CSTKALIAN STAR
LOW ER(( 'epbalipterum Drunwnondi),
on condition that the coupon printed on
bottom right hand corner of this lulvcrtisement is attaclicil to an oifler for
1<

Rennie's

XXX

Seedi.

KENNIE'S XX.X

SCARLET ROUND

WHITE

TII'PEO

RADISH

GOOD FOR ONE PACKET
III'

Address

all

orders to

WM. RENNIE

ir

KirilKU

Admiral Poppy,
Counleu Spencer Sweet Pea
or Auftraltan'Star Flower,

with

CO.,

Limited,

XXX Seed

WcntidM IhcCaiiadiari

Dept..

Iforti(-ulturist

TORONTO, ONT.

when

writing.

XXX

all orders for Rennie's
Vcgetjiblo Sce<Is bought from
his advert iscmcni.
-Vttnch this loorilcrniid slate
yo r choice.
t

a
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Ontario Fruit Growers.

University,

secretary of the American

Pomological Society, accepting, on behalf

READY TO

PLAINT

lots within 4
10 find 20 acre
miles of the city of Kelowna
in the famous
(pop. 1,200)

Our fruit
Olvanagan Valley.
lands are free from timber,
rock and scrub already plow-

—

—

A

beautiful
valley
Main
prosperous setlement.
road runs round the property.
The land will easily pay for itSome reself the first year.
ed.

sults for 1907:

X

acre Strawberries
$ 626
acre Tomatoes
1,000
4 acres Onicns, 75 tons.. 2,250
acre Crabapples yielded 10
.

.

1

X

tons.

Balance in three annual instatements. If interested, write
for our Illrstrated Booklet.

Central Okana^an

Land and Orchard Company
Limited

KELOWNA,

B.C.

.

suc<cssful

varieties cannot be

Any person

for

t

depended upon

to ripe]

in

aA

growers.

Vegetable Experiments

through
well

demand

Ontario who wishes to jog
in this CO- operative testing may choose
one of the experiments above mentioned
send in his application for the seeds
instructions
conducting the
for
sam
These will be sent by mail free of charj;
but each applicant must agree to follow t
directions furnished, and report the resu
at the end of the season, whether success!
Applications will be filed in t
or not.
order they are received until the supply
seeds is exhausted. Address all aplicatioj
to H. L. Hutt, O. A. C, Guelph, Ont.

The practical educational work carried or
College,
by the Ontario Agricultural
the

Experimental Union,

known throughout

A

now

is

The seeds or
by the experience.
plants for these experiments and full instructions for conducting them are furnished
free on the understanding that each experimenter will report the results of his experiment at the end of the season.

Temper, Force.

—

for $25.00.
In every sense of 11
of somewhat used, but ni

badly used, square pianos at Heintzman
wei
street
Go's, Limited, 115-117 King
Toronto, is sensational. The announceme;
has brought this firm orders from almol
every corner of the Dominion. The de
mination is to clear out every square pia:

fiting

Washers Time,

Piano

word the sale

Thou-

Ontario.

sands of people in both town and country
interested in farming, fruitgrowing or gardening are carrying on experiments under
the direction of the College and are pro-

TIME SAVING C OUPLER

Lost
No
—

frurt

great

nish these to all interested in the growii
of the best kind of garden vegetables.
Three of the leading varieties of each
the following kinds of vegetables are ofFi
for testing this spring, viz., beets, carrol
onions, lettuce, early tomatoes and lai
tomatoes.
The early tomatoes are best fi
northern sections where the later and bett&

of the association, the invitation to hold
their annual meeting in St. Catharines in
September, igog, on a date to be subsequently elected. Secretary Hodgetts also
reported that in accordance with the re
quest of the association, Mr. W. T. Macoun, C. E. F., Ottawa, had been added to
the advi:;ory board for fruit station work.
The representatives to The Canadian National Exhibition reported that the prize
list for fruit had been re-arranged so as
to induce a larger and more representative
The list of varieexhibit of Canadian fruit.
ties had been cut down to a certain extent
and a new class added for pyramids of fruit.
Further changes were also made with a view
to improving the display of all classes.
It was decided by the t)oard to issue a
small circular at once, giving the methods
of spraying as adopted by three or four of

our most

PRICE $200 PER ACRE.
TERMS, 1-4 CASH

the

to

igc

experiments with fruits and the limiti
funds for the purchase of plants for this p'
pose, the supply of these for this year
But we have on h
already exhausted.
a good supply of seeds for the experimen
with vegetables and hope to be able to fur-

At a meeting of the executive board of the
Ontario Fruit Growers' Association held in
Toronto on March 13, secretary Hodsetts
read a letter from Prof. John Craig, of Cornell

April,

between now and stock-tak
and surely prices like $25, $30, $35, ai
$40, will do it in payments of $5 down a;
in the place

—

50 cents a week.

SPLENDID VALUE

IN

SEEDS

$2.50 for $1.25
Bruce's Unequalled Floral Collections
ASTERS — Bruce's
folor.s,

Empire Collection, 6 separate distiiut varlelies, mi.xed
for 25c po>t paid

value 55c

NASTURTIUMS - Bruce's
colors, value 40c

NASTURTIUMS

Bruce's

Peerless Collection, Tall Sorts, 7 distinct separate
for 25c post paid
Peerless

Collection,

separate colors, value 35c

Dwarf

Sorts,
for

7

distinct

25c post paid

':

>

SWEET PEASBrace's Royal
Nosegay Collection,

10 distinct

separate colors, value 50c
for

25c post paid

FLORAL GEMS-

The Old Way

Bruce's

Collec-

I>'

Annuals,
10
separatedistinct var-

tion

of

ieties,

MADE

IN ALL

mixed

colors,

value 65c
for 25c post paid

Quickly

FREE

Standard
Adjusted.

Sizes

Our Illustrated lOO page

Cat'

ni

alogue of Vegetable, Flower,
MAY

THE

BE.

HAD FROM VOIR WHOLESALER OR DIRECT FROM

COUPLER eC,
TIME»S2\Y1NG
Limited
Ibb Ba\\

\%
Ml

and Farm Seeds, Plants, Bulbs, Implements
and Poultry Supplies is now ready

SEND FOR

fet

IT

M

STREET. TORCNTO

JOHN

Price List on Applic.UiorA

A.

BRUCE

&

CO.rHAMiLTON,

ont.

V

Mention the Canadian Horticulturist when writing.

\
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Tomatoes

in

They are

difficult

best

results

get the
north as Toronto

to

84

look after,

in

localities

T. £. BUtell, Elora, Ont.

but to
as far

we must have good
The easiest way and best way to grow tomato plants is to dig up a spent hot-bed,
say one that lettuce has been grown in,
and plant in strawberry boxes. Give them
Place on
as much room as you can afford.
the bed and fill with loose earth to level of
They are easy to water and the
boxes.
plants.

from the bed.

roots will feed

Work

of Fruit StationSj
meeting
of the new Advisory Board
At a
of Fruit Stations held in Toronto, on Feb.
26, it was
in the old

made

decided that no changes be

stations until a full report could
be obtained as to their respective value.
At the new station at Jordan Harbor
an extensive planting of all kinds of

commenced

be

will

fruits

this

CAHOON

Orchard Cultivation

Pots

Continued frojn page

spring

with a view to experimenting along the
Semi-dwarf stocks
following
lines:
1.
Testing of various stocks
2.
-ior apples
Swith standard varieties for northern disHigh vs. low heading ;
Sthcts
4.
3.
Use of varieties as fillers among standard
winter sorts 5. Culture tests with all fruits ;
6. Method of training grapes
7. Peaches
on plum stocks 8. Experiments with pears
for the suppression of blight
9. Standard
:

;

;

;

The advantages

of

cultivating

orchards

la

and vineyards with a disk harrow are coming to be more fully
principal is tnat of a
which enters the soil
turns and pulverizes,

recognized.
1 he disk
revolving mould-board
at an angle and lifts,
while the mould-board
continues to revolve. Owing to the principal on wnicti It works, the disk cultivator

accompiisn more work and
stir more earth witn less horse power tnan
any otner style ot cultivator. At the same
time if ttie disk plate is of correct shape
and turn, the soil is more thoroughly cultivated tliereby than witu any otner style
ot implement.
ine disk presents an advantage for orchard and vineyard work in that it does
not catch on the rootlets and tear them up
or

narrow

will

GOOUELIi COMPANY

95

TREES
PLANTS
VINES

;

hybrids originated

at

the

Central

Experi-

mental Farm, Ottawa; 12. Pruning methods with all fruits, including small fruits
13. Planting of selected seed of all fruits
in large quantities for the purpose of obtainifag natural hybrids of value; 14. Fall planting of peaches, pears and plums vs. spring
planting; 15. Fumigation of nursery stock
to test the theory that this process injures
;

the trees.
special tobacco
It is likely that some
experiments will be carried on under the
supervision of Mr. McKenney, the repreSjentative of the Department of Agriculture
wt Essex Centre. Extensive vegetable experiments will also be carried out at Leam-

Wgton and Jordan

Harbor.

To Revise Plant Names
The committee on the nomenclature of plants,
which was appointed at the last annual meeting of the Ontario Horticultural Association,
lias begun its work.
A meeting was held in
i^e

offices of

The Canadian Horticulturist

which it was planned to have some
valuable information to present at the next
annual- meeting of the association. The members of the committee present were: W. Hunt,
O.A.C., Guelph; J. Cavers, Oakville; W. T.
Macoun, C.E.F., Ottawa, and H. B. Cowan,
of Toronto.
The object of the appointment of this committee was to correct as many mistakes as
possible in the names and descriptions of
plants in common usage. The committee also
hopes to present to the association at its next
anunal meeting, lists of the best varieties of
some of the most popular kinds of plants,
correctly named and described.

Jecently, at

High-Class Upright Piano for J225C)0.—
Thorf hiive been taken into ih-i warerooms
of Heintzman &
Co..
Limited,
ll.") 117
King street west, Toronto, within the past
lew days, two upright pianos .very little
used, and bearing the names of well-known
manufacturers.
One of these may be
bought for $225, and the other for $250. It
is an opportunity to get what ia practically
a new piano at nearly half the manufacturer's regular price.

Main

Antrim, H,

St..

H.^

SPECIALTIES

PERFECTION CURRANT

HERBERT RASPBERRY
Shrubs, Roses,

Norway Spruce

Descriptive price Hst

A.

W. GRAHAM, ST. THOMAS, ONT.

Northern

Grown

Trees

Apple, Pear, Plum, Cherry, Peach, Grapes, Sni.ill Fruits,
>eciduot]s and Evergreen Ornamentals, Roses, Flowering
Shrubs, Climbers, etc. Specialties: Mammoth Dewberry
and Wismcr"s Dessert Apple, Catalogue Free; it tells
the wnole story.

Enclosed find the money to pay for my
advertisement. Judging from the way orders are coming in, 1 will not need any further advertising than that I have paid for;
therefore, cancel my order for the next issue.
N. E. Maiiory, Blenneim, Ont.

« i gi c^ Now the time
f^M^
^^* V.»**A%i4^
your orders

—

I

J. H.

WISMER, Nnrserymaa.

Port

eifiii,

onurio.

to place
for Spring

is

delivery of freshly imported Orchids.
Our
prices are very low, quality considered. Also
large stock ot established Orchids on hand

CARILLO
& BALDWIN
SECAUCUS,
U.S.A.
N.J.,

;

10.
dwarf pears for commercial use
Suppression of rot in plums; 11. lasting of

the name of the most aoourate and dur^able Hand Seed Sower on the market. Sows 4 to 5 acres per boar*
^ Write for new booklet,^ • Sowing;
for Besults* ' andSOth anniTerkaary soovenlr.

similar to the duck-foot or other cultivator
1 lie frequent cultivation
of tne tooth style.
ot orchards, vineyards and small fruits by
the disk cultivator preserves the moisture
and increases the vitality of the trees and
vines ensuring better returns.

;

vs.

93

,^The Aspinwall Mfg.

Guelph, Ont., issue
a neat little booklet entitled "Potato Culture,"
that contains valuable information for potato
growers, bend for a copy, and also ask for a
copy of their catalog of potato machinery.
Co.,

Fruit growers are considerably interested

new spraying mixtures that were mentioned in The Canadian Horticulturist, the
Vi Fluid and V2 Fluid. At a recent meetof the Niagara Peninsula Fruit Growers'
Association, a committee, composed of A.
H. Pettit, Grimsby
Jos. Tweddle, Fruitland, and J. W. Smith, Winona, was apExperipointed to test these mixtures.
ments will be conducted also in other parts
of Ontario and in other provinces.
in the

;

—

A Square Piano for $30.00 Heintzman &
Co., Limited, 115-117 King street west, Toronto, are clearing out

one floor
but some
at

$35,

of
of

$40,

down and

what

is

pretty

much

square pianos at not only $30
them at $25, and others again

and

$45.

in

50 cents a week.

payments

of

$5

T'.*-CT"E^r-"OlhP

STENCIL

jCLijgPSlyrC
BRANDS
vv^B' yMFG. CO. rubber
1

.0,

a
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CYPHERS'
Model Incubators
CHAS.

POULTjRY ^DEPT
Conducted by

this fact.
their long

Short.IOttawa

S.

The hens are run down from
confinement and while the egg

that is, it contains a germ of
the germ is too weak to live through
the three weeks of incubation, and rotten
eggs are usually the result. The lime and
egg shell material supplied the fowls does
not in many cases enable some of the hens
to lay eggs with strong shells so that a
great many breakages occur if the eggs
are set under hens.
is

On my Model Poultry Farm I now have
poultry numbering 80,000 hatched and

fertile,

life,

brooded in my famous Model Incubators
and Brooders. Buy-

Eggs

ing your incubators
and brooders of a

for

Hatching

February and March issues of The Canadian Horticulturist contained articles on incubation by machine and artificial rearing
It was thought
of the chicks by brooders.
seasonable to say something this month on
how to obtain fertile eggs and when to
get them. If eggs are purchased and it
is taken for granted that, if they are, they
will be from high-grade stock and therefore expensive on no account order them
Wait until spring
for immediate delivery.
is sufficiently advanced, that to your certain
knowledge, the fowl in the pen from which
your eggs are to be supplied have been running outdoors for at least a fortnight, that
It is
is, if you wish to get a good hatch.
the exception to get even a fair hatch from

man who knows
nothing (or next
nothing) about
hatching and raising
poultry is running a
Don't
useless risk.

to

doit.
I not only sell you
a Model Incubator or Brooder, but 1 add
to them the valuable experience of years
Model
as shown in their construction.
Incubators show excellent hatches, hatch
every hatchable egg. The Model Brooder
grow sturdy chicks.
Send your order in to-day, and get in
line with the profit getters.
Free catalogue for everyone.

Whatever the reason, the fact remains
that eggs as a rule do not hatch well untiT
after the hens have been outdoors.
For all
practical purposes, chickens hatched froE
eggs set from the middle to the end of Aprij
are plenty early enough to furnish layers
for the following winter, if the chicks ar^
properly fed and housed.

—

—

THE MODEL INCUBATOR
196-200 River Street

CO.
TORONTO, ONT.

Let

Of course, if the breeder has breedino
pens of his own and plenty of eggs h^
may be willing to lose a large percentagj
of the eg'gs to get a few very early chick|
for exhibition at the fall fairs.
If he is ui
successful, the loss is his own.
It is
other matter where the beginner pays frori
$2 to $5 per setting and only gets one oi

me send you the

proof of the

money you can make raising
chickens with Chatham Incubator
big

a

HAVE

I
MANSON CAMPBELL

to

is

Some

want
send

you

Chatham Incu-

making good profits for its users.
people who "just kept" hens as a
side issue are now making big money
raising poultry with a Chatham Incubator.
Others who were raising poultry with other
makes are now making bigger profits with a
Chatham Incubator.
You know it doesn't do to put all your
eggs in one basket. The year comes along
when crops are not so goi.„. The farm
does'nt pay as much as it should.
Then
bator

The Manson Campbell
Company, Limited.

I

the proof from all parts of Canada and the United States, which shows

emphatically that the

President

my

special

don't you think you will appreciate the sure

and certain

price

profit that

Better

still

you get from poultry

Chatham Incubator?

raising with a

and

;

the price

I

Chatham Incubator for and
sell it on, mean that you

special

a profit out of
one cent.

terms

I

it

can

you a

sell

the terms
will be

I

can

making

me

before you have paid

practically start

try business

you

In n profitable poul-

— which really only takes a small

part of your time, or vo'ir wife's or daugh-

to-day.

—

write for

and it doesn't cost you one cent until
you are making a profit out of it.
Now, I want you to write me to-day
post card will do.
Then I will send you
my 1908 Booklet, which tells all about the

them ?

five-year guarantee

ter's

Will you

—

Chatham

—

how it is made the
we sell it on. How strong

Incubator,

and successful a company
.

igo8

eggs laid at the end of March and beginning of April.
There are several reasons advanced for

A.

and Brooders

April,

is

back of

this

guarantee.

It tells all

this

and also of the way the Chat-

ham Incubator works, how it
has made money for others,
how it can make money for
you.

Write me to-day and let me
send you all this information
aboutpoultry raising.and I will
also give you my special price
and special easy-payment plan.

To save time address my
nearest office
do it now
while you think of it.

—

The Manson Campbell

Co., Limited.

Brandon, Man.

The Manson Campbell

Co.. Limited,
Calgary, Alta.
194, Victoria, B.C.

D. Hammond. Box
Cote & Co., 6 St. Peter
Que.

St.,

Montreal,

MANSON CAMPBELL
President
The Mtnson Campbell

Co., Ltd.
Chathmn, Ontario
83
also have a shipping warehou.se at

Dept.
I

Halifax, N.S.

T!
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two chicks.
side,

if

Therefore, to be on the safe
eggs are to be purchased, make sure

that the season is sufficiently advanced that
the eg-gfs have been laid by fowl which have
had the advantagfe of outdoor air and exercise at least for two weeks.

Ornamental

Big Potato Crop
at Least Expense
^"

Write now for Free Book that tells how to
increase your Potato Crop 40 to 75% and how to
cut out labor and expense by using

—What

shall
we
plant in our perennial border this spring
This question will bother many of our readers and it is not easily answered even when

Pear

Plants.

ASPINWALL POTATO
MACHINES

.?

;

average catalogue is
would still be confused.
Wagner, of Stoney Creek,
an extensive study of the
the

Blight
I'l^e

Can

consulted,

which

cut, plaott cover, ferspray, dig and sort
potatoes.
Practical Success

many

tilize,

H. P. Van
Ont., has made

Mr.

guaranteed and proven by
our 26 years' experience in

machine building.
Address Head Office.

potato

best varieties of
shrubs, perennials, tubers, bulbs, and .so
forth, to plant in Canadian gardens that will
produce the best results. The many prizes

Cttre It

that Mr. Van Wagner has secured at Exhibitions speaks well of his selection.
We
would refer our readers to the full page advertisement for a partial list of the varieties
Mr. Van Wagner is offering for sale this

Our work has extended

Aspinwall Mfg. Co*
319 Sabin St.
Jackson. Mich^ U. S* A.
Canadian Factory. Gnelpta, Ont.. Canada

over a period of three

Ad-

formula'patented.

of the popularity of Wallace
sprayers, Mr. W. H. Brand, sole agent for
Canada, Jordan station, Ont., recently received the following: "It affords us pleasure to state that we have used one of the

Wallace

Co.

Califo7'nia

Standard

Power Sprayers during

the past season, and found it perfectly satisfactory, giving plenty of pressure with
no trouble whatever.
(Signed), Wilbur
Winters, Frank H. Hall, John Usher, J. W.
Roberts, all of Wicklow, Ont."

The Aspinwall new No.

Mention Canadian Horticulturist when

IF

writing^

YOU HAVE APPLES

OR POULTRY TO CONSIGN
we can handle them
advantage.
lots,

them

write
for

If

you

to

f.o.b.

—

we

can sell
your station

THE DAWSON COMMISSION
Cor.

TORONTO

West Market and Colborne

Co.,

Limited
St.

ONTARIO

"

BRANCHING— White,

The Popular Piano Player. The playerpiano has stirred up any amount of enthusiasm in musical circles, if the many sales
being made by Heintzman & Co., Limited
115-117 King street, west, Toronto, are to be
taken as a criterion. This firm has a very
wide selection of player-pianos at terms of
payment to suit almost any purchaser.

Medium Early

—White and

JOHN CAVERS

Pink, Late

-

Oakville, Ont.

NOZZLE
f»G

"THIS

56

illustrates

.S

Fig. 56, designed to
apply lime-sulphur mixture. It is made in brass
with brass or steel removable discs, or with

aluminum cap and body
and brass or steel discs.

The

particular merit of

type of nozzle is in the large liquid ways
that prevent clogging and the double ways
being at an angle that gives the most perfect
form ot spray.
We believe, for the purpose of spraying
with lime-sulphur or any coarse materials
under heavy pressure, it will be found unexthis

celled.

Price,

by

mail, $1.00.
for Post

I'rrf Catalogyir

list

Carii.

KINO STREET,

LONDON, ONT.

SPRAMOTOR, LTD.

Peerless Junior Poultry Fence
The Peerless Junior Poultry and Garden Fence

is

in

a class by

itself,

being

unlike anything else on the market. It is woven close enough to turn small chickens,
rabbits, dogs, etc., and is strong enough to turn large animals.
It requires no top or
bottom boards, and less than half the posts required by the ordinary Poultry
Fencing. Top and bottom wires are No. 9 hard steel. As a general-purpose
fence there is. nothing obtainable that will fill the bill so well, and its lasting
quality, because of its extra strength, makes it

The Most Durable Poultry
Fence You Can Buy
Peerless Junior Fence has double the strength that would
ever be required of it. It has a breaking strain of at least
lbs. Don't you think it is just the fence you want? For
prices and further particulars, drop us a card.

80lX)

THE BANWELL-KOXIE WIRE FENCE
Oepl.

Mfnttnn

tllp

R

.

Hamilton, Ont.

CannHInTi TTnrf if-nltnrtQt

the

Spramotor Nozzle,

1

3

apples are in car

us and

you

for

Early

—Pink

15 Cents per dozen— 40 Cents per hundred, postpaid
For prices on larger quantities please write.
Packed to go anywhere by mail.
May be planted with good results until ISth June
Orders receiyed now and will be
filled after ISlh May.
Please send Postal Note with order.

•"

Potato Planter
was placed on the market for the first time
in 1Q07.
It gave a most satisfactory account of itself. By reports, it leaves little
to be desired in the way of a planter.
Any
one interested in potato machinery should
write the Aspinwall Company at Jackson,
Michigan, for their igo8 Catalog, describing
the whole Aspinwall line.
Better do it now
before the potato season is on.

—

VIOLET KING
VICK'S

Pear-Blight

Vacaville

"

LAVENDER GEM— Early
ROYAL PURPLE -Medium Ute

—

As evidence

Remedy

QUEEEN OF THE MARKET-White,

enclose $1.00, which will cover my subscriptwo years at the present price, and I
think I have got a good bargain. I should not
like to be without The Canadian Horticulturist. Geo. Milne, Pointe Claire, Que.
tion for

dress correspondence to

Plants

FROM BEST SEEDS

I

Process and

Aster

Chinese

season.

years.

95

CO., (ltd.)

Winnipeg, Manitoba

&

—

THE CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST

96

April,

Miss Kate Lock ^-;^%
guaranteed

lite.

The World's Greatest Aster

row Asters,

"

with every order.

-:iz LOCK

Nc«t

1908

Enchantress-Pink. 50c. pei
checks. Instructions, '"liov
unless bearing my signature

TORONTO, ONT

Aster Specialist, 41 Manchester Ave.,

—

THE "BUCO" HAND CULTIVATOR
Sure
and

Workthe
Horse

HE CAN WORK.

EVERY DAY

One man

with a "Buco"

is

worth two with a hoe.

yon ase Bickmore'sGallCareyourteama
can work right along and tie cured ol Saddle
and Harness Galls, Ohate.s, Kope Burns, Cuts,
Scratches, Grease Heel, etc. i\hile in iiarneas. The more work tue quicker the cure.
If

TEMPERED

STEEL SPRINGS.
Tines arc OIL
DEEP, loosens
adjustable to width. It gets
the soil thoroughly and cleans the weeds out by ROOT,
Great around trees and
Less labor, larger yield.
shrubs.
Sold by Hardware Dealers and Seedsmen everywhere.
If your dealer cannot supply them we will send on
receipt of price $1.50 each. Return after trial at our
expense and money refunded if not satisfactory.

DOWN

BAILEY-UNDEHWOOD

BISKMORE'S GALL CURE
the standard Remedy for all these and
similar troubles. Is excellent for Mange and
Sore Teats in cows. Above trade mark ison
every box. For sale by dealers. Money re-

is

funded if it fails. Sample and Horse Book
everv farmer should read loc.
WINDATE CHEMICAL CO. LTD., Canadian Diat'brs,
54a NOTRE DAME ST., W. MONTREAL, CANADA

CO.,',Umitcd

NEW GLASGOW,

N.S.

The

Central Nurseries

are supplying splendid value in Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,
Hoses, Grape Vines, New Herbert Raspberry, liykman Strawberry
Plants in varieties.
True, dependable stock.
All well grown.
ship direct to our cusSend for our Free Priced Catalogue.

We

;

BABY RAMBLER

A

Ever-blooming Crimson J~\>
Dwarf. Think of roses
every day from June
until frost out

of doors.

G.

Hull

&

Son,
—

St.

—

—

ment.
Will

;

Catharines, Ontario
—
Low Prices

Surplus in Baldwin Apple Tree* SELECT STOCK Write for
Mention The Canadian Horticulturist when writing.

;

XXX"

tomers with satisfactory results. Try us. 28th year.
Seed potatoes: Climax, Eureka, Eldorado, Peck's Early, Early
King, Golden Coin and others.
Poultry K. I. Reds none better cockerels from $1 up. Eggs in season.
:

Seed Selecting Problem Solved. Indecision soon settles upon the amateur gardener after perusing the general list of g'arden
seeds in the average seed catalogue. There
are so many varieties which would apparently "just fit in" with his needs that the
selection of the "right one" becomes a perplexing problem yielding to no simple soFinally a half guessed choice is
lution.
made and too often the choice proves an
unfortunate one.
Fortunately there has come a solution
there has
of the seed selection difficulty
been a wonderful revolution in seed culture.
Thanks to the untiring etlbrts of the leading producers and distributors of garden
seeds in Canada The Wm. Rennie Co.
a new standard has been set. They have,
by countless and costly experiments, ruthless rogueing and unsparing selection, developed practically perfected types of the
most useful vegetable seeds 24 different
kinds in all. These types represent a combination of the best qualities found in the
better classes of their respective kinds.
We take pleasure in commending Messrs.
Rennie in having achieved such excellent
results and it is with confidence that we
recommend our readers to try these grades
The new sorts are named
this season.
and a full list of them
"Rennie's
may be found in their full page advertise-

you please send

me an

extra copy

of the March issue of The Canadian Horticulturist, it is so full of information and
friends to see
helpful that I would like
it, and may be able to secure some new subGeo.
Switzen, Norval, Ont.
scribers.

my

—

H

Strawberry Plants

Selected Seeds

My

Ninth Annual Catalogue

on Application

Mailed

GIVE SATISFACTORY RESULTS

Fifty leading varietits
and fully described.
Many illustrations and

listed

Our Vegetables Seeds

are

of

full

undoubted purity and produce
abundant crops.
Our Flower
Seeds are true to name and of

Early— Bederwood,
Mediums

Irene,

Mar.sh.all, Stevens'

Late

Champion, Gaudy.

New— Arnout,

Aliingtoii,

CommonMead, Miller,

Chesapeake,
wealth,

Minutemnn, President,
Pride of Michigan, Three
\Vs, Ruby.

Old Standards— Bu

SEND YOUR NAME TO-DAY.
THREE W'S
Reported on by Mr. E. B. Stevenson, of Guelph,
as follows: "This new one was one of
At one of the pickings I
the best for market.
picked 3 boxes without moving at another later
picking I picked one box for every 2 feet of row.

in 1906,

Mention the Canadian Horticulturist when writing

Prolific,

Late — Fountain,

sure to grow.
Illustrated catalogues sent free to those who
wish to grow pure seeds.

MONTREAL

Car-

Wonder, Donnan.

only^ those seeds that are

SQ.,

— Buster,

Tennessee,

A

JACQUES CARTER

Cli

dinal, Parson's Beauty,

I

36

Ex-

max, Haverland.

eveay dollar spent with us.
trial order will convince you that

DupuY & Ferguson =;

Leaders

Hathaway,

Enrly

We

[=

My

celsior.

We

sell

of

ExTKA Early— Virginia,

the highest germinating power
Sutton's Specialties are always
in stock.
do not make up
special collections of seeds and
advertise $1 .00 worth for 50c. as
specials.
give every customer $ worth of pure seeds for

we

cultural instructions.

Some

;

bach,

Clyde, Glenn

Mary, Sample, Senator,
Dunlap, Warfield, Williams,

Wm.

Belt.

Varieties guaranteed true to

W. H. VANDERBURG. POPLAR HILL, ONT.
Mention The Canadian Horticulturist when writing.

Canadian Horticulturi^

Tie
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MAY,

Money
are few
THERE
enterprise that
or

lines of legitimate
offer anything like

so great an opportunity to the man
of moderate means seeking

woman

an independent livelihood as does the
growing of strawberries for market.

The demand for first-class strawberries
never is supplied, and prices for highgrade fruit are almost universally high
both in Canada and the United States,
offering a fine inducement to enterprisfolk to engage in the business.

m

It is difficult to believe,
rg
me wonderful things that

sometimes,

are being done
by strawberry growers, not in isolated
cases, but in hundreds of cases.
Great

have been achieved by growers
Canada. As I am more familiar with
Ihoseof the United States,however,lshall
mention some of them in particular. Note,
results
in

__

instance, the experience of Mr. g!

Hawley, of Ea Mesa, Cal., who, under
te of September 10, 1907, relates
his
perience for the season.
From two
res of plants had been taken up to the
te named for the season,
$2,596, and
he plants were still yielding at the rate
of $60 a week.
GOOD CARE GIVES BIG MONEY
Mr. Henr'y Clute, of Hunt, N.Y.,
en~
.;aged for the first time in strawberry
growing in 1906, when he set out an acre
.

Ir
I

He

of

plants.
his acre,

took excellent care of
1907 he received in
ctual cash, $888.17 from this first
acre
plants that he had grown; and it is
^timated that fullyanother hundred dolirs' worth were grown on
this acre which
ire given away, or consumed
upon the
lace by Mr. Clute's familv
and the
People engaged in gathering' the fruit.

and

in

1

his case indicates what a
in strawberry culture.

1

do

xperience
man has a

*

is

novice may
Mr. Clute's
not an unusual one. If a

little plain common sense,
is
willing to work and intelligently
care for
he plants, he need have no fear
but that
t

'<•

succeed in strawberry growing
Mr. John Rucker, of Boston,
N.Y
gathered more than 9,000 quarts
of
will

from a single acre in 1907, but
he sold them in Buffalo on commission
If received a little less
than ten cents a
'liiart, so that his total cash
income from
'lerries
>

I

he acre

was

slightly

under $900.

Mr

No.

5

Growing Strawberries

in
W.

1908

H. Burke, Three Rivers, Michigan

H. B. Steward, of Myrtle Point, Ore.,
took $1,500 in the season of 1907" from
an acre; Mr. James Calder, of Clayton,
N.Y., 1,000 plants, $310; Mr. Columbus
Knight, of^ Falmouth, Me., $1,000 an
acre; Mr. M. F. H. Smeltzer, of^Van
Buren, Ark., made $1,079 from an^cre
in 1907; Mrs. Mary Malpass, of Ingersoll,
Ont., sold $560 worth of strawberries
from an acre last season.
A BUSINESS FOR WOMEN
Strawberry growing is distinctly a line

with dignity and comparative
by successfully conducting a small
strawberry farm. Hundreds of other
herself

ease

women

are engaged successfully in the

work.
Si^,

A SAFE AND SURE CROP

may

be said, in behalf of this line of
horticulture, that it is one of the safest
and surest known. In the fall of 1906,
when the heavy early frosts destroj'ed
-

It

vineyards and peach orchards, and even
many hardy apple trees, over
of work fitted for womankind. Some of a large section
of the north central
states, comparatively little damage was
suffered by the strawberry.
So hardy
Kind Words
that it grows upon Alpine heights, pushOrchardists in every part of
ing up its green leaves in the spring-"
Canada should subscribe to The
time through the snows upon the lofty
Canadian Horticulturist.
summits of_the Swiss mountains, so acThe
fruit raiser who
customed to the tropic suns that it
can take this
practical and progressive monthly
yields from early spring until late fall in
magazine without making more
Cuba and in other tropical lands the
from the reading of its fruitful
universality of the strawberry plant is
greater, perhaps, than any other known
pages than the cost of a year's
fruit.
subscription (sixty cents) must be
It will thrive and produce large
crops of fine berries on any soil that will
a very dull scholar.
The book is
grow com or potatoes. Set these plants
full of timely, helpful, practical inin the spring of one year and they will
formation, on fruit, flower and
yield an abundant harvest in the early
vegetable culture.
Its growth of
summer of the following year a crop
circulation is a criterion of its
that will bring a sum sufficient to put the
merits and popularity. February,
grower upon his feet financially where,
1907's, circulation was 5,520 cophad he set out an orchard of any kind,
ies.
February, 1908, it was 7,824,
he would be able to count upon no inor an increase of over 2,300 copies
come worthy of mention under five
in a single year— a record of which
years, even though all the circumstances
any publisher should feel justifiawere most favorable.
bly proud.
If you have an acre of
To the man who seeks an'independent
orchard, you want this excellent
killed out

—

—

publication.

— Bowma?ivi//e

Siates-

man.
the most encouraging experiences it has
been my pleasure to know about, have
been those of women strawberry grow-

They usually press the children
into service, and thus succeed in handling comparatively large areas at a
ers.

trifling

outlay for manual assistance.

One woman whose

have had the
from Santa
1907 she took from

letter I

privilege of reading, wrote

Cruz, Cal., that in

one-tenth of an acre of strawberries,
$210 in cash. At Woodside, Minn., is
a young woman of culture who supports
97

living

and whose means are

limited,

no

other line of enterprise offers so great
advantages as strawberry production.
One need not go to the Pacific Coast or
to the Gulf regions, or to any other particular place in order to get a start.
Whether a citizen of Canada or the
United States, he may rent an acre or
two near his own home, and begin at
once to do business. There never has
been on the markets of this country a
half-supply of high-quality fruit that
commands top prices.
There is a limitless field open to the
man who will grow big red strawberries,
well-flavored and firm, no matter where
he may be located. Plant this spring.

:

Forming and Pruning Young Apple Trees
T.

THE

general characteristics of well-

shaped apple trees are somewhat
as follows:
"The main branches
spring from the trunk at a good broad
angle.
They do not spring opposite to
each other, but are distributed up and

down

the trunk.

They are evenly placed

around the tree, and do not interfere
with each other. There is a definite centre stem from which they spring, and
which extends above the main side
branches."
Such a tree is of the strongest possible
frame.

carry its proper load of
fruit without propping.
There is no fear
of it being split down to the ground, and
ruined by an over-weight of fruit, or by
wet snow, or any other cause.
The
greatest damage, that will be likely to
happen to it, will be the breaking of a
bough, an injury which can easily be repaired, and the loss replaced within a
short time.
If any main branch is overladen and breaks off, the injury to the
trunk^ will be comparatively slight, there
will
be no splitting.
Always fresh
shoots can be grown from the centre to
replace broken branches. After all, the
It

will

main stem i.s the tree, keep that intact,
and the tree is still there from which to
grow any branches that are required.
To illustrate the advantages of this
form it is only necessary to think of another form which is very common that
is, the tree, where the centre has been
cut out and never replaced, where the
branches all spring from about the same
point as the fingers grow from the palm
of the hand.
Such a tree, when the day
of trial comes, either from an overload
of fruit, or from a fall of we^ snow, and,
sometimes, by reason of its own weight,
will get tired and lie
down, splitting

W.

Kelowna, British Columbia

Stirling,

The tree is planted as a yearling, whip
and cut back to about three feet, or a
little less, from the ground, with the object of forcing buds into decided growth,
so that there may be something to work
on the next spring. The first real step
towards shaping the tree is taken the
spring after planting, preferably when
the buds are just beginning to show
green.
It will be found then, if the
tree has established itself, that some of
the buds near the top,
very generally
three, have made a
strong upstanding
growth, coming out from the stem at a
very acute angle; lower down, more
shoots will have grown from the stem

—

right than three
wrong plenty more
shoots will grow during the current year
to fill any vacancies.
(Note.— Certain varieties of trees, for
instance, the Northern Spy, have shoots
which almost invariably spring from the
stem at an acute angle. In such cases
it cannot be expected that shoots will be
found to satisfy the third condition mentioned above. It is as well then to use a
spreader to cause the shoot to grow in
the desired direction.)

CUTTING BACK

Having

which are
and removed the others, cutting them off close up to the stem, it
selected the shoots

to remain,

;

right to the ground, so that there is nothing left from which a new tree can be

grown.

TO FORM THE TREES
Shaping a tree is not the whole art of
pruning. By shaping a tree is meant that
treatment of a tree in its earlier years
which definitely determines its general
form. A tree may be well shaped in this
sense, yet at the time woefully in need of
cutting and clearing out, but this latter
branch of the pruner's art will not be
dealt with in this paper.
The object of
this paper then is to outline a method,
and to state a few short rules, which, if
followed, will ensure every tree growing
up in a correct form.
The rules are
three in number, viz.

Keep

the leader
make the
leader lead.
The' explanation of these,
and the method of carrying them out in
practice, is as follows
2.

:

i

.

have but one leader; and,

;

3,

'Extracts from a paper read at last convention of the
XorthweKt Fruit Growers' Association.

Method

of Setting out Fruit Trees in an Orchard

i? is a base line laid down through the middle of the orchard, on which are marked positions of one line of
trees, say, 24 feet apart.
and C are parallel lines so placed with respect to li that 1—3 and 2—3 are each equal
to 1—2, the distance apart the trees are to be. Positions of trees on Ji
be laid down when point 3 i« flxeil.
All other trees are sighted in place from the positions on lines A^
and C.

A

B

a greater angle than the leaders, and
usually have not made such
a strong

at

growth.

from these

It is

of branches

first tier

may

latter that the

be chosen.

LEADERS

Of the one, two or three strong upright shoots near the top, select the best
and most upright as the leader, and sacrifice the remainder.
If they are retained
with the idea that they will become satisfactory side branches, amenable to disbe found to be a misdo so, but will for
years be a source of bother, competing
continually with the leader for supremacy.
Cut them out, leaving but the one
cipline,

it

will

They

take.

will not

leader.

SIDE SHOOTS

From

the other shoots, lower down,
possible, three side branches.
These must be evenly distributed around
the tree in a horizontal direction.
In a
perpendicular direction they must be well
separated.
The angle they make with
the trunk should be large, nearly a right
angle.
If there are not three shoots
that satisfy these conditions, then leave
only two, or one, that does better one
select,

if

—

may

necessary to cut them back. It will be
observed that the buds on the upper
end of a wood shoot are better developed
than those near the base. The object in
view is to give the leader the start, and
to have it keep ahead of the rest therefore, do not cut it back too much.
Cut
it amongst these buds towards the upper
end, perhaps one-third of its length down
from the tip.
Perhaps, amongst the side branches retained, one or two are weak, and one
or two are strong these latter nearly as
strong as the leader.
It is they which
require to be watched, or they will start
racing for the supremacy with the leader.
Put them in their right place right away.
is

;

—

Cut them back to within three buds or
so of the stem.
The buds here will be
very much backward, and by the time
they are forced into growth, the leader
will have shoots several inches in length,
and there is no fear that the side branches will catch up.

An

excellent article on "Irrigation

British

Columbia,'

'will

appear

in

in

the

June issue of The Canadian HorticijlTURIST.

and Cultivating Orchards

Fertilizing

Geo. A. Robertson, St. Catharines, Ontario.

HAVE

been using limited quantities
of fertilizers, as also have some of

my neighbors. I have seen peach
prchards which had liberal annual applications of fertilizers, such as vi'ood ashes,
pone meal, and bone and animal meal,
mixed with potash, and clean cultivation
practised year after year, on sandy soil,
until late in the season.
From the results obtained, the expenditure was not
justified by the increase of crop.

well

in this case rye is surer, although
rye does not add nitrogen to the soil, as
the clovers and vetches do.
These are
;

plowed under as soon as the land
enough the following spring
if
;

is

dry
very

steamed dry bone dust, and a sack of
200 to 225 pounds of muriate of potash,
or, if wood ashes are used to supply the
potash, from one to two tons an acre,
when the amount of bone may be lessof

SOME METHODS AND RESULTS

How

best can

we

fertilize

an orchard?

The answer can be given best by actual
experiment.
There are cases on record
of apple orchards
on heavy ground,
where part had annual applications of
bone and potash, while the adjoining part
had the same treatment as to cultivation
and spraying, but no fertilizer.
There
was no apparent difference in the amount
or quality of the fruit
tional case.

this is

;

an excep-

On sandy soils, unless we add plant
food in some form, the tendency is for
the land to become impov^ished.
When
'and becomes poor, there is no
quicker
and better method to restore it than by
the use of a liberal dressing of barnyard
manure.
But if we follow this method
too closely, we go to the other extreme,
and often obtain rather too vigorous a
growth of tree, especially in young orchards, which is not conducive to fruitfulness or profit; even if the trees
do
bear, the fruit will often ripen a
ten days later than the
ripening.

week

or

normal period of

The common practice is
manure occasionally,

vard

to use barnespecially if

he trees are suffering from the strain of
i>earing an overload of fruit.
This is applied after growth cea.ses, in the fall,
or
in

early spring.

CLEAN CULTIVATION
Clean cultivation is usually given and
best for peaches, cherries or plums. It
is best, also,
for pears, if one is not
bothered with fire blight if so, pears are
left in sod, as the poorer
or
slower
growth does not favor the development
IS

;

of the

fire

blight to the

same

extent.

This clean cultivation .should cease
about
the end of July, and it is better
then to
Seed the orchard down with a cover crop.

COVER CROPS SHOULD BE USED
There are various kinds of cover crops
to use.

have

used crim.son clover,
mammoth red clover, hairy vetch. Dwarf
Essex rape, rye or even wheat if
the
ind is underdrained, the
latter will win•' r all
right.
To get a good catch of the
'lovers or vetch, the land must
be rich
and kept well cultivated up to
the time
of sowing, or the clover
and vetch
I

;

not gni

may

;i

irood

enough stand

to winter

A
The

variety

is

Olivet.

Burst of Bloom on a British Columbia Cherry Tree

Note

very licavy clusters of blossoms. This tree has been well fed and
eared for. Qood attention brings results.

tlie

heavy, we use a railing coulter, kept
sharp, and a chain, to turn the cover
crop under.
By the u.se of suitable cover crops,
and an application of bone dust for phosphoric arid, and potash, in the form of
potash salts, such as muriate of» potash,
or sulphate of potash, or wood ashes, the
land may be kept in good shape.
A
liberal application consists of 600 pounds

ened on account of the phosphoric acid
contained in the wood ashes.
I do not use mixed fertilizers, as the
manufacturer charges for mixing, but

sow them

separately.

The bone meal

is

untreated by acid and, therefore, insoluble the potash also is not soluble to any
gre.it extent therefore the danger of loss
by leaching is small.
If barnyard manure is used and cover crops, the humic
;

;

THE CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST
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An orchard should be kept vigorbut avoid either extreme, in the
matter of fertilization, if the soil contains
If we give the
the necessary plant food.
trees a proper chance, they usually do
their part, if they are the proper varieties, and planted on soil adapted to their
growth.
From co-operative experiments carried
on in connection with fertilizers and certhem.

acid formed by the rotting of the vegetable matter in the soil will render the
phosphoric acid in the bone partly soluthemselves
ble while the cover
crops
will feed on the bone and potash ; then,
when these plants rot in the soil, the

plant food

We

may

ous,

again liberated.
attribute the poor results of-

is

noticeable from using commercial
fertilizers by themselves, without cover
crops, or not in conjunction with barnyard manure, to the lack of the soil conditions so necessary for the best results.
A soil rich in humus has also another advantage; it will hold more moisture during a dry season than one which lacks
ten

in

humus.

As plants take

their food in

a decided advantage in
having more moisture, and also the germ
life contained in such soil has a beneficial
solution, there

is

effect.

APPLY FERTILIZERS PROPERLY
are altogether too prone to condemn artificial fertilizers whereas the

We

;

fault is often in not

knowing how

to use

summing up of the whole
nothing as to any certain
conclusions, but individual experiments
prove that certain soils may be deficient,
and that nitrogen,, or again phosphoric
acid will give the best results, or another
soil may justify the use of potash, or,
perhaps, any combination of these. One
thing has been proved, and that is that
if the soil is lacking in either phosphoric
acid or potash, we cannot hope for fruit
of the highest quality, or in any great
quantity and, as sandy land is usually deficient in these, it is safe to apply such
plant food to bearing orchards.
tain crops, the

•

has proved

The Famcusc and
R.

MUCH
famous Fameuse

Snow)

apple,

Downbut its origin is obscure.
ing says: "A celebrated Canadian fruit,
(probably an old French variety,) which
has its name (Pomme de Niege), from
the snow-white color of its flesh, or, as
some say, from the village from whence
was taken to England." This is erroneous and misleading. As a matter of
fact, the variety is not known in France,
and it is quite improbable that it was
ever taken to England from France.
There is every probability that the
Fameuse evolved from seed brought from
France by the early missionaries, the St.
Sulpicians, for instance, who were the
first missionaries on the Island of Montreal.
I believe the Fameuse to be fully
Montreal was
150 to 200 years old.
founded in 1641, and presuming that the
Sulpician fathers brought over with them
seeds of French apples for planting on
the Island of Montreal, allowing several
generations to evolve La Fameuse, we
can safely suppose the variety was known
and propagated since about 1730, and
that this famous apple was under cultivation at the time of the capture of Canada
by the British in 1760. The late Chas.
Gibbs tells us that trees of Fameuse were
it

sent to England and the fruit exhibited
there as early as 181 8.

color.

It is true that in the higher latitudes on this continent the apple attains
the deepest red color.
My first observation of this fact was at the Centennial
Exhibition at Philadelphia in 1876. The
fruit "from all apple growing states and
from the provinces of Canada, were exhibited on tables, over which the name
of the state or province was placarded.
Apples from the southern states showed
very little color, and from the Pacific
slope a pale color, and those from
the

Ohio and New York,
showed considerable color, but the highstates of Michigan,

est colored apples of all were from the
state of Maine and province of Quebec.

On

This apple attains

its

greatest perfec-

Our sunny

days and cool nights in September are
conducive to the attainment of the high
*A

portion of a paper read at the last meeting of the
Society.

Quebec Pomological

the

Quebec

table there

was

scarcely

an apple that was not well colored.
What is more beautiful than the highly-colored Fameuse and Mcintosh Red?
But, to show the effect that climate has
on apples, I was informed by the King's
head gardener at Windsor, that the Fameuse trees at
Sandringham,
growing
there since 1896, bear plenty of fruit,
but without color, "not to be compared
to yours, at all," he said.
The Winter
St. Lawrence, imported from England,
under the name of "Manx Coolin," is not
recognizable at all as grown in Canada,
because so much improved in quality and
color.
IS THE FAMEUSE TO GO ?
For centuries the Fameuse has proved

NORTHERN APPLES BEST
tion in this northern climate.

Future^

W. Shepherd, Montreal

has been written about the
(or

its

be superior in quality to all of our
other Quebec apples, and the most profitable. What are we going to do to preserve this wonderful variety?
It has
stood the test of years.
It was almost
wiped out of existence by the terrible

May, 1908

winter of 1859, but young orchards were
started the following year on a larger
.scale than ever.
The winter of 1903-1904
also was very severe, almost fifty per
cent, of the bearing trees in some districts being killed or irretrievably injured.

What

being done to maintain the
Very few new orchards of
that variety are being set out.
I venture to say that where one Fameuse is
is

Fameuse?

four of Mcintosh Red are set
latter is a fine apple, and the
tree is hardier, having a better constitution than Fameuse.
Being a new variety
we would expect that, just as a young
man, and lusty, it can withstand greater
hardships than an old one.
The Fameuse has the disadvantage of
age.
Scions have been taken for years
from diseased trees, or trees that are
black-hearted, caused by winter injury.
Too little care has been taken in selecting the scions from perfectly healthy
trees
hence, the weakness of constitution in most of our Fameuse.
Unless orchardists undertake to set out
new orchards the variety must die out.
I predict that twenty-five years from now
La Fameuse ^-ill be a scarce apple in the
province of Quebec, and the prices for
good apples of that variety will enhance
every year.
It is a pity.
planted,

The

out.

;

TOP-GRAFTING THE REMEDY

Perhaps the constitution of the Fameuse tree may be improved, or its longevity increased, if we were to top-graft
on hardy stocks, like McMahon, or other robust varieties.
By nurserymen
adopting this method, instead of rootgrafting, or low-budding, we would overcome at least a tendency towards sunscald and disease of the trunk, or winter root-killing. This would necessitate
double working, that is, the McMahon
root grafted on the seedling, and the
Fameuse top-grafted at three years on
the McMahon, which, of course, would
add to the cost of the nursery tree at four
years of age. Unless some such, method
is

adopted,

it

La Fameuse

will be difficult to preserve
for future generations.

This variety will not be abandoned by
orchardists for the same reason
that
numerous other varieties of our fine Quebec seedlings have gone out of existence
(such as Bourassa and
Pomme Grise,
which were shy bearers) because La
Fameuse is a wonderfully productive and
profitable variety, although in late years
it

has proved short

lived.

Therefore,

if

the longevity can be improved by top-

grafting on hardy stock,
worth trying.

to

it

is

certainly

•I

the person who sent a question oh'
growing rape in orchards will send his
name, a reply will be sent by mail. All
questions must be accompanied by name
and address.
If

H

I

Culture and Care of Annual Climbers
Wtn. Hunt, Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph

FOR

most annual climbers a

light,

necessary to ensure success. Plenty of well-rotted
manure, leaf soil, or black soil from
the bush should be dug into the soil
ricii,

friable soil

is

the

at

the

roots.

soil

to

Sufficient

the bottom

water to soak

There

trench

the wild

of

the

should be given once a week in hot,
dry weather.
Start watering the plants
before the lower leaves begin to turn
yellow to get best results.
Light waterings are of no use to sweet peas, give
plenty of water and less

frequent wa-

terings, rather than only to sprinkle the
top soil.
In rich, loamy soil it may not
be necessary to trench as mentioned, but
I find that the plants stand the drought

and heat of summer much better in any
soil when treated as I have described.
Wide meshed poultry netting or brush
wood stakes of maple or similar wood
makes a good support for sweet peas.
I prefer boughs of the maple tree when
they can be had.
The support should
be five or six feet in height at the least.
Sow sweet peas as early in spring as
the ground can be worked properly, they
cannot be sown too early.

CLIMBING BEANS
Scarlet

Runner and Hyacinth beans

like a deep rich soil, and plenty of water,
and succeed best when

trench

a

is

no more effective climber than
cucumber (Echinocystis lobata),

is

for covering a trellis quickly.
It requires a rich soil and plenty of moisture
overhead and at the roots to give the
best results.
Its beautiful racemes of
white flowers make it a very conspicu-

ous object when grown properly. A position shaded from the noonday sun on
the east or northeast side of a building'
it best, so as to hold its foliage in
good color.
suits

JAPANESE HOP
Japanese Hop [Humulus Japonicus).
Both the plain and variegated types of
this plant are very pretty climbers. Sow
the seed out of doors about the end of
May. These do not object to a more sunny position than some climbers.

ORNAMENTAL GOURDS
Ornamental gourds are suitable only
for the back yard or for covering an unsightly rubbish pile, or, at best, some
place not too prominent in the garden.
The shape of the fruit of many varieties
makes them a curiosity. From a decorative point of view the running vine
varieties of the vegetable marrow squash

made

them as recommended
for
sweet
peas.
The east or
for

The Morning Glory Vine

where

annual

climbers are sown or
For many of them, except
sweet peas and runner beans, a very
planted.

deep

soil

quire

is

plenty

not so necessary
of

good

;

and

they re

;

lots

of

room, however, to spread their roots

in.

soil

SWEET PEAS
Sweet peas require a deep, fairly rich
to produce the best flowering results.
A trench about a foot in depth
should be dug in an open place in the
garden.
The trench should be about
the width of a spade.
At the bottom
.soil

of the trench, place four or five inches
of well rotted manure packed down firm-

the trench with good soil to
an inch or two of the surface.
Then make a shallow trench the whole
length about three inches in depth.
In
this, sow the seed an inch or two apart
and cover about two inches deep with
ly.

Fill

within

leaving

depression when
the ground is raked over the peas. The
plants can be thinned to three or four
inches apart when the plants are five
or six inches in height.
The flowers should be picked every
day to help prolong the flowering season.
If the flowers are not kept picked, they develop seed pods and stop
flowering early in the season.
Sweet peas require plenty of water
soil,

a

.slight

north side of a building
will
suit these
beans very well, if
not too shaded
but
with plenty of water
they will grow and
flower very well in the
open garden.
Bean
seed should not be
sown until about the

week in May
CONVOLVULUS
The common morn-

third

.

ing glory (Convolvulus major,) Japanese
Morning Glory (Ipo-

meea imperialis),
press vine
Quamoclit),

cy-

(Iponicea

and the
moon-flower (Ipomcea
f!:randi flora)

are

all

good annual climbers.

An eastern aspect or
Backyards of Two Neiibbors Wbo Work in Harmony
a position where they
Theoneat loft is thai of Mr. C. G. Piiiitrle, Toronto, who l)eiii|f a commorcial
are not exposed to the
traveller has only Saturdays to devote to it. The results sliow what
enttuisiasin can do.
hot
noon-day sun,'
suits all of the Convolvulus family the
are almost as pretty.
The fruit of the
best.
Seeds of the moonflower are best
last named is useful for culinary pursown early in-doors, or in a hot-bed,
poses.
about the middle of April.
About the
Cobea scandens is not an annual realend of May is early enough to sow conly, but like many other perennial plants
volvus seed out of doors.
succeeds well grown from seed as an an-

,

:
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May,
should be sown
The Narcissus Indoors and Out
hotbed
frame

I02

Seeds of this
doors or in a

or

as possible in April.

Sow

nual.

seeds

a

in-

three-inch

as early

pot.

showy.

The climbers already mentioned grow
from ten to twenty feet in height. The

following are two varieties not so rank

growth and more suitable for window
boxes or rustic stands as trailers or climbers seeds of these should be sown early,
two or three in a pot Canary Creeper
TropcEolum Canariense), and
Lophospermum scandens. The latter is a very
effective trailer for hanging baskets or
in

;

:

window boxes.
like

UNTIL
dens,
sus

no

one

Its large purple gloxiniaflowers are very showy.

Baker

Mr.

CLIMBING NASTURTIUMS

The

leaves of the common climbing, and also the dwarf nasturtium are very tasty and nice used as a
frost

is

The seeds when picked green

salad.

make
them

over.

also

by merely putting
vinegar as soon as picked.

a splendid pickle
in jars in

TRANSPLANTING CLIMBERS
Annual climbers do not transplant very
owing to their length of roots.

readily,

When

quite small they may perhaps be
transplanted even then it is risky. Sow
the seed in the border where they are to
grow, .'\bout the first or second week
in May is a good time to sow most of
By sowing .seed early in pots the
them.
roots are confined in a small space and
transplant easier.
The roots of annual
climbers should be disturbed as little as
possible, at any time, to ensure suc;

cess
.'\ll

in

their

culture.

of the climbers mentioned except

the sweet peas, are quite tender, so care

must be taken to protect them from late
spring frosts. If sown near a fence or
building, the growth should be kept at
least several inches from the fence or
building, especially

if

sown

in a position

having a north aspect, to prevent the foliage being burned by the hot sun.

Mow

the lawn frequently.

down most weeds.

It will

keep

Gilbert, Orillia, Ontario

Kew

Gar-

the
narcistwenty-five years ago,

classified

some

had

comprising some twenty-four species
and upwards of three hundred varieties.
Natural and garden hybrids are still
on the increase. Hybridists are giving
attention

to

this

popular

flower

and giving us flowers of great beauty,
size, form and color.
Mr. Baker has
chosen to divide the plant into three
gi oups

—

Magnicoronati, those
with
the
long trumpet, with Ajax and Emperor,
1.

singles,

and Van Sion, double, as the

type.

Mediocoronati,

2.

—those

er trumpet, with Sir
Stella, singles,

for

and

the doubles.

with

short-

Watkin, Leedsi and
A'^.

incomparabilis

—

Parvicoronati,
with saucer-shaped
cup, the poet's daffodil, of which N.
poeticus oinatus, Burbidgei singles, N.
poeticus alba plena, the lovely scented
Gardenia flower, for the doubles.
Under this group comes also the Polyanthus or bunched flowered, of which Paper White and Grand Monarque are
3.

Climbing nasturtiums or Tropaeolums
succeed well grown from seed sown out of
doors about the second or third week in
May.
If early results are wanted, the
seed can be sown earlier indoors, or in a
hot bed or greenhouse.
Sow two or
three seeds in small flower pots,
and
transplant in border when all danger of

of

attempted to put into
order, the different types of this flower.
His nomenclature is generally accepted,

great

DWARF GROWING CLIMBERS
to

Frank

three or four

Place the
.seeds on edge about a quarter of an inch
under the surface of the soil. Grow indoors or in a hotbed until danger of frost
is over.
Do not plant out-of-doors until quite late,
about the first or second
week in June or later. A light rich soil
suits this climber.
Its blue and white
cup-and-saucer shaped flowers are very
in

1908

types.

PLANTING AND CARE

The narcissus

will grow and flower
any position, planted on
the lawns, under the shade of trees, but
prefers a moist sandy loam of good
depth, sheltered from the cold winds in
the spring.
Plant it where it is to remain for several years undisturbed, until it shows signs of being crowded.
After the foliage has died down, usually by end of July or August, the
bulbs should be lifted, sized-up and replanted, taking care not to let them

well in almost

Plant to the depth of four inchabove the bulb. A good mulch of
rot manure should be given.
Planting
should be done towards the end of Sepshrivel.

es

tember.
In giving a

list

of the best sorts, one

confronted with a long list.
The aim
should be, to prolong the season, commencing with Princeps, Mascimus, Van
Sion, Emperor, Enjpress, Sir Watkin,
Mad. de Graffe, Leedsi, Horsfieldii, Cynis

osure,

the varieties of poeticus,
the season with the lovely
sweet-scented double Gardenia flower.
N. poeticus alba plena, which should be
included in every ones list.

and

Stella,

finish

GROWING NARCISSI INDOORS

The hoop-petticoat daffodil (N. Bulboand many other varieties re-

codium)
quire

a

greenhouse treatment, as they

Although gems in every
way, with their rush like leaves, they
are hardly large enough for commercial
are not hardy.

purposes,

or

to

be

left

to

take

their

chance with the rest of the family; these
come from North Africa. N. Triandrus,
known as Angel's Tears, comes from
Spain and several varieties of this small
group of botanical interest.
Some varieties force well and make a

change in the early months
Paper White can easily be
had in bloom by Christmas, also Mascimus, Princeps, Horsefieldii, Emperor,
delightful

of the year.

Exquisite (white), Van Sion, Sir WatLeedsi, Stella, Cynosure, and the
Incomparabilis.
The poeticus section do
not force readily.
N. poeticus ornatus
is the earliest.
This type has two flowkin,

on one stalk.
As soon as the bulbs are received

ers

for
forcing, no time should be lost in potting

or boxing them.
Boxes four inches deep
are the best where cut bloom is wanted.
Use light rich soil with a little well-rotted
manure broken finely.
Fill
the

box
of

half

full

with

a

slight

layer

Then squeeze the bulbs in
fill in and make firm with your
Give a good watering and set

sand.

closely,

fingers.

on a cold ash bed, in the open. Cover
to the depth of four inches of coal ash
or sand, to induce the bulbs to make
roots, before they make top
growth.
This will add greatly to the size of the

A

flower.

on

this

strict

growth.

watch must be kept
As soon as one inch of

top growth is made, usually in about six
weeks, take out of the ash bed and place
where they can readily be brought into
the greenhouse.

To Make
It

is

Straight

much more

Rows

satisfactory to

work

with straight rows than with crooked
ones.
The work may be done with reel
and line.
If these are not available,
simple plan to provide straight mark?
for planting is to use a wheelbarrow a.=
a marker.
Nail a cross-piece against the front
board to project on both sides of the
barrel, equal distances from centre of
wheel.
Bore holes every six inches on
each side of cross piece, then get a chain
with a hook on one end to hook in the
hole that will give the desired distance,
allowing the chain to drag on the ground
a foot or more.
Pass back and forth
across the path to be marked, being
guided by the last mark made. Always
move the chain to outside of your work,
at the end of the row, letting the wheel
of the barrow follow in the mark last
:<

made by

the chain.

;;

Hardy and Half-Hardy Annuals
Roderick Cameron, Niagara Falls, Ontario

WITH
,

hardy annuals

it

is

surpris-

ing what interesting and beaucan be made.
displays
tiful
Sown so as to form ribbons, they are

enough to handle they should be
thinned from time to time, but not all
By having plenty of air and
at once.
sunshine they will be stouter and stron^large

commencing with
same

the

be
is

measured or

if

Until the line fence

evenly.
it

a crooked grass mar-

All the other lines in the

gin.

is

bed

will

marked
reached,

"Supposed to be straight.

V^e

will

now begin to sow or plant this
we will begin on the margin,

border, and

as follows:

Alyssum Beuthomt compac-

tum, white, edge, four to six inches
Aspertda asurea, blue, edge, six to nine
inches; Brachyconie iberidifolia, blue,
Calandrinia
edge, six to nine inches
;

speciosa, blue, edge, six to nine inches
Gypsophila elegans, lilac, edge, six to

twelve inches; Nemophila, mixed colors
from white to blue, edge, six to eight
inches Oxalis Valdiviensis, yellow edge,
;

Sanvitalia procumbeus, double yellow, edge, six to eight
Tagetes pumila, yellow,
inches, and
Any or as
edge, six to eight inches.
many as desired of these may be planted on the front line, and this front line
should only be nine inches from the

six to eight inches

;

grass margin.
The following for the second line and

one foot from the

A
This

A

in One Season
abundance, better than money usually can buy.
of enthusiasm will produce wonders. This
spring at the residence of Mr. W. G. Rook, advertising

Backyard that Became a Garden

little plot furnished fresh, crisp vegetables in
lots
little work a few seeds, some fertilizer and

was taken last
phSraph
*
"^

manager

of

The Canadian HoKTicuLTURiST.

clumps or patches,
hey are also very attractive; and the
dwarf varieties make fine edgings. The
climbers are adapted to be used in a
vnriety of ways, and charming displays
In some
re often produced by them.
are among the
positions, sweet peas
best, producing their deliciously fragOften the
rant blossoms in profusion.
serious mistake is made in sowing them
If they do come up thicktoo thickly.
very

effective

;

in

I

they should be thinned out so that
ach plant may have room to grow and

Iv

liourish.

If

grown

in this

way, owing

to

the increased vigor of the plant, a greatr quantity and better quality of bloom

CULTURE OF HARDY ANNUALS

I

j

I

j

;

of the hardy annuals

in the

To

at

a

will insure a requisite
The larger the
moisture.
deeper they should be sown.
seeds should just have a mere
As soon as the plants are

depth that

supply of
seeds, the
Very small
"overing.

summer; Torenia Foursummer,
all
inches,

ten

(shoulcl be started in a hot bed or greenBartonia aurea,
very beautiful)

house,

;

hardy

the
annuals,
should
be
thoroughly prepared.

ground

Use lots of well-rotted
manure; in fact, it
cannot be overdone

in

Put

it

on
in

respect.

the
deeply,
in

fall,

dig

it

and leave

The border or bed
these
intended for
plants or seeds should
Every
be waving.
line would look better
This
if
crooked.
can
be accomplisheasily
ed very
by

to

fit

all

get the best re-

work, particularly clay. I
always prefer sowing seeds when the soil
Sow them
is on the dry side than wet.

;

blue,

from sowing the

sults

the soil on the surface
as rough as possible
during the winter. By
so doing it will work
up much better in the
spring, and will be

not

inches,

spring.

For general purposes, hardy annuals
should be sown as soon as the soil will
work nicely. To know this state of the
soil, take up a handful, press it in the
hand as hard as possible with the one
hand by closing the fist, then open the
hand if the .soil remains as pressed, it

Sis

may be

Nigella, Miss

;

12

nieri,

autumn, and some of them
do better in this way,
but they are so few
that we will pass on
and recommend treatthe
them in
ing

sown

this

an be had.

>

Many

er.

first:

Jekyll, blue, twelve to fifteen inches, all
summer Phlox Drummondii, all colors,

earlier.

103

A Comer of Same Backyard Later in the Seaion
contained
This Dhologrnph was tak(Mi from another view point. The gai'dcn
pirrots, salsify,
toniiitoes, beans, peas, railislies, lettuce, beets, parsnips,
onions and evcrytliing worth eating that can be grown in one season.

was an exIn the background (actually the front of the preniisos)
cellent lawn with a flower hoi-der at the left. There is plenty
of profit in gardening and, better still, lots of fun. Just try.
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eight to twelve inches, yellow, in bloom
two months Cacalia coccinea, twelve to
fifteen inches, scarlet, all summer Campanida macrosiphon, eight to twelve inches, blue, two to three months Candytuft, Empress, best white, July to fall,
ten inches;
Chrysanthemum inodorum,
Bridal
Robe, twelve inches, double
white, grand to cut;
Clarkia, double
;

;

;

all summer; Dianthus rtoblis and
Dianthus Heddewigii, all shades, twelve
inches, all season; and Erysimum Ark-

rose,

ansanum, orange, twelve

to fifteen inch-

es, July to fail.

The following may be chosen from
for the third line

:

Eschscholtzia, rose car-

madarin, twelve inches; Convolvulus minor, several shades, twelve to
eighteen inches, all summer; mignonette, in variety, several shades, twelve
nasturto eighteen inches, all summer
tium, dwarf, in several shades, twelve to
dinal,

;

summer Papaver umbrosum, eighteen inches, dazzling verand
milion, black blotch on each petal
ten-weeks stock, all shades, twelve to
eighteen inches, for two months.
fifteen inches, all

;

;

For the fourth row,

mend

I

would recom-

Celosia
the following varieties
plumosa, al shades of purple and yel
low, eighteen to 24 inches (start these
in a hotbed or small pots in the greenhouse early in March), all summer and
autumn
Arctotus grandis, fifteen to
twenty-four inches, lavender, all sumBalsams in variety of
mer, pretty
color, eighteen to twenty-four inches, all
Cereopsis,
several
shades,
summer;
eighteen to twenty-four inches, all summer Gaillardia picta Lorenziana, various colors, of yellow, double, all sumseveral shades, eighteen to twenty-four
inches, all summer; and asters, several
:

;

Making Lawn Vases

Winter Annuals

As lawn vases usually are placed in a
plants
somewhat exposed situation,

T. C. Wheatley, Blackwell, Out.

should be selected that will not suffer
from being whipped about by the wind.
Provide drainage by having a hole at the
bottom of the receptacle. This will prevent the soil from becoming sour. In the
bottom of the vase put a layer of broken
material, then
fill
it
crock or similar
with rich compost, about one part of
well-rotted manure to three parts of good
As the plants usually are
garden soil.
put in quite thickly, they will need more
feeding by August, when a top dressing,
or an occasional watering of liquid manure, will be desirable.
A large plant, such as Cordyline
indivisa, should be placed in the centre.
Geraniums will do well for the next row,
A few of the deep,
then dusty miller.
crimson-leaved achyranthes will give a
fine color combination.
For the edge, use drooping plants.
These may include vincas, green and variegated,^ single petunias, ivy-leaved geraniums, wandering Jew, climbing nasturBe sure that
tium, and many others.
you have plenty of trailers around the
edge.
For good effect in lawn vases, the
main thing is to put in plenty of plants,
They will
and then be good to them.
need abundance of watering in warm
weather.

varieties, all shades, fifteen to thirty-six

inches,

all

summer.

We

Puddling Roots of Trees
Before planting trees,
to puddle the roots, as

it

it

is

a

good plan

will help the

growth greatly.
The puddle is
formed by taking some heavy soil, throwing it in a large, tight box set in the
with
enough
ground, and mixing it
water to make a thick paste, into which
tree's

have now come to the line fence,
Against it place here and there, a few
large stones or stumps of trees to make
it a broken line or surface.
On the front
of these stumps or stones, plant canary
bird vine, maurandia, Ipomoea sangui-

It
the roots of the trees are plunged.
must be thick enough, that when the
roots are withdrawn from the puddle,
there is a thick coating of mud adhering

All
ned, Ipomoea coccinea hederacea.
of these are very neat and dwarf vines,
In the spaces beand pretty in colors.
tween plant Humulus Japonica varie-

of

gata, Cobea scandens, convolvulus, and
All of
the tall growing nasturtiums.
these will climb the net (chicken netting
should be fastened on to the line fence
for support), and over the fence in a
rambling way that will look charming.
It is often desired to plant around the
base of the dwelling, and in the angles
of the building.
In such places, make
Form pockets
the soil rich and deep.
by placing stones together. In these
pockets sow the desired seeds from the
above list. The stones will save the
plants from being troden on.

to them.

This method preserves the roots
good condition. The moist coating
soil

in

close to the roots affords moisture,
air, and this is half

and keeps out the
the

battle

for

success in

transplanting

trees.

To be permanent, a lawn should
thoroughly and carefully made.

Weedy lawns usually are those
which the sod is poor and thin.

When

the flower lover is a busy farmor market gardener with, perhaps,
only half an hour now and then that he
can devote to his favorite pastime, he
er

it a difficult problem sometimes to
keep his beds and borders always loolfe,
This has been my eJfet
ing attractive.
perience in caring for a tulip bed and,
a border of late blooming perennials.
A,
few years ago, I adopted the expedient
of using what might be termed "winteif
annuals" to fill the space following th(|dying of the tulips, narcissi and other-

finds

'

spring bulbs.

The Shirley poppy, if sown or self^,
sown in September, winters well and furnishes thrifty and gorgeous display dur«
ing June.
Although it will not stan^'
much root disturbance in transplanting, l
have had no difficulty in getting a good
stand of plants which do not smother out
with the tulip foliage.
The plants come^
through best if they are about an inch
across when they enter winter.
Another winter annual for the same
purpose is the candytuft, particularly the
White Empress variety. If sown early
in September, it will make plants an inch,
or two high, in which condition they
winter safely.
They will transplant fair-

and bloom much more satisfacMy pracif
spring sown.
to fill these beds with petunias

ly easily

than

tory
tice

is

and Drummond's phlox after the
pies and candytuft are past their

;

;
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be

in

When weeds become established on
walks, destroy them by one or two ap
plications of hot brine (one pound of salt
Brine, unlike
to one gallon of water.)
dry salt, leaves very little color upon the
walk.

The rocket larkspur is very
grown by fall sowing, but

pop-,
best.?

satisfac-

it is not
so well adapted for filling a bulb bed.
Another plant, the Golden Wave coreopsis, though a perennial, cannot, in this
locality, be depended upon to live over
winter, after it has once bloomed through
I always treat it, therefore,
a season.
as a winter annual or biennial and find
it
a very satisfactory plant to fill in
among the early blooming irises where
it
will bloom more or less throughout
the season after the irises fade.
To the flower lover who can affor<t
the time and money necessary for thi
use of florists' plants, all things are
to speak, possible, but the foregoin
suggestions are made to afford persoi
of modest means and ambitions a ha
py way out of a difficulty. Winter a
nuals furnish a beautiful display pen
ing the blooming of the later annuals.
Before closing this article let me urgi
everyone to plant at least a few tulips.
The first cost is not heavy and the bulbs
After the end of
increase quite fast.
three or four years, when every bulb

torily

bed should be

lifted

and

re-set,

an

in-

crease of five or six to one may be
confidently expected.
But whether you
plant bulbs or not, it is worth while
to try the winter annuals.

What Amateurs Can Do
f^

EFORE

good work can be done

in

the garden, the amateur gardener
must have the proper tools. One can
irden quite satisfactorily with a garden
rk, spade, rake, hoe and trowel. Aner great utility is a wheelbarrow.
A
extra conveniences that will prove
y useful, are a fifty-cent garden line,
seventy-five cent pair of pruning shears
id a ten-cent hand weeder.
Get a few
it of hose if you can afford it.
When digging a plot of ground, alvays begin at one end and work backards.

Thus

When

digging

not be bothered
>y the earth you have already broken.
When digging, work in fertilizer or
nanure at the same time.
Drive the
ipade or fork in as deeply as you can
Hish it with the foot, lift it up and down,
ift the clod of earth, give it a smart blow
o break it and go on to the next spot.
ytou will

KITCHEN GARDEN

work

arden,
Btted

manure.

in

soil for the vegetable
an application of wellA few wood ashes are

seful.
lyti

sow hardy vegetables as soon
the ground is fit for them.
These inude onions, peas, spinach, radish, letice, carrots, beets and parsnips.
Sow
le seed in freshly-stirred soil.
A delicious plant for home-growing
Plant or

eaii

lii

thi

tfais

or vegetable oyster.
Sow the
early
as
posible.
Handle
ii|
crop the same as parsnips.
Sand":h Island is a good variety.
^salsify

as

AMONG THE FRUITS
Spray

the

leaves of your currant
es for currant worm when the leaves
half open.
Use one ounce of Paris

n to about ten quarts of water. DustJ with hellebore will also do the trick.
If there are no small fruit bushes in the
rden, start a few this spring. They will

ow almost anywhere, but good

[or I

are,

tn*
pers)

a
leri!

IN

fpe

have been started in the
should not be planted outside bei being hardened off.
Expose them
a few hours a day at first to outside^
ise

net
ft!!'

iiences.

1

THE FLOWER GARDEN

'lants that

lak.

jijpose.

'

atten-

Q and care give best results.
!teep
the
old strawberry patch as
ar of weeds as possible, but this is not
important as during the first year of
growth.
If you are starting a new
:ch this spring, do not allow the plants
blossom. Cut the flower stalks and al' the plants to give all their attention
the production of runners and new
nts rather than the production of fruit.

,

"^
II

'

>

i

A
If

cold frame is useful for the
not available, place

this is

m

plants outdoors and take them
at
until they become accustomed to
-door conditions.
ulbs that have been left in the ground
two or three years should be lifted
r flowering.
Take them to an out-of-

ht

the-way place in the garden and heel
them in. Leave them there until July;
then lift again and keep them in a dry
place indoors until they are required for
planting in the fall.
When the time

comes, only the best bulbs should

be

selected.

Read

the excellent articles elsewhere
in this isue on annuals and annual climbers. They contain much valuable information for the amateur gardener.

ON THE LAWN
Bare spots on the lawn may be

re-

in

May

well raked and sown with some good
lawn mixture that can be purchased from

any seedsman.
If you purpose making a new lawn, do
the

work thoroughly.

The

creation of a

permanent sod depends largely upon the
preparation of the soil.
Dig it deeply
and evenly. Before sowing the seed,
have the surface fine and smooth.
After
sowing, rake and roll.
When pruning the rose bushes cut out
all dead and weak branches. Head back
the remaining ones to a few inches of the

;
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clover, couch grass, and so forth,
It also leaves the
can be disposed of.

still

surface in the best condition for after cultivation, the cutting of the crop, and is a
great help in holding the moisture in the

one

one foot to eighteen inches apart each
way, but, when it is possible, single
rows are to be preferred. For field culture, rows about four feet apart, and the
plants set about eighteen inches apart in
the row, is about right.
One of the most important things in
the setting out of the plants is to have
may be
the trench so that the roots
spread out flat, and the crown at least
six inches below the level of the groun.d

way

when firmed down
This
was plowed.

be

was before it
permit of manure being plowed or dug under without
as

it

will

By plowing and
injury to the plants.
harrowing every spring, is about the only

in

full

After the field
should be given

manuring,

and

is

planted, as above,

it

thorough cultivation
for two years before

After that the
is commenced.
grower must use his judgment, and must

cutting

bed.
the
careful not to weaken
In this locality, the first year, cutting
should cease about June 15th.
have a patch of asparagus, planted

We

way twenty

in this

The Manuring

years ago, which

is

With

bearing.

manure and thorough

190J

plenty o

cultivation,

any

may have

the same.
In cutting for market, use a
bladed sharp knife, cutting just

short

unde

Never allow the heads of th
open or become seedy-lookini.

ground.

soil.

May,

stalks to

In bunch
keep the heads nice and evenshorter ones in one bunch, longer ones
another, and slender stalks
and cull
Trim the butt of_ tl
by themselves.
bunch with a sharp knife, and stand
You will
shallow boxes or baskets.
ways find ready market for your good
as this spoils the appearance.
ing,

i:

i

:>

if

these directions are followed.

Market Garden Crops

of

Frank T. Shutt, M.A., Chemist, Dominion Experimental Farms.
gardening
MARKET
intensive form

is a

special

and

of agriculture in

mum

which we seek to obtain a maxifirst
quality produce

of yield of

from a limited area of land.
Quality
ranks in importance with earliness and
is

to be considered before quantity.

an essential.
It is the
factor that
largely determines the commercial value
of our product, though, I regret to say
in this
country, our people, the
that
purchasers and customers, are not as discriminating in this matter as they might
Appearance and size are fairly good
be.
indications of quality, but they are riot
always infallible. One ought to be able
to establish a reputation in vegetables,
as one can in butter, and milk and eggs.
Quality in vegetables implies succulency, crispness,
good flavor, absence of
woody fibre or stringiness, pungency and
bitterness.
Take, for instance, early
beets and turnips, to be palatable, there
must be no development of woody fibres
radishes must be crisp, and free from
pungency lettuce must not be tough and
;

How are we to obtain quality,
apart from that inherent to and governed by the variety? By a quick and uninterrupted growth the development must
Herein lies the
be rapid and continous.
success, as regards quality, and to a
large extent, earliness,
an
important
matter from the standpoint of profit. It
is thus evident that the first question we
have to answer is What are the factors,
the conditions, that lead to this rapid
bitter.

—

:

growth ?

THE SOIL
the soil.
It must
not be too heavy, that is, sand, rather
First of

all,

there

is

than clay, must predominate, and it must
be rich in vegetable matter as derived
from liberal applications of farm manures.
It must be well drained and, in
this connection, it is desirable to have a
We must aim at havsub-soil of sand.

well aerated

needed to make a good
seed bed, and to allow, and promote
rapid extension and development of the
soil,

for such

is

root system.

NECESSITY FOR MANURE

You

It

is

warm, moist, mellow,

ing a

stress

will notice that

I

upon having the

am
soil

laying great

an agreeable

"habitat" for our plants.
In the care
our animals, altogether apart from
having them properly and liberally fed,
we are careful that they should be warmly and comfortably housed, in quarters'

of

that are well aerated, and lighted.
Our
crops require equal and similar attention,

they are to thrive and do their best.
soil, therefore, must be capable of
retaining moisture, of holding
air,
of
readily warming under the sun's rays,
and of being responsive to the applica-

if

Our

tions of

manures and

fertilizers.

Such a

prove a valuable asset.

From

the mai

good compost rani
very high, and the large amount of veg
table refuse, otherwise useless anu was
ed, that must annually be produced
the market-garden, makes it a fertiliz
urial standpoint,

that practically costs nothing.
It is w.
worth while, therefore, to look after t'

cabbage leaves, the lettuces gone to sec
and a hundred other forms of refuse, ai
see that they go into the compost hen

COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS
Apart from favorable climatic luu'
tions, and an agreeable soil, the quii
growth which we seek, and which v
know, means quality and quantity in vci
etable growing, must be obtained by
super-abundance a reasonable excess

—

of available plant food in the soil.

Tl

brings

us to the subject of fertilizer
which will be treated in the next and su

loam, naturally light and mellow, can
only be maintained by being constantly
enriched by humus, or semi-decomposed
vegetable
matter and our one great
source of this material is stable manure.
Stable manures have been, and probably always will be, the main stand-by
of the market gardener.
It is impossible
to dispense with manure, not for the reason that it is the only source of plant
food, for it is not, but because it has
all those qualities and properties which
make the soil a suitable growing place

sequent issues of
TICULTURIST.

for roots.

"as we have three cents a he.
duty to pay."
While our growers cannot ship pro!
ably to the other side, there have bee
about 100 carloads of cabbages shippe
from New York State to Toronto durir
the past season.
They were fine, har
heads.
I suppose that a proportion:',
amount has been shipped also to otli
Canadian towns and cities. These c:r
bages were bought by Canadian buyt
at $6.00 a ton on the cars at Buffal
The buyers pay twenty-five per ceni

—

certainly

supplies
plant
food in available forms, but equally important is its function in furnishing much
humus-forming material, without which

no

soil

It

can be at

its

best.

All

things

considered, partially rotted "short" manure, is better than fresh "long" manIf you have occasion to keep manure.
ure for any length of time, the heap
should be kept compact and moist.
The store of manure may be supplemented in the market garden by the use
of compost.
The compost heap should

The

The Canadian HofJ

Tariff and Other
J.

W. Rush, Humber

Ba)r,

Thin^|

Ont.

There are a few things in respect
the tariff question that I would like
bring before the vegetable growers.

was

in

Sarnia last

fall,

a lot of good growers.

them,

"Do

you

sell

the river in Port

where there
I

a

said to one

your cabbages aero

Huron?"

"No,"

1

replied,

;

;

;
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duty, which

amounts

Pointers on Onion Culture

and also

to $1.50,

The total
about $1.00 a ton for freight.
cost in Toronto is about $9.00 or $10.00.
They are sold for $15.00 a ton. The city
salesmen go to the retail stores two or
three times a week.
There is quite a large quantity of cabbage pitted around Toronto by local
growers, but there is no sale for them.
One grower recently took a load to Toronto, but could not sell them at any
He had to take them home and
price.
This should not
feed them to the cows.
be, but there will be no change until
our Government imposes a duty similar
namely,
to that of the United States
The United States
three cents a head.
cabbages are sent to Canada to make the
market better in Buffalo, and other cit:

Herbert Hachborn, Echo Place, Ontario.

TO grow

onions successfully, the first
thing to do is to get the soil properly

manured and thoroughly worked.
The best method of treating the soil is
to spread the manure in the winter or
early spring, so that the spring rains can
wash the fertilizing elements into the
soil.

It is a mistake to cjiange onion 'ground
every year. Onion ground should receive
about twenty-five loads of well-rotted
barnyard manure to the acre every
year; then, by^the end of the second or
third year the ground will be in first-

across the line.
in
the Tariff Commission met
Toronto, in November, 1905, the Hon.
Sydney Fisher told me that he could
grow turnips on his farm at a cost of
Perhaps he can,
six cents a bushel.

When

is

left in

plenty of

you

know

the "stiff-necks"

the ground last

fall.

square foot,

pound.
things

that

appear in the June number of The
Canadian Horticulturist, will be articles on growing squashes,
on garden
salads and garnishes, and on the white
fly of greenhouses.

bushels of

wood

ashes,

Disk

it

a good stand for
Keep the plant beds

is

first-

well

weeded, so that the plants will be strong
and bushy.
When the plants are about two and

if

I
would like to hear how our mushroom growers are getting along. One
man not far from Toronto, made quite a
success this winter. He said that mushrooms are selling fast at sixty cents a

B.C.

for celery should be a deep

class plants.

of

fore sowing.

many good

H. Copeland, Chilliwack,

soil

the feet before sowing, and roll after with
Do not sow the seed too
a hand roller.
thick as the plants will be slim if this
is done.
About one hundred plants per

There

money in green onions,
the
way to get it out

the

The

Sow the seed in an open bed, as soon
as the frost is out of the ground in the
In peat soil the frost is usually
spring.
Give exall out by the middle of April.
tra care in well lifting the soil for the
Do not cover the seed too
seed bed.
deeply.
Tramp the soil very firmly with

that

For spinach and early beets, be sure
and have a nice piece of soil, well manured and work it well.
Keep to the old
varieties that you have tested, such as,
in beets, Crosby's Egyptian, and Eclipse.
According to the old saying, "The
good follows the bad," onions should
do well this year. Sow onions early and
be sure to have the soil well worked be-

Among

Celery for Profit
J.

half a ton of salt an acre.
every week till time to plant.

them.

will

this also acts as a preventive against
maggots.
Care should be taken not to^get the
ground too rich with nitrogen, as this
causes "thick -necks," or scallions. The
best thing to do with thick-necks is to
bunch andsell them for green onions.

and

grow, and that will sell in Toronto at
three melons for twenty-five cents?.
I
grow early
think
we had better
vegetables, making a point to get them
early and good.
The city people are enquiring for Canadian grown asparagus
and spinach.
There should be a lot of early green
were

little

to prevent

When

els of lime, fifty

THIS SPRING

As spring is here, many market gardeners are wondering what they should
grow. Shall it be those Montreal melons
that cost thirty to fifty cents each to

after all

maggots from worksowing the seed, I mixed a
powdered sulphur and salt with it

fall,

break the sod with a good, deep furrow. Turn it over well in the fall, and
disk, and as early as possible the followDisk it again, and apply
ing spring.
about five hundred pounds of some good
fertilizer per acre, with about forty bush-

but the man who can make money growing cabbages at $6.00 a ton, should be
appointed cup-bearer to the King.

onions,

or

ing.

It
peat, with plenty of natural moisture.
should be drained to the depth of two and
half feet, so that there will be no stagt
nant water lying in the ground. Next

ies

WHAT TO GROW

107

A Good

Commercial Dozen of

Grown by Mr.
class

J.

Celery

H. Copeland, Chilliwaok, B. C.

condition

for

onions.

If

the

changed every year it will not
be in such good- condition. I have
grown onions on the same piece of
ground for the last five years, andhad
a better crop last year than ever.
As soon as the ground is dry enough,
plow down the dressing and work it well
with a disc or acme harrow, and allow
it to stand about a week, then work it
again, as this working will kill any weed
Many growers
that may have started.
believe in plowing the ground in the fall,
as onions require a hard bottom, but I
find that I get just as good a crop by
plowing in the spring. Onions arc cultivated mostly by hand, and the ground
will naturally form a hard bottom.
ground

is

It is well to sprinkle a little air-slacked

lime and salt on the ground every spring

a half inches high, start to plant in the
field.
Set the plants six inches apart in
the rows, and have the rows four feet
apart. Stretch a line straight across the
field, then walk on the line, and you will
have a good plain mark to plant by.
One
Make the holes with a pegger.
man can make holes for two or three
planters, who should plant 6,000 per man
Great care should be taken
in ten hours.
to press the soil firmly about the roots,
and see that the tap root of the plant is
be a
straight, or else your plant will
After planting keep free from
failure.
weeds and cultivate the same as any other crop of roots till large enough to bank
up for blanching.

There is nothing better for lice on cabbage than kerosene emulsion.

No

single factor that enters into the

production of crops, is more important
than good pedigrees in seeds.

:

:
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The Ontario

Fruit Grovrcrs' Association,
M. Smith,

A.
years ago fruit growing: as a
FIFTY
business was almost unknown in On-

The tables of our country
with
fruit
supplied
scantily
and a large proprtion of that which was
consumed came from the United States.
was generally believed that the cliIt
province
mate in most parts of the
was unfavorable for fruit growing. Experience has demonstrated, however, that there
is scarcely a place where some kind of fruit
tario.

were

can not be produced in perfection and many
-ections that were once considered unadaptd to fruit are producing varieties, especially of apples, that can not be equalled in
Our tables, at oiie time so
the whole world.
'icantily supplied with fruit, which was conidered a luxury, are now loaded with luslous fruits, which have become a necessity,
and we are exporting millions of dollars
worth every year. Fruit growing has be-

resolved

to

Ontario

St. Catharines,

form a

fruit

tion for Upper Canada.
ficers were appointed

growers' associa-

The following
:

Judge

of-

Campbell,

president; Dr. Hulbert, ist vice-pres.
Mr.
Geo. Leslie, Sr. 2nd vice-pres.; Mr. Arthur Harvey, recording secretary
Mr. D.
Mr.
J. Humphrey, corresponding secretary
Edward Kelley, treasurer.
Judge Campbell died within a year and
was greatly missed by the association,
which languished for about two years for
the want of their leader.
Through the efforts of the late Dr. Craigie, of Hamilton,
it was called together again on September
2ist,
i860.
Nine members were present.
Dr. Hulbert, the vice-president, occupied
the chair.
After a brief session they adjourned to October 24th, each member being requested to bring samples of fruit.
At this meeting seventeen members were
present with quite a display of fruit, and
some profitable discussions took place. It
was again decided to adjourn to January
16, 1861, that being the time appointed for
;

,

;

;

the annual

At

meeting and election

of officers.

meeting. Dr. Hulbert delivered an
address on "The Culture ot the Grape in
Canada." The officers elected were Judge
Logie, Hamilton, president; Dr. Hulbert,
this

Dr. W. Beadle, treasurer.
It was
afterwards found inconvenient to have the
secretary

;

secretary and

treasurer separate,
and they were both given to Dr. Beadle,
which office he held for over twenty-three
years.
Judge Logie held the office of president six years, during which time meetings
were held two ot three times a year, where
fruit was exhibited and discussions upon
various points of fruit culture were held
and much useful information gained. Committees were appointed to enquire into the
condition of fruit culture, varieties grown,
and so forth, in different parts of the province.
These meetings were held at Grimsby, Hamilton, Paris, St. Catharines and Toronto, and resulted in much useful information being obtained, some of which was published in 1863 in which report, returns were
made by secretaries and committees from
office

of

Mr. A. M. Smith.
|'^_

only living member of those who first organized the
Fruit Growers AsstK'iatiun of Ontario, which will be
,50 ye.irs old next January,

|:ome one of our most important industries.
IVhat has been the most prominent factor
In bringing about this great change ? I
?.nswer without fear of contradiction: "The
ruit Growers' Association of Ontario."
As an account of its origin and some of
[jt? early struggles and progress may be of
literest to the readers of
The Canadian
llORTlCULTURlST, who are
enjoying the
j'fruits" of its labors, I will attempt to
live you a brief outline of its history.
To the late Judge Cambell, of Niagara,
Ibd the late Dr. Craigie, of Hamilton, bel>Dgs the honor of being the originators of
Ihe association.
A few people in the Niagra
district,
particularly
near Niagara,
rimsby and Hamilton, were becoming inrested in fruit growing.
The idea occurto these men that an organization among
uit growers, followed by meetings at statperiods would be productive of good and
imulate the progress of fruit culture
troughout the province. They communiited their views to the lace Dr. Beadle of
t.
Catharines, Geo. Leslie, -Sr., of Toronand others, who heartily endorsed them,
1,
was finally decided to call a meeting
hich was held on the January loth, 1850,
Mechanics' Hall, in the City of Hamilton,
le four gentlemen
named and fourteen
hers being present.
It was unanimously
1

1

I

The
By

thirty different counties of Ontario, enumthe different fruits successfully

erating

grown.
In 1867, the Society had attained a membership of 30. Judge Logie retired from
office and was succeeded by Mr. W. H. Mills
of Hamilton.
In 1868, the society, largely
through his efforts, was incorporated under
the Agricultural and Arts Act, under the
name of "The Fruit Growers' Association
of Ontario," and became entitled to a grant
from the govenrment of $350 a year, which
enabled it to collect and publish the experience gained by their active worekrs.
This was widely distributed and became a
great incentive to^ the fruit business.
From that time the work made rapid progress.
The membership increased to over
200 the first year.
The society became a
veritable missionary enterprize.
It held its
meetings in nearly all of the principal towns
and cities in the province^, preaching and
teaching fruit growing and horticulture.
Every year there was sent to the members, some tree or plant for them to test
and report upon. In this way much valuable knowledge in regard to what was adapted to the different parts of the province
was obtained. The membership increased
in a few years to about 4,000, ahd the association became the largest horticultural
society in America, if not in the world.
In 1876, the association did more to enlighten the United States and all the nations of the earth, in regard to the climate
of Canada and fruit-producing possibilities than had ever been done before, by
their exhibition of Canadian fruits at the
Centennial World's Fair in Philadelphia.
Where fruits will grow in profusion, there

must be something more than a land of
snow and ice as Canada was thought to be
by most of our neighbouis at that time.
exhibit astonished the world.
A continuous supply was kept up from early to
Visitors
late fruits, during the season.
could scarcely believe they were grown in

Our

the open air in cold Canada.
(Continued on page

117)

Sitnilkatneen Valley

the representative of the Canadian Horticulturist,

Columbia in the interests

ol

who

visited British

Western Fruit Growers and

of this

publication.

completion
WITH
Northern Railway from
the

of

the

Great

Spokane

to

Vancouver, the fruit districts of the
Similkameen Valley will become a centre
of activity.
While our representative was
in British Columbia last fall he heard so

much

talk, lacking in definite information
regarding the Similkameen, that he decided to visit the Valley and become per.sonally acquainted with the possibilities of
that section, for fruit growing.
Until recently the only way to reach
Koremeos, which i.s the largest town in the
Valley, was by stage. The Groat Northern
Railway now have their road completed
for a considerable distance past Keremeos,
which makes it possible to reach most
parts of the Valley, from the east, by "rail
from Spokane, Wash., or Midway, B.C.
Our representative being at Pintieton,
B.C., travelled by stage over the range of
mountains' separating the Okanagan and
Similkameen Valleys.
This route afforded a splendid opportunity for seeing the
land at closer range than from a car win-

dow.

Unlike some of the other fruit sections
in British Columbia, fruit has been grown
in the Similkameen for over 30 years, and
the results have been everything to be deThe oldest settler in the Keremeos
sired.
section is Mr. F. Richter, who has lived
there for over 44 years. Although the chief
occupation of Mr. Richter has been ranching, he has devoted considerable attention
Perto fruit growing around his home.
haps the best way to describe Mr. Richter's success would be to quote his own
words. He said "I find that both hardy
and tender varieties of fruit thrive here
to perfection. This is accounted for by the
low altitude and the dry, sunny atmosThis is an irrigation country like
phere.
:

most

of the

Similkameen

River has
including the Keremeos
and Ashnola, which may be used for irrigation. The Similkameen and Ashnola Elvers will afford a sufficient water supply to
irrigate the whole valley, if it is properly

many

tributaries,

.

utilized.
109

best fruit districts in British
valley is well watered,

The
Columbia.
however, as the

-
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"Everything that is grown in a sub-tropican be grown to perfection in
Corn ripens in July and can

cal country
this valley.

be ripened at intervals as late as November.
Four full crops of alfalfa are harvested in a season. I sometimes allow the
cattle to run on the fourth crop. From the
other three, I get an average yield ot 5%
tons to the acre.
All the hardier fruits,

such as apples, pears, plums and cherries
grow to perfection and in abundance. This
district is particularly adapted for tomatoes.
Watermelons, peaches, apricots, walnuts, and almonds and all the different*
varieties of grapes, including the Tokay,
Muscat Alexandra, Zinfindell,
German
Resling, Concord and Niagara, do equally
well.
It is usually a matter of surprise to

who believe that the deliHamburg grape can not be

fruit

experts,

cate

Black

grown in British
glass, that I have
open at Keremeos
10 years and also

Columbia, except under

grown them here in the
successfully for the last
the Prunus Simonii, a

Valley: four and a half acres of onions produced 95 tons at $22 a ton, or $2,090; ten
acres of potatoes produced 200 tons at $14
a ton, or $2,800; one acre of tomatoes, 5,000
plants, bore 85,000 pounds at two cents
a pound, or $1,700; two-thirds of an acre
of strawberries produced $900; tobacco produced $100 an acre between fruit trees; a

The
L. Czesar,

Fruit

a blighthad suddenly come^upon them.
Having heard of this, the writer along
with one or two of the fruit growers made an
investigation in September, and found that, in*
cases, the real cause of the withering of

the leaves

was that a tiny

beetle

was attacking

the4trees.%This beetle is known as the fruit
bark beetle, or shot-hole borer, Scolytus rugu-

10 years.

bers.

fruit grower looking for a location, this district, with its mild, sunny cli-

The insects, it is generally believed, pass
the winter in the grub (larval) stage, though
there are many indications that eggs also remain over winter in the little pockets under
the bark, along the small tunnels made by the
females.
In early spring, the larva or grubs,
pass through their transformations and come
forth as beetles, and almost at once seek weakened or dead trees or branches to lay their
eggs in. Often, however, as was the case last
year, they will, when numerous, spread from
diseased or dead trees to perfectly healthy ones
and there do much damage. When a healthy
tree is attacked, the presence of the beetle can
easily be seen by the gummy exudations that
come forth from the wounds made. Attacks
may be made on any part of the tree, trunk,
branches or twigs.
Cherry trees are not the only ones to be attacked.
A few plum trees at St. Catharines
were found to be badly attacked, and in the
United States, peach trees are, as a rule, worst
assailed.
Apple and pear trees also are sometimes attacked.
Though the insect did much harm last year
and will probably do much this year also, unless precautions are taken, yet the farmers
need not become unnecessarily alarmed. The

—

"To the

clear spring water, railroad faciliwith a surrounding mining country,
demanding an ever increasing supply of
fruit, can not be too highly recommended.
We have people here from various districts, including California, and they are
unanimously agreed that for an all-year
climate, this can not be excelled."
These statements by Mr. Kichter regarding the Similkameen, have been vouched
for by the leading fruit growers in British
Columbia. The majority of them acknowledge that, as quickly as this valley becomes better known, it will be one of the
best fruit growing sections in the province.
The success attained by Mr. Eicliter has
caused him to sell his rancli to a large
land company, that is now placing it on
The irrigathe market in small blocks.
tion system is well under way and an
ample supply of water has been provided

mate,
ties,

for.

The town

Keremeos is near the
and where the creek
the same name joins the Similkameen

head
of

Eiver.

could

of

site

of

the valley,

This is one of the
have been selected.

finest sites that
Owing to the

tropical climate, it should not be long before Keremeos will be known as "The
Pasadena of the Canadian California."
The valley is the warmest and driest
in British Columbia.
It varies in width
from one-half mile to four miles from
mountain to mountain, and contains some
of the richest land in the province.
The
bottom lands are sub-irrigated, and have for
years been used as meadows. Rising above
these meadows, in gentle slopes, are benches of large area.
It is on these benches
that the largest amount of work is being
done.
It only requires the water, which
will be furnished by irrigation, to enable
the land to produce the finest fruit.
The following are a few results obtained
by some of the growers in the Similkameen

Bark Beetle

cherry trees^in],the_Niagara [district
losing their leaves as

tender variety of fruit, supposed to be of
Chinese origin.
We grow the sweet potato and V3ry good samples of tobacco.
"As to quality of our fruit, I might refer
you to the result of the last Horticultural
Fair at London, Eng., where British Columbia fruit captured the gold medal, while
at the PrcJVineial Fair at New Westminster,
last September, which was open to the
world, my own small exhibition of 100
pounds, net, took 24 prizes 18 first and 6
second and it is a well known fact in
the Valley, that my orchard was in the
poorest condition it has been for the past

—

—

Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph.

if

many

losus.

The beetle is about one-eighth of an inch
long and one-third of this amount in breadth,
is almost cylindrical in shape, and black in
In dead trees it makes little round holes
color.
like shot-holes, and from this sometimes gets
If the bark of
the name of shot-hole borer.
badly-infested dead trees be removed, the whole
surface of the wood is often found to be engraved with little timnels or channels, running
In these channels, the
in different directions.
white, legless grubs of the beetles are often
found, it being the grubs that make the cham-

insect has been known
time, and in some parts
has, on several occasions,
but it has been possible
case.

May, 1908

twenty-acre peach orchard brought $10,875
on the trees; one and a third acres of pears
brought $1,420; one apple orchard produced
12 tons an acre and brought $750 an acre.
Now that better transportation facilities
have been provided, it is expected that
there will be a great rush to take up land
in this section. W. G. E.

MANY autumn^were
last

:

in Canada for some
of the United States

been very destructive,
to control it in each

seeking a remedy, we must remember
that the insects pass the winter in one
form or another under the bark; secondly, that
in almost every case they attack dead or weakened trees before going to healthy ones. Consequently, the remedy is to cut out and burn
every dead fruit tree of whatever kind, and
also any very weak or dying tree, and all dead
or badly-attacked branches.
These must not

creased ^vigor^ thereby given will often enable
them to recover from the injury.
Spraying is usually resorted to as a meai

warding off attacks. A carbolic and soaj.
wash is usually recommended, one quart soft
soap or one pound hard, one gallon water, half
of

pint crude carbolic; dilute to 40 gallons.
Su<
a wash must be put on in the spring, in Apr;
as the adult beetles begin to emerge vei
shortly after the warm weather begins.
Th;
seems to be no reason why lime-sulphin put
on at this time should not also have the same
result.
To secure the best results from either
of these washes, it will be necessary to spra-.
•aX least, the infested trees a second time, afti
an interval of a week or ten days.
It is perhaps necessary to call the attention
of fruit-growers to the fact that in localitir
where the San Jose scale is prevalent, trees n^
treated for this scale are sine to become weai
ened or killed, and afford favorable breediii
centres for the fruit bark beetle.
Hence,
using lime-sulphur to check the San Jose sea It
preventive measures will also have been take;
against the beetles.
i

1

Of Wide Influence.
Editor,

The

Canadwn

The announcement

Horticulturist:

December issue that
The Can.^dian Horticulturist had completed
its 30th year, caused me to look up back numin the

bers.

It

27

is

since I first
subscriber.

years

became

While The Canadi.a
Horticulturist ma

have

been intended p:
marily for Ontario, ii
scope of usefulness ha

not been provincial.
Fruit growers in every
province have found sonu
thing within the pages
the publication to enthuse,
encourage and instruct
them in producing more
1

Mr.
better,

,

,,

J. C.

^.1

Gilman

and better

fruit,

to grade

pack better and to place before the

con-

sumer, in the best possible condition, the products of their orchards. I wish the publication
continued success. J. C. Gilman, President,
New Brunswick Fruit Growers' Association,
Fredericton, N.B.

—

In

first,

be

thrown

into

must be burned
should

heaps
at once.

be destroyed

and

but
brush piles
same way. In

left

there,

All old

in the
of the hibernating larvae
and eggs will be destroyed. If, in addition to
this, trees that have been slightly attacked
have manure scattered around them, the in-

this

manner most

In future the Ontario Horticultural Exhibition will be under the control of an As
sociation that will be called "The Ontario i
Horticultural Exhibition Association." At '•
a meeting of the directors of the association held recently, it was decided to or

ganize and become incorporated under Th
Associations' Act.
A constitution and by
laws were adopted. The following ofBcert
were elected: Hon. Pres., E. J. Score, Toronto.; Pres., W. H. Bunting, St. Cathar
ines; First Vice-Pres., H. E. Frankland,
Toronto; Second Vice-Pres., Mr. Couse,
Streetsville Treas., J. H. Dunlop, Toronto;
Sec, P. W. Hodgetts, Toronto.
;

.•

:
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to $1.25 per day. Women sorters
earn 75 cents to $1.00.
A quantity of potatoes has been shipped
to Havana and neighboring markets
latterly the price has risen from 40 cents to 42
cents a bushel to growers.
There is a big demand for apple trees, especially those of the Stark and Duchess variety.
Local nurserymen are selling good
No. 1 stock for $20 a hundred.
Root grafting and pruning have occupied
the time during the last month, but there
is still much of the latter to be done, especially on stone-fruit trees where black
knot is very plentiful.
During the bright days of March, the
bees were enticed from their hives, but
Ai^ril came in with snowstorms and sleighing, snow and
rain
alternating
almost
every day since; otherwise it would have
been possible to plant such hardy seeds as
broad beans, peas and sweet peas, the frost
being out of the ground, except in sheltered places.
Tomatoes and other seedlings
are doing well in boxes.

from $1.00

^

NOTES FROM THE PROVINCES
British Columbia
J. J.

The

Kirby, Port Kelts

fruit industry in this district is as yet

We have quite a number of
infancy.
good, sturdy, young orchards started. The
King, Wealthy, Wmter Banana, and Gravenstein
are the favorites in apples. The Winter Banana
is a strong grower and a prolific bearer, giving
a fairly good crop at four years. I would advise planters to go heavy on_this kind, as it is
a very showy, rich and a ready seller.
The Bartlett, Beurre Rose, and Keiffer are the
favorites in pears. Royal Ann, Early Richmond
and olivet are the choice in cherries. In plums,
Bradshaw, Peach, Grand Duke and Italian
prunes are being planted.
The largest growers have decided to plant
the same varieties, to enable them to have a
large bulk of each kind of fruit, and to ship or
make it worth a buyer's time to come in and
make a bid for the fruit.
It would be a great help to the growers in
British Columbia if all the nurserymen in this
province would advertise their trees and plants,
in

its

and

so

forth,

in

.

;

trees "Beurre Baltet pere" already ordered
in France, one tree of each to each subscriber paying half cost, 20 cents.
3. Orchard Contests— The jury who will
examine the orchards of the competitors
will award the prizes to the owners of the
best kept orchards of vigorous trees bearing
largest crops of good clean fruit. Orchards
where scales and black knot exist will lose
half their points on that account.
for
the
best
4. Prizes will be offered

managed

wood lots where firewood and
needed by the past and present
owners, have been cut judiciously for over
a century and the richness of the forest
maintained by new growth.
timber,

After the rains in the middle of March
the tulips made their appearance, and were
soon followed by the daffodils, hyacinths
and day-lilies.
Insects are beginning to
fly, and robins have come back.
A number of wild ducks and geese have flown
over.
Mayflowers and pussy-willows are
expanding their buds, and the indications
are that spring is here.

The Canadian Horticul-

turist, as it would save us time and money
in procuring the necessary stock for our planting.

Annapolis Valley
G. H. Vroom,

British Columbia Inspection
Editor, Thk Canadia.n Hokticulturlst; 1
just starting an orchard and would like to
get all my nursery stock from the east, but am
handicapped to a large extent by the British
Columbia law. All the nursery stock entering
the province must be inspected at Vancouver,
and this causes extra freight charges. Now,
could not the eastern nurserymen try and have
it arranged
to have the stock inspected at
Revelstoke or at Kamloops? I take a great
interest in this for I would like to get my stock

am

from the east. I bought some stock from
Stone & Wellington, of I'onthill, Ont., last year.
They were shipped about April 1, and I
got them on June 8. By this time, half of
the stock was in leaf and so I lost one-third of
ihem. Last fall I got some more. They left
the east on Oct. 18, and I received them Nov.
26.

These instances show the time it_ takes to
ship trees from the east to this province.
The
delay in a large part is caused by the inspection
at Vancouver and is the cause of a lot of Canadian money going into the United States. The
trees coming from the east cost me about 84
cents a tree and I can get them from the United
States for about 43 cents a tree, and it only
takes two weeks for them to get here.
The
eastern stock, however, is much better for this
north-western country.—John S. Twan, Cariboo

Quebec
The County of L'Islet Horticultural
Society's program for 1908 includes the following features of value 10 its members
1. The purchase and distribution of 1000
apple and plum trees of hardy productive
varieties, bearing- fruit of good quality, size
and appearance. The members will have to
pay 10 cents for each tree and the society
will pay the balance of cost and freight.
Not more than 10 trees to be allowed to
one member.
2. The
distribution of 100 apple trees,
"Transparente de Croncels" and 100 pear

Middleton

Fruit trees and bushes of all kinds have
corhe through the winter in Nova Scotia in
good condition, and look
healthy
and'
strong.
No signs of winter killing are to
be seen, and the trees are well set with
blossom buds in orchards that are well cared
for, and
properly
pruned.
Strawberry
plants have suffered from the many thaws,
and only well covered plots are in good
condition. Present indications are in favor
of a good bloom on all trees and bushes.
Caterpillar eggs are not as plentiful as
last season.
The brown-tail moth is still
to be found in some sections, but a vigor-

ous campaign

now going on in all inand the nests are being
gathered and destroyed. The bounty of 10
cents a nest which is being paid by the local
governmentj will probably wipe out the
pest.
At any rate nothing, will be left undone to stamp it out.
fested

Mr.

J.

Horace McFarland

Arrangements were made with Mr. McFarland

of
KaiTisburj^, Ha., to speak at meetings of five Horticultural societies in Ontario. The following are tlie
places and dates St. Catharine-s, April 27 Hamilton,
April 28; Cobourg. April 29; Toronto, April 30;
:

Perth,

;

May 1.
•

Prince Edward Island

Nova Scotia

Rer. Dr. Burke, Alberton

be hoped that the very mild and
changeable winter now, "lingering in the
lap of spring," has not in any wise affected
adversely the orchard trees, by starting the
circulation of sap out of season.
So far
we have learned of no such mishap, but
the day of reckoning is hardly here yet.
We have had no snow to break down trees
and no opportunity for mice to girdle that
at least can be put down to profit account.
Since the winter meetings, there has been
considerable activity in the purchase of
orchard stock.
A movement was inaugurIt is

Eunice Watts,

When

Waterville

was reported that a large coJisignment of Australian apples was on its
way to England, Nova Scotians rushed the
last of their fruit to the Old Country markets, 80 that now the warehouses are nearDuring the first week in March
ly empty.
Berwick exported 1,832 barrels of apples.
The winter shipments from Aylesford have
ranged from 1,000 to 1,500 barrels weekly,
while Auburn, two miles distant, has been
loading two cars every week, or about 400
it

to 500 barrels.

Growers are gradually learning that it
does not pay to ship a poor grade of fruit.
Good Baldwins have realized $1 to $1.50;
Golden Russets, $2.50 to $3 nett; Fallawater, $2; Stark, $1.75 to $2.
Cranberries have gone long ago.
Like
the apples they began to sell at big prices,
but dropped from $7.00 to $5.00 a barrel as
the season advanced.

The wages

is

districts,

of

men

in

warehouses

range

to

;

ated to buy cooperatively, the association
here sending out a circular to all the farmers, with some show of success.
A committee from the association recommended that
they could guarantee the growing of such
sorts here as Yellow Transparent, Duchess,
Red Astrachan, Pewaukee, Baxter, Alexander, Wolf River, Wealthy, Inkerman, Stark,
They described the different
Ben Davis.
varieties recommended, told how they had
succeeded and unhesitatingly affirmed that
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there

was money

The names

in

their production here.

committee were ones well
recognized as those of practical and trustworthy fruitmen.
They were, John Johnstone, John A. Annear, Franklyn Bovyer
and A. E. Dewar. The circular stated that
the P. E. I. Fruit Growers' Association,
through its secretary, would undertake to
secure prime stock in lots of not less than
hundreds, at a price not to exceed 20 cents
laid down on the farm.
There should be
quite a movement in trees this season as
a result of this propaganda.
The Fruit Growers' Association has done
more than this for the fruit industry this
of
spring.
It has been soliciting offers
to the

—

small fruits strawberries, raspberries, currants and gooseberries, with a view to the
establishment at Charlottetown of a branch
of the Winslow preserving works of Montreal.
Quite an amount of small fruits are
grown here ; indeed, this is an ideal strawberry land, and, as well as the great profit
in the sale of fresh fruit from our strawberry-beds when the season is bare elsewhere, it will be a good thing to be able
to sell at paying prices the stock unfit for
basketting and the table.

Canada have flooded the Montreal market.
About 1,000 barrels of apples were offered
by Montreal Fruit Auction Co., on April
13th, which is the largest quantity I have
seen

ever

The members

of the Toronto HorticulSociety have recently been visiting
some of the largest greenhouses and private conservatories, in the vicinity of Toronto.
This has proven a popular move,
and the members turned out in large num-

tural

bers.

recently
were The
places visited
Steele-Briggs Seed Co., J. H. Dunlop, Sir
Henry M. Pellatt, and the florists in Brampton, which included the Dale estate ,R. Jennings and W. Fendley.
At liiB receptioii given to the members
Sir
Henry
M.
Pellatt
and
by

The

;

Lady

Pellatt,

on

March

28th,

at
ac-

conservatories, over 150 members
cepted the invitation. It was an educational treat for the members to see the many
tfeeir

specimens that have been so well grown by
the gardener, Mr. McVittie. After the conservatories had been visited, luncheon was
served, at which Lady Pellatt presided.
The excursion to Brampton on April nth
was a splendid success, two special cars
being almost filled.
The flowers were at
their best, the date being just one week
before Easter.
The mrtnbership of the Toronto Society
is now greater than any time in its history.
It will not be long in reaching the 300

mark.

Wartman, Dominion

Fruit

and the apples were never known

As many

to

keep

as 140 cars of apples were
shipped from this village in one month
~ which, for quantities, few other places can
boast of in Canada. The 100,000 barrels
re-packed here graded about 50 per cent.
No. I quality the other 50 per cent, were
- mostly
exported and the No. 3 quality returned little or nothing in many cases.
Odds and ends of apples from all over
'better.

i

j;"

;

;

:

:

,

prices

and No.

3

and

order,

inviting.

—

queen's county, P.E.I.
Long River. Trees and bushes wintered
well and now look fresh, but it is yet

—

say anything about the bloom.
look for a full crop this year. John
Johnston.
to oearly to

—

We

WENTWORTH COUNTY,

There is not much fruit grown in this
section.
One great drawback is the large
quantities of inferior nursery stock that
Canadian and American firms are shipping
in here.

A

lot of inferior stuff also

comes

not an apple,
plum or cherry tree to be seen in Dauphin.
There is land for a distance of fifty
miles around here that would be fine for
The land is well watered
fruit growing.
and sheltered, but the ordinary class of
I have grown
trees do not do very well.
some Russian varieties with fairly good
success, and the people promise that as
soon as they see it will do well, they will

There

Brandon.

come through in
shape and only a few of the more

tender varieties of peaches have been hurt.
are not damaged much and the amount
of buds indicate a good crop.
All kinds of
plums and pears are in godo shape, and a
heavy crop is looked for. J. W. Smith &
Sons.

They

—

—

Cunningham, Dauphin

J.

ONT.

—Everything has

LINCOLN COUNTY, ONT.
Grimsby. Fruit trees and vines are looking very promising. A. H. Pettit.

Manitoba
Wm.

Winona
fine

Apples, of course, are the cheapest fruit
in the market, the auction price for No. 3
quality being 75 cents to $1.00 a barrel.
Still, if one wants a strictly No. i barrelof the old reliable Spy he will have to pay
$4.50 for them, and there is no grumbling.

—

OXFORD COUNTY, ONT.

—

Ingersol.
Fruit trees and bushes look
very promising and should get no setback
If si^rayed carefully, big
from now on.
crops will be in order. J. C. Harris.

—

is

buy the stock.

ESSEX COUNTY, ONT.
Leamington.

— All

varieties of fruit

prom-

The only exception is in
a big crop.
peaches. Those that are tender have many
dead buds but enough are left to ensure
a good crop.
Most varieties promise a
full crop.
J. L. Hilborn.
ise

—

KENT COUNTY, ONT.
show plenty
Chatham. Peaches
of
bloom also apples and pears. Strawberries
and raspberries give full promise at pres-

—

;

Fruit Crop Forecast

ent.

— Milton

The

present appearance of most kinds of
fruit trees and bushes, indicate that they
have come through the winter in fine condiWhile still early to make predictions
tion.
regarding the coming season's crop, all reFor
ports from growers are optimistic.
each issue of THE Canadian Horticultur-

growers in all fruit districts from the
Atlantic to the Pacific are requested to concontribute brief notes on fruit crop conditions and prospects.
ist,

—

— Auguste Dupuis.

Kentville.

— Fruit

trees and bushes have
grand shape and present
point to a large bloom and

come through
indications

in

An early spring is
no winter killing.
looked for.
It is
too early to say anything about insect pests.
We have no
brown tail moth in this county, and spraying is universal.
I think orchardists will
be well rewarded this season.— M. G .DeWolfe.
Port Williams. Fruit trees
have come
through the winter all right, and very
few have been killed.
A good supply of
buds already, indicates a big crop of ap-

—

ples for 1908.

— John

Donaldson.

YORK county, N.B.
Fredericton. The prospects

—

for a good
bloom on fruit trees are good. Bush
fruits are coming through in good shape.
There is very little evidence of damage by

show

mice.

Bachus.

BRUCE COUNTY, ONT.
Walkerton.

— Strawberries

wintered

well.

Raspberry canes are badly broken down by
the snow, which will lessen the crop fully
Plum, pear, apple and cherry
one-half.
trees have come through in splendid condition, but it is too early to say anything
about the bloom or crop. A. E. Sherring-

—

ton.

Giving Good Results

l'islet county, que.
Village des Aulnaies. Apple, plum, pear
and cherry trees have not suffered. Fruit
buds on apple and cherry trees arc abunThe present indicadant and promising.
tions of bloom on plum and pear trees are
Small fruits have
not so encouraging.
come through the winter in good condi-

king's county, n.s.
Inspector

Once more I am at work at Montreal
after an absence of two and a half months
in Colborne, Ont., district.
This village
can boast of many expert apple packers.
The fruit houses, capable of holding 100,000 barrels for re-packing are well worth
looking into by those who contemplate
building frost proof apple houses.
These
houses have been well tried in weather
ranging down to 25 degrees F. last winter,
i

2

tomatoes and oranges from California,
hot-house grapes from England, all in good

Montreal
H.

The

date.

or poorly mulched will show much loss but
were well mulched, they are looking very
encouraging. J. C. Gilman.

lina,

tion.

E.

late

In a large city like Montreal, the
grades.
most fastidious can find fruit to suit their
taste.
We have peaches and pears from
South Africa,strawberries from South Caro-

from

Toronto

this

at

were very low, especially No.

May, 1908

As evidence

of the value of Cooper's
Spray Fluids, advertised on another page
of this issue, the following letters have
been received recently by Mr. W. Staley

Spark,

who

is

introducing the fluids into

Canada:

—

Mr. G. Bruner, Olinda, Ont., wrote: "I
mailing you to-day,
under separate
cover ,a specimen of apple wood, on which
1 sprayed the Vi Fluid, which you sent to
me. I used it on April gth, and have been
looking at it a couple of times with other
parties, and we are of the opinion that the
San Jose scale is dying, or is dead."
E. P. Crowe, Windsor, N. S.— "I note
that the fluid played havoc with the tent
caterpillar nests on the trees I have gone
over.
This Vi is certainly a good thing in

am

that particular, if nothing- more."
S. Percival, Pender Island, B. C.
"I am
pleased to say that I was able to use a little of. the spray on a few backward trees
and find it most effective in killing aphis
eggs, and consequently it must have also
easily killed spores of scab or black spot.
I have cheerfully told my neighbors about
the good results."

—

of

Strawberry plants in exposed places

I have been much pleased with THE Canadian Horticulturist, and received many
valuable hints from it. T. M. Gavanza.

—
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Mr. Vroom on Export Fruit

send No. 3 apples to England unless they
are perfect Nonpariels or Golden Russets
all other No. 3's should be sent to the vinegar factory. He had heard on good authority that some dealers take off two shillings from the number ones and put the
money on the number threes, so as to
make a better looking bill of sale. All the
world is looking to England for a market,
and unless the Nova Scctians cease to send
the culls to the Old Country their fruit in-

the spraying should

know all the enemies
which he has to combat in order to get 200
per cent, on his money, but the satisfaction of working intelligently, and the extra
gain that will come will well repay anyone
in making a thorough study of the insect
and fungous pests that trouble the orchard.

;

Eunice Watti, Waterville, N.S.

At the Seed and Fruit Fair held in Berwick, N. S., Mr. G. H. Vroom, Dominion
Fruit Inspector, told the audience how the
apples were collected for the last Royal Horticultural Show in Engfland, and explained
in a satisfactory manner that the medals
were not awarded because, as some people
had said, the exhibitors were "government
pets."

The gold medal from me Crystal

The life history of these pests will suggest
the proper time at which any extra spraying may be necessary; but if every farmer
should spray, even if he does not know the
name of a single insect in the orchard, the
operation will pay him well.

dustry will decline.

Pal-

ace went to British Columbia.
That was
not surprising when we learn that the orchardists of that province begin to select
the apples in the spring by thinning the
fruit, and later by taking off any foliage
which hinders the coloring of the apple.
The fruit wfiich was sent to the show in barrels was not so favorably received as that
sent in boxes.
Nova Scotia sent to London the best collection of fruit that had ever left the province.
The result was that it advertised
the fruit and many letters were sent from
England requesting boxes of apples for

"3

Advice Regarding Spraying
Soluble Oil Spraying

A. McNiell, Chief, Fruit Division, Ottawa.

The orchardist should not imagine that
there is any great mystery or difficulty with
reference to the making of the Bordeaux
mixture, or the use of it after it is made.
Almost any of the ordinary directions found
in any of the spray calendars will give
good results. The material should be freshly made, and should be kept agitated. My
advice is to keep the growing tissue of leaf
and fruit covered as nearly as may be with
the thinnest possible coating of Bordeaux
mixture during the growing season. Commence when the leaves have just fairly
shown themselves, and spray the first time.
The blossoms will soon be out, and then,
of course, no spraying should be done until they are fairly well fallen.
One should
not wait, however, until the blossoms have
all fallen before spraying again with the
poisoned Bordeaux mixture, as this is the
time when
the codling
moth will be
caught. The third spraying should be made
10 or 15 days later, and, to get the best

Christmas.
The speaker then discussed the subject
of handling apples, and said that the majority of Nova Scotians had yet to learn
how to handle fruit carefully. Scarce help,
high wages and a short season is no excuse
for handling apples roughly, for fresh apples bruise easily and later on every bruise
will show.
Apples should be handled like
eggs the practice of throwing them into
baskets like stones across the sorting bench
is too common and should be severely condemned.
Apples should be cooled before
being put in a cold cellar, and not allowed
to stand in a sunny orchard.
Mr. Vroom said that it did not pay to
;

results, spray once more about two weeks
later.
It is not necessary that the person doing

Hardy Herbaceous Plants

for the

The Canadian Horticulturist:

Editor,

I was glad to see the editorial in the February issue in regard to soluble oil for spray-

The Connecticut growers have taken
hold of this remedy and so far feel well
ing.

satisfied.

am

not prepared to say whether it can
as cheaply in Canada as in this
state, but I am informed that many of the
oil wells in Ontario are running to waste,
and that crude petroleum may be secured
at very low prices.
Carbolic acid and rosin
oil
may be somewhat more expensive in
Canada, but the other material should be
lower in price. It would be well for the
Ontario people to give this formula a trial.
I shall be glad to furnish co your readers
any information by correspondence that lies
within my power. C. D. Jarvis, Storrs,
I

be

made

—

Conn.

am

1

greatly pleased with

The Canadian

Horticulturist, and have gained a great
deal

of

useful

growing from
Chatham, Ont.

information about flower
pages. Wm. Needham,

its

—

Flower Borders

'^^E

have selected a varied collection of Herbaceous Plants with a view of making
an Effective Ornamental
Our plants are all hardy, bearing bright conspicuous flowers, and will yield a constant
succession
of bloom for Decorative Purposes.
Where any particular effect is desired either as to their height or their arrangement in combination as to density, etc., it would be well to mention these
features when
len sending
sendi
enquiries
which will always be cheerfully answered.
Border.

Day

Paeonics

Lilies

(Funkia)

Monkshood
(Aconitum)

Phlox,

Perennial Sunflowers

CDoronicum)

Golden Glow

(Helianthus)

Red-Hot Pokers

(Rudbeckia)

German and Japanese
An

Leopard's Bane

Adam's Needle

(Tritoma)

Iris,

Dahlias,

(Yucca)

named and unnamed,

extensive collection, carefully prepared, of the

hardiest

blooming field-grown Roses, some budded and some on

Our assortment

etc., etc.

and choicest

their

own

roots

of Apples, Plums, Pears. Peaches, Cherries, &c., &c.

and Catalogues explaining

HELDERLEIGH.
NURSERIES

varieties will

E. D.

is well-known throughout the Dominion
be mailed free on application.

SMITH

Mention the Oanadiaii IIorticulturiBt when writing

WINONA.
ONTARIO
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and handles no fruit but that grown or
bought by its members.

Co-Operation in California

The

D. Johnson, Forest, Ontario

ARRIVING
much

in
Southern
California
about the middle of January, I was
deliirhted to find myself in a climate
like our September, with a tempera-

ture from 75 to' 80, the air full of the perfume of flowers and songs of birds, and the

proves loaded with fruit. One could not but
wonder at the energy of the people in transforming the sage brush districts into the
great plantations, in he course of 12 or 15
years.
In California water is king.
By the
application of water to the desert wastes,
and by co-operative methods of marketing,
the planters have been able to make themselves rich.
Irrigating is a study in itself, so that I
will not enter into it now, but in passing,
would say that I believe it can and will be
used with great success in Ontario, especially in the production of small fruit. Almost
every year we find the berry growers longing and looking for rain during the ripening period that so often does not come with
the result that the crop does not turn out
half what it would have produced had there
* Tlic author of this article spent the pa.'st winter
with fruit growers in California. Oregon and British
Columbia, studying their sy.qteni.s of production and
marlietiug. In subsequent issues of Thk Canadian
Horticulturist we hope to publish other pointers
gleaned from the lessons learned.
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first

forming

of

of organization is
local associations which

steps

the

own

own packing houses and grade and
pack their own fruit under their own brand.

the coming season we expect to test it here
with every hope of success.
The co-operative sysem of Southern CaliDuring
fornia has had its ups and downs.
the first few years of its existence it had
many staggering blows, but it has triumphed over them all and has resulted in

their

making orange and lemon growing a most

men, employ their own salesmen on salary
and allot certain districts to each man. Over
these salesmen are two general agents with
headquarters at Chicago and Omaha where
they keep a full bureau or information,
through which each local acent receives
each day detailed information as to sales
of exchange fruit in other markets the previous day.
If any local agent finds that
he cannot maintain the prices that are being
made in other cities he wires the head office
in Los Angeles, which immediately deverts
shipments from that market until the trade
is restored to normal a,gain.
All this seems to be a great expense,

profitable

industry,

years ago,

it

whereas,

was one

of the

only

a

The manager of the local association is in
constant touch by telephone with the head
office, which gives orders when and where
to ship the fruit.
The exchange system cuts out all middle

few

most unprofit-

The years i8q2 and '93
able.
the" most disastrous years on

were perhaps
record

when

growers struggled individually,
each competing one against the other. All
shipping at random to the same markets,
resulted in account sales in red ink being
In rnany cases
received in great numbers.
growers not only furnished their entire crop
for nothing but were often forced to pay
freight charges which the gross sales of the
the

fruit

small

did

not cover.

METHODS OF FRUIT EXCHANGE

when we take
amount

into consideration the
of business done, we
find that the cost is about half of that
charged by an ordinary commission firm.
With an even distribution of the fruit, the

but,

Various systems of marketing were tried

enormous!

with more or less success until finally the
California Fruit Growers' Exchange (head
office,
Los Angeles), was organized for
the purpose of marketing the fruit through
one agency. In plain words, this Excbange
is a huge commission firm appointed and
controlled by the fruit growers themselves

markets are maintained and each place reThe
ceives its proper proportion of fruit.
local

associations

pool

their returns

every

two weeks and pay according to grade.

CO-OPERATION MEANS MONEY

The

results of the cooperative system in
California is that .fruit growing has been
made a most profitable business. An orange orchard of 10 acres near Riverside was
sold while I was there for $;io,ooo, or $-5,000
an acre.
The crop this year would pay
small grove of iM acres
$8,000 of that.
netted $2,920 last year, and another grove
The secretary
of 40 acres netted $26,000.
of an association near Los Angeles told me
that last year the proprietor of a 12-acre
strawberrv patch received $24,000 for his
crop.
This seems hard to believe, but,
when we take into consideration their irrigating, fertilizing and marketing systems
is not surprising.
it
California, like Ontario, has found in its

A

a surprise it will be to diacoTer
that the clock 18 going ond you're actually got
your washing all done »t 8 o'clock in the morning. That's the certain result 11 you use a

And what

"1900 GRAVITY" WASHER
the greatest time and labor saving machine yet
invented. It will wash the heaviest clothing,
blankets or rugs with the same ease and rapidity as it does the finest lingerie or curtains.

A Child Can Run The
"1900 Gravity" Washer

much discouragement by
growers shioping in and out of the associations, and plavinir between the exchanges
and dealers in the hopes of making better
cooperative work

and wash a tubful of clothes in six minutes,
doing it better than a strong woman wonld by
hnnd in an hour ormore. Gst a "1900 Gravity
Washer and you'll be able to do your washing and ironing on the samo <tay. Now
we make it so easy for you to try the "1900
Gravity" Washer. Bead this
'

EXCEPTIONAL FREE TRIAL OFFER
Our

faith in the

machine

Is

so great that

we will send it to any responsible person (or
One Month's Trial FREE
without any advance payment ordeposit whatsoever. We pay all the freight ourselves. You
may wash with It for 30 days and then If it
doesn't do »U we claim fur it, ship it back to us
at our expense- Note, we are the only
manufacturers of wnshing machines on the
continent vrilling to m ake this great offer. Let
" 1900 Gravity " Washer to you.
<is send a
Writft to.<lfty for our handsome bi^olilet with half tone
Illustrations Bhowine the methods of washing In dlffen-iit
coniitries of the world and our own machines in natural
colora— sent free on request.

LOOK FOE THIS LABEL OS THB TUB.
None genuine without

it.

_
'

returns for themselves, with the result that
some of the local associations have given
up, and dealers, taking advantage of this,
pav the growers what thev like.
Growers' ExCalifornia Fruit
If
the
change were to withdraw from the trade,
the conditions which existed before its organization would prevail, and result in
growers becoming discouraged, neglecting
their groves, just as the majority of Ontario
apple growers do now and declare that
there is no money in fruit growing, which
would be true if there was no marketing
system.

At a meeting of the Toronto branch of the
Growers'
Association
Ontario Vegetable
held early in April Dr. Jas. Fletcher, of Ottawa, gave a valuable talk on "Insect
Pests on Vegetable Crops, and How to Com
bat

Them."

An exceptionally
>[900 GRAVITY WASHER!
Address me personally C.H.B. Bach, Manager ^^f^ifllli^jgP
Tht 1 900 WASHER CO., 355 Yonge «., TORONTO, CAN.
^^C!Sr°c"S^'
The above

free offer Is

arransemenU are made for this dUtrict
not good In Toronto and subuibs-speclal

well

prepared booklet

entitled, "The Potato Crop in Canada," has
just been published by the Dominion Agri
cultural Offices of the Potash Syndicate,

Temple Buiklings, Toronto. To review all
its good features would necessitate the

all

publication of the entire article, it is so •*i
filled with valuable information.
A copy
may be had free by writing to the firm.
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Manure Spreaders

Bordeaux Injury
R. 1.

115

The

Me»enger, Bridgetown, N. S.

I have recently read a bulletin by Prof
U. P. Hedrick, of Geneva Experimental
Station, on injury to foliage and apples \y
the Bordeaux mixture. While it w juld t£.ke
even a greater authority than Prof. Hed-

make me believe that Bordeaux is
wholly responsible for russetting of apples,
and rusting of foliage.still I shall contend
that it does little harm to the foliage and
am certain that russetting of the apples,
rather than being an injury, is rather a
benefit, since a smooth-skinned apple, not
too badly russetted, has generally a firmer
and more crisp quality and keeps better.
This is also the opposite of the professor's
findings, since he makes the statement that
apples russetted do not keep so well as
t}iose not affected.
I shall not assume,
hnwever, the province of criticizinsr the reults of his investigations, but shall confine
lyself to dealing' with
his
recommendations regarding the strength of the
Bor
Icaux to be used. His investigations proved to his satisfaction that for fungicidal
purposes three pounds of bluestone, and
three pounds of lime were as effective as
four and four in the old formula, for forty
crallons of water, and besides being more
Gnomical, was not as likely to cause Borrick to

eaux injury.
I was never imbued with the idea that
four pounds of bluestone was more than
necessary for forty gallons of water, and I
have taken considerable interest in watchApples are not totally clear of
!if; results.
pot even with thorough spraying with four
|)ounds. However, we Rive the above, 3-340 strength for the careful consideration of
orchardists.

large crops that are annually taken
from the land used by vegetable growers,
make it necessary to fertilize the soil in a
Many of the growers
thorougfh manner.
living in the vicinity of large cities haul
manure from the city and spread it over
Until recently this work was
their land.
done with a fork. The great success that

CUTWORMS
Corn, Grain, Potatoes, Boots, Cotton, Vegetables and Flowers suffer enormous damage
from Cutworms, Eelworms, Ants,
Slugs and all kinds of Bugs in the soil.
Maybe you don't see them but you pay
for them— quit doing so and use VAP-

general farmers have had with manure
spreaders, has led vegetable growers to exThey have proven a
periment with them.
success, doing- the

work

in a

thorough

ORITE.

VAPORITE is the new marvelous English
product— a non-poisonous powder.
Just sprinkle it onto the soil and plow
or dig in as directed before planting
or sowing.
It acts quickly— the insects
are destroyed in a few days so that your

and

economic manner.
of the best spreaders now in use by
vegetable growers is the "Success,"
which is manufactured by The Paris Plough
This spreader is
Co., of Paris, Ont.
equipped with an adjustable spring pulver-

One

ground

the

F.O.B.

Anyway drop
and we
No.

many

4.

little
It

2,000

lbs.,

MONTREAL,

$65.

P.Q.

us a postbard

will send
It is a

Reg.

(2c

stamp)

you our

illustrated book
finely-gotten-up factful

Booklet.

tells

you

briefly

and simply

all

fruit growers who are inthe proper fertilizing of their
lands should write to this company for their
free illustrated catalogue, which will describe this spreader in detail.

in

STRAWSON'S
7la Queen Victoria Afreet
London, Eng.

sub-

ject

500 ACRES IN NURSERY STOCK
For

Fall, 1908,

delivery,

we

Spring,

an(i

will

have

1909

BASKETS
We

a larger

assortment of Fruit
and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs
than ever before.
an(d

better

We

guarantee our

strictly

all

are Headquarters for

kinds of Splint Baskets

Stock to be

and

first-class

true to

name.
AGENTS WANTED.- -Pleasant
employment for
months whole or
;

us

at

and profitable

Spring
and Summer
part time outfit free.
Write
the

;

once.

Veneer supplied

for the

protectioa

of

trees

from

oiice

during winter

"Canada's Oldest Nurseries"

THE THOS. W.

BOWMAN

&

SON

LIMITED

RIDGEVILLE.

FRUIT PACKAGES A SPECIALITY

GO.

SEND FOR OUR PRICES

The

Oakville Basket Co., Oakville, Ont.

ONTARIO

Mention the Canadian Horticulturist when writing.

about

VAHORITE, and shows the remarkable extra
proHts made by practical giowei-s who use
VAPORITE. It gives reports from all over the
world.
Write us to-day (getting reply in about two
weeks.)

spreaders.

Contributions on any horticultural
are requested for publication.

$4;

lbs.,

100

Vegetable or

terested

fertile.

is

VAPORITE

hard substance to pass through, without
injuring the machine in the slig-htest. The
harpoon teeth effectually protect the ends
of the beater.
These teeth cut the long
pieces of straw and grass and do not allow them to wind around the beater or
choke it up which would cause it to run
hard, as is the case with many of the other
of

and

revolutionising
branches of Agriculture.

izing- rack, which makes the manure fine
All the manure is
or coarse, as desired.
thrown against the rack, and is thoroughly torn to shreds and pulverized.
The tension spring allows sticks, stones and other

makes

free

is

VAPORITE

M<;ntioti Tln'

(

aii.'jdinn

Hdl

(it

nil niist mIicii wiiliii^^
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being careful to note that not more than
ten to twelve females are mated to one
male in the heavier breeds, such as the
Rocks, Wyandottes, Orpingtons and Brahmas, and not more than fifteen to eighteen
of the light breeds, such as Leghorns, MinNote also
orcas, and others of that kind.
the sprightliness of the fowl, and general
parents
beget
healthy
healthiness, for
healthy progeny, and likewise sickly dumpy
fowl transmit their weakness to their offspring, should any of the eggs from such

^ POULTRY DEPT. g
Conducted by

[U5
anl

S. Short,

Ottawa

[US
snl

By now

the hatching season has sufficiently advanced, that all hatching operations should be under way, or definitely arranged. While the suburbanite may hatch
and rear late chickens successfully, it is a
different proposition in the city, where
grass runs are scarce, and the chicks have
to be more or less confined, and artificially
fed.
At this season, too, there are many
who have had under consideration serious
If
ideas of embarking in poultry keeping.
a start is to be made, now is the most
The first purfavorable time to begin.
chases to be made are the incubators. Then
decide on the variety or breed of fowl, and
order the eggs, or, better still, before buying, inspect the local stocks and see what
terms may be got, and how the birds look.

CYPHERS'
Model Incubators
CHAS.

A.

least

and Brooders
brooded in my famous Model Incubators
and Brooders. Buying your incubators
and brooders of a

man who knows
nothing (or next
nothing) about
hatching and raising
poultry is running a
useless risk.
Don't

to

I

it.

not only

sell

you

a Model Incubator or Brooder, but 1 add
to them the valuable experience of years
as

shown

in

their construction.

THE MODEL INCUBATOR

layers.

is

needed

determine

to

if

strain of fowls kept are poor
Hatch early the second season,

or

and give the birds the same treatment as
to food and care as some other breeder who

making

It takes
a success of poultry.
several years' experience for the best to
make good. If at all convenient, join a
poultry association or club, where discussions on seasonable topics are carried on
during the winter, and where many valuable ideas may be picked up, and also subscribe to a good poultry magazine. In any
event, if the beginner has had no previous
experience in poultry keeping, start with a
small number of birds and expand and increase as experience may warrant.
is

Model

Incubators show excellent hatches, hatch
every hatchable egg. The Model Brooder
grow sturdy chicks.
Send your order in to-day, and get in
line with the profit getters.
Free catalogue for everyone.

196-200 River Street

two seasons

a breed

On my Model Poultry Farm I now have
poultry numbering 80,000 hatched and

do

'

fowl hatch.
A small room, free from draughts, will
the
do for the incubating chamber, and
brooders may be put out doors, in most loWhile the chicks
calities, at this season.
are growing the winter buildings may be
erected, if that has not already been done.
A fault with many beginners, is that if
they are not successful the first season, the
breed of fowls kept is blamed, when usSomeually the fault is the breeder's own.
times the start is made so late in the season that the laying stock has not had time
to mature to give laying results the following winter.
Of course it is discouraging
not to get eggs, but not a good reason for
discouraging the breed of fowl, and adopting another, simply because a neighbor
At
had good results frorn another breed.

CO.
TORONTO, ONT.

Management

of Soils

At a meeting of the Niagara Peninsula
Fruit Growers' Association, held in Grimsby, Mr. Farnsworth dealt with the management of soils.
"Quantity and quality of
fruits depends largely on an abundance of
moisture in the soil," said Mr. Farnsworth.
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The

various forms of moisture in the soil
and the conditions that control its conservation were mentioned. To receive large quantities of moisture in the form of rains and
snow, the soil should be made open and porous. It must be drained well to get rid of
surface and surplus moisture. This should
be done because plants require warmth and
air as well as moisture
an excess of moisture excludes warmth and air.
Moisture
has two main purposes in the soil as it
namely, it acts as
effects plant growth
a carrier of plant food and aids in break;

;

ing down unavailable plant materials.
Plowing is a more important operati'
in
management than most farmers
soil
Moisture exists in one form as a
think.
Plowing breaks
film around soil particles.
particles and increases the
surfaces that are exposed for attractintr
moisture.
The soil should be deeply plo
ed if cold subsoil is not too near the su

up the large

face.

A

potent factor in holding moisture
is
vegetable matter or humus.
For this reason, plenty of vegetable matter
should be plowed in in the form of green
crops.
Cover crops should be grown in
orchards. They should be plowed under
as early in spring as possible, to prevent
loss of moisture through transpiration and
assimilation by the crop should it start
On gravelly and sandy soils,
to grow.
vegetable matter will fill the open spaces
that occur between the particles in such
soils
on heavy soils, it improves the texture by making them more open.
the

;

soil

;

Mr. Farnsworth said also that good tillarge plays on important part in controlRolling should be practiced
ling moisture.
to compact the soil so that water will rise
A light hareasily by capillary attraction.
row attached behind the roller will produce
a shallow surface mulch to prevent the
escape of moisture to the air. Tillage also
prevents loss of moisture through approTillpriation and transpiration by weeds.
age should be thorough and incessant.
In a discussion on this article, Mr. Farnsworth said that hairy vetch is the best
It costs about eight cents a
cover crop.
pound and about 20 pounds should be sown
Mr. W. T. Macoun suggested
to the acre.
the use of summer vetch instead as it kills
down in winter and the grower thereby is
not tempted to leave it too late in spring
before plowing under. It costs about $1.50
a bushel and about three-quarters of a bushel should be sown to the acre
.

Peerless Junior Poultry Fence
The Peerless Junior Poultry and Garden Fence

is in a class by itself, being
unlike anything else on the market. It is woven close enough to turn small chickens,
It requires no top or
rabbits, dogs, etc., and is strong enough to turn large animals.
bottom boards, and less than half the posts required by the ordinary Poultry
Fencing. Top and bottom wires are No. 9 hard steel. As a general-purpose
fence there is nothing obtainable that will fill the bill so well, and its lasting
quality, because of its extra strength, makes it

The Most Durable Poultry
Fence You Can Buy
Peerless Junior Fence has double the strength that would
ever be required of it. It has a breaking strain of at least
8000 lbs. Don't you think it is just the fence you want? For
prices and further particulars, drop us a card.

THE BANWELL-HOXIE WIRE FENCE
Dept.

R

.

Hamilton, Ont.

CO.,

(Ltd.)

Winnipeg, Manitoba

&
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Horticulturist
ing
irhich was edited by the late D. W. Beadle
1886 when it, with the office of secrekntil
ary and treasurer, was passed into the
of

Canadian

bands of Mr. Woolverton, Grimsby. In this
we assisted in making the great exlibit of Canadian fruits at the Colonial Ex^bition in London, in which we did so
Buch to establish our markets in England
ad to attract the attention of the Old
.iforld to Canadian fruits and the Canadian
In i8g3, at the Columbian World's
climate.
Fair in Chicago, we showed the world that
Ontario was not behind any part of AmerShe had the
ica in the production of fruit.
largest exhibit (the season through), scored
largest number of points, and rated highest in quality of any exhibit on the grounds.
^ear

frui',

growing has

not been the sole aim of the association,
but the advance of horticulture in all its
branches, particularly the improvement of

home surroundings, both in towns and
To this end ornamental trees,
country.
_shrubs, and plants were sent out to mem"bers.
As agent of the association, Mr.
Thomas Beal, of Lindsay, one of its old

get

These have been the means

best.

good as the old

Knowing

of

When

the

trees

came

I&

WONT GROW ANYTHING
BUT WEEDS, TALK WITH
IT AND LET US

US ABOUT

SUGGEST

THE RI GHT FE RTILIZER
We FEEL VERY SURE THAT
WE CAN SHOW YOU HOW TO
I

into

AGENTS WAtslTEO FOP
TERRITOR Y NOT TAKEN UP
^"^W.A. FREEMAN ^° limited

HAMILTON

pink, beau-

—

—

X^ontrasl Intense scarlet, large distinct pure
white centre, neither tinted or mottled. 30c each
Irene A fine shade of pink freely flaked bright
crimson. 20c each
May Lovely pure while flower, flaked bright
rosy crimson. 5c each
Melrose White flaked pink, bright crimson
centre.
30c each

—
—

—

Octoroon — A beautiful salmon pink. 10c each
Sulphur King Beautilul clean sulphur yellow.

—

YOUR LAND WIL L PAY
Consult us freely it is
our bu siness to know
e^4quiries freely a nswered

GLADIOLUS
Wm.

with large
pure white centre and threat. 25c each
Blanche— Large pure snow white, with but
laint marks.
20c each
Blue Jay The finest blue; a rich deep colour
of an indigo shade.
30c each
Perfeclflowerandspikeofthe bright{ Cardinal
I'sl and most intense cardinal scarlet.
20c each
Ceres Pure white, spotted with purplish rose.

each

FERTILIZERS

USE
WITHOUT GREAT EXPENSE SO

Bulbs for Planting

—
—

I

if you have
A PIE.CE OF LAND THAT

,

tilul.

?

nIow

things,

— Exqui.site soft lavender
ISc each
Attraction — Deep rich crimson,

5c

FER TILIZ ER

tried sorts.

these

Summer - Flowering
America

I

productiveand profitable

by the judicious use of
the right kind of

the association
began early to advocate tne establishing
of a station where varieties could be tested before being recommended or sent out.
There was scarcely a meeting but that this
Its importance was
subject was discussed.
frequently urged upon the government, but

changing the aspect of many of our towns
and villages and of creating a taste for
the beautiful which was unknown before.
Great changes have taken place in the sur-

M

the

KNOW

that worn-out
lands may be made

bearing the majority of them proved not as

and energetic workers, organized numerous horticultural societies throughout the
province which became affiliated with the
association.

DO YOU
I

and besides this, unprincipled dealers would
buy the surplus stock of our Canadian nurseries, often relabelling it, and selling to
farmers under wrong varietal names. Furthermore,
settlers
were moving farther
north, locating in colder sections, and wanted to plant fruit. They thought that the
varieties they had grown at the old home,
would do equally well thne. Many trees
were planted that proved too tender for the
Scores of new varieties were inclimate.
troducd by nursrymen and dealers as something more valuable than ttiose then grown
and sold at extravagant prices to growers in
to
all parts of the province who wanted

at the Pan American in Buffalo in
igoo, we maintained our position as second
to none in producing all kinds of fruit
grown in the temperate zone.

of

Your
Lands

Fertilize

Canada at one time was the dumping
ground of nurseries in the United States,

Again

The advancement

»^^^^»^^^^rfMMMMMW^

rounding of Farmers' homes, especially
those of fruit growers.
Another great work the association has
been instrumental in accomplishing is the
establishing of .experimental stations for
testing fruits.
Thousands of dollars have
been wasted yearly in the past by farmers
and others in planting fruits that were unfit
for market or not adapted to the loEarly setcality where they were planted.
tlers and planters had noknowledge of varieties and depended largely on the advice of
nurserymen and tree agents and took any
The
variety that the latter recommended.
consequence was that the country was flooded with varieties that were useless.

In 1878, the society started the publish-

117

Falconer

— Spike

flowers of enormous size
pink.
10c each
I
I

;

ONTARIO

Now

of great length and
beautiful clear light

each of above fine collection, 14 for $2.35
each of 9 of above, our choice, for $1.00

MIXED GLADIOLUS
Brace's Superb Mixed— This splendid mixture
is made up by ourselves and includes GrofFs
magnificent hybrids, Childsi, Lemoinei and Grandavensis, 10c each, 10 for 85c, 25 for $1.75

Groffs Hybrid Seedlings— A good mixture of
blooming bulbs, 10 for40c, 25 for 75c, per 100 $2.50
Childsi

Mixed

—A

very superior mixture.

10

for 60c, 25 for $1.25, $4.00 per 100

Choice Mixed— A satisfactory mixture, strong
flowering bulbs. 10 for 25c, 25 for 60c, $2 per 100

Bruce'sWhiteandLightShades— Finp,specially
10 for 40c, 2^ (ov 85c, $3.00 per 100
for florists.
Gladiolus prices are postpaid to Caoadian points

DAHLIAS

Best Named Double Sorts in following colors:
40c each
while, pink, red, yellow, crimson; also same colors
The largest spike of any Gladiolus,
9k Variabilis
flowers range in color from dull deep pink flaked
in Cactus Varieties, 20c each, $2.20 doz. postpaid
Ordinary Mixed Double also Cactus, 12c each;
blue black, to a solid blue black flaked pink;
throat mottled white.
$1.20 perdoz. postpaid.
15c each
FREE
OurbeautllullylllnslraicdCatalofiie,
rnlnraciti
(Ca\aAtum\ One of the best, ornamental foliage plants, either for
VUlUkaMd \\imaamta}
100 panes ol S.e<Is, Plaats, BallM,
citivation in largo potK or tubs, or for planting out
Implements, Ponltry Sappllcs, Sc.
Second size, 10c icli: $1.10
First size 20c each; $2 per^oz.
Esculentum(^''|^^"*'') per doz. Fancy
Send for il.
leaved varieties, 20c each; $2 per doz. postpaid

—

I

:

ii8

CANADIAN

E
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was 20 years before our desires were
and the stations we now have

it

granted,

were established.
Alread> tney have paid
more than tenfold the cost of their maintenance.
I

should

like

to

eulogize

the

names

of

"BUCO" HAND CULTIVATOR

11

T

11

1

C

ULTURI

those who have spent their time and money
in this work, but their works will be a more
enduring tribute to their memory. Many of
them have passed away and I rejoice to see
that the association has appointed a historical committee who, in the annual report of 1906, began to "-ive biographies
of some of these men.
Many of the old
members have retired from active work.
They would be entitled to a pension had
they done as much for the country in any
other capacity.
Others; are still active and
a new generation of workers are coming on
to enjoy the fruits of our labor.
May they
Jje faithful in continuing the advancement
of the fruit interests of Canada and in maintaining the reputation that we have established.

The Apple Industry
A. Ruddick, ComCold Storage,
under whose jurisdiction is the fruit division appears an excellent treatise on "The
Apple Industry of Canada," by Mr. A. McNeill, chief of the Fruit Division.
It is
an exceedingly well prepared article, and
should be in the hands of all persons interested in growing and handling apples.
The article gives advice respecting the
planting of large vs. small orchards.
It
discusses orchard management, including

In the report of Mr.

One man with a "Buco" is worth two with a hoe.
Tines can be adjusted to width as required. Handle
4i £cet long.

It

DOWN

gets

DEEP,

loosens the soil

thoroughly and cieans all the weeds out BY ROOT.
Makes a clean healthy garden and saves a lot of work.
Great around shrubs and trees.
Sold by hardware and seedsmen.
If your dealer
cannot supply you, we will send on receipt of price,
$1.50 each.
Return after trial at our expense and
money refunded if not satisfactory.

BAILEY-UNDERWOOD
NEW GLASGOW,

China

CO. Limited
N.S.

AstCf

Plants

FROM BEST SEEDS
QUEEEN OF THE MARKET— White,
"

Early

—Pink

LAVENDER GEM— Early
ROYAL PURPLE— Medium Ute
VIOLET KING
VICK'S

—

"

BRANCHING— White, Medium

IS Cents per dozen

—

Early
—White and Pink, Late
40 Cents per hundred, postpaid

drainage, fertilizing, pruning, spraying,
cover crops, and so forth.
The profits in
growing apples are dealt with at some
length,
under the following headings
Prices, gross receipts, methods of selling,
lump buying, picking and packing, cost of
harvesting and storing, co-operation and so
The varieties grown in our apple
forth.
districts and those recommended for planting are well described, and commented
upon.

STENCIL

For prices on larger quantities please write.
Packed to go anywhere by mail.
May be planted with good results until 15th June
Orders receiyed now and will be

-

BRANDS

"-

\MFG CO

filled after 15th May.
Please send Postal Note with order.

JOHN CAVERS

J.

missioner of Dairying and

Wi

OakvUle, Ont.

124-

MU!

YONGE

nil KINDS (OR «Ll

ST.

RUBBER
STAMPS

PWPOSiS

TORONTO.

Editor,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pruit in England
The Canadian Horticulturist

Bay

district.

The Ontario apples have been considerably in advance of the Nova Scotians this
season both in quality and grading, a large
proportion of the latter being very poor.
The Nova Scotian shipments again have
sent a big quantity of No. 3 apples, which
can hardly ever pay to ship and in a year
of poor prices, such as this has been, can
have hardly realized freight. We understand, however, that these apples will in
future be consigned to the evaporators,
which will be better for everyone concerned.
March 28th saw the first arrival of the
season of Australian apples. This consignment consisted of 7,000 cases all in fair
condition and will be followed at frequent
intervals by large arrivals of both Australian and Tasmanian fruit.
It is estimated
that Tasmania will export 500,000 cases to
the United Kingdom and the continent and
that South Australia and Victoria will send
160,000

cases.

The Victorian crop

this

Made only out of the best clear
Cypress— 3 CENTS A FOOT
Suitable for

Conservatories and

VEGETABLE FORCING HOUSES
..^'u'°^f°"M°;M.°"^'°nM'nJ

PHONE JUNCTION 427
LONG DISTANCE CONNECTION

^0 PACIFIC AVENUE
TORONTO JUNCTION

Mention the Oanadian Horticnlturiat when writing.

season has been

more or less a failure, or these quantities
would have been considerably augmented.
As it is. South Australia will probably contribute

The

about five-sixths of the total crop.

consignment is due in London
by which time we shall probably
be in the full working of our English fruit
South Africa has played an important
last

on June

10,

part this season in the fruit trade of Great
Britain.
Cape Colony has exported, roughly speaking, about 2oo,opo cases of various
fruits, black and white grapes, peaches,
pears and plums have been arriving in rich
profusion.
The condition on arrival has
been uniformly good and, with the exception of the grapes, which are small and
not particularly good eating, the fruit has

extremely popular in England.
is now sending large quantities
of pineapples.
These are small and rather
insignificant in appearance, but they are of
exceptionally fine flavor and should have a
future once the general public has ceased to
judge the fruit from its outside appearitself

This colony

ance.

Early in

Material

.-

have handled about i6,ooo barrels of
apples from Ontario and Nova Scotia, so
far this season, which is a fair quantity
considering we have been only two years
in this particular branch of the business.
The bulk of the apples now arriving with
the exception of Nonpareils and Russets
are showing a sign of waste, although the
Ontario apples in the majority of cases
have been reaching us in good condition.
This especially applies to the Georgian

the

month,

Cape GovernLondon with the
produce in Eng-

the

ment held an exhibition

ress Building

190'

We

made

BATTS, LIMITED

M ay,

S T

in
idea of popularizing their

land.
It may interest you
to know thai
we were awarded the gold medal for the
best show of fruit in the exhibition.
In conclusion we must inform you that
our advertisement in The Can.\dian Hor-

ticulturist has been of value to us, proving that your journal is cir<;ulated in the
right quarters. We consider it a highly interesting, chatty and newsy paper. We will
take space again next season, commencing
with the August issue. W. Ravenhill, of

—

Poupart, Covent
London, W.C., England.
T.

J.

Garden

Market,

The Ottawa Horticultural Society this
is making a great spurt to secure new
members. It has already over 700 members.
The Hamilton Society also is making rapid
progress, having added 100 new members
year

so far this year.

t;
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produced

Fluids^

meeting of the Ontario Apple Shippers' Association was held in Colborne in
The following resolutions were
March.
carried unanimously
I.
That the standard weight of a bar-

The
well tested throughout the Dominion.
[following are a few of the many gentlemen that are giving it a trial J. W. Smith,

;

;

;

B. C.

These are names of men well qualified to
make fair trials and let the true results be
known.
Mr. W. Staley
Spark,
Messrs,
Cooper & Nephews' manager, has left

do

so,

Send photographs for publication

the

successful Whiffle-Tree
ever devised, overcoming the
danger of barking or damaging
tiees, shrubs, vines, etc.

Light and handy; simple of conmost careless driver
may now be trusted in your
orchard with impunity

cornfields, nurseries, etc.

reap a rich reward.
Anyone desiring
booklet describing these fluids and the

will

in

Asent* wanted everywhere
Made

in 24-inch size

and

will suit

any

size trace
For further particulars, prices, etc., apply

M. S. MIDDLETON, O.A.C, fiueiph, Ont.
01

B. M.

RICHARDS, Vernon, B.C.

THE

Canadian Horticulturist.

FLOWER POTS

be
well known that seeds should
sown evenly, that the distribution should
be uniform. A device that will do this effectively and economically, is the Cahoon
Hand Broadcast Seed Sower. VVrite for information, prices and description, to the
Goodell Company, Antrim, N. H., mentioning this paper.

flWe have a

It

growers themselves are perfectly satisfied that it is an improvement on any
spray mixture yet known.
This is a fair
and honest way of doing business, and we
hope that Messrs. Wm. Cooper & Nephews

trees, can have one free
asking
by
writing
to
William Cooper & Nephews, 506-7 Manning
Chambers, Toronto, and mentioning The
C.-VNADIAN HORTICULTURLST.

for

Indispensable in all up-to-date
orchards, vineyards, hop-yards,

and if the railways refused to
they
instructions,
ship according to his
were liable to a penalty of $1,000 a car.

fruit

spraying of

ment.

to

nothing to be desired in the fair way in
which he has placed these goods on the
market, by giving prominent fruit growers and the fruit growers' associations free
samples, and he has not, and does not in-

a

struction; the

6.

question of considerable importance
dealt with very fully, the right of the
shipper to, order cars, and afterwards route
them in any way he thought was in his own
One gentleman present made the
interest.
statement that under the rules of the Railway Commission, every shipper had a right

;

till

Whifflc-Trcc

the Fruit Marks Act by making no
definition of a No. 2 apple, leaving it as
it was before the amendment of igo6, and
that inspection be made at point of ship-

to

was

;

tend to push the sale of these fluids

The Ncvcr-Bark

One

;

;

toria,

119

amend

5

3.

;

Wm

T

The most

to

2.

;

;

;

S

—
apples be reduced
155 pounds.
— That the classification of apples be
changed from Class No.
Class No.
— That the Government be asked to
rel of

\V. H. Bunting, St. CathfWinona., Ont.
Robert Thompson, St. Cath[arines, Ont.
larines, Ont. H. S. Peart, Jordan Harbor,
Ont.
M
Jos. Tweddle, Fruitland, Ont.
tC Bruner, Olinda, Ont. ;]. L. Hillborn,
Ont.
Isaac Usher, Queensf Leamington,
fton, Ont.; W. L. Smith, Whitby, Ont.; A.
McKenny, Essex, Ont. R. J. Messenger,
Bridgetown,
N. S. A.
Lawrie,
Forest,
.Rickard, Newcastle, Ont.
Ont.
D.
W. H. HayC. McMorris, Nelson, B. C.
ward, Duncans, B. C.
T. A. Brydon, Vic;

I

:

:

I

L T U R

I?

A

by

Messrs. William Cooper & Nephews, 506-7
Manning Chambers, Toronto, are being

[

C

Apple Shippers

Cooper's Spray Fluids
The Vi and V2

I

is

fruit

"I must congratulate you on the

the

improvement
turist.

up

to

It

is

date.

in

marked

THE Canadian Horticul-

certainly worth reading, and
L. Canning, Earlscourt,

— R.

OUR SPRING

of all sizes

FOSTER'S
STANDARD
POT
Red

large stock

and varieties

for spring trade.

i

flTry our pots for growing
early tomato plants, etc.

flWrite for Price List and
Catalogue.

Pot.

The FOSTER POTTERY CO., Limited
Main St. West, Hamilton, Out.
Mention The Canadian

Horticulturist

when

writing.

SHIPMENT

'08

OF TREES, SHRUBS, ROSES AND SMALL
FRUITS IS THE LARGEST

===

in the history of our business.

popularity and
to

demand

grow but one

class,

Our

steadily increasing trade proves the

growing

STOCK OF THE HIGHEST GRADE. We aim
THE BEST. Our products are the results of long

for

experience and careful supervision.

DO YOU INTEND PLANTING NEXT FALL?
If

so,

you had

better

heavy demand

place your order at once,
for

all

in

view of the anticipated

kinds of Trees, Shrubs and Berry Plants.

CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

BROWN

BROS.

CO., NURSERYMEN, LIMITED; P.O.,

BROWN'S NURSERIES, ONT.

Mention the Oanadian Ilorticulturist when writing.
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FOR SALE AND WANT
ADVERTISEMENTS

Root Maggots

Editor, The Canadian Horticulturist—

number

In the April

Advertisements under this heading Inserted at rate of two cents a word for each
Insertion, each figure, sign or single letter
to connt as one word, mlnlmun cost, 25
cents, strictly cash in advance.

many
GARDENER, GOOD REFERENCES.—Life

experi-

ence

in all branches, English, age 40, seeks
situation with gentleman. Apply Box W, Canadian Horticulturist, Peterboro.

MR. CHARLES ERNEST WOOLVERTON, GrimsOntario, landscape architect, parks, ceme-

by,

and home grounds

teries, pleasure, school

out, surveys made.
Working drawings
scale so that any gardener can work
out. Terms very reasonable.

A

MILLION STRAWBERRY PLANTS

for

laid
to a

them

bought from dealers, but grown on

not

own farm

sale,

my

Fifty-five varieties. New
W's, Victor, Wonder, Thomp-

last year.

Highland, Three
son s No. 2, President, Morningstar, Abington,
Almo, Governor Rollins, and others, and all
the leading old varieties. If you want plants
this year that will please you when they
arrive, and please you better still when they
fruit, order Downham's. They have pleased
others and will please you. It will pay you to
get my free catalogue before you buy, ready to
mail now. Eaepberry and Blackberry plants,
and Seed Potatoes. John Downham, Strathroy,
•

Ont.

FRUIT GROWERSI Drain your land and double your income. This may seem exaggerated
but

it's

given.

a

fact.

Use

E. J. Doyle,

Doylg's

tile.

Owen Sound.

Estimates

SEND YOUR ADDRESS

for Ust of strawberry
also red and black raspberry plants
seed potatoes. E. 0. Orysler, St. George,

plants,

and
Ont.

of

The

Canadian

Horticulturist, Dr. Fletcher, in an article
on root maggots, stated that there is no
practical remedy known for this pest.
I
have been fighting it for the last lo years
two remedies,
or more, and have found
which I will give for the benefit of your
readers.

About seven years, ago I read an article
by Miss Ormerod of England, in which it
was said that deep planting of onions was a
cure for maggots. As I planted quite a lot
of multipliers, I tried different depths, and
found that deep-planted ones were worse
than those on the surface. This gave me
the idea of planting on ridges.
The following two years I ridged all my
ground, and put the sets on top. At the
first

hoeing,

I

pulled

the

soil

away fron^

and never saw the

sign of a
next year I planted in the
level again, and fully two-thirds were attacked by maggots. I pulled the soil away
from them, clean to the roots and, as soon
as the bulb got good and dry, the maggots disappeared from the onion patch,
only to attack my cabbages and cauliflowThey attacked these even more vigorers.
ously, sometimes making a clean sweep of
the rows, and I thought that I would have
the

bulb,

maggot.

The

to quit early growing.
1 tried everything that I could hear of,
neighbors told me that he
until one of
knew of an old man who always put a
match in with the plants when he put them
As I could not procure any
in the ground.

my

FOR SALE—Six

No. 8 Gurney Hot Water Boilers
good condition, suitable for private house
or greenhouse work. Apply Stevenson & Malcolm Co., Guelph, Ont.
in

GREENHOUSE FOR SALE-Length,

42 ft.; width.

hinged double glass windows on each
top ventilators with floor stand and
gear, equipped with a No. 3 Daisy boiler, and
6 run of 4-inch pipe on each side. Apply Box
18

ft.;

side,

G,

5

Canadian Horticulturist.

Grown

Northern

Trees

Apple. Pear, Plum, Cherry, Peach. Grapes, Small Fruits,'
Oeciduousand Evergreen Ornamentals, Roses, Flowering
Shrubs, Climbers, etc. Specialties: Mammoth Dewberry
and Wismer's Dessert Apple. Catalogue Free; it tells,
the whole story.
;

J.

H.

WISMER, Narseryman.

Part Eltln, Ontario

May, 1908

of the old time sulphur matches, I made up
my mind to try the sulphur alone, and was
rewarded for my trouble by not a single
cabbage or cauliflower, around which sul-

phur was placed, being attacked.
sulphur close

One

to the stem.

enough for one hundred plants.
Lane, Gait, Ont.

is

I'm Going

The

Ca.nadian Horticulturist—
The Canadian Horticulturist, Mr. Stevenson of Guelph, said that
he got King Edward strawberry from a Mr.
Millei of Ohio, who claims to be the originator.
If jVir
Stevenson had taken second thought, he would have seen that an
American citizen would not give the name
of King Edward to anything that is good.
i"hi£ variety was originated in Gait, and
I gave it the name of King Edward, shortly after the King was crowned.
It deserves all that Mr. Stevenson says about it,
and a little more. I consider it an ideal
one to use for pollinating imperfect-flowered
varieties.
It is ahead of the Williams, which
originated near Brantford. Edward Lane,
In an article in

—

Gait,

Ont.

Send photographs for publication

in

THE

Canadian Horticulturist.

The following letter is an indication of
the general interest that is being taken in
"W. S. Spark, Manathe new spray fluids
ger, Messrs. Wm. Cooper & Nephews, Manning Chambers, Toronto. We find that we
:

—

shall

want more V2 Fluid than you have

ordered for us, so that, in addition to the
300 gallons, which we presume is now en
route, we would ask you to cable your
people to ship us immediately, via C.P.R.,
and 20 five-gal400 one-gallon drums,
lon drums, and have it rushed through by
(Signwire tracer as quickly as possible.
ed), E. G. Prior & Co., Ltd.. Victoria,

—

To Town,
What Can I Do For You?"

How often have yoo watched the road for Bome of the neighbors going by, that
they might save you a trip to town
How oftenyou have lost half a day or a day doing an errand in town, when you
could ill-afford to spare the time
How often have you planned planting, harvesting, marketing, etc., only to find,
when you drive 'round!^to your friends, that they can't come at just that time
I

!

!

CANADIAN INDEPENDENT TELEPHONES
save these delays and disappointments. With an Independent Telephone System con.
neoting your home with the ne ghbors'— you can save yourself no end of unnecessary
walking and driving— and keep in close touch with friends in case of accidents and
emergencies.
,
,,
.^,
You need a telephone. You need it's awistance, its convenience, its time and
money saving possibilities.
„
1,.
—r
i,,
Write for booklets. Talk them over with the neighbors. Work up their enthusiasm
for a neighborhood telephone nystem, which voii will aU own and operate iiidependBulletin.
Rural
ently of the trust. Write for information, and if interested, ask for our
.

,

,

.

.

Canadian Independent Telephone Co.
LIMITED

26 Duncan

— Edward

King Edward Strawberry
Editor,

B.C."

((

Put the

teaspoonful

Street, Toronto, Ont.

U

—
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Irrigation in British

Columbia

A. E. Mcighen, Irrigation Engineer, Kamloops, British Columbia.

'HE

word

"irrigation" ordinarily
conveys to the mind the idea of
an elaborate system of ditches
main canal, laterals with the accompanying sluices water gates and measuring
As a matter of fact, irrigation
devices.
is practiced where none of these works
All persons in all countries have
exist.
brought the principle of irrigation into
All that is required is a favorpractice.
ite bed of flowers or patch of vegetables,
a continued spell of dry weather, the watering can or the garden hose and we
have irrigation pure and simple. Irrigation then is an aid to nature, a supa
plying of the need where she fails
thorough grasp of this idea is of the utmost importance to the farmer when he
comes to apply water to his land by the

—

ches, but, as it occurs mostly in the
becomes necessary,
irrigation
winter,
while in other localities with a much
smaller rainfall, but occuring during the

growing months,

United States two-fifths of the
In Mexico, the proentire land area.
in

the

portion of arid lands to the total land

One

in practical irri-

difference between this simform of irrigation and that employed on large tracts in the dry belts is
Given
a matter of degree and methods.

The only

arid

land,

is generally present in British Columbia), he installs a pumping plant and
raises the water to the necessary height.

which

The supply thus being
out such

available, he pro-

distributing
a
as the different conditions indicate as the wisest, his aim being to
serve the land in the easiest, cheapest
:eeds

11^system

to lay

.

and most certain manner possible.

WHEN IRRIGATION IS NEEDED
way it is considered

In a general

regions

where

is probably equal to that in the
United States, while in Canada the entire enterior of British Columbia, from
the Coast range to the Selkirks, and
great tracts of Alberta and Saskatchewan, may be also classed as arid, or semiarid, where, if irrigation is not absolutely necessary in all cases, it would
be in the nature of an insurance against
loss of crops from drought.

surface,

The

fact is that the extent of aridity

North America

is so great that it is
estimated that there is only water enough
available to supply 10 per cent, of the
for instance, in the state of
arid lands
acres
of
California, with 100,000,000
;

that

the average annual
of rainfall is twenty or less inches, irrigation becomes necessary for the production of full crops.
Of course, it is
true that the necessity of irrigation depends on the distribution of the rainfall
over the year.
Thus it occurs that in
some localities on the Pacific coast the
rainfall is considerably over twenty inin

— F.

Agriculture, Lindsay.

in

arid

land,

there

is

water

enough

for

only 17,000,000 acres.
The area of land now under irrigation
is enormous when we consider how recent is the practice and this area is beToing added to greatly every year.
day, there are under irrigation in India,
33,000,000 acres, in Egypt, 6,000,000
acres, in Italy, 4,700,000 acres, in Spain,
121

in

advantages of the need

The

practice of irrigation is often considered a hardship and the necessity for
it a misfortune. A greater mistake could

not be made for, as a matter of fact,
the necessity for irrigation and the ability to irrigate make a fortunate combination of circumstances.
They imply a
warm, dry climate as that of the arid
regions.
This means that the crops are
not liable to destruction by sudden violent storms, by lack of sufficient sunshine or by the failure of the water supply as often results from dependence
on nature alone.
THE RETURNS FROM IRRIGATION
;

Obviously the returns from irrigation
depend largely on the soil and climate
which in turn determine the kind and
value of the crops that can be produced.

H. Reed, District Representative of Ontario Department of

the

He either taps a supply distant from the
land to be served and by the aid of gravity conveys it in a ditch to the spot, or,
but on a lower
if a supply is at hand,
condition
(a
elevation than the land

Best

success ever be with you.

simple
methods of the watering can and garIt
den hose are out of the question.
then become a problem for the engineer.
of

tract

of the

The Canadian Horticulturist is one of the best edited,
brightest, and most interesting
of the many magazines and aghorticultural
and
ricultural
and
weekly
which
papers
monthly come to my desk. May

ple

large

unneces-

crops, the extent of aridity on the North
American continent is much greater
than most people imagine, comprising

gation.

a

is

Taking twenty inches as the minimum
annual rainfall required to produce full

;

methods now employed

irrigation

sary.

acres,
in
France, 400,000
the United States, 11,000,000
In our own country, when the
C. P. R. project in the Northwest provinces is completed, there will be 3,500,000 acres under water.

2,800,000

acres,
acres.

In the semi-arid regions irrigation is
merely an insurance against failure of
crops from lack of rainfall, in regions
where the climatic conditions are such
that only grain, potatoes,

and so

forth,

can be successfully grown, the returns
are not great, while in regions where
fruit, deciduous and citrus trees can be
grown, the returns from irrigation in
crops and the increased value in land are
enormous.
The following returns taken from the
United States census of 1900 give a
good idea of the increase in value of
land and water, after an irrigation system has been provided, and the value of
crops obtained from irrigated lands.
While the average first cost of water,
is, the cost of construction of canal
to bring water to the land, was $7.80 an
acre, the average value of water per

that

acre to settlers, after they obtained it,
was $26, an increment of $18.20, due
to the mere fact of having the water

The average
available for irrigation.
value of the land before irrigation was
provided, was from $2 to $5 an acre,
and after an irrigation system was pro-

|j'
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vided, $42.53 per acre, and the average
value of the products raised was $14.87.
These returns deal with ordinary farm
products.
In Arizona and California,
where vakiable citrus crops are grown,
the land values increase after irrigation

ing water nor of the amount that would
They
be required to irrigate their land.
were usually very liberal to themselves,
however, with the_ result that they almost invariably filed on more water than
they could put to beneficial use, and,

has been provided from $20 to $400 and
$500 an acre, and the crop returns average $250 an acre.
In the interior of British Columbia,
in the Thompson valley and in the Okanagon valley, the increase in land values
due to irrigation is from $io to from
$100 to $250 an acre, the value of crops
$150 an acre, while the orchards in full
bearing are considered worth $1,500 an

in

acre.

EARLY METHODS

IN BRITISH

COLUMBIA

was

first practiced in BritThere
the early 6o's.
are water records in the government of-

Irrigation

ish

Columbia

in

many

their filings

cases,

more water than the

constituted

entire flow of the

creek during the irrigation period.

TROUBLE BETWEEN SETTLERS
New settlers came in and settled highThey also filed on
dr up the creeks.
water for their lands, built ditches and
In nearly every case
diverted water.
there has arisen trouble between the old
and new appropriator. As soon as the
flow of the creek began to get low, and
the old claimant near the mouth was not
getting all the water he wanted by reason of the new settler diverting a part
In some cases
higher up trouble began.
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Fall Bearing Stra^vbcrrics
E.

B.

Gnelph

Stevenson,

For some time there has been a goodj
deal

said

about

certain

varieties

thati

were claimed to bear a good crop in thej
fall season, and it was said they werel
as good as the spring varieties and were!
more profitable.
The most lauded of
these fall bearers is one called "Pan-J
American," a sport of the Bismark.
Three years ago I sent for plants of thel
Pan-American.
I
have been growing]
it since.
As the result of my experience,!
I would not advise anyone to go into the!
growing of the so-called fall-bearinj
strawberries for profit.
I have found that any of the old sorts!
will bear berries in the fall under certain
conditions, which are First, if the spring
is cold and wet, and followed by a season of drought, then in the latter part
of August or early September, if we havei
a good deal of rain and heat, you can
look out for fall strawberries.
But,
what kind are they? Just like any berry
or fruit out of its season.
They have not J
the aroma or flavor of the spring grown!
strawberry.
Sometimes they are of fairi
size, but they are sour or insipid, and]
you do not want to eat more than two or]
:

1

three.

Cultivating Currants
Wm.

Fleming,

Owen

Sound, Ont.

For success with currants have thej
ground perfectly free from grass and|
weeds, and keep it clean. This will require cultivating about once every weekl
or ten days according to the weather.
The ground should never be cultivated]
when too wet or too damp.
This cultivation must be kept up, if aj
perfect state of good results are to be]
obtained for once let the grass and the!
weeds get the control, the chances!
are ten to one that the plantation isl
ruined.
When the grass and weeds]
become masters, there is no probabilityl
that the plantation can be properly re-j
stored to a first-class condition.
The]
aim should be to destroy the weeds]
before they come above ground.
;

Water Passing Over Weir on Jamieson Creek,

At Canadian Real

dating back that

Pioneers
coming to the interior took up land near
the mouths of the creeks and filed on
the waters of the creeks to irrigate their
lands.
Fodder crops were the only
crops raised.
These pioneers almost
without exception took up stock raising.
Their herds grazed over the public range
during the spring, summer and late fall,
and, in fact, in many years, during the
entire
twelve months, and hay was
fices

grown

far.

supplement the feed on the
the hard winters.
Many of these old settlers had no idea
of the standards of measurement of flowrange

to

in

British

Columbia

Properties Go's headgatos— 52S second feet.

Larvae which live or feed in webs, likd
the tent-caterpillar and fall web-worm,
may be burned with a torch.

he took the law into his own hands and
tore out his neighbor's dam and destroyed his headgates.
To-day, all over the
interior, there are water cases before the
courts arising out of the confusion due
to lack of proper government supervision over the appropriations of water

the Loganberry, in Canada, are requested to tell their experience with it in al
letter for publication in The CANADIA^

from the creeks.

Horticulturist.

expected, however, that irrigation will soon be put on a sounder basis
It

fruit

growers,

who have

tested

is

Columbia.
The provincial
government is holding a searching investigation into the subject with a view
to amending the water clauses act to
meet present conditions.
in

Small

British

you have

that you plan tol
the trees this'
month.
This will cause them to bear
extra heavy crops, and it will not mater whether the girdling injures the trees
If

move next

or not.

fillers

year,

girdle

—
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Blight
W.

on Pear and Apple

T. Macoun, Central Experimental Farm,

with Bordeaux has no apparent eftect upon blight, but it is
beheved that Hme and sulphur,
forming a coating over the bark prevents
to some extent the entrance of the bhght
The bacillus or germ of the
germ.
pear or fire bhght finds its way into the
tree at the tenderest and least protected
points, and it is believed by those who
have made a careful study of it that
practically all the infection is done by
insects or birds, and that the disease is
not carried to any extent by wind.
Insects carrying infection travel to the
tips of succulent shoots, and the germs
find entrance through the buds at the
axils of leaves, and at any point where the
bark is broken. The chief sources of
infection of bearing trees is through the
flowers to which come insects bearing
the disease.
The blight is usually first noticed in
the spring on bearing trees when flowers
and flower clusters which have been
_blighted wither and do not set fruit.
3on the fruit spurs are noticeably
The
lected, and also the new wood.
lisease starting at the tip of the shoots

SPRAYING

Ottawa

"a solution of corrosive sublimate in
water, one part to one thousand."
Tablets of convenient size for making the
solution may be obtained from the drug
sponge is carried with which
store.
Corrosive
to apply the disinfectant.
subhmate is a deadly poison, hence
should be labelled "Poison." It should
not be carried in a metal receptacle.
The objection to a carbolic acid solution
in water is that it must be made very
strong to be effective.

A

A systematic

effort is

now

stamp out

being

made

this disease,

which has recently gained a foothold
The method adopted is to cut
there.
out affected branches and bum them.

Where the body
it

is

rooted

"entertained" expresses the need more
in such a way as to hold them
through good and evil report, and
Pickpicking while the season lasts.
ing should be done with care and neatThe berries must be pinched off
ness.
with a short stem without bruising the

fully,

is

in California to

123

of the tree is affected
out and burned. Fruit-

f j-^it

and the soft and smallest berries dis

carded or left on the vines. The boxes
should be filled a httle over level to
allow for settHng and packing; they
must be full or nearly so on reaching
Pickers should not be aldestination.
lowed to take more than eight boxes to
^he patch at one time, so that the berries may come to the packing house
In order to carry out
fresh and cool.
the outhned program it is sometimes
necessary to pay a small premium to
pickers who comply with the ideal requirements.
"Packages, both small and large,
should be clean, neat, and attractive

isually runs down, although it will run
every direction, sometimes passing on
the main branches and to the trunk
The disease varies in the
^f the tree.
ray it spreads. Sometimes only the
lowers are affected or the fruit spurs or
laller twigs, or patches about a place

jn the branches or trunk that have some
The germs are
physiological injury:
3und in a gummy substance or exudalion, and this is carried by the insects
from one flower or tree to another.
These bacteria increase very rapidly
3y division, and once the tree is infected
^he disease may soon spread over a large

A

area.

The

Farm
best

method

of

controlling

this

by cutting out the diseased
^arts.
To do this thoroughly it is necessary to begin in the winter, going
blight

'

Field of Strawberriet that Yielded Big

is

over the orchard several times to be sure
that all the diseased
wood has been
observed.
This should be followed
up in the spring and summer, and
everything showing a sign
the
of
blight
should be cut out not
less
than six inches beloAvthe affected part
or into healthy wood.
Where possible
it is wise to cut as much as a foot below
where there is evidence of the disease.
It has been proved by experiment that
infection is carried on the knife or saw,
especially in summer, hence after each
branch is cut the knife should be disinfected.
The disinfectant recommended by Prof. M. B. Waite, who has given
this disease careful study and who is
confident that it can be controlled by
taking proper care in pruning and doing
the w(jrk systematically and thoroughly,

Returns Last Season

of Mr. Robt. C. Shook, Clarkson, Ont.

growers in the pear districts of Canada
should combine in an endeavor to
Individual efforts
control the blight.
are of little avail if neighboring orchards
are neglected.

The packer should dump
a few boxes occasionally from each
picker to see the contents, and should
see that berries and crates are kept in
the shade until time for shipment.
as possible.

"The most

Harvesting Strawberries
This account of the methods practised by Mr. W. F. W. Fisher, of Burlington, Ontario, one of our most successful strawberry growers, is well worth
careful reading: "The cultivation of
strawberries on a large scale," writes
Mr. Fisher, "involves a great amount
of labor, expense and care through all
preparation of land.
its various phases
planting, keeping clean, protecting from
frost, and so forth; but the climax of

—

is reached when it comes to
Having secured
harvesting the crop.
(which sounds
the necessary pickers
easy), they must be housed and
"treated" I was about to say but

interest

—

satisfactory

market

is

at

the home railway station or cannery.
Distributing the crop can be done
much more inteUigently by large dealers than by individual growers, and
the area of distribution be thereby
Varieties that are
largely increased.
firm should be selected for long distance shipping, and in no case should
berries of different varieties be packed
The size of our
in the same crate.
boxes is fixed by law, and the popular
crate appears to be one holding from
twenty-four to thirty-six quarts. The
ng less used
large returnable crate is
year by year."

There

ough

is

no better mulch than thor-

cultivation.

Planting and Caring for Dahlias
Max Moineau, Toronto

EXCEPT

in

heavy day, dahlias

will

grow almost anywhere, but

sunny
soil,

locality,

with

rich,

grow potatoes,

that will

the best results.
done in the fall.

manure, and work

a

mellow

will

it

well-rotted

cow

in thoroughly, turn-

times before
ing the earth over many
the
in
again
freezing weather, and
planting.
spring, before
should never
In Canada, planting time
later than
nor
20th,
May
be earlier than
Do not plant in soil that is

June 20th.
and soggy,
wet or sour. If soil is heavy
and airsand
of
add a goodly proportion
and
lighten
will
This
slacked lime.
sweeten

Never plant when

it.

soil

.s

rot.
wet, or your tubers may
soil is cold.
the
when
Do not plant
it.
warmed
has
sun
the
Wait until
into
down
hand
an early period put your
then
it is
cold
how
feel
the soil, and
way for a higher
later test it in the same
retards, while
soil
cold
A
temperature.
hastens vegetation. Dahlias

M

a

warm

grow

soil

You

rapidly.

a light.

SELECTING DAHLIAS

give

Fertilization should be

Use

than a heavy, while, after planting, a
heavy soil requires more cultivation than

will not lose time

by

There are nine distinct classes of dahnamely, show, fancy, decorative,
cactus, single, ponpon, collorette, peonyflowering and scented the latter being
the newest thing on record.
In each
lias,

—

class, there are

;

ord of the varieties you best like, and
send in your orders early in the spring,
dealing always with reliable people. See
that each tuber has a bud sprouted before planting, or you will be disappointed, when, after long anticipation, no
plant appears.
Bear in mind that there
are blind tubers, and
these
produce
nothing.
Sometimes you may receive
two or three tubers in a cluster, with
but one eye appearing. This is a strong
root, and should not be separated. Plant
it
as you receive it, and anticipate a
better bush

your dahlia bed was not fertilized
manure
the fall, use only well rotted

as possparingly, as early in the spring
out
dig
to
is
method
good
One
sible.
inches, fill in
ten
of
depth
the
to
soil
thp
manwith two inches of well-rotted
with
cover
then
down,
it
ure, .and stamp

which
an inch of soil well packed, upon
be
but
cover
then
place your tuber;
period.
careful not to over-fertilize at this

WARM EXPOSURE NEEDED
Dahlias revel in the warm sunshine.
A

possible plant them so that they will
day long.
be exposed to sunshine all
But if you have a small town or city lot
with close board fences, good results can
If

northern
be obtained by planting on the
or eastern sides, twenty-four inches from
the fence.
sides of my

have grown dahlias on all
lot, and find the eastern and

I

northern localities the best.

Remember, that the soil in the beds
that are near the fence, should be much
lighter than in the open, becau.se the
fence shadows it at one time* of the day,
while the heat reflecting from the fence
at another time of the day will, if the
This
soil is heavy, bake it to a crust.
baking, or incrustration, interferes considerably with

what may be termed

atmosphere, and necessitates
of cultivation.

wherever there
lighter

and bloom because

of

the

HOW TO PLANT
method of planting a dahlia
welT worth considering. Dig a

If

amount

varieties with in-

cluster.

W^aiting.

in

many

dividual characteristics.
The best time
to select a dahlia is when it is in bloom
therefore, visit dahlia farms, make a re-

soil.

is

In

My

a
rule

soil

double
is

that

much shadow,
the

open

use the
sunlight, a

mellow, medium heavy

soil is preferable.

A

more

light soil

requires

fertilizing

The

ideal

tuber is
hole eight inches deep. Place the tubers
in the bottom horizontally, with the eye
uppermost, then cover with about two
inches of earth. As the sprout develops,
fill in the soil until the level is reached.
I do not approve of pinching out the
centre of the sprout, as some advise, but
I do advocate staking.
I would recommend setting the stake before planting.
There will then be no danger of driving
Always place the
it through the tuber.
eye, or bud end of the tuber, directly
opposite the stake, and about four inches
from it. Attach the label firmly to the
stake the moment you remove it from
the tuber. A dahlia without a name is
of no interest, and while handling and
planting, tabulating should be very carefully done.
When the plant is eighteen or twenty
inches high, tie it to the stake with a
strip of strong cloth, about an inch, or
an inch and a half wide, being careful
not to pull the stem from its natural
direction, and keep elevating the bandage as the plant develops.
I paint my
stakes green,
and use green-colored
cloth- for tying.
This relieves the unsightliness of staking.
Stakes should be
at least three feet above ground, and,
in

some

plant

cases, "two feet longer. Never
closer than two and a half feet

between each
each row.

hill,

and four

feet

between

Do not water. Nature will do that in
Artificial waterthe best way possible.
ing produces a rank growth of stalk at
the expense of the bloom, with a tuber
that will shrivel up and, perhaps, rot
during the dormant period. Therefore,
If the
let me reiterate, do not water.
season becomes excessively hot and dry,
an occasional soaking may be advisable,
but using the hose every evening is the
greatest mistake you can possibly make,
since it proves detrimental to the bloom.
Cultivation is the proper thing, and let
me state just here, that any one who
has an aversion to the use of the hoe,
should never attempt to grow dahlias.
Keeping a crust from forming on the
soil about the stalk is absolutely imperative. The soil should be broken and
mellowed, all weeds and suckers carefujly removed, and not more than one
shoot allowed to develop from a hill.
Your lawn clippings will make an excellent grass mulch, which will prevent
the soil from baking and drying out.
Hoeing twice a week, will improve the
soil atmosphere.
Always replace the
mulch after hoeing.
Fine,
strawless,
stable manure, or street sweepings, will
also make a good mulch, but do not use
manure until after the buds begin to
form, nor cultivate so deeply as before.
Buds, as a rule, begin to show
when the plant is from eighteen to twenty inghes high, and will be in bloom
when the plant is about thirty inches
high.

Later in the season, should the flowers diminish in size, use liquid manure

once or twice a week, or a top dressing
of fine bone meal, four parts, to nitrata.l
of soda, one part, spread broadcast ovetj
the hill, and cover with a light sprink^'
ling of soil, always replacing the mulchi

f

A

bloom will be the result.
Ift
there is any sign of mildew, remove th#
mulch for a while, to let the earth dr^j
better

I

out a

an<|

wil
trill

out the lower flower shoots, as the
never do well, and the strength ex|
pended upon them will be saved for th<^l
better part, of the plant.
The removjS^
of all dead and faded flowers is neces*
sary for the better appearance of th<Sv|
plant, and its further sustenance.
For decorative purposes, never cut (I
bloom in the heat of mid-day. The flow?
ers are usually in a half-wilted condition
then, and cannot
revived.^
be easily
Early in the evening Is the best time foisl
cutting, as it Is cooler, and the floweril
have a chance to harden during thej
j

I

night.
124

little.

Disbudding throughout the bush
cutting back the lower branches
also enhance the bloom
I always

—

June,
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The

Gloxinia and
F. G.

its

Culture

This can be accomplished,
however, by anyone who will take the
trouble to purchase two of the ordinary
earthen plant saucers, say eight and ten
portions.

Keyes, Ottawa

FEW
conservatory

gloxinias
flowers equal
for
decorations during
the summer months.
Their rare
fbeauty, and the ease with which they

This takes a

time, but

little

it

pays,

if

the best flowers are desired.

GROWING FROM SEED

Some

difficulty

frequently

is

125

experi-

inches in diameter.
Place the soil
which should consist of sifted leaf mould,
mixed with about one-fifth sand in the
.scaler saucer, and scatter the seeds
very thinly on the surface.
Sift over
them a little fine leaf mould, then place
the smaller saucer in the larger one, and
cover with glass until the seedlings appear.

—

Water should be given when
pouring

it

required,

into the larger saucer.

Enough

be absorbed by the saucer containing the soil to supply the proper moisture.
Care must be taken at all times,
not to disturb the soil, as to do so is to
court failure.
All fine seeds may be
will

•

grown successfully in
The gloxinia is rich
color range

A

Well-grown Lot of Gloxinias and other Greenhouse Plants
In conservatory of Mr. P. G. Keyes, Ottawa

tcan be grown, should make them even
more popular than they are. They can
I
Ite grown from seed, or from the leaves
lof the plant, or may be increased by
[cuttings taken from the bulbs after these
[have started into growth. Usually many
Imore shoots appear than should' be allowed to grow. All but one of these
lust be cut off close to the surface of
the bulb, if the best results are to be
obtained. These surplus shoots, if plantfed in small pots, in light soil, and kept
shaded and fairly moist (not too wet)
^vill
soon form small bulbs, which, if
kept growing until autumn, may then
be dried off, and potted for blooming
|the following season.

enced by amateurs

in

from seed, owing to

obtaining plants
dust-like pro-

its

wide.

this
in

way.
color and

its

From

darkest scarlet, it runs through all the reds to palest
rose, and from royal purple it shades off
into lilac and mauve to purest white.
Its great beauty makes it desirable in
all conservatories.
is

Climbing Plants for the Greenhouse
A. Alexander, Hamilton, Ontario

A

GREENHOUSE

withthe
most charming effects. No matter
how small and unpretentious it
may be, the judicious use of a few
climbing plants, adds a charm which
nothing else can supply.
Not only so,
but they may be made to serve as a natural shade in the summer time, instead
out

climbers,

loses

entirely

some

of

of

the usual dirty, smearing
of
the
glass with whiting, or the use of cheese-

cloth.

Some persons object to climbers because they are said to harbor and encourage insect life, especially nealy-bug.
So they do, if allowed so do other
;

plants that are not climbers.

To have them

in

perfection they are

DO NOT EXPOSE TO SUN
Gloxinias
moist,

require,

at

all

warm atmosphere.

times,

No

a

direct

sunlight should be permitted to fall on
the plants cither while growing or when

IB-'
in

t

bloom.

Five-inch pots are the proper size for
rdinary bulbs.
It is as well to place

them

in these at the first potting, and
save the trouble of repotting after
I^Bth bulbs have made some growth. The
I^Bsoil should be very light and rich, and
I^^Bhe drainage perfect.

l^thus
:

WATER WITH CARE
Care should be taken to see that no
is allowed on the foliage, and that
the plants are not over-watered.
Nothvater

ing is more fatal to the gloxinia than
over-watering.
The plants .should be
watered individually, not collectively.
I
usually grow about 100 plants each season, and always before watering make
it
a point to lift each pot in order to
make sure that fresh water is needed.

The Effect of Using Climbers
•StreptOHolen, PaSHJon Klower, Solanuiu

in

a Small Greenhouse

and other vinos in (jrtenliouse

of

Mr. A. Alexander, Hamilton,

OnU
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planted
in
a
border, which
could easily be formed at the sides or
back of the house. They do better thus
than when planted in pots.

better

The

THE CLIMBERS ILLUSTRATED
illustration shows,
though

Abutilon megapotamicum is never seen
the
variety
in catalogues now, but
"Eclipse," has the same habit, with

How^ to GroMT Tuberous Begonias

greenhouse as seen from the door. The
house was fifteen feet by twenty, and
had a three foot bench on three sides,
with a four foot bed in the centre. The
climbers were grown in pots until tall
enough to come above the benches when
planted in the ground beneath.
Thsy
were then trained up the rafters, until
the whole were covered.

The

ones

were

used

ettia

Solarium

bicolor,

Abutilon megapotamicum

Passiflora

Man-

jasminoides,
and Streptos-

olin Jamesonii.
When all were in full
bloom, they formed a sight never to be

forgotten.

A plant which makes a fine and easily
managed climber is Plumbago Capensis.
Then there is the bougainvillea.
Some of the clematis family can be used.
It is necessary to train them carefully
ai first,

giving them each their altotted

space, and

back a
If

when done

flowering, cutting

little.

the house

the plumbago,
ters of light

is

small, such a plant as

with

its

numerous

blue flowers,

would,

short time, cover the whole house.

of these climbers
All
finer foliage.
are easily managed, and cannot fail to
give great pleasure.

not
E. F. Collins, Allan Gardens,

very clearly, the appearance of a small

Pfordtii and Constance Elliot, the

June, 1908

clusin

a

The

TO

grow

tuberous begonias for
bedding, they should be started
about the first of April, in plots,
Place some well-rotted manor boxes.
ure, or leaf mould,, in the box, to the
depth of two inches, and then slightly
cover the same with a mixture of chopped sphagnum, or moss and sand. Place
the tubers about three inches apart each
way, slightly pressing them into the
sand.

Be sure to place them right side
The crown can always be known by
ing slightly depressed in
the
while the bottom is rounded.

up.

be-

centre,

cover
first
After placing the tubers,
the crown with the sphagnum and sand,
give a good watering, and place in a
warm greenhouse or hotbed. If they
covered
with
are darkened by being
paper for a couple of weeks it will hasten the rooting process.
In about four weeks they will be
found to be just starting into growth,
and will have a good bunch of roots in
Then is the time to
the moss and sand.
lift them
and carefully pot them into
For the sizes of
any light sandy soil.
the pots one must be guided
by the
roots attached, placing all the sand and

Toronto

moss which

will cling to the roots, into
the pots.
Do not press them too firmly,
Give a
as the roots like to be free.
good watering, and place in any bright

I

i

Salads and Garnishes in the Amateur's Garden
A.

OF
city

all the plants employed as foods
none are better adapted to the
or
the town
confin.'-d limits of
back yard, than salad crops. They

simple preparation
and of valuable dietary

are of easy culture,

the

for

table,

qualities.

may

three
divided
into
be
(lasses: Piquant or warm, neutral and
The mustards and cresses are
bitter.
Endive and
typical of the first group.
Lettuce
hicory belong to the third.
properly belongs to the third group, but
when well grown and not too old, it
may be included in the neutral. In fact,
the
bitter
the better the members of
group are grown, the more delicate the
bitter flavor, and the better will they

Salads

McMeans, Ontario Agricultural

row for each person. Sowings should
be made at intervals of ten days until
Do not
the approach of warm weatTier.
eat the plants after the flower buds appear, as they are then strongly flavored.

GARDEN CRESS
Garden cress may be treated like mustard.
A good way of growing it for
winter use, is to plant
filled nearly full with

it

boxes,
and placed

in small

soil,

sunny window.
Water cress has been found to sucTo
ceed upon very moist garden soil.
in a

should be
All
water.
that is necessary is to set a few slips
of the stems along the wet margins of
a brook.
obtain

it

grown

in

in

perfection,

running

it

spring

treatment

as carrots.
In the fall the
roots are dug.
They are then planted
in earth in a dark cool place in the cellar.
In about a month's time, finely
blanched crisp leaves are thrown out
from the crowns, and, when cut, new
leaves form. Should your cellar not be

dark, the crowns can be covered loosely
with some light litter, to the depth of a
foot or so.
The crown of leaves forming under the litter will resemble small

heads of

lettuce.

Successive plantings can be made, if
some of the roots are stored in the
same manner as carrots. By so doing,
a supply of fresh and delicious salad may
be had all winter.
Witloof is the best
variety to use.

PARSLEY

ENDIVE

appreciated.

i)e

College, Guelph.

Salads will do well in any rich, fibrous
loam, or good garden soil. For the early
spring crop, choose the sunniest, driest
place, because the quicker the growth,

Endive can be sown the same as
tuce,

but

is

generally

grown

to

let-

supply

Parsley is the best known and most
frequently used garnish. The leaves are

For late
and moist spots
liould be selected, so that growth may
be retarded, and moisture insured naturally.
As soon as the ground is dry
enough to break easily when dug, the
bed may be prepared.
Spread a good
Dating of manure upon the surface, and

more

the

delicate the flavor.

irops, partially shaded

ix

thoroughly with the

when

soil

ing, breaking the clods well

dig-

rake the
and the garden is ready

rface finely,

;

planting.

ir

LETTUCE

make the drills threeinch deep
and fifteen
ches apart. Sow the seeds at the rate
twenty-five to the foot, and cover
e-half inch deep, pressing down the
il firmly on the seeds with the flat side
the hoe or rake.
Allow five or six
For

lettuce,

arters of an

t

of

row

-When

for

the

each person.

plants

are

All kind* of Vegetables

the

about

two

eeks old, thin to two
inches apart.
hen these commence to crowd, every
|ternate plant
should be removed for
le.
When they crowd again, repeat
operation.
In order to obtain a supply during the

season, plantings should be made
nery two or three weeks.
The later
owings should be protected from the
^un by a cloth or lattice shade.

small beds, the plants transshaded cold
while small
to
frames, and set out in the garden the
latter part of August. Hoe frequently to
keep down weeds and loosen the suror July,
planted

Mustard

is

thickly

in

quarters of an inch deep,
md about six inches apart.
When
il)out three
inches in height, which
-liould be in about four weeks from
sowing, it should be thinned out onehalf, and used for salad, the remainder
being left to grow twice the height, for
greens.
No thinning of Ihe plants is
necessary.
Allow about tliree feet of
il

rills

three

in

face.

the plant.s are about a foot in

diameter, their leaves are gathered up,
and tied loosely to blanch.
In two or
.three weeks they will be a beautiful
white, and should be used at once, as
For this reason the
they soon decay.
number of plants tied at any one time
should be in proportion to the expected

demand.
CHICORY

The tender, blanched leaves of chicory
make excellent salads. The unblanched
leaves

sometimes used for greens.
sown in the open ground
or June, and given the same

are

The seed
in

Lot.

and flavoring.
used also for salads
Thirty or forty plants should furnish almost any family. The seed is very slow
in germinating, and may be sown in a
small box, and transplanted out in the

garden when about an inch high. The
Moss Curled will give the best satisfaction.

When

'hole

MUSTARD
sown rather

For
and early winter demand.
purpose the .seed is sown in June

fall

this

Growing on a City

May

is

127

A few
fall,

plants can be taken up in the

and planted

in

pot, or small box,

window.

The

an eight-inch flower

and placed

yield

will

in a

sunny

astonish

the

When picking for use, alamateur.
ways take the outside stems, leaving the
central leaves of the crown to
furnish future pickings.

grow and

Attractive garnishes can also be made
with lettuce, cress, endive and young
mustard.
The young leaves of fennel,

and carrots are also useful, and the
various colors of nasturtium flowers are
very striking.

dill

;;
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The China Aster
winds.
Dig out
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sheltered from strong
the soil for
a depth
of from two to three feet, and fill in
with a good fibrous loam mixed with
about one third leaf mould which can be
aspect,

John Cavers,

THE

China Aster {Callistephus horone of the best
is
garden flowof
the
annual
ers.
The plants are easily grown,
profuse,
and
the
the
bloom is
forms and colors are various and pleasing.
It is comparatively free from disIts season of
ease and insect enemies.
bloom is from the end of July until frost,
the finest varieties being at their best in
the latter part of August and in Septensis),

The plants are inexpensive.

tember.

There

no flowering annual that will
yield so much in pleasing bloom for its
cost as the China Aster.
It is worthy
of a place in every farmer's garden as
well as in village, town and city gardens.
The plant is a native of China, and
was introduced into Europe nearly 200
It has been well known to
years ago.
American gardeners for a hundred
years.
The fine forms variations of
is

Oakville,

Ontario

is owing to the production of its seed
being specialized by a few men.
In
this connection the best known names
are, in the United States, Vick and
Semple while in Ontario, we have Manton and Lock, who have done some
good work on this line, but on a much
smaller scale than that of the twb
former named.
'

;

The
knoVn

following are a few of the best
varieties
Early Queen of the
Market, in white and pink Snow-drift,
the best early white, and Lavender Gem,
pale lavender;
second early Mikado,
white; late Miss Kate Lock, in white

—

:

;

—

—

making

size

this

introduced

troubled with weeds,

A

good, friable loam
retaining

China

aster.

quality

soil

If

is

the soil be at

for
all

the
in-

a light dressing of
quick lime should be given, and well
raked in before planting. In such soils,
two or three light applications of wood
ashes applied during the growing season and cultivated in will also be beneclined

of

Mr.

W.

Spendlow, Ottawa.

See next page

and pink Royal Purple, a rich color
Violet King, large and fine, and Branching, in white and pink.

to sourness,

to the plants.

is not desirable
the same ground
year after year.
Plant early varieties
twelve by fifteen inches
late varieties,
fifteen by eighteen inches.
In planting, firm the soil well around
the roots
then cultivate often, and as
soon as possible after a rain to preserve
moisture. As the plant is shallow -rooted,
cultivation near it should be light.
ficial

to

replant

asters

It

in

.

;

;

If the plant be grown simply as a
bedding plant, no disbudding other than

taking out the leader bud is necessary.
If it is grown for cut flowers, the number of buds should be reduced to eight
to twelve if for exhibition purposes, two
or three only should be allowed to develop.
In any event, the leading bud
should be removed.
The selection of plants for seed and
the sowing of it is a business by itself.
;

Much

of the

development of

this flower

it

be prof-

Co.,

Ont.

You might expect to be able to run
four or five calves per acre. The number
it will be possible to pasture, will be very
materially influenced by the character of
the season that is, of the same area, in
a wet season, there will be very much
more feed than in a dry season. In any
case it would prove profitable to cultivate
the land, and sow rape thereon, for this
purpose.
2. Rape may be expected
to
be ready to pasture anywhere from four
;

Lilium Auratum
Frank Wise, Peterboro, Ont.

The queen

of all lilies is Lilium auratum, "the gold-banded lily of Japan."
In a partially shaded place, with good
soil conditions, and proper
treatment,
this lily will thrive and grow, and will
sometimes reach a height of six feet,
bearing quite a number of very large

handsomely marked flowers.
There are several well-defined varieof this lily. In L. a. rubro-vitatum,
the band running from the base to the tip
of each petal is crimson, the petals being
spotted with lake this is the most gorgeous flower of them all.
The largest
is L. a. platyphyllum
this variety has
a much wider leaf than the other three
the band in the flower is yellow, and
the spots crimson. The other two varieties are L. a. Wittei, petals pure white,
with the exception of a band of yellow
in the centre or each
and L. a. virginale, a deep yellow band, with petals very
sparingly spotted.
So much for the varieties now for
conditions of soil and treatment.
In the
first place, select a partially shaded, wellties

;

DIS-BUDDING

Would

—

Selecting Astert for Seed

Garden

with mois-

best

i.

sow rape on it for calves and how
many calves would it pasture ? 2. At what
time would it be ready for pasture? 1rape sown early or late? 3. Could the whoh
piece be sown to oats, then fed to dairy
cattle and afterwards sown to rape ?
4.
At what rate is rape sown, where could 1
get the seed and what is it worth a bushel?
Is it a good nurse crop.
T. L. L., Leed

;

ture

Orchard

itable to

and quality of bloom.

PLANTING AND CARE

in

have a young- orchard about .'ten 01
twelve years old.
It has been plowed and
manured for four successive years and is
I

within twenty years.
Like the dahlia and chrysanthemum,
the China aster is a late-flowering plant.
It
not give satisfactory results
does
from forcing or from too early planting,
but this development has been at the

expense of

;

Calves

—

—

the Comet
type that are
flower popular, have been

obtained
from any hardwood bush.
Plant the bulbs about six inches below
the surface.
Do not allow the bed to
become dry and the soil baked. Water
frequently and well
thoroughly soak
the soil, not merely sprinkle.
Staking must be looked to as, owing
to the great weight of the flowers, the
slender stem is apt to break off at the
bulb.
Do not make the mistake of placing animal manure in your lily bed as
lilies are seldom benefitted thereby,
but
more often damaged. This lily has been
known to stand our winters in Peterboro with a protection of dry leaves
placed on in the fall.

;

;

;

to six

weeks

after

sown.

It

may be sown

as early as suits the convenience of the
faimer, or anywhere up to the end of

August. 3. The orchard might advantageously be sown to peas and oats early
in the spring, the peas and oats cut for
green feed, then the land worked up
again, and sown down to rape in July.
4. When sown broadcast, it will be found
necessary to sow from four to five pounds
an acre.
The seed may be procured
from any reliable seedsman. .Answered
by J. H. Grisdale, Ottawa.

—

A

durable black ink for zinc labels, is
as follows: Verdigris, one ounce;
sal-ammoniac, one ounce
lamp black
half an ounce
rain water half a pint.
Mix it in an earthern vessel. Keep in"
a bottle.
Shake before using, and use a
clean pen, (a quill pen is best), on bright

made

;

;

zinc.

^

La^vn and Garden Hints for June

BY THIS

time, the thin spots on the
lawn, that were seeded early in
the season, should show a good
stand of green. If you do not possess a
lawn roller to level uneven places, use a
It pounder about eight or ten inches
Juare, made with a two-inch plank, and
long handle.
Keep the rake and the
action.

in

j)ud

newly-made lawn, keep a careful
iratch on the weeds.
Do not allow them
Keep the turf thick and
get a start.
felvety, and the weeds will be in the
In a

On many

ftinority.

dande-

old lawns,

jns are a nuisance.
Use the spud, and
[imediately afterwards use the pounder

up the holes that otherwise would
'Afford lodgment for seed that is blowing about freely.
Keep the mower going.
Frequent
mowings increase the body of the sward.
fill

Oo

not

mow

loamy potting

from your trees, such as plums and
peaches, thin the fruit on the limbs soon
after they are well set.

soil, and one part of fine,
sharp sand.
Water well, and let them
grow.
Plant lilies.
A good Lilium auraium
is offered free elsewhere in this issue.
Pick off the faded blossoms from pansy beds.
The size of pansy flowers can
be kept up by watering occasionally with
weak liquid cow manure.
Dahlias planted now usually will give
better results than if planted earlier.
Plant all kinds of common annuals,
such as mignonette, marigold, petunias,

portulaca,
piglossis,

calliopsis,

eschscholvzia,

THE KITCHEN GARDEN
The vegetable garden should be cultivated often to keep down the weeds,
and to prevent evaporation of moisture
from the soil.
Plant sweet corn, cabbage and cauliflower.

Every amateur's garden should connumber of salad crops and garnishes.
Read the article on page 127.
When danger of frost is past, sow
tender vegetables, such
as cucumber,
pumpkin, squash and melon.
tain a

.sal-

balsams, zinnias, poppies and

so forth.
If

you want best results

in

The use

the flower

of the

water hose

will

give

too closely, but often.

THE FLOWER GARDEN

Keep ahead of the insects on rose
bushes.
Give the leaves a good sprinkling of hellebore now, if this has not already been done. Sprinkling the bushes
once a day with water alone will keep

down many

pests.

Plants for bedding
the

open early

schemes,

this

may be
month.

placed
In

in

color

harmony should be

the first
not attempt too much.
Sub-tropical effects may be produced
by the use of plants that are appropriate.
An excellent centre plant for such beds
the ricinus, or castor oil plant. Other
lants for beds of this kind are palms,
Kladiums, ficus, aspidistras and ornaentnl grasses.
|The canna may be used with subropical plants, or with tho.se ordinarily
It is excellent
seen in our gardens.
consideration.

Do

IB

or in combination.
Plant some gladiolus bulbs, and plant
some more two weeks later for a succession.
If you want a dozen superior
bulbs, read the premium offers on the
inside back cover, and on page V. of

i
Give Tnlipi the Foremost Place

--

this issue.

Sweet peas should be watered often,
tver let the ground get thoroughly
An iny, and do -not keep it too wet.
rmediate stage of

moisture

is

just

jht.

I

Read

the article on tuberous begonias
appears on page 126 of this issue.
.^tc, also, the premium offer on our inside back cover, and on page V., if you
want a good rex begonia.
Old plants of geraniums, that have beome tall and unsightly, can be made
at

(

bushy plants. Cut them back
to within a few inches of the old

into nice

now

hard wood.
Keep the soil only moist;
not too wet.
When growth starts, repot into a pot one or two sizes smaller,
using soil composed of two parts of

the Garden of Spring.

K. B. Whyte, Ottawa. In the foreground arc Macrospilas,
followed by Kose Ponpons, Parisian Yellows and Goldflakes.

alone

I

in

A corner of garden at the rcKiilence of Mr.

garden, do not neglect the four chief operations of the season, namely, tiitjining,
weeding, cultivating and watering.

Get your window boxes ready.
Put
them in position as soon as danger of

in the vegetable garden
th6 weather alone is depended
upon for moisture.
The best time to
apply water is in the evening, but water
at any time rather than allow the gar-

frost is past.

den to suffer from drought.

better

than

results

if

WITH THE FRUITS

Weed

Homc-Grown Seed

new strawberry

patch, and
well stirred.
Remove all blossoms, so that the strength
of the plant may go towards the production of an abundance of runners.
If you
are growing strawberries on the hill
the

keep the surface

soil

system, remove the runners. Larger and
better strawberries may be secured by
this system, but not so many of them.
When picking strawberries, do not
leave the berries in the sun.
Choice
fruit should be picked by pinching off the
stem, touching the berry as little as possible.
Do not remove the hull until preparing for the table.
To have big, choice specimens of fruit
129

Editor,
IST :

—We

The Canadian Horticuliurhave raised our own aster,

pansy and other flower seeds for the past
25 years, and our cabbage and corn for
the last 20 years.
This demonstrates the
fact that good seed can be grown in
this part of Canada.
There is no excuse for large sums of
money being sent out of our country to
purchase foreign seeds, such as is done
every year. Good seeds can and should
be grown in the Dominion. The plants
that

we grow

hoed

crop.

South, Ont.

for seeds arc treated as a

— W.

Spendlow,

Ottawa

;

f
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The White
A.

Fly of Greenhouses

McMeans, Ontario

combatting of insect pests, is
serious
problem
always
a
greengrower
of
to
the

house crops.

One

to die off, I roll a barrel over them, two
rows at a time, to break down all the
tops.
When they are fairly well dried

Agricultural College, Guelph.

THE

of the hardest of these

The

foliage should be as dry as possible,
as the presence of moisture increases the
Choose
liability of injury to the foliage.
a still, dark night, sunlight or moon-

seem

have a damaging

to

effect.

pests to control,

light

tack.

the aisles as closely as needed, then
go along' and put the water in all your
jars, next add the sulphuric acid to each
vessel
always put in the water first,
Now, we are ready for
never the acid.

presence can be detected by making an examination of the underside of
In the adult
the leaves of the plant.

Have your packages of
cyanide carefully wrapped in paper. Take
your baskets or tins^as many packages

is the white fly or planthouse Aleyrodes.
The chief vegetable
crops injured by it are cucumbers, tomatoes, and
sometimes lettuce, in flowers, pelargoniums, ageratum, and fuchatias, are the most susceptible to its

Its

stage, the insects will

fly

around

the'

plant when disturbed, generally returnIn the egg and
ing to the same plant.
nymph stages they are attached to the
under side of the leaf, and can hardly be

distinguished with the naked eye.

According to observations made at the
and Connecticut stations
it takes about two weeks for the eggs to
hatch into nymphs. These nymphs move
about over the under surface of the leaf
for a few hours, and then insert their
tiny beak into the tissue of the leaf, taking on the appearance of a scale. These
scales remain in position two weeks or
more, until a T-shaped rupture appears in
the back skin of the pupa case, and the
the adult white fly emerges
a small,
little insect about one-twenty-fifth of an
inch in length, with four white wings,
from which it takes its name.

New Hampshire

—

This insect has sucking mouth parts
and canot be controlled easily by the use
of spray poisons.
There is but one sure
remedy, when once these pests make
their appearance in a greenhouse.
Prepare to give battle to them at once, and
keep prepared for their return.

FUMIGATING THE REMEDY
Hydrocyanic acid gas is the only kind
of fumigation that will clean

them

out,

but on account of its dangerous charac
ter on human, as well
as
insect life,
it makes people rather timid about using
it.
If ordinary precaution is observed
there is not the slightest danger.
use
it with good results in the College green
houses, according to the following formula One-fifth of an ounce of cyanide of

We

:

potassium
two-fifths of an ounce (by
measure) of commercial sulphuric acid
four-fifths of an ounce (by measure) of
water, to each i ,000 cubic feet of spade.
;

HOW TO DO THE WORK
Measure the cubic feet of each house
See that all ventilators are
all doors locked, except the
ones through which you will make your
exit.
Heating pipes should be set for
the night. The temperature of the house
should not be over sixty degrees Fahr.

carefully.

closed, and

Use glass or stone

vessels,

place

them

in

—

the

last

act.

in each tin or basket as you have jars in
each aisle, and as many tins or baskets
as you have aisles. Let each man take a
basket to the far end of each row of jars,
each dropping in the first package at the
same time. Then go quickly to the next
jar, and so on, until you get to the end
of the house, and out of the door, locking
it without delay.

SOME don'ts to observe
unwrap the packages, but drop
them in with the paper securely wrapped

Do

not

around them, as the acid
it

Do

off.

not

let

will quickly eat
the acid spatter on

your hands, either in handling it, or
when placing the cyanide in the jars.
Above all things, do not go back past
the jars after you have placed the cynanidi' in them.
Remember this gas is as
deadly to

human

Leave the gas
fectly

safe to

go

Two

morning.

life

in

all

as

it

is

night.

to insects
It

is

into the house in

per-

tVe

jars will be found sullic-

ient for 10,000 cubic feet of space.

Most

recommend one ounce

authorities

of cyanide per 1,000 cubic feet of space,
leaving the gas in for a space of twelve
to twenty minutes
if left longer at this
;

strength,

it
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acts injuriously to the plants.

We

have been using one-fifth of an ounce
per 1,000 cubic feet, and leaving it in
all night, with perfect success in killing
the fly.
No injury is done, even to tomatoes, which are one of the most easily
injured greenhouse crops.

Onion Culture
Herbert Hachbom, Echo Place, Ont.

Onion seed should be sown as early
in the spring as possible, in drills four-

teen inches apart, at the rate of about
four pounds to the acre.
When the
onions are about two inches high, they
should be weeded and thinned. If the
seed is not sown too thickly, they do not
require thinning.
I
generally weed
them about twice in a season, and

wheel-hoe them once every week, until
they commence to form bottoms, then
I go through them with the ordinary
hand-hoe.
By the time that the tops commence

the onions should be pulled and
topped into boxes and taken to the barn

off,

floor to dry.

Should it rain before they can 1htopped and taken in, it is best to wait a
day or two, so as to give them a chance
to dry again.
The rain does not hurl
them; in fact, two or three showers will
do them good. They can stand, also,
about three degrees of frost.

Wilt
I

am

of

Cucumber

sending- you a

cucumber

plant,

and

should be jfrcatly obliffCd if you will give
me your opinion as to what disease it ha.s,
or the cause of its condition.
I
planted
them in the usual way, and up to a certain
stage they appeared healthy,
and
then
gradually went wrong.
I have lost my entire crop.
I have had many year's experience in cucumber growing, but never met
with this before.— W. P. J., B. C.
The stem and leaves of the cucumber
.sent with the above letter, showed that
the plant was infected with some form of
Bacterial Wilt.
Microscopic examination

from the

leaves,

interior of the

stem and

showed bacteria present

in large
these were transferred to slices of healthy cucumbers,
and the slices were quickly rotted in two
days.
The organism does not seem to
be identical with the one usually as.sociated with the Wilt disease of cucumber,
melon and squash described by Erwin
F. Smith, of the United States Department of .\griculture. The wilting of the
plant is caused by the clogging of the
water tubes, through the growth of bacSpraying is useless and
teria in them.
preventive measures suggest pulling up
diseased vines and burning them. This
disease is frequently carried by the cucumber beetle and squash bug, hence the
necessity of destroying these insects.

numbers.

Some

of

Fields in which the infection has taken
place should be planted with some other
crop, and succeeding crops of cucumbers
should be planted on new land, which
has not been used for the growing of
Harrison,
F.
C.
cucumbers. Prof.
Macdonald College.

—

Cut
Nelson Carron,

The treatment

Worms
Riviere do Loup,

for cut

Que.

worms on

cab-

bage, cauliflower and tomato plants, is
quite simple. Wrap your plants in a little piece of paper, just above the fibres of
the root, and high enough to keep the
This prevents the cutleaves upright.
ting of worms, and the burning of plants
in hot days.
Some growers say that this
takes too long to be done profitably.
It takes a little time, but it requires
still more time to replant your field four
or five times.
Some times you come
short of plants, which also is prevented,
by adopting the method advised.
il

Their Nature and Value

Cotntnercial Fertilizers:

Frank T. Shutt, M.A., Chemist, Dominion Experimental Panns

COMMERCIAL

fertilizers are materbut not altogether, of
the nature of chemical compounds,
lat furnish nitrogen, phosphoric acid
id potash in a more or less readily
Their value depends
mailable form.
Imply and solely on the percentages of
bese elements they contain, and the
k'ailability of this plant food. Nitrogen,
bosphoric acid and potash are known
the essential elements of plant food,
ecause it has been found that, of all the
^ements extracted, or absorbed from
be soil by crops during their growth,
bese three only must be continually reWithout this putting back of
jrned.
Itrogen, phosphoric acid and potash, a
jil's productiveness must be seriously
ials, "largely,

pears to be an exhaustive effect. If, for
instance, nitrogen only is supplied (as in
nitrate of soda) the increased vigor and
growth of the crop resulting will extract
from the soil larger amounts of potash
and phosphoric acid than would otherwise have been the case.
The natural
stores of available phosphoric acid and
potash in the soil are thus depleted, the
larger yields at first obtained, rapidly
fall off, and the soih is poorer than at
the start.
This points to the necessity
of a rational system in the use of fertilizers, and supplying all the necessary
elements of plant growth. It is only by
such practice, that a maximum yield
can be obtained without depleting the

and every one about to purchase these
ready-made, mixed
fertilizers should
consult that bulletin before buying.
It
will not be possible for me to say anything further regarding them, in case
it might be construed into a special com-

mendation.
One hundred and seventythree "standard" samples were analysed
last year, and obviously to discuss the
merits of all would be impossible.
FERTILIZER INGREDIENTS
There is no necessity to buy readymixed fertilizers.
The various ingredients can be purchased and the mixing,

when necessary

or desirable, made without any expensive machinery
or
any
special skill.

By

this

home-mixing of

fer-

Tected under any system of cropping
^hen the produce is sold.
Let us clearunderstand, therefore, that the value,
»^riculturally and
commercially, of a
prtilizer is controlled
by the amounts
ad availability of these forms of plant
3d that they contain.
In this counry, the term "phosphate" is applied by
any people to all kinds of fertilizers,
Irespective of their composition.
This
not right; it should be restricted to
bose fertilizers which furnish phosporic
cid only, such as superphosphate and
asic

slag.

The term

"artificial"

fertilizer

is

ob-

misleading.
because it is
the elements of plant food that fertilizes furnish, are identical with those of
able manures.
The crops could not
Sstinguish between them.
Bread and
|e and jelly are prepared foods, but
|ctionable,

?t artificial foods, .so likewise fertilizers
day be prepared, but not artificial, in
Be sense of not being real and normal
prms of plant food.

The term "stimulant,"

as applied to
misleading.
Ferlili^rs are not stimulants
they do not reive the plant,
giving
it
temporary
Irength.
They feed the plant and
peir elements are built up into the
mt's tissue of root and branch and
if and seed.
If used rationally
that
in conjunction with stable manures,
keep up the humus content of the
bil
they cannot be likened to the whip
the tired horse.
"But are they not
exhaustive?" I hear some
one
ask.
Sometimes they may be, but again the
inswer is that such will be due to irfertilizer also is

;

—

—

.itional use.

:

The crop-producing power of a soil is
neasured by, or in proportion to, that
lement of plant food least abundant,
and not by that in greatest abundance.
This fact explains why it is that the conlinued use of some one fertilizer, or,
lather, fertilizer-ingredient, has what ap'

Prepare

The

The

now

for Fairs and Exhibitioni next Fall.

Illustration show.'* a tastefully iirranf:c(l exhibit by tlie Chatham Vegetable
Association al an AgrioiiUiiral Kxhibitioii last year.

GrowerB

be remembered

in

this connection, is that the yield will

be

ty-five per cent, could be easily effected.

proportional to that element of plant
food present in smallest amount.
It is,
therefore, neither wise nor safe to de-

Further, it would allow of the making in
small quantities of several
mixtures,
with varying proportions of nitrogen,
phosphoric acid, anH potash,
for
the
trial or experimental work.
This is an

soil.

point to

pend entirely on any one form of

fer-

tilizer.

READY MIXED FERTILIZERS
A very large number of "readymade," that is, mixed fertilizers, may
These are
be found on the market.
prepared simply by mixing and grinding
ingredients that contain nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash, with

certain

"filler"
to
make
a
weight.
Their value is calculated from
their composition, that is, from a knowledge of their percentages of nitrogen,
phosphoric acid, and the relative availability of these elements.
You will find
this information given annually
in
a
bulletin issued by the Dominion Government (Inland Revenue Department)

the addition of

131

tilizers,

a saving of twenty-five to thir-

one that you cannot
There are direct and
considerable advantages, therefore,
in
buying these ingredients, rather than
the ready-made fertilizer. The composiimportant matter

;

afford to ignore.

of some of the ingredbe used in compounding
fertilizers will be discussed in the next
tion

and merits

ients that

issue of

may

The Canadian Horticulturist.

Air-slaked lime will free the cabbage
plants from worms and not injure the
plants.

Abundant food within easy reach is
what plants require in order to make
their best growth.

f^
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not afford to purchase and operate one
The offer of Government aid
themselves.
should make it possible for all growers to
have the use of a power machine at small
spense when operated co-operatively.
Xast year and this season, many growers
kve taken advantage of the Government's
proposition.
As a result, it is reasonable
suppose that they will have more fruit
superior quality when harvest time comes
they have had before. The success of
lese applicants will advertise the scheme
^roughout the province. The work will do
"touch to elevate the standard of the ini

m

dustry.

Many

of

our readers will notice that the

number of pages in this issue of The C.\n.'\lAN Horticulturist is less than usual.
While the size of the paper has been decreased for this month and probably will
he
ur
iue
f

if

same for next, there is practically
same amount of reading- matter as in
issue of standard size. The decrease is
chiefly to the falling off in the amount

the

!je

advertising matter carried at this season
the year.

The annual meeting of The Co operative
Fruit Growers of Ontario will be held in
Toronto on June 9th. Representatives from
all the local co-operative associations in the
province are invited to be present.
lOur Premium

Offer.— Lovers of flowers
this month have an excellent opporSnity of securing- some choice material for
^eir gardens by taking advantage of our
Bmium offer in this issue. Full partic111

Hars are given on another page.
wait until the season for planting

Do
is

not

past.

•
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NOTES FROM THE PROVINCES
Winnipeg
Geo. Batko.

The season

in the west so far seems to
a very promising- one.
Some winter
killing of trees and shrubs has occurred,
but the spring: has been an unusually favorable one, opening out with but very few
frosty nigfhts and with just about enough
rain to put the ground in gfood shape.
In
the
Winnipeg:
district
and
no
doubt
throughout the whole of the west an unusually large amount of attention has been
paid to gardening this spring-. Larg;e numbers of trees have been sold in Winnipeg:
by the nursery firms during the past winter, and reports show that tree plantinghas been undertaken on quite an extensive
scale
throughout the three prairie
provinces.
The need for a fuller expansion in the
market g-arden business about our cities
came up recently in an interview between
some of the Winnipeg- city authorities and
a delegation that waited upon them.
It
was claimed that Winnipeg alone imported
about 500 carloads of vegetables each year
from outside points.
This is in spite of
the fact that much land eminently suited
for veg:etable growing lies close about the

be

—

—

city.

The Western

Horticultural Society is prothe rural schools of Manitoba a
series of competitions in the beautifying
of school grounds.
There is need in the

posing

to

west for work along: these particular lines.
Strawberries have been sold in considerable quantities here for about a month
and a half past, and are retailing- now for
25 cents a quart.
A few lots of apples
have been coming: in up till this month,
but have now ceased to arrive.
There is
always a good demand for fruits and vegetables here and tremendous quantities of
both keep coming from the United States
to supply the demand.

Montreal
E.

H. Wartman, Dominion Fruit Inipector.

Fruit prospects on the Island of Montreal
are promising. The crop is largely apples.
The trees have wintered well and fruit
buds, which are numerous, are swelling
fast.
Still they are not beyond the danger
point.
If two or three days cold wind,
from any point nearing freezing temperature, should prevail, especially when bloom
is opening, it would have a marked effect
however, I will not predict any such disaster.
Strawberry plants just uncovered
are looking well.
We are reminded every day of the sunny
south.
North Carolina strawberries are
arriving in good order and selling fairly
well around 17 cents a quart box in crates
containing 32 boxes. This is auction price
at Montreal Fruit Auction Co.
Geo. Vipond & Co. handled the first car of the
;

NORWAY SPRUCE
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GATHER YOUR CHERRIES WITH
I

|

THE ONLY SUCCESSFUL CHERRY PICKER
The cherry IN not-touched or bruised
by the hand. The long unsightly stem
severed and most of it is left on the
tree; hence the fruit looks much more
attractive in the box or basket. It also
keeps much better, and the fruit buds
for thenextyear'scropare not injured.
It is held in one hand and operated
casilyand rapidly. Theotherhand is
P^very
free to hold the twigrs, ett.
cherry that is clipped goes into the
cup and is secured. The picker has
is

been thoroughly tested and gaveg-ood satisfaction. Sent
postpaid on receipt of 75c. Two for $1.25.
Money refunded if not satisfactory.

Elwood Tatum, Box C, West Branch, Iowa

season here, and continues havinj? frequent
The
cars forwarded to meet the demand.
weather being cool has a tendency to curtail

trade.

Pine apples, arriving in car lots from
Each
Havana, are of .superior quality.
fruit is wrapped in tough soft paper, i8
to 36
fruit

in

The

a crate.

cultivation of this

must have every attention, and the
season as well must be favorable, as the
fine specimens coming forward show. Bananas are arriving in large quantities and,
of superior quality.

All these fruits, at moderate prices, have
a tendency to keep low grade apples, which
are much in evidence, at a price ruinous to

Apples on hand now have been
Their life is spent
picked seven months.
and they are fast showing signs of decay.
Still, this fruit which was laid in in large
quantities, is decreasing fast.
Fortunately,
we have so large a population in Montreal
that with one apple oft medium size per
head, it takes i,ooo barrels to, go the
round.
shippers.

SUMMER SPRAY
COOPERS'

V2 SPRAY FLUID
SAVES LABOR
MIXES EASILY WITH COLD
WATER.
All the best Fruit Growers are trying
It

will kill the living insects in
you Clean Fruit.

it.

your orchard and give

ORDER AT ONCE

C/-\

Per gallon

$3. iJ\J which mskes

1 CiTt
I

\J\J

Gallons
mixed with

COLD WATER

Wm. COOPER & NEPHEWS,
506

&

S07, Manning Chambers,

TORONTO

Prince Edward Island
Rev. Dr. Borke.

To

no trace of awakening life everystill bound up in its winter letharWhilst we have had the mildest of
gy.
winters, the spring is anything but adUsually plowing is in full swing
vanced.
by the loth of May.
was a little afraid that perhaps the
I

I

find

thing

;

is

SPECIAL GLASS

igcH

unusually changeable weather of the winter
In early
might have affected the trees.
March the freshets were on as a matter
of fact we had thaws all through the winter and the trees standing in this tepid
water with a hot sun and high temperature
were liable to be subject to premature
sap circulation such as might induce "sun;

scald," so called, later. Of course, if there
was any freezing in this process we will
see the results only after the summer is
entered upon. I am inclined to think, however, that things are all right in general
The trees which I examined look fine. Thc\
are clean and healthy looking and so far
as I could judge, fairly well loaded with
fruit buds.
Lasts year we had a .'"reat sliow of blo.s
Nobody could
som and very little fruit.
The bareness of the
tell
just why not.
orchards then should help the trees to a

good crop this year. Nothing, without becoming outcast, can keep up barrenness

The cursed

long.
to the

ages of

fig-tree

this.

is

an example

Even the inanimate

things seem to detest barrenness, "Nature
abhors a vacuum."
There was no snow to hurt in the past
season no mice attacks on the unprotected
They are ready to make wood and
trees.
fruit and I am hopeful that this year of
grace will brighten us with a full crop of
apples, at least.
We have had a few short
years now and one misses the fruit immensely after a period of plenty. There is
great fear of insect invasion, however.
The mild winter will permit the eggs of
orchard pests to come through unaffected,
and if all that are deposited hatch out, we
may have our haiftls full fighting them.
It is well to plan the campaign early and
;

"How

does the show of
fruit buds compare with other years in
Prince Edward Island.?" I can only say
that the season is so backward here that
I have not had much opportunity to judge.
Looking over my own plantation to-day,
the query,

June,

3eliberately.

Feed Your Land
WITH GOOD MANURE AND GET

FOR GREENHOUSES

GOOD RETURNS
MARCHMENT'S
The Dale

Brampton. Ont.
Glass supplied by our Toronto Branch

Conservatories of

Estate.

SURE GROWTH COMPOST
IS

GOOD

QUALITY. FLAT, EVEN

Supplied to the Largest Nurserymen

THICKNESS AND WELL CUT

PILKINGTON BROS.
Limited

Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, Vancouver
Mention The Canadian Horticulturist when writing

THE BEST

and

S.

W.
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Fruit

Growers

in

Ontario

MARCHMENT

VICTORIA

Telephones Main 2841

ST..

TORONTO
Residence Park 951

Mention The Canadian Horticulturist when

writingr

h
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No Duty on "Friend" Nozzles

Annapolis Valley, N.S.
R.

Our

J.

The "Friend" Mfg

Messenger.

horticulturist tells us that
wo important conditions for a good fruit
crop are First, the previous summer comparatively dry and warm dry so that there
J

Scientific
:

ly

—

wood growth and consequentgreater formation of fruit buds
and

will

be
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little

;

a mild winter and late spring
!iild so as not to injure the buds and late
n
spring So that the buds may not get
lipped by late frosts after opening on
arly warm days.
Though our summer
last year was not very dry, still we have
had a mild winter and late spring.
On
May 1st the buds had hardly swelled to
ny extent. On May 14th only the earliest
varieties had shown more than the small
points of leaves.
Though at this writing
•here has been very little development, still
lie signs are for a good show of blossoms.
several of our best
I have spoken with
orchardLsts, and
the general opinion is
that the trees here looked better since
praying has become more
general, the
uees are bright and healthier looking than
formerly. Even with the present good prospects there may be many causes to lessen
the crop.
One grower said, "I am never
sure of my apple crop until I get it in
-t'cond,

pocket."
Trees are 10 days later than in average
years and spraying for the first time was
i!iy

not generally begun before May 15th.
It
is a strange fact that even to-day there are
many good business growers who still express doubt as to the efficiency of spraving.
To these I always make the answer, "There
are
nine
men who spray carelessly to

one who
sprays
thoroughly and only
thorough spraying pays." May 15th.

—

Co., Gasport, N. Y.,

CUTWORMS

and owners of the "Friend"
American and Canadian patents on spraying nozzles, have opened a Canadian branch
for their manufacture at Niagara Falls,
Ont.
All communication with this company should be addressed to the home office
originators

Corn, Grain, Potatoes, Roots, Cotton, Vegetables and flowers suffer enormous damage from Cutworms,
Eelworms,
Ants,
Slugs and all kinds of Bugs in the soil.
Maybe you don't see them, but you pay
for them— quit doing so, and use YAP-

Gasport, N. Y.
the establishment of this branch,
which at present is for the manufacture of
nozzles only, all duty on them is removed.
The nozzles may now be obained by remitting 1 1, so. They may also be obtained
from their Ontario representatives. Wood,
Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Alexander Hardware Co., Hamilton, Ont.
E. JM.
Smith, Winona, Ont. and Joseph Tweddle,
Fruitland, Ont.
If buying nozzles from other representatives than those above mentioned, be sure
that the name "Friend" and the patent
marks are stamped upon them. All large
at

By

ORITE.

VAPORITE

the new, marvellous Engnon-poisonous
powder.
Just sprinkle it on to the soil and plow
or dig in as directed, before planting,
or sowing.
It acts quickly— the insects
are destroyed in a tew days so that your

ground

;

and

fertile.

revolutionizing

is

many

branches of Agriculture.

;

VAPORITE
100 lbs., t4;

nozzles on the market to-day, doing away
with the cluster, not so stamped, are infringements and will be prosecuted to the
fullest extent of! the law.
The manufacturers of the "Friend" hand

F.

0. B.

2,000 Ids., $65.

MONTREAL,

Reg.

-

P. Q.

Anyway drop

us a postcard (2c stamp)
and we will send you our illustrated book
No. 4. It is a finely gotten up tactful
little

and their accessories are aggressive, and are keeping
a close watch on the trade.
With the undivided attention which they give, their

booklet.

It tells

outfits

you

briefly

and simply

all

about

VAPORITE, and shows the remarkable extra profits made by practical growers who
use VAPORITE.. It gives reparts from all
over the world.
Write us to-day (getting reply in about

situation as

it is in the heart of Niagara's
Gaidcus, pioneers in the art as they are,

two

building every part of their machines as
they do, assures fruit growers of a better
line of spraying apparatus than can be produced by any other manufacturer.
Other
agencies are now being
established for
these nozzles in all parts of the Dominion
of

free

is

VAPORITE

;

and power spraying

is

product— a

lish

weeks.)

STRAWSON'S
7la Queen Victoria Street
London, Eng.

Canada.

^THE NAMEr

"

HEINTZMAN &

CO."

Marks the Progress of Piano Building in Canada
The One Name that Stands Distinctive from All Others
—

Study the history of Piano Building in Canada think
of the highest and best in Piano Construction and the

HEINTZMAN &

CO.

PIANO

anyone and everyone who has given thought to this matter.
one of much excellence but these
things everybody knows exist in the Heintzman & Co. Piano in an inimitable degree —
a piano, the fame of which has become world wide the one Canadian Piano that an
Artist like De Pachmann says has no equal in Great Britain, Germany or the United
States — and he knows them all
The Peer of Pianos the world over. The Piano of
at

once suggests

Others

itself to

may make

claim to building a good Piano

;

—

—

Sembrich, Albani, Calve, Nordica

^^ o'^^ ^"'"^

HEINTZMAN &

Co., Ltd., "'-"\^",?„'r

^'"'

——

:

'

'
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Toronto Cartage Charges
On

May, the wholesale fruit
and produce and commission merchants
of Toronto, who have formed themselves
into an association known as "The Toronto Fruit and Produce Association," issued
a circular to all shippers of fruit and vegetables, advising them that, "owing to the
high and increasing cost of handling goods
and delivering them, a uniform cartage
charge will be made to the shippers on all
the

first

of

goods shipped on commission as follows
On 54 qt. cases, 5 cts. each; 36 qt. cases,
27's and 24's, cases, 3 cts.
11 qt.
3 cts.
baskets, 1 ct. all packages smaller than 11
qt. baskets, J4 ct.
bigs or sacks, 5 cts.;
barrels, 5c; carloads of potatoes excepted."
The fruit growers consider this schedule
of charges another hold-up in their b.isiness.
Between the commission men, the
railways and the express companies, they
will soon have a hard time to hold their
;

;

;

;

Indignation meetings have been held
of feeling have been sent
to the aforementioned association.
At a meeting of The Clarkaon Fruit Growers' Association, a warm discussion took
place on the action taken by the comA resolution was passed
mission men.
unanimously refusing to ship fiuit on the
conditions mentioned in the circular and
to
appointing' a committee
make other
arrangements to dispose of the produce
The fruit growers of Bronte
of the section.
passed a resolution similar to the Clarkson

own.

and expressions

one.

The following resolution was passed at
a recent meeting: of fruit growers in OakMoved by P. A. Bath, seconded
ville, Ont.
by VV. R. Davis:
That the fruit growers of the Oakville
District in meeting assembled, having con-,
sidered the schedule of cartage charges of
the Toronto Fruit and Produce Association,
as set forth in the circular letter of the
association dated May first instant, are resolved not to submit to the proposed extra charges on fruit and vegetables consigned to members of the said association
for sale on commission
That the following fruit growers, viz:
E. A. Morden, Capt. Geo. Murchison and
James VValdbrook be and are hereby appointed a committee to make arrangements
for other markets for the fruit of this district in the event of the said association
persisting in acting on the proposed schedule of cartage charges
And that the secretary be and is hereby
instructed to send a copy of this resolution
to the said association and to request a
reply on or before the i8th instant.
Carried unanimously.
Certified to be a
J. Cavers, secretary, Oakville,
true copy.

—

:

\Be Sure
and
Workthe
Horse

HE CAN IfORK

EVERY DAY

you tisB Blckmore'aGatl Cure yoorteams
caa work riff ht along and be cured of Saddle
and Harness Galls.Cnafes, Hope Burns, Cuts,
Scratches, Grease Heel, etc. while in harness. The more work the quicker the cure.
If

BICKMORE'S GALL CURE

:

May

—

14th.

the standard Remedy for all these and
similar tronbles. Is excellent for Manee and

la

Sore Teats Jn eows. Above trade mark is on
every box. For sale by dealers. Money refunded if it fails. Sample and Horse Book
every farmer should read 10c.
WINflATE CHEMICAL CO. LTD., Canadian Dist'brs.
645 NOTRE DAME ST., W. MONTREAL, CANADA

"ClinP

.rvjMLV

124-

YONGE

ro„

BRANDS
RUBBER

KINDS FOR All PURPOSES

ST.

Conducted by

S. Short.

Ottawa
lUc

STENCIL

MrU. CO.
L

POULTRY DEPT.

TORONTO.

Cleanliness is of prime importance at all
times and in all seasons and especially so
now with hot summer weather approaching.
Small yards and pens should be spaded frequently to keep fresh the surface of the
scil.
If the pens are large, with grass

June, 1908

runs, only such parts of the runs as the*
hens frequent most need to be dug over.
No matter how large the runs are, there is'.
usually a corner or portion near the gate-?
way in each pen, where the attendant en-'';
ters to feed, where the fowl will congregate and consequently that part becomes^
^
dirty and unhealthy.
In each pen there are also spots which'
are used by the fowl for dusting themselves.
If there are places of this kind, the soil.
must either be too wet or too hard and>
sand or litrht soil should be supplied, other-",
wise the fowl will become infested withi
vermin
which lessens the egg supply
fro.Ti the layers and retards the growth ofj
the stronger chicks and causes fatalities
ies
among the weaker ones. The addition of
few cents worth of powdered sulphur to tl
soil in the dust b.ith is very baneficial
The hatching should now be finished foi
the season.
It is of course a great tempt*
tion to set another hen or two or to run
the incubator for another batch particularly if the one just out has been unusually
successful.
The tendency to hatch tcv,
many is very prevalent among beginnc iand is the cause of many failures. It ia sad sight to see loo or more chicks brooded and penned in a space that is barely
large enough for 50.
Overcrowding must
be avoided.
The chicks should be graded^
also and the different sizes separated.
Expi'rience has taught the writer that 25 to
30 chicks are enough in one pen or in
one house. When more than that number
are together, the smaller chicks get -in
tlie middle and bottom of the bunch and.
the large ones scramble over them particu-,.
larly on chilly nights.
This dwarfs the ^
small chick and prevents the feathers growing.
It is a sure indication that chicks are
overcrowded when at two months old and t
over, only the wing feathers have grown,:;
the rest of the body being perfectly bare,
both of down and feathers, these having
been rubbed off at night in the scramble to
get the warmest place in the sleeping-*
quarters.
Chicks raised in dirty cramped{
pens will mature but very slowly. They are"
always und Tsized and totally unfit to stand;^
the strain of heavy wintsr laying and in facti
rarely do lay in winter and also are unfit^f
Weakly parents never bege^
for breeders.
,

%

vigorous

progeny.

Therefore

more

profitable to raise 40
chicks than 100 weak ones.

or

it

is

far.*

50 healthy^

"1

Peerless Junior Poultry Fence
The Peerless Junior Poultry and Garden Fence

is in a class by itself, being
unlike anything else on the market. It is woven close enough to turn sniall chickens,
It requires no top or
rabbits, dogs, etc., and is strong enough to turn large animals.
bottom boards, and less than half the posts required by the ordinary Poultry
Fencing. Top and bottom wires are No. 9 hard steel. As a general-purpose
fence there is nothing obtainable that will fill the bill so well, and its lasting
quality, because of its extra strength, makes it

The Most Durable Poultry
Fence You Can Buy
Peerless Junior Fence has double the strength that would
ever be required of it. It has. a breakine strain of at least
8000 lbs. Don't you think it is just the fence you want? For
prices and further particulars, drop us a card.

THE BANWELL-HOXIE WIRE FENCE
Dept.

R

.

Hamilton, Ont.

CO.,

(Ltd.)

Winnipeg, Manltsba

&
m
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SOCS LIKE SIXTY

$65

8CLL8LIKEaiXTV2
SELLS ron

aiLSON
GASOLENE
ENGINE

THE FRUIT CROP PROSPECTS

For Pumping, Crean
Separators, Churns, Wftsh

Ma-

(Junes, etc. FBEE T&IAL
As)c for catalog al I uz&

WING

to the backwardness of the
season in most fruit districts, the
blooming: period has been delayed

and

it

yet early

is

to

make

pre-

regard to the coming crop.
Trom present indications, however, most
j;rowers are anticipating a favorable season. Should the apple crop be medium
large, it is probable that prices will not
high, particularly for the lower grades,
view of this probability, growers should
tend strictly to all orchard operations
that will tend to decrease the percentage
inferior stock and to produce fruit that
[if
The
ill command the best prices going.
ollowing reports from correspondents of
The Canadian Horticulturist point out
condition of
our orchards.
le present
Irowers in all fruit districts of Canada are
iigain requested to send monthly reports
jictions

in

publication.

Tignish.

PRINCE COUNTY, P.K.I.
The season is late.

—

trees are still in the bud and growth is
It is too early to forecast prospects.
|low.
-A. I. McFadyen, May 14.

QUEENS COUNTY,

P.E.I.

—

— Geo. Auld,
Ferry. — Plums and

year's crops.

KINGS COUNTY,
Aitkin's
ibly will

bloom

well.

May

May

HENRY'S NURSERIES
VANCOUVER B.C.

—

17.

to

set

—

full

of

fruit.

Spraying

May 14.
HALIFAX COUNTY,

far
for

15.

P.E.I.

apples probStrawberries, on

Brighten

is

in

York

St.

CHOICE BEDDING PLANTS
BULBS
FOR FALL PLANTING.

full

blast.— B. H. Lee,

—

N.S.

have
come
Gay's River. Fruit trees
Fruit buds are
through the winter well.
numerous and quite forward and indicate
a fine showing of bloom. Should no late
frosts appear, the crop will be a bumper
one.
G. N. Gordon, May 15.

Extra choice

FRUIT AND
TREES,

—

W. Stephenson.
CHARLOTTE COUNTY,

M.

—

J.

OFFICE 3010

—

Shipments

Scale.

Borers.

N.B.

—

Andrews. Apple trees stood the winter well and are just starting to bud.
Jules
S, Thebaud, May 15.
CHATEAUGUAY' COUNTY. QUE.
Chateauguay Basin. Prospects for
a
large apple crop are bright as trees have
come through the winter with but little

of

No Fumigation.
No Agents to pay.
Catalogues Free

No

Sheffield. Prospects are good for
a large crop of fruits. Trees wintered well.

lot

ORNAMENTAL

for Fall

Have grown no

N.B.

—

Upper

— Isaac

Co. 104-

—

Berwick. Prospects are excellent for a
large crop.
Trees that bore heavily last
year are showing a fine lot of buds and as
last season gave us plenty of moisture, I
think the trees are in splendid condition

St.

West Cove Head. The buds are not
aough advanced to indicate prospects
iis

QILSON MFG.

;

—

SUNBURY COUNTY.
Fruit

QUELPH, ONT

high land and mulched, look well on low
land, winter killed.
D. J. Stewart.
KINGS COUNTY', N.S.
Cambridge. All orchardists are spraying. Trees are budding well. J. Howe Cox,

HENRY
WESTMINSTER ROAD

VANCOUVER

B.C.

Your Home For All
BY BUYING

A

GERHARD HEINTZMAN
PLAYER PIANO
ANY ONE CAN PLAY

IT

the Only Player Piano in the World that Plays the Whole
(88 Notes), and has a number of other exclusive features.
The self-playing mechanism concealed within the piano represents the
cleverest inventive genius the piano world has ever known.
It is

Key Board
The

,

^^
SPFPIAI
LiViiriL

"^^

teed.

This

is

piano

GERHARD HEINTZMAN

made

in

—

is

the only high-grade

player

Canada.

—

have a slightly-used Player Piano beautiful mahogany case which can be purchased at a great
reduction.
The instrument cannot he told from new, has all the latest improvements, and is fully guarana rare opportunity to secure a bargain.
Write us at once.

Your present instrument taken as part payment.

Let us mail you the full particulars.

GERHARD HEINTZMAN,
HAMILTON SALESROOMS
127 KING ST. EAST

LIMITED
YONGE

97

STREET,

TORONTO

«
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Trees are a little late in bloson account of the wet season.
Plums indicate a heavy crop, strawberries

varieties

namely.

soming-

wintered in splendid
condition.
Fewer
raspberry bushes were winter-killed this
year than for years. Gooseberries and currants are in excellent condition.
Grapes

show no damage from the cold so far.
the whole, the winter of 1908 was an
one for

fruit trees.

— R.

Jack

&

—

Winona.

ideal

Son.

— All

trees

fruit

— M.

and shrubs

pare to handle with satisfaction
concerned. Wm. Armstrong.

last year,
this spring.

there

are

no signs

all

give

promise of an average crop pears, plums,
peaches, cherries, and crab apples, full.
Strawberries have wintered well and promD. Johnson.
ise a fair crop.
Y'ALK AND CARtBOO, B.C.
Peachland. Prospects never seemed betPresent showing is for a full crop of
ter.
peaches, apples, pears, plums and small
;

of

Prospects for Fameuse
are not very promising.
Early varieties of
apples promise a good crop. R. Brodie,

—

—

May

to

—
LAMBTON COUNTY, ONT.
Forest. — Blossoms on apple trees

—

buds

—

Peaches give promise of an
abundant crop. Even the shy-bearing varIt is now up to
ieties have enough bloom.
the forwarders and others interested to pre-

depends on the weather during the next
month.
The tent caterpillar is more in
evidence than last year but to no alarming
extent.^. M. Fisk.
MONTKEAL DISTRICT
Westmount. Prospects for small fruit are
good.
Apple trees are very slow in coming into leaf.
On those trees that bore
heavily

Pettit.

Queenston.

all

—

12.

DLRHAM COUNTY,

ONT.
Newcastle. Apple trees show an average
amount of bloom. The following varieties
are full of frait buds
Stark, Baldwin,
Ben Davis, Greenings and Blenheim. The

—

tural Society is looking: I:
.
forward to one of the
best years in its his-

— Prospects

LINCOLN COUNTY, ONT.

came through the winter in good shape.
The present outlook for bloom is good but

The Pctcrboro and
Ashburnham
Horticul-

WENTWORTH COUNTY,

ONT.
never were better for
full crops of all fruits, with the exception
of Lombard plums and Baldwin apples in
orchards that were heavily laden last year.

On

ROUVILLE COUNTY, yUK,
Abbotsford.

Pctcrboro Horticulture

that yielded heavily last year,
Spy, Golden Russet and King,
Early kinds prowill not give a full crop.
mise an average crop. Not so many young
trees are being planted as in former seaW. H. Gibson.
sons.

damage.

June, 1908^

fruits.— 0. Aitkens.

:

Please

send

a

report

for

next issue.

tory.
In addition to
working' to advance the

interests of horticulture
the society takes charge
of two small parks, in
the centre of the city,
from which it receives
a grant from the city
councils,
and
county
and expends the money
Mr. H. L. BEAL.
in beautifying the parks
by planting flowers and shrubs, and keepThe soing the grass cut and watered.
ciety has a local improvement committee,
consisting of the president, the first vicepresident, and the second vice-president,
whose duty it is to report to the society
anything they think should or could be
done to improve the appearance of the
city's streets, parks or gardens.
There are this year about 150 member^.
Each member receives The Canadian

Horticulturist,

and

a

spring

and

fall

and shrubs.
distribution of bulbs, roots
This spring's distribution will consist of
12 gladiolus bulbs, which will be deliver- 1
ed in a few days.
The society gives prizes for the best ,
There are four ^
kept lawns and gardens.
ist
classes, three prizes in each class:
2nd class,
class, lawn kept by paid labor
lawn kept by one-half paid labor and onehalf owner's labor; 3rd class, lawn kept by
owner's labor alone 4th class, best flower
;

;

gardens.

Among

persons who are most enfurthering the work of the
society, is the secretary, Mr. H. L. Beal,
whose portrait we publish. Mr. Beal tells
society
are
us that the members of the
much pleased with The CANADIAN Horticulturist, which is now published in Petthusiastic

THE NEVER-BARK WHIFFLE-TREE
overcoming
the
successful Whiffle-Trce ever devised,
danger of barking or damaging trees, shrubs, vines, etc. J-|8ht
driver
careless
moat
the
and handy: simple of construction;
may now be trusted in your orchard with impunity. Indispen-

The most

sable in allup-to-dateorchards, vineyards, hop-yards, cornfields,
nurseries, etc.
Agents wanted everywhere

For further particulars, prices,

etc.

M.S.MIDDLETON.O.A.C,

the
in

erboro.

apply

or

GUELPH.

Prof. H. L. Hutt, O.A.C., Guelph, has
been on the go most of the time during
the past two months addressing horticultiiral society meetings in different parts

RICHARDS,
VERNON, B.C.

B. M.

Smith's Falls to Amherst-;
has already addressed over 30
societies this spring and has several more to
of Ontario, 'from

[BAtts/ LIMiTED ]

burg.

He

attend.

"BUCO" HAND CULTIVATOR

MANUFACTURERS OF

Cypress Building
Material
Made only out of the best clear
Cypress— 3 CENTS A FOOT
Suitable for

Conservatories

and

VEGETABLE FORCING HOUSES
^!!!il!!'!^.!l!"l^
PHONE JUNCTION 427
LONG DISTANCE CONNECTION

50 PACIFIC AVENUE
TORONTO JUNCTION
,

Mention the Canadian Horticulturist when writing.

One man with a "Buco" is worth two with a hoe.
Tines can be adjusted to width as required. Handle
DEEP, loosens the soil
4i feet long. It ^ets
thoroughly and cleans all the weeds out BY ROOT.
Makes a clean healthy garden and saves a lot of work.
Great around shrubs and trees.
If your dealer
Sold by hardware and seedsmen.
cannot supply you, we will send on receipt of price,
Return after trial at our expense and
$1.50 each.
money refunded if not satisfactory.

DOWN

'

BAILEY-UNDERWOOD
NEW GLASGOW,

CO., Limited
N.S.

]

I

1
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Dandelions and other noxious weeds may
be destroyed by chemical sprays. An excellent apparatus for the purpose is the
Write to the E. C.
Auto-Spray No.. 1.
Brown Co., Rochester, N. Y., for particu-

Can your

fruit

and

Modern Canner when
and

ton

ripe.

ful spots in the States,

year

you

States.

as he

Every
buyer

pays

while others showed
most deplorable public places and how
little beauty some people will put up with.
He told briefly of his travels and said he
had not visited any city which had so
many natural advantages as Hamilton.
"The home," he said, "should be the unit
for the street and the street should not be
the place for poles of any kind."
He referred to Hamilton's waterfront and said
he knew of no "place which could have a
more beautiful water front than Hamilton
might have. That might be accomplished
by keeping the water pure and free from
germs, which would mean fewer mosquitoes
and less malaria.
He had also something to say about the
monstrous billboards which adorn the
shore of the bay, advertising a Toronto
the

for his

I

He saves

enthu-

canned

fruit.

siastic.

freight

a supe— gets By
this

rior article.

method there are

Larger Profits
For Fruit Growers
profits?

If not, write for our free Catalogue
and learn how.

THE MODERN CANNER
Canadian Branch,

:

price

will

gladly
give

Are you getting these bigger

Horace McFar-

same

grocer

Hundreds

Southern

J.

Mr. McFarland's address was a descriptive one of improvement and reform work
in the different cities of the United States
and en*itled "A Crusade Against Ugliness." It was illlustrated with 120 colored
views.
The views were run in contrast to
each other, some showing the most beauti-

Your

in

were addressed by Mr.

programs. The followins^- is a brief report
of the meetings that were held in Hamil-

fresh

last

the first of May, meetings of
horticultural societies in Toronto, Hamilton, St. Catharines, Cobourg and Perth

land of Harrisburff, Penn., who is noted
for ]iis work as a civic improver and reformer. The meetings were fairly well attended except at Hamilton and Toronto.
Several other speakers took part in the

vegetables with the

sold

Horticultural Meetings
About

CO.

St. Jacob's, Ont.

playhouse. He said that billboards should
be more closelv watched
and that they

SLUG-SHOT
Used from Ocean to Ocean

for 20 Years.

SOME SEEDSMEN WHO FOR UPWARD OF 20 YEARS
HAVE SOLD SLUG SHOT IN CANADA
:

A, Simmers, Seed.sman. 143-145 King St. East, Toronto, Ont.
Wm. Smith, loth Line East, Petrolea, Ont.
Hunter Seed Co., 119 Oundas St., London. Ont.
Uarch
Wm. Ewing Co., 142-144 M'Gill St., Montreal, Que.
Robt. Kerr. 10 Ainslee St.. Gait, Ont.
Patrick Bros.. Market Square, Woodstock, Ont.
Geo. Keith. 124 King St. East, Toronto, Ont.
Graham Bros., 53-55 Sparks St.. Ottawa. Ont.
J,

&

Chas. E. Bishop. 31 Bridge St., Belleville. Ont.
Steele Briggs Seed Co.. 130 King St. East, Toronto. Ont.
Jas. B. Haj', Brantford, Ont.

&

139.

should be licensed. They are not a very
good advertisement for the city, as far as
beauty was concerned, and in the country,
they are blots on the landscape.
The
smoke nuisance should also be regulated
and that would mean purer air.
There were evidences of lack of treat-

ment

of the streets to make them most
useful and beneficial for the beauty of the
city.
Other points touched on, in brief,

FOR SALE AND WANT
ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this heading' inserted at rate of two cents a word for each
insertion, each figure, sign or single letter
to count as one word, minimun cost, 25
cents, strictly cash in advance.

GARDENER, GOOD REFERENCES.—Life

experiin all branches, English, age 40, seeks
situation with gentleman. Apply Box W, Canadian Horticulturist, Peterboro.

ence

MR. CHARLES ERNEST WOOLVERTON, Grimsby, Ontario, landscape architect, parks, cemeteries, pleasure, school and home grounds laid
out, surveys made.
Working drawings to a
scale so that any gardener can work them
out. Terms very reasonable.

GREENHOUSE FOR SALE—Length,
ft.

side,

HAMMOND.

G.

$4,3

5

Canadian Horticulturist.

WORTH OF STRAWBERRIES

TWO

New

The "Lou
It

can be set to stir the soil any depth deand to cultivate astride the row or

between the rows.
One third quicker and

easier than any other
garden cultivator, easier to push than a lawn
afford to be withgardener
can
mower. No
out one.
Write for descriptive catalogue and testimonials.

ONTARIO SEED CO.
Pioneer Canadian Seed Growers

original Large Spray Nozzles, doing away
with the cluster. The only one with the maker's

name and the word "Patented" stamped upon
them. They have no horns, hooks, nothing to
catch, drip or clog.
Makes the finest mist-like

CO.,

AVE.,

WATERLOO, OHT.

^i<7,

GASPORT,

Table

WM7

OTHEtt

Canada, no Duty Charges to pay.

Manufacturers of the World's Best Sprayiitg Outfits, the " Friend."

da]

PAiOnS PEHDU..

REGULAR
spray.
Drives the spray farther into the trees
than the cluster. The "Angle" sprays up under the leaves and dow^n
into the Calyx.
The "Regular" is for ordinary work. State w^hich is
wanted.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
K««fer««ii«-e: '• Tlie Canadian Hortlrulturint."

"FRIEND" MFG.

48 MOORE

Windsor

The

in

Tandem

sired,

— every

"FRIENDS"

These Nozzles are now being manufactured

Dillon"

Garden Cultivator

York.

Introductory Price for the balance
of the Season, $1.50 each

FRIEND- ANGLE

were sold

four acres in Kootenay last year. What
others can do, you can do. For bargain list
of fruit lands on easy terms write.— V. Dynes
& Son, Ward St., Nelson, B.C.
off

Wm.

Fishkill-on-Hudson,

N.Y.

width,

;

Rennie &_Co., Winnipeg, Man.
J. A. Bruce & Co., 47 49 King St., Hamilton, Ont.
Adams & Tanton, 115 King St., London, Ont.
Dupuy & Ferguson, ^^^S Jacques Cartier Sq., Montreal.
Kenneth M'Donald. Ottawa, Ont.
Wm. Rennie & Co,, Adelaide &Jarvis Sts.. Toronto, Ont.
A. E. Cameron. Hrockville. Ont.
Wm. Rennie & Co.. .qo M'Gill St., Montreal, Que.
Saves Currants, Potatoes. Cabbage, Melons, Flowers, Trees, and Shrubs from Insects, Put
up in popular packages at popular prices. Write for free pamphlet on Hugs and Blight, etc. to

B.

42 ft.;

hinged double glass windows on each
top ventilators with floor stand and
gear, equipped with a No. S Daisy boiler, and
6 run of 4-inch pipe on each side. Apply Box
18

Salt
is

Fine

needed.

— pure—

f\

savoured
172

5'
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Bordeaux Injury

were the need of public comfort stations,
garden schools for children and the grouping of public buildings.
Prof. H. L. Hutt, of the Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, pave practical addresses on "The Establishment and Care of
Lawns, "on "Co-operative Spraying," and
on "Kitchen Gardens for the City." Mr.
John McP. Ross, of Balmy Beach, Toronto gave interesting talks on "OrnamenTrees and Shrubs," and on "Perental
Dr. Bethune of Guelph, delivered
ials."
an instructive lecture on "Fungous and InMr.
Hunt spoke on
sect Pests."
and
Bulbs,"
Annuals
and
"Flowers,
"House Plants."

Wm

Among

many

the

good

things

the

that

Ottawa Horticultural Society is doing to
advance the interests of general horticulture is the offering of a prize of $50 for a
seedling apple hardy enough for the Ottawa Valley.

Editor,
the

—In

The Canadian Horticulturist:
May issue of The Canadian Hor-

ticulturist, I noticed the comments of
Mr. R. J. Messenger, of Nova Scotia, in
regard to Bordeaux injury. The injurious
effect of the Bordeaux, is seen both on the
leaves and fruit of almost all our fruits,
especially the apple. It varies from a slight
russetting of the fruit to a deep cracking
and malformations due to the resistance set
up by the injured texture of the epiderjnis.

leaves, when slightly injured, show
spots, and, as the degree of injury
increases, they become yellow, and evenThere is no russetting of
tually fall.
leaves, as suggested by Mr. Messenger,
and the spots' are very much like those
caused by the fungi belonging to the genera, Phyllosticta and Venturia.
There is not the slightest doubt that

The

brown

Bordeaux mixture does have an injurious
effect on the apple.
This appearance and
intensity of the malady is closely related
atmospheric conditions and, to a certain extent, to the variety of fruit.
The injury is caused by the toxic effect of the
copper salts. These salts enter the tissues
of the leaves and fruit, destroying the tissue and disabling their function.
This malady appears to have its great
est development when the weather is rainy
with intcTixittent sunny durations, during
the period which follows the falling of the
blossoms, and until the fruit i.s the size of
marbles.
A.s the fruit
and leaves grow
older, the tissues harden and seem to
become less susceptible to the toxic action
of copper salts.
With these points in view,
it
seems necessary for us to graduate cm
sprayings by lessening the percentage of
copper in that spraying which is applicrl
dur'n-Jf the most susceptible stage of dt
velop.T.ent of the fruit.
to

The

grower must not become awed
damage in using Bordeaux mixture.
On the
contrary, in nearly every case, the good
derived from a thorough application of Bor
deaux, is always beneficial, and its injur
at

ft;n (:i"rwi:rt*?'*:i;t;»riss
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PAGE WHITE FENCES Sjiiimiimnm

Get the Best.

Styles for Lawns, Farms and Ranches. !!!!!!!!!!!lllllllll|||ii
carbon wire, galvanized and then painted white iiiiiiiiiiiSiiii:"*»>S>
and stronj- .r wire than goes into any other fence

Made of high
I

Tougher
Get 1908

prices

and

iijijj!

iSJg

illustrated booklet.

THE PAGE WIRE FENCE

CO., LIMITED

WALKCRVILLE

TORONTO

MONTREAL

ST.

JOHN

SAVE YOUR TREES THIS FALL "^IV^'^o
Or they'll be killed commercially by San Jose Scale. Spray with Sea ecide, it kills I
every insect it touches. Cheaper than Urne sulphur or any home-made mixture.!
Easier to apply, non-corrosive, non-clogging, 92% oil— the largest amount with I
le.ss water than is found in any spray discovered.
Order a 50 gallon barrel at $30, \
Works well in any machine
duty paid, makes 800 gallons mixture.
booklet.
tliere's nothing cheaper.
Free special
B. G. PRATT, CO., Mfrs., N.Y. ]
fcSPRAMOTORCO., Sole Can. Aieals,
1090 Kinft Street, London, Canada.

THE PROVINCIAL CHEMICAL FERTILIZER CO. LTD.
ST.

JOHN

N.B.

to fit the price,

OLD WAGONS

MADE NEW
DOMINION

WROUGHT IRON
WHEEL CO. LTD.
ORILLIA. ONT.

they are

made

to sell

on their merits

Don't discard an old wagon just because the wheels have
to pieces.
It can be made good for years of yeoman
service by putting on our light, strong, Wide-Tire Steel
Wheels. Made to fit any size axle or
skein.
Other advantages told in Free
Catalogue. Write for it.

gone

ious effects are more than balanced, f\
cept in a few cases.
To those who havt
noticed Bordeaux injurv in their orchards, I
would suTfgest that they use 3-3-40, and
poison formula, after the blossom has fall
en, and if the injury still continues, to
appear, omit spraying with Bordeaux, and
only spray with the poison, but this step
should only be taken where the injury is

With regard to the use of lime in the
excess with a view of controlling or preventing this malady, I might say that I
heartily believe, with Prof. Hedrick, that
an excess of lime has no beneficial results,
for our worst case of injury followed applications which contained a great excess of
lime.
Mr. Hedrick, in his bulletin on this
subject, says that Bordeaux injury greatly
depreciates the keeping qualities of the
fruit.
This depends entirely on the degrep
of injury, where the fruit is fairly well resetted.
I have found it keeping splendidly on ordinary storage, and this in the
early part of March.
However, where the
injury is severe, and the fruit is cracked,
it does not keep.
The effect of Bordeaux
injury on the keeping qualities af ap-.j
pies for commercial use varies with the degree of intensity of the malady, and in ordinary cases has but little effect, but in the!
case of long storages for home consump-j
tion, the effect would be marked.
In concluding, I might say for the benefit of Mr. Messenger, that if he thorough-;
ly understood
Prof.
Hedrick's exccllent|
treatise on this very important subject andj
one which is destined to cause the applej
grower considerable anxiety, he will bet
easily convinced that the treatise contains.valuable information, which
only
needsi"
careful observation to be verified by any.
grower. T. B. Revett, Department of Agriculture, Toronto.
'i

Pure Bone, Slaughter - House Tankage, and Pure Chemicals
Form the basis of all our Fertilizers

Our goods are not made

fruit

the idea of doing a great deal of

great.

Largest fence and gate manufacturers in Canada,
I

June, 1908

—

Choice gladioli, lilies and begonias given
away. See inside back cover.

We are pleased to say that we share your
views in regard to the value of The Cana-^
DiAN Horticulturist as an advertising medium. The results that we have secured,have been highly satisfactory. An enquiry
came to hand quite recently from France,
it was preceded by several from England.
Luke Brothers Company, Montreal, Que*

—
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Peach
FTER

the land is given over enthe peach trees, regular
cultivation should commence as
tirely

to

n as possible in the spring, either by
plowing or by disking and
'OSS disking until the soil is well pulrized.
The cultivation that follows
is will be of the nature of surface work
kill the small weeds, maintain the dust
Ich, and conserve moisture.
Nothing
can take the place of clean tillage in the
orchard during the early part of the

orough

^^eason.

COVER CROPS
Practically

may

be materially
by the judicious use of cover

Hnproved

all

soils

The

crops, whether of rye, vetch,
Canada peas or even corn, should be
sown about the middle of August and
permitted to grow or at least remain
the surface until early in May when

['"trops.

to the soil.

HARVESTING AND MARKETING

By sowing

fects.

der a

I
am much pleased with the
appearance of The Canadian HorTici'LTURisT and with the character of its articles.
It has made
wonderful progress during the
past two years both in jnatter and
arrangement.
Although well acquainted with the publication from
its inception, I have never seen it
so satisfactory as now.
B. Gott,

seems

ama-

to thin sufliciently.

like

llts.

IWe

must realize that a tree can prouce a certain amount of first class fruit
and, if more be permitted to grow, the
size of the fruit must be reduced. It does
not cost any more to pick the fruit at one
me than it does at another. It is much
easier to handle, pack and market a few
large nice peaches than it is to deal with
an equal weight of poor, small, hard, unsaleable fruits.

Western
illed

the

horticulture

new

is

frequently

horticulture and truly

is

•lOxtractH from a paper read at the last coii"tition of the Northwest Fruit OrowcrH' AHHo<M'a.
I'ln

—

It

a great waste of energy to
grow a crop of young peaches to the
size of small prunes and to then deliberately pull off from one-half to threefourths of them.
However, he soon
that peaches, four to six inches
Isarns
bjirt, are close enough for the best re-

held at Vancouver.

these de-

grade

their

peaches into three grades

known as "Fancy," "A" and "B."
The boxes of "Fancy" contain from 44
while "A's" run from 64
and "B's" from 80 to 90 fruits.
Of course this requires time and skill but
this i.s the .system that is making our
western fruit sell.
One of the most important factors for
to

64

fruits-,

to 80,

the selling of fruit

is

the local union or

Every community that raisof any kind should organize and

association.
es fruit

procure these benefits.
The cannery is another important adjunct.
It is the only reasonable way to
economically handle the over-ripe and
poor fruit, and while it may be apart
from the association, yet it need not be
and usually it is best not, providing that

harmony exists between the management of the two concerns.
INSECT PESTS AND PLANT DISEASES
The insect pests and plant diseases
perfect

THINNING THE FRUIT
is

all

The picking should be done uncompetent orchard boss whose duty

Wonderful Progress

'

perform

least scratch or bruise

eliminate as far as possible

as late

of the hardest tasks for the

The

soon shows up to the disadvantage of
the crop.
Means should be provided to

I

to

Thornbcr, Pullman, Washington

Probably no crop grown requires more
care than the harvesting and marketing

middle of August no injury is
Bne to the growing fruit crop, while
Tie growth of the trees is checked and
the wood is hardened off before the
winter comes.

ii;ur

S.

7

and Marketing'

it for no other reason than
the way we harvest and market our
crops.
The barrel, the sack and the
basket are fairly things of the past and
now our crop goes to the market in neat
attractive, beautifully labelled boxes and
crates of the most convenient size possible for the grower, commission man and
consumer to handle.

the

One

No.

this the case

can be plowed under to add food and

mus

W.

of peaches.

^K

1908

Culture, Thinning
Prof.

^^ft

'

JULY,

Strathroy, Ont.

not only to direct the work but also
the fruit is not allowed to
drop into the picking receptacles, but
rather is gently placed in as one would
handle eggs.
The picking receptacles may be buckets or baskets
however, most of our
growers prefer a burlap lined basket that
will
hold from twenty to twenty-five
pounds.
The fruit is picked in these
baskets, loaded on flat-topped heavy
spring wagons and hauled directly to
the packing house where it is carefully
graded, wrapped in paper, placed in
boxes which hold about twenty pounds,
and at once nailed up ready for shipment.
After the fruit leaves the tree the sooner
it is packed for market the better condition it will be in.
A few growers
it

is

to see that

;

ui

that are bothering our peaches are not

numerous.
They should be carefully
guarded against, however, in order to
avoid serious injury from their attacks
before curative means are used upon
them.
Up to the present time, I have never
seen or heard of a case of the much
dreaded "peach yellows" in the west;
however, it may exist in an unnoticeable
condition in some of our large districts,
simply waiting for proper conditions to
develop it. The greatest possible care
should be exercised to keep this, as well
as other injurious pests, from once securing a foothold in our orchards. Two
of our chief pests are as follows

PEACH LEAF CURL

The peach

leaf curl is practically out
only well distributed, seripus plant disease of the peach and while its attacks
are more or less serious on some varieties than others, yet it works severe inThis disease is too
jury to all sorts.
common to need description and may be
readily kept under control by a thorough
spraying in March with a standard solution of Bordeaux or sulphur-lime wash.
The peach tree borer is another troublesome in.sect that we must be constant-
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watching for in order to prevent it
from gaining a foothold in our orchards.
The best remedy that we can apply to
them is to dig out the worms both fall
and spring and either keep the trunk
banked with earth during t4ie growing
season or whitewashed with a thin coat
of cement, which prevents the young
from gaining access to the tree.
ly

Notes on Cherries
T. S. Cornell, St. Gebrge,

Ont.

Cherries will thrive in almost any part
of Canada by having the land well drainThey will not stand wet feet. The
ed.
sour cherries are more profitable than the
.sweet, and of the many kinds we prefer
the Early Richmond and large Mont-

morency.
Cherries like other fruits have enemies
it has to be checkis one
also find the
I
ed in its green state.
plum curculio attacking them of late.
Spray the same as for plum.
begin picking before they are very

The black knot

;

We

order to have them all marketed in a firm state, leaving all the stems
ripe,

in

We

possible on the fruit.

find

better

it

and to empty

to pick in small pails,

into

We

the baskets ready for market.
handle all our cherries on the local market getting the middlemen's commission
There is no more profitable fruit
also.
to grow at the present time than the

sour cherry.

Root Pruning for Fruit
Edward Lane,

Gait, Ont.

If a tree is making too much wood
growth, and is not bearing what might
be considered a fair crop, it should be
In ordeprived of a few of its roots.
der to illustrate the value of this, I will
give one of my experiences along that
line.
A few years ago, I received, as
a premium with The Canadian Horti-

cuLTi'RiST, a

my memory

Wealthy apple
serves

me

tree and,

right,

was

it

if

of

one year's growth and about twelve or
fifteen inches high, branched out as a
dwarf and so I let it remain. It grew
to he eight feet high and six feet in width
and with no sign of fruit. I said to
it one day, "You have got to stop this.
don't want so much wood
I want
fruit."
I dug a hole about thirty inches
from the trunk and then tunneled in
under it and there I found four large
roots.
I cut these off and put the soil
back again. The next year, I had to
prop up every branch but one on the opposite side to where I dug the hole and in
the fall, I had about three bushels of
I

;

,

splendid apples.

My

boys found they were

good

eat and as a consequence the
nearest the wall was stripped of
quite a while before the rest.

to

the branch which did not require
be propped and the one which the
Altoboys stripped, had to be propped.
gether, the tree bore about one and onehalf bushels and the third year it bore

Canadian Pears

year,

W.

to

They were as good a
sample as one could wish to pick up.
This instance is not a solitary one but
one of scores, and always with about the
To my knowledge, it
same results.
has been practised through three generations, I myself having been taught it
over 40 years ago by my grandfather,
who was a nurseryman and knew whereof he spoke.
two bushels.

Fertilizers for
S. C. Parker,

Orchards

Berwick, N.S.

For our sixty acres of orchard, young
and old, we use commercial fertilizers
entirely.
We use ground bone, acid
phosphate and muriate of potash. The
accepted method with us is to apply fertilizers

oughly

in

spring,

early

until

July,

then

cultivate

thor-

sow a cover

crop. Five hundred pounds of acid phos-

phate and two hundred of potash per
acre is about the average amount used,
with fifteen pounds clover, either Mammoth or Crimson.
We use considerable mixed fertilizers
on small fruit and garden truck, finding

them more readily available. For these
we buy a high grade potato fertilizer
about four per .cent, nitrogen, eight per
cent, phosphoric acid and ten per cent,
Probably it would be cheaper
potash.
to compound our own, but time is often
worth more than money. As our stock
comprises only one cow and teams necessary to work the orchard, stable manure does not cut much figure in our business.

Fameusc
R.

W.

vs.

Mcintosh

Shepherd, Montreal

Mcintosh Red can never replace Fameuse, as to quality, for a dessert apple.
In the best houses in England, where the
two kinds have been tried, the verdict
has always been in favor of Fameuse,
and I speak from experience, because I
have a large clientele of that class of
cutomers.
In England, apples are more generally
used at dinner for the dessert course
we get
than they are here, where
oranges, banana's, grapes, and so forth,
very cheap. The medium size and beautiful appearance of the Fameuse, apart
from its peculiarly delicate high flavor,
and delightful perfume, brings it into

1908

July,

T. Macoun,

f

Ottawa

The number of good pears which
have originated in Canada is not very
great, mainly for the reason that the
pear districts are more limited in extent than the apple, .and that chance
pear seedlings do not stand as good
a chance of surviving as apple seed
lings.
Two varieties only need be
mentioned, namely, Dempsey and Ritson.
The following descriptions of
are
taken from "The
these pears
Fruits of Ontario":

DEMPSEY
The Dempsey was originated near
Trenton, in Prince Edward County,
It was
Ont., by Mr. P. C. Dempsey.
produced from a seed of a Bartlett,
with Duchess d'Angouleme.
The fruit is firm, and consequently
would ship well. Tree, vigorous and
fertilized

productive; fruit, large, oblong, obovate, pyriform; skin, smooth yellowishgreen, with a brownish-red cheek in
sun; stem, about one inch long, set in
a fleshy base, and with almost no cavity; calyx, nearly closed in a moderately deep uneven basin; core, small;
white, fine grained, tender, almelting, with sweet, delicious
flavor; season, late October to No-

flesh,

most

vember.

RITSON

The Ritson is a
which is worthy

delicious dessert pear,
of a place in every
It is not surpassed for
fruit garden.
canning or for pickling, having an
aroma and peculiarly agreeable flavor.
It originated in Oshawa, Ont., with

W.

Mr.

E.

Wellington.

In

response

our enquiry, Mr. Wellington writes:
"It was my grandmother, Mrs. John
Ritson, who planted the seeds from
a pear which had been sent to her
from Boston. The tree has always
stood on my grandmother's homestead as long as I can remember."
to

tree is a strong, healthy, upright
The original tree is now of

The

grower.

over

immense

size,

feet high,

and about 100 years

probably

annual bearer of
fruit.

The

fruit

nice,
is

thirty
old,

an

evenly formed

medium

in

size,

pyriform, usually one-sided;
t\
color of skin, yellow, heavily shaded
with golden russet, and numerous minute white dots of a darker russet stem,
one inch long, often inserted in a fleshy
protuberance, and at a slight inclina-

obovate

;

The Mcintosh is rather
great demand.
too large, and often irregular in shape, to
be as popular a dessert apple for the

tion calyx, open wide in a very shallow, regular basin; flesh, creamy white;
texture, fine, tender, buttery, juicy;'
perfumed;
delicately
sweet,
flavor,
quality for dessert, very good to best,
and for cooking, very good value,
market, promising for a special trade;

table.

season, October.

;

;

branch
load

To

The next

often

its

\

get size among fruit trees cultivate
and thoroughly.

Do not forget to remove the blossoms
from newly-set strawberry plants.

'f-|
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came

years ago, men bealive to the possibilities of the

growIn several localities, tracts of range
ling.
jand were bought up by companies, subiivided into five, ten and twenty-acre
lots and irrigation systems were conThese tracts have been put
fstructed.
[on the market and have been rapidly
settled, adding greatly to the developvalleys

of wealth

nent

frapid
fsults

and benches for

of

the

fruit

interior.

The

development and marvellous reobtained on these tracts are incredi-

ble to

persons not familiar with the bene-

the water is delivered to each lot by a
separate gate, each man's allowance being measured accurately by means of a
weir.

Two

years ago the system was ready
and the property was put
on the market. The land has sold rapidly and steadily, mostly to people who
settled on their land, with the result that
what was yesterday an unproductive
waste, is now a thriving community
where those who were fortunate enough
to settle are already realizing handsome
returns from small crops.
for operation

of irrigation.

^fits

porting a few head of stock, has been
in a few short years, into
f con verted,
[a community of happy and contented
domes, where the most extensive farming is practised, every foot of land beling highly cultivated, with the result
that a family is maintained in comfort
md almost affluence on ten acres of
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Chickens in an Orchard
there any danger in keeping chickens
orchard that has been sprayed ?
Would fowls keep down the pests without
need ot spraying.' A. T., Hants County,
Is

in

an

—

N'

S.

The chickens can be kept in a sprayed
orchard without injury, and they will help
to keep down certain pests, such as curculio.
They will not keep down all the
insect pests, and of course can have no
effect whatever upon
fungous diseases,
such as apple scab, bitter rot, and so
forth.
Keep the fowls in the orchard,
and it will help both the chickens and the
trees
but you will still need to spra)

—

SOME FRUIT RETURNS

Land which was a howling waste of
sage brush and bench grass, and sup-

S T

ties

A. E. Meighen, Irrigation Engineer, Kamloops, B.C.
fifteen

I

for investment which will give returns unsurpassed anywhere in the old
or new world.

Irrigation in British Columbia*
BOUT

R

the custom of the settlers on this
tract, while waiting for the trees to come
into bearing, to plant between the tree
rows small crops, such as potatoes, toIt is

matoes and

berries.

The

from

profits

these small crops have been very satisfactory" as the following figures show.

,

Marketing Currants

Wm. Fleming, Owen Sound, Out.
Currants for shipment should not be
so ripe when picked as for home market.

Every step in the ^operation of
and marketing should be

harvesting

land.

THE FRUITLAND ESTATE

A

notable example of the results obtained by a practical policy is the "Fruitland" estate of the Canadian Real PropThis estate
erties Co., at Kamloops.
comprises 6,000 acres lying along the
orth and South Thompson rivers. This
belt,
is characteristic of the dry
if
a gently undulating surface, lending

land

admirably to irrigation, free from
stone or timber ready for the
(low.
The soil, being an alluvial deposand produces imit, is remarkably rich,
upon the application of
lense crops

itself

—

"ock,

ater.

The

tract

was purchased by

lany about four years ago,

the comand the com-

set to work to subdivide the land into small lots of about
ten acres, and to construct their irriga-

pany immediately

system.
A main canal was built
miles in length along the foothills bordering the North Thompson as
far as Jamieson Creek, the main source
Besides their water
of water supply.
rights in Jamieson Creek the company
controls all the water in Noble, Gordon
and McQueen Creeks, whose waters are
diverted into the main canal as required.
To make assurance doubly sure this
company, during the last two years, has
been raising dams on the lakes in the
mountains and thus storing water to
provide against a possible shortage in
an exceptional dry season.

Ition
seventeen

After the construction of the main
canal the distributing laterals were built.
They were planned in such a way that

'A

continuation of the article on Irrigation that

appeared In the Juno

issue.

Some

British Columbia Peaches

Grown

Last year

potatoes

netted

in

at

the

rate

of $75 an acre
strawberries $600 and
tomatoes, $1,000.
ROOM FOR GOOD SETTLEIJS
These small irrigated fruit farms will
in the near future be a big factor in the
development and wealth-production of
;

;

All that is required is
British Coright kind.
lumbia has been specially favored with
the conditions that draw the very best

this

province.

settlers of the

A climate unequalled in Canada,
magnificent scenery, splendid hunting and
considerations
the
fishing
these
are
which will draw people of culture and
people of wealth to the province, who,
at the same time, will find opportunipeople.

—

from a Three-Year-Old Tree

Orchard of Mr. H. H.

.\gur,

Sumn'crland

made. The fruit should
be perfectly dry and not too ripe.
Whett picking black currants, the
Those of
clusters should be stripped.
red and while currants should be pinch
cd off the bush carefully, so as to prevent all possible bruising. The ])icker
should gather the fruit in small baskets
and deposit it in the shipping basket,
which should always be kept in the
shade and disturbed as little as possible.
Ship the fruit soon after picking, as
a day's delay may ruin a shipment if
The fruit
the weather is unfavorable.
should be shipped in eleven-quart baskets, which should be clean and new.
I'ill them according to the golden rule.

intelligently

—

LaM^n and Garden Hints for July
the
DURING
vegetable

You

hot days of July the
will require constant cultivation, so as to keep the
surface soil loose.
This loose earth
mulch on top of the soil around all growing crops, is a necessity in hot weather.

,

Perennial Candytuft

—

glad

be

will

when

garden

a

Iberit Sempervireiis

requires

a

time

under. Best results are obtained by taking only one crop and having a new one
coming on. Sow some red clover or
vetches where the strawberries were.
These plants make nitrogen cheaper than
you can buy it.
If your peach or plum trees are over.
loaded, thin the fruit.
Better fruits will
be the result.
Remove the suckers from fruit trees
as fast as
they
appear.
Wash the
trunks of apple trees for borers.
Use
one pint of crude carbolic acid, one
quart of soft soap, two gallons of hot
water, and mix thoroughly.
Apply with
cloth

or

in

.Send photographs of your flower garden and lawn for publication in Tin;
Canadian Horticulturist.

Anemones from Seed
How
seed?

soon

— Mrs.
will

It

for

least

will anemones bloom from
McL., Kootenay Co., B.C.

take two seasons' growth
anemones raised from .seed

at

to

flower.

Worms

at

Rose Roots

Kindly tell me how to keep worms away
from the, roots of rose trees. I have tried
so hard to grow them. I find that there
is a lot of worms in the ground and around
the roots.— Mrs. J. H., York Co., Ont.
it
is the common
garden
mentioned, although these seldom
injure rose bushes materially.
The best
I

presume

worm

broom.

soft

For higher quality
Every

fruiting

comes next season.
As soon as the old strawberry patch
is done fruiting, plow or dig the plants

garden

raspberries and

certain

There are various
amount of water.
Give plenty
ways of applying same.
when applying, as simply sprinkling does
more harm than good, in that it is apt
Water at night and
to form a crust.
stir

in. the morning.
VEGETABLES AND FRUIT

the soil

Lettuce seed does not germinate well
hot weather.
It can be grown by
.sowing
the
seed in a moist, shady
place.
If no shade is available, a cover
can be made of boards or cheese cloth.
Moisture in plenty must be supplied, as
lettuce is easily affected by dry weather.
In a fairly cool spot, sow early varieties of peas for use in September.
Sow
in

,

Eclipse beet for

fall

use!

Cucumbers

for

may be sown.

Kale may be sown
now for setting out later. Parsley has
pickles

.

A

Home-made Border

of Anunalt

and other Thingt

in

a Back-yard

At residence of Mrs. John McKay, Toronto

allow the fruits to remain
until well matured.
Continue cultivating around newly-planted
blackberries,

on the canes
bush

fruits.

THE FLOWER GARDEN

Keep

the surface soil in the flower
garden constantly stirred. A light scuffle hoe will do the work easily.
.Stake

and

support.
twine.

Remove

tie

all

Use neat

plants that require
stakes, and
soft

decayed flowers regularly.
They exhaust vitality, and are unsightly.
For sunny locations, use portulacas
and nasturtiums.
Water the pan.sy beds frequently. Keep
the bloom well cut, so that no seed can

A Well-grown Clump of Peonie>
At residence of Mr. E. C. Morris, Brown's Nurseries

make a top if sown
first week in July is not

time to

The

this

month.

too late for
planting corn.
Plant some bush beans.
Now is the time for sowing winter radishes.
Plant celery.
If your new strawberry plants are still
blooming, remove the blossoms at once.

all

form.

Pinch back dahlias, cosmos and chrysanthemums. This will make them compact and full of flowers.
Shade the soil around aster plants by
mulching with lawn grass clippings.
It requires more than one season in
which to attain success in the cultivation of flowers.

remedy is an application or two of lime
water.
The lime water is made by slaking and mixing about one pound of fresh
lime in two gallons of water.
When the
solution is mixed allow it to stand and
settle.
Two applications are usually sufficient, at a week's interval between each
application, to have the desired effect.
Wm. Hunt, O.A.C., Guelph.
Get out of a plant all there
Study its habits and needs and

is

in

treat

it.

it

accordingly.

In the June issue, the address of Mr.
A. Wood, the owner of t'le rockery

W.

on page 126, was erroneously
published as Toronto, instead of Hamil-

illustrated
ton.

One cannot have
many shrubs on

are

a fine lawn
it.

if

there

The lawn proper

should be lawn and nothing but lawn.
Place the shrubs where they will not be
at war with the sward.

Flow^cring Shrubs and Their Care #
J.

FLOWERING

shrubs are a class of

permanent and
satisfying results to the grower
There are so
after once being planted.
many varieties that it would be impossible to describe them all in a single
paper as they would fill a catalogue besides the list already known, many new
species and many varieties of old species
,ire being continually introduced by nurplants

that

give

As a rule the majority of
are of the hardiest nature.
The
iltivator need not be afraid of any which
shall mention being killed by the severest winter weather, a fact that we
ran appreciate here in Canada, also that
ihey thrive equally well in the' same situations and in the same soil.
serymen.
I

hem

I

PREPARATION OF SOIL

McPherson Ross, Toronto

which if properly assorted as to
flowering period, will give, an endless
show from early spring till late fall.
Where there is plenty of garden room
a fine effect is produced by massing three
or more of one kind together, thus presenting a show of bloom that is satisfying, to say the least of it.
For example,
imagine a half dozen Spiraa Reevesiana
or Spir(B(i ]'an Houttei alongside a clump
of the diameter of the scarlet quince,
Pyrus Japonica, both in flower together,
or a group of white lilacs, five to eight
feet high, in full' flower in the back
ground with a clum of scarlet quince in
bloom in front the effect is magnificent.
In this way, a group of Prunns cerasifera, var., Pissardi or Berberis vulgaris, var., atropurpurea against a mass
forth,

;

necessary to restrain some growth,
never do it till after the flowering season
is over.
Above all never indulge in this
senseless shearing in round forms, as
we see too often practised in \ many
ly

the custom is positively hideous
and destroys all the grace. The hydrangea is the only shrub that is benefitted
by cutting well back and this should be
done in" early spring.

places

;

Care

of

Azaleas

the Lindsay Horticultural Society distributed to its members a number

Last

fall

of nzaleas, imported from
^f these, plants flowered

Germany.

Many

very well during
the winter. The owners are now wondering
how best to preserve their plants to again
secure a good bloom. An answer will be
appreciated. F. R., Victoria Co., Ont.

—

Like everything else that we grow, we
must go to some trouble in preparing
the soil thoroughly where shrubs are to
grow, in order to have the best results
as usually after once being planted they
ire not disturbed for many years and
then only perhaps to thin them out or to
move one not planted in the position
best suited.
.So much is continually
dinned into our ears about preparing the
oil well for planting anything, that it
seems unnecessary now to repeat it but
to have good healthy shrubs with plenty of fine flowers, it pays to drain it and
to apply plenty of good strong manure
and deeply dug in.
;

R[>roughly

SHRUB PLANTING AND COMBI.VATIONS
As a general rule shrubs are usually
jjianted too thickly and afterwards become an indefinite hedge when the individeach shrub is lost in the mass.
intended to make a hedge or
clo.se border of one variety, a mixed collection should not be planted closer than
six feet.
This may seem a great disnce when planting the small shrubs but
-i
few years growth will show the necessity, besides allowing the plant to deits characteristics evenly all around,
e proper rule is to avoid violent consts and to place each where the color
the flowers and foliage will be most
SCtive and the height of the shrub
maturity can be seen to the best aduality of

Unless,

iop

intage.

In a mixed border the planter is advised to place the tall growing kinds,
such as the large-flowered syringa and

the back, wiegelias, hydrangeas,
and so forth, in the middle and the dwarf

lilacs at

sorts, such
as
Deutzia gracilis and
Spiraea Fortunei in the front.
In a border of this character, it is a good plan to

mix

in

herbaceous plants, bulbs, and so

lOstrants
tin.-; or t

from an address delivered at a recent
Toronto Horticultural Society.

lir

Corner of Forest and Ornamental Tree Plantation at Quebec Experiment Station

of golden elder,

is

quite striking in color

and makes a picture not easily forgotten and in the fall of the year, a
hedge of Hydrangea pariiculata, in plumed masses of creamy white, flanked in
front by a bed of scarlet gladiolus, makes
a lasting show of color that is worth all
effect

the trouble to produce.

WHEN AND HOW TO PRUNE
Flowering shrubs require little if anyof what may be termed "pruning." The
plants naturally grow in such graceful
forms that much pruning is not neces*
sary.
Besides topping back an occasional

extraordinary

shoot

or

cutting

out

some dead branch or superflous suckers,
nothing much else is needed.
If act'ual-

Azalea plants should be stood out-ofdoors in the pots about the middle of
June in a partially shaded position, north
side of a hou.se or fence preferred. Stand
pots on coal ashes to keep out earth

worms.

Spray the foliage, especially on
the under side of the leaves, every, day
with clear water or soapy water to keep
down red spider. The red spider is a
small insect mite that attacks the under
side of the leaves causing them to drop.

A

dusting with powdered sulphur when
is damp al.so helps to keep down
this pest.
Take plants indoors early in
September. Syringe frc(|uently as before
Azaleas like a peaty soil
mentioned.
foliage

free

from lime.

'
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Fertilizing
In the April issue of

ticulturist appeared

"How

to

a

Lawn

THE Canadian Hora

short

Have a Good Lawn."

on,
writer

article

The

advised a "liberal sprinkling- of good commercial fertilizer." Please tell me what is
a g-ood commercial fertilizer for a lawn.
The grass on my lawn is showing signs
It tends to become red in
of wearing out.
How
spots and that early in the summer.
much of said fertilizer should I require for
a lawn about eighty feet square? T. H. R.,
Grey Co., Ont.

—

At intervals of two or three weeks,
during the early part of the season, topdress the lawn with nitrate of soda, at
the rate of one-half pound per square rod.
Two applications of this will be sufficient.
Later, give an application of bone meal,
two parts, superphosphate of lime, two
parts, muriate of potash, one part, and
apply at the rate of five pounds per
Before applying these ferbest to rake the surface of
the lawn. The full benefit of the fertilizers
is realized most when they are applied
square rod.
tilizers,

it

or sometimes in large

fall,

is

just before a rain.

which
abundance gives
a rain, at
that "it

is

numbers

after

time their extreme
rise to the popular belief
raining toads."
latter

of insects consumed by
an adult toad is almost incredible. At
sunset he comes out from his resting
place and starts on his regular tour over
lawns and through gardens.
He is always hungry and eats four meals a day
or rather his stomach must be filled and
emptied four times a day.
He hunts
and eats almost incessantly, therefore,
in order to get as much as he' needs.
The tongue of the toad, with which he
catches his food, is well adapted to its
It has a sticky surface from
work.
which escape of prey is impossible, and

The number

fastened at the front instead of the

is

it

The

latter fact makes it possithe toad to throw the tongue
well out of the mouth.
The toad eats
almost all kinds of living things that
are out at night.
In a number of stomachs examined at Guelph the following
kinds of insects were present ants, spi-

back.

ble

for

lawn from the

already at hand. Some
such as bone meal,
wood ashes, and nitrate of soda, should
be worked in. Have the surface soil well
pulverized and level it smoothly.
.Sow the seed when the soil is freshly
distributed.
Use plenty of seed and sow
it evenly.
It is best to sow one-half of
the amount one way, and to cross the
patch with the balance.
After sowing,
rake and roll.

kind of

The Common Toad

crickets,

beetles

mosquitoes,

flies,

Good lawn mixtures can be .secured
from any reliable .seedsmen. A homemade mixture can be prepared from Kentucky blue grass, red top and red clover
equal parts by weight.
Use at the rat
of at least three bushels to the acre. Th6
amount required can easily be determined by getting the area of the plot in
nil

square

and dividing same into the''
of square feet in an acre» which
is 43,560.
Divide the result into the
quantity required for an acre, and you
have' the amount necessary for the plot.
feet,

number

Sweet Potatoes

moths,

Walter T. Ross, Picton, Ont.

and sowbugs.

Tennyson D. Jarvit, O.A.C., Guelph.

Very few realize the immense good
done by the common toad in consuming
insects and other destructive arthropods.
He is a useful friend and his presence
should be encouraged in every garden.
In France, the gardeners are glad to buy
toads in order to have them as insect
destroyers.

Most of the old superstitions regarding the toad, such as the possession of
a jewel in its head, and that warts are
produced on one's hands from handling,
and so forth, have been pretty much
done away with. He has not a poisoned fang or gland in his mouth, but on
his neck may be found a wart-like mound
which secretes a very distasteful fluid to
defend him against dogs and other enemies.
The roughened excre.sences on
the surface of the toad are glands which
.secrete a fluid to moisten the skin.
A few words as to the life-history of
the toad may not be out of place.
In
the spring of the year they go to pools
and ponds for breeding and the air is filled at that time with the shrill purring
which is so characteristic of the early
spring.
The eggs, unlike those of the
frogs, are laid in strings of gelatinous
matter wound about aquatic or submerged grass.
These eggs hatch after a
while into tadpoles or "polliwogs" much
resembling the tadpoles of the frogs.
The.se so-called polliwogs, after a while,
lose their tails, acquiring first hind legs
and then fore legs while their tails are
disappearing.
Losing their gills they
finally breathe entirely by means of lungs.
Then they, emerge from the water in
large numbers.
They avoid the sun and
both old and young are seen at night-

soil

fertilizer,

:

ders,

July, 1908

In the spring of 1906, I sent to Maryland for some sweet
potato
sprouts.
They came by mail in fine condition,
well rooted, and healthy plants.
I set
out about seventy-five plants, on May
24th, giving as many more to farmers
in different parts of the county, where
I knew the soil and conditions were favorable to growing them.
Mine proved^
very satisfactory.
I
must have had
over a bushel, the largest one weighing'.'!
one pound.
I put a dozen on the scales
and they weighed six and a half pounds.
The farmers were well satisfied with^
their experience, which was successful.-.
In the spring of 1907, I .set out near-^
ly 500 plants, but on account of th«?
backward season
and late
frosts, tcould not plant them until June loth/
The season was much shorter, and therewas less hot weather than the previous?
year.
While thie vines grew vigorously,
the yield of potatoes was unsatisfac-^
'

|

|

A

Home-made Rockery

The photograpli was kindly

f iirnislied

by Mias M.

K.

Bellurby, C'raigueth, Ont., who describes the rockery
as follows; "It is filled with trailing plants, such as
yellow myrtle, canary bird flower, verbena and California poppy and has a yucca in the centre, against a
back-ground of large double sun flowers. It is built up
of round stones to a height of about three feet and
filled

with good garden

soil.

I

give

it

an abundance

of water as the stones seem to draw the heat .and it,
dries out quickly. The large fiat stone in the front is
a petrified mud turtle which I found in an old creek

bed."

Making a Lawn
have a small piece of ground near my
house that I want to make into a good lawn.
Most of the soil was taken from" the cellar
when building. Kindly tell me how I can
best handle the ground so as to produce
I

a gocd, permanent turf .— E. A. F., Kings
Co., N. S.
The soi! from the cellar should not be
left

on the surface.

'away or used

It

should be taken

for filling undulations.

The

best soil for a la\vn is a rich, retentive,
loam. A few loads of this spread evenly on the surface will produce much better results than if you tried to make a

I

tory.

The

largest

I

had was

one-half;

pound; but very few attained a satisfacij
tory size.
If. the season h„d been thre©:;]
weeks longer, as the previous one ir^
1906, I see no reason why I should no^
have had ten bushels, for which the dealers here would have paid $2.00 a bushel..
This proves that with an early spring, a
summer, the yield will be satisfactory
otherwise the result will be a

hot, dry

;

failure.

The plants should be set out in rows.^J
three feet apart, and fifteen inches aparrl
in the rows.
The best fertilizer is oii4il
having a small amount of nitrogen, and
I found the
a large amount of potash.
I

Yellow Nansemond the most satisfactory variety of the four or five different
varieties that I grew.

Cacti For Flow^cr Lovers
J.

HE

general idea of a cactus goes
the
common
than
farther
prickly pear, the crab or Christs cactus, the king cactus, or caseife cactus, or possibly a night bloomg cereus. There is no special beauty

no

H. Callander, Peterboro, Ontario

Others
able of lifting a great weight.
wave and twist over the plant, and display brilliant colors of yellow, all shades
of red, brown, purple, black and white,
some plants having several colors intermixed in regular form, making the effect

most perpetual dampness of the Amazon
valley, Brazil, where
they
grow on
trunks and branches of trees, their roots
clinging to the moss.
Thus, this family

most pleasing.

what different treatment.
While the fancier who makes a

Enamored

of the grotesque as nature

has produced it in this family, the fancier has conceived the idea of still further adding to their odd features by
grafting one upon the other, and in this
way many highly valued additions to a
collection are made.
Their fleshy structure

makes

jects for

the cactus the best of subin this line, and the

experiment

operation is very simple. Slender growers are cut to a wedge-shape, and inserted in the split top of the stock to be
used, held in place by running a couple
of spines through, and tied
up firmly.
In a few days a union is formed and

Cereus Colubrinus

of cacti live in entirely different conditions from others, and require some-

form, regardless of bloom, yet this
a feature that will well repay the little care necessary to produce them.
The
in
is

most gorgeous day bloomers are the
Epiphyllums or crab cactus, in many
shades of crimson and red with white
shadings; the Phyllocacti, which bear
handsome flowers, from two to ten
inches across, ranging in color from
pure white, pink, violet, scarlet to purple, a truly grand showing in early
spring some of the cerei, such as the
;

"Rat-tail," "Rainbow,"
and others;
and the Echinocerie, low growing clusters, which are resplendent in spring
with exceedingly beautiful flowers of
very large size, bright pinks, yellows,
reds, purples, and so forth, often six
inches across.
But it is the night bloomers that
give us the really notable flowers, not
only of immense size, but magnificent

any of those menwere not for their fine
looming qualities they would not long
given a place in any conservatory or
Sndow garden. Flower growers, who
^the plant itself of
sned.

If

it

Ive seen only such specimens, will be
to know that there are over

J

&rprised

looo different varieties, more
greatly
iried in form than any other class of
pants in the world.

Echinocactus Cornigereus

The genus includes delicate-stemmed
fanching tree forms, with stems about
be size of a goose quill, and making
ensely branched shrubs, as well as the
imense giant cactus, which towers in
^e form of a branchless tree to a height
forty to sixty feet, with a massive
ink two feet in diameter. These are
ndmarks in Southern Arizona and Mex), where they are not molested, being
lany tons in weight, and covered with
try long, pearl-covered spines.
Still other forms are globular, with as
'

the tall growing
the dainty butcactus, from one-half to an inch in
jmeter, covered with spines so fine and

reat contrasts
arts.

as in

The smallest

is

^ky as to appear like lace spun by an
^dustrious spider, while
in the same
jitegory are found
enormous globes

and bearing stout
most attracve part of the
lant
some, as on the
Ishhook cactus, having perfectly formed
hooks, three to six inches long, and capBree feet in diameter,
pines,

which are

i

really the
;

growth

starts at once,

rapid than

when

and

the scion

is
is

much more
grown on

own

roots.
Globular sorts are cut
square near the bottom, set on the
top of a columnar stem of a cereus, and
bound by a string tied over the top.
By these means, curious and handsome specimens are made drooping
sorts are set on tall stems,, and present
a graceful appearance, also blooming
more freely, while the effect of a round,
heavy spined Echinocactus, supported on
one or more straight stems of stout cerei
is very curious.
It is to this process
that the success attained in growing
fine plants of the crab, or Christmas
cactus, is due, the stock used being an
exceedingly rapid grower, the Percskia.
Hybridizing has also been practised
to a large extent in some branches, particularly the Phyllocactus, many European fanciers possessing several hundred
distinct varieties, all tracking back to the
two or three original sorts found in their
natural state.
Their home is in the alits

off

;

ii?

collec-

tion of cacti, tries to secure the oddest

Wl
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or eight inches from the stem, the outer
end the shape of closed bud, until at
length the final day for the completion
of its wonderful development
arrives,

when a magical change
grows and swells, so

—

seen,
the bud
quickly, that it

is

can almost be seen to expand, and in a
few hours there is the promise of a
mighty effort when
darkness
comes.
Then is the time to watch the mammoth
bud awaken to its short but gorgeous

Commercial

The tip bursts open, the outer
sepals of yellow and brown slowly uncurl, disclosing to view an immense cupshaped form of purest white petals,
within which nestle
the
hundreds of
life.

down-tipped stamens, with the prominent pistil
standing well out.
.'\s
it
grows later the finishing touches are put
on by the great flower, petals are shaken
looser, the sepals curl further back, and
there before us is the triumph of the

Fertilizers: Nitrogen

floral

July, 1908

world—a night-blooming

cereus

in

bloom, the flowers measuring twelve to
fourteen inches across, and giving out a
delicious fragrance that

fills

vatory or house.

to be

that

at,

when

Is

it

the conser-

wondered

a cactus collector begins

to discover the possibilities of his collection,

he becomes an enthusiast on the
and by the unappreciative pubdesignated a "Cactus Crank."

subject,
lic

is

and Phosphoric Acid

Frank T. Shutt, M.A., Chemist, Dominion Experimental Farms

N THfi

.scope of this article, we cannot discuss the composition and merits
I of all the ingredients that may be
employed in the compounding of fertilizshall, therefore, select a few
ers.
of the more important in each class.

We

NirROGEN
This element is at once the most costly of forms of plant food supplied by
fertilizers, the most important from the
market-garden standpoint and the easiIt is the element
est lost from the soil.
that above all produces leaf growth.
For our purpose nitrate of soda (Chili
saltpetre) stands first.
The commercial
article as sold for fertilizer purposes
contains between fifteen and sixteen per
cent, of nitrogen.
This material is soluble in water and presents its nitrogen in
an immediately available form.
Within
a day or two after its application, its
can be seen on the crop.
Excess
of nitrate, that is, the amount over .and
above that which is taken up by the
growing crop within a short time, may
be and probably will be lost by drainage into the sub-soil, below the reach
of the roots.
Hence, small and frequent
applications made as a top dressing to
the crop during the earlier weeks of
growth are more economical than one
large dose at the beginning of the season.
effect

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA
Sulphate of ammonia is another solunitrogen compound, though it docs
not yield its nitrogen to plant growth
quite .so readily as does nitrate of soda.
It contains about twenty per cent, of nitrogen, and may be used as a source of
nitrogen for market garden crops that
hav.e a somewhat long period of growth.
DRIED BLOOD
ble

Dried blood ranks next in importance
in
nitrogenous fertilizers.
It
contains
from twelve to sixteen per cent, of nitrogen, according to quality.
It decays
rapidly in warm, moist soils and is
probably the most effective of all the organic forms of nitrogen.
Fish waste, tankage, wool waste, and
a number of other forms of organic ni-

trogen

used by

are

Many

turers.

of

manufac-

fertilizer

them readily

yield their

nitrogen to crops, while others very
slowly furnish their nitrogen as food and
hence are more lasting.
As these materials are not on the market here, we need
not discuss their relative merits.
The
origninal guano, formed of dried and
concentrated bird excrement, the accu-

mulation of centuries on certain islands
in the Pacific, is no longer available.
It was a strong forcing manure.

PHOSPHORIC ACID

Ground bone or bone meal has long
been used and recognized as a valuable
manure, particularly for mellow, moist
soils.
It
will contain from twenty to
twenty-four per cent, of phosphoric acid

and two

to four per cent, of nitrogen, so
with the addition of some potash
compound, as wood ashes, or muriate
of potash, a complete fertilizer can be
prepared.
The quality or value of a
bone meal will depend largely on the
method of its preparation thus, steamed bone (that from which glue has been
extracted) will be richer in phosphoric
acid and poorer in nitrogen than raw

that

;

bone.

Though bone meal does
plant food
ble,
that is,

its

decay
moist

is

in

fairly

By

soil.

not

contain

an immediately solu-

available condition,
its
rapid in a warm, loose,
the organic matter it con-

tains,

the soil is undoubtedly improved,
and though not supplying food that can
at once be absorbed by plants, bone
meal may well find a place among the
fertilizers used
by market gardeners
and fruit growers, especially for crops
that have a long season of growth and do

not require forcing.

SUPERPHOSPHATE
Superpho.sphate

world.
greater
acid
of
the
to

a

form

BASIC SLAG
Basic slag is another phosphatic manure now largely used.
Its phosphoric
acid is not soluble in water (though becoming available gradually to the soil),
and therefore the fertilizer is perhaps
better adapted to farm than marketgarden crops.
Neverthele.ss, it has been
found particularly valuable for muck soils
and soils that are sour and naturally
deficient in lime and it is quite possible that market gardeners may be able ^to use it to advantage on such of those ^^
crops having a comparatively long season of growth.
Good brands contain
about .seventeen per cent, of phosphoric
acid.
The usual application per acre is
in the neighborhood of 500 pounds.
^'
In the next issue of The Canadian ^
HoRTiciLTiRisT the value of potash in ^
the preparation of fertilizers will be dealt €:
'"^

>'

sometimes called
acid pho.sphate.
It results from the action of sulphuric acid (oil of vitriol) on
bones and all kinds of mineral phosphales as found in various parts of
the
the

Space will not
allow us now to discuss fully the chemistry involved in this treatment of phosphates by acid, but there are severa
important points therein that are well «i
v.'orthy of the attention of those using k
fertilizers.
It must suffice to say that >,
superphosphates will ordinarily contain T
about fifteen per cent of water-soluble
There will be always
phosphoric acid.
present a certain small percentage of
phosphoric acid, known as "reverted,"
which, while not immediately soluble
in water, is a useful phosphatic manure.
There may be also unattacked phosphate,
owing to insuHiciency of acid or other
All superphosphates necessarcauses.
ily contain gypsum or sulphate of lime
as a result of the action on this mineral
phosphate.
Superphosphate is the phosphatic manure to use when we wish to hasten ma-iturity as well as for crops with a short
reason of growth and needing an immeFrom 300
diate supply of soluble acid.
to 400 pounds an acre is usually applied.
hence available to crops.

is

with.

This

treatment converts
part
of
the phosphoric
insoluble
phosphate insoluble

in

water

;ind

Sow seeds in freshly stirred ground,
as the seed is more liable to get a good
start.
Better crops will result.

|

Some Squashes and How
P.

NOT

the squash one of the
most nutritious and valuable of our
garden vegetables, but, owing to

only

is

the ease with which it can be grown,
and the number of varieties in cultivation, it should prove of great interest to

amateur

the

gardener.

The summer

varieties are ready for the table early in

the season, while the winter sorts, if properly stored, and cared for, may be kept
in perfect condition until May or June of
the following year.
It seems strange that
farmers
and
ock raisers do not better appreciate
tiie value of winter squash as a food for
An acre of squash, costing not
stock.
more to cultivate than an acre of corn,

produce quite as much food as the
corn, and of a kind calculated to keep
stock in the pink of condition during the
inter months, when dry food is the rule
:,iiher than the exception.
They are
specially valuable for milch cows, adding
greatly to the flow and quality of
the
milk.
Even horses may be taught to eat
them in a raw state. The writer has a
Shetland pony that is as fond of a Hubb:ird squash as of an apple.
As a winicr food for poultry, it seems to supply a
long felt want, and I would advise all
will

'

grow a "patch" of Hubbard
Delicious for their chickens, even if
no other purpose.

Miciers to
r

iiir

SOIL

Almost any

AND CARE

soil,

if

well enriched, will

grow good squashes, but warm sandy
or sandy loams,

lands,
ferred.

If

to be

arc

to

be pre-

grown on heavy

soil,

would be well to start the seed in pots
or
boxes, two or three
weeks before
planting out.
Strawberry boxes answer
the purpose very well, as the bottom of
the box can be cut off, and the plants
set in the ground without disturbing the
roots.
For ordinary planting, dig a hole
it

in

the soil about three feet in diameter,

a foot

depth, and fill up with fine old
a few inches of the
-vel.
Mix well with the soil, and cover
j^h two or three inches of earth, then
t the seeds, eight or ten in each hill,
fter all danger from frost or insects
ast, pull out all but the two strongest
ants.
I have found
air-slaked
lime,
sprinkled over the plant, whenever
the
iped cucumber beetle appears, to be an
(client remedy for this pest.
It is not
ea.sy, however to cope with the cut
"rm, whose presence is only discovered
in

manure

to within

'

it
has finished its work.
Moisture must be supplied to the roots
'luring the .season of growth, and not
more than two or three fruits should be
allowed to each vine.
If large specimens
desired, ^11 but one should be reiiovcd as .soon as the fruit appears.
As a rule, it is not desirable that the
vines should be allowed to root al the

:i(!r

I-

G. Heyes,

to

Ottawa

prolongs growth, and has
the
fruits
from
the effect of keeping
ripening as early
as
they
otherwise
might, which is a desideratum where the
season is short. This tendency to form
roots
has
its
advantages,
however,
one of which is that it prevents the vines
from being moved or blown about by
the winds, after the fruit has set.

joints, as this

VARIETIES

The

Grow Them

are so numerous that
must be taken to grow them separately, if they are to be kept pure.
There
is little danger, however, of the bush or
summer varieties, mixing with vine or
winter types, and even if varieties do
varieties

'care

mix, it is only in ca.se the seeds of such
mixtures are planted that the fact be-

m

Another excellent old variety is the
Boston Marrow, light orange in color,

—

with sweet-flavored yellow flesh fine for
The Karly Prolific Marrow is very
attractive in appearance, and the
flesh
is thick, dry and sweet.
Essex Hybrid is of great value as a
winter squash.
The same remark applies to Fordhook, although I have never
succeeded in keeping it as long as any
of the varieties aforementioned.
Mammoth Chili is perhaps the largest
of the winter squashes, and for exhibition
pies.

purposes is one of the best. It is rather
coarse for table use, but as a pie squash
it is hard to beat.
I need not mention the summer or bush
varieties,

many

of

which are excellent.
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A

apples to sell, on the trees or in some
other manner, should buy at least fifty
per

cent,

of

barrels

his

now.

the fall of 1907, the subject O'S score
cards for fruit trees came before the attention of Prof. John Craig and several
members of the Lazy Club of Cornell University.
By looking the field over to see
what had been done in the matter of score
cards for trees, and in particular nursery
stock, it was readily apparent that nothing
was tangible along these lines.
The Lazy Club with its usual spirit and
enthusiasm appointed a committee to draw
up a model score card for fruit trees which
would be simple, effective; and aid in giv-

IN

HEED THIS WARNING
We

to warn our fruit gfrowers
purchasing nursery stock from
Irms whose standing and reputation they
At present, certain nursery
|p not know.
oncerns of the United States have agents
Bruce County, Ontario, and probably
Jsewhere in Canada, working an old game
l»at has been exposed more than once in
dese columns
and by the agricultural
tress of the United States.
These conems sell nursery stock and give a conract to the effect that they will agree to
rim the trees for the first five years, that
Ihey will replace stock free, or at half
grice, that dies, and that they will also
ake the first crop of fruit that the trees
produce and pay fair market prices for

desire

jrainst

1.

Stock received from
Judged by
Trueness to type

10

2.

Size

'5

fuch fraudulent methods should

Our

fruit

owners

^

will

interests if they refuse
uything to do with such concerns.

not

Trees

ing satisfactory information and protection
to both the nurseryman and the purchaser.
Although thts card has had no official recog^nition, it has been approved by the
horticulturists

at

Cornell University.

The

Lazy Club recognizes the fact that this card
is only the beginning of the establishment
of a standard for quality of nursery stock.
hoped that this card will be used as a
means of education to those interested in
such subjects.
The Lazy Club members
invite suggestions and criticisms on this
It is

Date
Neither overgrown

or stunted and be of
age and height.
Well balanced with an abundance of roots.
Freedom from disease and pests. Moist
specified

Payments

for the trees are to be disributed over sevefal years, but the first
payment to be made is in itself a fair market price for the value of the trees.
The
"
jstomer accepts his trees on delivery,
bakes the first payment, and this is the
tost that he
ever hears of the concern,

for Fruit

card which is a follows
Score Card for Nursery Stock
Variety .. ..

Kind

ime.

alerated.
heir own

Score Card

151

Root system

30

Condition

25

of bark.
condition of roots
to the character of the variety.
W. H. Wicks, M. B. Cummings, L. D.
;

As
Respectfully submitted by the committee
Batchelor, W. J. Sowder and O. S. Morgan.
20

Uniformity

5.

be

NOTES FROM THE PROVINCES

act in
to have

About Manure Spreaders
It

seems incredible, but there are

number of farmers
oread manure by the

who

continue

to

old fork method—
br are letting it rot in the barnyard— which
aeans less farm profits.

The manure spreader has come to be
farm necessity. The farm can only be
aade to pay by keeping the soil in tlie
ighest state of fertility. That means makng the most of the manure, the best of all
fertilizers and the only one that is produced on the farm.
agree that manure can be made to
further and produce better results by
preading with a machine than when spread
by hand. The popular estimate is that the
(spreader doubles the value of the manure.
If this be true, or approximately true,
will be easy to arrive at the conclusion
lat a spreader will pay for itself in infereased crops and soil benefits in one or
'
vo years.
The old way of handling manure was
rasteful in the extreme. First, it was allowed to wash away and ferment in the
parnyard. Then, at a convenient season, it
ras hauled out and thrown in piles in the
pelds, and the same wasting process was
ontinued. Finally, it was spread by throwig it in forkfuls and in hard lumps over
|ho ground, leaving it in a condition in
»hich the ground could not get the beneit of even the fertilizing contents still repaining.
With a view to preventing this great
waste, the International Harvester Company
of America is offering to the farmers of
the country through their local dealers
everywhere, three most excellent machines.
These are The Corn King, the Clovorleaf,
and the Kemp 20th Century spreaders.
The manure is pulverized and spread
evenly, so that it is immediately available
for plant life.
The first shower that comes
along after the spreading, washes tlie whole
into the soil. There is no waste. Write direct to the International Harvester Com'All

:

pany

of

America

information.

for entnlotru

,inil

The Fraser

still

oomi)li't(!

J.

W.

enlarge his markets.
can hope to do this

Valley, B.C.
White.

are not going to profit to the extent that
As growers, we are beginning
should.
to see the advantage of working together
in a co-operative way and a beginning has
think
I
been made in this direction.
Hammond was the first point in British
Columbia to make long distance shipments
Of course, it was in a very small
of fruit.
way at first, but the business is getting
larger every year. We have, at Hammond,
an organization known as "The Hammond Fruit Growers' Union," which is
making a success of shipping fruit and
there are similar organizations at other
points.
It is only a matter of a little
time when all these shipping unions will
be working under a controlling head so that
there will not be any clashing of interests
in the way of prices or over loading the
market at certain points.

we

PACKAGES

The package

question is a very importOur packages are
ant one to the grower.
uniform now and appear to be giving satisfaction, with the exception of the fourA good many of the
fifth strawberry box.
growers think that it is a little too large.
By the time these boxes are nicely rounded
up, it is certainly a large box of strawberries.

The

cost of

packages has become a

ser-

The price is
away up.
Perhaps this may have the
effect of bringing out a new package for
small fruits.
One that would hold equal
matter

to

the grower.

or four crates and
the grower would

could be rebe all right.
This might be an advantage in other ways.
It would compel more careful handling.
It is part of the fruit grower's business
to cultivate the public taste for fruit and

to

three

turned

to

by

only

way we

producing a

The grower may take all the
article.
care possible to have his fruit picked carefully and take it to the shipping point
without unnecessary jar, then after all his
care, the express people come along and;
generally with the help of some of the
train hands, pitch it into the car like so
much cord-wood. Probably they would be
more careful of cord-wood for fear of getting slivers in their hands. Once in a while
a few careful men will come along and put
the fruit on the car in a way that is very
satisfactory and they do not delay the
train any longer.
Any man with the least
bit of sense must know that taking a crate
of berries and tilting it up on end will
injure the contents.
If these men could
only be made to pay the damage that is
done through their careless handling, the
good

As good crops of small fruit can be
grown in the Fraser Valley, British Columbia, as anywhere else, but unless we
can market them to the best advantage we

ious

The
is

matter would soon be set right.

Kettle Valley, B.C.
Ver7i07i Neics
present appearances, the culture of
grapes in the Kettle Valley surrounding
Grand Forks will be very extensively prosecuted this spring.
It is stated that at
grape
least
vines
were planted
3,000
there during the past few weeks and that
that number will be more than doubled
next fall, as that is the proper time for
the planting of the vines.
A.- D. Morrison, one of the local authorities on grape culture,
says that at his
jirivate residence in West Grand Forks he
has successfully grown grapes and that one
vine he has, which was just four years of
age last year, yielded 75 pounds of grapes.
Mr. Morrison states that grape vines four
years of age grown in this valley should

From

50 pounds of fruit to the
vines, if planted 10 feet apart
would make 175 vines to the acre, which at
50 pounds to the vine would be 8,750
cents
a
eight
pounds, which allowing
pound for the grapes, would make just
yield
vine.

at

least

These

—
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$700 for the grapes produced on one acre
land after four years.
Owinjj to the
great amount of sunshine in this valley
this section -is especially adapted to the
of

culture of this

most

prolific of fruits.

New Brunswick
J.

C.

Gilman

spraying was finished on

Fir.st

May

berry blossoms.

.

Cultivated berries were not

bloom and were not harmed.
Strawberry buds that were not well mulehin

e<l, winter killed considerably, possibly 20
per cent. Cuthbert raspberry and Snyder
blackberry canes were killed back oneHerbert
quarter of last season's growth.

and King raspberries are alive to the tips
and promise a fine crop. Gooseberries and
In general,
currants also promise well.
present prospects indicate a good fruit crop
with the exception of some tender fruits
and plants that were not well protected.

The executive committee of the New
Brunswick Fruit Growers' Associati(m is
making arrangements for an orchard meeting. The time and place has not yet been
announced.

Prince Edward Island
We are very late with florescence this
spring; indeed, at this writing (June 8th)
exfoliation is not half perfect even in our
The

fruit trees.

first

information blank

of

the Fruit Division has been returned with
the remark, "Too early to answer any questions"
but the.se days, things are assuming their normal shape. The grass is exceedingly forward, but the trees slow something of a paradox, you will say. The early
blossoms are swelling. I see the Transparents and
Duchess covered with approaching bloom. The other trees look is
if
they would compete favorably in this
line too. I presume that we are to have a
full year; it is due here assuredly.
The wild strawberries make the vacant
places white with their white blossoms.
There will be plenty of them if nothing
untoward occurs.
The cultivated berries
are not yet at a stage when one can
presage abundance.
The currants and
gooseberries are in blossom and they are
a picture of full and plenty. Small and
big fruits, then, wild and cultivated, prom;

—

ise well.*

There has

been

a good deal of whitebark-louse which was never
more in evidence than to-day. Some years
develop a great increase in this pest over
others. Thrifty trees as well as neglected
ones are the victims. Last year its spread
was amazing. I find it on many other
trees than the apple. I find it on the currants, bush cranberries, rowans, etc. It
will have to be handled carefully.
Prof.
wa.shing

for

Macoun's plan
ber

of
best.

white-washing in Novem-

the
I saw the secretary of our fruit growers'
association the other dav and he said
is

Nova Scotia
Eunice Watts.

'One of the chief fruits for exportation
from Nova Scotia" is the cranberry, and now
the bogs promise an excellent crop.
Cherries and currants
show up fairly well.
Although somewhat early, the general opinion is that the apple harvest will be a bounteous one.
The early varieties loolc very

promising.

.

For spraying,

many

orchardists are this
year discarding Paris green from the Bordeaux mixture in favor of arsenate of lead or
arsenite of soda. The latter stock solution is
made by boiling together for 15 minutes
one pound of white arsenic and four pounds
of saKsoda in one gallon of water.
It is

claimed that this mixture is perfectly soluble in water and costs less than half that
of Paris green.
Arsenate of lead remains
in suspension longer than Paris green and
will neither wash off nor burn the foliage.
As one drives through the Annapolis Valley, it is a pleasure to note the increased
interest taken in the beautifying of home
surroundings which a f)ew years ago was
not very apparent.
The laying out of the
grounds and the formation of neat beds
near the homestead gives an air of prosperity and refinement which few other improvements can give.
In spite of the low prices recently paid for
apples, the

Rev. Dr. Bnrke

Montreal

small

12tli

and on the 26th, the fruit buds were far
enough advanced for the second application of Bordeaux and Paris green. When
this was nicely started, a cold, wet week
set in, holding back spraying and most
other field work. Myriads of tent caterpillars were on the trees. As it was too wet to
spray and the blossoms were opening, hand
work had to be resorted to to keep them
in check. The blooming season is passed
and the second spraying has been finished.
Light frosts occurred early in June but
little damage was done except to wild straw-

much

me

that the circular sent out for offers
fruits, apples and plums for preserving, by a Montreal firm, has not met
with the reception it deserved. There is
any quantity of this fruit about Charlottetown even; but the raisers would like to
have the country folk supply the factory
so that they could cater to the local market in fresh fruits themselves.
to
of

July, 1908

demand

for trees

growers purpose planting

is

still

brisk and
more next

year.

Notes fron\ Inspector Vroom
Fruit trees are looking
fine
in
Nova
Scotia, and bid fair to give a good crop of
fruit this season.
Taking into consideration the increase in
and
the
acreage,
growth of the trees already bearing, the
Fruit
output should be a record breaker.
growers are spraying this spring very gen-

Cultivating and

erally.

pruning come

in

for their share of attention, and orchards
are in good condition.
In many places, the Ben Davis is being
grafted out.
Blenheim seems to be the
popular variety here now.

The campaign against the brown-tailed
moth is still on. Every infested section is
being reached.

E.

Fruits
a

H. Wartman, Dominion Frait Intpector

have

set

Apples are quite

well.

Duchess and

particularly those of
Astrachan type.
Many trees
siie,

thinned,

be

fruit

if

is

will

be of

to

have

to

saleable

size.

A

lesson

packing

in

apples

came under my observation

properly

recently.

I

saw a No. i barrel of Spy apples opened
on June 1.3th, having been packed eight
months.
There was no sign of decay.
The owner was offered in my presence $6,
but his answer was, "No, sir, $6.50 is mv
best offer."

The

first strawberries from
Ontario to
market arrived on June gth. This is a
remarkably early date
for
home-grown

this

berries.

The first car ' of California fruits
peaches, apricots and plums was sold on
June nth.
It was packed by Earl Fruit
Company. This firm is noted for a good
honest pack, and, as follows, good prices.
The fruit was not exceptionally fine, but
perhaps, a fair quality for first nicking.
Strawberries are coming in from Delaware, about six cars per week, and selling
June 15, from 10 to 13 cents by auction.
Many cars of tomatoes have arrived so
far from various parts of
the
United
States, in four basket
and
six
basket
crates, containing about 20 pounds for four
basket crates, and 30 for six basket crates
and selling at rate of about $3 per bushel.
Of course each tomato is wrapped in a
silky paper; the package complete and its
contents are of best (luaHty.

—

Quebec
Auguite Dupuii.

The general conditions for fruit of all
kinds grown in the north-ea.stern part of
the Province of Quebec are excellent. The
winter through cold did not cause any
damage to trees and small fruit plants.
We had plenty of snow and no thawing before the middle of .^pril.
Minor losses are
reported by mutilation of trees where the

snow drifted. Mice have girdled trees in
some orchards, but the damage is of small
conseqeuence. The season is backward.
Reports are almost unanimous that the
show of bloom of apple trees is good. The
weather has been favorable for pollination
and we hope it will be the same in the
critical period of setting.
It is
to mention the work of insects.

too

early

We

have

noticed and destroyed the currant
worm. I notice that .Mexander, Astrachan

only

St. Lawrence and Golden Russet trec^
have bloomed very lightly.
The commercial plum sections (Montmagny, L'Island and Kamouraska Counties)
report the outlook favorable.
Richmond,
Montmorency and Griottes Cherries are

Red,

The total export of apples from Nova
Scotia for the past season was 400,000 barrels
adding to these figures 75,000 consumed in the local markets brings the
crop up to 565,000 barrels.
Several new fruit houses are being built
along the line of the Dominion Atlantic
Railway, and preparations are already being made to handle this year's apple crop.
Several co-operative associations are being talked of and probably some will ma-

of Kamouraska County
have established a fruit growers' association
The board of directors is composed of em rgetic men, who will .succeed in promoting
fruit growing in the county.
They have
distributed a large number of apple and
plum trees which were planted by an expert sent by Honorable Mr. Allard, Minis-

terialize.

ter of Agriculture.

;

There

a feeling in the province that
the apple industry must be carried on
along different lines this year.
Better
is

packages, grading and packing seems to
Growers intend to ship
be the feeling.
'

their

own

dealers

fruit,

"tree

instead of selling to the
run."
Small fruits are

looking well, and promise good crops.

very promising.
The orchardists

Several members of this
new society probably will subscribe to THE
Canadian Horticulturist. The president

Mr. L. Lezotte, and the vice-president,
I
Mr. Wm. Power, both of St. Pacome.

is

hope that the orchardists of Kamouraska
will benefit as much by reading this firstclass horticultural journal
freres of L'Islet County.

as

their con-

T
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Co-operative Fruit Growers Meet
meeting
THE annual
Growers

of the Cooperative
of Ontario, was held in
Fruit
Toronto, on June 9th. Among those
present were President A. E. Sherring-ton,
Robert
Vice-President
Ualkcrton
3rd
Messrs. Elmer
I'hompson, St. Catharines
Lick and W. H. Stainton, Oshawa Jas. E.
Johnson, Simcoe
J. A. Webster, Sparta;
C. W. Gurney, Paris; Adam Hrown, Owen
Sound; H. Wilson, Oakville K. L. Stephens, Orillia
P. W'. Hodgetts, Toronto, and
the secretary, A. B. Cutting, Peterboro.
The reports of the secretary and treasThey inurer were read and adopted.
dicated progress
24 associations were afiliated last year as compared with 13 the
revious year.
All the delegates at the
ecting stated that their associations iniided to continue in affiliation with the
ntral organization.
Officers for the ensuing year were electHon. president, A. E.
as follows:
Sherr.n<ton,
Walkerton
president,
D.
jiihnson, Forest; ist vice-president, Robt.

which I have visited. The result is
that the honest packers of fruit in Ontario
are brought into discredit to the extent, I
believe, of one-half the value of their apples, by the dishonest ones.
tions,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

I

I

1

;

Such being the evil and disastrous inexercised
against us, I would
fluences
earnestly impress on the Co-operative Fruit
Growers

Ontario assembled, to formulate
some drastic method by which these dishonest dealers shall either be brought to
of

It
apor forced from business.
pears to me that the co-operative associations and the few individual packers, are
the only ones who have the interests of the
In them alone, by
fruit industry at heart.
constant perseverance, and steadfast determination to overcome these obstacles,
can we expect to finally overcome these dishonest methods of packing, which have .so

justice

seriously affected our prices.

While in the west I saw the pack of firms
in buying understood the quality of
No.
and No. 2 apples as well as the best
informed among us, whose personal pack
The large dealers,
was simply rubbish.
however, are not the only ones to blame, as
almost every small town in the west is
flooded by the shipment of small dealers
in Ontario, who ship a car or two to some
The
friend or merchant known to them.
(luality of most of these packs is so bad
that most of us would not believe it unless

who

1

Thompson,
dent, Jas.
resident,

St.

E.

Catharines
2nd vice-presiJohnson, Simcoe
3rd vice;

;

Oshawa;

Elmer Lick,
and

acting-

W. Hodgetts,
i'arliament Buildings, Toronto; auditor, C.
cretary

W

.(Jurncy,

treasurer,

P.

Paris.
of the associations during

The experience
past

ihe

two years has

shown the value

such

a central organization for the
associations.
This was pointed out
rcibly in a letter from Mr.
D. John>n, who, through illness, was not able to
tend the meeting.

<<{

ical

we saw

it.

the Co-operative Fruit Growers
of
Ontario, It is just possible that some of
the representative fruit growers assembled

In the United States the very same condition prevails, and the markets which 1
visited there during the past winter have
convinced me that they have much yet to
learn.
If they had left two-thirds of their
apples in the orchard, or sold to the canners, the result financially would have been

may have met with unforeseen

different.

I

MK. Johnson's letter

To

last

—

season which

difficulties
to

may have caused them

somewhat

"'ow

discouraged in the coirative marketing of fruit.
The unforeien financial crisis of last fall, has had
ch to do with the circumstances so distrous to some, but the chief difficulty
sts

in

the fact that two-thirds of the ap-

packed

season should never have
t the orchards.
I do not mean to insinte that our co-operative associations have
en much to blame in this way, but the
it
packed for general trade last season
dealers was astounding

ies

last

During the past winter, I visited many
the leading markets of the north west
provinces, calling on most of the grocers
in the towns visited, where I saw thousands
of barrels of apples packed by Ontario
shippers, branded No. i, not one single
barrel of which, to my recollection, would

of

anything like reach that grade.
The con'litions
were such that unless I saw it
myself, I could not believe it possible that
men of ordinary common sense would pack
such fruit.
1 tjelieve that most of our associations would refuse to brand most of it
No. 3.
The result is that the Ontario
fruit has come into disgrace by reason of
its

i)acking.

The

(|uality

of

our

fruit

is

admitted by

dealers to be far ahead of that from the
Pacific Coast.
Even the rubbish shipjied
there, they prefer, on account of its flavor,
to the products of the western orchards.
Yet the westerners are going to capture
the
markets
through
their packing, if
something is not done.
In British Columbia, Oreiron and Washing:ton, I saw large ((uantities of fruit, which,
while, perhaps, a little larger than our own,
was not a bit more carefully selected than
that packed by many of our own associa.dl

Our worthy

chief of the fruit division and
are doing their best to try and
But the
stem this current of dishonesty.
inspectors are so few that it is absolutely
Three or
impossible for them to do so.
at
least
four times as many inspectors
should be appointed during the fruit season, which would mete out justice to those
who have ruined our reputation and prices.
I
am convinced that there is no finer fruit
his

staff

producing
tario,

if

in America than Onwe would only grasp our op-

country

portunities.
Cali1 have only recently returned from
fornia and other States in the west, where
spent considerable time in studying their
I
of growing and marketing their
find that co-operation has proved the
very salvation of their fruit industry. Prevthe
ious to the initiation of this method,

methods
fruit.

I

growers were struggling individually,
one competing against the other, with
All were preyed
most disastrous results.
upon by organized dealers, who walked off
Any attempt at cowith the proceeds.

fruit

operation,

when

indifferent

success,

tried, was met with
but finally triumphed,

first

and attained for the growers the reputat on
and profits which they are drawing
It is
by an honest co-operativj system.
however,
that
supposed,
to
be
not
met
system
there
co-operative
the
success,
but
far
immediate
with
from it, the chief difficulty bting of the
inability of the fruit growers working toMany local associations had been
gether.
shattered and torn in its earlier days by
In fact, even at the
suspicion and doubt.
present time, many of the local exchanges
are troubled by dealers trying to buy off
their members, and by baiting them away
from the association.

S

I
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Our method here in Ontario, is almost
exactly the same as their most successful
organization.
First of all, local associations for the packing of fruit are established.
These are affiliated into exchanges,
and exchanges united into the Californian
Fruit (Irowers Exchange, which is a huge
commission house, controlled by the fruit
growers for their own interests.
In conclusion, I would say to the fruit
growers of Ontario
"Stand by co-operation as your only refuge." We have already
attained a reputation which will stand us
good service in the future. The situation is
entirely in our own hands. D. Johnson,
Forest.
:

—

Some Spraying Mixtures
R.

The

J.

Messenger, Bridgetown, N.S.

farmers has been catduring the past year or two by
several spraying mixtures.
I will not say
that they are frauds; that would be unfair
until we have tried them, but from past experiments and from present knowledge -of
ered

gullibility of

to

necessary conditions, we are led to questhe efficiency of some of them even
Again, almost all of them
without trial.
are more expensive than the old reliable
preparations and their chief aim or benefit seems to be to save the lazy farmer the
tion

trouble of

making

the old ones.

Nico-Soap professes to kill all insects and
their eggs by contact, insects, both leafHow a preparation
eating and suctional.
could be strong enough to destroy the, in
many cases, well-protected eggs of insects
and be not only inexpensive but also noninjurious to the host plant, is more than
my reasoning power can conceive. One
worthy farmer said, in his testimonial, that
he sprayed a bunch of large caterpillars
with the preparation and in three minutes
they were all dead.
Prepared Bordeaux, when the lime and
bluestone are ground and mixed dry, is
another wonder working and labor saving

Anyone who .understands the
mixing Bordeaux will queswisdom of mixing the ingredients

mixture.
principles
tion the
thus.

of

Assenate

of

Lead,

while

effective,

is

more expensive than Paris Green.
Vi and V2 Fluids are the latest and most
Mystery, though, is what the farsecret.
mer wants.
Now, I am not condemning these preparations, but I want to urge the farmer
readers who have their legs pulled often
enough, to wait until our experiment stathese new
tried
tions have thoroughly
hings beiore they spend money on them.
Bordeaux Mixture and Paris Green are good
Let us stick to them until
old fr ends.
we are sure of something better.
-

A cojjy of the first annual report of the
inMissouri State Board of Horticulture,
cluding the 50th annual report of the Missouri

State

Horticultural

Society for

11)07,

has been received. It contains much valuand flower
fruit
on
able information
growing.

Copies

of

the

February

and

March,

1008, issues of The Canadian HorticulTURI.ST, have been requested by General-

Lielutenant Schmit, St. Petersburg, Russia;
Petersburg,
St.
Messrs. Eggers & Co.,
& Co.,
Russia; and Librairie Spineux
Brussels, Belgium. We have no back num
Can any of our
bers of these issues.
readers send cither of these copies to us ?
Send to ,our address, Peterboro, Ont.
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An Excellent
As the question

The Liverpool

Service

and cheap transportation of perishable goods is always an
The
interesting- one to the
of
readers
Canadian Horticulturist, it may not be
amiss at this particular time, to draw attention to the improved Allan Line services via the St. Lawrence route for the
summer and fall of 1908.
This pioneer line between Canada and
Great Britain, is a.ifain to the front with
three new steamers for the Canadian trade,
built, launched and put into commission
during- the last eighteen months, the "Cor"Grampian," and
tons,
sican," ii,oco
"Hesperian," each 10,000 tons, the first
named for the Liverpool service, and the
These ships are
Glasgow.
latter
for
equipped with all the latest devices for
loading: and discharging, as well as being
fitted with the most modern system of reThe advent of
frigeration and ventilation.
these ships has made it possible to perform
of quick

These ships discharge
Decks,

where,

it

Surrey Commer-

at
is

The agents of the Allan Line are always
prepared to supply information to the infor
quiring public, and any applications
spare, rates, and so forth, will receive imWhen writing, kindly
mediite attention.
mention The CANADIAN

The particular attention of the apple exporters is drawn to this improvement. Experience has proved that apples, especially,
must be stored in well ventilated compartments, and that the quicker they are transfruit.
The
the
ported the better for

HORTICULTURIST.

trade.

Fruit Division of the Dominion Department of Agriculture, has been very aggressive during the past few months in
pressing prosecutions against apple shippers and packers detected in shiping improperly crated fruit. During the past few
months, almost 170 convictions against the
Fruit Marks Act have been secured, including 21 in the Maritime Provinces. The
prosecutions in Ontario have been in the
hands largely of Mr. M. R. Baker, of the
department, who has done exceptionally
good work, having scarcely lost a case.
Between the first of last September, and
the end of November, five inspectors of the
department^ with four assistants, inspected
15,000 barrels of apples.
It
is believed that this year, the price
paid for apples in Canada is likely to be
considerably less than that paid last year,
owing to the fact that the packers lost so
heavily on last year's crop.
One wellknown Ontario packer is said to have lost
over $80,000 on his
shipment of fruit.
These losses are going to make the packers more cautious this year in their pur-

chase of

apjiles.

Please send photographs of orchard and
garden scenes for publication.

is-

sued.
It contains a score or more of interesting articles on all phases of fruit culture.
Its compilation is a credit to the
energetic secretary of the association, Mr.
Maxwell Smith, of Vancouver.

Toronto.
It gives the results of experiments with these crops, and points out the
respective value of the difi'erent kinds of
comrnon and commercial^ fertilizers. Write
to this firm for a copy.

at

"Pretorian," of the Allan Line undoubtedlv
comprise the best Glasgow fleet ever put in

The

A little booklet, entitled "Fertilizing Root
Crops and Vegetables," by Walter Shipley,
has been published bv the Dominion .Agricultural Offices, of the Potash Syndicate,

The official report of the 15th .annual internat'onal convention of the North West
Fru^t Growers' Association, which was held

"Grampian." "Hesperian," "Ionian," and

1908

Fruit Convictions

last

said, the finest
cold storages in Europe have been erected
and shippers of all kinds of dairy products
and fruit are assured of the very best
safeguards for the protection of perishable
prod'JCts.
The Surrey Docks are the most
conveniently located in London for the delivery of apples to Covent Garden, Spitalfields, the Monument and Borough markets.

cial

Montreal and Glasgow.

Lawrence

same as

the

is

''Hibernian."

the Glasgow service with four vessels, instead of five as heretofore, and, whereas, in
former years, the Allan Line took ten days
to land fruit and other perishables in Glasgow, the fleet for this season will make
an average voyage of eight days between

the St.

service

being comprised of the well-known
"Victorian"
fast turbine steamers
and
"Virginian," 12,000 tens each, and the favorite io,ooo-ton twin screw "Tunisian," as
1 1,000-ton
screw
well as the new
twin
"Corsican," already referred to.
The improvements on the Glasgow and
Liverpool routes, have enabled the Allan
Line to very materially strengthen the London fleet, and the following well-known
vessels will give a weekly service to this
port, viz., "Corinthian," "Sicilian," "Parisian," "Sardinian," "Pomeranian," and
year,

July,

\'ancouvrr last December, has been

A COMPLETE

LINE OF

ORNAMENTAL TREES

FRUIT TREES,

SHRUBS, SMALL FRUITS AND ROSES
FOR DELIVERY
FRUIT TREES

:

IN

FALL OF

AND SPRING

1908

1909

Apples, Pears, Cherries, Plums, Peaches, Quinces, etc. in unAll home grown Stock, guaranteed true to name

limited quantities.

GRAPE VINES

by the thousands, extra strong
direct supervision of a Grape Vine Specialist

ORNAMENTAL SHADE TREES
men
dug

under the

Large specifor Parks, Streets, and Gardens.
All stock symmetrically grown and

in

all

best varieties,

in bushes, standards, or half-standards.

own

vines,

trees for individual trees a specialty.
with plenty of fibrous roots

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS
ROSES

two-year- old

roots.

Climbing Vines and Trailers

Field
in

grown and

carefully

dug

grown and budded on

their

field

unlimited quantities.

We

have a few vacancies for First-Class Salesmen with undoubted crededtials.
Write for terms and catalogues, which will be cheerfully furnished free of charge

HELDERLEIGH.
NURSERIES

E. D.

SMITH

ESTABUSHED QUARTER-OF-A-CENTURY.
Meniiuu the Oauadian Uoniuulturiat when writloK.

-WINONA,

ONTARIO

:
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A Friend for Thirty Years
A gentleman who has been a subscriber
The Canadian Horticulturist ever
it was started and who has been a
member of the Ontario Fruit Growers' Asto

since

I

sociation since 1870, is Mr. Robert GovenRecently Mr. Govlock of Seaforth, Ont.
pnlock was asked to tell of his experience
tn horticulture and he wrote as tollows

_^_^^^.^___

The

"

time
really took an

that I
interest

first

in

fruit-

growing: was in 1873,
when I went to Otta-

wa

to
a
meeting- of
,irio
Fruit

.Association.

summer
OnGrowers'
I
went
the

with

Dr. Arnold, of
Paris,
Dr.
Beadle,

Too Many Handling Seeds
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in this district.

The Canadian Horticulturist:
long appeared to me that too many

Editor,

It has
people han<lle seeds before the grower gets
them. I have always got satisfaction when
ordering direct from some large dealer, but
when buying from others, the case is too
often disappointing.
I once ordered a certain variety of mangel seeds.
When the
crop matured, I was surprised and disappointed to find numerous varieties of
mangels, garden, field and sugar beets. All
varieties of this class of seeds look alike
and
possibly at the end of the season,
small quantities of each variety that are
left unsold will be mixed together carelessly and given a name and sold.
This results
in injury to the farmer.
I ordered asparagus beans and obtained
something that was apparently of no value

I disapproved of the seed
sent but was assured that it was the variety ordered.
I knew better but sowed it
for curiosity. One day Prof. H.W. Smith and
some students from the Nova Scotia Agricultural College, who visited our gardens
when the plants were thrifty, pronounced
it to be the southern cow pea.
It did not

mature.
I
often have ordered seeds and found
that the name of them was not given on the
parcel.
This ought not to be. It is fraught

with mischief.— Peter Barrett,
the Poor, Truro, N. S.

Home

for

Have you

a horticultural library? In our
36 page book catalog, we have listed
practical horticultural works.
A free copy
will be sent to any reader on request.
Address,
Book Department, The Canadian Horticulturist, Toronto.

neat

little

many

—

and Mr. A. M. Smith
of

Catharines,

St.

Mr. Leslie of Toronto,
Col. McGill, of Oshawa, Mr. Dempsey of Prince Edward County, and some others. We all took some fruit
Mr. Robt. Govenlock

there was very little grown
at that time.
One day Hon.
R. W. Scott entertained us
all
to luncheon.
I
am glad to see that he is still
alive but I think that Mr. A. M. Smith
and I are the only ones on that trip still

with

us

as

around Ottawa

living.

"We

talked over the matter of a publicaand when some years
out his first issue,

tion on the way home
after Dr. Beadle got

The

REFORESTRATION

rapid depletion of our Forest and Woodlands is making
the question of Reforestration
a serious one for every farmer
The loss of timber for commercial and domestic use. tfie loss
mo^ture
and
protection afforded by trees must be immediately provided
of
for by Extensire

T'mber'='°'

QUICK GROWING TREES

for

^tj^-^it

BLACK WALNUT- A rapid grower, producing large nuts at an early age. Timber most valuable, now
prized almost with Mahogany (see Cut).
BLACK LOCUST— Extremely hardy, and suitable for any section; rapid in growth. The wood most
durable, and
in large demand for Fence Post and Railway Ties.
RUSSIAN OLIVE— Useful for Hedges and Windbreaks, and very ornamental Winter and Summer Verv
is

is

"

me and I got him about twenty
The Canadian Horticulsubscribers.

':"vered in

i^',?yroliage

he wrote

and twigs

summer

with sweet-scented blossoms and in autumn with olive berries

silvery white.

turist was a small affair then to what it is
now.
I would not like to be without it
as it contains the experiences of the best

men

in

the Dominion.

I

learn something

every copy.
Our lives are too short to
;est everything for ourselves.
"About the time of the first issue 1 planta hedge around three acres of land
aving the south side open.
Then I
lanted a few hundred grape-vines, mostly
They all did well and
ogers varieties.
caped the spring frosts.
I
never was
laught by the frosts in the fall as good
Itivation will ripen them two or three

in

-/*«L,

weeks earlier. The two serious drawbacks
I had were the spring frosts and thieves. As
mine was the only vineyard around, 1 often
had my grapes Stolen.
Sometimes I escajicd the frost but never the thieves
the poor, they are always with us.
I

up

grape-raising

some

years

ago.

;

like

gave

One

had my grapes ripe on the 12th of
August and sold them for 12 cents a pound.
his shows what good cultivation and feodyear

1

will
fruit

do.

ig
1

I

I

still

take a great interest

and flowers."

Insects on Vegetables
For

all

persons

who grow

vegetable.s, for

or for pleasure and who roquirt! a
practical treatise on the various pests that
attack such crops, an excellent book entitled
"Insects Injurious to Vegetable's,"
has been prepared by F. H. Chittenden of
the United States Department of Agriculture.
It is published by the Orange Judd
rofit

Company

of

New York

City.

In this work, the chapters on the prevention and destruction of insects by meclianioal and farming methods as well as by
insecticides are particularly interesting and
valuable. All injurious insects on the various kinds of vegetables are dealt with individually in respect to their habits, life
histories

and methods

of

control.

(Group of Black Walnuts, a few yeart old, rapidly irowinc into value)

ASH
CATALPA
CAROLINA POPLAR
The above

COTTONWOODS

varieties furnished in first cl.iss transpl.intcd seedlings

SPECIAL PRICES

NORWAY SPRUCE

elms
MANITOBA MAPLE

RUSSIAN POPLAR
SILVER MAPLE
and strong rooted cuttings

furnished on application for 100 and 1000 loll

THE FONTHILL NURSERIES
CANADA
ESTABUSHED

oldest and largest

in

STONE & WELLINGTON,

1837

OVER

800

ACRES

Toronto, Ont.

—
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Toronto Horticulture
Ttic month
members of

of Junn was a busy one for the
the Toronto Horticultural SoFour important gatherings took
ciety.
place, each of which was largely attended.
On June 2nd, Mr. J. McPherson Ross gave
a splendid address on shrubs. The address was a very instructive one. E.xtracts
from it are published in this issue.
The second meeting was held on Saturday

FRUIT

'

afternoon, June 13, at the home of Miss
Blacklock, 504 Dovercourt Road. It proved to be one of the most deliglitful and instructive outings ever participated in by
the members. Miss Blacklock's garden is
so full of perennials and shrubs that it
seems almost impossible to find room for
Many plants were seen
another plant.
there that are comparatively scarce and a
visit to this garden is well worth the time
spent.
It
The third meeting was on June 16.
was in. the form of a reception to Mr. Jas.
Wilson, the new Parks' Commissioner for
Toronto. About 250 members of the society
and their friends spent an enjoyable evening, listening to addresses given by prominent members of the City Council on horticultural interests in Toronto. Mr. Wilson

GROWERS

YOU WANT
TO KNOW WHERE TO BUY

appears to be the right man in the right
place and has been promised the co-operation of the citizens in general to carry out
his plans for making Toronto a "City Beautiful." One of the most popular moves Mr.
Wilson has made was the removal of the

Excelsior Barrel Cushions

Box Cushions

Excelsior

Corrugated Caps

in .the
signs
"Please-keep-off-the-grass"
parks. Mr. Wilson's contention is that as
the citizens 'pay for the grass they are

Pulp Caps
White and Colored Caps
Parchment and Wax Caps
Manilla and White Tissue

Wrappers
Lace Circles, Box Lace,
Curved Elm Liners

and when it is worn
pay for more.
The society's annual excursion was held
A
on Friday, June 19, to St. Catharines.
very enjoyable time was spent, visiting the
St. Catharines' Horticultural Society's Rose
Show. Many fine roses and peonies were
shown, which were gre'ktly admired by the
entitled to walk on it
out they will have to

etc.

visitors.

The membership

WE WANT
You

know

to

Headquarters

that

THOS. GAIN
124
Agents

Richmond

St.

Canada for G.

in

we

for these

are

goods

& SON

I have just seen a copy of The Canadian
Horticulturist and find it most interesting.
I enclose $1.00 and shall feel obliged
if
you will send it to me regularly. W.

—

READ, New York

l^^/^Xfcc cUifM^-^^
I

3C-

'd'^^-^^

/CCuAX.

now

is

it should not take long to have a membership of over 500. The genial president,
Mr. H. R. Frankland, is proving very popular and is having the co-operation of the
members in making the society more useful than it has been in the past.

Staley

I

society

With the enthusishown at the meet-

ings,

West, Toronto
P.

the

of

well over the 200 mark.
asm that is now being

Berkhamsted, England.

Spark,

" larger

The

first section " is an improvement in boiler structure, invented
and put into practice exclusively by
the makers of the
'

"SOVEREIGN"
Why

the

" larger

first

section "

im-

proves the heat producing capacity of
a hot vfater boiler is evident at a glance
to all those who know
w^ater boiler " v^rorks."

how

a hot

Write for our booklet, free to any address

"HOT HOUSE HEATING"

TAYLOR - FORBES COMPANY,

GUELPH
Branch

Offices

TORONTO
WINNIPEG
Foreign Agents in

-

CANADA

and Supply Houses:

MONTREAL
VANCOUVER

QUEBEC
ST. JOHN

LONDON, PARIS, HAMBURG

July,

igo8

POULTRY DEPT.
Conducted by

S. Short,

Ottawa

Summer Tragedies
After more or less expense and more or
less anticipation, and after experiencing
the pleasure of a successful hatch, great is
the disappointment to find that one or
more of our chickens has disappeared during night-time. Good fortune it is if the
body of the deceased is found in the coop
a victim of a clumsy mother or to the
diseases of chickenhood, for then one has
a certain knowledge of the causes of death.
But altogether different are the circumstances, or causes of death, when the body
is not in evidence.
What became of tlic
chick is in most cases a matter of conjecture. The most likely theory is that it
has been devoured by some animal or
bird. If so, precautions should be taken
at once to protect the rest of the brood, for,
if
any bird or beast takes one chicken
witliout being caught or frightened off, they
will nine times out of ten, return the following night and kill and take away an•

—

other.

In

country

and

suburban

districts

in

summer

time, the poultry have many enemies and breeders sometimes suffer heavily by their depredations.
Years ago the
hawks worked havoc amongst the young
fowl. They still do in unsettled districts
but near largo towns and cities they are
now rarely known to be troublesome. The
crow seems to have taken the place of
the hawk in destructiveness only much
more so. The hawk is a bold fellow, coming down at midday with a swift rush, a
pounce,, and up and off with a chick right
before your face. One chick every otlier
day would satisfy him, but not so with
Mr. Crow. He sneaks down at dayliglit,
walks quietly amongst the coops, seizes and
cuts the throat of the young chick to prevent it crying out and then flies off with
it.
He takes one the first morning, two
or three the next and then if not shot or
frightened will bring his friends with him
and speedily destroy every chicken in the
place. Fortunately the crow is very cowardly, and if fired at, will be so frightened
that neither he nor any other will come
near the
neighborhood for some time.
Whenever a crow perches on the fence near
the poultry run or near the garden it is
safe to suppose he means no good to either
and should be promptly shot at and fright-

ened off.
In the next issue in this column will be
given a description of the animals thafcj
j

prey upon the poultry and their methods o£
By way of a word of warning, the
attack.
writer believes that these creatures are at-|
tracted in many cases by the smell from un^
clean runs that nmst i^e noticeable in thel
moist evening and nights of midsummer toj
animals of keen ^-lent for a great distance.}
Millions of feet of lumber are purchased
annually and kept in stock for 12 months
to enable the Consumers' Box Co. of Toronto to handle their enormous box trade.
This firm makes a specialty of boxes for
fruit and vegetable growers and their prices
are as low as good quality will permit. Cooperative associations would do well to obtain their special prices for large quantities.
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Naming

Gladioli

on

:

:

Kditnr,

The CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST;

My

attention has been called to page 54 of
the Annual Report of the Horticultural Societies of Ontario, where Mr. Cavers refers
my opinion as to the naming of gladioli.
I made this statement some years ago,
iirfore half of my hybrids had been originated, it is a satisfaction to know now
that my then expressed view was correct,
taking the situation and interest in it's
hroadest sense. Had I at that time folwed the commercial practice of naming
ry variety carrying sufficient difference
warrant the distinction, the absurdity
a named list of over 10,000 would be
ilicted on the public today.
My contention was and still is, that only
ose varieties of distinct marking, quality
'1
valuable characteristics, should be
li'cted for this purpose, while the thoulids of varieties showing little special disetiveness, should be graded into color
ivions, and thus produce the best value
isible at a nominal cost to the amateur,
lio is the final and highest court of ap'

i

•

:

-'1.

What has been

America has given

of

At the last annual convention of the
Horticultural Societies of Ontario, Mr. John
Cavers of Oakville, said "A few years ago
-Mr. Groff published the statement that in
his judgment the interests of the gladiolus
would be best served by its being propagated and disseminated in collections rather
than in named varieties." This was published in the second annual report of the
association and recently was brought to the
attention of Mr. Groff who replied as follows

the result?

The Continent

all

important

my

public

hybrids the palm

and private

Buying Apples by

oc-

and my United States representagrows today 100 acres, the largest acreage of high quality in the world. Great
Britain and Ireland, Europe and Africa, also
Australasia, are steady buyers of "Groff's
Hybrids" by thousands.
Had I waited for the unseemly wrangle
with several commercial growers trying to
"get on board," the gladiolus would not
have been the popular flower it is today,
and the variety named "America," although
claimed to be the best variety of the introducer under this name, could not have

W.

casions,
tive

achieved a fraction
above.

of the result

indicated

As an originator it is possible to accomplish a fraction of the possibilities of improvement by hybridization, and to hamper
activity by a mass of commercial detail,
which is the work of the grower, would
mean a material and serious limitation in
the results of that work, and results are the
standard by which man's work

is judged.
intention to select many
varieties of special quality and value for
use in massing, the color sections referred
to will be further improved yearly by the
addition of thousands of newer types than
even before. H. H. GroflF, Simcoe, Ont.

While

it

my

is

—

I
got a sample copy of The Canadian
Horticulturist, and like it very much.
Enclosed find $1.00 for a two years' subscription.
J.
S. Foulds, Martintown, Ont.

—

appreciate The Canadian Horticulturist very much, and wish you continued success. Enclosed is my renewal subscription.
A. J. George, London, Ont.
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Lump

Baker, Warkworth, Ont.

J.

In the apple business of the past season,
went slowly, packed carefully and did
fairly well.
Most buyers sowed the wind,
and reaped the whirlwind. This going out
in the country, when the apples are the
size of cherries, and buying- by the lump,
is the purest unalloyed gamble that one
can go up against.
If the
Dominion Government prohibits
buying by the lump, there would be no
need for the Fruit Marks Act. On account
of lump buying, thousands of apples are
packed each year that should not be placed
in the package.
I

Spray your Trees
It Pays
The Spramotor Hatid Spayer
is effective,

There
in

simple and durable.

more

are

Spramotors

use in Canada than

all

others

combined. See latest Catalogue.
It is

Free. Write for

it.

Address

SPRAMOTOR
1184

I

LONDON

KING

STREET
-

-

ONTARIO

—

Feed Your Land

Horticultural Books

WITH GOOD MANURE AND GET

Given Free for New Subscribers

GOOD RETURNS

.

All you have to do to

MARCHMENT'S
SURE GROWTH COMPOST
IS

THE BEST

S.

W.
133
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Growers

in

Ontario

MARCHMENT

VICTORIA

Telephones Main 2841

ST..
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Horticulture
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to

have

your friends subscribe
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Your
Lands

Fertilize

(

DO YOU KNOW
THAT WORN-OUT
PRODUCTIVE AMD PROFITABLE
BY THE JUDICIOUS USE OF
THE RIGHT KIND OF

NOW

IF

YOU HAVE

A PIELCE OF LAND THAT

BUT WEEDS, TALK WITH
IT AND LET US

US ABOUT

;

SUGGEST

THE RIGHT FERTILIZER
WE FEEL VERY SURE THAT

skilful the gardener or
farmer may become in the practice of
growing vegetables, he can learn much from
the experience of others. An excellent book
that comprises the culture and management
of all kinds of vegetable crops is "The Book
of Vegetables and Garden Herbs," by Allan
French, a copy of which we have received.

The work

is

Company

of

a publication of the

McMillan

The advice given regarding seed sowing,
transplanting, cultiv.Ttion, fertilizing, treatment for insects and diseases, harvesting,
storing and mai'keting all kinds of vegetable plants that are grown for market or
home use is valuable. It contains much information that cannot be found in other
books of a like nature. A copy of the work
should be in the hands of all progressive
gardener ^

WE CAN SHOW YOU HOW TO

FERTILIZERS

USE
WITHOUT GREAT EXPENSE SO

Screening Young Cabbage
The

YOUR LAND WILL PAY
Consult us freely it is
our bu siness to know
enquiries fbeely a nswered
agents wanted fob
territory not taken up
r»EW.A. FREEMAN ^o- limited
,

'.

HAMILTON

Vegetables

net.

?

WONT GROW ANYTHING

'

of
No matter how

Canada, Limited, Toronto. It
is exceedingly creditable, both to the author
and to the publishers. It is a practical
hand book and planting table for all who
have to do with vegetable seeds, whether
as buyers or as sellers. The price is .$1.75

LANDS MAY BE MADE

FERTILIZER

Book

ONTARIO

Pear
Blight

Ag^ricuhural Experiment Station, at
Geneva, N. Y., has issued a bulletin, (No.
301) on "Screening: for the Protection of
The following are
Cabbajfe Seed Beds."
extracts from same:
The experiments that have been made
show that by the use of tight frames, covered with cheese cloth, cabbage sets can
be .grown free from injuries by root-maggots.
The plants raised under cloth grow
faster, and in average years will probably
reach the desired size for transplanting
earlier than the
seedlings
in
the
open
beds.
The screened sets are also quite liable to be more tender, and if not well hardened, are generally more subject to wilting on replanting. Present experience indicates that the seedings may be made
more resistant to the usual injuries upon
transplanting by the removal of the screening for at least one week before the time of
planting, and that this seasoning may be
done without much ri.sk of injuries by maggots.

IVe Can Cttre It

Our "Work has extended
over a period of three

years.

Process and

formula patented. Address correspondence to

July, 1908

determined after more time for proof and
verification.
There is no question but th.T
with screened frames, cabbage seedling
can be raised absolutely free from losses by
maggots, but the practicability of the attempt, by the average grower, to raise all
or a large portion of his plants under cloth,
remains to be demonstrated. For this rea
son we would not advise, at least for th'
present, the extensive use of screening; bu'
it is hoped that cabbage growers who ai'
subject to annual losses in their seed-bed
by maggots will make at least a small te
to determine the value of screened frame
Precise
in
under their own conditions.
structions cnnot b given in some of tl
details in raising seedlings by this methoi
as would be desirable, but observations '
the practices of a number of co-operatin.
farmers' are the basis of the following su;.
gestions to the grower who desires to te
the practicabilitv of screening seed-bed
as a means of protection against root mag
gots.
Locate the seed-bed on a fertile and
well-drained piece of land, where there
can be no accumulation of water, or wash
ing by rains under the frame. The ground
should be free of weeds and should not
have grown, the year before, cabbages or
other cruciferous plants.
For seed-beds it
is customary to apply to the land a liberal
quantity of a high grade chemical fertilizfr.
The seed should be drilled in rather thickly in rows six inches apart.
The plantin"
of the seeds may be done at the usual se;.
son, but to avoid injuries by the flea-beeth
it would be well to delay the seeding till th
appearance of the beetles, which will largely have satisfied their ravenous appetites bv
the time the young plants appear.
As tin
seedlings begin to show above ground
screen the bed immediately.
For the frames, 12-inch boards are gen
erally employed, which are held in place b'
upright stakes.
To prevent the coverin.
from sagging in the middle, a heavy wirf
running the length of the bed, and a litt;.
above the height of the boards, and supported by stakes, is used.
The screening,
consisting of three or more
widths of
cheesecloth sewn together to
make on
sheet, should be fastened to the frame
1

Screening of cabbage seed-beds is practised by comparatively few growers, and
usually only small percentages of the number of plants required for their purpose are
at present raised under cloth.
The methods that are employed in growing seedlings
under screened frames often vary in minor
particulars in individual farmers, and there
is a diversity of opinions on such details as
the grade of cloth and size of mesh to use,
and the amount of seed to sow in beds to
be screened, to produce the maximum number of plants,

etc.

growing

in

sets

More exact methods in
manner can only be

this

through which
small
nails
ar^
driven.
All openings into the bed, due
the unevenness of the ground, should
filled up by banking the boards with eartli
laths,

t

1

To season the plants before transplan'
ing, the screening should be removed on>
week or ten days before the time of setting.
In this interval of time examinations should
be made occasionally about the stems of
the young plants near the surface of the
ground for eggs, deposited by flies coming
When any are
to the bed from the outside.
discovered, transplanting in the field should
commence.

STRONGLY-GUARANTEED, WIDE-TIRE STEEL WHEELS

Pear-Blight

Remedy
Vacaville

Co.

California

Mention Canadian Horticulturist when writing

'

You buy wisely \vhen you choose
our Wide-Tire Steel Wheels and
Wagons. Strong guarantee safeguard,s you.
Our Free Catalogue
tells how horses can draw double
the load with no greater effort,
how you can load a wagon in half
the time.
Write for it to-day.
Our Steel Wheels are lighter,
stronger, cheaper than wooden.
Made to fit any size axle or skein.

DOMINION WROUGHT IRON WHEEL

CO., LTD., ORILLIA,

ONT.

L'

f
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British Columbia Inspection
Editor, The Canadian Horticulturist:
lu reference to "Okanagan" in your May
issue, I may say it is immaterial to me
whether the government has one inspection
It is for the government
station or a dozen.
Possibly it would
officials to say, not me.
be better for the fruit grower to have one
in every little town, and again it might be
better for the fruit consumer to have neither
duty nor inspection on fruit as they could
'then buy it for half the present prices—
30 cents a basket for strawberries, which
are selling at retail, in Los Angeles, Cal.,
for 3 boxes for 10 cents, other fruits in proportion. Personally, I cannot, nor do I intend to try and compete with cheap nursery
stock grown by negro help in Alabama and
Tennessee, nor the Mexican and Italian help
in California, nor even cheap eastern labor.
M. J. Henry, Vancouver, B. C.

Similkamccn Valley, B.C.
that it is about two weeks later
iin usual, the present has been an ideal
ason for fruit in the Similkameen. The
ling was long and cool, thus preventing
aanger from frost to early blossoms— though
as a matter of fact, there was no frost.
No damage was done during the winter
her, and with the most favorable conaitions ever since, and no signs of posts,
the yield of every kind of fruit will be up
to the standard both in quantity and qualStrawberries and cherries came on
ity.
lUe market in quantities about the middle
June, and other fruits are coming on
I'jxcept

I

!

i|)idly.

at

top

sale.

notch prices wherever offered

An unusually

large

number

for
of cherthe dis-

ry trees .were set out throughout
trict this spring and more will be planted in
Royal Anne appears to be the
the fall.
favourite for local growers.
In May, the Kaslo District Harticultural and Fruit Growers' Association received from Victoria a silver Banksian medal,
awarded that body at the Royal Horticultural

159

Societies'

Exhibition

last

London, being for an exhibit

winter

in

of apples, prin-

cipally Gravensteins, in the production of
which the Kaslo section excels.
Nelson
Agricultural and Industrial Association also
received a silver medal for an exhibit of

Grimes Golden and Cox's Orange Pippin.
These were among the highest awards, a
number of other medals going to British
Columbia.
The Dominion Express Company has materially reduced rates on British Columbia
fruit as far east as Winnipeg and are placing an iced car service on the Crows' Nest
branch for the benefit of Kootenay fruit
men.
The directors of the Kaslo District Horticultural and Fruit Growers' Association
are negotiating with the Great Northern
Railway, owners of Block 12, an extremely
desirable piece of ground, centrally located
in the city of Kaslo, with a view of acquiririg it for exhibition purposes.
This has
hitherto been used exclusively as a recreation ground and it is proposed to erect
buildings for the annual fall fair and put
a race track thereon.
Nelson sent -an exhibit of early fruits and
other Kootenay products to the Dominion
Exhibition at Calgary, held on July 1st and
succeeding dates.

CUTWORMS
Corn, Grain, Potatoes, Roots, Cotton, Vegetables and flowers suffer enormous damage from Cutworms,
Eelworms, Ants,
Slugs and all kinds of Bugs in the soil.
Maybe you don't see them, but you pay
for them— quit doing so, and use VAP.

ORITE.

VAPORITE

the new, marsrellous Engnon-poisonous
powder.
on to the soil and plow
or dig in as directed, before planting,
or sowing.
It acts quicltly- the insects
are destroyed in a few days so that your
is

product—a

lish

Just sprinkle

ground

is

it

free

VAPORITE

and

fertile.

revolutionizing
branches of Agriculture.
is

many

VAPORITE
100 lbs., $4;

MONTREAL,

F. 0. B.

Reg.

2.000 Ids., $65.

P. Q.

Anyway drop

us a postcard (2c stamp)
iCnd we will send you our illustrated book
No. 4. It is a finely gotten up factful
little

booklet.

It tells

you

briefly

and simply

all

about

VAPORITE, and shows the remarkable extra profits made by practical growers who
use VAPORITE.. It gives reparts from all
over the world.
Write us to-day (getting reply in about
two weeks.)

STRAWSON'S
7la Queen Victoria Street
London, Eng.

Kootcnay Valley, B.C.
H.

Annapolis Valley

W. Power.

(lie

directors of the Nelson Agricultural
Industrial Association are preparing for
ir annual fall fair, September next.
I

strawberries were on the market
the middle of June and a few days later
were being exported. The bulk of Kootenay
berries are as yet grown at Creston, Crawford Bay, along the west arm of Kootenay
Lake and at Kaslo. Other sections. are going in for strawberry growing as with care
and businesslike methods, a few acres of
Kootenay land planted thus produce a tidy
income. Reports of from $500 to $1,000 net
the acre are not uncommon. The Koot^
nay berry finds a ready market in the
Northwest and Manitoba, the closest market
outside of the local one.
,ocal

The cherry crop this year will be an unually heavy one. Cherry trees around
lotenay Lake thrive wonderfully and bear
ieediugly heavy year after year.
The
it grows to a marvellous size and has a
licious flavor, finding a ready market

News

R. J. Mestenger

For the early fruit, the weather during
pollination was not favorable if, as some
authorities claim, fertilization takes place
during the first part of the bloom, for
cold rains and east winds marked the
first few days of early bloom.
For the later
varieties, however, the weather was ideal.
The general impression now is that apples
have set well and as we are getting lots of
moist weather there is every indication of a
good crop.
In insect pests we have quite a development of the canker worm. Some orchards
have been neglected till they are almost
stripped of foliage. Very few brown-tails
have been seen, but it is very probable that
these have been the cause in part of a more
general spraying than ever before. It is unfortunate, however, that many of those who
do spray do it in a half hearted manner and
when other farm work permits.
As an insecticide the arsenitc of soda

APPLE
BARREL

STOCK
We

can supply thoroughly

dry Apple Barrel Steele at
reasonable
also supply

prices.

Apple

Can
Barrels

ready for use.

Be an Independent Canner
Install a Modern Canner on your farm
and dispose of your fruit and vegetables as
canned jfocds.
Avoid all waste and double your profits.
Easy to operate, no experience required.
Small investment and larg^er returns.
Send for a Modern Canner catalojjue.

The

modern CANNER

Canadian Branch,

St. Jacob's,

The

Sutherland,

Innes

Ltd.

Chatham
CO.
Ont.

Company,
-

Ontario
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Be Sure
and

Workthe
Horse

HE CAN VORK.

EVERY DAY

yoa ti8e Bickmore'sQallCureyourteamg
can work ri^ht along- and bo curt'd of Saddle
and Harneaa Galls, Chafes, Kope Burns, Cuts,
Scratches, Grease Heel, etc. while in harIf

ness.

The more work the quicker the

cure.

BICKMORE'S GALL CURE
the standard Remedy for all these and
similar troubles. la excellent for Mantre and
Sore Teats in cows. Above trade mark iaon
every box. For sale by dealers. Money refunded if it fails. Sample and Horae Book
every farmer should read 10c.
WIMQATE CHEMICAL CO. LTD., Canadian Dist'brs.
645 NOTRE DAME ST., W. MONTREAL, CANADA
Is

Imperial

Bank
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Apple Growing North

Lake Ontario

of

Alex. McNeill, Chief, Fruit Division,

HE

counties from Halton to Hastings, bordering- on Lake Ontario,
are particularly well situated for
the growing of winter apples. The busitness has been very profitable for a numiber of years, and many new orchards are
Indeed, it is doubtful
[being planted.
[whether any other district of equal size

[has so many young orchards.
Uufortunately, with the multiplication
\o{ orchards has come the increase in orfchard pests. Insects that were unknown,
[or that did little damage a few years ago,
[have become a serious menace to apple
Egrowing. The older orchards have given
jsuch good returns, and with so little lab[or, that apparently the owners did not
tneed in former years to take much pains
At the present
fto combat these enemies.
i'time at least fifteen per cent, of the older
ftrees are dead or dying from causes
[which appear somewhat mysterious to the
Even the young orchards arc
lowners.

and

liated

are,

stunted,
part of the

tributed to three or four causes, usually
working in combination, chief of which

are

winter

killing,

imperfect

bark louse, collar

oyster-shell

drainage,
rot,

and

other forms of canker.

Winter

WINTER KILLING
was quite

killing

common.

older men said this was
impossible, as they remembered winters
(much colder than any we have had lately,
and the trees stood it all right neveritheless, winter killing is doing a great
tdeal of dam;ige among the orchards of

Many

of

the

;

fthis district.

CAUSES OF WINTER KILLING

number

Many

and second week in June to plow
and these orchards were
kept well cultivated through the summer.
What should have been done was to
first

their orchards,

work

the orchards as early in the spring
be
as possible, and cultivation should
stopped by the end of June, or not later

than the middle of July, except

of winter-killed trees.

in special

The Best of All
The Canadian Horticulturist
the best of

is

all

the horticultural

We

papers that reach our office.
wish to congratulate you on the
way you are developing it from
year to year.— Luke Bros., Nurserymen, Montreal, Que.

The

make

their orchards

in

except

it

may

tile

is

draining,

be a spray pump.

SPRAYING

Many

the farmers have made a
commencement of spraying, but very few
of them perform the operation intelligently.
In the younger orchards there
are two insects which cause very serious
of

damage, namely, the bud moth and the
cigar case bearer.
I did not see a single
young orchard that had been sprayed so
as to destroy these two insects.
The

poisoned Bordeaux mixture should have
been applied as soon as the leaf buds had

begun

to swell, and show the slightest
portion of green, or even before this. In
no part of Canada that I have visited
did I find the cigar case bearer and the
bud moth worse than here. Many of the
orchardists were only giving their first
spraying on the i8th of June. It is needless to say that these men will be disappointed in their results.
It will, indeed,
do some good, but the injury from insects and fungous diseases will usually
be so great that many of the orchardists
will be inclined to think that spraying
is scarcely worth the trouble.

OYSTER-SHELL BARK-LOUSE

The

is respondeath of some of the trees,
at least.
Nevertheless, it is noticeable
that the bark-louso is worse upon trees,
the vitality of which has been lowered
by other causes, such as want of drainIt is asage, winter injuries or canker.
serted by many that the lime treatment
alone is not effective. Others have tried
In no
a solution of concentrated lye.
case has it appeared that these treatments are sufficient alone. A few have
sprayed with kerosene emulsion while
the insects were running but even this
has not proved successful.
Many have
been experimenting with patent misciNone,
ble oils, also without success.
however, as far as I can learn, have
tried the lime and sulphur mixture, and
apparently this is the last resort.

oyster-shell bark-louse

sible for the

The protection which had been
furnished to the roots by sod should be
Ingiven in the form of a cover crop.
deed, the two things, clean culture and
cover crop, should invariably go together.
Even without the cover crop, and
making due allowance for winter killing,
clean culture has been a very great adBut all the advantages of the
vantage.
sod protection, and the increased vigor
induced by cultivation, are secured by
uniting the two, clean culture and cover

cases.

crop.

That it should be more prevalent now
than formerly must be attributed, in part,
to the adoption of clean culture, which is
only one feature of what is really a much
improved system of orchard practice.
Formerly, it was extremely rare to sec
an orchard not in sod. Recently cultivation has become the fashion, and the sod
has been turned down in many an old
[-orchard.
The result is to dc seen in the
large

too late in the season.
of them did not begin until the

cultivation

the

therefore,

«th little attempt on the
I visited
iwners to improve conditions.
nany of these orchards recently, and
{found conditions exceedingly serious.
fThe death of the older trees may be at-

Ottawa

sod checked the growth early in the season, and thoroughly protected the roots,
and thus prevented winter-killing. The
clean culture not only exposed the roots,
but induced a late and succulent growth
of tissue in root and stem, that was more
These
tender than that grown in sod.
orchardists made no mistake in cultivatMost of them, howing their orchards.
ever, have made a mistake in beginning

In the

UNDERDRAINAGE
management of the

soil

of the

orchard it is regrettable that so little underdraining is done. Many orchards are
suffering severely for want of drainage,
noticeable that an undue proportion of the dead trees are to be found
in the lowest portions of the orchard.
It will take a great deal of missionary
work to persuade many of the farmers
that the Ijcst investment that they can

and

it

;

MISTAKES IN PRUNING

is

IGI

A
this

large

number

district

Many, as

are

of the old orchards in
rapidly degenerating.

the result of too

little

pruning,

have grown long and straggling, interlacing at the tips, and with no bearing
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wood towards the
Having this form,

centre

of the tree.
impossible to
spray economically, not only on account
of the height of the bearing wood, but
because the interlacing branches prevent
the spraying apparatus
from passing
easily

it

is

from tree to tree,
RENOVATING OLD ORCHARDS

The

question
is
frequently
asked
whether these old orchards can be renovated.
In many cases they can. Where
the trunk and limbs of the tree are sound
there is no reason why a new growth
should not be started on the lower portions of the limbs.
This new growth
can be induced by cutting back the ends
of the lower limbs along with the thinning of the finer brush towards the outside of the tree.
This would, of course,
temporarily reduce
the
bearing area
somewhat nevertheless, the result in the
end would be beneficial.
The bearing
area is seldom too large, but it is unevenly distributed over the whole tree.
Usually, in these old trees, it is confined to
the tips of the limbs where the fruit spurs
are much too crowded.
The effect of
thinning the finer brush, and cutting back
the larger limbs moderately, would be
to induce the growth of suckers or water
sprouts on the naked limbs towards the
centre.
One or more of these may be
selected on each limb, and so pruned
as to fill up the vacant space in the centre of the tree.
;

These water sprouts usually grow very
vigorously the first year.
A growth of
three or four feet is not unusual.
The
spring of the second
year,
the
new
growth that best suited the purpose of
filling the vacant space, should be selected, and all others cut off close to the
main limb.
One year old shoots left
should be pruned back to within four or
five inches from the main limb.
This
would induce nearly all the buds upon
this remaining stub to grow.
Three
or four of these would be selected and
the remainder pinched out soon after
growth began. By the end of the season
the shoots left would usually make a
growth, not as vigorous as the growth
of the preceding year but still more vigorous than they would from the older
branches.
These again should be cut
the following spring to the extent of
one-half their growth.
It is quite possible that, after this treatment, fruit spurs
will form on these side shoots, the end
buds developing into wood growth. This
wood growth should again be thinned
to two or more shoots as the case may
require, and cut back slightly the third
season. The third season fruit spurs will
develop on the one year old wood, and
after this very little cutting back will
be needed.
If the original sprouts have been judiciou
usly selected, you have three years af-

terwards the centre of the tree fairly well
filled with bearing wood.
During this
time the outside of the tree has been carefully thinned, but some bearing wood
would have developed, and if this is
pruned to correspond with the new wood
induced in the centre of the tree, you
have now a good bearing tree ready to
renew its youth, the younger wood growing from the centre taking the place of
the older wood towards the outside.

BAD NURSERY STOCK
In the young orchards it can be seen
very distinctly that the farmers are not
well informed in the quality of the stock.
In one case I saw an orchard of twelve
or fifteen acres in extent planted with
trees

which must

have

been

stunted
stock, six or seven years old, severely
cut back in the nursery, and making a
very poor showing after being planted a
year in their permanent position in the
orchard.
(Continued on Page

179}

Raspberries in Dry Seasons
During seasons of drought, fruit trees
and bushes often fail to give satisfactory results.
To know how to care for
them properly at such times would mean
money in the pockets of the growers. The
past two seasons were particularly dry in

some

of the fruit sections of the state of
During a visit to Toronto,
Mr. A. W. Twiner of Sagatuck, Mich.,
called at the oflSces of The Canadian

Michigan.

Horticulturist and

told

how he has

grow

raspberries successfully during dry
seasons when others failed.
He grows his plants three feet apart
in rows that are six feet apart.
Instead
of allowing the canes to grow in clumps,
he throws the entire energy of the clump
into one, two or three plants, usually only
one.
These are grown in tree form, by

pinching back in summer to three feet
high to induce the formation of lateral
branches.
For the following season, the
strongest shoots are allowed to grow.
Early in spring, the soil is plowed
about three inches deep toward the
plants.

Cultivation between the rows is
all
season.
The following
spring, the earth is hoed away from the
plants and cultivation is continued so as

on

carried

to maintain a dust

servation

tem

is

mulch for the con-

of soil moisture.
repeated regularly.

This

sys-

One "Boy's Delight" apple tree given
one new subscription to The Canadian Horticulturist. See our premium
for

offer.

Much

of the small, imperfect, lightcolored or wormy fruit comes from trees

not growing under favorable conditions.
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Canadian Plums
W.

T. Macoan, Ottawa

Only a few domestic plum seedlings
have come into prominence in Canada
the same reason mainly as with
the pear, the tenderness of the fruit
buds hmiting the area also in which
for

may

they

be grown successfully.

Two

Canadian varieties which are sold by
nurserymen are the Glass and Kingston, the following descriptions of which
are taken from "The Fruits of Ontario":

KINGSTON
"Kingston

a valuable market variOrigin, province of Ontario; tree,

ety.

and

vigorous

dium

is

productive;

to large, oval; color,

fruit,

me-

dark purple,

with thin blue bloom; stem,' slender,
five-eighths of an inch long,
inserted in a small, deep cavity; suture,
shallow; apex, a small point; flesh, yellowish-green flavor, tart quality, cooking, good; season, early September."

about

;

;

GLASS SEEDLING
"Glass is a commercial variety resembling Quackenboss. Origin, with
Alexander Glass, at Guelph, Ont.; tree,
hardy, vigorous, upright, foliage peculiar dark green; productive; class, P.
domestical fruit, large, round oval, irregular at apex; suture, distinct; apex,
depressed; stem, three-quarters to one
inch long; color, dark purple with thin
blue bloom and white dots; skin, thick,
firm; flesh, free from pit; color, greenish-yellow; texture, juicy; flavor, sweet
and agreeable; quahty, dessert fair,
cooking good; value, market good;
season, September."

NEW PLUMS
On

the

IN QUEBEC
Montreal in the
where domestic

island of
province of Quebec,

plums probably have been grown

for
three centuries,
many seedlings have originated, some of which
are distinctly hardier in fruit bud than
those usually listed. Three of the
best of these are Raynes, Mount Royal,
and Lunn. Descriptions of these plums
will be published in the complete list.
Work is being carried on at the
Central Experimental Farm in the
improvement of the nigra and Americana plums and already several seed-

nearly

lings

In
old

have been named.

my

bush

fruit patch, I remove the
in fall after the fruit is picked.
tops also are cut off. This practice

wood

The

the insects on the old wood.
By
cutting the tops off thenewrwood, breaking is lessened. Jos. E. Gulp, Jordan,
Ont.
kills

—

The Salome apple should be planted
more extensively. It is a splendid keeper and retains its flavor longer than most
varieties.
The tree is a vigorous grower

and produces good crops.
Newcastle, Ont.

—D.

J,

Gibson,

The Summer Care

of

Vineyards

G. H. Carpenter, Fruitland, Ontario

VINEYARD is like everything
if you want to get the best
else-

—

off

it,

you must work for

And

it.

iuring the summer is the time that most
jf that work must be applied, if the best
csults are to be looked for and obtained.

Grape Vines Well Kept and Cared For

(The area planted to grapes is being increased every year. The market for this
of fruit

large, yet the time is fast
ipproaching when only the best class of
:lass

is

ready and profitable sale,
be subjected to grade the
lame as other classes of fruit.
As qualruit will find a

""rapes

will

depends as much upon summer care
vineyards as upon the training of the
ines, the grower who is lax in the mat-

ity
if

ter

of

summer

cultivation will find that

vineyard is a rather poor asset.
He
ho gives his vineyard proper care dur-

lis

ing the

summer and

'ever, will

find that

at

times,

all

he has

in his

how-

^

A

soil

that

supporting a vineto be sapped of its
a crop of weeds.
Cultiva-

iyard does not
iiiutriment
:ion

by

ipring

when

is

want

should be

commenced

the

ground

early in the
is

still

moist

irom the spring rains.

The common custom
vineyards

is

to

plow

in well worked
away from the

Svines as .soon as the soil is sufficiently
dry to work well.
If pressure of other

work prevents plowing

at this time, the
land should be stirred up with a disk-harrow or spring toothed cultivator. This

most important, especially on land that
liable to bake in dry weather.
Where
the ground is kept stirred early in the
spring, a mulch is created, the moisture
is retained and the land can be plowed
at any time, if deemed necessary to clean
properly, no matter how little rain may
have fallen later in the season.
For
plowing, we use a two-furrowed gang
is

is

i

close to the rows, leaving only a
narrow strip to clean out with the grape

hoe and hand hoes.

USE OF GRAPE HOE

When

land is fairly clean, plowing can
be dispensed with and the work greatly
facilitated by using the cultivator in the
middle of the rows, plowing one farrow
away from the vine and finishing with
the grape hoe.
This method on clean
land gives as good results as though the
whole thing were plowed.
After^ the
grape hoe has done its work a man
should go along with a hoe, and clean
away around the vines, at the same
time loosening up the soil.
During the
summer and until the crop is ready to
remove, the soil should be stirred frequently, as with any crop, to destroy
all germinating weeds and to conserve
moisture.
Immediately after the removal of the crop, the soil should be worked
up to the vines either with a plow or
disk harrow reversed.

COVER CROPS
Cover crops are sometimes grown in
vineyards, though the common practice
clean cultivation.
When cover
are grown they should be sown
in August before the crop is removed.
Any of the clovers, vetch or rye, are

here
crops

is

commonly

used

such a purpose.
Equally good results can be secured by
mulching around the vines with barnyard manure applied in the fall. Wood
ashes too gives good results.
for

SUMMER PRUNING
sprouts should be kept down.
These can be pinched off from time
to time when small with very little trouAll

The great point in summer cultivation
to keep down everything but the grape

pines.

work

grapes

good source of income.
KEEP DOWN WEEDS
iis

plow and, by using an extension, can

position of which has been giveri many
times in the columns of The Canadian
Horticulturist, is the mixture commonly used.
The first application is
made before the blossoms appear, the

second after the blossoms are done and
the

two

third

or

three

weeks

later.

Clean cultivation is important but spraying is equally essential.
Without it a
grower is taking a long chance on getting a crop.

Orchard Notes
There

no over-production of the

is

Never pack overripe

fruit

for

best.

ship-

ment.

Peach trees require good cultivation
do well.
Midsummer pruning heals wounds
rapidly and well.

to

Rotten chips and sawdust make a good
fertilizer for the

orchard.

Bud with new varieties the unproductive trees and make most of the orchard.
Grape-growers are requested to conand letters on the care of
vineyarcjs for publication in The Canadian Horticulturist.

tribute articles

Apples
The

in

Parry Sound

apple growing are
not confined to a narrow strip in Southern Ontario.
Parry Sound can hardly
claim to be in the banana belt, but the
possifiilities of

illustration will show that
the varieties are judiciously chosen,
apples in abundance, may be grown in
the Parry Sound district.
The Yellow

accompanying
if

Transparent,

Duchess,

Summer pruning also is advocated
by some growers. This consists in removing all non-bearing wood, the object
being to utilize all the nourishment
brought up by the plants for the production of fruit.
We have not followed
this latter practice but propose trying it
this year in an experimental way.
The
principle seems all right and the operation should prove beneficial, provided it
is not done to the extreme.

Lowland Rasp-

ble.

.hf

,&

SPRAYING
Spraying has now become an essential
point in the management of a vineyard.
A few years ago, we could produce a
good crop of grapes without the help of
the spray pump.
Now, however, we

meet with

A

Successful Northern Orchard

berry and Wealthy will be found hardy,

and the Mcintosh Red, Milwaukee and
Baxter, for later fruit, can be grown

a class of insects with a special
appetite for grapes and if we would have
a crop, we must first put these out of the

to perfection in

Grapes should be sprayed at least
twice and, better, three times during the
season. The Bordeaux mixture, the com-

son.

way.

i^---

The

sections.

shows

apple trees
orchard of Mr. Geo. WilkinSince blooming, the trees set too
apples and Mr. Wilkinson is thin-

growing

many

many

illustration
in

ning them out.

La^vn and Garden Hints for August

THE

garden hose, or other means of
watering; is likely to be called into
frequent use this month. All ama-

gardeners do not understand just
how to apply water to flower beds. Do
and throw the
not stand to one side
teur

stakes.
It is worth more than string
and rope for tying things in a hurry, and
making them stay tied.
Gladioli should be staked

if

they are

be broken down by wind storms
Better do this ..cvv.
Flowering asters should be well watered.
Should rust attack the plants badly,
spray with ammoniacal carbonate of copliable to

ing better than a .solution of Paris green,
sprayed upon the under side of the
leaves.

For cut-worms use a tablespoon-

of air-slaked lime spread about the
stalk of each plant.
ful

Have you a photograph of a rose bu.sh
or of a rose garden?
If so, please send

or rains.

it

The Canadian Horticulturist

to

per.

To
warm

FLOWERS INDOORS

put them in
salt water to which has been added
a few drops of sulphate of ammonia.
Flowers for exhibition purpo.ses should
be cut early in the morning on the day
of the show.
Place them in a pail or
jug of water immediately and put in a
cool place until time of exhibiting.
revive

cut

flowers,

and White

you are using a
hose, sprinkle with care, and do not allow the water to fall with force enough
If you have to
to wash away the soil.
bring water from a well or pump, use a
watering can

If

and apply carefully.

The

best time to water at this season is in
the evening after the sun has set. Give
a good soaking while you are about it.
If you want the season of bloom of
your flowers prolonged, carefully nip all
seed pods and leaves that are drying up.
This is especially true of nasturtiums,
sweet p£as, gaillardias and larkspurs.
Maintain some kind of mulch on the
soil.
It may be of grass, leaves or other
litter, or a dust mulch made by stirring
the soil.
Roses and the general run of
perennial plants are especially helped by
a mulch at this season.
To secure pansies that will produce
flowers very early the following spring,
the seed should be sown about the third

week

in

August.

The

ering.

For early freesias, plant a few bulbs
August. Use plenty of drainage.

late in

sown

into the light.

:

sam, marigold, Shirley poppy, gypsophila, mignonette, larkspur, calliopsis,
canc^ytuff, calendula,
sweet
alyssum,
and for climbers, scarlet runners and
water at the plants.

cuttings of coleus, heliotrope,
and geraniums if young plants are wanted to keep for winter.
Pot begonias,
cyclamen and primroses for winter flow-

convolvulus.
Among the

their

flowers quickly after sowing and probably might give some flowers before frost
if sown in August, and the weather conditions are favorable
Nasturtium, bal-

Stndjr in Black

Strike

Place six or eight bulbs in a five-inch
Place them in a shady place, and
give water sparingly until growth begins
to show.
In about four weeks they can
be brought to the light.
Plant some Roman
hyacinths
and
paper-white narcissi for bloom at Christmas.
After potting the bulbs, water
once and put them in a frame or in the
cellar.
Be sure that the place is dark..
If in a cold frame, cover with coal ashes.
In about six weeks they can be brought

The following annuals produce

A

perennials that may be
and transplanted to
the border late in the fall or early next
spring to furnish bloom for next season,
are
hollyhock,
delphinium,
aquilegia,
campanula, coreopsis, gaillardia and
papaver.
If transplanted in fall, protect
against severe freezing winter.
Dahlias are heavy feeders.
Fertilize
the soil one? a week while the buds are
swelling,
for insect pests, there is noththis

month,

pot.

Cut back the outside petunias to witha few inches of the roots so as to
have
plants
for winter bloom.
Two
weeks later, put them into small-sized
in

pots.

Bermuda

Christmas may be
this month.
Put
If clean pots, use plenty of drainage, and
lace outside on a bed of ashes to avoid
lilies

for

had by planting early
;

will winOld pan.sy beds

plants

ter well in a cold frame.

may

be renewed by cutting off the young
shoots around the base, many of which
will already be supplied with roots. Plant
them in rather sandy soil in a shady
place.

Keep them weU

sprinkled,

and

they will soon root and make vigorous
plants to put in winter quarters ready
for next spring.
Plant lily bulbs for next summer.
Hardy lilies may be removed or transplanted if necessary.
Lily of the valley
also can be transplanted late in August
or early in September.
Buy some raffia for tying plants to

for

reproduction.

Sweet Rocket

— Hesperii

Matronalit

— Growing

Under and Around an Old Apple Tree

On grounds of Mr. A. Alexander,
1(H

Hainilton. Out.
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entrance

the

of

rapid drying-out
?r straw.

Rhododendron Veitchii

worms.
Prevent too
by covering with hay

J.

Walsh, Montreal

The accompanying cut

THE KITCHEN GARDEN

specimen

Continue cultivating the soil in the
Vegetable garden. Add water frequently
nd stir the surface soil as soon afterwards as it can be worked.
String
beans, early maturing
peas,
lat early turnips, radishes
and other
|uick-growing vegetables may yet be
3wn.
Spinach may be sown in fall for early
|fpring use.
Sow the seed before the
liddle of September.
On the approach
»f winter, protect the plants with a covering of straw.
Victoria and Flanders
ire the best varieties.
If sown in August
will come in useful to pick during late
all, when almost all other green vegeables, except cabbage, are gone,
i- Plant some beets for autumn greens.
The young leaves will be relished. If
3wn now, the roots will be large

represents a
of
Rhododendron
is one of the finest cool
plants
in
cultivation,
al-

plant

I'eitchii.

It

greenhouse

should be cut about once a week, with
longer intervals during the hottest part
of the summer.
If the grass is cut often, the clippings may be left on the lawn
as they soon will shrivel up and disappear.

In order that trees and shrubs will
not suffer by growing sod, circles should
be kept around them without grass and
the surface soil within same should be
kept loose with the hoe.
These circles

make

the grass
trunks.

3r

use in six or eight weeks.

known garden plant is
a rich herb, cultivated and
^sed like parsley. Sow the seed in early,
all or in spring.
If sown in fall, the
eeds will remain dormant until spring.
Another

fiervil.

Lit

pall

will

little

It is

sprout more uniformly than those

sown.

Sow

seeds

of

lettuce

for

u.se

at

Thanksgiving.
Start them outdoors,
and later tran.splant to a cold frame.

AMONG THE FRUITS

^^
^^fct

II

you have some

Spiraea
One

Van

Houttei

most beautiful of our earlyblooming shrubs is Spircca Van Houttei.

Rhododendron Veitchii

thouh rather a slow grower.
It is a
hybrid raised by Veitch & Son, of London, England.
The plant illustrated is
about eighteen years old.

The

cultivation

difficult.

of

this

plant

The following compost

is

not

suits

:

Equal parts of peat and leaf mould, with
sand, and a little fresh potting soil. The
best summer treatment is' to plunge outside in coal ashes, in a partly shaded
place, such as suits azaleas.
Care must
be taken to have the plant in the house
before any danger of frost comes.
It is
very sensitive to cold or light frost.
If treated in this way the plant will
give good satisfaction during the winter

months.
The perfume of its beautiful
white flowers will scent the whole green-

of the

Its free-flowering habit gives much pleasure in June.
While it responds to individual cultivation, it can be u.sed in
any place and in any soil. Its hardiness
makes it particularly valuable.
The
flowers are pure white and are borne profusely in small, compact clusters on pendulous branches.
Even when out of
bloom, its drooping habit and its foliage

make it attractive. Whether grown as
a hedge, as an individual specimen on
the lawn or massed in clumps, it is
equally effective.
The

beautiful

hedge

illustrated

is

to

be found on the grounds of Mr. Richard
Devlin of Ottawa.
This hedge is composed of fifty plants set out in 1893.
The second year after planting, they
blossomed nicely.
It has been trimmed
at no regular time.
In 1906, the owner

house.

fruit trees that

are
bearing the ^arieties of fruits that
want, bud them with the desired
^Bnds. A number of different varieties
be grown on one tree,
For best flavor in tree fruits, allow
•hem to remain on the trees until thoroughly ripened.
The pear is about the
'Uly fruit that improves when picked be!ore maturity.

Summer Care

^K>u

^Hay

^y

To

grows

you want a first-class top-dressing
lawn this fall, begin the preparation of same about the last of August.
Secure equal parts of good, clean soil,
and well-rotted stable manure. Turn occasionally until October and then spread
on the lawn.

3r salads.

early

instead of
the case
close up to the
is

If

Sow

The plants are cut
The seed may be sown also
spring.
The plants are ready

mower

for the

Have you ever grown corn salad? It
much appreciated in March and .'Vpril.

weather comes.

of the

when

for table use.
early crop of celery will be neariig maturity.
Blanch the stalks with
Sarth or boards.

aid

possible, also, to keep the grass

means

having to use hand shears as

The

the seed about the first of September, in drills half an inch deep and six
inches apart, in rich soil.
Sow thinly.
Protect the plants with cle„-n straw when

it

cut by

nough

is
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cau.se the raspberry

canes to throw
Hit a number of branches, pinch them
lack ^o about three and a half feet from
the ground.
This is the only summer
pruning that the bramble fruits should
receive.

Have you read our premium olUr?
Send us the subscription of a friend, and
secure one "Boy's Delight" apple tree
for fall planting.

of

Lawns

important factor in the successful treatment of lawns is watering. Constant moisture is essential in the maintenance of a velvety turf condition.
If
the lawn is properly made, there need
be no failure if the owner is situated
.'\n

where there is a good water supplv.
The water may be applied at any time,
but it is better to do it at night or early
morning.

When

watering a lawn, give it a good
soaking.
Shift the hose about so that
all parts will be reached.
Unless watering can be done thoroughly and reguis better not to do it at all.
the lawn frequently as it increasthe body of the sward.
A lawn

larly,

it

Mow
es

A

Spiraea Van Houttei Hedge

cut the whole hedge do\tn to two feet in
height and now it has solid trunks to

grow on and
Articles on

welcomed

is

exceedingly attractive.

amateur gardening will be
by The Cana-

for publication

dian HORTICt-'LTlRIST.
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The Rose Outdoors and
C. Craig,

THERE
the

no other flower that grows
garden that can compare
with the fresh, sweet perfume of

The rose

the rose.

is

"Queen

with another layer of manure on
and finishing No. i trench with the
soil from No. 2.
I have
seen large
rose gaidens trenched three feet deep
v/ith four layers of manure; but one must
be go^ erned by the soil he is working
that

of the

Everybody loves the rose,
Garden."
and many people try to grow it but

how many succeed?

—only

;

^

a small per-

Yet there is no great
difficulty in successfully growing roses
if you give the right conditions and the
centage,

I

/ear.

necessary attention.

Ottawa

uie,

is

in

The

"with.

object of this trenching

is

to

provide nourishment wherever the roots
may go most roses are strong feeders.
;

To

those

who cannot always

secure

farmyard manure I would say that a
good substitute is rough bone meal well

SOIL
In the cultivation of the rose the

first

and most important consideration is good
soi).
I
have found moderately heavy
loam to be the best, and if success is

worked
is

into the soil.

Culture #

its

Deep

also a preventive against

other fungous troubles.
.When planting, by no

cultivation

mildew and

means

let

the

Let plants get a good start, then
apply the kindness.
well.

FERTILIZERS

As

a stimulant I would recommend sulphate of ammonia or Albert's manure,

about one ounce to a gallon of water.

WATERING
Another important point

in successful
the use of the hose.
I
fully endorse the remarks of one of our
most successful rose growers, that cold
water applied from a hose pipe with force
is the best means of ridding your roses
of insects, especially the red spider.
If
syringing and watering is carried out
faithfully morning and evening, there
will be little trouble from insects. Someone may ask, what about mildew if you

rose culture

is

water at night?

If the plants have been
properly cared for as to deep cultivation,
and so forth, they will be in a state of
health that mildew will hardly attack
them. After a dry, parching day as we
very often get, the plants seem to glory
in a nightly bath.
In carrying out the foregoing the
.grower must study his plants.
If they
are inclined to be weak they will need
careful handling and attention as to manuring or once more his kindness may
prove disastrous.
The object must be to
build up a strong constitution in the
plants, not a great amount of soft, rank
growth, but good, hard, solid wood that
will stand hardships, for the rose in
Canada has many hardships to go
through.

An Amateur's Water Garden— See Next Page
10 follow, the soil

must be deeply

culti-

vateil.

TRENCHING AND MANURING
The ground should be trenched
least eighteen inches or two feet, all

at

de-

pending on the subsoil.
If it is possible
to go two feet, or even three feet, without striking gravel or sand or other poor
quality of soil, it will be all the -better
for

roses,

especially

hybrid perpetuals,

are very deep rooting.
First take out your first trench eighteen inches to two feet wide, wheeling
all that comes *out of it to where you
intend finishing the operation. If trenching eighteen inches to two feet, put a
l.'iyer of
manure in the bottom, then
put the top spit of the top of the man-

*A portion of a pftper read at a meeting of the
Ottowa.HorticuItural Society in June.

roots come in contact with the manure.
The young roots when beginning to grow

PRUNING
Pruning should be done immediately on
the first sign of the buds swelling.
It is
difficult to lay down any hard and fast
rule for pruning rose bushes, but speaking generally, I would say take out all
weak wood and cut the preceding year's
growth back to fifteen or eighteen inches above the soil.
The grower must be
observant as to the habit and vigor of

are unable to assimilate the rank food
and consequently die. It may not seem
necessary to tell this, but all too frequently inattention to whether the roots
come in contact with the manure or not,
is the cause of failure to grow roses.
I

his plants.

had an example of

ties

I

sold

this last spring,

when

some rose plants to a certain genHe came to me a few weeks

tleman.

and said that his roses were dead.
answer to my questions as to his
mode of planting he said, "I gave them
every chance and I filled the holes full
of manure before I planted the roses."
My remark was, "You killed the roses
later

In

with

kindness."
This mistake often
happens with the beginner, not only
with roses, but with other plants as

VARIETIES TO PLANT
In the following

which

I

I include varieare hardy.
While

lists,

know

there are some newer varieties which
be preferable, those I mention will
give good satisfaction and encourage the

may

amateur to enlarge his collection.
HYBRID PERPETUALS
Crimson Alfred Colomb, Duke of

—

Ed-''^

inburgh, General Jacqueminot, Prince,
Camille de Rochan
red
Ulrich Brunner. General Washington, Jubileee; pink;
Magna Charta, Paul Neyron, Mrs.
John Laing, Mde. Gabrielle Luizet, Bar;

—

—

:
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oness Rothschild, Mrs. Sharman, CrawFrau Karl Druschki, Marford white
jaret Dickson, Mrs. G. Bruant.

—

;

TEAS

Maman

Cochet, pink and white

;

Marie

;

;

HYBRID TEAS
is

the finest class of rose grown,

Hit a little

perpetuals.

grown

Bessie Brown, creamy white Mde. CaroMildred
salmon pink
Testout,
Lady Battersea and La
Grant, white
France, white and pink Killarney, suffused pink and Lady Ashton.
;

line

;

;

;

/an Houtte, yellow The Bride, white
jknna Oliver and Edith Clifford.

This

—

;

more tender than the hybrid
The following varieties can
successfully

in

this

locality

;

POLYANTHA CI-IMBING ROSES ,
Crimson Rambler, bright crimson
White Rambler; Dorothy Perkins, shell
pink

Lady, deep rose.

;

Baby Rambler, Mignonette,
The Pet or Red Pet.

Perlee,

Hunt, Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph

HIS showy

species of the "Livefor-Ever" family of plants is not
seen as often in the hardy flower
jrder as its attractive beauty and use'Tulness warrants.
Coming into flower

of a

weaker growth and

less floriferous

than the specimen shown
This fact and, as it is well

the

cut.

known

that

in

most of the "Live for Ever" or "Stone

Crop" family

middle so that the tops would come just

bottom of this basin, and the surface of the basin was cemented to the
level of the lawn.
The barrels were half
to the

with very rich soil and were then
ready for planting.
In each of the end barrels we
put a
water-lily,
Nymphcsa Gladstoniana in
one, and Nymphcea Marliacea var.
rosea
filled

the other.
In the centre barrel we
planted rushes and a giant arrowhead
(Stgittaria sp.) and then partly
filled the
basin with water.
This done, we placed
a water hyacinth and a water poppy
or.
the surface and, as the lilies
grew, increased the supply of water until
the
basin was full.
The water is supplied by
means of the garden hose. No drainage
IS required, the sun
causing considerable
evaporation.
The water garden thrives
without any other attention and
is
a
source of unending interest to
ourselves
and our friends.
in

POLYANTHA DWARF

Sedunv Spectabile
Wm.

167

of plants are suitable for

Potash as a Fertilizer
F.

T. Shutt,

M.A., Chemist, Dominion Experimental
Farms.

Wood

ashes,

long the only form of
mmeral fertilizer used in this country
and certainly a form of potash that
cannot be excelled, are fast disappearing
from the market. Wherever obtainable
in the unleached condition,
at reasonable
prices, the

market gardener and orchardshould never hesitate to purchase
them.
Of good quality they will contain between five to six per
cent, of potash and two to three per cent, of
phosphoric acid.
They also possess from
twenty to thirty per cent, of lime, a very
ist

useful

amendment on many

soils.

For

vegetables and small fruits from one
half
to one ton per acre may be
used.
Sulphate of potash, muriate of potash

and kainit are
ing of

all

fertilizers.

used

in the

The two

compound-

contain
the neighborhood of fifty per cent,
of
potash, the latter, kainit, about twelve
first

in

SeJam

as

Spectabile

does usually

it

in

Roieam

— An

Excellent Plant for the

September when

there are so few of the occupants of the
perennial border in flower except the

—

yellow
autumn flowers"~the beautiful
lavender pink flowers of the variety
shown in the cut are most conspicuous
and pleasing.

The

variety

shown

is

known

as

Sedum

roseum, and was planted in
the college borders three years ago, having stayed there each winter without any
protection save the ordinary covering of
snow.
Contrary to general supposition
spectabile

that

it

flourishes best in rather

specimen

is

old mortar rubble.

Another plant that I have planted on
lower, moister ground does not flower
early as well as the one noted, being

and one half per

rockeries and dry positions, leads me to
think that a moist situation or a stiff
soil should not be recommended for this
plant.

herbaceous

character, dying
winter, hence
could be easily protected if desired.
Its
honey-scented flowers are very attractive
It

is

down

to

the

and

in

ground

in

and other winged
be seen by the cut. The
plant grows to about two feet in height.
to bees

butterflies

insects, as will

Alv

Amateur's Water Garden
T.

stiff soil,

planted on a piece of
high, light .soil in the border, the subsoil being well drained by a quantity of

this

Hardy Flower Border

The

W.

Armilage, Toronto.

on page 168 shows an
amateur's first attempt at a water garden.
In constructing the pond which is
about fifteen feet long by eight feet
broad, the earth was shelved out to a
depth in the centre of about a foot, and
illustration

three half barrels sunk in a line

in

the

cent,

of potash.

phate of potash is more
the other two named for
of crops
e.g., potatoes
but for the majority of

—

there

is

Suldesirable than
certain classes

and tobacco
garden crops

no objection to the muriate or

The one source of these potash compounds are the mines at Stassfurth, Germany.
Of the sulphate and
kainit.

muriate, the usual dressing per acre

is

from 100 to 150 pounds; of kainit, from
400 to 600 pounds.
This, and what has been published in
the last two issues of The Canadian
Horticulturist, is a very hasty and imperfect account of these fertilizer ingredients, but to go further into details,
interesting as they are, is now impossifor we must say something of the
requirements of the various market garden crops. This question will be discussed in the September issue.
ble,

:

Greenhouse Construction
W.

Robt.

WHEN

contemplating the erection
a glass house for vegetable
growing, the first question that
broadly presents itself is "what is the
best kind of a house to build?"
A very good article on greenhouse construction for vegetable growers by J.
D. Fraser, Leamington, Ont., is published in the annual report for 1907 of the
Ontario Vegetable Growers' Association.
rVom his experience, the following pointers may be gleaned
1. Greenhouses
should be sheltered
from the wind.
2. In no case is it advisable, either
for defence or protection, to exclude sunlight.
"Admit," he says, "every possible ray of sunlight."
3. Discard wood as much as possible.
4. For supports, use gas pipe set in
cement.
5. For sash bars and other necessary
wood work, cypress is preferred and
of'

must be painted.

for Vegetable Grow^ers

King, Toronto

Vegetables, for proper finishing, re-

6.

quire a free circulation of air and lots
of ventilation.
7. There is not sufficient air in very

low houses.
8. Mr. Fraser builds hou.ses with fourteen feet spans, connected in blocks up
but for a house only
to 100 feet wide
thirty-five to forty feet wide, he prefers
;

a single span.

Large houses are easiest to heat.
Don't give a man a contract to put
in pipes unless you are sure he knows
how to do it. "The ordinary plumber
g.

10.

know anything about heating a
greenhouse."
As regards nine of the ten pointers
quoted from Mr. Fraser's paper, it is
needless to refer to any authority, eithThe only
er in support or contradiction.
one not accepted or that called forth
any question from the numerous experts
assembled was No. 8 which refers to the
And
width and height of the houses.
this has been just as much a question
with florists with whom we have assodoesn't

ciated for the last fifteen or
as

it is

with the vegetable

piling-up of snow in the valleys, especially where the colder temperatures are required to be maintained.

The disadvantages

are the extra exa large plant of houses, of
the said outside walls and side ventilating, together with the large extra cost
per square foot of growing surface for

penses

in

and boiler plant to heat
the same.
This has lead to the present
idea (by advocates of separate houses) of
real estate, fuel

building them extra wide until

in

a case

of a house 150 feet wide by 500 feet long,
a whole block is enclosed in a single
span, but in such cases, there is no more
advantage as regards side light than

would be obtained in a block of narrower
houses of the same size.
In such houses, other objections materialize,

tra

as, for instance, the large ex-

amount

brr.tes

of end glass to install, wind
and heat in the winter. .Another

objection is the limited amount of ridge
ventilation practical to be installed, also

more years,

men

to-day.

LIGHT AND VKNTILATION

There are some plants and flowers that
shade and others that thrive better
in the sun, but they all want light and
As the art is not to succeed under
air.
like

glass in the

summer when

the sunshine

and light is in plenty, so much as to produce during the dark days of winter
when prices are up and the sun is down
the nearest approach to summer out-ofdoor conditions, we want it in our power
to admit every possible ray of light, even
shading in the
if we have to do .some
summer months. As regards the construction of the houses for ventilation,
as much as is required should be secured for the summer months with as little
increase as possible to the shadow of the
sash during the darker days in winter.

SINGLE vs. CONNECTED HOUSES

Regarding the width of houses, the
question of the day seems mainly to be
between blocks of comparatively narrow
houses built high and single separate
houses of widths ranging from forty to
sixty feet.
For commercial purposes,
the low, narrow, single house has long
since become one of the mistakes of
the

Fig.

1.

Sath Being Used for Side Ventilation

Where a largo amount of .side ventilation iH

required,
side Hash can be hinged ut the eveH, or whore the eves
are too high a header may be run along the Hides of the
houHo, and the sash hinged to it as is shown in the
illustration. The header is carried by special brackets
bolted to the posts.

past.

The advantages claimed for separate
houses are: (i) The additional light on
the

first

bed facing the south, the houses

being placed a good distance apart

;

(2)

the ability to obtain side ventilation (3)
in the colder climates the avoiding of the
;
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Fig.

2.

Method of Ventilation

at the (iround

The glass over the wall is intended to reach to within
one foot of the ground. The wall is formed by setting
a two by six plank edgewise. The plank is carried by
special brackets bolted to Ihe posts of the house. An
opening is left at ground for ventilator which can be
banked up in cold weather.

A

Large Vegetable Growing Plant

in

Pennsylvania,

Erected by King Construction Co.

Note that heatinp pipca are sufficiently high to permit the ground being plowed and cultivated with a horse. The large door at the end of each Iiouhc
and waggon to enter with manure, al.so machinery for cultivating and for other purposes.

the difficulty of getting at the glass for
repairs.

Nevertheless, a house 150 feet

by 500 feet long has been built ana
claimed to be a commercial success,
he popular question at present as to
ize of house for a man to start with,
allow for extension as his business
grows, seems to hinge around connected
houses of twenty-one feet, eight and a
half inches, using twelve foot sash bars,

iwide
IS

lumber length, and twenty-five feet, twd
and a quarter inch, using fourteen foot

where land is sufficiently plentiseparate houses of not less than forty
to sixty feet in width.
In the connected houses, continuous
single ventilation is usually installed but
if extra ventilation is required, then venilation each side of ridge can be used
nd the King construction ventilator is
SI
such that the extra side can be added aftrwards if required, using the same
lass that was in the roof without cutbars, or,
ful,

to

ting.

In these houses, also, the lightest sash

No. 6, can be used in the roof. Owing to the extra light-admitting qualities
of this bar, the advantage gained by its
use will out-weigh many objections that
bar,

can be raised against it.
The number of
valley gutters required gives easy access

and when of iron,
as they should be, present sufficient surface for drainage and the melting of
to the roof for repairs

snow with reasonable

rapidity.

The

nar<

rower span, twenty-one

feet, eight

and a

recommended where weathconditions are the more severe.
Oth-

half inches, is
er

the standard twenty-five feet
spans have met with much success and
are cheaper to install.
For the separate houses averaging fifty feet span, ventilation both sides of the
ridge should be used since as regards
amount, this is only equal to single venerwise,

the block previously referred
ventilation is required,
however, side ventilation can be resorted
It is held by growers, however, that
to.
tilation
to.

in

If

more

ventilation in wide houses, being
only local, is a poor substitute for proper
or sufficient ventilation at ridge.
In resorting to side ventilation in order
to create a current of air (which, how-

will allow a

Uani

where snow

is plentiful and liable to bank
up against the walls, two feet or in an
extra wide house, even more dead wall

may
In
to,

be necessary.

some

cases, in the district referred

an opening

is

left

of the sash (See Fig.

under the framing
which is banked

i)

up in the winter.
In other cases, side
sashes are hinged to the eve, or where
eves are too high, a header is run along
the side of the house as in
is hinged.

Fig.

2,

to

which the sash

(Continued on Paf/c

17-V

side

is looked upon by some as of the
nature of a draft and injurious in many
cases), as Mr. Fraser remarks, the opening should be low down, thus drawing
the coolest air into the house.
In working with the growers in the Great Trondequoit vegetable growing district of
the United States, a cut of one of whose
houses is here shown, the King Construction Co. has met some of the demands for side ventilation, by the plans
shown in Figs, i and 2, which we explain as follows
The glass in the side
of a vegetable house should reach within
one foot of the ground, where weather
conditions will admit, but in this country

ever,

:
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About Tomatoes
The illustration on our front cover
represents the tomato patch of Mr. Jas.
The varA. Woods, of Stratford, Ont.
iety

staked

is

Livingstone's Globe and

the others, Livingstone's Favorite.

The

photograph was taken two years ago on
August 2nd. According to Mr. Wood,
the ErIiana and varieties of that type
are not successful in his locality, either
in crop or quality.

When writing
Wood said: "The

of the location, Mr.
elevation here is about
1,200 feet above sea level, or say 950
The June
feet above Lake Ontario.
Scientifically, it
frost is our chief dread.
may have nothing to do with it, but practically
full

this frost

moon."

is

co-incident with the
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and every right which he had, so
that even if the nurseryman could be reached by law, the buyer of the goods has practically put himself out of court by signing
pd. all

such a contract.

The

agent, who sold the
stock, was not known in the neighborhood
in which he was doing business, had no
property in the country so far as was known
and, therefore, was wholly irresponsible,
iThus, it will be seen, that the customer
Ihas no chance of redress, should occasion
either from the nursery firm or its
? require,
f agent.
This contract was used by the
Northwestern Nursery Co., Fife Lake, Mich.
We draw attention to this extraordinary
contract with the purpose of warning our
(

'

.

;

i

'

:

,

i

fruit growers and farmers against signing
contracts and agreements without knowing
o.xactly what they are signing.
It is indiscreet, also, to deal with unknown agents,
supposed to represent foreign nurseries,
whether the nursery firm is well-known or

Fruit
A

fruit

Wrapping Machine

in

A

counting attachment
the number wrapped.
tricity.

A

PURCHASE BARRELS EARLY
wish

to

emphasize

further the
wisdom of bayinjr apple barrels early in the
season.
Coopers will sell much cheaper
at the present time, and buyers of apples
will buy the stock much more readily,
if
the owners have the barrels on hand.
Indeed, this is very often an inducment by
which the latter can get an advance of
half the price of the barrels.
Present prospects indicate that there will be a fairly
large export trade this year, and barrels
are sure to cost more after September than
still

before.

.

There is no reason, also, why every
jfrower should not estimate the crop which
he is likely to have within the limit of
twenty-five per cent., over or under. If,
then, he orders for what
he thinks is
seventy-five per cent, of his crop, at the
present time, in case his estimate should
be too low, he will not have to buy more
than twenty-five per cent, at higher prices.
estimate should be higrher, he will
have, at most, only twenty-five per cent, to
carry over, and. with proper care, will be
out only his interest on a small sum for
this.
Think about this, and buy your
his

If

barrels now.

Changes
Several

made

in

in Prize List

important
the

fruit

chang-es

prize

list

have
of

the

been
Cana-

dian National Exhibition, Toronto.
In the
sections for plate fruit, the prize list calls
for nine specimens on each plate, instead
of five, as formerly.
These sections cover
ipples, pear.s and peaches.
In the case of
Blums, 20 specimens were called for in[tead of 12, as formerly.
Prizes have been
dded for pyramids of fruit.
The object of the change is to insure
better display of fruit.
The management of the exhibition has felt that the
lisplay of fruit in the past has not been as
Ittractivc as it should have been.
It is be[cved that the prizes offered warrant these

Tianges being made.

The
^t,

Dominion ChemFrank T. Shutt, M. A., Ottawa,

latest report of the

Mr.

Jonlains much information of value to fruit
Ind vegetable fjrowers.
The questions
feated include the control of moisture in
rchard soils, eommerrial fertilizers, inser_irides and funsicides, analyses of apple
pomace, and so forth. Write to the Can
tral Experimental Farm for a copy.

Second—Just after the petals fall (usually
May).
Third— Three weeks after the blossoms

pondent

registers

Enot.

We

First- After the cluster buds open,
but
before the individual flower buds
expand
(usually late in April).

wrapping machine has been put

operation in California, says a corresof the Country Gentleman. It requires practically no attention, and entirely automatically wraps the fruit.
The fruit rolls dowj a slight incline to
the operator, turning slowly over as it approaches him and giving him an opportunity to remove defective sptcimens. The
fruit is lifted and placed, stem up, in rub
ber cups, which carry it to a mechanism
operating much as the human hands. It
is carried to the paper being cut and printed from the roll. The twist of the paper
is made over the stem ends, thus cushioning the stem and preventing puncture injury.
If the machine
becomes clogg^ed,
it is stopped by a clutch operated
by elec-

An

Fruit Drying Process

invention

which

produces

"naturally

dried

fruit" in an "artificial manner" by a
hot air process, has just been tested before experts in California, and proven highly success-l
fill.
The fruit is laid in trays, constructed of
wire netting, and a continuous draught of air
heated to 150° is forced through the fruit.
Moisti^re extracted is carried away through an

and by control of heat
closely imitated.

air stack
is

and

air,

nature

The new process

is claimed to do the work
two weeks' less time than the field drying
method, and with the same result. The first
tray of fruit, which happened to be prunes,
taken out of the dryer was acknowledged by
the experts to be exceptional. When weighed
to ascertain the shrinkage by the new method
compared with the old, an increase of 10 points
was noted in favor of the hot "air.

in

Profit in Spraying
The Nebraska Experiment Station has
just issued Bulletin No. 106 entitled, "Does
It Pay to Spray Nebraska
Apple Orchards ?"
The Bulletin contains much information of
value to Canadian fruit growers.

The spraying operations from which the
records published in the bulletin were obtained were conducted in two orchards. The
purpose of the work was to demonstrate
the proper methods of spraying apples ; and
to determine whether, under the conditions
existing in Nebraska, it pays to spray.
The materials used were Bordeaux mixture and Paris green in the first three
sprayings
and arsenate of lead alone in
the last two sprayings.
The cost of spraying in one orchard was
about 2g cents per tree for four sprayings,
and in the other orchard about 40 cents
per tree for five sprayings.
Spraving produced a net gain per tree above the cost of
spraying of $1.70 in one orchard, and $2.56
ill
the other orchard.
It
increased the
yield of fruit by 1.7 bushels per tree in one
orchard, and by 2.1 bushels per tree in the
second
orchard.
The improvement in
quality of fruit was also very noticeable.
In one orchard the sprayed trees produced
about 45 per cent, of No. i fruit while the
unspraycd trees gave only 4 per cent, of
No. I fruit. In the other orchard about 62
per cent, of the croj) on the sprayed trees
was first class fruit while only about 22 per
rent, of the crop on unsprayed trees was
first grade.
Suggestions arc gn'vcn in regard to meihods of preparing and applying sprav mixtures, and various arrangements for convenience in the work are pointed out. Five
sprayings are recommended, as follows:
;
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early in

(usually early in June).

fall

Fourth— Ten weeks
tall (commonly late in
Fifth—Three

weeks

after the blossoms
July.)
later
(commonly

about the middle of August).

Marketing Muskmelons
A bulletin has been issued by the Agricultural Experiment Station of Illinois
on
Marketing the Muskmelon."
This
is

summary:

a

leading

type of muskmelon grown
'^^f,.
^°'"
^^^ general market is the
M.. i'"^'^
Netted
Gem, and the matter presented in
this bulletin has special
reference to the
.

marketing of this type.
Illinois Gem melons intended
for shipment to the Chicago market should,
as a

rule, be picked as soon as the fruit
will part
readily from the stem., but not before

Well graded melons

sell

'graded stock.
The quality of a melon

better than un-

is the primary
factor which determines its grade.
The relation between the netting of
a melon and
Its quality,
makes it possible to

grade

melons with extreme accuracy as to
quality, on the basis of ..etting.
The full benefit of grading cannot be
secured unless methods of packing
are
employed which will enable the melons to
present an attractive appearance upon
the
market.

Different styles of pack should be adopted
melons of different sizes.

for

A convenient packing shed facilitates
proper grading and packing.
To handle the melon crop properly, the
working force must be thoroughly organized,
and each person trained for his particular
duty.

The most satisfactory way of supplying
melons to the smaller cities is to ship directly to one high-class retailer in each
city.

The
melons
grower

safest plan to follow in shipping
to a large city market is for the
to make arrangements with some

trustworthy coinmission firm to handle his
entire product.

Landscape Gardening
One

of the most notable personages in the
art of landscape gardening that ever lived

and one whose works and writings have
been felt throughout the avenues of experience during the past century was Humphrey Repton of England, 1752-1818. He
was a master in the science and practice of
landscape architecture. Two of his best
works are: "Sketches and Hints on Landscape Gardening" and "The Theory and
Practice of Landscape Gardening." These
two books have been re-printed and illustrated in modern form and have been issued in one volume under the title of "Thi'
Art of Landscape Gardening," editp<l by
John Nolen, A.M., member of the Ami'ricaii
Society of Landscape Architects, and published by Houghton, Mifflin & Co., of Ho.ston and New York. The pric(! of the vol-

ume

is

.113

net.

The work
tecture.

is

a classic in land.scape archi-

preparation has been carefully done.
Its illustrations are high cla.ss.
It deserves a place in the libraries of
jili
persons interestrd in the laying-out and
miinngcmi-nt nf grounds.
Its

—

—
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Prepared Spraying Materials
The Maine Agricultural Exjjeriment Station is now mailing Bulletin 154 which contains analysis of Paris greens and prepared Bordeaux mixtures as sold in Maine in
1907.
The following extracts and conclusions of interest to Canadians as well as
Maine growers, are taken from the bulletin

:

"The

ideal

Paris

maximum amount

green would carry a

arsenious oxide in
with copper; it would have
as little as possible of free arsenious acid,
so as not to burn the foliage
and it would
be in the finest possible powder in order
of

combination

;

that

it

may

readily

remain

in

when mixed in water and that
more thoroughly distributed."

suspension
it ,may be

All of the Paris greens sold in Maine
were found to carry sufficient arsenic. One
largely used brand was found to be poorly
made as shown by the coarse particles and
an excessive amount of soluble arsenic.
"The reported cases of burning of foliage
and failure to kill the potato bugs reported
from some users of this green may perhaps be explained by these analyses."
The commercial Bordeaux mixtures are
discussed from the standpoint
of
their
chemical compositions, their effectiveness
and economy.
"The large grower rarely,
if
ever, can aflFord to purchase prepared
Bordeaux mixture at any price at which
they have been or can be offered. To say
the least, freshly prepared Bordeaux mix-

ture is in as fully as good form to serve as
a fungicide as old mixture.
It apparently
adheres to foliage better than old.
There
seems, therefore, to be little or no reason
for the large grower to use ready made wet
Bordeaux mixture.
The experiments conducted at the station clearly indicate the
unwisdom of dust spraying for potatoes.
Until some marked advance shall have been
made in the preparation of commercial
Bordeaux mixtures, wet or dry, they do not
seem to fit in to the economical and eflective combatting of the fun"-ous diseases
of the potatoes."

Remedies

for

Cutworms

Last year, much alarm was created by
outbreaks of the variegated cutworm in
various parts of Ontario. A serious outbreak of this pest occurred in British Col-

umbia

in 1900.
The caterpillars attack
clover crops, tobacco, corn, tomatoes and
other vegetables, and they climb fruit trees

and destroy both leaves and fruit. The
following remedies are suggested by Dr.
Chas. J. S. Bethune, O.A.C., Guelph:
"The most effective remedy for these nocturnal marauders is the poisoned bran
mash, which is made by mixing half a
pound of Paris green in 50 pounds of bran
(the proportion for larger or smaller quantities is 1 to 100); the poison should be
added to the dry bran little by little and
stirred all the time till the whole is tinged
with the green color, then add water sweetened with sugar or molasses till the mixture is sufficiently moistened to crumble
nicely through the fingers. If bran cannot be procured, shorts or flour may be
used and for field work may be distributed
dry by means of a seed drill. The mash
is sprinkled about the plants at sun-down
and after dark the worms come out and
eat it in preference to the vegetation and
then go off and hide, usually in their placParis green, half a
es of concealment.
pound to 40 gallons of water may be used
on many plants with much advantage.
"When the worms are very numerous

and are moving on from one field to another, their progress may be cheeked by
])loughing a deep furrow ahead of them
two about four feet apart would be better
in these, post holes arc bored or dug from
12 to 16 feet apart. The furrow.s should bo
made in the morning so that the sides may
be dry and reliable by night fall. The
worms fall into them as they march and
being unable to climb up the loose sides
they travel along the furrow and fall into
the post holes; there they will bo found in
dozens or hundreds in the morning and can
•easily be killed. Whore the soil is stiff
clay, this plan will probably not be so
effective, as the worm.s may be able to climb
up the sides and go on their way; reliance
will then have to be placed in the poisoned
Where very numerous a heavy roller
bait.

may

be employed with advantage, if the
or crop will permit of its use. It must
be remembered that live stock or poultry
soil,

must not be allowed
poison

is

in

any place where the

scattered."
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Oldmixon, and others, the

fruit buds of wliich
to kill badly, do so because they
finish their resting periods early and are, therefore, easily pushed into slight growth on warm
days in winter.
"Varieties of Chinese Cling and green-twigged
types (excepting the Klherta, which has more the
character of the Persian race) are generally late
in finishing their resting periods and arc therefore better adapted to climates like that of
Missouri."

are

known

Coopers' Fluids
Many

expressions of satisfaction with
the new spray fluids, Vi and V2, are be
ing received by Messrs. Wm. Cooper and

Nephews, 506 and 507 Manning Chambers,
Amonij the letters received re-

Toronto.

cently are the following:
H. A. Farrow, Bowmanville Ont.
"Upon
examination 1 find that my trees sprayed
with your Vi iirescnt a much cleaner and
better appearance than those unsprayed."
Robert CoUacott, Bowmanville, Ont.
"I
have examined my trees after spraying
with your Vi Fluid, and find them very
clean and healthy.
The bark louse has,
without doubt, been successfully treated."
K. Allen, Newcastle. Ont.': "I have
J.
used five gallons of your Vi and V2 Fluids
:

:

Winter Killed Peach Buds
In bulletin No. 74, entitled "Winter Killing of
Peach Buds as Influenced by Previous Treatment," and issued by the agricultural experiment station at Columbia, Mo., there is much
valuable information for peach growers in
Ontario. The results of experiments and conclusions drawn are summarized as follows:
"It is well known that the vigor of growth of
a peach tree can be increased by heading hack,
by cutting off a considerable portion of the ends
of the branches in late winter or early spring,
when the fruit buds have all been killed.
"This is an excellent treatment to enable
trees to recover from injury to the wood by
severe winters.
"The fruit buds formed on this vigorous
growth of new wood in sections north of Missouri
are more liable to injury from the cold of the
following winter.
"The buds on this vigorous new wood, however, finish their resting period later and are
therefore not so readily started into growth by
warm periods in winter to be killed by cold
periods following.
"In Missouri, especially the southern half,
there is in nearly every winter warm weather to
start the buds into growth to a small or large
extent.
"In most of Missouri then, fruit buds on trees
that have made rather a vigorous growth, caused
by reasonably severe heading back or by cultivation, are the less liable to winter injury.
This
has been true in the experiment station orchard
and in others during each of the last two years.
"Heading back may be too severe, however,
since in any year the fruit buds most likely to
come through the winter safely are those at the
base of the whips of new wood, and if the heading back has been too severe the growth will be
so dense that no fruit buds will be formed at the
base of those whips.
"In the experiment station orchard the trees
having the smallest percentage of buds killed
were those trained to a spreading, open head,
and forced by pruning and cultivation to make
a vigorous growth.
^

"The fruit on trees with spreading heads does
not rot so badly as that on trees with dense
heads.

"The

on my orchard of 450 apple trees. The orchard now looks very healthy and clean,
the foliage
particularly
being full and
healthy, and there are very few, if any,
live bark-lice on the trees now."
F. F. Barker, Burlington, Ont.
"I used
the gallon you sent me on young trees,
currant bushes, tomato plants, and found
it .effective, especially with the potato bug,
which completely collapsed, and were quite
dead within five minutes from sprinkling,
:

was from actual test. I, therepresume that the effect on smaller
insects would be greater still."
White and Grace, Port Dalhousie, Ont.
"We applied the Vi Fluid during the first
week of April, to pear, apple, plum and
peach trees to see what effect it would have
on the San Jose scale, with which all the
trees sprayed were more or less
affected.
The bulk of our trees were sprayed the last
two years and this year with the limesulphur wash.
So far as we can judge at
present, the trees sprayed with your Vi
Fluid are absolutely free from scale, and
and

:

present a singularly healthy appearance,
while for ease in handling
and great
covering capacity, your fluid is far preferable to the lime-sulphur wash.
We expect
to make a test of your V2 Fluid this season and will report the result."

Canning Small Fruits
Make

a syrup for each quart of blackberof one cup of sugar and one cup of
water, skim it and let boil 10 minutes, then
put in the fruit and allow it to boil eight

ries,

minutes.
Red raspberries

may be put up in the
same way, or if you wish to spend a little
more time and have the fruit as perfect
and fragrant as when fresh picked, put it
cover and set into boiling water,
there about 10 minutes.
If the
berries settle, put in more.
Then l^ur in
boiling syrup till the jar is filled to over
in

on trees making rather a vigorous
growth, unless the growth is too vigorous, is
larger than that on trees making smaller growth.
This is true except with early varieties, where a
tree making a rather small wood growth bears
fruit

the better fruit.
"In the station orchard where only one .side
of a tree was thinned, the side not thinned had
from five per cent, to 40 per cent, more of its
fruit buds killed by a temperature of six degrees
F. below zero on Feb. 5, 1907.
"Many varieties, like the Elberta, Crawford,

this

fore,

jars,

leaving

it

flowin,g.

Before considering the purchasing of nursery stock elsewhere, the fruit growers of
British Columbia will do well to pet the
catalogue of Mr. M. J. Henry, Vancouver,
B.C. Mr. Henry prows a large assortment
of fruit

and ornamental

trees

and plants.

*
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Greenhouse Construction
(Continued from Pnut

1(J9/

In locations where, on account of snow,
lie side sflass will have to be kept up two
more feet, a good arrangement would be
use the ordinary King side wall modied by hinging the dead wall below the
ite, or otherwise to make it removeable

which can be arranged.
Before the subject of ventilation can be
^ghtly understood, it is necessary to theorTo obtain proper vente to some extent.
iation, sufficient openings must be made
tttirely,

the roof to allow the over-heated^ air to
scape, while cooler air, due to its extra
height, will force itself in (even through
to take
lie same aperture, if necessary)
be place of the warmer air, whose lightThus we get the
less causes it to ascend.
xchange of air necessary to the growth of
plants, and which must be brought about,
some extent, even in the dead of winter,
But that
the cost of fuel for heating.
l^t
What is usually
not all the question.
Complained of may not be so much a lack
of change of air, as it is the intense heat
"i radiation, due to two kinds of glass.

KINDS OF HEAT
There are two kinds of heat to consider.
One is heat from convection; the other is
Convected heat is
heat from radiation.
-uch as travels in currents of air, and can
he carried away by a process of ventilation-,
by which movement of the air is produced.
ileat from radiation is that scorching heat
to too close a proximity to some overheated body in the open air, and by which
even the moving of the surrounding air
may increase the distress that the heat is
Above us, we have the scorchcausing.
sun
playing its heat on the glass.
ing
obstructs,
Glass - intensifies, rather than
In the lower strata
the heat of radiation.
we have the cooler radiation from Mother
Following this theory to its legitiEarth.
mate conclusions, you may find a very good
and convincing reason why, if other conditions arc not allowed to interfere, or be
in themselves deficient, with glass carried
high over head, mainly in high houses,
they can be made cooler in summer and
warmer in winter, than any houses where
So that when you are
the glass is low.
considering the getting rid of the convected heat in the nature of overheated air

glass being higher on the average than
in a narrow house with side walls of equal
height, and in having a less area of glass
to heat per square foot of growing space.
Hence the claim that the larger houses are
cooler in the summer, and easiest to heat
in the winter.
For blocks of connected houses, a reasonably wide span should be used (up to 25
feet) but to obtain as good results as in
the separate houses, due to the elevation
of the glass, the side walls should be
higher.
Now comes the question: "How high
should they be ?"
Not to be thought a
crank on the question of high glass, allow
me to say that this question depends largely on the size of the blocks you are going
to build.
If it is a small block or a single
house of a block to start with, you cannot
afford high outside walls, because it takes
too much fuel and heating plant to heat
them, especially with the glass kept low,
and on the north as well as the south side,
as it should be.
But, as the size of the
block increases, the proportion of outside
walls decreases until it is practically of
vey little consideration.
Then you can
outside
walls
well afford to keep your
higher, eventually striking as good an
average for height of glass. Or, better, if
you like, than is to be obtained in the example of a single house first referred to,
an idea that presents itself at this point,
is that in building a block of houses, one
could start with a standard height of out-

due

that needs to be exchanged, you may as
well consider the injurious effect of the
heat of radiation from the glass in winter,

and move

it

further

away from your grow-

ing space.
Build your houses, no
purpose, roomy, to give

evenness
high,
glass

of

get

to
in

of

air,

and

reasonably
away from the heat of the
ventilation,

and

summer and

_rhe best way

~

matter for what
lots

to set

up

the cold in winter.
to insure this effect will not
air currents in the houses so

to obtain as even a distribution
ventilation as possible throughout the
fchole of the block, not looking so much

|uch as

Ipon getting one bed in a big house betBr than the rest, as to get all parts of
he house equally good.

SOME CONCLUSIONS
The practical conclusions to be drawn
^om the theories advanced are, to keep
separate houses, with
or seven
say up to
to 60 feet, and should have double ven-

Bur glass up,

that

six
less than
lide walls not
eet high, should be built wide,

the ridge, side ventilation beng left optional with the grower, accordng to the requirements of the stock raised.
The wider houses have an advantage in the

Blation

at

Fountain Pen Free
A 14 kt. Gold Fountain Pen will be
given to any person who sends us
one dollar to pay for two new fullyear subscriptions to The CANADIAN
Horticulturist.
These pens are
guaranteed to give satisfaction. Try
and win one. The Canadian Horticulturist, Peterboro, Ont.

more usual manner, or a horse and

as

Having quoted from Mr. Eraser's paper
authority for vegetable growing in a

where, he says, they have very litsnow, I may, perhaps, be excused for
referring to a personal conversation with,
perhaps, the largest vegetable grower in
district
tle

Canada down

east, where the snow loads
most extreme, and who is, in consequence, afraid of ridge and valley houses,
and who has recently returned from a trip
through the vegetable-growing' districts of

are

the United States.
He is in favor of the
wide single houses with roof of skeleton
construction, so as to admit lots of light,
and also of keeping the outside walls up

higher than he has previously been accus-

tomed

to.

to empty a house
In regard to emptying a block of houses
at the side rather than at the end, this,
apparently, is a hobby of Mr. Eraser's.
Mr. Fraser advocates a main walk in the
centre, and then narrow footpaths leading
from it to the side, driving his team along
side of the house when disposing of its
block of
load, but since he makes
his
houses 100 feet wide, it does not appear
what advantage, as regards the loading, is
to be obtained in comparison with loading
the team at the end, having, say, a centre
walk in each house section, with an outside door at the end, through which a
handcart, or barrow, can be run in the

cart

matter.
In regard to the heating of a vegetable
house, having due regard to the possibility of introducing horse power in the working of the same, a bank of pipes may be
supported on each row of valley posts with
a pair of pipes higher up or just under
the gutter on either side.
Then, there
should at least be a corresponding quantity
of piping in the centre of each section of
house to counteract the current of cold air
that otherwise would fall from the roof, and
especially from the ventilating sash, when
open in winter. This bank of pipe may be
put on special supporting uprights, set in
the ground, corresponding to the valley
and wall, supporting posts so as to be
low down near the ground, or, what may
be better still, to have this bank of pipes
more widely separated, and hung over
head, so as to leave the whole space of
each span clear for cultivation, and, at the
same time, give a more even distribution
of the heat.
It is worthy of note that in the North
Wales house, over 150 feet wide, after putting a reasonable amount of pipe on the
two outside walls, the main body of the
for

that

is hung on flie roof, directly under
the glass.
If this answers at all satisfactory (and it is claimed that it does) then,
surely to hang fifty per cent, of the pipingonly, say, eight or nine feet from the
ground, should be all right.
One of the
arguments in favor of this plan is that,
naturally, heat comes from above, and that
the thing to avoid in winter is the falling of
cold air from the glass by compelling it
to first pass the heating pipes.
If this
plan is tried, it will be well to keep the
pipes pretty well up, and not immediately
over the walks, as a heating pipe too near
the heads of the workmen is liable to cause
some distress in the way of headaches.

piping

Ringing Herbaceous Plants
"Ringing"

a practice sometimes employed
in vineyards, as by it
the bunches of grapes are in some cases made
larger and earlier.
It seemed feasible to apply
the same practice to herbaceous plants, but test
to apparent

side wall, and keep raising the gutters towards the centre of the block.

173

is

advantage

made upon tomatoes and chrysanthemums

at

the experiment station at Geneva, N.Y., proved
the theory fallacious. With neither class of
plants was there any gain in yield, increase in
size or hastening of maturity;
but in nearly
every case the ringing was detrimental. So
marked was the injurious effect in many instances, especially upon the root systems of the
plans, that the experimenters doubt whether
the practice is not more injurious than useful,
even upon grape vines where the apparent advantage is most evident. These tests are recorded in bulletin No. 288 of the station.

Fertilizing Old

Orchards

Bulletin No. 289, issued by the agricultural
experiment station at Geneva, N.Y., teaches
some important lessons on orchard fertilizing,
as follows: That an orchard soil may not need
potash, phosphoric acid, nor lime, even though
the soil may have been cropped a half century;
that in a soil which produces apples of poor color,
potash and phosphoric acid may not improve
the color; and that the apple does not seem to
be as exhaustive of soil fertility as farm crops.
The experiment suggests, as well, that to assume
without defmite knowledge that a tree needs
this or that plant food often leads to the waste
of fertilizing material and that in the matter of
;

an orchard a

fruit grower should
pcriment for himself, since an orchard's ner
fertilizer can be determined only by the !>
of the trees when supplied with the sevt
fertilizing

foods.

e-
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NOTES FROM THE PROVINCES
mi

mi

hundred dollars an acre for improved land
Unimproved
is not an uncommon figure.
lands range all the way from $50 to $200

Kootcnay Valley, B.C.
"

H.

W. Power.

an acre.

Despite the almost universal prevailing
depression in business quarters, the settlement of Kootenay Lake fruit lands is going
on merrily, newcomers taking up land at
Bay, Kootenay Lake,
Creston, Crawford
Kaslo, Proctor and Harrop, the two latter
points being on the west arm of Kootenay
Burton City and Nakusp, on the
Lake.
Arrow Lakes, and the Howser Lake section
Fruitare also receiving much attention.
vale, a new settlement, near the boundary
line,

Similkameen Valley, B.C.
The

chief concern of growers here at
is the question of transportation.
While we have a fairly direct route to the
most desirable market the prairie provinces it is necessary, in order to reach it,
to ship over two roads, the Great Northern
and the C. P. R. The Crow's Nest line
of the C. P. R. is now building in this
direction and will go through the heart
of the valley, which will give a splendid
)th roads
direct route to the prairies.
When
are also extending to the coast.
these lines are completed,
our shipping

present,

on the Spokane Falls and Northern

The bulk of
also thriving.
is
the newcomers are English, although a
large number are Americans, and former
residents of Alberta and Manitoba.
Ten years ago the sole industry in the
Railway,

.

was mining, but latterly
coming to the fore in an asThe mountain valleys
tonishing manner.
Kooteney

district

horticulture

—

—

facilities will

is

and lake benches have been demonstrated
to be wonderfully fertile, strawberries and
other small fruits, cherries, plums, pears,
apples, peaches and grapes growing to perIrrigation has been found unfection.
necessary, the natural rainfa'l being sufficient for all needs. An eastern man would
probably consider the area of good land
limited, but the wonderful productiveness
of the soil, due to a combination of climatic
Six
and other conditions, atone for this.

the state the edict has gone forth that
they shall all be destroyed.
We are a new
country here, and, as yet, free from pests,
"
but,
an ounce of prevention, etc.," and if
our growers are foresighted, they will take
precautions at once.
The Cottonwood is
about the only deciduous tree we have here,
and adds much beauty to the landscape in
places, but it should not be allowed to
stand for a moment if there is any danger
from its presence.
Keremos, the capital of the valley, is
making a steady and healthy growth. Several new firms have started this summer, a
church and school are under way, and timber is on the ground for a bridge across the
Similkameen, to be built by the Provincial
Government.
It will be nearly 1,000 feet
long, including a stretch across an island.
The Keremeos Land Co's irrigation
works are so far advanced that water for
their lands is
will cost over

ing up markets.
A point that has not yet been taken up
here, but should be, is the effect of cottonwood trees on orchards. It is found in the
districts of Washington that these
trees harbor insect pests, as might naturally be expected
and in certain parts of

older

this

fall.

They

JAlbertaji
John Ryan

During my residence of 25 years in the!
Macleod district of Alberta, I have grown
j

small fruits, such as currants, gooseberriesj
and raspberries, with great success.
IT
have some apple, plum and cherry trees,
Two of myj
that should bear next year.
neighbors, Messrs. Thos. Clark and Jos.'
Hicks, have fruit trees bearing now.
Itj
is only recently that the planting of fruit
j
trees has

;

A COMPLETE

ensured for

The main canal
$100,000.
brings water down eight miles from the
Ashnola River, and consists of six miles
of open ditch and two miles of wooden
pipe, from 30 to 40 inches in diameter.

be ideal.

D. F. Jelly, a prominent and eiiergetic
orchardist, has been appointed immigration
agent for the Great Northern, and as he
is also secretary for the Fruit Growers, is
acting on his trips as theii agent for look-
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My

been thought of in this district.
garden of small fruits and orna-

little

LINE OF

ORNAMENTAL TREES

FRUIT TREES,

SHRUBS, SMALL FRUITS AND ROSES
FOR DELIVERY
FRUIT TREES

:

IN

FALL OF

AND SPRING

1908

1909

Apples, Pears, Cherries, Plums, Peaches, Quinces, etc. in unAll home grow^n Stock, guaranteed true to name

limited quantities.

GARPE VINES

by the thousands, extra strong
direct supervision of a Grape Vine Specialist

Uvo-year-old

vines,

under the

ORNAMENTAL SHADE TREES
men
dug

Large specifor Parks, Streets, and Gardens.
All stock symmetrically grown and
trees for individual trees a specialty.
with plenty of fibrous roots

ORNAMENTAL shrubs
ROSES

in

all

best varieties,

in bushes, standards, or half-standards.

own

roots.

Climbing Vines and Trailers

field

Field
in

carefully

dug

grown and budded on

their

grown and

unlimited quantities.

We

have a few vacancies for First-Class Salesmen with undoubted credentials.
Write for terms and catalogues, which will be cheerfully furnished free of charge

HELDERLEIGH.
NURSERIES

E. D.

SMITH

ESTABUSHED QUAftTER-OF-A-CENTURY.
Alontion

The

C'anatliaii

Ilortifultiirist

vvhoii

writing.
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WINONA,
ONTARIO
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mental trees is doing well, and has induced
j_inany other persons to plant.
Fruit can be
jTOwn in the MacLeod district, but the
bushes and trees
require
some shelter
from the winds. I would like to learn the
Kperience of others
in
g-rowing
fruits
liroug-h

the

columns

of

The

prevailed throughout the entire stretch of
the prairie provinces, have combined to
make this a most favorable year for the
planting and growth of forest and shade
trees. This means a good deal to this country, as there are now being so many new
windbreaks and plantations set out by farmers in our open prairie districts.
Arrangements are being carried forward
for a Provincial Horticultural Exhibition,
to be held in Winnipeg, under the joint auspices of the Western Horticultural Society
and the Winnipeg Florists' Association. The
dates have not been definitely set at time of
writing, but it is quite likely that the show
will occur during the first week of September.

Canadian

lORTICULTURIST.

Manitoba
W. Bnchanan

D.

rather an off year for some fruits.
Plums did not set well owing to cold rain,
jnd plum pocket has been bad, reducing the
crop to 20 per cent, of last year. The apple
Crop will be 25. per cent, of last year. Strawberries are fair. Currants set a large crop,
but the currant fruit worm has been verv
destructive, reducing the crop one-half in

This

'

many

is

A committee

of

pointed with F.

horticulture
College, Winnipeg, at its head as secretarytreasurer and manager of the exhibition.
This will be the first provincial horticultural exhibition in about six years, although
as long ago as that a series of two or three
good annual shows were held by the Western Horticultural Society. The trouble was
that at the last show the financial basis was
bad, and the weather proving unfavorable,
a heavy deficit was experienced. A beter financial arrangement now exists, and the
chances are good for a first class show. For
years the local horticultural society at Brandon has held a most creditable exhibition in
that city.

cases.

Winnipeg
George Batho

The prospects

for the fruit crop in Manitoba are not above the average. Mr. Stevenson, the pioneer apple grower at Morden,
reports only a small crop, this being a year
of only light bloom.
Plums have suffered a
good deal from plum-pocket,
and small
fruits are, for the most part,bearing only
moderately.
The beautiful weather of the early spring,
followed by the heavy rains of June, which

The second annual convention of the
Western Canada Irrigation Association will
be held in Vernon, B. C. during the week
beginning Monday, Aug. 10.
For further
information and program, write to the secretary, W. R. Megaw, Vernon.

PLANT IN THE FALL
Fall Planting

FALL CATALOGUE
Write

We

for

grow

Trees,

Fruit

Bushes,

Trees,

Roses,

is

selling

well in Montreal.

;

knocked off in one hour and thirty minutes
and invoices made out, aggregating $8000.
Mr. J. J. Callaghan as a fruit auctioneer
is not excelled in America.
The fifteen cars
would aggregate about $12000.
The district between Montreal and Ste.
Anne-de-Bellevue, the extreme west end of
Island, a distance of 20 miles bids fair for

an average crop of fall and early winter apples, and common red sour cherries have
been a good crop and retailed at 35 cents a
gallon.
The large setting of fruit trees on
Macdonald Farm are doing well; the older
ones are apparently

full of fruit.

GOOD RETURNS
MARCHMENT'S

out.

having.

SURE GROWTH COMPOST

Ornamental
Herbaceous

IS

THE BEST

Plants, Etc.

Supplied to the Largest Nurserymen

and

Pelham Nursery Co.
Gooderham
Cor. Front

TORONTO

Buildings

and Church
-

-

S.

W.
133

Fruit

Growers

in

Ontario

MARCHMENT

VICTORIA

ST..

TORONTO

Streets
-

ONT.

On

stems, were in good order.
On July 6th, our Montreal auction room
presented a very pretty scene; 15 cars of
various kinds of fruits were on exhibition
on the ground floor— bananas, melons,
peaches, plums, apricots, lemons, oranges,
pines and tomatoes— about 200 crates opened
up so as to show ripeness, color and size.
At 9:15 a. m., about 150 buyers assembled in
the auction room to bid on six cars of California fruits, packed by Earl Fruit Co.,
Producer's Fruit Co.^ and Stewart Fruit Co.
One characteristic of the sale was the strict
attention of buyers and rapid bidding, auctioneer J. J. Callaghan quoting bids in
French and English and passing from one
kind to another in rapid succesion. The
whole six cars or over 6000 packages were

shows

just

worth

is

It

it.

is

Fruit

June 27th, the first lot of ripe apples came
to hand from Tennessee, red and green in
color and of good size. The red variety in
tenderness,
like our astrachans,
showed
signs of decay
the green, more like our short

WITH GOOD MANURE AND GET

PELHAM'S HANDSOME

why.

Montreal
Wartmaa, Dominion Fruit Inspector

£. H.

Feed Your Land

will obtain the best results.

Our pamphlet on

ap-

W.

Brodrick, professor in
at the Manitoba Agricultural

Raspberries look promising
and,
with
favorable weather, will give a good crop.
Vegetables are yielding a fine crop on welldrained land, but there has been too much
rain for low ground.

And you

management has been

175
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Residence Park 951
Kortt'culturiiit
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New Brunswick
Hathewajr

S. B.

The

Growers' Association held a
series of orchard meetings at points along
the St. John River during- the last week in
June, that were very successful and much
The speakers were G. H.
appreciated.
Vroom, of Middleton,' N. S., Dominion
Fruit Inspector, and S. B. Hatheway, secA pump and
retary of the association.
Fruit

PACKERS' "SAFETY"

PAPER

I

Recommended by Government
Used with

|

Wrapper

Fruit

perfect results

was used to demonstrate
applying Bordeaux mixtiire.
Instruction and practical work in pruning
and care of fruit trees also was given.
Evening meetings were held at Lakeville
Corner and Oromocto, where insect pests
and raising and marketing fruit, were dis-

spraying

outfit

making and

I

Inspectors

by largest growers

TAKE NO CHANCES WITH

People are beginning to take an interIf
in the Fruit Growers' Association.
the Government could be induced to give
an annual grant, as other local governnjents are doing, the advantages of having
such an association would be more forcibly
impressed on the public in general, and
on fruit growers, in particular.

est

Nova Scotia
G. H. Vroom, Dominion Fruit Inspector

Fruit prospects in Nova Scotia at the
present time are fair, although, not quite
what we expected when the trees were in
bloom. Th canker worm did considerable
damage in some sections and shortened the
crop. Gravensteins are well set and up-todate are nearly free from spot, where proKings are looking well.
perly sprayed.
Stark,
Baldwin, Golden Russet, Ribston
Ben Davis and Astrachan are fair. Fallawater. Spy, Blenhem, Greening and many
others are light.
The continued dry weather shortened the
strawberry crop and the price has been good
The retail price in Halifax during the third
week of July was 15 cents a box. Cherries
are a good crop plums and pears only medium. The Halifax market is well supplied
with plums, peaches, pears and apples from
the south. The cranberry crop is promising
,

UNTRIED PAPERS
Large Stock, Followiog Sizes, Always on Hand
10c per ream (480 sheets^
8 X 9

cussed.

:

14c
10x10...
81c
20x30...
24x36... $1.15

;

In addition to Fruit Wrapper, following
supplies necessary to the modern Fruit
Elxport Business are carried in stock at our

Hamilton warehouse.

Prices supplied on

well in

most sections and on good bogs.

Western Annapolis Valley
1,

we have had no rain

to

of, and the result is a pretty considerable apple drop. The varieties dropping most are Greening, King, Ben Davis and
the early varieties, such as Gravenstein.
Many complain of a light set of Nonpareils.
The general opinion is that the crop here
is not as large in prospect as at last writing.
The weather has certainly been favorable

speak

Buritin, Gillies
LIMITED

Canadux

Co.

CANADA

HAMILTON
Mention The

&

•
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This
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is

repro-

graphic

duction

the

of

model
horse power

latest
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this year.

than

Nova

Scotia apples will be bettir

last year.

Whether or not we merited the reputaticin.
last year Nova Scotia apples caught it fnuu
all sources. The Nova Scotia Fruit Growers'
Association has more than once discussed
the question of having the names of violaAct published.
tors of the Fruit Marks
Such an action would be beneficial. We are _
confident, however, that an improvemerit.;?
will be seen this year.
In the best cared for orchards, the cover:
crops are sown and cultural operations have
ceased for the season. Small fruits are only J
raised on a small scale in this .section, and-i
very little commercially.

Eastern Annapolis Valley
Eunice Watts

Although the year opened with unusually
bright prospects, the dry weather and the.';
insect pests have put a damper on the ex-,
:

The canker'!
pectations of many growers.
worm got beyond the control of several orchardists in the apple belt under the North
Mountain, where the devastation caused by_|
these caterpillars is a sight not easily to bel
forgotten. At Starr's Point, near Blomidon.a
whole blocks of orchards are defoliated, or'
as red as the soil on which they are planted.
In some districts, blackberries are badly]
affected by the orange rust which is prevalent not only in plantations, but by the!
way side where it should be the duty of]

patches..

R. J. Messenger

Since July

for clean fruit and thus far, very little spot
can be seen; still, August is the month for
the development of the spot. However, we
hope that with the more general spraying

passers-by to dig up and burn plants affected, thus preventing the spores of this incurable disease from affecting cultivated]

application.

Wrapping Papers. Twines. Pulp Board
Box Linings. Corrugated Straw Boards.
Lace
Lace Papers.
Manilla Tissue.
Box Tops.
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.

Potato beetles are particularly active, not^
only on their own hosts, but upon tomato j
plants and nicotianas. If by some mistake,^
tomatoes are grown on grounil which wasl
occupied the preceding year by potatoes, thel
beetles will quickly devour them, unlessj
they are hand picked.for tomatoes are easilj^
injured by Paris green.
The woolly bear caterpillars have appeared in great numbers on a patch of broadj
beans, CVicia Faba) and are doing much
damage. Last year they attacked the onions.i
Peas are suffering more than most things
for lack of rain and the apples are becoming
thinner. Where the cultivator is kept con-'
stantly at work the crops are not suffering to
any great extent; on the whole they look
well.

SPRAMOTOR
Fitted as a vine-

A

yard^sprayer,

most

excellent

machine worthy
of your careful
investigations

Growers of strawberries who were fortunenough not to lose mucli of their crop
by the dry weather have made a good thing
this season as there was a demand for them
and blueRaspberries
at a good price.

ate

berries quickly succeeded the strawberries,

but like everything else they need rain.

During the past year, 62,844 barrels of apples have been shipped from Berwick Sta-

For vineyard, or-

tion.

chard, potato

Many

mustard or sur-

far

This does not include bulk shipments.
other stations in the valley are not

behind Berwick in their shipments.

face spraying.
If

you are

ested,

Sale
inter-

write

for

free catalogue.

SPRAMOTOR
1272

KING STREET

Limited
LONDON, ONTARIO

of

Square

made by such

well

Pianos

— Square

pianos

known manufacturers

as

Steinway, Chickering, Haines Bros., are being offered for sale at the low price of $75
to $150 hv the old firm of Heintzman & Co.,
Limited, 115-117 King St. West, Toronto.
Thes(! instruments have all been put in
goood condition and only from 50c to 75c a
week is being asked in payment.
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The Winnipeg

the exhibition than
to
single excursion tickets

Industrial

Georse Batho
"

I

'

of

The horticultural features of the Winnipeg Industrial Exhibition have never been
very strong, and tlie show held from July
11 to 17 of this year *as no exception to

Much

the rule.

the finest display of fruit

came from Ontario and British Columbia.
For some years the British Columbia people

'

have made an excellent display of their products at the large fairs in the prairie provinces, and their fruit has naturally been coming more and more into favor in consequence. Last year the Ontario Department
of Agriculture also made a display of Ontario fruits, and this year an even better
exhibit was forwarded. Both of these displays showed all kinds of tree and small
uits, and the Ontario exhibit included a
iinber of samples of honey. In both cases
exhibits were put up with a great deal
taste, and they were favorite corners with
„'ht-seers from prairie sections where fruit
iwing is practically an unknown indu.stry.
I'he Buchanan Nursery Co., of St. Charles,
Miin., had a most creditable display in the
;Mrie building showing samples of perennial
wers grown in the open.
A number of
^es which have mostly been considered
tender line here, were shown, and of
favorites
peonies,
urse such old
as
irises, delphiniums, golden glow, bleeding
..
p heart, etc., wore conspicuous, while a good
sliowing was made in bottles of apples,
irabs, plums and small fruits grown on the
nursery.
;
The professional florists did not enter into
competition, but two of tiiem. The Rosery
P. Ormiston, both of Winnipeg,
I and R.
i'
made up beautiful large stalls of cut and
|H.tted plants.
A similar booth was fitted
up by the Public Parks Board of Winnipeg.
In the amateur class for flowers there
were only a few entries, but these were
mostly very good. One of the best things was
a collection of 40 different varieties of sweet
i

'

]

within

a

may

now

miles

eighty-three

The

year.

last

177

radius

be

10-14
good to return until the 17th, these to include a coupon admission ticket to the show for an additional 25 cents. Single fare tickets on the

APPLE

certificate plan may be bought from Nov.
6-16 and are good up to the 19th no matter
how many may purchase tickets on the plan.
The prize lists for the various sections
were submitted with some slight changes
and the printed lists will be got out as soon
A big effort will be made to
as possible.

BARREL

from

bought

Nov.

STOCK

advertise the show and 'the conventions as
widely as possible both in Toronto and over
the province generally.

We

;|
''

Canadian Exhibitions

in

1908

dry Apple Barrel Stock at

Halifax, Nova Scotia
Sept. 2-10
Kentville, N.S.; Horticultural
Oct. 7-0
London, Western Fair
Sept. 11-19
New Westminster, B. C....Sept. 29-Oct. 3

Ottawa, Central Canada.

..

can supply thoroughly-

reasonable

Apple

also supply

.Sept. 18--26

Can

prices.

Barrels

ready for use.

Catharines, Niagara District .Sept. 17-18
Sept. 12-iq
John, New Brunswick
Toronto, Canadian National. Aug 2g-Scpt 14
Toronto, Ontario Horticultural .Nov. 10-14
St.

St.

.

Victoria,

B.

C

Sept.

22-26

The

—

Big Reductions in Square Pianos The
small sum of $75 to $150 will secure you a
excellent condition, by
square piano, in
known makers such as Chickering,
w^ell
Steinway, Haines Bros, and Heintzman &
Co.

From

50c to 75c a

week

is

all

that

Sutherland,

Innes

Company,
Ltd.

is

Chathatn

asked in payment for one of these in.struments, which are being offered for sale by
the old firm of Heintzman & Co., Limited,
115-117 King St., West, Toronto.

Ontario

-

,

ITPAYS TO BORROWMONEY
TO BUY A

:

which Mrs. Lundgren, of Winnipeg,
and H. J. Edwards, Winnipeg,
second.
The pansy collection was small,
but remarkable in excellence. Edwards won
These two
first and Mrs. Lundgren second.
exhibitors also got most of the prizes in the

peas, in

won

first,

C. N. Andrew won
other flower sections.
first on roses grown out of doors.
The Exhibition falls at quite an oft season
for fruits, and they made practically no

showing at

all.

W. Hotlgetti, Secretary, Toronto
lie Ontario Horticultural Exhibition will
year, be held in the St. Lawrence MarArena, Toronto. Nov. 10-14. For three
Sis this show has filled Massey Hall to
frflowing and, after serious consideration
Jtheir last meeting, tlie directors decided
move to tlie larger buildings where all the
p.

flowers,

F you do

r

vegetables,
the one

and

lioney-

The

soil for future Crops.

A
manure

It
the Automobile and Horse Shows.
&ds itself specially well to a show such
|the commercial growers have been puttup the past four years. It is hoped also
^t rooms in the building may be filled up
the holding of the various convention
i>tings during the week.
The Eastern Passenger Association has
favoiiiMr
rnilwuy
more
rates
inted

f

easily

''"?at''^ .

and con-

do

as a pcr-

class

manen

venieiUly

first-

work with
'

as a running exp e n s e.
For the only way you can get all the value
out of the farm manure every year is to
use a spreader. There is absolutely no

comparison between results produced by
hand spreading and macliine spreading.

The Cloverleaf Endless Apron Spreader
The Corn Kinf^ Return Apron Spreader
CANADIAN BRANCHES:

and

led,

t

ment.uot

pre
for

The machines dilTer in certain features, but each have good strong broad
tired wheels, simple and strong driving
parts, are

sidered

could
providbe
increasing
nunithe rapidly
The
exhibits in each section.
of
Lawrence Hall is conveniently located
Uhe Belt and King St. car lines, and has
eady been used for various shows, includ-

floor,

will make no mistake in
i
'
buying either one of these rigiit
working, durable I. H. C. spreaders.
I.
H. C. spreaders are not built excessively heavy, but they have the
strength required by such machines.
The draft is as light as possible in any
spreader.

Control-

invest-

shown on
ample space

be

^

You

spreader
s h o u Id
be con-

and

ild

not have to bormuch the better.
But in any event have a

row, so

spreader of your own this
increase in the first crop
through the use of your spreader will
more than pay the principal and interest.
It will cut down tiie labor of manure spreading. It will make the work
There will be no waste of
agreeal)Ie.
manure. You will have a more fertile

year.

Ontario Horticultural Exhibition

jits,

MANURE SPREADER

any kind

of

m a-

nure.

Any

H. C. local agent will supply catathe distinguishing
logs and explain
features of each machine, or show you
a machine at work so that you can
I.

clioose wisely.
If you
prefer, write direct to our
branch house nearest j'ou for any in-

foruintion desired.

Calgary. Hamilton, London. Montreal, Ottawa. Rcgina,

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA.
(Inrorporateil)

St.

John, Winnipeg

Chicago, U. S. A.
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Read our premium

offer

on page IV.

Nico-Soap

It

will interest you.

ticulturist, an article appeared over my
signature entitled, "Some Spraying Mixtures," in which I inadvertently made the
mistake of saying that "Nico-Soap professe.s

Exhibition

to kill all insects

TORONTO. ONT.
to Sept. 14th,

1908
,

and Floricultural
Departments, Close Monday, Aug. 12

Entries, Horticultural

and

their eggs

by contact."

This was a mis-statement, as Nico-Soap
claims only to kill insects by contact. The
writer had been reading the advertising matter of Nico-Soap and another insecticide,
and mentally "got things mixed."

The article
I admit, and

was rather bitter in its tone,
was born of the feeling that

is the one who gets "pulled"
oftenest and is the least able to stand it;
and in my zeal to aid my brother farmer, I
am often unjust to others. I regret that the
mistake was made and hope that those
who are testing the merits of Nico-Soap
may not be biased in their judgments, or in
the reports of their experiments, by the
error made in the article. K. J. Messenger,

the farmer
Entry Blanks,
information, address —

For Prize

and

all

Lists,

O
R ^^'
R
^^ ^^

^'
J/~\

Secretary and

Manager

TORONTO
REDUCED RATES FROM EVERYWHERE

•

CITY HALL.

FRUIT PACKERS

YOU WANT
Your fruit to present tlic
very best appearance when
offered for sale or opened
To
by the consumer.
ensure this condition you
must see that it is tree
from flattened ends or stem
punctures. This ensures a
demand and consequently"
better prices for " YOUR
Thiscan be obtained
fruit.
by the use of

Corrugated Caps
PULP CAPS

WHITE CAPS
You

will also need Excelsior Barrel Cushions, Excelsior
Box Cushions,

Parchment and Wax Caps
Manilla and White Tissue
Wrappers, Lace Circles
and Box Lace, Curved F,\m
Ijiners

WE WANT
know

that

Headquarters

for

You

to

we

are
these

floods

THOS. GAIN
Agents

in

Richmond

Build a Metal
In every way metal

is

Home

The practice

of foreign

dealers reckless-

advancing money early in the season to
all classes of men,, to operate in the orchards is responsible for a great many of
the troubles of the apple business. This
system encourages the wildest and most unbusinesslike transactions in the way of purchasing and handling of fruit. The business man who is using his own capital
and wants to work on a business basis has
little chance against such opposition.
We would have a much healthier tradi
if the orchard operations were in the handof the growers or reputable dealers wli'

Then
have their own money invested.
when our fruit is properly and hone.stl.\
packed, we are ready for the Englishmai.
and his money and will be prepared to giv.

him a square

deal.

Items of Interest
Orchard meetings were held in June in
Ontario at Wicklow, Colborne, Brighton
Wooler, Castleton and Warkworth. Thi
were addressed by Mr. A. McNeill, Chief,
Fruit Division, Ottawa and Dominion Fruit
Inspectors Carey, Rutherford and Brown
The meetings were largely attended. Thi
.

superior to wood

or plaster for the interior of homes. Classified metal ceilings and walls, designed and
manufactured by the Metal Shingle and
Siding Co., Limited, of Preston, Ont., are to
be preferred over all others for their beautiful and harmonious finish.
They are made
in a great variety of designs to suit all tastes
and are classified according to the prevailing
styles of architecture.
Metal ceilings and walls are fire proof
and vermin-proof, are sanitary and easily
cleaned. They may be beautifully decorat-

ed at small cost.
Those who are tired of the yearly expense
of re-plastering, re-painting and re-papering,
should make a change to metal ceilings and
walls.
They may be put on over the old
plaster without dirt or muss, and in much
less time than plastering would require.
They last a lifetime and never need repairs,
so that the first cost is the only cost.
Life insurance companies recognize the
security which metal ceilings and walls
afford, by making their rates one-third less
on homes constructed of this material.
Illustrated catalogues and complete information as to cost may be obtained by writing the Metal Shingle and Siding Co.,
Limited, Preston, Ont.
57

—

Our Orchards

subjects discussed included orchard culture,

spraying and orchard pests.
It is reported that the brown tail moth
has entered New Brunswick. This summer,
many specimens have been seen and it is
known that they are coming from Massachusetts. The steamers plying between St.
John and Boston have been closely watched
and it has been learned that on every boat,
scores and perhaps hundreds arrive and at
once settle themselves in their new quarters.
Last month a number of orchard meeting
in British Columbia were addressed by Proi
W. F. Thornber, Horticulturist of the Washington Agricultural College, Pullman, Mr.
M. H. Dobie, Victoria, B. C, and other
authorities.
See report in next issue.
A neat little booklet entitled "A School
Garden Illustrated" has been published by
Hammond's Paint and Slug Shot Work?
Fishkill-on-Hudson, New York.
It con
tains much valuable information for gardenSend for a copy.
ers.

The
umbia

exhibits of fruit from British
at the Dominion Exhibition in
gary last month were a credit to that
vince and received many favorable

Exceptional Bargains in Pianos Square
Pianos by such well known manufacturers
as Steinway, Chickering, Haines Bros, and
the famous Heintzman & Co. instrument,
arc being offered for sale by Heintzman &
Co., Limited, 115-117 King St. West, Toronto, at such remarkably low prices as $75
These instruments have been put
to $150.
in good condition and all that is asked in
payment is 50c to 75c a week.

Col
Cal
pro-

com-

ments.

—

Fifty Dollars Buys a Piano At the
cottage, you have twice the fun

mer

sumif a

To help
piano forms part of the outfit.
things along the old firm of Heintzman &
Co., Limited. 115-117 King St. West, Toronto
offer a number of square pianos, all in goo
condition, at from $50 to $75 each, payabl
in sums of from 50c to 75c a week.
'

OUR WHEELS CAN BE TAKEN

APART AND PUT TOGETHER

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

124

S.

in

ly

—

Bridgetown, N.

Money

p. J. Carey, Dominion Fruit Inspector, Toronto

Editor,

Canadian National

Aug. 29th

Foreign
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St.

& SON

West, Toronto

Canada for G. P. READ, New York

The only

Steel

Wheels with

this

advantage.
If they meet with an
accident, as is possible with any
wheel, they can quickly be repaired
by any blacksmith. Our low, WideTire Steel Wheels do not cut into soft ground. Will carry as much as a team
can draw. More durable, cheaper, than wooden wheels. Made to fit any
axle.
Free Catalogue gives details. Write for it.

DOMINION WROUGHT IRoiTwHEELTo.

LTD., ORILLIA, ONT.
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Apple Growing
(Continued from Page

Hi-})

how many farmers are yet
with the Inspection and Sale
bt, part IX (the Fruit Marks Act).
A
py of this act will be sent to anyone on
bplication to the Fruit Division, Depart>nt of Agriculture, Ottawa. Until the farer becomes familiar with this Act he is at

[^It is

surprising

Tifamiliar

|e mercy of the buyers. They may carry a
py of it around with them and may read
[part of it to the apple grower, but the
pple grower is likely to be deceived if
does not get the Act himself and study it
^refully.
All contracts, wherever grades
1

mentioned, should read "Grade No. 1
Grade No. 2 as defined by the inspecpn and Sale Act, Part IX." With the Act
his hand, the apple grower can make no
stake with reference to the marks that
required on all fruit packages.
briefly,
the Inspection and Sale Act
Ks only that the fruit be packed honestly,
Tthe same quality from top to bottom, and
nat it be marked honestly. Grade No. 1 or
'irade No. 2 as defined by the Act.
There
re few complications about it, and there
lA no reason why any grower should be led
astray by designing buyers.

CO-OPERATION
There are very few co-operative associations in this district. They are being strongly opposed by the buyers of the less reputl)le sort.
These buyers are not interested
securing a fair price for the fruit for the
i:irmcrs, but are interested in making as
liif? a profit as they possibly can.
The larger
iiyers and real fruit merchants arc in favor
co-operative associations inasmuch as
!iiey enable them to get large quantities of
fruit with greater assurances that the quality and marking are right.
But many dealrs of the "sharp" sort see in the co-operave associations only a number of apple
i'lwers removed from the chance of being
N posed upon by their fairy tales with relence to crops, prices and market con;i

i

I

The Late Mr. John Cape

APPLE BUYERS
a few apple buyers attended these meet^
L's. Some of them expressed their approval
the Inspection and Sale Act and of coirative selling.
But the most of them
ind in the Inspection and Sale Act and
the co-operative associations a restriction
;ion their actions.
The members of the
-operative association could not be im^ed upon.
The manager, probably a
nartor man than the buyer, looked after
.Vot

:

"
'''

known

well
ist

At

horticultur-

Hamilton,
the time it
of

was

Some

the Inspection and Sale Act because it
with their buying orchards by
"lump." With the spread of knowledge
i'l the help of the
co-operative associations,
's to be hoped that the apple industry
will
|)pnse with many of these disreputable
[)le buyers, and that the fruit may
pass
'i':ctly from the producer to the apple
mer'hant who will forward it and distribute
with as little expense as possible, to the
tomers at home and abroad.

.Vote.— Mr. McNeill concluded with some
':llent

recommendations

for the district
iitioned, but lack of space forbade their
'l>lication in this issue.
They will appear
xt month..— Editor).

Mr.

Beckley, of the Horace McFarland
expects to spend considerable time
this summer on the hybridizing:
establishment of Mr. H. H. Groff, Simcoe. Ont., the
gladiolus specialist.
U).,

King

Drr

Some

Salts

have

impurities in

'^^

them

lime and other

—which makes them

coarse and gritty.

Horticultural Society, a
good portrait has since
been secured and it is
published herewith. Besides the
citizens
of
Mr. John Cape
Hamilton, many nonresidents will recognize it and be pleased
to see a likeness of one wlio was a good
friend of horticulture and
an enthusiast
in its science and practice.
For many years Mr. Cape was actively
interested in the work of the Hamilton
Horticultural Society, holding offices at
various times and was its president at the
time of his decease. As a director of the
horticultural exhibition held in Hamilton
in 1905, he was instrumental in a large
measure, for its success. He contributed
occasional
articles
for
The Canadian
Horticulturist wliioh always were read
with profit and pleasure. His love for things
horticultural
was a characteristic that
made him beloved and a useful citizen. His
passing away will be felt not only by his
immediate friends but also by all persons
acquainted with his writings and work in
the interests of horticulture.
feel

I

that

I

cannot work

my

fruit

farm

successfully without the assistance derived
from The Canadian Horticulturist. A.

—

J.

Cody, London, Ont.

well

known Heintzman

&

Co.,

Table

Salt
—

—

on chemical analysis was found to
be the purest of the principal brands on
the British and
American market.
Pure

in-

strument can be bought at from 50c to 75c
a week.
The price asked for any of these
instruments is only from $75 to $150 and
they are being sold by the old firm of

^'L...*^

Bank

Imperial

OF CANADA

Head

Office

D. R.

HON.

R.

Toronto

.

WILKIE

President

-

JAFFRAY

-

Vice-President

Capital Authorized, $10,000,000.00
Capital Paid-uD.
$4,990,000.00
Rest,

.

.

$4,990,000.00

Branches in the Provinces of Quebec, OnManitoba Saskatchewan, Alberta and
Columbia.

tario.

British

Interest allowed on Savings deposits from
dale of deposit and credited quarterly.

SOVEREIGN

U,^|Xfcc ct^i^^
,X
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$76.00 for a good Square Piano A good
square piano by such well known makers as
Chickering, Steinway, Haines Bros, and

the

Windsor

hot WATER
HOT
water BOIl.F.R
BOILER FOR

aAcaA.

Hot House Heating
takes more coal, more attention and the next best
boiler to produce the same results "The Sovereign "
will give on less coal and practically no attention.
The difference between " The Sovereign " and all
It

other kinds of boilers

is in

THE LARGER FIRST SECTION
an improvement in structure invdnted by the makers
"The Sovereign" and adapted exclusively for

of

their boilers

'

1

115-117

Fine

Through Mr. J.
Knoeshaw, the secretary of the Hamilton

of the business for the
of these dealers were opposed

terfcred

Limited,

Co.,

West, Toronto.

tion.

market end

'wer.

St.

Ont.

impossible to secure a
good photograph of the
deceased for publica-

'

iiions.

Heintzman &

In the July issue of The Canadian Horticulturist, mention was made of the death
of Mr. John Cape, a
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Write for our booklet, free (o any

«Mreu

"HOT HOUSE HEATING"

TAYLOR -FORBES COMPANY.

GUELPH

CANADA

Branch Offices and Supply Housei:

TORONTO
WINNIPEG
Foraiin A(«nU

MONTREAL
VANCOUVER
In

QUEBEC
ST. JOHN

LONDON, PARIS, HAMBURG
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what may be termed the domestic enemies, the dog and the rat. In cities only
the domestic enemies have to be c(mtended
with.
The first on the list is the "coon," a wary
He works at night always, preferchap.
ably between one and three in the morning
He rarely visits the same yard twice in su(
Evei;.
cession, nor does he discriminate.
poultry yard in his neighborhood is visiteil
He climbs the fence posts with ease an;
will enter any yard except those wired overHe likes to kill but seldom takes
head.
away his quarry. He kills by biting off
the heads of very young chicks and by cutHe will
ting the throats of mature fowl.
upset a coop and kill all the chickens unless
His presence is known by the
disturbed.
alarm shrieks of the mother hen or by tli
outcry of the male bird. It is wise to hav.
the shot gun at hand when a coon is known
Throw on a dark
to be in the district.
cloak and go out softly without a light and
you may be in time to get a shot at him.
When disturbed, he us.ually runs up tl.
nearest tree and it is a good idea to examiii
carefully the trees, if there should be any in
the yard before going in. Last summer a
racoon visited eight or nine different yards

al.so

Your
Lands

POULTRY DEPT

Fertilize

Conducted by

S. Short,

Ottawa

Summer Tragedies
'

I

DO YOU

In the July issue of The Canadian Horticulturist the beginning of this article
appeared, giving only the bird enemies of
the poultry yard and a description of their
methods of procedure. A promise was made
that in this number a list of the animals
that prey upon the poultry would appear.
While there are but two bird enemies of tlie
chicken in this country, viz: the hawk and
the crow, the animal depredators are more
numerous. In the country and suburban
districts there are wild enemies, such as the
racoon, fox, skunk, mink and weasel, and

KNOW

THAT WORN-OUT
LANDS MAY BE MADE
PRODUCTIVE AND PROFITABLE
BY THE JUDICIOUS USE Of
THE RIGHT KIND OF

FERTILIZER

NOW

?

I

YOU

HAVE
IF
A PIE.CE OF LAND THAT

WONT GROW ANYTHING
BUT WEEDS,TALK WITH
IT AND LET US

US ABOUT

-

SUGGEST
THE RIGHT FERTILIZER

WE

BISHOP BETHUNE COLLEGE

WE CAN SHOW YOU HOW TO

FERTILIZERS

YOUR LAND WILL PAY

PREPARATION FOR UNIVERSITY
A Residential School for Girls

Consult us freely it is
OUR BUSINESS TO KNOW
FNQUIRIES FREELY A NSWERED

Young Children

AGENTS WANTED FOR
TERRITORY NOT TAKEN UP
T"£W.A FREEMAN co- limited
HAMILTON ONTARIO _
I

^^^^M^>^WVM^WV^%^^^*^^^^^^^^^^^^

in the vicinity of Rocklifte, Ottawa, and
killed numbers of young fowl, escaping traps
and dogs, until the writer had the honor of
him one night in the early part

Lord
Archbishop of Toronto
Visitor, the

USE
WITHOUT GREAT EXPENSE SO

'

ONTARIO

OSHAWA

FEEL VERY SURE THAT

shooting
August.

of

For terms and particulars apply to the SISTER

CHARGE or to THE SISTERS OF ST. JOHN
THE DIVINE, Major St., Toronto.
Collegre Re-opens September 16th
IN

'

FOR SALE AND WANT
ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this heading in-

Pear

serted at rate of two cents a word for each
insertion, each figure, sign or single letter

Blisht

to connt as one word, minimun cost, 25
cents, strictly cash in advance.

MR. CHARLES ERNEST WOOLVERTON, Grims-

IVe Can Cure It

by, Ontario, landscape architect, parks, cemeteries, pleasure, school and home grounds laid
Working drawings to a
out, surveys made.
scale so that any gardener can work them
out. Terms very reasonable.

NURSERY, GREENHOUSES, and

fruit

farm

Our -work has extended
over a period of three

years.

Process

and

formula patented. Address correspondence to

Several acres in apples, pears and
bearing; also small fruits, strawberOne and a half mile from
Splendid
retire.
to
wishes
chance for the right man.— Box 8., The Canadian Horticulturist.

plums,

all

especially.
Owner
depot.
ries

our rural bulletin; it
gives valuable information about rural telephones.— The Canadian Independent Telephone
Co., 26 Duncan street. Toronto.
feet, all sizes

from

inch up, in good condition, at half price.
Write us what you need.— Imperial Waste and
Metal Co., Pipe Merchants, 7 Queen street,
Montreal, Que.

•/i

Remedy
Vacaville

Co.

California

Mention Canadian Horticulturist when writing

yards.

be easily shot for he goes on with his bu>'
ness of killing chickens whether the own
is there or not
The mink and the weasel both work
night and in the same manner. They d.
troy from eight to a dozen chicks nightly
cutting their throats, but don't take aw:i
The mink lives near a en
the bodies.
meadow, and must eitlier
or beaver
trapped or shot. The weasel likes a stoi
pile or trash heap, and may be seen sunnii
himself on sunny mornings on the bottiii
It
rail of the fence near his nest or den.
worth while spending an hour to get a s!i
.

;

1

1

:

at

WRITE AND ASK FOR

IRON PIPE FOR SALE— 150,000

Pear-Blight

the fowl wanders too far from the
Scattered feathers at the edge of the
bush or near a log fence tells the tale and
soon the number of fowl rapidly dimish.
unless the fox is shot or frightened off.
The skunk is a night prowler. He is ver>
deliberate, being safe from attack from dogs.
He first visits the nests in the hen house
looking for eggs and then turns his attention to the chickens. If the place is to- liis
und
liking, he will probably scratch a bole
the hen house or shed and stay right therHis meal time is about twelve o'clock midnight. He is not easily disturbed and can

when

>

for

Large sales in nursery every
Positively no San Jose Scale on the

sale in Ontario.

year.
place.

The fox is also wary and will not ent. m
wired enclosures. He is df^ngerous only
prey
the country districts and catches his
early in the morning and towards evening

m

also Received

HOT WATER FURNACE. —

Wilkes. 14 x 36, suitable for greenhouse or small house. Cost $100,
sell $25.— W. E. Saunders, London, Ont.

GINSENG.—Seeds and

plants for sale for fall
planting. Big money maker. Write for circular.— J. E. Janelle, Caughnawaga, Que.

GARDENER, GOOD REFERENCES.

—

Life

ex-

perience in all branches; English; age 40; seeks
situation with gentleman. Could manage fruit
farm.— Apply, Box W, The Canadian Horticulturist,

Peterl)oro.

him

for

he

hard

is

to trap.

Space forbij

a description of tiie city enemies of poultry,
the dog, cat and rat. It may be given another time.
In conclusion, it may be repeated tli;
the animals that prey upon poultry are ;r
tracted by scent and the smell from a dii'
yard will travel further than that from ch
::

quarters.

Piano for the Slummer

Home—Life

at

11

enhanced 100 per cent.
you have a piano Easy enough to own on
Fifty or seventy-•five dollars will buy on
payable in sums of from 50c to 75c a week,

summer home

is

.

This at least

is

Heintaman & Co
West, Toronto,
month.

.,

the way the old firm i:
Limited, 115-117 King ^
tli
are selling pianos

—
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Picking, Packing and Marketing of Fruit

The

J. Caircy,

ONE

would think that after half a
century had passed in practical
experience along the line of pick-

packing and marketing of fruit,
remained to be said that would
that
Volbe of any great value to operators.
educationalong
written
umes have been
have
al lines, addresses by the thousands
been delivered bearing on the subject,
millions of packages have been marketed and every conceivable method has
There have been object
been practised.
Experiment aftlessons in every form.
Operaer experiment has been tried.
tors, some of whom have been in the
ing,

little

Ijusiness

for

upwards of

years,

thirty

have had an opportunity of profiting from

One would naturally
experience.
think, therefore, that the subject "Picking, Packing and Marketing of Fruit"

past

i^ould

be worn threadbare.

feeem that there

is

much

But

it

\The question then we must
Jsk ourselves is: "Wherein does the
rouble lie?"— and if we are fortunate
"enough to trace it to its proper source,
then apply the remedy.
Why is it that fruit handling has proven to be such a problem? Is it because
there are insurmountable difficulties and
conditions standing in the way of its
successful carrying out, or is it because
of the indifference and bad judgment of
the operators?
As I have no desire to
be unfair in my criticism of those who
are engaged in the trade, I am ready
to admit that there are more conditions

surrounding the
branches than in

trade in all its
other trades along

fruit
all

While this
and while it calls for the closest
possible care and attention, I am prepared to show that there is no trade in
Canada in the handling of which can be
shown the same indifference and bad
judgment or a greater lack of good

agricultural lines combined.
true,

methods.
I know that the difference between its being well and poorly handled
is the difference between success and failure.

When
is

a

is the proper time to pick? This
debatable question. There is one

•
A(lapto<l from
iute la«t wiiiUr.

n.lf!

thousands of barrels
off to the marhurried
are
of our apples
ket at such a stage of immaturity that,
name of
if one were not guided by the
the variety on the package, even an ex-

known

— .i.iu t.'.I

nl

fact

Fniil Inuti-

that

would be puzzled

pert

name

in

some cases

to

the variety.

WHEN TO

the end of that three weeks should
a debatable question ; but from
past experience, it would seem that
there is grave danger of damage from
be,

is

frost

We

barrels of our best fruit

were damaged

Deserves Support
Can.adian Horticulturist

a credit to the publishers and
deserves the support of every
is

I
householder in the country.
sincerely hope that its circulation
may be doubled each year until it
may be found in the home of every

respectable family in Canada.
Thos. Beall, Lindsay, Ont.

when

fruit

the trees.

frost.

This frosted

went forward, some of it in a very
bad condition. In my judgment this was
fruit

partly,

if

not largely, the cause of the

bad condition of the market. The frost
came on the 20th of last October.
Now, the question is Should our winter apples be picked before that date?"
A learned judge, in giving judgment last
season at Shannonville, in a case where
frozen apples were in question, remarked that the Lord had sent the frost and
we should not question what he had sent.
:

Of course we all agree with him, but
could we not agree with him and, at the
same time, save our apples from frost?
I

HARVESTING WINTER APPLES
am going to take strong ground here

as to the proper time to pick our winter
The period for harvesting of
apples.
our winter apples is, and has been, too
hold that this period should
I
long.
not extend ovor more than three weeks.
181

There

wrong with

on trees

left

later

something radi-

is

this system.

Each year

there are thousands of barrels picked immaturely on the one hand, and on the
other hand, there are thousands of bar-

wind and frost to be gathered
up and marketed in some way.
There is but one way to carry out
what I contend namely that the picking period should not extend longer than
three weeks
and that is that the grow-

rels left to

—

;

—

their own apples.
I care
not how they sell their fruit or whether
they pack for sale or not.
It is impossible to harvest our fruit properly and in
season any other way
all other ways
have been tried and found wanting.

ers

must pick

;

PACKING

Packing the

on the trees by

is

than the 20th of October.
The dealers will say with one voice
that this is impossible.
Of course it is
under the present methods. When a single buyer will purchase 20,000, and often
30,000 barrels, a part of September, all
of October, and often a part of November is consumed in picking winter apples
cally

the picking of our winter apples
at the proper time in which there is so
had a striking obmuch involved.
Thousands of
ject lesson last season.

The

When

off

PICK

It is

would

uccessful.

Dominion Fruit Inspector Toronto

general rule, however, on which there
can be no debate, and that is that every
variety should be at least fairly wellmatured and showing at least a fair share
beof color, character and finish, before
is a well
It
tree.
the
from
plucked
ing

yet to be learned

By the growers and handlers of fruit in
^rder that their operations may prove

is

No. 9

1908

perhaps, the most
responsible part of the whole proposition.
What constitutes a good packer? Ten
years ago a good packer was a man that
could take two-thirds of a barrel of poor
apples and one-third good, and turn out a
Canadian apples.
barrel of choice
A good packer to-day is a man who, if
he finds there are no No. i apples, in
the orchard, will put them up as No. 2.
(all that are fit for that grade), and do
his work well and as rapid as possible.
It is in the packing after all that the
No matter
whole trouble is centred.
how good the intention of those who
direct the work and have their money
invested, they are forced to employ all
classes of men, in respect to some of
whom, to say that they are careless
and unscrupulous, would be using mild
fruit is,

XXX

Those who employ the latexpressions.
ter class are certainly "in the hands of
the Philistines."
One of the common faults of packers
is that, when they enter an orchard or

:
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packing house, they feel in duty bound
to put up a percentage of No. i, whether there is any fruit of that grade in
sight or not.
Thus, it is in this particular to which the greater trouble can be
traced.
I do not wish to be too severe

my criticism of the packers, but it
surprising, to say the least, to see the
indifference and carelessness displayed
by the ordinary packer in his work. Unin
is

such time as some system can be devised to induce those, who are 'actually
engaged in the work of selecting and
packing, to take a greater interest, the
trade operations can be called little bettil

ter

than a

We

game

have

of chance.

two

classes

of

packers

There are those that are simply employed to do the work, and those who are
small dealers and superintend their own
work. 1 scarcely know how to desig-

where almost every fruit is disfigured by
press marks but having the dollars and
cents to the dealers in my mind, I must
say to him, have your packages arrive
;

I am not referring here
tight if possible.
to the hundreds of packages in which
the fruit is needlessly crushed and brokkind
of
the
worst
producing
en,

"slacks," especially in warm weather
packing.
These are the kind of "slacks"
"that are in the minds of the dealers.
When tapping the barrel in the head,
it has a hollow sound.

MARKETING
In regard to marketing, we have not
The nearyet arrived at a perfect plan.
est to the ideal is the plan of selling
f.o.b. cars at points of shipment.

We

nate the latter class. Some of them come
forward with a pious and God-fearing
sort of an expression and declare that
they are unable to sleep at night, through
a fear that some of their packers might
depart from the path of righteousness.

One

me that he
a practice to put better
apples in the middle of the barrel than on
the face.
This, of course, pleased me
and I asked him for his photograph to

the apple-man.

THE WORKMANSHIP OF PACKING
In Ontario, we have an army of, perhaps, the best barrel packers in the
world, but unfortunately whpn the busy

season comes, men who know little or
nothing about the business must necessarily be employed.
It is to this class
of packers that most of the trouble can
be traced, as to poor workmanship.
I
wish to call attention specially to
what is called "over-pressing." When
a packer asks my opinion as to whether
a certain package is over-pressed, and
while I can plainly see that it is, I feel
that I dare not tell him so.
It is a wellknown fact that barrels showing signs
of slackness, will sell from two to four
shillings less than "tights."

A

;

Well-faced Barrel of Ontario Apples

have recommended this from every platform for the last few years, and the idea
has been received with such favor that
some half a million barrels were sold
in this way last season.
But what happened? I have discovered that with the
ordinary dealer, as soon as he is fully
conscious of the fact that his fruit is
sold and the price fixed, the same old
human weakness creeps in and he does
not display the same care in selecting
the fruit or in workmanship as he wouid
if the
prices depended on the manner
that the fruit is put on the market. This,
however, does not apply to all the
"packs" sold in that way and can be
remedied by inspectors paying special
attention to "packs" when sales are

made

in this

way.

CO-OPERATIVE MARKETING
I

OVER-PRESSING AND SLACKS
There is a prejudice against "slacks,"
but the slackness produced by waste fruit
is what is in the mind of the dealer and
he has no time to discriminate between
such a "slack" and what is known as
an "easy pack" therefore, when a package shows signs of slackness, it must
fall.
This is unfortunate, as the "easy
pack" is worth shillings more to the fancy trade than the over-pressed package,

With the knowledge of these facts in
possession of the growers, it is surprising that they are so easily turned aside
and reach a market through some other
channel.
There is no denying the fact
that an effort is being made by the speculative dealers to give this movement a
death-blow.
The proof of this was
shown last season by the very high prices paid here and there in sections where
co-operation was in full swing, and this
in sections where a few years ago apples
remained on the trees for the want of
buyers, and where the co-operative movement was started as a remedy.

then wait for their victim, who very soon
A handsome profit is handed
turns up.
over to buyer No. i for his deals, and in
the deal he and his relations get fat wagBuyer No. 2
es for doing the packing.
finds at the close of the season that there

it

add to my little collection of curiosities.
Another seemed to justify his actions by
saying that the first man the world ever
saw, showed a little weakness along the
apple line, and all down through the centuries that weakness seemed to stick to

ed under this plan last season and the
bulk was sold f.o.b. cars, points of shipment. With a few exceptions, the pack
turned out satisfactory.
Under no other
method, can the same uniformity and
control of pack be maintained.

IRRESPONSIBLE BUYERS
There is another method of marketing which has worked much mischief and
that is, where irresponsible buyers swarm
the country early in the season and secure thousands of barrels of apples without any means to finance the deals. They

of the latter class told

always made

September, 1908

is a great shortage in the numbers of
barrels represented, that the work has
been fraudulently done and that the prospects that seemed so rosy in the early
Of course,
season were only a dream.
is every man's privilege to engage in
any business he wishes to, so long as
he does not violate the laws of the
We have a right to criticise the
land.
methods employed, however, and to suggest improvements.
it

Growers fared well last season, but
they must not forget that if the season's
operations did not show a profit to the
that

dealers,
it

they

good sooner or

mon saying

that,

will

later.

"The

have to make
There is a complace to look for

where you lose it." The fruit
trade of Canada has assumed enormous
It is up to the growers to
proportions.
k)ok well to their interests and do everya thing

is

in their power, to place the trade
on a sound basis.

thing

will not discuss the co-operative plan

marketing at any length at present,
but it is a matter of regret that in many
instances, the
growers cannot stand
the temptation and abandon the cooperative plan, when speculative buyers
of

them apparently big prices.
Under no method has the return been

Feeble

growing and unhealthy

trees

are, as a rule, the results of starvation,

poor attention or unfavorable climate.

The Canadian Horticulturist would
to hear oftener from readers who

offer

like

as satisfactory to growers, nor has the
reputation of the trade been as well
safe-guarded, as under the co-operative
plan.
Some 200,000 barrels were pack-

grow raspberries, blackberries, currants,
Send for publication a
or gooseberries.
description of your patch, and tell how
you plant, cultivate, prune, pick and
market.

:

The Marketing

of

Peaches

A. F. Stevenson, Niagara Falls South, Ontario

S

WE

We

have three chances to choose from
for the disposal of our fruit
the commis-

look over our orchards, the
questions arise
in
our mind

"What is the most satisfactory
towards
the
disposal
of
our
ops?" and "Can we improve upon our
ethods followed last season?"
A num-

sion

of us will say: "Yes," experience
aving taught us.
It is a most
unfortunate thing for
concerned in the fruit growing busisss that a closer observation is not
fcade by individual growers respecting
Se grading and packing of our fruit, par;ularly noticeable in peach shipments.
far as possible oversee this important
inch of the business yourself.
No
an will look after your interests in'^he

We

fine

and canning

fac-

It is

and villages. Heretofore, Toronto, and
Montreal were the chief distributing
centres, our fruit going to these cities,
then re-shipped broadcast over the land,
necessitating considerable expense
which comes out of both consumer and
producer.
this

We

We

produce actually sold for.
There is not sufficient rivalry between
commission men. There is too much of
a "combine spirit."
They are grinding
the producer on the one hand and the
consumer on the other. Is it any wonder that the growers are looking for
a more direct channel for the disposi-

way.
should see that the contents of

—

package is of uniform size not
and attractive fruit on top and mis-

erable marbles underneath.
Have fruit
not too ripe nor too hard. Strike a hap-

py medium.

.

retail stores

a good thing that we have
these openings for the distribution of
our fruit.
If we were confined,
say,
to shipping to commission men, what
would the result be?
would be at
their mercy more than ever.
As it is in
many cases, the consumer pays high prices and the producer does not get barely
clearing expenses.
Certainly his price is
not in proportion to what the consumer
would be only too willing to
pays.
pay more than the regular lo per cent,
if we were sure of receiving what our

Er

"each

men,

tories.

ay

Itme

—

This can be done by making two or three pickings at intervals
of a few days.
Have fruit in such layers
that it comes even with top of basket
so that, when it reaches its destination,
instead of being bruised and discolored,

tion of their fruit?

The key note

marketing
between the
producer and the consumer.
It would
be much better for all concerned and
much more profitable for both sides.
It insures the buyer a better article at
less cost and likewise the producer, if he
is

it will have as sound and fresh an appearance as the express companies will

allow.

the

closer

to successful

relationship

The canning

factories give the

good opportunity

ers a

large

of

quantities of fruit.
of us, who have not the

many

grow-

for the disposal

A

great

gambling
the hand worth

think a "bird in
the bush," and, consequently,
dispose of our entire orchards in this
spirit,

two

in

way, knowing that we have no commission and express charges to be deducted
from our bills of sale.
Our baskets
are returned, and there is no packing or
grading which is a great saving of
money and time.

Canadian Grapes
W.

T.

Macoon, Ottawa

There have been a few grapes originated, some of which are sold by nurserymen and some are not to be found
on any trade list.
Those which may
be mentioned here are the Brant, Canada, Moyer, Kensington, Burnet, Jessica and Northern Light.
Brant and Canada were originated
by the late Charles Arnold, Paris, Ont.,
and are crosses between Clinton and
one of the vinifera varieties.
Both of
these
grapes are small, and are acid
and sprightly, with a pleasant flavor.
Their value lies in their earliness and
ability to ripen in the north, even in cool
seasons.
Moyer, while an unproductive
variety,

home gara sure ripener where most
grapes do not mature.
One of the best grapes of Canadian
origin is the Kensington, a white grape,
originated by Dr. Wm. Saunders, director of the
Dominion Experimental
Farms. It is a little too late in ripening
to be useful at Ottawa, but farther south
it should be very desirable.
It was originated by Dr. Wm. Saunders, at London, Ont., by crossing Clinton female
with Buckland's Sweetwater male. The
vine is a strong grower, and moderately
productive bunch, large, long, compact,
shouldered; fruit, medium size, oval,
pale green, translucent, firm, thin skin,
sweet, sprightly, pulp melting, quality,
good season, late.
dens, as

also valuable for

is

it

is

;

Ontario P«ache> Packed for Shipment to the Weit
N'ote the different styles of packing.
It is

Hox

;

at righ

a regrettable fact that transporta-

companies handle our produce as if
it were baggage. How often word
comes
l)ack: "Fruit arrived in poor condition."
W6 are the losers but the companies get
their charges just the same.
tion

t

contivinw a 5-5
is

pack and box

in •;entrc,

shipping to a reputable

ceives a

more

a

4-5

pack.

retailer,

satisfactory price than

reif

shipments went through a middleman.
A great number of growers are now
shipping direct to retail stores in towns

his

is.'i

For the benefit of readers of The
Canadian Horticulturist in British
Columbia, the October issue will be devoted largely to the fruit
that province.
it,

and ask them

interests of
Tell your friends about
to subscribe this month.

,
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Harvesting and Marketing Grapes

tained,

and
CARE
ercised

must be exthe handling and mar-

intelligence
in

keting of grapes.

The

ripe

condition.

PACKAGES AND PACKING
For commercial .purposes, the

fruit is

Where a
picked in nine-quart baskets.
high-class trade is being supplied, small-

otherwise

would

be

wasted.

fruit will

It must be picknot ripen off the vines.
ed when mature; consequently, the picking must be carefully done in order that
the fruit will reach the consumer in good

which

SELLING TO LOCAL BUYERS

buyer offers another means
This method
is frequently much less satisfactory than
the others.
It suggests the great need
Where
•for grading this class of fruit.
the fruit is bought indiscriminately, the
price frequently is knocked down because
of the presence in a consignment of the
inferior product of some careless grower.
The producer of the superior article, in
this case, is the loser.
He does not get
full value for his product and for the extra labor he has expended in putting it
up in an attractive form.

The

locaJ

of disposing of the fruit.

THE SKILL OF MARKETING
growing of fruit and the

The

successful

profitable

marketing of that

tirely different

problems.

fruit are en-

A man may

be

a successful grower yet, owing to a lack
of business ability, placing the fruit on a

poor market may result

up

fruit

in

fruit well
High Quality Grapes Well Packed

and fancier packages are used.

er

In

should
be re-packed in a packing house in order
In any
to ensure a high-class article.
case, if a superior and attractive looking
package is desired, the fruit should be
re-packed, care being taken in the final
packing to pick off all green and broken
This requires a little more work
berries.
than where the fruit is handled only
once, but it is work well expended.
instance,

latter

this

the

finest

CO-OPERATIVE MARKETING

There are various ways of disposing of
crop

the

after

it

is

harvested.

Local

associations are important factors
in this regard. When a number of growers co-operate to sell their fruit, a more
uniform product is put up, a better mar-

fruit

ket usually is secured and more remunerative prices are obtained, than though
growers were to work individually and
possibly cut one another as is frequently

done.

SELLING TO CANNERIES
The canning factory, too, presents a

When

a factory is being supplied, the fruit is picked
in large baskets and shipped in them or

good market for

in

barrels.

quired.

No

The

this fruit.

second handling is reexpense for harvesting

thereby is considerably lessened and the
general price ruling for wine grapes admits of as large a net profit almost as
is

realized

on the

direct consumption.

fruit

The

when

sold for
factory also of-

fers a place for the disposal of all over-

a financial
to put the
an attractive package.
Good

The great

failure.

packed

point

in

in

is

a smart and tasty

package will sell itself anywhere, and
bring a good price.
In fact, the package
will sell it.
Then, study the markets and
get the product in when good prices are
ruling.

for

Orchards

Alex. Mnir, Niagara-on-the-Lake,

Ont.

My

experience has been that worn
can be brought back to a good
state of fertility by the application of
good long or green manure, plowed under, thus putting life and humus into the
But there is a great difference in
soil.
The common
the qualities of manures.
barnyard manure puts humus into the
soil, but there is not the body nor substance in it that there is in manure from
well grain-fed stock and littered with
straw to absorb all urine and liquid matThe best manure that I have ever
ters.
soil

W.

Marchment's Complete
Compost. I have always got the best
results from it both for grain and fruit
used

one of the most

it

filled

with humus

and brought up to a good state of

fer-

very easily kept in that state
by top dressing with from four to five
tons per acre of good rotted manure, such
as Marchment's, which I have found
A good take of
gives first class crops.
clover also is beneficial to any kind of
tility,

is

soil.

My

experience is that the old sayyou get into debt, go for

ing, "If ever

manure,"

is

a true one.

Land bearing heavy crops year

after

year must be fed well with good,.manFor a number of years I have
ure.
top-dressed my grain fields, orchards and
small fruits. I usually do this in the wintime when there is not so much of
other work to be done and at a much
I have
smaller cost than in the spring.
always had the best of results.
With regards to commercial fertilizers,
brand of commercial
I have bought every
offered to me for
ever
was
fertilizer that
pursale, for my private experimental
withpose's, but have had poor results
ter

ordr
out a generous application of the
inary raw manure.
I

have had

fairly

good

wood " ashes and muriate
Sandy

soil

is

results

of

from

potash.

lacking in potash; there-

of potash
fore, I use a little of muriate
compost manin conjunction with good
and
ure which makes good stiff straw,

also a good quality of fruit
and lots of it. Moreover, I am convincthat
ed and my experience goes to prove

more bushels,

Manures
out

which makes

valuable of plant foods.
Worn out land, after

G. H. Carpenter, Pruitland, Ontario
fruit,

September, 1908

is

.S.

farming.
My experience and belief as to the
proper use for barnyard manure is to put
it on the land as it is made and not alit to remain in the barnyard to firefang, evaporate and have all the essence
leak out and run into some creek or ra-

low

I

am

correct,

that

the

application

of

good manure is not only very beneficial
the
to the land, but very profitable to
producer.

Picking Plums
The exact time

for picking

plums can

It
be determined only by experience.
will depend on the distance from the
market and on the shipping qualities of
Plums will bear picking
the variety.

as long as possible.
Most of the Japanese varieties and
some others ripen very nicely after pickThey can be kept for three or four
ing.

weeks

in

a fairly

.cool,

Sometimes _
in good condition.
they can be kept much longer. As some
of the American varieties are apt to
break their skins when ripe, care should
be taken to pick them on the green side. J

come out

For the benefit of readers of The
Canadian Horticulturist in British
Columbia, the October issue will be der-

heating or fire-fanging, while at the same
time the ammonia in the manure is re-

that province.

post

is

}

dark place, and.

Marchment's Sure Growth Comcomposed of all kinds of manures,
which I have seen handled and mixed in
such a way that the manure is kept from

vine.

.

quite green, particularly the Japanese varieties. When intended for a nearby market, they may be left on the tree

when

voted largely to the
it,

fruit

interests

of

your friends aboufc
and ask them to subscribe this month.
Tell

The Dahlia and
Col. H. P.

T

nearly a hundred years since the
first double-flowered dahlias were proafter
many ups-andand,
duced,
||owns, the dahlia has recently had a
is

Care in Fall

its

Van Wagner, Hamilton

a mixture of four parts of bone meal and
one part of nitrate of soda. Dry sheep

manure
in

(sold

the soil

is

by seed men) lightly raked
a convenient form of ferIt

tilizer.

generally

is

advisable to commence
to feed the plant as soon
as

comes

it

Too

into flower.

rich a soil results in

large

few

and
plants
therefor

flowers,

off

fertilizer

move

September

is

for dahlias.
in

PICK
the
It

perfection,

lights

in

do well

in

It

a

as

is

largely due

to the introduction of improved varieties
of the cactus-flowering sorts, which are

more graceful for cutting than the older
varieties.
The improved single-flowered
sorts, especially the "century" family,
are also very fine for cutting, while, in
the decorative class the new peony-flow-

ered dahlias, with
lowers, of elegant

their

bold,

artistic

form and beautiful
|oIors, supply an entirely new foim if
lis class.
Now, each year gives man<lew varieties of dahlias of such wonder
tul form and color that hundreds who

thf^n

de-

it

humid
not

will

hot,

At residence of Mr. T. H. Taylor, Hamilion

This

month

is

a cool,

atmosphere.

renewed popularity.

is

apply the
when needed.

FALL TREATMENT OF TUBERS
dahlia root should not be lifted
until a week after the frost has killed
the plant.
This gives the tubers time
to ripen, and they ripen much better after
the tops have been killed than before,
and the tubers are not so liable to shrivel up during the winter.
Cut the stalks

The

advisable to

WHEN TO

An Amateur Gardener

it

spray with Paris green. If planted near
a meadow, grasshoppers often destroy
the blooms.

dry
very

In
a
summer.
hot season, I have found dahlias to do
better in a partially shaded situation. The
best flowers are on young plants, and if
large, perfect blossoms are desired, pick
Dahlia blooms should,
off the side buds.
if possible, always be cut before sunrise

or after sunset, and immediately put in a
pail of water and put in a cellar or other
cool place, and left there for six hours
before being shipped or otherwise disposed of. By changing the water every

within six inches of the tubers, reall the soil possible, allow them to
dry, then place in a cellar or other place
secure from frost.
Place in barrels or
boxes and cover with dry, clean sand.
Some growers use tanbark oi sawdust,
but I have never used anything but sand.
Some growers lift the roots early in the
morning of a bright day, place the roots
upwards without removing the soil from
the roots, let them dry in the sun for half
a day, then remove to cellar, and place
in a box or on a shelf.
I have found this
to

work

soils

the

well on light soils, but on heavy
the tubers are likely to decay.
If
roots are left uncovered in a dry

they will shrivel and lose their
If covered with damp sand or
soil, they will decay.
Many say that
any treatment which will keep the potato
during the winter, will keep the dahlia
equally well.
This has not been my ex-

cellar,

vitality.

Sever cultivated the old-fashioned dahlias
ptre now growing the newer typjs.
As
^e dahlia is of the easiest culture, and
"ts varieties of every conceivable color,
iheir culture cannot fail to give satisfaction to the lover of flowers.

now too late to write oi the soil
cultivation
best adapted to the
^
dahlia, further than to remark that the
deep cultivation which was beneficial at
It

is

an<l

the early stages of the dahlia's growth,

should cease as soon as the plant comes
into bloom.
After that the surface of
the soil should be kept well cultivated to
the depth of an inch or two, to conserve
the moisture.
The frequent stirring of
the soil will give better results than watering, but wh(?l-e dahlias are planted near
trees or shrubs which take the moisture
from the soil, it is well in dry weather
to water them.

Dahlia* Growing
Ke«ideuce of Mr. H.

FBRTILIZING

Sonu-times the flowers of dahlias, which
have come intf) bloom early, gradually
lx:come smaller and smaller.
This gencrnlly results from a lack of plant food
in the soil.
This may be prevented by
ijroadcasting around the plant a small
quantity of some good fertilizer, such as

in

morning, clipping the stems a little, and
setting the base or bowl in a pan of cold
water in a cool place at night, the flowers
can b" made to last a week,
There are few insects affecting the
dahlia.
The chinch bug sometimes eats
off

the

buds.

The
IK

best

remedy

is

Front of a Verandah

R Nixon, St. George, Ont.

to

perience, although tubers ol early planted roots, well ripened, will often keep
well uncovered in a cellar.

Photographs of horticultural interest
always welcome for publii;iiif>n in
The Can.^dian HoRxicuLTinrs
are

i

1
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Transplanting Herbaceous Plants in the Fall
McPhcrson Ross, Toronto

J.

TO

have herbaceous plants

summer and autumn

in the best

possible

flowering condition, it is
necessary to transplant them frequently
that is every three or four
years.
Being rank growers and strong
feeders, they soon exhaust the soil unless they get an annual top dressing of
rich manure, which should be thoroughly forked in in the spring.
This operation permits
the checking of strong
growers, such as rudbeckias adn other
kinds that multiply by rhizomes and layers.
It is easy to dig them under which
practice keeps your plants within bounds
when you do not sell them or give them
away. When borders become congested
with growths of this kind, it is a good
plan to make an entire new border, and
plant the varieties in clumps of each
kind, massing them, as it were, which

if

a

much

tabilis

nis,

armerias,

Papaver

campanulas,

ites,

spireas, hemerocallis,

iris,

and veronicas.

orientalis,

In

our hardy garden favorbear transplanting well at this sea-

short, nearly

all

son.

As this season's observations of the
habits of each plant, their height, space
required, and so forth, are fresh in the
grower's memory, you can better arrange the massing and order of the
plants in your bed, than by putting it
off to the following spring.
You can
also arrange your beds for bulbs at the
same time and plan floral effects for other seasons better when you have specimens in full growth before your eyes.

finer effect.

herbaceous plants are the better for
such dividing, with the exception of

When

which are better

if left undisyears, so long as you
keep them manured. Phloxes have to be
divided and replanted every three years,
if you wish to have fine flowers.
Any
variety may be divided and replanted

turbed for

achillea, in variety,

;

thrum, potentiallas, tradcscantias, lilies,
pulmonias, physostegias, boltonias, lych-

Ail

pa?onias,

;

;

delphiniums, aconitum, rudbeckias, heleniums, heliopsis, lily of the valley, pyre-

;

makes

flowering paeonias,
Diletea spec-

you desire to propagate

many

vice

is

planting,

the

stereotyped

ad-

to put the tallest

back, the

medium

in

growing at the
the centre, and low

growing in the front, or to serve as edging.
Anyway, avoid straight lines. Vary
the arrangement as much as you please
but keep the various sorts in masses or
clumps, allowing for contrasts and a

after its flowering season

is over.
September is a good time to do this work.
Gardeners find this a busy* month. There
is so much to do with transplanting perennials that have been grown from seed,
also biennials such as hollyhocks, foxgloves, pansies, daisies, and so lorth.
To have the best possible success with
perennials, the bed or border in which
they are to grow must be thoroughly
drained, and even with good drainage,
it is well to make the bed good and high
above the surrounding ground, so as to

continuity of bloom.
The majority of perennials bloom in
the spring.
This being so, it is well to
have clumps of phloxes at diff^erent parts
of your border so as to give abundance
of bloom, as it were, all over your beds.
A useful and showy flower for this pur-

pose

js

the

tiger

lily.

This

in

strong

the too promiscuous use of the rudbeckia almost make this plant tiresome,
if not kept well to the back.
It should
be but sparingly planted as it is apt to
overshadow and over-balance your other
flowers.
For late summer blooming we
cannot recommend the phloxes too much.
Good vigorous plants of this useful flower make
the
garden radiant.
The
physoslegias and bocconias are valuable for their late summer blooming habit,

likewise the heleniums.
The great interest taken in herbaceous
plants of late, shows that the public are
beginning to appreciate them, net only
for their beautiful flowers and foliage,
and- hardiness, but for their practical
and economic value and permanence,
They are always on hand to do with as
you wish.
You can purchase them as
cheaply as geraniums but, unlike bedding plants that only get to their best
when they are destroyed by frost, the
perennials are always on hand to grow

again with but little care. They reward
the grower by their permanence.
You
may admire the bedding plants, but it is
always with a certain sympathy and regret for their
certain
doom, but the
hardy delphinium and phlox yields to
the flower lover a certain satisfaction in
their possession not given by the geranium, aster or coleus.
Newly planted
herbaceous beds should be well mulched
with strawy manure as a winter protection.

Roses

Saskatchewan

In preparing for a group of roses and
shrubs, I planted the bed in the open
ground. For the summer, I left it open
or the winter I built a
;

frame around it,
three feet hgh, and
ed with soil and
ure, and used some

good surface drainage. The best
are obtained by subsoiling the
bed; that is, to dig in a good coating
of manure, and to dig the bed as well
two spades deep.
This may mean a
little extra labor, but by so doing you
results

soil

in

G. T. Barley, Prince Albert

insure

provide deep loose

September, 1908

heat.

ered

The

about
bank-

man-

stove
top was cov-

with

boards and
sawdust on one side, and
a row of glass on the oth- (
cr, with an extra covering I
of
cotton
frames
for
nights,
and very cold

for the roots to

go down in, which means largas and
richer growth of foliage and flower, besides enabling the plants to withstand
dry spells when and where it might not
be convenient to water.
When your bed or border is ready for
planting, cut off this season's tops. Dig

three

up the plants and divide them into three
or more plants as you desire, or if anxious to have as many as possible you can

seen at any time.
I kept t
the frost out until the first
^

divide

them

into smaller sizes.

weather.

^y

a
path
deep, and a
door in one end, the
plants could
be
easily

Growing Rotes in Saskatchewan
In February with thermometer outside registerine at times thirty to
degrees below zero.

Dig the

hole plenty large enough.
Place in yourplants, fill in the soil and tramp firmly.
Finish by watering liberally and level-

-

clumps

at

effective

of

be treated during the month

sight of color.

Phloxes,

points

of

garden,

up the whole place.
Judicious
grouping of gladiolus with a few masses
lights

ling the surface soil evenly and neatly.
Any of the following plants may thus
:

digging

Hydrangea

makes a showy
The vigorous habit, and

painculata,

fifty

feet

^
|.

O^ t^e year, and then,

for*

two months, allowed a

lit-?;

m

order to en--(f
sure that everything was dormant. This
is only one evidence of what may be done
along horticultural lines in Saskatchewan.
Many others might be cited. I
shall contribute another article soon.
tie

rrost in,

The

Care of La^^ns

Fall

R. L. Canning, Earlscourt, Ontario

'HE

time is now approaching when
those who have the care of lawns
and grass plots in their charge,
lust consider what is to be done to
lake them perfect for another season.

new lawn, care and consideration
must be given to the project in hand.
Not merely sowing of grass seed, and

tirely

laying
should

new
be

turf,

is

sufficient.

prepared

the

in

The land
The

fall.

and then any bare patches can
be seeded.
These should be made good
at once.
Scratch with a sharp-pointed
rake and sow thickly with grass seed,
and sprinkle with some fine soil.
Roll
lightly,

lAs the summer is drawing to a close we
lUst examine the grass, and make ourUSelves acquainted with its conditions and
faults.

In

the

be careful about
noxious and gross[growing weeds eradicated. Hand weedig will be best, by going on one's knees
twith a knife and cutting them out by
first

Have

fcweeds.

place,
all

When

the

root.
this is done fill the
boles with fine earth, and drop a pinch
|of seed on top, and make firm with your

ffoot or a spade.
When this work is
[completed, roll it well, and make it .solid.

TREATMENT OF SMALL PLOTS

To

those

who have

jess soil at their

limited space,

and

command, care should

^be taken to save every little refuse that
I'ill
turn into mould or manure.
The
|grass which you cut from your lawns
iuring the summer, and placed in a
tcorner, will help.
The edgings and the

rsweepings and the leaves from the shade
|trees will help also.
The domestic soot
fathered from the stove flues makes a
Une top dressing, and the wood ashes
lade during the summer months will,
ifhen blended together, make a fine compost for the small lawn.
This should
Victoria Park,

be applied in the spring, after the fro.st
las left the ground, and should be put
[)n
in as fine a condition as possible,
ipreading it evenly, and raking off any
parge or stony substance.
Be sure and

any small holes previously overlookShould the lawn be generally uneven, it will be wise to have the turf
j|ifted,
and the ground underneath levfelled.
Make smooth before placing the
turf back again.
When once a lawn is
^relaid, whether in the
fall or
in the
Spring, be sure and roll well.
For my part, I would re-lay all my
»:rass in the fall, say, the end of Septemper, or the beginning of October.
By
Ffill

fed.

|Ioing

in the, fall,

it

have the rain

nature assists us, as

abundance to help
new-laid gra.ss to make sufficient
toots to support itself during the coming
ve

in

lie

Ontario,

drainage must be in good order.
If it
naturally drained so that no surface
water remains on top after a storm, all
well

and g-ood

;

but,

if

it

is

wet and

Where

IN .SPRING

the grass is in
simple top dressing of

By preparing

the land

great advantage in the spring, in a.sthe grass to take in fresh food
vhen assisted by the rain, the salts and
immonia being worked in to the roots,
leaving the solid matter on the surface
lo be raked and swept off.
9f

isisting

in

contemplating making an

en-

is the quickest and
the best, as the "turf" is there at once.
When the sod' is laid, keep the hose-pipe
going judiciously, not too much, but suf-

keep the grass moist.
The
u.sed often and well to ensure levelness and solidity.
Lay the sod
ficient

to

must be

as early as possible, consistent with the
weather.
*^

When

the turf has taken root,

mow

for

Roses

C. Craig, Ottawa

best

method of winter protection

a question which has been
discussed by rose growers.
From
my experience, the most satisfactory way
is to lay each plant down and tie it to
a stake driven in the ground, afterwards
covering with leaves or rough litter to
the depth of six to nine inches. In this
way, I have never failed to bring through
all the varieties I shall mention in this
paper.
Great care must be taken in the spring
as to the right time to uncover and
prune the bushes. If the sap is alloweH
to run freely before uncovering, there is
danger of the bark shrivelling and drying up.
The plants must be kept as dorfor roses

the fall, it
will ha\c time to settle, and in the spring
any little indentations can be made good
and levelled.
The surface ground will
(hen be in a fine, friable condition to be
worked at will and ease, and will be fit
for the laying of the turf, or for the sowing of the seed.

roller

Winter Protection
The

VALUE OF FALL PREPARATION

The former way

good condition,
manure will be

day or so. Be careful when mowing to have the knives raised high for
the first fortnight, so as not to pull up
the new grass, or destroy that which was
in a

soggy, put a course of drain pipes in so
as to ensure a good drainage, and a dry
bottom.
It will be more trouble, but it
will pay in the long run.
A good, green
sward will be the reward of your labors.

LAVING SOD

TOP DRE.SSING

under care of Local Horticultural Society

is

T^inter.

When

Kincardine,

is

much

mant

as possible until all danger of severe frost is past, which should be from
the middle of April to the first of May
in

this

locality.

A

House-front Improved in One Year
Mrs. A. G. H. White, Toronto

improvement
THKshown
in

of the house-front
the illustration, was rath-

work out. The floor
was about five feet above
level.
The latticed foundation

er dithcult to

spoil in

shape of red-berried elder, black-

berried

elder,

ry,

and

piirple-tlowering

wild

clematis.

raspber-

These

were

of the veranda

the street

—

looked bare and common not at all in
keeping with the quaint little house. The
sun shone but little in the spot, and few
plants would grow in such deep shade.
The first step was procuring from the
city four loads of earth, not sweepings.
This was banked on each side of the
steps to a width of about four feet. Then
a load of j-ough stones of all sizes and
shapes, was procured at a cost of four

than repaid for the little amount of time,
and money expended. All through
the summer the cool freshness of the
shrubs has been a delight. As the vines
grow, the effect will be even prettier.

The mass of foliage adding weight to
the base of the veranda has lowered, in
appearance, its height.
Being open and
close to the street, where mongrel dogs
abound, expensive plants would be but
a source of grief to the owner.
Al-

;

line

of

Alpine

profusely

in

Inside of the stones a
cress,

which blooms so

early spring,

was

and cost onK
and a lot of fun. An addition
of a Japanese clematis and a couple
of bridal wreath spiraea, was made, and
the worker called on nature for the rest.
When this spring the shrubs were
tipped with dainty green, and the white
masses of bloom of the cress fell over
the rough stones, the worker was more
labor,

and one-half dollars.
These were laid
along the edge of the earth as unevenly
as possible that is, all the jagged edges
and points were placed to show to the
best advantage.

planted along the veranda
car-fare,

though planted only a year, the plants
chosen are producing an admirable effect, and one that will be even more

planted.

—

The next step was a long one to the
The worker returned laden with

woods.

beautiful in after seasons.

One Year from Planting

Fall Treatnvent of Bulbs Indoors
Thos. Bog, Picion, Ontario

THIiRE

are four requisites for the
successful culture of all kinds of
bulbs in pots, but more particularly
for hyacinths: ist. Quality of the bulbs;
2nd, soil; 3rd, potting; 4th, treatment.
To have good results in pot culture,
the quality of the bulbs should be good.

Purchase from a reliable dealer. Cheap
mixtures or immatured roots will not
give
satisfactory
blooms.
The soil
should be a rich loam, not stiff.
If the pots are new they should be
well soaked in water before using.
Put
a small piece of broken pot over the hole

Fall

to prevent the roots

up with

On

and

we must

first decide on the location of the
bed.
It should be facing any point from
the south-east to the south-west, so that
we will be sure of sunlight to make good,
strong, healthy stalks, and also deep,
In the .second place
rich color of bloom.
we must have rich soil. I am a heavy
feeder of either horse or cow manure. I
prefer the latter, as it is free from weed
seeds and will not burn the plants.
After taking up the bulbs in the spring
I cover the ground with all the manure

out.

fill

little

up with

Fill
full.

sand, then
soil to the

top of the pot. Do not press bulb. The
soil must not be too wet when potting,
otherwise the bulb may rot before the
roots begin to grow.

of Bulbs

that they are in the dark. If dry, water
slightly.Great care should be taken in
keeping the soil moist, but not too damp.
If the pots are brought out too soon,
flower stalk is apt to be short and
blooms low down. After bringing
pots to the light, set them in the

and water

the
the
the

sun

freely.

The same treatment

STORE FOR ABOUT TEN WEEKS
After potting, store in a dark, cool
place for about ten weeks before bringing to the light, say until the flower
stalk shows signs of shooting. Examine
the pots occasionally during the time

Treatment

be successful with the cultivation

of bulbs in bed outside,

growing

about three-quarters

the top of this put a

set the bulb,

J.

To

soil

will answer for
do not require to be so
long in the storage. Tulips do not prove
very satisfactory for winter blooming
unless you have a sunny, cool place for
maturing the blossoms.

narcissi, but they

Outdoors

T. Rose, Brantford, Ontario

that I can dig in, leaving it to rot for
ten days, when I apply another coat of
manure, and also dig it in. My ground
is then ready for geraniums and other
plants to bloom through the summer.
.\fter the fir.st fro.st that kills these, I
clear off the ground.
I then loosen the
earth for the bulbs. As my space is lim-

bed around a bay window, and
the side of the house, which faces the
south, I put the bulbs in very close.
Different kinds are in the same bed, and
they do not trouble each other.
I
first put in a row of tulips or hyaited to a

188

about six inches from the wall,
and about the same distance apart in
the rows, and from four to six inches
In the space bedeep in the groimd.
tween these bulbs, I put crocus, which
bloom quite early, and are much admired, before the tulips and hyacinths ^
I do not cover the bed
are in bloom.
y
with manure until the ground has been 'cinths

frozen quite hard,
helps the bulbs.

Now,

I

must

tell

for

that

you what

treatment
I

do with

the bulbs after they get through bloomdig them up very carefully, .so
ing.
I
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break the stalks from the
then make a shallow trench in
Bthe vegetable garden in which I place
I
^hem, keeping each color separate.
cover them a little deeper than before
as

not

to

(.bulbs.

I

When the leaves become
taking up.
parched and dried, the bulbs are taken
up, and placed in paper bags or boxes.
He sure and mark each color so that
you will have no trouble in arranging

Lawn and Garden
r
;

I
I

'HERE

is

plenty of

ers in September.

work for gardenThe early gar-

den of next spring must be startPrepare for winter now. Send
If
ffor and read the bulb catalogues.
you want bulbs, either indoors or outMoors, read the articles that appear on
Start your in[page 188 of this issue.
s-door bulbs now, and have bloom for New
fed now.

Years.

r

If you have a conservatory, repair the
Lbenches and heating apparatus and put
them in good condition before the end of
Pot Bermuda lilies and a
Ithe month.
Sow seeds of calceolaria
(•few freesias.
land cineraria. Seeds of stocks for wini.ter bloom may be sown.
Princess Alice
Sow some sweet peas
is a good variety.
They will bloom all
in the greenhouse.

rhubarb

bed

with

Have, you a strawberry patch? If so,
did you plant it, and what are your
methods of growing. Tell your experience to the readers of The Canadian
HoKTiciLTURiST. Send a photograph of
the plantation, if you have one.

how

rotted manure.

Sow

winter varieties of radish early
Harvest before severe
month.
frosts and store in sand in a cool cellar.
A sowing or two of summer radishes
may yet be made.
In sheltered locations, spinach for cutting next spring may be sown now. Protect in winter with frames.
Plant a few Egyptian tree onions.
in

the colors in the beds when planting in
the fall.
This short article is written in
the hope that it may help some one who
is a beginner in the cultivation of bulbs
in beds outdoors.

Hints for Scptcn\bcr

Mulch the

earth.

189

the

Largest Fuchsia in Ontario
J. B.

Young, Trenton, Ont.

The

fuchsia shown in the illustration,
on the next page, is about thirty-three

:

The

'winter.
'^mas,

pink,

best

varieties

are

Christ-

and Miss Florence Denzer,

white.

!

FLOWERS OUTDOORS

Commence harvesting the gladiolus
[corms, taking the young stock first.
iPlace them in pots and allow to dry for
Then carry them to the
fa day or two.
fcellar, and put in a box or paper bags
j^on a dry shelf.
House plants that have been outdoors
'all summer should be taken in when the
temperature of the house is about the
same as that outside. Do not leave them
out too long.
Many perennials may be planted in the
tfall.
Read the article on another page.
Save some flower seeds from your own
'garden. Dry them slowly for a few days
,and then store in a cool, dry place.
Dig the bulbs of tigridias before
Ifrosts.
Dry and store in dry sand in a
jwarm room or cellar vvhere the temperaIture is not lower than 50 degrees.
Caladiums in the border should be dug
'as .soon as frosts turn their foliage. After
drying, pack them in dry sand in boxes,
and store in a temperature of 45 or 50
degrees.
If you intend making a new lawn next
spring, prepare the ground now. Plow
or dig deeply and evenly, and drain, if
necessary.

Flower Show Held

in

Jaly

bjr

St.

They will be ready in spring before
other onions can be had.
If you want salsify early next season, sow the seed now.
It will start
this fall.
Protect through the winter.
WITH THE FRUITS

Bud peach
well.

trees that have not done
Choose a variety that is usually

successful in your district.

Prune currant and gooseberry bushes.
plants may be set now. Take cut-

New

tings

them

planting next spring.
Tie
bundles and store in deep sand

for
in

I,

:

THB KITCHEN GARDEN

When
gather
i

all

comes, or just before,
the remaining fruits from the

frost

tomato and squash vines, and store them
where it is dry.
Bleach the celery with boards or with

the cellar.
you think that >ou will not have
time for the work next spring, remove
the old canes from the raspberry and
blackberry patch.
It is safer not to clip
the tops of thQ new canes until spring.
If your trees are infested with fall
web-worms, either cut out the branches
to which the web is fastened and burn
or destroy the nest while on the tree by
holding a lighted torch beneath it.
in

If

Catharines Horticultural Society.

years old, and was grown from a slip
In shape, it is round,
in my own house.
with a drooping top, giving the appearance of a miniature elm tree covered with
It is about seven feet
fuchsia bloom..
high, and the limbs spread about the
same distance in every direction without
artificial support.
The stem at some distance from the soil is over two inches
in diameter.
This fuchsia is thought to
be the largest in Ontario and, perhaps,
in Canada, growing on a single, selfsupporting stalk.
For the first ffw years it was treated
as an ordinary house plant, then the top
was cut down to the root, except one
strong shoot, which was left to form the
stalk.
This was supported and allowed
to grow to the desired height.
No lower growth was permitted.
All sprouts
or buds were rubbed off from the lower
part.
It has been re-tubbed every three
or four years and each time some ordinary, but rich soil was aaded.
For many years, it has been self-sup-
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igo

The stalk and principal limbs
have now become so strong that they
support the smaller branches in
a
most graceful manner.
In consequence
porting-.

my conservatory, the main
limbs have not been permitted to increase
in length for several years.
Every Deof the size of

The

Culture of Ginseng
J. E. Janelle,

T

'HE

Caughnawaga, Quebec

for ginseng must be rich,
sandy, well-drained, and the
surroundings
shady.
Ginseng
thrives best where oak, hickory, beech,
maple and basswood used to thrive, but

cember the small branches have been
pruned back severely.
For over twenty years this plant has

September, 1908

soil

cool,

ly

the

come up in May and June.
When
young plants have grown two sum-

mers they are transplanted to other beds,
and planted eight inches apart each way.

The

plant begins to bear fruit

when

stood in the conservatory, taking its
chances with other kinds.
It has never
been put away to rest.
About the first

December, it suddenly stops growing
and blooming and until the first of February no amount of stimulating will induce it to send out a new leaf or flower.
Most of the old foliage remains on the
plant until
replaced by new.
Every
flower wants to go to seed, and if they
were permitted to do .so, the plant, within a short time, would look like a small
of

tree filled with red cherries.
.4s this plant increases in age,

it

in-

creases in vigor and acts as though

it

were just commencing life in earnest. I
do not know to what age fuchsias will
live, but have been told that there is one
near London, England, that is .said to
be about a century old.

—

Note If any readers of The Canadian
Horticulturist know of a fuchsia that
is larger and older than the one
here il-

Lattice Shade over a Ginieng Garden

Establishment of

grow

will

not

nor

will it

J. E. Janelle.

wet, marshy

in low,

old and gives ten t,>
seventy seeds, according to the qualit\

growing period. However, any soil can
and cheaply be made suitable for
growing ginseng. Any soil that grows

of the soil, and the age of the plant.
The
berries turn red about the first of
Sep'ember, and a few days later begin to

fruit

trees or vegetables,

common

carrot,

especially the

produce

will

ginseng

If

"woods

dirt,"

or

leaf

mould,

is

not handy to use as fertilizers, the rich
soil around the base of an old strawstack, or well-rotted horse manure, with
a little wood ashes mixed with it, will
be a good substitute.
If the soil is already very rich, it needs no, or very little fertilizers.
No green manure or any
other kinds of fertilizers than tho.se mentioned above, should be used on beds of
a ginseng garden.

Ginseng must be grown in shade. The
natural shade of trees will regulate it-

The artificial shade made with
boards, laths or brush must be erected
when the leaves of trees begin to grow
in the spring, and must be removed in
self.

in

Ontario

the season.

lustrated, will they kindly send information regarding same and a photograph
for

publication.

— Editor.

you like this issue of -The CanaHorticulturist, show it to a
friend, and secure a subscription for us.
Thus you will help to make the next issue e\en better.
If

dian

the

fall,

to

about October

first.

The

imitate nature in forests,
gin.seng grows in its wild state.
i.s

fall

off;

When

it is then time to
gather "them.
the seeds are not planted as soon

as

equally as well.

The Largest Fuchiia

two or three years

its

soil,

stand an overflow during

easily

Photograph was taken about three years ago and
when the plant had about finished blooming for

Caughnawaga, Que.

idea

where
In

all

cases shade must exclude about threefourths or four-fifths of the sun's rays.

Ginseng .seeds germinate eighteen
months after they are gathered. They
are planted in beds, either as .soon as
harvested or twelve months after, in rows
three inches apart, with the seeds two
inches apart in the rows.
Seeds usual-

harvested growers keep them alive
by the process of stratification, in
order
to preserve

their

germinating

powers.

They must not be allowed to dry out,
or they will not grow.
Such seeds are
called "stratified .seeds," and
may bo
planted at any time until eighteen
months
old.

When

that

is

in

come up

planted at twelve months,
September or October, thev

the next spring.
the other hand, plants or roots arc
transplanted only in the fall, when thr
.stem dies, and the root is dormant,
that
IS, after the 15th of
September, until the
ground is frozen hard.
The operation
can also be done early in the spring,
but the season is very short, and risks
are great for a beginner to do it in
the
spring.

On

Cultivated roots are generally dug at
seven years old, that is, five years after
the plants were transplanted to regular
beds.
They then average ten or twelve

dry roots to a pound, and their commervalue is from $6 to $8 a pound, according to size and quality. An acre of
ginseng, if well managed, and with reasonable success, will produce at lea.st
6,000 pounds of dry ginseng roots «n
seven years.
cial

;

Commercial

Fertilizers tor the

Market Garden

Frank T. Shutt, M.A., Chemist, Dominion Experimental Farms

rUCH

has been said and printed regarding special brands of fertiliz-

ers for special crops.

We

cannot,
them, for they are

_ a rule, recommend
eldom prepared from a

scientific basis
the first place, and it is very doubtful,
the second place, if our present knowdge of crop requirements is sufficient
|o justify us in saying that any particular
ratio or proportion of the fertilizer eleTient for any particular crop, is the best.

fowever,

it is true that there is a domlant fertilizer for each class of crops,
id the system that adopts this view
a good one, if not followed too closeor too severely.
Thus the cereals re-

spond
Ogen

to fertilijcers in

predominates

;

which soluble
turnips

nit-

require

more particularly clover
nd the legumes need potash specially,
boric acid

;

erhaps, soluble nitrogen, as in nitrate
soda, is the most important element
the growing of leafy crops.
By
notic-

ng the particular "liking" or peculiariies as it were of a crop, it is
true that
^e can frequently economize in the
mattr of fertilizers, but in the first
place
'
would be well to consider what might
i
termed a "basis fertilizer," serviceIble for

many

crops.

Prof. Voorhees, of New
Jersey, an
I
fiithonty on fertilizers, suggests as
a
asic fertilizer, for market
garden puroses, one having the
following per-

entage composition:
Nitrogen, four
er cent.
phosphoric acid,
eight
per
ent.
potash, ten per cent. On the
light
oils in the eastern
and southern states
;

;

Irom i,ooo to 1,500 pounds may
be applied, and this further
supplemented

lat-

' in

the season by additional
dressing
nitrate of soda.
Though we seek to
pave an excess of plant food
present, it
Tould be wiser for us, with
our better
OUs, to experiment at
first with smaller
Imounts. For loams that have
been conntly enriched

cribed,

it

80 pounds;
impression

id,

My

potash, 100 poinids.
that
with
land

is

good
condition,
and
to
which
stable manure in moderate quantities, is
annually added, that from one-half to
three-fourths of the above amounts will
in

be sufficient, to be supplemented, if necessary by subsequent top dressings
of
nitrate of soda of 50 to 100 pounds each
at intervals of two or three weeks in the
early part of the season.
Selecting the ingredients from among
those we have spoken of, we have the
following Nitrate of soda, 100 pounds
bone meal, 200 pounds superphosphate,
200 pounds
sulphate of potash, 100
pounds.
This mixture would contain
four per cent, nitrogen, ten per cent,
of phosphoric acid, (five per cent, of
which is available), and eight per cent,
of potash, and could be used at the rate
of 600 to 800 pounds an acre, broadcasted and harrowed in or drilled into the
prepared land before seeding in the
.spring. After the crop is up a few inches,
if the color is a pale green, or there is
a
general lack of vigor, give a top dressing of fifty to seventy-five pounds of ni:

;

;

trate of soda, to be repeated,
sary, some three weeks later.

neces-

if

The ad-

of sand or dry earth to the ferwill facilitate the distribution of
small dressings.
Slight variations on the foregoing may
dition

tilizer

be given as follows: Nitrate of soda, 50
pounds dried blood, 100 pounds
bone
meal, 200 pounds
superphosphate, 300
pounds; muriate or sulphate of potash,
200 pounds.
This mixture should contain 3.5 per cent, of nitrogen, 8 per cent,
of phosphoric acid, and 11.5 per cent,
of potash.
Applied at the rate of 850
;

;

;

pounds an

acre,

ing approximately

we should be
:

furnish-

Nitrogen, 28 pounds

yield

as

5

per cent,

of nitrogen; 9.5 per cent, of
phosphoric acid, and 12.5 per cent, of
potash; and 500 pounds of the mixture
(including 100 pounds of nitrate) would
furnish 20 to 25 pounds of nitrogen,
38
to 45 pounds of phosphoric acid, (onethird of which is immediately available)
and 60 pounds of potash.
If a larger percentage of soluble phosphoric acid is required, the following formula; will be better than the preceding:
Ground bone, i J4 parts; superphosphate, i^/i parts; muriate or sulphate of
potash, I part; applied at the rate of
500 to 800 pounds an acre. Top dress
with nitrate of soda as already indicated.
This mixture (including 100 pounds of
nitrate) would have the following composition
Nitrogen, four and a half per
cent; phosphoric acid, eleven per cent.;
potash, ten per cent,
500 pounds (including the nitrate) would furnish: nittogen, 22 pounds; phosphoric acid, 58
pounds, (nearly* two-thirds available);
and potash 50 pounds.
I
would impress on growers that excess of phosphoric acid and potash, will
not be lost such excess will remain for
:

—

;

1,000

our soil is, as ju.st demight be more profitable to
if

educe the amount of nitrogen
in the
'Srtilizer.
Nitrogen is a costly clement
rid,
moreover, can always be given
to
he crop just as the crop
can
utiliz

it.

is

better, therefore, in the
majority of
ases, to reserve the
greater

t

part of the
utrogen for application in
6ne or more
pp dressing after the crop is up, and
ctively

growing.

Let us sec what amount of plant
food
Kould be furnished by such an applicalon of 1,000 pounds an acre of the basic
prtilizer mentioned.
They are as folpwg: Nitrogen, 40 pounds; phosphoric

Growiog Celery

Note boards on centre row
IIU

(or the Toronto

pliiccd for blcacliiiig.

;

phosphoric acid, 85 pounds; and pota.sh,
100 pounds.
The following formulae, from Voorhees, have been used with good ettect
for general garden crops: Ground bone,
one part; superphosphate, one part, muriate or sulphate of potash, one part; applied at the rate of 500 to 800 pounds
an acre.
Top dress the growing crop
with TOO pounds of nitrate of soda an
acre.
Such a mixture (including the nitrate subsequently applied) contains

by heavy applications of
pounds an acre

nure, probably 500
give as large a

ounds. Again,

.It

Market
Sjine

I'arni of (ioo.

&

Son, Carleton West, Ont.
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another

season's growth.
It is wise,
therefore, to use these minerals, as they
are called, liberally, so that if the crop's
growth is arrested at any time by

drought or excessive wet, the plant may
find an abundant supply of
food and
make increased growth when favorable
conditions are again established.
With

nitrate of soda

case

the

The

commend

&

ful

economical plan with regard to
is to apply little and often when
In this way there
the crop is growing.
will be no loss by leaching, and the plant
will be -supplied.
I cannot, in closing, do better than re-

CaulifloAvcrs for
Jr.,

market

Voorhees' book on

most

George Syme,
the cauliflowers begin to
form, they should be well watered and tied by going through
They should be tied loosely
every day.
with a string about two-thirds of the
way up. Do not tie until the flower be-

different.

nitrate

Growing

WHEN

and sulphate of ammonia

somewhat

is

September, 1908
gardeners

to

Co.); it will give a
information.
And
say that I shall always
the market gardeners
lime with advice in
and use of fertilizers.

read

(McMillan

fertilizers,

great deal of useI
would further
be pleased to help
of

Canada at any
compounding

the

Market

Carleton West, Ontario

packed in boxes. Cover carefully to protect from the air.
The most profitable cauliflowers to
are the intermediate ones, coming
in between the early and late varieties.
They are the most difficult to secure.

grow

altogether, leaving the plants to

become

hardened.

When

setting in the field, plant in rows
inches apart, and from eighteen
to thirty inches in the rows.
When the
plants are in, do not cultivate too much
at first as it is better to leave the soil a
little stiff as the insects cannot work to
such good advantage.
At the end of
June or the beginning of July, when the
plants become well rooted, get the cultivator to work.
Cultivate deeply
and
often until your land is rolling before the
cultivator like a bed of ashes.
When a
plant dies or becomes destroyed by
insects or "buttoning-up," keep planting.
In this way you will have a crop coming
in, one after the other all season, besides
always having your ground occupied.
The soil should be prepared in the fall,
being well manured with good barnyard
manure. This land should be well ridged so that no surface water stays on it
during the winter or early spring.
An
application of lime and salt put on after
plowing and
harrowing, helps materthirty

ially.

Bleaching Celery
T. Benstead, Strathroy, Ont.

For bleaching early celery, I use
boards one foot wide and sixteen feet
long.
I wire through from one side to
the other.
If the boards are put
up
straightly, they will not warp.
As L calculate about four dozen and a half of
A
Two

plants in foreground

comes

visible.

Field of Cauliflower

marked with

crosses litive l)een tied.

Tying too early or too

The
will destroy the flower.
should be pulled together just
enough to shield the flower if too tight
they become blanched at the top and,
with the first shower runs in and destroys
the flowers.
Do not :dlow the flower to
get too large or too old as it is much
better to have a small, solid flower than
In this way much
a large, open one.
better results will be had as the flowers
will hold up much longer after being
cut.
When cutting cauliflowers, they
should be pulled carefully in rows and
hauled io a shed before trimming, where
they should be trimmed, sorted, and
tightly

leaves

;

Ready

for Tying

Farm

of Geo.

Syme

& Son,

Carleton West, Ont

and being planted at a time when insect
pests are most troublesome, it is almost
impossible to grow them on ordinary
cauliflower

Early

Snow

soil.

Ball

The

best varieties are

and Early Erfurt.

The

best adapted to this crop is a damp
clay loam, rather inclined to be stiff. The
plants should
be sown in a cold frame
about the first of April.
Sow rather
soil

Leave the frames on until the
seedlings begin to show through the soil,
then air them by lifting the frame alternately at each end with a chip to stop
damping-off, which is very prevalent at
thinly.

that season of the year.
When the
plants are a fair size remove the frames

celery to each sixteen feet, I
how many boards to remove

know just
when T in-

tend to ship.
For bleaching with muck, which con-

my

soil,
I
start about
throw up some muck
with a Planet Junior cultivator, and finish the operation by using a bush scraper, with a man on each side of the row.
It takes three weeks
to bleach with
muck. If the muck is not allowed to dry
on the stalks, it will wash off easily.
This must be done as soon as the celery
is taken up.

stitutes

September

celery

20.

I

Vegetable gardeners are requested to
Tell
contribute articles for publication.
your experience in growing crops for
market, and send some photographs.

•

.

'

i

QUESTION AND ANSWER DEPARTMENT
Predicting Frost

varies in height from ten to twelve feet,
depending upon the character of the soil
and age of the shrub, and .should be perfectly hardy at Grimsby.
There are eight or nine species of
yucca, but none of them bear the name,
"Eleganti^simo."
From your description of it, I think you must mean Yucca
filanientos'a, one of the most commonly
grown in this country. This bears single
white flowers which droop.
The leaves
are .sword-shaped, and about on
inch

have been told that frosts can be predieted by the use of an instrument called
the psychrometer.
Is this so, and how is
I

.

f
)

done?— E.

A. F., Sudbury Co.,N. B.
instrument known as
the
sling
psychrometer or the wet- and dry-bulb
1 thermometer is used for this purpose. As
)^iX

An

:

name indicates, there are two
imomelers, one of which has a dry
Irthe

ther-

bulb,
the other is kept wet.
A comparitson of the two readings is made and,
vith the aid of a tabulated table, the dew
point is determined.
The difference in

%and

width, with numerous filaments or
thread-like appendages from the margin
of the leaves.
This species is usually
quite hardy in certain parts of the province and stands the winter about Grimsby without protection.
Prof.
H.
L.
in

readings of the two thermometers
the decrease of cold produced
Iby evaporation.
Evaporation will be
fmore rapid in dry air, and hence the eold
caused by evaporation will be greater.
By thus determining the dew point, we
Ithe

show

Ivf'iU

—

predict the approach of frost. -When
fcthe dew point is low, frost may be expected.
The tabulated table that is necessary is too long for publication. It can

found,
Wiis

with

subject,

in

^ule Book," by
Supplied through

further

"The
Bailey,'

information

Canadian-

Moles— Damping

on

which will be
on receipt of

Horticulturist

for

to use

all,

1905,

sectivorous in feeding habits and burrow
through tbe ground in pursuit of in.sects.

Pyrethrum

While

Can

insect powder, or pyrethrum, be used
in liquid form?— H. H. T.,
St. John's Co.,
<,)ue.

Pyrethrum may be diluted in warm
water (one ounce to a gallon) when the
dry powder is not desirable or
practicable.

its

they

them

in their burrows in the evening
with a shovel and spade, by the use of
traps, or by carbon bisulphide injected

own

into

plant lice, particularly in greenor sprinkled upon hot coals, for

may

houses
Jumigation.
;

burrows.
Carbon bisulphide
be poured into the holes and the
holes immediately closed, or it may be

Rhus Cotinus— Yucca
hardiness,

jrord-hke

with
appenda>fes
like
hair
the leaves?
Have I the
this particular yucca?
Is it
ardy, or should it be covered
in winter.?—
t. v., Lincoln Co., Ont.
»

popinx from
Iffht name for

Rhus Cotinus iilropurpurea

a very
ark purple variety of the shrub
usually
<n()wn as purple fringe or
smoke tree.
1 his
\ ariety mtuh resembles
the common
purple fringe, except that
the feathery
.-ire

much darker

in

is

color.

into

the

soil

by

means

of

It

lo is

presumed that the disease referred
what is known .as the damping-off

fungus

{I'ythtum de binvdimin.) It is a
disease' of seedlings which is characterized by the falling over and dying of
the
plantlets, due to the destruction of the

stem just above the ground.
The disea.se
occurs
most
frequently
where the ground is very wet and the
light dull.
The fungus may be held
in check by locating the seed beds
where
the drainage is good, and where a fair
amount of sunshine and ventilation may
be allowed.
See that the .seedlings are
not crowded.
Where the seed beds are
not so located, and the disease appears,
tissue of the

it

is

(lillicult

to treat.
isn

Hot

.sand

Planting Asparagus
I

Can
fall,

sifted

sowed some asparajfus seed

last spring-.

the young- plants be transplanted this

and how should

be done

it

Antigronish Co., N. S.

should

It

make but

'— C

R ''

difference

little

whether asparagus is planted in spring or
fall, provided the roots are
in proper condition and have been allowed to complete their sea.son's growth.
If planted
in fall, it should be done late in
September or the first of October. As the plants
be less than one year old, it
probably would be advisable to plant
them closer than usual in the rows so as
to insure the chances of a better and
surer stand.
The customary di.stance is
three or four feet apart.
Set the plants
four or five inches deep.
If the crowns
are much less than four inches below the
.surface they may be injured if the ground
is harrowed or hoed before
the plants
sprout in spring.
will

Poison Ivy
have a

I

i)atch of poison
feet square, in a wood lot.

about 20

ivy,

How can

nd of it.?— B. C, York Co., Ont.
About the only way to get rid
ivy
out,
n-iits

in

a woodlot

is

to grub,

I

g-et

of poi.son

or dig

it

protecting
or gloves.

twenty

the hands with leather
In a patch that is only
feet square, it should not be a

job.
You might try spraying
sulphate of iron— two pounds to
one gallon of water, or even one pound
difficult

with

to a

might an.swer.

gallon,

Harvesting Cauliflower

a

It is

and color
of
frin«-e'
|ell something about Yucca
elef;aiUisshiio.
the flower double?
Does the flower
>nd erect or droop? Is the leal broad
and

l>lii'"<s

their

injected
syringe.

Kindly Ki.c some information about
A'/ius
Htnus atrofurpurea,—class of shrub
Jisrnt,

may

extensively in lawns,
or about the roots of some garden plants.
They may be exterminated by capturing

l)ulk, for

is

on account of these habcause considerable damage

beneficial

when they burrow

usually applied in the dry
form, for small in.sects and larva;
diluted
with nour two or three times it.s
It

Fungus

probable

is

The

page 333.

How

off

^ that
much,
if
not
of
the
injury
that
is
attributed
to
them is really due to
mice.
Moles are almost exclusively in-

this office

in

Guelph.

V\hat do ground moles feed up(m ? Give
cause and remedies for the disease that
causes youn^ plants to wilt and die.— C. L
K., Essex Co., Ont.
Moles are said to feed upon the roots
of grass, trees and garden crops, but it

Horticulturist's

Ihe price, seventy-five cents, or

C,

Hutt, O. A.

fmay

.

over the plants will check it, but
there
i.s
no complete remedy. As .soon as the
disease appears, give more air, and
prick
out the plants.

J. N. Watts,

Portsmouth, Ont.

When

the young flowers begin lo show
them.selves they must be covered up by

using the outside leaves or by tying unthey have attained the size for mar-

til

ket.

Should the crop not be all sold before
the weather becomes too cold to make
any more cauliflower, they may be pulled
and stood on a cellar or roothou.se floor,
until as late as January,
when good

money can be

realized for them.

Never handle tomatoes when they are
wet with rain or dew.

Do
kill

not

let

the boys

thousands of

kill

in.sects

the toads.

They

during the sum-
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He will visit the various agricultural
colleges and experimental farms throughout
Canada and will look into fruit conditions
From there he will
in British Columbia.
,yisit the western states and will return
From
across the continent to New York.
^ew York he will go to Nova Scotia. There
will make a study of the growing of
fcie
Mr. Heikel informed us that
branberries.
Finland there are considerable areas
the government believes might be
(lat
Btilized advantageously for the growing
_

^f cranberries.

Mr. Heikel expects to spend six months
America. He informed us that he subscribed for

The Canadian Horticulturist

vhen he could not read a word of English.
le studied the paper for a year and stated
|th&t it helped him to master the English
language. He thinks so much of the paper
llhat he gives his copies around to friends in
Tinland who are interested in horticulture
A represenand who can read English.
tative of The Canadian Horticulturist

num ber of the leading horticultural
establishments around Toronto in company
with Mr. Heikel.

visited a

Iced Cars for Fruit
Editor,

The Canadian Horticulturist. —

am

authorized to announce that arrangements have again been made with thp railway companies to supply iced car.s for the
carriage of fruit in carloads, intended for
export via Montreal or Quebec.
Cars will be supplied on request of shippers to railway agents, and the Department
of Agriculture will pay icing charges to the
extent of $5 a car. This arrangement will
be effective from August 3rd to October 3rd.
J. A. Ruddick, Commissioner of Dairying
and Cold Storage, Ottawa.
I

—

Niagara Exhibition
The Niagara

District Horticultural Ex.hibition will be held on Thursday and Fri"ay, Sept. 17th and 18th, at the Armouries,

Catharines.
The prize list which has
een prepared shows that there is no defease in the enterprise and courage of
ose who manage this important event.
he awards offered total about $1400, an
There is every
advance over last year.
reason to believe that the coming exhibition
extent
will
surpass
in
and
quality
the exhibitions of 1906 and 1907, both of
which were eminently successful from the
broad horticultural standpoint.
Readers of The Canadian Horticulturt.

NOTES FROM THE PROVINCES
Similkameeiv Valley, B.C.
A

series of demonstrations in fruit growing, including one at Keremeos on Aug. 12,
under the auspices of the British Columbia

Fruit

owing

on

—

ell to visit this district

exhibition, and at
best exhibition of

he same time see the
Iresh fruits grow in this famous "Garden
of Ca7iada" and the best products of the

amateur

as

well

professional

as

flower

Towers of St. Catharines. It is hoped to
ecure reduced railway rates from Toronto
nd intermediate stations.

—

Seeing is Believing. During tliis season
.'many prominent fruit growers, and others
finterested

Growers' Association was cancelled,
to a death in the family of one of

the speakers.

Only one thing can be said of the fruit
crop here, gathered and yet to ripen that it
goes 100 per cent, in quantity and quality.
A fruit growers' institute and picnic held
at the house and grounds of Mr. R. Elm-

—

hirst,

in

fruit

and

ornamental

trees

16, was largely
orchardists of this district.

the series being held at
the Similkameen and
Okanagan. The usual procedure is to hold
an outdoor meeting in the ^aytime and an
indoor meeting in the evening, but in this
case the latter was dispensed with.
The speakers were Professor Thornber of
the Washington Agricultural College and
Mr. N. H. Dobie of Victoria, the former dealing with such subjects as selection of fruit
trees, planting, pruning, spraying, irrigating, pests, packing, etc.; while the latter
presented in a most convincing manner the
in

extreme importance
After the meeting the party visited the
famous orchard and gardens of Mr. Frank
Richter at Keremeos, which must have
been a revelation, even to such experienced
men, of what can be accomplished in horticulture in the Similkameen. Mr. Richter's
of fertilization.

is rather like an agricultural college
farm than a private ranch, both in extent
and in the variety and excellence of its
products, and as such is one of the valuable
As one of the fewassets of the Valley.
places where fruit growing has been carried
on on a considerable scale for decades, it
is especially useful in showing to newcomers
the Valley's capabilities. The thousands of
acres of pasture land and irrigated alfalfa
land, supporting a multitude of cattle and
horses, afford an equally striking example
of the Similkameen's resources as a pastoral

place

Manitoba
The season throughout has been most
favorable one, and there are bright prospects for a good crop of all small fruits and
the larger wild fruits.

In our orchards we have a splendid show
bloom and a great deal of fruit set. Since
blossoming time, our apph; and crab trees
have been severly attacked with blight,
and to all appearances many trees will
succumb. On the plums, there is an unusually large amount of plum pocket which
will greatly reduce tlie eiop.
This year we have nearly all our best
varieties of apples producing fruit, such as
Hibernal, Wealthy. Repka Kishiga, Transcendent, Hyslop and a number of good

of

the tips.

Canadian

firms.

apple

tree

now we have

and

H. Wartman, Dominion Fruit Inspector

Large quantities

apple trees
proceeding slowly but
For several years after this farm

The development
this
surely.

California fruits are

of

being sold by auction three times a week.
On July 28, the first arrival of California
Early Crawford peaches appeared and were
sold by auction at $1.90 per 2 layer crate.
On the same day, Astrachan apples from
California sold for $1.70 per 10-11-20 inch
crate, beating the California delicious Bartlett pears by 20 cents on a box— rather remarkable, but apples were scarcer than
pears.

Large

of melons have been
from Ontario in crates and are
selling very well
but, after all, Montreal

quantities

arriving

;

leads

the

melons,
pounds.

world in

own Island-grown

its

some

tipping
the scales at 42
Pricing a nice one on Bonsecoun
market a few days ago, I learned that $1.25
was the cash price. These melons are sold
with a guarantee attached from the grower
that they are ripe.
Duchess apples in vicinity of Montreal are
selling from 75 cents to $1 a barrel, tree
run.
Crab apples are a good crop in all
directions.
I look for low prices in early
apples as there are such large quantities
of other fruits coming in.
Bartlett pears of
superior quality have arrived from New
York state. The owner said that the duty
killed the trade.

Quebec
August Dupuis

James Mun-ay, Supt. Expt'l Farm, Brandon

for

single

a

no);

winter,

Montreal
E.

country.

[trees

largest, of the

the

several hundred hardy trees and a considerable quantity of good fruit each year. The
progress made is largely due to the use
Many
of the Pyrus baccata as a stock.
disappointments' in planting fruit trees is
attributable to growing trees on tender
stocks, and the importation of trees that
are not acclimatized.
With the development of our own nurseries, and as people
appreciate that special
precautions
are
necessary, our progress in fruit growing
will doubtless be more rapid.

demonstraby the provincial govern-

land

thousands of ornamental deciduous
and shrubs, and evergreens, as well
fas the hundreds of acres of fruit stock. This
nursery stands in the front rank, if not the

survived

series of "fruit

All of these are grafted on
cross-breds.
Pyrus haccala, and came through the winter
with very little winter killing, although as
usual a number have been killed back at

have visited the Brown's
shrubs,
^Nurseries and have expressed great admiration and surpri.se upon seeing the hundreds
hand

was established,

Keremeos, on July

attended by the
It was one of a
tions" arranged
ment, others in
various points

—

a business which last year
nearly one-sixth of the total
all
the.
expenditure
of
horticultural
province and woul do
the
of
ocieties
arrying
quailed

D. Harkneis

J.

who are interested in learning how a live
horticultural society can do things how a
society from small beginnings has grown
fto be one of the largest in the province,
'ist
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climate

is

of suitable

The apple crop is a failure from Quebec
Rimouski. The Duchess of Oldenburg,
Wealthy, Yellow Transparent and Tetofsky
to

are the only .varieties bearing a medium
Thousands of bushels of fall apples
crop.
will be needed and winter apples No. 1 and
2, will have to be brought from Huntingdon county and from Ontario to satisfy
the demand of the prosperous people all

No.

along the Intercolonial Railway.
It has
been the custom of orchardists and traders
to bring down here carloads of fall apples
in bulk, and winter apples both in bulk and
bags, winch sell quickly.
The plum crop also has failed. The fruit
wliich seemed to have set well, dropped
The
after a few days of very hot weather.
The
curculio has caused some damage.
only varieties bearing medium crops are
the Green Gage. Coe's Golden, Moore's
Arctic, Gueii

The small
"ally

the

and Washington.
fruit crop is

raspberries.

abundant, especihave not

Insects

caused much damage.
Apple trees in most localities have dead
branches, even large trees wliicli seemed
In young orperfectly healthy last year.
chards, the rows of trees far from fences

:

n"
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or hedges suffered last winter even in the
eastern townships. "The trees, either banked
with earth or well mulched with coarse
manure, were not damaged," so writes Mr.
House of Messrs. Miller & House, nursery-

men
A

of

Stanstead county.

number of new orchards were
planted last spring and old ones enlarged
in eastern Quebec, wliich have a good appearance. Some farmers who bought of tree
pedlars, good strong trees at $5.00 a dozen
receivetl weak, knotty trees which they
should not have accepted.
In our cold
country only strong vigorous trees can
large

succeed.

The Kincardine Horticultural Society will
its annual flower show on Sept. 2.
The president of the society is Mr. J. C.
Cook and the secretary, Mr. Jos. Barker.

hold

Be Prepared
If

you

you

live in

Windermere;

Irrigation Convention

Bennett,

Many

were discussed and a number of resolutions
were passed. It was decided to hold the
third annual convention at Lethbvidge, Alta.
next year.

bridgc; executive, C. W. Rowley, Calgary;
J. P. Hall, Medicine Hat; R. R. Bruce,

Pearse, Calgary; R. D.
C. Ricardo, Vernon

W.

T. W. Stirling, Kelowna.
The more
important features of the convention will
be mentioned at greater length in the
October issue.

matters of great importance

The election of officers resulted as follows
H/m. Pres., Hon. H. G. V. Bulyea, Lieut.Governor of Alberta: president, J. S, Dennis
Calgary; 1st vice-president, Hon. F. J. Fulton, Victoria; 2nd vice-president, P. L. Nasmith; secy-treas., W. H. Fairfield, Leth-

Wm.

Calgary;

'

Last month the Owen Sound Horticultural
Society held a two-day exhibition.
Whili
flowers and plants were the leading features,
fruits and vegetables were exhibited and
showed much merit. The exhibition also
included a highly creditable display of
ladies' work which lent variety to the show.
Those present, including Mr. Wm. Hunt,
Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, who
judged the horticultural exhibits, were well
pleased with the show in all respects. Mr.
Hunt stated that it equalled and probably
surpassed any exhibition of similar nature
held in Ontario this year.

for Emergencies.
villag-e or country
value of a telephone.

a small

will appreciate the

t'.istrict,

Haven't there been times when you would have given a ijood
communicate with a friend ?
Or, perhaps you needed the services of a doctor, In a hurry, but
had no way of communicatingf with him, at once.
The minutes seemed like hours, didn't they, when you've had to
suffer while the doctor was being sent for ?
Have one of our telephones placed in 3'our house and so be
prepared to summon the doctor at a moment's notice.
deal to

A
why

short delay in getting a doctor

may mean

life

or

deji'.h,

so

why

take chances,

not be prepared for any emergency ?

Suppose a fire should occur or burglars break in and your wife and children
were alone, what protection would they have if there was no telephone in the house ?
But a telephone is something you can't take chances with.
You must have one that you can absolutely depend upon.
Send us your address and we will tell you all about a reliable telephone that

is

easily

installed at a small cost.

Northern Electric

&

M'f'g.

Montreal and Winnipeg.

Use address nearest

Co.,

igo^'*

and

The second annual convention of the
Western Canada Irrigation Association was
held in Vernon, B. C. on Aug. 10-15. The
program for the week included business
sessions, papers by authorities on irrigation
and several excursions to points in the
valley.

September,

Ltd.
No. 303

you,

See Our iLxhibit in the Process and Implement Building at the Toronto Fair

—

:
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Preserving Fruits for Exhibition
J.

OF

W. Crow,

B.S.A., Ontario Agricultural College,

late years considerable attention has
to the preservation of fruits
in their natural condition for use at
shows and exhibitions out of season.

been paid

Exhibits of the kind have become a comaendable feature of horticultural exhibitions
|ln Canada, and Canadian fruits preserved
[in this manner have been seen at many important expositions in other countries.
Specimens selected for preservation should
They should be
I be as perfect as possible.
[»put down when at their very best and should
Vof course, be handled throughout with the
lutmost care. Different styles of glass jars
lay be used,, but for general use, tall, round,
ones with either ground glass or
^ plain
[screw-clamp tops are preferable. Fancy jars
!may be used for particularly fine fruits or
?for the sake of relieving the monotony of
a large exliibit.
From the results of experiments conducted
^several years ago at the Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, the following formulae are quoted as having been used
;

t

'

r.successf ullv

from the

fruit, it
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MiETAL

Guelph

should be poured

off

and

replaced by fresh fluid."

This formula

is

recommended

for

plums,

grapes, cherries and gooseberries; Formalin,
3 to 5 parts; saturated solution common
table salt, 10 parts; water boiled and cooled
to make 100 parts. When made up, the solution will keep indefinitely.
For raspberries, the following has been
reconnnended :— Formalin, 1 part glycerine,
10 parts water to make 100 parts.
ForStrawberries are best preserved in
malin, 1 ounce; alum, 1 drachm; glycerine,
5 ounces, water, 3 pints.
Red currants keep best in a solution of:
corrosive sublimate, 1 part; glycerine, 10
parts; water 90 parts. The corrosive sublimate should be dissolved in hot water and
the solution and fruit preserved in it should
be labelled "Poison" as it is very deadly if
;

;

:

—

"SHOULD LAST FIFTY YEARS"
says Mr. R. Nagle, ot Mount Brydges, Ont.
about our Corrugated Slieet Rooling.
He
adds: "1 think it is as near perfection as
anything 1 ever saw."

Our "Acorn Ouality" Corrugated
Roofing and Siding makes an,
absolutely lightning-proof barn con'
struction, besides being quickly put
Our Galvanized Sheets show
on.
no signs of wear, even on our earliest work years ago. Such Roofing
Sheet

prevents all moistureor dampness.
THE METAL SHtNGLE & SIDING

CO., Umitad

Preston, Ont.

ROOFERS

FARMERS OF CANADA

to the

swallowed.

"The glass stoppers of bottles may be
remedied perfectly tight by smearing the
ground surface with a small amount of light
colored vaseline. This will also prevent in

FRUIT PACKERS

YOU WANT
Your
very

fruit to present (he

appearance when

liest

ottered for sale or opened

To
by the consumer.
ensure this condition you

must

see

that

free

is

it

from llaltened ends orstein
punctures.

YOUR

I

pears, medium to large in size. No. 2 (.1 quartsl—Sanie uses a,i No. I.
Grapes may be preserved in this or in shorler.iars of same diameter. \os. ;t, 4 and 5 (2 quarts)— Suitable for small
pears and apples, peaches, largo plums and cherries or other branches as in No. 4. No. 6— C:ontains a branch of
currant but the leaves and clusters of fruit are too crowded. Suitable for small size fruits such as gooseberries.
Nos. 7. 8. iland 10 (1 quart)— Suitable for strawberries (fastened to supports) as in No. 7 raspberry sprays as in
Suitable for small size fruits such as gooseberries.
No. 9; gooseberry sprays as in No. 10. No.

No.

1

better prices for "
Tliiscan be obtained
fruit.
by the use of

a quarts)— Suitable for apples and

;

U—

"Kerosene

oil

was found

to

be the most

satisfactory fluid for preserving strawberries,
having just about the right density to allow

them to settle to the bottom of the jars.
"For red and black cherries, black
raspberries,
red
and black
currants,
and other red and very dark colored fruits, including the red and dark
grapes and red apples, a one and one-half
two per cent, solution of boric acid in
For the yellow varieties of raspfwater.
[bcrries, white and yellow cherries, peaches,
[gooseberries, wliite currants and other light
[colored fruits, including yellow and green
[apples, a two per cent, solution of zinc
Sulphurous acid was found very
[chloride.
useful in brightening up and bleaching all
discolored specimens of white and yellow
fruits and gave them a very attractive appearance.
The acid was used of the orto

!

I

''-

^

dinary strength in tlie proportion of four
[ounces to the gallon of fluid. It was found
that the use of 15 per cent, commercial
alcohol was sufficient to prevent injury from
freezing during tran.sportation in winter.
The following notes are taken from a
publication by the Colorado Agricultural
College bearing on the subject:
.\fter filling, tlie jars sliould be "kept in a
cool, dark place until the time for exhibition.
Frequent examination should be
made to determine how well the fruit is
'

'

keeping.

If

the

liquid

becomes

colored

great measure the sticking of the stoppers
when it is desired to remove them."
Mr. D. W. Buchanan, of St. Charles, Man.,

Corrugated Caps
PULP CAPS

WHITE CAPS
Y^ou will also need E.xcclsior Barrel Cushions, Excelsior
Box Cushions,

who has experimented considerably with
different materials sends the following notes
"Plums may be preserved in corrosive

sublimate, one ounce to the gallon of disTen per cent, of glycerine
tilled water.
may be added to prevent shrinkage of pulpy
specimens. More may be used to advantage
Salicylic
if expense is not a consideration.
acid, one ounce to five of water, with glycerine, has not given good results -with
plums. We have used coal oil for strawberries, blackberries and black cherries, but
this sliould not be used only in perfectly

Parchment and

Wax

Caps

Manilla and White Tissue
Wrappers, Lace Ciroles

and Box Lace, Curved Elm
liiners

WE WANT

Cork stoppers, even when
seale<l with wax, are not suitable for use
with coal oil. Allow for expansion of the
Formalin, two to
in warm weatlier.
oil
three per cent, and alcohol 10 per cent, is
useful for strawberries, and also for soft
tight

This ensures a

demand and consequently"

Proper Sizes of Jars for Different Fruits

bottles.

colored specimens.
"Zinc chloride, two per cent., is good for
white and red currants. Ten per cent, of
Boric acid, one
alcohol may be added.
ounce to four gallons of water, for black
currants, with ten per cent, of alcohol added.
For gooseberries, copper sulphate one per
cent, and alcohol as above is excellent.
acid, one part, alcoliol. one
part, water eight parts, is the best thing
we have found for white and light colored

"Sulphurous

we

know

that

Headquarters
goods

for

You

to

are
these

See Our Exhibit at tht
National Exhibition

THOS. GAIN

& SON

124 Ricliinond St. West,
Agents

in

Cauda

for G.

P.

Toronto

READ, New York

n
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apples, but for red and green apples we have
not found a good preservative."
There is still some valuable experimental
work to be done on thia question. The
writer would be glad to receive any further
information regarding it.
Cherries, raspberries, currants and gooseberries look best when preserved on the
branch. Jars used for this purpose should
be large enough to permit of the fruit
taking its natural position without crowding.
Strawberries may be prevented from
crushing each other by tying the stem to
a small twig with a bit of thread.

LADDERS
FOR EVERY USE
FRUIT GROWERS

in

every part of Canada are
using- our celebrated double
truss high carbon steel wire
extension ladders.
LIGHTER

STRONGER

GHEAPER

perfect ladder in
existence.
Each side rail

Conducted by

the inside,
se c u rely
fastened at

prevents
swaySend

new

our

illustrated

catalogues,
givingsizes

and
'T LJ

Branches

for they will consume the value
rne or two pounds gain in flesh in the
two months, besides very likely selling
cheaper then than now, for the farmers
have not time to market their spare fowl at
thij season lait rush them all to market in
the cold weather of late November, or
December; thus the large supply lowers the

ONTARIO

in all parts of

Ottawa

rt the

WOODENWARE COMPANY

BERLIN

S. Short,

rels, and where there are a number showing
equal growth and sprightiness, preferene.
first should be given to those having tin
best body shape, and most promising pointof the breed they represent.
The old hens should now be weeded out.
They have, in most cases, laid nearly
all the eggs they intended to lay this year
and will if not soon disposed of, begin to
moult, which reduces their flesh and owing
to pin feathers make them almost unfit for
table use until the new feathers are fully
grown and they have regained their normal
weight, all of which takes from two tf
three months. Discard them now and giv
the growing pullets the benefit of the extr.-i
yard space.

December,

prices.

p

BERLIN

in noting these characteristics in the cock-

special broding they should be disposed of
now.
April and May hatched cockrels
should, in condition, now weigh from four
to six pounds each, according to the breed
tc which they belong.
There is therefore,
no pi'ofit in holding them until November or

one of

for

growth or mature development. The corres
ponding condition in the males would h>
early crowing and inclination to mate.
At this season there should be no difficulty

To prevent injury to the smaller chicks
and harmful annoyance to the pullets, the
earliest hatched and largest cockrels should
be separated from tlie other chickens by this
time of year. If these cockrels are of no

end,

forming a
truss and
side
ing.

The first pullets to lay in the autumn ar'
those that matured the fastest, for a femaL
cannot lay until she has made the necessar\

POULTRY DEPT.

has a heavy, high carbon
steel wire, stretched along

the

the best males to keep for breeding
next season. If the object of the poultry
keeper is to develop a winter egg-laying
strain he should have started last spring by
hatcliing from eggs laid only by females of
marked qualities for egg production, judged
from the records of last winter. Presumiri;
this was done, now arises the question of
wiiich cockrels to keep over for next season
to improve the strain in egg production.
are

mm

mi

than any other ladder made

The most
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Canada

price.

There

is

also the question as to

A COMPLETE

which

The October isssue of The Canadian Horticulturist will be devoted chiefly to the
fruit industry of British Columbia. Grower?
in that province should not fail to secur.
Those who are not already
that edition.
subscribers should become such this month.
The subscription price is only 60 cents a
year, or two years for $1.

LINE OF

ORNAMENTAL TREES

FRUIT TREES,

SHRUBS, SMALL FRUITS AND RQSES
FOR DELIVERY
FRUIT TREES

:

IN

FALL OF

1908

AND SPRING

1909

Apples, Pears, Cherries, Plums, Peaches, Quinces, etc. in unAll home grown Stock, guaranteed true to name

limited quantities.

GRAPE VINES

by the thousands, extra strong two-year- old
Grape Vine Specialist

vines,

under the

direct supervision of a

ORNAMENTAL SHADE TREES
men
dug

Large specifor Parks, Streets, and Gardens.
trees for individual trees a specialty.
All stock symmetrically grown and
with plenty of fibrous roots

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS
ROSES

in

all

best varieties,

field

grown and

in bushes, standards, or half-standards.
Field grown
roots.
Climbing Vines and Trailers in unlimited

own

carefully

dug

and budded on

their

quantities.

We

have a few vacancies for First-Claas Salesmen with undoubted credentials.
Write for terms and catalogues, which will be cheerfully furnished free of charge

HELDERLEIGH.
NURSERIES

E. D.

SMITH

ESTABUSHED QUARTER-OF-A-CENTURY.
jVIcntion

The Canadian Horlicullnrist whan

writing^.

WINONA,
ONTARIO
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Quebec

Fruit Meetings in
and Fruit Growing
the province o£ Quebec
held an interesting two-day meeting
President Robert Brodie
in August.
The
Westmount occupied the chair.

THE

Pomological

Society

(,f

of

meeting was held at Hemmingford, and
Covey Hill.
A paper on "The Planting of a Family
Orchard in Eastern Quebec" was read by
Mr. J. C. Chapais, of St. Denis. This paper
l)ointcd out the advisability of every farmer
liaving a piece of ground in fruit so that the
iirst

the second at

family table could be supplied the year
Extracts from this paper will be
round.
published in. a subsequent issue of The

Canadian Horticulturist.
Mr. W. T. Macoun of the Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, gave a very practical
and interesting address on "Strawberry
Culture" in which he dealt with the methods
culture and the best varieties to grow.
At the evening session. Prof. W. S. Blair,
of Macdonald College, gave an orchard talk.
He dealt with the location of the orchard,
-oil, planting of the tree and caring for it
luring the early years of its life.
Prof. G. Reynaud of La Trappe, contribut1(1 a paper on "The Evaporating of Fruits
and Vegetables," in which he pointed out
that this process of preservation could be
ommercially carried out on a large scale.
lie advantage of dried fruits was that they
oulil be kept in a condition fit for consumpio'n in a much smaller space than was the
In Newington, much
•use with fresh fruit.
lias been done in this direction and large
quantities were exported to the European
market at a good profit. Mr. Reynaud then
went on to point out that when the apple
crop in France was a failure, there would
of

i

:

be a good market for the evaporated

fruit,

APPLE

which was suitable for cider making. He
also remarked that peas, beans, carrots,
cauliflower, onions and cabbage could be
dried very easily and would be a profitable
product on the market.
At Covey Hill, Mr. Macoun spoke on
"The Development of Experimental Work."
This paper will be published in a subsequent issue of The Canadian Horticul-

BARREL

STOCK

turist.
Professor Swaine of Macdonald College
gave a very practical talk on "Orchard
Insects and Their Control," in which he
pointed out that there were two kinds of
these insects, biting and sucking. The former
fed upon the leaves of the plants and trees
and the latter sucked up the juices and
deprived vegetation of its vitality.
He
enumerated several of these enemies of the
orchard, briefly sketching their life history,
mentioned the parasites to which some of
them are prey and gave formulae for
remedial measures that might be adopted,
laying special emphasis on thorough spraying at particular seasons.
He pointed out
that by the adoption of the latter, a very
large percentage of fruit which was now
practically worthless could be made a valuable market product.

We

reasonable
also supply

The

Barrels

Company,
Ltd.

Chatham

50

in. Square

Apple

Can

Sutherland,

Innes

LIMITED

Summer-End Bargains

prices.

ready for use.

and the cultivation of certain of these for
commercial purposes gave employment to
thousands of people. He then touched on
the culture of roses, mentioning the kind
of soil, fertilizers, and so forth, required for

CO.,

can supply thoroughly

dry Apple Barrel Stock at

In a paper on "Roses," Mr. G. P. Hitchcock, of Massawippi, gave some very interesting historical details concerning tliis
much admired flower, of which he said there
were between 300 and 400 distinct species

YE OLDE FIRM OF HEINTZMAN &
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Ontario

BUSINESS

& Upright

Pianos

The middle of Aug^ust is passed and this means the summer-end close by. Here is a 1)nai opportunity
to secure a good Square or Uprig^ht Piano at summer slaug^hter prices. Act wisely by acting: now.

SQUARE PIANOS

UPRIGHT PIANOS
MASON & RISCH, l^pright, boudoir size, 3 panels

HEINTZMAN &

CO., Square, our well-known
iii;iko, 7 1-3 octHves. carved legH and lyre, overserpentine
ba.se, an eleg'aiit piano in
strung scale,
every way and will give good satisfaction, thoroughly guaranteed; price $500. Special <tl4S

CHICICERING & SONS. Square piano, with
tarvt!(i legs and iyre. handsome rosewood case, serjjentine base, lop mouldings,? 1-3 octaves, inelegant
condition. Thiw is a first-class piano in every way,
by one of the best manufacturers in the il CA
United States; price

?8(Kt.

Special at

*P

'

J^

STEINWAY & SONS, NEW YORK, the bestknown nuinufacturers in United States, beautiful
rosewood case, with carved legs and lyre, overKtrong scdle, 7 octaves, an elegant piano, case retinisht^«i: action thoroughly overhauled, and in
elegant condition
Regular price $1SOO. * t LS\

^ OU

Special at

I

in toi> door. 7 oc-taves,

a

;

STANDARD. TORONTO, Cabinet Grand, walnut
case, 7 1-3 octaves, full length music rack, nicely
decorated top door. 3 pedals; regular price itOO^
$.375.

WORMWITH &
some niahosany

be tohl from brand new,
with full length music rack; nicely decorated top
door. Itoston fall, 7 1-3 octaves, 3 pedals, an elegant
instrument in every way. Regular price d;94r\
class condition, cannot

$.37.3.

a>^*tW

Special at

CO.. very handsome cabinet
,rand. walnut case, with full mctnl plate, lioston

Iall;

colonial design,

swing music rack,

3 pedals.

This is an exceptionally good instrument, with
very handsome case and good tone; fully
^^L^JyJ
guaranteed, and good value at

49^0

octaves,

;t

CO., large cabinet grand, hand-

case, rented a short time only,

handsonu^ly decorated to)) door, full length music
rack Hoslon fall, 7 1-3 octavos, 3 pedals and orchestral attachment, susceptible of banjo, maiulolin.
and harp ett'ccts, etc., double trusses, an exceptionally fine iiiano and in flrst-olass condition 477 'i
and elegant value. Fully guaranteed.. .. w^' ->
LISZT, TORONTO, extra handsome mahogany
case, with Colonial design, plain top door; Hostoii
fall, double trusses, 7 1-3 octaves, 3 pedals, full
metal plate, used less than six months, fully
guaranteed. Regular price $400. Special
;

WORMWITH &

pedals, full
music rack, full metal plate, a Iirst-cla.ss piano in every respccM, both for
hand i»laying and nuu^hine, and is an exceptio lal bargaiii, due to our di-sirc
to ciran out our stork for the Fall tnule.
\\"c offer this special f7.V) PlaycrI'iano for $r»(Ki.
$1.1 worth of music goes witli the piano, subject to your
scdcf^'tion from cat^ilogue. Terms. SIW) cash, balance S-'Wt ()r more per quarter,
with 6 per cent, interest. If you want a iipst^-class Player-Piano communicate with UH in referenee to this one.
1-3

^ul^J

Special at

PALMEIR Upright ( 'abinet (irand, handsome
mahogany case, rented a short time only, in first-

11rst-<;lass

7

\

q>ZUU

Special at

SI.I.ihi wr>i-|li

tnanul'arliitor.

first-class practice piano, in

good condition, and an instrument that will give
good satisfaction
fully
guaranteed. iOnn

HANDSOME COMBINATION PLAYER-PIANO, with
AVEP-DIAUn
of music, made by a
rmi
Ln riMHU
American
beautiful mahoganj case,
length
Dl

UPRIGHT PIANOS

&

CO., Upriglit, boudoir size, nico onse,
thoroughly overhauled and in good con- d; 1 C.f\
ip
J\J
dition. Al value at
ARLINGTON. NEW YORK, largo cabinet grand:
nice hand carved panels, full length niusie rack,
Boston fall, 7 1-3 octavcB, 3 pedalH.a very hanilsoine
instrument. Regular price f475. Special 4245

BELL

I

I

i

^785

EASY TERMS OF PAYMENT
Payments on these Pianos to be allowed on new Heintzman
Pianos any time within three years, or a proportionate reduction as
Payments from $5.00 to $10.00
a rental cliarg-e over that time.
down, and a small payment each month. Quarterly payments if
desired.
Handsome stool with each instrument, and freight paid to
any point in Ontario, and proportionate amount to other Provinces.

HEINTZMAN
&
CO., LIMITED
CANADA
KING STREET WEST.
115-117

TORONTO,
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successful cultivation. Ho reffirred to
the different means of propagation, touched
on tlie insect pests to which the plants are
liable and named varieties which he considered might bo fairly easily grown and
give much satisfaction.
Professor Blair of Macdonald College gave
an interesting talk on "Orchard Work,"
particularly with reference to the planting
of trees and the care of the orchard in the
earlier stages of its growth. He also pointed
out that in horticulture, as in any other
business, a man must take a deep interest
in his work, must keep in touch with up-todate methods and do nothing slovenly or
by rulo-of-thumb if he would make a success
of the occupation in which he is engaged.
tlipir

YOU WANT

LANDS

FRUIT

IN

BRITIS H
COLUMBIA
BUY AT

ROBSON
THE CREAM OF THE KOOTENAY
Five

trains

Steamer

and

No

daily.

transportation

New

C. P. R.
-better

facilities

in

Columbia. Boating
Fishing and Hunting ROBSON is not a wilderBritish

an up-to-date
settled by
up-to-date fruit growers
No isolation at Robson
ness.

fruit

Society in Quebec

At a meeting held at Macdonald College
on June 24th, a new Society called the
Quebec Society for the Protection of Plants
from Insects and Fungous Pests was organized. The following officers were elected:
President, Prof. W. Lochhead, Macdonald
College; vice-president, Frere Liguori, La
Trappe, Que. sec-treas., Douglas Weir, Macdonald College directors. Rev. Dr. Fyles,
Levis, Que., Rev. G. Ducharme, Rigaud,
Que. Auguste Dupuis, Village des Aulnaies,
Que.; A. F. Winn, Montreal; Dr. W. Grignon, Ste. Adele, Que. curator-librarian, J.
M. Swaine, Macdonald College.
A substantial grant has been given the

It is

;

;

district

For particulars, apply

508

&

society

Mc Hardy

COLUMBIA.

B.

by the Department

of

Agriculture

The success of the society is
practically assured on account of the interest manifested by both Frencli and Engof

BAKER STREET

NELSON

action of necessary business, the reading of
reports and papers, and a general review of
the year's work; and a summer field meeting at some outside point in the province of
Quebec. As the society exists for the benefit
of the province, it is urged that all outbreaks of insect and fungous pests be reported to tlie secretary, Macdonald College,
so that possible help may be given promptly

Vegetablc Growers' Picnic
Frank Whitehall, London,

That the London branch

of the Ontario
Vegetable Growers' Association is very much
alive was evidenced at their picnic held
at Springbank on July 25th.
The picnic
committee aimed high with the result of

having the best picnic yet.
A big program of sports was enthusiastically carried out by those present, and the
thanks of the association are tendered to
those who so kindly denoted prizes, thus
adding greatly to the success of the picnic.
After a sumptuous repast to which about
300 of the gardeners and their friends sat
down, the prizes were distributed, and the
merry makers returned to their homes, to
look forward to next years' picnic.

;

;

McDermid

September, 1908

Quebec.

workers. It is truly provincial in its
aims, work and membership.
There will
be two meetings each year, a general winter
meeting at Macdonald College for the translish

Persons living in the east can obtain information
by calling at 306 Manning Chambers, Toronto.

The large range of houses that is being
erected for tlie Dominion Orchard Co., of
Rougemont, Que., is being built by the
King Construction Company of Toronto.
These houses will bo used for the forcing
of fruit and vegetables. There are six houses
in the range, averaging 125 feet long by
They are all style
21 feet 8X inches wide.
Mr. R. W. King
A, King Con.struction.
personally surveyed the ground and furnished plans for the entire effect, including
the heating apparatus.

TO

BASKETS
We
all

arc Headquarters for

APPLE ASSOCIATIONS
GROWERS, ETC.

kinds of Splint Baskets

Before making your

arrangements for the

coming season, please

communicate

Veneer supplied

for the

protection

of

trees

POUPART

from mice

during winter

T.

FRUIT PACKAGES A SPECLVLITY

J.
COVENT GARDEN, LONDON

SEND FOR OUR PRICES

The

ENGLAND

Oakville Basket Co., Oakville, Ont.

or to the Canadian Representative

A.
Mention The Canadian Horticulturist when writing

vv^ith

LAWRIE

FOREST, ONTARIO

September,
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F. O. B. Contracts for Apples

Notice to Fruit Shippers
J,

A. Rnddick, Cold Storage Commissioner, Ottawa

p. J. Carey, Dominion Fruit Inspector, Toronto

Aug. 7th, a circular was sent from this
to the leading fruit growers and

On
fice

PACKERS' SAFETY"

An important matter

for the consideration
growers and dealers is "sale contracts."
Almost every contract made in the sale
of apples last season was violated one way
or another. It is true that the "money
stringency" had considerable to do with the
upsetting of contracts, but the fact remains
that with contracts made as they were made
last year, it is little use in making a sale
of

and to the press as well, stating
the entire space of one cold storage
lamber had been engaged on the steamers
,)ntarian" and "Sicilian." sailing from
liontreal for London on Aug. 22nd and 29th
Bspectively, and that the space in these
liambers would be available for shipments
early apples, or other tender fruits, at
iie regular rate of freight (30 shillings per
on measurement of 40 cubic feet), payable
the steamship companies in the usual
Banner.
As the response to this notice has been
ery encouraging, I beg to announce that
have contracted with the agents of the
Ehomson Line for one chamber on the SS.
lippers,

tiat

at

Recommended by Government

all.

Used with

being advocated, and rightly, from
ocean to ocean, that f.o.b. car sales, as
much as possible, is the proper way to dispose of our fruit; and surely contracts can
be made secure, so that our apples will
stay sold when they are sold, whether the
markets go up or down.

5th.
Shipments for this
on- Sept.
teamer should reach Montreal not later
^an the morning of Sept. 4th, and intending
lippers should apply to this ofHce for

without

delay,

stating

the

of the

by

Inspectors

largest

growers

TAKE NO CHANCES WITH

UNTRIED PAPERS
Large Stock, Following Sizes, Always on Hand
10c per ream (480 sheeU>
8x 9
10x10.
14c

20x30
24x36

—

The disastrous
Ship to Reliable Firms.
season experienced by some of the growers
last year, will have the effect of making
them more cautious regarding the firms to
whom they ship their apples. Mr. A. E. W.
Peterson, of Toronto, has for years been
connected with Jas. Adam, Son & Co., of
Liverpool, Jas. Lindsay & Son of Glasgow,
and Nothard & Low of London. Each of
these firms have a splendid record for
reliable dealings with fruit growers.
One

number

space required

Enclosed find a remittance for two years'
to The Can.adian Horticul[JRIST.
I
feel that I cannot be without
Sunny Beach
Craig,
Jour paper. VVm.
Yarm, Auburn, Me., V S. A.
ubscription

—

...
...

81c
$1.15

In addition to Fruit Wrapper, following
supplies necessary to the modern Fruit
Export Business are carried in stock at our
Hamilton warehouse. Prices supplied on

application.

Wrapping Papers. Twines. Pulp Board
Box Linings. Corrugated Straw Boards.
Manilla

Lace

Tissue.

Papers.

Lace

Box Tops.

the firms was established in 1819; the
others have been almost as long in the
business. Judging from the reports received
from the growers that have been consigning their apples to these firms, they have

The 16th international convention of the
ilorth-west Fruit Growers' Association will
be held in Portland, Ore., December 2, 3 and
Preparations for a big convention are
eing made. Prof. E. R. Lake of Corvallis,
3re., is the secretary for 1908.

&

Buntin, Gillies

Co.

LIMITED

HAMILTON

been very satisfactory. Mr. Peterson will
be very pleased to correspond with any of
the growers for their fall crop of apples.

-

-

CANADA

Mention Tfek Caxadiax HouTicii/rrnisT

THE FONTHILL NURSERIES
OLDEST

and

LARGEST

in

CANADA

—ESTABLISHED

1837

We

—OVER

offer for Fall

850

Our

ACRES

Planting the Largest General

Assortment of Stock ever offered
embraces a
and Ornamental lines.
list

full

in

Canada.

assortment of both Fruit

Our Stock has made a wonderful growth

this

season, and customers can depend on receiving Extra

Choice Stock. Healthy and vigorous, and true to

label.

In Ornament&l Specialties we offer specimen trees
planting of BECHTEL'S DOUBLE
for individual
FLOWERING CRAB, CAMPERDOWN ELM, CUT
LEAF WEEPING BIRCH, WEEPING BEECH, OAKS,
JAPAN MAPLE, TREE HYDRANGEA, etc., etc.
•

FLOWERING SHRUBS
lections,

supplied

in assorted col-

allowing for succession of bloom and foliage

effects for all the seasons.

OUR LANDSCAPE DEPARTMENT
MAXSON,

is

is

in

charge

of

prepared

to

submit plans and estimates without charge.

Appointments arranged by

Mr.

CHAS. A.

who comes with the
American landscape architecture.

a landscape architect of ability and experience,

be»t and moat up-to-date ideas in English and

He

:

of

.

ii

perfect results

I

.

packages to be shipped, so

(lat a proper estimate
aay be made.

PAPER

I

ilon

|ind size of the

Wrapper

Fruit

It is

lurona," sailing from Montreal for Lon-

ipace
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letter or

phone.

HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS and OLD FASHIONED BORDER PLANTS receive special attention.
We offer a superb list of New Varieties in GERMAN
and JAPAN IRIS, CHINESE PAEONIES, FUNKIAS,
HELIANTHUS, FOXGLOVE, etc.
WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

Stone & Wellington, Toronto, ont.

—

—
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Prospects

APPLES
FOR
EXPORT

J.

GLASGOW

GOODWIN

H.

MEinchester, Liverpool and Hull

25

CHURCH

pleased to see that shippers are beginning
to realize more the important position this
The fruit auction sales held
port holds.
here regularly, attended by the best buyers
from all the leading centres in this country,
and the quantity of foreign fruit of all
descriptions, shows a considerable increase
every year. We anticipate that the coming

BARKER

ST.,

TORONTO, CANADA

THE

IMITATION PROVES

WORTH
The

'water boiler with
It

is

ORIGINAL

OF THE

"SOVEREIGN"

tion."

Manchetter

The trade in American apples in Manchester last season, compared with other
markets, gave very good results and we are

Will be pleased to keep you advised
regarding the condition of the European Markets.
If you
have any
apples for export, call or write

FRED.

and H. Goodwin,

'

THOS. RUSSELL
&

England

in

Crops in England and on the European
continent, which were at first expected to be
heavy, are now said to be only a little larger
than last year when the supply of apples
on this side was generally short. There is
no doubt under any circumstances that thert^
will be a free demand in this country
again for good American stock, especially
red varieties, but as it is more than likely
that supplies both from the United States
and Canada will be large, early in the
season, high prices must not be looked for.
Our opinion is that after the heavy losses
suffered last year on stored fruit, growers
and dealers will be inclined to place their
stock on the market early.

REPRESENTING

J.

—

is

improvement

that reduces

the coal consumption of the hot water heating

The

apparatus to an economical basis.
first

section

is

larger

only one point of merit in the

"SOVEREIGN"

.

Coopers' Fluids
Further evidence of the satisfactory results
that have been had from the use of the VI
and V2 Fluids since they were introduced
into Canada last spring by Wm. Cooper
and Nephews, whose advertisement appears
in another column, is given in the followiiiL'
letters

:

—

.

Mr. F. G. Stewart, Homer, Ont. "I used
your V2 Fluid on the aphids this May and
in a short time there was not one living
aphid to be seen. I have great pleasure,
therefore in recommending it to all my
friends and the public."
Mr. S. E. Wallace, President, Burgessville
P>uit Growers Shipping Association, Burgessville, Ont. "1 used V2 Fluid on the 15tli
of June and am pleased to say that the tri
sprayed are looking very healthy and tli
fruit seems quite free of spots or funguOf course fungus may develop yet. I m;iy
say that the VI Fluid has killed the oysteisliell scale wherever it came into contact
<

—

with them."
Mr. N. E. Anderson, Vernon, B. C. "I
have used your sprays this year for all my
sprayings and have had excellent results
although some of the old hands have kept
saying, "oh it's no use." I have charge of
13 acres of bearing trees, apples, pears,
plums, cherries and prunes, and outsiders
say that they have never seen trees looking
better. No rust of any kind in orchard can
be seen, and as far as clean fruit goes, fully
One corner
90 per cent, will grade No. 1.
in particular of 40 Starks has always been
scabby but this year there is very little
to be seen."
!

A

first sec-

this

season will show an even greater advance
in shipments from America to Manchester,
most of our friends having expressed their
satisfaction with the results obtained her'

the original hot

"the larger

September, 1908

copy

of

the catalogue for bulbs for 1908

offered by M. Herb Naples, Italy, has been
All kinds of bulbs and tuberous
received.
rooted plants are illustrated and descriptions are published in English, German and

French.

R.
9

& W. DAVIDSON
VIRGINIA

there are nineteen other.

The TAYLOR-FORBES
COMPANY, LIMITED

Branches

Office,

Foundry and Works

GUELPH

-

Branches

1088 King Street West
122 Craig Street

-

-

in

London, Liverpool, Manchester,
Bristol, Newcastle and Leith
Invite

consignments

APPLES
Boxes Preferred.

For Best Family Trade.
For particulars refer

Head

GLASGOW

ST.,

to Editor of this Journal

:

ONT.

IF

YOU HAVE APPLES

OR POULTRY TO CONSIGN

:

-

-

TORONTO
MONTREAL

we can handle them
advantage.
lots,

them

GET THE ORIGINAL

If

write us and
for

you

for

you

to

apples are in car

f.o.b.

we

can sell
your station

THE DAWON COMMISSION
Cor.

TORONTO

Co.,

West Market and Colborne St.

ONTARIO

:
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Our Trade

in

from three quarters of a pound
pound to 40 gallons of water to get
the same results that we used to receive

to use
to one

France

Manufacturers and dealers in produce
wishingr to cultivate trade in France should
write to the British Chamber of Commerce
j^Canadian Section), 17, Boulevard de la
ladeleinc, Paris, France. What the Chamer does for its members
the experience of 40 years of
1. Offers
Bntinental trade.
Canadian houses in touch with
2. Puts
aitable agents.
information on the commer3. Obtains
aal standing- of French firms.
French customs
4. Notifies changes in
commercial
legislation,
luties, proposed
""kely to affect special trades, etc.
inquiries
from
the
5. Communicates
•"rench buyers of Canadian goods.
6. Files members' catalog^ues for the in
jrmation of buyers.
and statistical in
7. Gives commercial
ormation of all kinds.
'8. Aids members in customs and techni-

from a quarter of a pound. We are being
gulled as badly in the purchasing of Paris
green as we are in some of the other preparations.
This season, I bought a one-pound package of Paris green that would not mix with
water at all. A neighbor had the same experience. We should have some way of getting redress from parties putting such inferior stuff on the market.
As fruit growers we have to put a first
class article on the market when we see
fit to put it up in a closed package, and it
is perfectly right; but I want to see the fellows who put up the articles that we have
to use, placed on the same footing, so that
when we buy a package of Paris green
to spray our trees or potatoes we are reasonably sure that we will accomplish what
we are working for a clean crop of fruit or
a good crop of potatoes. M. G. Bruner,
Olinda, Ont.

—

difficulties.

HARDY PERENNIAL
PLANTS

The Canadian Horticulturist:

of the new preparations, I have tried
of them and found them wanting.
Mr. Messenger seems to have much faith
in the Paris green, and this is what I want
now have to pay
to draw attention to.
35 and 40 cents a pound for Paris green and

Boltonia

Physostegia

Delphiniums

Pyrethrums

and other hardy Perennials

NOW
SPECIAL OFFER
To

1908

introduce these lovely plants

we

.. .Sept. 18—26
Sherbrooke, Que
Aug-. zg-Sept. s
St. Catharines, Niagara District. Sept. 17-18
St. John, New Brunswick
Sept. 12-IQ
Toronto, Canadian National. Aug 2g-Sept 14
Toronto, Ontario Horticultural. .Nov. 10-14

when

Victoria,

have

C

B.

Winnipeg-, Horticultural

offer (our selection)

50 Plants for $5.00
25 Plants for $2.75
Write for Descriptive Price

Ottawa, Central Canada.

We

We

Hardy Phlox

Iris

Sept. 22-25
Sept. 2-10
Oct. 7-9
London, Western Fair
Sept. ii-ig
New Westminster, B. C....Sept. 29-Oct. 3

some

planting

Oriental Poppies

Paeonies

Charlottetown, P. E. I
Halifax, Nova Scotia
Kentville, N.S., Horticultural

many

do not get the results that we received
we paid 17 or 18 cents a pound.

in

summer by

next

—

Canadian Exhibitions

In the July issue I noticed an article by
Ir. R. J. Messenger, Bridgetown, N. S.,
bn "Spraying Mixtures," in which he speaks
bf "the gullibility of farmers" in respect to
Spraying mixtures of different kinds, which
is all very true.
While I have not tried

WEALTH OF BLOOM

Secure a

Bogus Paris Greens
Editor,

203

List

PINELAND PARK GARDENS
(East of
E,

Sept. 22-26
Sept. 3-5

Munro

Park,

TORONTO)

Balmy Beach P.O..
Lock Box 96

BYFIELD.

Allan line Steamship Co.
SUMMER SAILINGS. 1908

LIMITED.

.Established 1854.

SERVICES

Turbine Steamers, "Victorian" and

Virginian.

(Nev/

To
STEAMER

VICTORIAN
CORSICAN
VIRGINIAN
TUNISIAN

VICTORIAN

MONTREAL

Friday,

1

1

12.00 p.m.

-

Friday, 18

"

6.00 a.m.

6.00 p.m.

Friday, 25

"

5.00 a.m.

12.00 p.m.

5.30 a.m.

4.30 p.m.

-

Boston

Thursday, 8

"

10.00 a.m.

Fri., 9,

1

1

.30 a.m.

To London,
STEAMER
HIBERNIAN

From

MONTREAL

Saturday, Sept. 5th
"
12th
Saturday,
"
Saturday,
19th

CORINTHIAN

HUNGARIAN
Write for descriptive pamphlet of

New

Havre, France)

Glasgow

STEAMER

From

MONTREAL

GRAMPIAN, new
PRETORIAN

Saturday, 12 Sept., Daylight

HESPERIAN, new
IONIAN
GRAMPIAN, new

Saturday, 26

Saturday, 19
Saturday,

"

Daylight
Daylight

3 Oct., Daylight

Saturday, 10

"

Daylight

via Havre, France
STEAMER
PARISIAN

ONTARIAN
SICILIAN

-

From MONTREAL
Saturday, Sept. 26th
3rd
Saturday, Oct.
"
10th
Saturday,

All Steamers are fitted with most modern appliances to insure the safe carriage of
Allan Liners.
For further information apply to
kinds of perishable cargo.

THE ALLAN
H.
It Is

to

To Glasgow
QUEBEC

From

Sept., 5.00 a.m.

2 Oct.

London

Twin Screw Steamers)

-

Friday,

to

(calling at

Liverpool

From
-

Montreal

Montreal to Liverpool
(Royal Mail Service)
Montreal to Glasgovir

LINE, 77 Yonge
&

desirable to

Street,

TORONTO

MONTREAL

A. ALLAN. General Agents,
mention the name of this pnblication when

writlnc to adrertisera.

all

-7?
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Horticultural Exhibition

I

In connection with the Ontario HorticulExhibition which will be held this
year in the St. Lawrence Market Arena,
King St., E., Toronto, the county exhibit
promises to be of special interest. While

Your
Lands

Fertilize

tural

counties is somewhat rethe number
duced from a year ago, and some of the
best counties are not represented, those
remaining have in many cases increased
their grant. Huron county has a^ain voted
$75 for their exhibit, and those in charge
state that they will far surpass the show
that they made last year. Norfolk county
has voted the sum of $50, which will be
of

DO YOU

KNOW

J

THAT WORN-OUT
LANDS MAY BE MADE

\

PRODUCTIVE AND PROFITABLE
BY THE JUDICIOUS USE OF
THE RIGHT KIND OF

FER TILIZ ER

[slow IF

.

?

Imperial

A PIERCE OF LAND THAT

OF CANADA

WONT GROW ANYTHING

Head

|

.

FERTILIZERS

USE
WITHOUT GREAT EXPENSE SO

D. R.

YOUR LAND WI LL PAY

HON.

Consult us freely it is
OUR BU SINESS TO KNOW
ENQUIRIES FREELY A NSWERED
AGENTS WANTED FOR
TERRITORY NOT TAKEN UP
r"^W.A. FREEMAN ^°- limited,

WILKIE

R.

JAFFRAY

-

-

President

Vice-President

Branches in Provinces of Ontario, Quebec,
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and British
Columbia.
Savings Department at All Branches. Interest
allowed on Deposits of One Dollar and upwards
from date of deposit and credited quarterly.
Farmers* Sale Notes Discounted
A General Banking Business Transacted

i

!

,.

,

ONTARIO
^^^«^^^^^^^^S^«i^

C"

^

Toronto

Capital Authorized. $10,000,000.00
$4,990,000.00
Capital Paid-up.
$4,990,000.00
Rest,

feel VERY SURE THAT
WE CAN SHOW YOU HOW TO

theI

-

NGRAVERS
HOTO- INGI
IHOTO-

of

fruit

and

ii

The Oxford county council refused th^
request for a grant this year, but tlianks to
the generosity of Mr. J. C. Harris of Inp'-rsoil, the county will again be represent
Mr. Harris has collected the sum of
which is necessary for the prize list, an
is in addition doing all he can to proniuii
the exhibit of fruit from this county.
The St. Lawrence Arena lends itself particularly well to an exhibit of this kind.
The entire show will be on the one floor
and not divided as was required in Massey
Hall.
The entrance to the Hall, will be
beautifully decorated and altogether the
show promises to far surpass any previously
held in Toronto.
!f-j.

—

'i

We

>

Office

representative exhibit
products to the show.

fruit

;

SUGGEST
THE RI GHT FE RTILIZER

used along similar lines to that of Hurou.
the intention being not to allot the mon.
in prizes, but to spend it in sending

Fruit Packing Appliances. Tht .-jitcr -^nful
packer is always looking for ways of
improving the condition of his fruit when
it reaches the market.
He will miss no
opportunity and will spare no pains in investigating methods and appliances to preCompetition is
serve his fruit in transit.
becoming so keen both in the home and
foreign market that it is only the careful
packers who can hope to be successful in

ESTABLISHED 187 5

BUT WEEDS, TALK WITH
US ABOUT IT AND LET US

HAMILTON

Bank

'

YOU HAVE

September, 190S

Nowhere will be
obtaining good prices.
found a better or more complete stock of
these appliances than that of Thos. Gain &
Son, whose advertisement appears in anThey are Canadian agents
other column.
for G. P. Read of New York, and can meet
your every need with goods of the b ft
quality and at reasonable prices. They will
be pleased to go into this matter with you
at their exhibit at the Canadian National
Exhibition.

TREES FOR FALL DELIVERY

LIMITED.

Order your Evergreens and Stone
Fruits to be shipped in the Spring.
Have all the rest of your Stock
shipped this Fall you will meet
with the best of success.
;

Place your Order at once for both

seasons.

Our Stock

than ever and
it.

is

better

we have more

Over.joo acres

in

of

Trees and

Plants.

Send /or Catalogue and Prices
DESIGNERS
ILLUSTRATORS
10,

ENGRAVERS
AND ETCHERS

JOHNSTON LANE

TORONTO

p"""^

"*" »"'

ONTARIO

Mention the Canadian Horticulturist when

writings

THE THOS. W. BOWMAN

&

SON

LIMITED

RlDGEVlLLE, ONTARIO
Mention the Canadian Horticulturist when writing.

GO.

i^^
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KING CONSTRUCTION
GREEN HOUSES
For Vegetable Forcing,

Florists or Private Conservatories

PLANS PREPARED, MATERIALS SUPPLIED, AND HOUSES OF

ANY

SIZE ^[ERECTED

A

To

UNDER OUR EXPERT SUPERVISION

Large Vegetable Growing Plant

insure success in growing; under

in

Pennsylvania, erected by King Construction Co.

glass

the

houses

most be of modern construction.

We have been designing and constructing greenhouses for over fifteen years and our
" King Construction" houses are giving satisfaction in all parts of America. Growers desiring to erect their

own

greenhouses can obtain

all

or part of the materials necessary at our

works. Plans and estimates prepared for intending builders at a moderate
us the kind of a house you purpose erecting and

by

we

will s^nd

cost.

Write and

tell

one of our Illustrated Bulletins

return of Mail.

KING CONSTRUCTION CO.

'^-

'-^'oRonTo^iT'

—

—

—
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Origin of Windsor Cherry
The Best

Exhibition of the Kind in the
In the Heart of the Fruit

Dominion.

At

District.

Season.

the Height
In the

of the

Garden

of

Canada.

THIRD ANNUAL

Niagara

District

"CerasBs," Kelowna, B.C.

In August Better Fruit, an Oregon publication, I have read an article in which the
writer, after congratulating Oregon upon

September, 1908

Windsor is quite well thought of in British
Columbia, and quite extensively planted,
and I would like to state through The Canadian Horticulturist that Windsor is a
Canadian variety having its origion at
Windsor, Ontario.

originating Bing and Black Republican
cherries, gives credit to some other part (unnamed) of the Pacific coast fruit country,
As
for the production of Windsor cherry.
the writer of the article is a well known
fruit man in the cherry growing centre of
Oregon, the statement should I think be
corrected.

Windsor Salt
—the

4 RASPBERRY PLANTS

needed

OR

Horticultural

2

HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS
The Rappbcrrnes include
King".

Under

the Auspices of the St. Catharines
Horticultural Society

To be Held

at the

Armory

CATHARINES

ST.

red varieties:—

give either of these for only ONE
SCRIPTION at BO cents a year.

Get busy.

LIKE SIXTY

FOR

1908
Co. 104

^

'NE'BESTMADt

FOSftR'S
]

in Prizes

STANDARD.

pot"'

$65

York

Many Novel and Interesting Competitions
— Mammoth Exhibits for the Rittenhouse
Prize
Pyramids of Apples, Pears and
Tomatoes Arms of Grapes Ropes of
Onions Wrappingand Packing of Apples,
Pears and Peaches — Best methods of
Preserving Fruits, etc.
Send for Prize

—

—

List.

Reduced Railway Rates
From

all stations on the Grand Trunk Hallway
within a radius of eighty miles of St. C'atharines, single fare rates will prevail, good going
on afternoon trains on S.-pt. IGtli, and all trains
on Sept. 18th and 19th good to return up to
and including .Sept. '20th.

Red Poi»

St.

CHOICE BEDDING PLANTS
BULBS
FOR FALL PLANTING.

Cream

Chums, Wash Ma-

F2EE TEUL

Askfor cataloaall

sizef

GUELPH, ONT

Extra choice

FRUIT

FLOWER POTS
large stock
of all sizes and varieties
for spring trade.

Home

for Fall

of

Shipments

No

Scale. No Fumigation.
No Agents to pay.
Catalogues Free

grown.

No

lot

AND ORNAMENTAL

TREES,

flWe have a

Borers.

^Try our pots for growing
early tomato plants, etc.

^Write

—

HENRY'S NURSERIES
VANCOUVER B.C.

GiLsoN
GASOLENE
NGINE
or Pumping,

GILSON MFG.

—

174

NEW SUB-

THE CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST
CANADA
PETERBORO

,

1

right savour,

special

mm

Honey, Vegetables

give

just the

SELLS LIKESIXTY^

Flowers

^to

arrangement with Stone and
Wellington, Nurseryman, Toronto, we can

By

iratofs.

Nearly $ ,400

The

WHICH DO YOU WANT?

GOES

17and 18,

^

—

black,

perennials'are HelianthnsMaximiliana and
Helianthus Rigidus (Prairie Sunflower).
The former blooms in late Fall and the
latter in the Mid-Summer.

.jjiines. etc.

Fruit,

1

The best that ^row8.

ON THURSDAY
AND FRIDAY

SEPT.

3

Ruby Red, Herbert; and

Cumberland.

Exhibition

one thing

for Price List

and

M.

Catalogue.

The FOSTER POTTERY CO., Limited
Main St. West, Hamilton, Ont.

J.

OFFICE 3010

HENRY
WESTMINSTER ROAD

VANCOUVER

Mention Tlie Canadian Horticulturist wlien writing.

B.C.

SMALL FRUIT PLANTS
Gooseberries, Josselyn, Downing-, Houghton. Currants, Perfection, Ruby,
Cherry, White Grape, Lees Prolific Champion, Black Naples. Raspberries,
Herbert, Cuthbert, Marboro. Garden Roots, Asparagus, Rhubarb, Perennial Celery.

Wm. FLEMING, Box

54,

Owen Sound,

Ontario

;

W.
W.

B.

H.

C. A.

BURGOYNE,

Preudent.

BUNTING, l.t Vice-Preaident.
HESSON, Treasurer.

ROBT. THOMPSON, Chairman Executive Com.
GEO. GORDON, Secretary Executive Com.,
18 Queen Street,

Address

all

St-

communications

in

Catharines.

regard to

Prize Lists, Entries, etc., to the Secretary
Mr. Geo." Gordon.

Not Damaged by
Zero Weather or
Rocky Roads
.

Our Low, Wide-Tire

Steel

.

Wheels

are just the strongest, most durable,
constructed. Lighter, cheaper, than wooden. Takes half the time to load a
wagon equipped with our wheels. Horses pull twice the load. Fit any axle
or skein.
Free catalogue tells all.
Write to-day.

DOMINION WROUGHT IRON WHEEL CO. LTD.

ORILLIA, ONT.
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Bishop
Bethune
College
OSHAWA, ONTARIO
Visitor, the

A

Lord Archbishop

of

Toronto

Residential School for Girls

Preparation for the University. Young children also
received. For Terms and particulars apply to the

SISTER

-

SISTERS

IN

-

CHARGE

or

ST. JOHN THE
Major Street, Toronto
of

to

D

THE

DIVINE

COLLEGE RE-OPENS SEPT.

S

16th

Thousands

FOR SALE AND WANT
ADVERTISEMENTS

There

by, Ontario, landscape architect, parks, cemeteries, pleasure, school and home grounds laid
out, surveys made.
Working drawings to a
scale so that any gardener can work them
out. Terms very reasonable.

.MUSHROO.M
spawn for
ish,

SPAWN.—Superior
sale.

Mushroom

quality
fresh
Stock limited. Apply, KemGrower,
248
Brock avenue,

APPLE ORCHARD

number of sizes.
These machines

mcstly Greenings and Baldwins, age 17 years;
good air, and tile drainage; the best of soil;
good buildings; .$3,000 cash, easy terms for balance.
For particulars and description,
address Isaac

W. Pearce,

feet, all sizes

you

somewhat

differ

the
repairs.

In

annoyance

of

breakage and

Call and see these spreaders with the
local International agent. He will gladly
point out to you the superior features of
these machines, as well as supply you

with catalogue, colored hanger or other
information.

The nearest branch house will supply you with anv further Inlormatlon desired.
Calgary, London. Montreal. Ottawa. Regina, St. John, Hamilton, WInnlpea

Jaffa, Elgin Co., Ont.

IRON PIPE FOR SALE-150,000

Figure out for yourself and you must
agree that it will be a paying investment,
if you do not have over twenty-five
loads of manure to spread in a year.
You can't help but be pleased with the
work, the easy handling, the light draft
and the substantial making which saves

even

construction and operation, but both are
right working and of great durability.
They are proven machines. They embody the best mechanical ideas, the materials used in construction are the best
for the purpose, they are made as simple

for sale of 50 acres,

It

Is it not to your interest to own and use
one of these spreaders on your farm?

in a

Toronto.
$15,0000,

Farmers Are Doing

field.

Two of the most practical and valut.ble
machines manufactured for farm use today are the Com Kin? and Cloverleaf
manure spreaders. They are each made

William Bennie, Lim-

for fall planting.

(1

as possible, and they handle manure in all
conditions to the perfect satisfaction of
users. Proof of all this is to be found in
the record each machine has made in the

Is

machine.

Toronto.

ited,

of Successful

no charm or secret about it.
You simply spread it with a machine, and
thus make it go twice as far, get twice as
much grood from it on the first crop, do
your land more permanent grood. and save
half the time and labor of handling:.
Manure is gfenerally estimated to be
worth 52.00 a ton handled the old way.
There is no doubt that it is worth twice as
much to the farmer who spreads with a

[MR. CHARLES ERNEST WOOLVERTON, Grims-

BULBS

a taw ly

'^

CANADIAN BRANCHES:

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA

from

inch up, in good condition, at half price.
Write us what you need.— Imperial Waste and
Metal Co., l>ipe Merchants, 7 Queen street,

Va

(Incorporated)

Chicago. U. S. A.

Montreal, Que.

SIMMERS' BULBS

For

IMMEDIATE

PLANTING

WE WANT

every reader of The Canadian Horticulturist
have a copy of our Autumn Catalogue in which
is offered the most complete and comprehensive list of bulbs
to be found in Canada.
To keep upIt's free for the asking.
to-date floriculturailv your name should be on our mailing list,
and our various catalogues will be sent as issued.
to

BULBS — Thousands

of people

overlook the

planting of

and have many regrets
when they see them blooming in the gardens of their neighbors
in the Spring. Send for our catalogue now, make your selection
and plant your bulbs out before hard frost comes, or selection
Spring Flowering Bulbs

of sorts

may

be

left to

in

the

Fall,

us.

HARDY PERENNIAL PLANTS— No

better time

now. They quickly take hold and
and stronger plants than when planting

to set these out than

variably

done

J.

A.

SIMMERS,

in

make

finer

inis

the Spring.

Seeds, Bulbs, Plants,

Mention the Canadian Horticulturist when

TORONTO,
writlnir.

Ont.

—
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Nova Scotia

BISSELL'S
REVERSIBLE DISC

Be Sure

HARROW

and
Workthe
Horse

WORK
EVERY DAY

HE CAN

If yon tiae Blckmore'sGall Cureyourteams
can work right along- and be cured of Saddle
and Harness Galls, CnafeSjBopeBurns, Cuts,
Scratches, Grease Heel, etc. while in harness. The more work the quicker the cure.

Built in sizes for one or two horses.
Will extend out to cultivate under the
fruit trees or narrow up to work between
grape vines and berry bushes. They cut
cleaner and turn the soil over better than
any other cultivator. A money-making
implement for all fruit growers a har-

BICKMORE'S GALL CURE
the standard Remedy for all these and
similar troubles. Is excellent for Man>?e and
Sore Teats in cows. Above trade mark is on
every box. For sale by dealers. Money re-

la

funded if it fails. Sample arid Horse Book
every farmer should read lOc.
WINGATE CHEMICAL CO. LTD., Canadian Dist'bra,
545 NOTRE DAME ST., W. MONTREAL, CANADA ___

—

—

row bargain it will pay you to know
more about. The Bissell Ag^ents will
give you prices or please write direct to

STENCIL

^

.

""

\MrU. CO.
Wl lUIE

ALL

124 YONGE

BRANDS

T. E.

RUBBER

BISSELL

LIMITED

MKDS FOI ALL PURPOSES

TORONTO.

ST.

COMPANY

DEPT.

N.

-

-

ELORA. ONT.

Can Your Fruit:
Avoid All Waste
Save all you lose by windfalls, early
ripenings and overloaded markets. Get a
Can the fruit as it
Modern Canner.

Eunice Wattt

The nests

of the fall

web-worm {Hyfhant-

cunea) have' this year appeared in
exceptionally large numbers, not only on
orchard but on ornamental trees; also by
the wayside and in woods, chiefly on birches
and alders, but maples and elms do not escape.
When the nests appear in our own
orchards, they are at once cut out, and up
to the time of writing, about 60 nests have
been destroyed. Almost every orchard in
this district is infested more or less with
these caterpillars, but it is comforting to
know that this particular pest has a fashion
of becoming abundant in some years and
However, it
then decreasing to scarcity.
is not well to trust to Providence in this
way, for if the infested branches are not
cut out, the foliage surrounding the nest
should be sprayed with an arsenite, otherwise, they may, besides looking unsightly,
do considerable damage. In the south there
are two broods of this insect, in the north
there is but one. When mature the caterpillar descends to the ground, there spinning
its cocoon in which it hibernates until next
ria

season.

not be so
the general
opinion is that the fruit wil be larger and
Crabs are
cleaner than that of last year.

Although the apple crop

great

as

at

first

will

expected,

abundant in some parts.
The very heavy rains have greatly assisted in the swelling of all fruits, and in this
part of the province the storms have not
done much damage. Wild raspberries and
blueberries have yielded enormous crops,
and cultivated berries have done well. Fine
blackberries were marketed on Aug. 7th.
Duchess and Red Astrachan apples were
marketed on Aug. 6th.

ripens.

—

Secure two profits your former market profit plus
Free Booklet crammed full of
the canner's.
money-making suggestions mailed on request.

THE MODERN CANNER

St. Jacob's,

Canadian Branch,

Pear

CO.
Ont.

Blisht
We

Can Cure

It

Our work has extended

buying a typewriter you
your business deserves it.
In

difference in the

initial

cost,

ought to have the best

And

despite a few dollars
the best is the cheapest.

THE UNDERWOOD
Is

the best Typewriter.
ask the

If

you desire further assurance,

man who

has one.

United Typewriter Co., Ltd.
7

Adelaide Street East

TORONTO

over a period of three

years.

Process

and

formula patented. Address correspondence to

Pear-Blight

Remedy
Vacaville

Co.

California

Mention Canadian Horticulturist when

Mention The Canadian HorticulturiRt when writing

writingr
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The

one

is

of

J.

the

infant industries of British Columbia, but it is growing rapidly and
Is quite certain, ere

many

years, to rival

A few
lumbering or fishing.
years ago the man who would venture to
describe the Kootenays as fruit-growing
listricts, would be looked upon as a visponary or an imbecile to-day all southern British Columbia is acknowledged to
the finest fruit country on this contident.
Not only will it produce fruit in
"abundance, but the quality of the fruit is
superior to that grown in any other part
of America.
(mining,

;

In

1903,

Messrs. Stirling

&

Pitcairn,

Kelowna, on Okanagan Lake, shipped
a trial carload of apples to Grea^ Britain.
The shipment consisted of Spys, Baldwins
Ontarios and Canada Reds.
They arrived in Glasgow, Scotland, on November 9th, in splendid condition, and sold

of

It

six shillings a box, or

Clark, Bureau of Provincial Information, Victoria
to

broken up, and sold to

ties,

the highest prices.

emphasize the fact of its good qualidepartment of agriculture,
the
shipped in cold storage a full car-load of

—

fall

Following up the success of 1905, the
department of agriculture, forwarded a
commercial exhibit in 1906, consisting of
apples and pears, to Great Britain, in
charge of Mr. Palmer. This fruit was
shown at Edinburgh, York, London, and

Excels

all

Others

excels all United States fruit papers that circulate in British Columbia in that it gives more cultural hints and discussions upon
and
other
packages
markets,

questions from the Canadian viewpoint.
Your publication devotes
much space and energy to British
interests,

which United

May it conStates papers do not.
tinue in influence and progress.
Chris. Webster, Kelowna, B. C.
and won praise from press
At Edinevery point.
burgh, the gold medal of the Royal Hor-

other

ticultural

Society

of

collection,

was
London

Scotland,

and

at

won the gold medal
Horticultural -Society for
the best x•()l^ccli()n of apples, while seven
silver and silver-gilt medals, and three
the province again

of

shape and flavor, even after having
'),ooo miles by railway and
Vteamship. The Royal Horticultural So-

bronze medals were awarded to individ-

color,

appreciation of the fruit was
jhown by the award of the .society's gold
nedal and diploma.
One result of the exhibit was the
Jeluging of the Agent-General of British Colurfibia (Hon. J. H. Turner, Fins>ury Circus, London,) with letters from
[>rominent fruit-dealers, anxious to do
Jusiness with British Columbia fruitgrowers.
To momentarily satisfy the
ciety's

Clamor for British Columbia

fruit,

and

Christchurch,

New

one of the chief attractions in the fruit
division of the New Zealand International Exhibition.
Writing of this collection
Mr. W. A. Burns, Canadian Commissioner for New Zealand, said:
"The
shipment arrived in excellent order, and
the quality and range of varieties is most
creditable.
The newspapers and the
public have gone fairly wild over the exhibit, and now that it has been proven
that the Canadian apples can be transported safely to this market, a good

market, so you will see that there
a good margin of profit."
In 1907, a collection of over 800 boxes
of apples and pears was sent to Great
Britain, and shown at all the principal
exhibitions and horticultural shows
at
Edinburgh, Hereford, Tunbridge, Exeter, Sheffield, Crystal
Palace, London,
and Royal Horticultural Show, London.
local
is

—

Gold and silver medals and certificates of
merit were awarded to the exhibit as representative of the province, while individual exhibitors won many silver-gilt,
silver, and bronze medals, and certificates
of merit.

MARKETS AVAILABLE

at

awarded the
the

ZEALAND
was forwarded to
Zealand, and made

exhibit of apples

cities,

and public

to the best English specimens, admitted
ihat they very nearly approached them in
Iravclled

An

fruit dealers at

trade should follow.
I may say that the
price of San Francisco apples at the present time is eight pence per pound in the

The Canadian Horticulturist

Columbian

IN NEW.

of

SUCCESSES AT EXHIBITIONS

Can-

declare the fruit superior

the

shows, and was awarded many prizes.

to secure

to

in

1905, in charge of Mr. R. M. Palmer,
This fine colprovincial horticulturist.
lection was the chief attraction at the
Royal Horticultural Fruit Show at London, England, and at several provincial

adian apples
reckoning three and a half
boxes to the barrel. The British Columbia
apples
aroused
much
interest
amongst fruit dealers as well as consumers, and many letters were received
by the consigners from persons eager

shipments of the splendid fruit.
In 1904, the British Columbia Department of Agriculture forwarded a collection of British Columbia fruits to London, England, for exhibition purposes.
fit consisted of apples, pears and plums.
The exhibit was greatly admired, and
Jfvoked the highest encomiums from the
newspapers.
The London Times, while

London

assorted fruits to

about $1 more

per barrel than the choicest eastern

hesitating

Columbia

Fruit Industry of British
Frank

'RUIT-GROWING

No. 10

1908

Royal

ual exhibitors,

whose contributions made

up the collection.
As in former years,
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
co-operated with the government of British Columbia in the collection and transportation of the fruit, generously furnishing cool storage cars and cool storage
space on its Atlantic steamships, free <)f
charge.
After going the rounds of the
fruit shows and .securing unqualified approval everywhere, this collection was
20»

These repeated triumphs have resulted
in the establishment of a permanent market in Great Britain, to which several
growers are now catering" exclusivclv.
Australia also wants British Columbia
fruit, one grower alone receiving an order last season for 70,000 boxes of apples.
Thus fruit-growers here have the
satisfaction of feeling that apart from
the unlimited market afforded by the
prairie

provinces,

they

can

also

count

upon big orders and big prices from overseas.
At present their's is an einbarrassmertt of riches, so far as markets go,
for they cannot possibly supply the de-

mand.
At the fifteenth annual convention of
Northwest Fruit Growers' Association, held in Vancouver, December 5-8,

the
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was

pitted against the choicest produc-

tions of

It

October, igo8

Oregon and Washington.
ACREAGE FIT FOR FRUIT

has been estimated that

in

southern

British Columbia, there are over 1,000,-

000 acres of land

Sir Thos.

G. Shaughnessy's Young Orchard, Summerland, British Columbia

two

1907, the Kelowna, British Cokinibia,
Fruit Growers' association, won the lirst

Ijoxes of apples,

prize gold medal, for the best display of

box of commercial apples

and Monsherger & Hope, of
Grand P'orks, B. C, won second prize.

Lytton,

fresh fruit,

In

competitions

other

B.

C, won

competitions,

these

—best

five varieties,

—T.

third

five

and best
G.

Earl,

prizes.

In

Columbia

British

fit

for fruit growing,

while in the great northern interior from
to
more acn\s
3,000,000
4,000,000
Apples,
will be found available for fruit.
plums, pears and cherries are grown
with great success on the Skeena River,
and it is believed that this will proxe
true of most of the valleys of the nortliern portion of the province.
In 1901, there were 7,430 acres in
fruit, with 51 grand total of 650,000 fruit
In 1906, the fruit land of the
trees.
province increased from 29,000 acres,
with 1,700,000 trees, to 49,000 acres,
with 2,700,000 trees. In the million tree
increase there is included fruit bushes,
some 41 ,000 ornamental trees, 41 ,000 rose
bushes, 22,000 plants and 17,000 shrubs,
but the figures do not include the trees
sent out from nurseries within the province, which, it is thought, \\;Duld equal
the total of the latter figures.
In the
last four }ears, the increase in exports,
according to returns from the express
and railway companies, was 2,400 tons,
the total amounting to 11,882 tons.

Strawberries in British Columbia
George Evcry-Clayton, Burnaby Lake
question of
THP]
ginners
strawberry

interest to be-

first

in

is,

"what
cannot

growing,
plant?"
from your

variety shall

I

determine
neighbor's experience what variety is
best suited for your soil and climate, the
only thing is to experiment until you
If

you

Always remember, when sefrom catalogues, that this phrase
might well be tacked on to the end of the
glowing description of any strawberry,
"If it happens to be suited to your soil
and climate." I prefer the hill system of
cultivation, rows at least three feet apart
and plants sixteen inches in the row.
find

keep weeds down by picking them

fer to

We

when fruiting time draws near.
down straw to keep the fruit clean. This
is done when the blossom is about all
out and the fruit partly
tons of straw to an acre

set.
is

lay

About two

applied.

PICKING

out.

lecting

]5efore planting, -I cut about half of the

roots off with a pair of shears, and all
dead or faded-looking leaves. In planting, press the soil firmly round the plant.
I
use a small, wooden dibble, sixteen
inches long, so that it serves for a measAll blossoms and runure for planting.
ners should be cut, say, once a week,
and the hoc .ind culli\ator kept going
spring
and summer.
The weeds
all
Pickshould be kept ck)wn in the fall.
ing them into a bucket is a good way.
No mulch is nccessar\ in winter on the
Run
coast.
Cultivate early in spring.
the tool shallow and keep it away from
the plants to avoid tearing up the small
I
preroots that lie near th^ surface.

The

pickers should not touch the
but take it by the stem, and
cut the stem about half an inch from the
fruit with the thumb nail, and place in
box.
provide our pickers with trays
When these are
that hold six boxes.
full, the picker brings the tray up to the
packing shed, or tent, and places the
boxes on a table in front ot the packer
(usually the boss, or some responsible
person) who looks them over and calls
the picker's attention to any unripe,
over-ripe, mashed, rotten or bird-pecked
If carelessness
berries, that he may see.
continues, the picker's services are dispensed with. When a quantity of small
fruit at all,

We

and mis-shapen berries .seem to

justify

it,

they are picked into separate boxes, and
sold as No. 2's.

MARKETING
conditions are favorable, the man
with only a few berries may dispose of
them satisfactorily by retailing to private
customers.
There is, however, in my
If

opinion, only one way for the man with
a quantity to sell them, and that is

through

a

reliable

commission

Having once found him,

stick

man.

to him,

and leave the selling to him, devoting all
your own energies to seeing that the
fruit is well picked, carefully and attractively packed, and conveyed to your
commission man's store with the least'
posible shaking and jarring.
I venture
to say that he will save you time, trouble, possibility of bad debts, and make
his own commission into the bargain.
Send him badly-picked, and carelesslypacked berries, and berries that have
been driven over a rough road at ten
miles an hour, and you will say that the
commission man is no good.
As soon as the crop is off, we mow all
the leaves off the plants and burn them
and the straw right on the patch, and
cultivate as usual.
We usually take two
or three crops off before plowing.

Growers of cranberries are asked
contribute articles for publication.

l(

Readers of The Canadian Horticii-TiRiST in the Maritime Provinces, are
requested to send articles on fruit, flow
and vegetable culture for publication.
Photographs also will be welcome.
1

1

Suggestions to the
A. E. Meighen, Irrigation Engineer,

THE

important part that water plays
promoting plant-growth is, in
an indefinite and general way, appreciated by everyone. Of all the factors
having a bearing on plant growth, water
in

New

Irrigator

Kamloops, British Columbia

obtained by grading. It is impossible to
get the best results on a piece of land
of uneven surface.
Some portions of it
will get too much water, and others too
little.
For furrow irrigation, the ideal

the tree rows,

in
which very small
streams of water are run for a couple of
days, supplied from a lateral along the
high end of the lot. By this method the
soil is evenly and thoroughly irrigated,

leaving the land in the condition it would
be after several days of light rain.

The streams entering the furrows from
the lateral should be under control, and
easily regulated.
For this reason, instead of a dirt ditch, a square wooden

A

Level Stretch

Kor orchard irrisating, the furrow systeta
is

next

May Be
is

used.

importance only to light and

in

heat, but even in irrigated countries, the
fact that results depend on the amount
and times of application, is little under-

stood.
Scientific

irrigation

is

the application

of water in such quantities, at such times

and

in

such a manner that, with proper

of the soil, the most favorconditions for plant life are obtained.
There are five factors which influence plant-growth
light, heat, water,
soil-texture and plant food.
In arid
countries, the first two are generally
bountifully supplied by nature. The other
three
the
irrigator
largely
controls.
When it is understood that the last two
arc greatly influenced by the knowledge
and skill displayed by the irrigator in the
application of water, it will be seen how
cultivation

able

—

Irrigated in This

Manner

See ilhiHtrations on front cover and on page

212.

lot should have a gradual slope in one
direction of from one to two and a half
feet in the hundred, depending on the
character of the soil.

BEST SYSTEMS FOR ORCHARDS
Having secured such a lot, the next
thing to consider is the method to be
adopted for irrigating.
For fruit trees,
the most satisfactory is the furrow system. This consists of running a number
of plowed furrows (the number depending on

the

age of the

trees)

between

flume should be made of one and onequarter inch by twelve inch boards. On
the side of this flume next to the orchard
and just to clear the bottom, one and
one-quarter inch holes are bored every
two feet. Each of these holes furnishes
the water to one furrow.
Over the holes
are nailed
gates made of galvanized
iron two and one-half inches long by two
inches wide, the sides of which are turned over to form grooves.
A hole one
and one-quarter inches in diameter is
cut in the gate and a slide of galvanized
iron is made to fit in the grooves.
By
means of this slide, the supply to each
furrow can be regulated to a nicety.
Irrigation under these conditions is a

A man can easily irrigat£ ten
acres in two or three days with absolutely no waste of water.
pleasure.

QUANTITY OF WATER REQUIRED

The quantity of water required to produce the best crops is a matter in which
no fixed standard can be made, depending, as it does, on climate, kinds of
crops and character of soil. It is almost
an invariable rule, however, that irriga-

important it is that an irrigator should
study the best methods and have his land
in such shape that he can apply these
methods.

A

settler

coming from a non-irrigat-

^ing country to take
irrigation

up land under an
system would be wise to take

precautions.
He .should, of
course, a.sccrtain that the water-rights
'of the .system are what they are represented to be, that the water supply is
ample, and the distributing system satis^certain
I

factory.

In the selection of a lot, the main
thing to consider, after soil, is the sur[facc of the land, whether or not water
ican be evenly and ea.sily distributed
[over it; if not, the proper slope must be

Irrigationitts Vititing

At time

of rcccnl convention of

Head Gate

of Grey Canal

Wenlern Canada

IrriiiHtion AsHoeiatloii
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tors at

first

use far too

much water,

to

the detriment of their crops and lands.

HOW OFTEN TO APPLY WATER
The number
be

of times that water should

during a season again de-

applied

pends on climate,

Kamloops

soil

and crop.

In the

District, fruit trees should not

be irrigated oftener than two to three
times, the last irrigation about August
I

St.

It is not enough to merely apply water
to the land, and think you have done
your whole duty. Irrigation must be ac-

companied

by

constant

and thorough

least every
until

if

possi-

the

The object of this cultivation is
to keep the soil in a loose, fine condition, so that it will hold the largest
tivator.

turn up in lumps of mud, the furrows
should be broken with a good two-horse
cultivator, this to be followed in a day or
so by a thorough cross cultivation. At

possible

in the

two weeks, oftener

next irrigation, the soil
should be stirred to a depth of three or
four inches with harrows or a fine culble,

cultivation of the soil. After each irrigation, before the soil has begun to bake
and crack, but not so soon that it will

Growing Peaches

October, 1908

amount of air and water without
becoming heavy and also to conserve
the moisture by reducing evaporation to
the minimum, and to keep down weeds.

Okanagan Valley

Clement Aitkins, Peachland

WE

are

still

ing, but

I

when we
fine

young

peach grow-

Peach trees

peaches.

with us, and the fruit

is

grow

well

unsurpassed

in

color.
On the occasion of the
the members of the Western
Irrigation Association last Aug-

and

flavor
visit

in

expect to see the time
will be famous for our

of

Canada

many expressions of surprise at seeing such fine fruit were heard.
have such a fine climato for peach
growing that we expect to have annual
ust,

We

If it is
This is important.
not done the trees will not maintain a
strong and vigorous growth, and will
not bear large crops and well matured
fruit.
When it is done, the trees will not
split readily and they will live longer.

of the top.

In the Niagara district of Ontario I
had peach trees twenty-two years old.
They had not been well handled throughout their life-time or they would have
borne good crops up to thirty years old.
I believe that trees will do that here. We

It is important also that the laterals
bearing the fruit should be shortened at
least one-third.
This in conjunction with

irrigation, cultivation and feeding, not
only gives good strong trees, but it also
aids in producing well colored fruit and

prevents to a great extent the spendmoney on hand thinning of fruit.
The bulk of the thinning of the fruit
should be done with the pruning shears.
it

ing of

With

and experience and sufficmake the most of them,
one can grow thirty boxes of peaches per
skill

ient capital to

tree.

The usual

yield

is

ten to thirty

boxes per tree according to the experience of the grower, upon whom depends
the success or failure of the venture.

Canadian Raspberries
W.

T. Macoun, C.E.F., Ottawa

Quite a number of good raspberries
have originated in Canada, but time
Deforbids mentioning them here.
in
scriptions of these will be found
There
the list to be published later.
is one red raspberry, however, that must
he referred to, namely, the Herbert,
which is rapidly making its mark.
is
a
Herbert (Whyte's No.
17)
chance seedling originating with Mr.
R. B. Whyte, Ottawa, Ont., in 1887;
one of thirty seedlings, probably of
Clarke a very strong grower, hardy and
;

The fruit is large to
very productive.
very large; obtusely conical, bright to
drupes, medium size,
rather deep red
sweet
not crumbling, moderately firm
and subacid, sprightly, juicy and of good
flavor; quality very good; season, begins
The best
a few days before Cuthbert.
It has
red raspberry tested at Ottawa.
all the good points required in a berry
market, being hardy, vigfor local
orous, productive, with fruit of large size,
good color and of very good quality. If
firm enough for distant shipment, it
may displace Cuthbert. Two excellent
Canadian black-caps are the Hilborn and
;

Four Year Old Peach Tree in a Well Kept and Irrigated Orchard
Plaiitiition of Mr. K. H. Agur, Summerland, li.C.

crops.

The

soil is

what stony, and

is

a sandy loam, some-

most suitable for

all

kinds of stone fruits.
It is important that the peach trees
Start them
should be pruned severely.
with low heads about fifteen or eighteen
Shorten-in the
inches from the ground.
unusually long roots to a convenient
length.

Prune

all

broken and damaged

before planting. Each year cut
back about two-thirds of the new growth
roots

have the soil and the climate, and some
of us have the experience to prune the
trees hard, to keep the heads down, and
after a few years to head back by degrees the main branches, cutting them
forming new leading
short off, and
Where several new branches
branches.
grow, cut out the weak ones, keeping
only the strong and heading them back
well at the next winter's pruning. Thus,
new heads may be formed.

;

Smith's Giant.

,

/

Fruit Gro\«^ing in British

Columbia and the Outlook

Thos. G. Earle, ILytton

THE

beginning of my experience, of
over forty years, with fruit growing
in British Cohimbia, I was inexperienced and, in consequence, made the
great mistake of having too many varieWhen an agent came along with
ties.
a book of plates of fancy apples, such
as the Alexander and Wolf River, I orNow, I have to
dered some of them.
top-graft them, as well as other varieties, as I find that they are not suited

IN

to the

At

demand.

this date,

fruit-growing

is

down

to

The person who is going to
a science.
succeed in fruit-growing, requires only a
The fancy
very few choice varieties.
red varieties find the readiest sale. Some
choice varieties that do well in the east,
such as the Baldwin, will not do here.
The Baldwin is affected with what is
termed the "Baldwin speck," or dry rot
locality

distant.
is

to

will

I

may
The

ascertain

what variety

in his locality.

a very noted apple that does betAs it is very
than here.

ter in the east

long coming into bearing, I don't think
they are as profitable as some others.
PICKING AND PACKING

When picking fruit, one should be
very careful in seeing that the pickers
do not pull the apples, pears, plums or
cherries, off without the stems, as they
will not keep as long.
Care must be
taken not to bruise the fruit. Nice fruit
does not look well in rough boxes and
not sell as well.
Use the nicest
boxes or packages that there is to be
had and it will pay.
No bruised or
scabby fruit should be packed as it will
not keep.
All peaches and pears should
be wrapped and packed closely together,
an<l the boxes or crates well filled, so
that the fruil will not move in transporwill

tation.

Apples should be packed in tiers and of
uniform size. Some will have from three
to six tiers, but a four-tier apple is the
most in demand. Apples should fill the

as there is in the world, also for
vegetables and produce of all kinds. To
make a success of fruit growing, we
must have a fair chance of placing it
on the markets of the northwest.
I wonder how we will come out wiun
friHt

will do well in one
do well a few miles
best way for the beginner

carefully

succeed

is

not keep.

not

WHAT TO PLANT
For commercial apples, one needs not
over six varieties, and "most of them
For early summer, the Williams'
red.
Favorite is early, and a nice sweet red
Then the Duchess comes in for
apple.
These will do for family use,
cooking.
or what is earlier, the Yellow Transparent.
Then comes the Wealthy, a fine
reddish showy apple that will keep until
After this, the King, a
early winter.
A splendid
large, fine apple, comes in.
The Jonathan
apple is the Spitzenburg.
is one of the nicest dessert apples, and
Wagener and
will
keep fairly well.
Now,
Grime's Golden are very nice.
out of these and the Rome Beauty make
a selection of not more than six varieties
The Northern
for commercial purposes.
.Spy

;

would suppose that the C. P. R. would
try and place our fruit in the Northwest
promptly and properly, as we have there
to compete with the
growers of the
United States. The duty on fruit is very
light.
They can grow and put it up
here cheaper than we can.
We have in
this provice as good soil and climate for

What

specks.

in

Apples should remain on the trees unPears are best picked on the
ripe.
green side and will ripen in the boxes
All apples and pears should be selected
of uniform size for each box and without
bruise or blemish. No apple or pear that
falls to the ground should be sold as
first-class fruit
but, if sold, they should
be marked and sold for fruit that will

til

One

of the

Many

Beau, if ui Scenes in the Okanagan Valley

box closely and, before the lid is put on,
they ought to be about one inch above
When the lid is
the top of the box.
they may
pressed and nailed down,
bulge out in the middle.
Pack closely,
so that they will not rattle or bruise in
moving the boxes. The variety and tiers
with the grower's name and residence,
must be plainly marked on the ends of
each box or barrel to comply with the
Fruit Marks Act.
This is a fine thing,
as, if any cheating is done, it can be
easily shown who did it.
As fruit-growing has come down to a
science, we must take pattern from the
Californians, as they are very expert in
boxing.
must be up-to-date if we
are going to compete with them, as we
surely have to do.
POOR TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES

We

We

are badly handicapped in having
only one main line of railroad.
They
charge a high rate and often side-track
I
a car with perishable fruit for days.
sent last fall some apples by freight to
Milestone, about 600 miles; they were
twenty days in getting there, and were
spoilt
but, of course, there was no re;

what good the Railway Commission has done us as yet. One
dress.

I

fail

to see
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the

millions

come

planted

of

trees

are

that

into bearing, or

how

being
those

are paying exhorbitant prices for
kinds of lands are coming out, especially those that are buying five or ten
acres of land and have a family to sup-

that
all

would suppose a family would
least five acres more for a
house, barn and a chicken house, also a
cow or two, and a team. The owner
has to pay also for water to irrigate his
port.

I

want

at

land and, in

many

he is not
not referring

localities,

certain of even that.

I

am

who have located at Peachland,
or Summerland, and some other points,
as they have money, and do not have to
depend entirely upon the fruit or produce
that they raise. There is a glorious future
for this province, but it will take time
to fully develop it.
In order to make
the fruit-growers prosperous, we must
give them a fair show, and not deceive
them with the idea that they can make
money and prosper on five or ten acres
of land, as so many of the speculators
I
have had many years of
are doing.
to those

experience and
do some good.
will not suit all,

I
I

hope

am

even

this

well
if

it

article

may

aware that
is

it

plain truth.

The General Care
W.

AT

glance it would seem a comeasy matter for any
gardener of experience and intelligence, to write a practical and instructive essay on the care of private greenhouses.
A little reflection, however, will
soon convince anyone that such is by no
means the case. It is not that there is a
on the
lack of material to work upon
contrary, there is far too much, for to
touch upon all the different points, even
in the briefest manner, would be out of
the question in an article of this descripfirst

paratively

J.

Greenhouses *

of Private
Wilshire, Montreal

care and forethought on the part of the
gardener than all the others combined.
There are certain parts of what may be
called the "greenhouse season," notably
the early spring months, when there is
naturally a greater abundance oT flowers

any time a good geranium than a poor
orchid.

In purchasing or propagating any
kind of stock, quality should be made the
first

consideration.

grow too many

It

is

of each

also better to

kind than too

;

tion.

The

select

and what

endless

enough
portant

difficulty is to

know what

to

to reject of the almost

which, while trivial
themselves, often play an impoint in successful greenhouse
details,

in

management.
Theoretically,
the
main points in
greenhouse management, are the same
under all conditions. But, if we attempted to carry them out in practice we
should often meet with very indifferent
results.

The

truth

is,

that in this, as in

most things pertaining to horticulture,
no rules exist which would give the same
results in all cases.
It it meant simply
the cultivation of a lot of plants, or the

gardener had himself alone to please, it
would be a different matter. But, as in
this case
when all is said and done the
main point is to please the owners, the
gardener must use whatever methods he
finds from experience are the most successful, paying little attention to arbitrary rules or preconceived ideas. While
there are of course many other points to
be considered, those given below will be
sufficient for the purpose of this article.
Stripped of all frills, they may be placed
roughly as follows
A continuous and
uninterrupted succession of bloom, effective arrangement, variety and cleanliness.
It will, of course,
be well understood
that quality is of the utmost importance
but, as it would necessitate giving a lot
of cultural directions, it will not be

—

—

:

;

treated as a separate subject.

CONTINUOUS SUCCESSION OF BLOOM
In order to grow sufficient plants to
maintain a continuous succession of
bloom through six or eight months of
the year, the skill of the gardener is
taxed to the utmost limit.
From the
first to the last of the year, he has to be
continually planning what to grow, and

how

best to grow it, what to force, or
to retard, and the best time to propagate this, that or the other thing, so
that they will mature at the proper season.
In fact, this point requires more

what

•A

portiOB of a paper read at the convention of the

Canadian Horticultural Association at Niagara Falls,
Ont., in August. It will be concluded in next issue.

A

Beautiful Confer in a Private Conservatory

Greenhouse of Mr. H. B. An^jus,

Mo ntreal— Mr. W.

J.

Wilshire, Gardener

than at others. These can, to a certain
extent, be allowed to take care of themselves.
The careful gardener will direct
most of his attention to such plants as
will tend to prolong the flowering season as much as possible, or give the
greatest amount of flowers during the
dullest months of the year. Crops should
follow one another without a break, and
in sufficient quantity, not only for the
embellishment of the conservatory, but

few.

any extra decorations for which they
may be required. People are not apt to
consider time or season if they wish to
make use of their greenhouses for any
special purpose, and the gardener who
is able to meet successfully sudden demands upon his stock, will often save his
employer much annoyance, and himself

are often told that people do not
care anything about their greenhouses,
But, depend
once the snow is gone.
upon it, they will be interested in them
as long as they contain anything interKeeping the flowers in a dreary,
esting.
flowerless condition for five or six weeks
at a stretch, is enough to cause the

humiliation.

most enthusiastic to become indifferent.
As this is the one thing of all others to
prevent, if possible, things should be so

for

Of the many plants worthy of
tion for this purpose

it

is

to speak, nor to suggest

how

cultiva-

not necessary

what

to

grow,

Each
they should be grown.
must study his own conditions, requirements, and, it might be added, his capabilities.
For while it not even remotely
suggests that a man should not grow
anything he pleases, it does more credit
to his stubborness than his good sense,
if, after repeated failures, he persists in
trying to grow things, which for this or
any reason are beyond him.
Better at
or

214

This not only allows a choice of
the finest plants for stocking up, but it
is very handy sometimes to be able to
cover up a failure in one kind with the
surplus plants of others.
As before
stated, particular attention should be
given to plants that can be brought into
flower late in the season.
It is just as
important that the place should be looking well the last day of the season as the
first.

We

that when the time arrives for
the employer and his family to leave for
the country, their chief regret will be in

managed

leaving their conservatory behind them.

EFFECTIVE ARRANGEMENT
Instead of making effective arrangement of the different plants an important
point in greenhouse management, some
really excellent plantmen seem to think
that it is about the last thing to be considered.

Having succeeded

in raising a
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quantity

about

all

of plants, they think that is
that is required of them, mak-

-ing no effort whatever to arrange them
[to show to the greatest advantage, and
Red,
jroduce the finest general effect.
yellow, pink, blue, purple, and every
jther conceivable color, without so much
tas a piece of green to relieve them, are
pndiscriminately mixed, with sublime indifference as to the effect each has upon
|the other, or the whole has upon- the eye
af the visitor.

may be argued that this matters litso long as those most immediately concerned are satisfied. Perhaps not.
But
[it must not be forgotten that many peoIt

tle

keep greenhouses quite as much for

ple

the pleasure they give to friends or visitors, as to themselves,
and they are

prone to rely more upon the opinions of
others as to the merits of the place, than

upon

their

own judgment.

Many

people who cannot tell one flower from another have the true artistic eye for color
and effect.
To such, a well arranged
conservatory particularly appeals.
They
will, of course, admire any extra
fine
plants the house

may

badly arranged they
are usually
eral
fect

contain,

may

be,

more interested

in

however
but they
the gen-

appearance of the place. If the efof the whole is striking and pleasing

the eye, they will carry the impression produced, long after the beauty of
to

most superb specimen has been

the

^_

for-

gotten.

suitable background for the flowering
material. Their positions seldom need to
be changed, the operator relying upon

such foliage or flowering plants as may
be available, to make any necessary
changes and to keep the house effective
in appearance.
The features of the house should be
changed as often as possible, to prevent
it getting monotonous.
If this work is
carried out properly, a rearrangement of
the whole house will seldom be necessary.
Continually removing such plants
as are past, or that have been in the
house for some time, and replacing them
with fresh ones, is all that will be required.
If at any time no fresh material
is at hand, changing the position of a
few plants so as to alter the effect, will
It helps considerably
do equally well.
to keep people interested in a place if
they get to know that on no two consecutive days will it look exactly the same.
Many plants, such as cyclamens, prim-

215

much better opinion of them if they
come across something interesting in
a

every house they inspect.

it

VARIETY
Apart from every other consideration,
will repay the gardener to introduce as

much

variety into his stock as possible.

Nothing causes him to become stale,
and lose interest in his work, so much
as growing the same sort of things over
and over again, and seeing the same old
plants in the same old places year after
To the true gardener, few things
are more interesting than studying the

year.

development of a plant with which he is
unfamiliar, watching for the first flowers

some new species or variety, or the
unfolding of the petals of an orchid fresh
from its native habitat.
Of course, it would not be advisable to
grow just one or two plants of every pos-

of

What is needed as much
as anything is a change, and that as often as possible, consistent with the mainsible variety.

ulas, calceolarias, and so forth, show to
the best advantage when arranged in a
mass. These had better be bunched in a
separate house, where they will display
their particular style of beauty to better

tenance of good quality.
Most places
have, of necessity, to maintain a certain
number of plants of a more or less per-

advantage, than when mixed among
ferns, palms, or large flowering plants.
They will also last longer, and keep in
better shape for use as table plants, or
any decorative work demanding the use
of small, well-formed specimen plants.
Moreover there is another advantage to

stituting

manent character.
iety

But change and varcan be obtained by occasionally subfoliage

for

flowering

plants,

by revising the seed list, bulb list,
hardy greenhouse shrubs and roses,
through, many things grown annually
from cuttings, fresh imported orchids,
testing so-called novelties, exchanging
stock with other gardeners, and many

^m Apart from this, the man who studies
^•effective arrangement has a decided ad^B vantage over the one who does not,
^Bin

that he can

make use

of a lot of ma-

^Kterial which to the other would be
^^Bless. Plants which are naturally

use-

of a
^Kloose and straggling habit are invaluable
to a good decorator, while they would be
practically worthless to the man who is
forever trying to grow every plant intc

^K
^K
^P

I

a formal specimen.

For the conservatory or show house, n
and formal style of decoration should

set

be avoided, a loose, somewhat careless
much to be preferred. Houses
vary much in size, style, and in the readiness to which they lend themselves to
artistic arrangement.
Here, again, no
hard and fast rules can be laid down as
to the way this work should be done.
Even if they could, it would hardly be
advisable, for the one thing to avoid
above all others, is a slavish imitation
of another's s'yie.
Something can always be learned from every source, but
the man who is content to be a mere
imitator, wi'l seldom get out of the rut.
It is better to study originality, and in.stead of ;opying, make a point of improving upon the methods of others.

style being

Most

whatever size or style
contain a number of specimen palms and
ferns.
These can be arranged to form a
h-)uses of

An

Effective Planting Near a

Consorvatorics of Sir H. M.

I'ollatt,

It makes the
be gained by doing this.
whole place more attractive. Over-loading one house at the expense of all the
Most
others, at best is a bad practice.
people, when on a visit to greenhouses,
like to see the "whole show," and form

Range

of

Private Ureenhouset

Toronto-Mr.

T. McVittio,

other ways which

Gardener
will

suggest

them-

selves.

CLEANLINESS
Although cleanliness has been placed
last on the list it is by no means the
least important point to be considered.
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Important as

is,

by well-arranged flowers or foliage, instead of being exposed to full view in the

however,

it is not adCleanliness in a
greenhouse is an excellent thing up to a
certain point, but if it is carried to the
extreme, it really becomes a nuisance.
Let the owners once begin to feel that it
is
considered of so much importance,
that they are not supposed to pluck a few
flowers, remove a plant, or walk over
the floors for fear of making a mess, and
the place becomes more a source of irritation than enjoyment.
This does not
mean that the houses should be kept in
any thing approaching a dirty condition.
A private place should be kept fit for inspection during all reasonable hours, but
to do this it is not necessary to be everlastingly scrubbing and scouring, and
wasting time and labor that could be put
to better purposes.
A little neglect in
respect to cleanliness will do no great
harm, provided the neglected things are
the
least
conspicuous.
Pots,
pans,
boxes, and many other things indispensable to gardening operations, possess
no particiJar beauty of their own, but it
would often save a good deal of labor,
as well as improve the appearance of the
house, if they were hidden from sight
it

visable to over-do

it.

manner frequently

seen.

A

good plan

is

do all cleaning work a little at a time
and in such a way as to cause the least
confusion.
A bit of wood-work, a floor,
a few plants here or pots there, taken in
hand, as they require it, will usually keep
the place clean and tidy enough for all
to

ordinary purposes.
In the conservatory or show house,
all watering
and cleaning operations
should be rushed through as early in the

day as possible.

dead leaves and
flowers should be picked ofl', and any
.

All

plants that are passed, replaced with
fresh ones, leaving the house in such a
condition that under ordinary circum-

stances no further work will be necesexcept attending to ventilation,
temperature and so forth. All pots and
plants should be thoroughly clean and
free from vermin before being placed in
a conservatory attached to the dwelling
house, where the ordinary methods of
cleaning are impracticable.
If this rule
is strictly adhered to, little in the way of
further cleaning there will be necessary
sary,

for

weeks

at a time.

Hardy Cacti
J.

H. Callander,

THE

generally accepted opinion recacti, seems to be that
they are tender plants from the
tropics, and must be very carefully proWhile this is true of
tected from frost.
some varieties, the majority of them will
stand much more cold than is supposed,
as, while they are natives of the hot
countries, it is the rocky, mountainous
sections that they inhabit, and that, too,
quite often almost to the snow line. Necessarily, they are subjected to both extremes of heat and cold, and without injury to them in the least.
It is the varieties that are found on the hot, level
plains that are tender when exposed to
the climate of the North.
The tender
sorts are the cerei, which are not found
north of a line running across the upper

garding

Pcterboro, Ontario

knowledge, so had to care for all in the
old way.
It has lately
been discovered that
though cacti have not been found growing wild in the eastern states or Canada,

same

there are a number of really good varieties that will luxuriate anywhere in the
United States and
most of Canada,

growing and blooming in the most exposed situations and asking no better
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an annual display of gorgeous flowers
that delight the eye.

experimental stage

is

No
the

longer in the

growing

of

hardy cacti for permanent outdoor beds,
as many of our parks have tried hardy
cacfi to beautify barren spots that had
seemed hopeless problems previous to
that time.

On some gravelly side hill, with a
southern exposure,
where shrubs and
grass would be burnt up long before
they could establish themselves, the cacti
find

their

natural

conditions

in

perfec-

Here they thrive and grow, bloom
and seed, and when cold weather in the
fall warns them of coming frosts, they
make a graceful retreat, and go into winter retirement, becoming so shrunken
and reduced as to seem about ready
to be dug up and thrown on the rubbish
pile.
The fresh green color changes to a
sunburnt looking purple, and the abundant store of juices that keep the tough
skin filled out plump and smooth all
summer seem to have been all used up,
leaving the cactus in its dormant state
and ready to take its winter rest.
tion.

,

In

way

plan has been
followed, and its results are sure to be
an abundance of bloom the next season,
the safety of the plants in the coldest
weather, and a chance for the gardener
to watch a rapid and wonderful change
as the warm weather of spring awakens
the sleeping cacti to another season of
life, beauty and usefulness in giving an
otherwise useless spot of ground a carpet of green as well as a liberal display
of unexpectedly handsome flowers.
As soon as this phase of cactus growing becomes better known, there is likely
to be a great demand for the hardy varieties, and no fear need be felt of their ability to take care of themselves, as the
writer has seen
the little
Mamillaria
Montana and Opuntia Missouriensis
this

nature's

growing and doing well in the Canadian
Northwest, where the temperature varies
from roo degrees in the shade in summer
to 40 degrees below
zero in
winter.
There they revive each spring after a
long hard winter and bloom as freely as
if growing 4,000 miles farther south.
It
mostly Opuntias in several sorts that
are used in the hardy beds. Their flowers are for the most part yellow, with
a few showing a red or pink centre,
shading to yellow on the outer edges.
is

edge of Mexico, and extending upwards
into Arizona, crossing the Rockies at
about Death Valley in California, and
from thence to San Diego on the coast.
Up to a short time ago the cactus fancier
had no knowledge of which of his treasured cacti were hardy, and which required shelter from the frost, so kept all
in the conservatory window, or at least
carried them into the cellar for winter if
bedded out during the summer.
They
would gladly have known the hardy from

Echinopui Eyr!e<ii

the tender, but did not care to subject
their valued collection to the test of exposing them to an unprotected winter out
of doors, in order to gain the desired

spot to take root in than some gravelly,
stony knoll, where no other vegetation
could exist, much less revel in, i-nd yield

If

you did not prepa''e an earth mulch

as recommended in previous issues, apply a mode/ate dressing of
well-rotted
barn-yard
manure, and
for the lawn,

spread

it

evenly.

you have no photographs of your
or lawn and k low where
there are some, kindly send the name
of the owner to The Canad.an Horticulturist, or ask him to fo'ward the
photographs to us.
If

own garden

Laivn and Garden Hints for October
•MPORTANT

work

month

this

the

in

outdoor garden is the planting of
They
bulbs for spring flowering.
Ishould all be in the ground before the
In preparing the beds
nonth closes.
they should be thoroughly spaded and
»nrichcd, and made a little higher than
the
that
surface so
the surrounding
Plant hyafwater will readily drain off.
Rcinths, narcissi and tulips so that the top
Jof the bulb will be about two or three
finches below the surface of the soil.
!^rocus, scilla, chinodoxa and snowdrops
Imay be planted about one-half of that
.After planting, firm the soil

[depth.

They should

first be ripened or
Place them in a shed or
out-building until November and gradually withhold the amount of water without
allowing the soil to become dry.
Before
consigning
oleanders,
potroses and fuchsias to their winter quar-

tions.

hardened

off.

tem

is essential, the earlier the bulbs are
planted, the better. After planting place
the pots in a dark place for six weeks or
more. The pots must be well filled with
roots before bringing them to the light.
This is the most important feature in the
successful culture of bulbs in the house.

with

[a spade.

Dig canna roots as soon as they have
tbeen blackened by frost but before the
touches

pfrost

roots for a

their

tfrom rain and

[warm room or

frost,

cellar

Store

roots.

week or two

in

then

the

a shed safe
remove to a

where the tempera-

from forty to fifty degrees.
Dig the dahlia roots, free them of top
jrowth and adhering soil, dry in an airy
3ut shady place, then store .them in

Vture ranges

boxes of sand in a temperature just high
enough to prevent freezing in the coldest
season.
Be sure to label
when they are taken up.

the

clusters

mended

for

dahlias.

Keep

in

a

gladiolus

The persons

in the illustration,

be benefitted by hardening
for hydrangeas.
not stand quite as severe

ters they will

corms.

dry

Partially

them before storing for the winter. Pack
them in sawdust or sifted earth, and

off

as

They

recommended

will

treatment as the latter.
Store century plants in a dry room or
light cellar where the temperature is
about fifty degrees. Give them very little water during the winter.
If you do not divide the old perennial
plants or buy new ones for transplanting
this fall, there is still time.
Better do it

now.
Prepare for the garden next spring.
Manure and spade the beds for flowers,
so that the frost may have a chance to
pulverize the soil and to kill insect larvae
before spring.

Clean
Rake and clean the garden.
and put away the garden tools when finished with them. Rake the leaves off the
lawn and put them on the compost heap.
-Secure a store of potting soil for use this
Have on hand a supply of
winter.

^^corms
^^K Renew

spruce boughs, straw or strawy manure
for protecting the newly-planted bulb
beds and any plants that may need it.
If you did not prepare an earth mulch
for the lawn, as recommended in previous issues, apply a moderate dressing of
well-rotted barn-yard manure, and spread

^^Kthem

it

Cunu

I

Growing Aronnil a Bay Window
lt«ai(leiioc of Mr. J. T. Rose, IJrantfortl, Out.

^^store m

a moderately dry room.
of tigridias similarly.

Treat

the old lily clumps by dividing
and re-planting this fall.
When
^^B'the ground freezes mulch them with
^^Hstraw or spruce boughs.
^^B If you have any half-hardy pot hydranP^^'^geas, do not hurry them off
on
the
first

;

cool,

moist cellar.
Lift

Owen Sound Horticultural Society in August
from left to right^are Mr. .1. Y. .(aokson, Secrelaly-Treasurer Mr. W'm. Hunt.
Mr. ^V^ T. Lee, President and iVIisa L. A. Harrison, Assistant Secretary.
O.A.C., Uuclph, .Judge
Horticultural Exhibition Held by

Treat roots of four-o '-clocks as recom-

sign of frost into unsuitable condi-

evenly.

FLOWERS INDOORS
Bulbs may be planted in pots any time
during fall but the best results are had
by planting them not later than the
middle of October. As a good root sys-

Freesia bulbs may be placed in the window at once.
Grow some Chinese sacred lily bulbs
in

Paper white narbe grown likewise.
Select

stones and water.

cissus

may

strong bulbs for best results.
A pleasing addition to the winter win-

dow garden
special

are hyaciriths in glasses.

vessel,

known

as

a

A

"hyacinth

may be used. In it, place the
bulbs with a little soft water and some
charcoal.
Have the water in contact
with th,e base of the bulbs, but no higher.
Place them in a dark, cool place
until well rooted, when they may be
brought into the light.
Change the
water occasionally and do not let it
glass,"

freeze.

Some of your ferns and palms will require re-potting.
Take them out of the
old pots, clean the roots by removing a
part of the earth and replace in fresh
soil in pots of the same size.
If the
plants are root-bbimd, it may be necessary to put them into larger sized pots.
Bring the old geranium plants into the
house before being frozen. Prune them
back severely. Plant them in boxes or
Plant them a little deeper
pots in sand.
than they stood outside.
Give sufficient
water to moisten all the sand. Stand the
boxes or pots in the window and keep
the sand moderately moist but not really wet.
Leave the plants in the sand
until the young growth or shoots have
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made

three or four small leaves at the
of the old stems.
If the young
roots have well started, each plant may
be potted singly in a mixture of half sand
joints

and half potting

The time

pots.

soil.

for this

Use three-inch
change usually

conies late in January or early in February.
Two months after, re-pot in
good potting soil in pots two sizes
larger.

Another method of treating old geranium plants, recommended by Mr. Wm.
Hunt, of the Ontario Agricultural College, is to put the boxes or pots with
the plants treated as already described,
in the cellar or Jaasement at once instead
of growing them on.
If this method is

adopted,

must be kept much
must not be allowed
growth until February or

the sand

drier as the plants
to start

them

dow

into

When

March.

that time comes, pot
in sand and place them in the winas recommended
for
the other

method.

FALL CARE OF VEGETABLES

When

the tops of asparagus are sufficiently dried so that they can be broken
down by a rake, gather and burn them.
Give the surface of the bed a top-dressing of well-rotted stable manure which
should be worked into the soil this fall.
Manure left on the surface until spring
will prevent early growth.
Take up some parsley roots from the
garden and grow them in a box or pot
in a more or less shady place, not too
warm. This will give a winter supply.
In some localities, radish and lettuce
may be had for Christmas by sowing the
seed in a mild hot bed.
Protect them
against heavy frosts or freezing.
Bank up the winter celery. Most of it
should be stored by the end of the month.
Pull and store cabbage and dig beets,
carrots, parsnips and such crops, and at
once put them in the cellar. Some parsnips and salsify may be left in the
ground for digging in the spring.
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The old rhubarb patch may be renewed * by digging the roots, dividing
them and starting a new plantation.

Some
of the

roots should be

until well frozen.

the

left

ground or placed

cellar

on the

where they

will

on the surface
a cold frame

in

Later, place these in

or in a barrel
produce stalks for winter
floor

use.

Start a mushroom bed this fall. Look
up back issues of The Canadian Horticulturist for information. Another article will appear in an early issue.
Clean up the vegetable garden and
burn all rubbish.
Apply a dressing of
manure and dig or plow it in.
Rearrange the location of the crops for next
year.
A rotation of crops always gives

Grow shallow-rooted plants
next year where deep-rooted ones were.
This is only one of the factors to be
considered.
An article on this subject
will be published soon.
best results.

Forcing Tomatoes'
W.
IS doubtful whether tomato forcing
a distinct business can be profitably

ITas

conducted

in

They can

Canada.

be profitably worked
spring, crop, after

in,

some

often

however, as a

of the

commonly

grown greenhouse crops are past their
It was with this thought in mind
that work with tomatoes under glass has
been taken up at the Macdonald College.
For much of the data presented in this
best.

indebted to my former assistant, Prof. V. R. Gardner, now horticulturist of the Maine State College,
and especially to our efficient greenhouse
manager, Mr. A. H. Walker.
paper,

I

am

The winter forcing of tomatoes is
much more difficult than the spring forcing.
The tomato loves light and heat
and to ripen its fruit during the dark
days of midwinter, when sunlight is not
only scarce but not strong enough to
clear the glass of its heavy coating of
frost, is no easy proposition.
For this
reason it is doubtful to what extent winThis point
ter forcing can be carried on.
we aim to work out and experiments
to that end are now in progress.
Our

was made into permanent
August, hoping to have our fruit
formed by December, depending

first

planting

beds

in

well

largely upon heat alone for ripening.
This phase of the question, however, is
not the purpose of this paper, and therefore the spring forcing problem and how
it can be worked to follow other crops is
what I wish especially to deal with.
•Portion of a paper read at the oonrention of the
Canadian Horticultural Association held at Niagara
Falls, Ont., in Aug\ist. It will be continued in next
iSHU*.

S. Blair,

Macdonald College

are of the King construction, twenty-one and one-h?If feet span,
The plants
seven feet to the gutter.
should have four and one-half to five feet
of head room, at least therefore, the crop

Our houses

;

cannot be worked into some low houses
profitably.
Our houses run east and
west. We have a four-span house. These
houses are divided by a glass partition,
and a walk runs cross-wise of the house,
with glass partititions at each side.
have in all four thirty-eight feet and four
fifty-eight feet houses each under control.
Briefly our aim is to develop crops
on a commercial scale in these houses,
and at the same time work out problems
similar to the one under discussion.
The soil used for tomatoes was made
up of a medium light loam sod, piled in
summer, into which one-quarter its bulk
of stable manure was put, and the whole
cut down and mixed before putting into
the benches.
The soil in the benches

We

was

six inches deep.

STARTING the PLANTS

The

one were
started from seed sown September 16,
into flats.
These were pricked off into
three and one-half inch pots three weeks
later, and carried in these pots to November 22, or nine weeks, when they were
set into the permanent bed, being about
twelve inches high at that time.
The plants for house No. two were
started December 15, in flats, and pricked off a month later into three and onehalf inch pots, and on February 20 were
again shifted to five-inch pots, and set
into benches March 12.
The plants at
plants

for

house No.

that time were eighteen inches high.
It
be seen that these plants were carried three months before benching.
It

will

is

safe to say, therefore, that the period

between sowing the seed and pricking
off will be from three to four weeks. The
plants can then be carried in three and
one-half inch pots from four to five
weeks, but if a longer period is required
a shift to a five-inch pot is necessary in
order to keep the plant growing and
healthy.
It is also well to bear in mind
that while it is possible to carry a plant
in a three and one-half inch pot during
the early part of the winter, yet owing
to a much more rapid growth towards
spring, this would be impossible without
stunting the plant.
In no case is it advisable to carry the plants longer than
three months before benching.

the fruiting period
Plants set in benches in No. one
house on November 22, gave their first
ripe fruit the middle of March.
The time
required for the plants to come into fruiting was 113 days.
These continued in
fruit until the middle of May, or seventyone days. Those set in benches in No.

two house on March
fruit on May 12, or
and continued in fruit

12,

gave their

first

sixty-one days,
till the end of July,
a period of seventy-seven days. It will
be seen that the plants occupied the

'

in

benches in No. one house about fifty-two
days longer than those in No. two house,
before comirfg into fruiting.
The fruiting period was of about the same dur.ition in both houses.
Allowing, therefore, that the plants set in house No. one

•.

t

:
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could have been carried two weeks longby shifting into a five-inch pot, it
still would have been necessary to carry
these plants five weeks longer in benches
in order to get ripe fruit during March
and April than to secure fruit in house
No. two during May and June. The foler

lowing

table

making

this

will

assist

point clear

somewhat

in

The bench in the central part of
the house is wide enough to take in seven
rows of plants. The sides are solid and
only ten inches high. This bench is supplied with good drainage material at the
bottom.
The same depth of soil was
used in this as in the other benches used.
The table in the next column gives the average yield of fruit per plant from rows
wall.
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opportunities for Market Gardening in British Columbia
By a
IS only during the past few years
that market gardening has been conducted by the white population in
British Columbia.
Previously it has been
controlled by Chinamen, who sold their
produce at so low a figure that it was
considered unprofitable for others to engage in the business.
Since the $500
liead tax on Chinamen has been in operation, however, numerous enterprising
whites have entered the arena and developed the business to such an extent that
not only have they supplied the home
market, but they are building up an ex-

IT

British

Columbian

tion owing to the large amount of sunshine and practically no frost or snow in
the winter.
Many gardeners make a
specialty of supplying the out-of-season
trade with greenhouse lettuce and toma-

Others are contemplating forcing
rhubarb in dark sheds, cauliflower and
kindred vegetables in cold and hot

toes.

frames.
As the winter is so mild, it is
not necessary to have such substantially
constructed glass houses as it is in the
east, or to consume so much fuel and
the possibilities in this direction are unlimited.

tion,

with the exception of an occasional
until the fruit was about Iwo-

watering

thirds grown, when most of the new
leaves were partially cut away to admit
all the sunshine possible to develop and
ripen the fruit.
This year the singkstem plan has been followed out with the
result that ripe tomatoes were gathered
on the 20th of August.
If these results can be accomplished
by an amateur, surely a per.son who understands the business should be able to
do at least as well. There is no reason
why tomatoes should not be ripened in
the open during the latter part of July,
by potting in five inch pots, and keeping in a cool frame until the roots begin
to fill the pots, and fruit to set upon the
\ines,
before
transplanting outdoors.
Other growers have had success in different lines some making a specialty of
raising brussels sprouts and savoy cabbage during December, borecole in February, and green onions, etc., to meet
the early spring demand.
There is no doubt that the future prosperity of the British Columbia market
gardener depends on his ability to supply the needs of the great northwest.
I>"nthusiasts look forward to the time
when this favored section will be known
as the California of Canada.
;

Subsoiling gives best results

formed
It

A
Vegetables

Large Market Garden in British Columbia— Cabbages Pulled and Piled
successfully in all the valleys of the province and on Vancouver Island, a particularly
The field illustrated is near Armstrong in the Okanagan Valley.

may be grow n

favored district.

tensive export trade for early vegetables
to that portion of British Columbia which
lies east of the mountains, and to the
provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan and
Manitoba.
In these provinces, where
the rigorous winter forbids the cultivation of the soil for five or six months in
the year, there is an inexhaustible market for our .products.

By a beginner contemplating entering
the business, a great many things must
be taken into consideration. If it is
intended to cater to a local market, it is
important that he must locate near a
large city.
On the other hand, if the intention is to supply the eastern market,
then it is a question of climatic conditions which will enable him to furnish
the market with vegetables for the outof-season trade.
The southern portion of Vancouver Island is probably the most favored secfirst

All the vegetables of the temperate
zone are grown to their fullest development, as in the south of England. The
writer last year secured ten bushels of
thoroughly ripe tomatoes from twenty-

four plants.
The method of cultivation
as follows
In the fall the soil was

was

:

prepared by trenching and working in
thoroughly rotted stable manure into the
sub-soil.
This was left in a rough condition

was

till

spring,

when

incorporated

with

the surface soil

well-prepared
manure, and made as rich as possible.
The plants were secured from a local
nurseryman, and permitted to develop
until they had attained a height of nearly
four feet, when
they
were
severely
pruned of side shoots, merely leaving
three or four bare stalks which were
trained to stakes driven into the ground
about six inches asunder.
The plants
required (or received) ne further atten220

in the

when

per-

autumn.

was erroneously

."-tated

in

the Sep-

tember issue of The Canadian Horticulturist, that the ginseng garden illustrated on page 190, is the establishment of Mr. J. E. Janelle, Caughnawaga,
Que.
The cut was published to show
It
readers how a lattice shade is built.
illustrates a garden in Missouri.

Through an error in printing, Mr.
George Syme, Jr., the author of the
"Growing Cauliflowers for
article on
Market," which appeared in the September issue, was made to say, "when
cauliflowers begin to form, they .should
Mr.
be well watered and tied....".
Syme originally wrote watched, instead
of watered.

Celery should

harvested
about
be
Store in the cellar by
placing the stalks upright in rows, with
the roots in sand.
The rows may be as

November

i.

close as the plants will stand.

every week.

I

have

Water

tried trenching in

field, the plants being covered for
winter wtih earth and straw, leaving
vent holes at the ends for the entrance
of air but that method draws dampness
and is not so successful as the cellar.
T. W. Stephens, Aurora, Ont.

the'

;

QUESTION AND ANSWER DEPARTMENT
White Black Raspberry

and become open and straggly.
Prune them each year but never back of
These trees have
the growing twigs.
no dormant buds the same as deciduous
back to
trees, hence if they are cut
where the leaves disappear, no new
growth will be thrown out. If you pro-

We

have discovered a berry growing wild
in our garden which we believe to be of a
new variety, but would like to know if
others of its kind are known. It seems to
combine the qualities of the black and
white raspberry, the fruit being of a light
l.r-ownish shade but having the flavor and
It is also
-hape of the black raspberry.
like the latter in growth, foliage and genrral characteristic, except that the stems
The bush
lire somewhat lighter in shade.
is very hardy and a fast grower, spreading
The fruit is greatly liked here for
iiipidly.
anning and preserving, and as the bush
tears well, it is quite profitable. I am sendiig
a sample of the fruit and a small
liranch.— B. W. S., Ontario Co., Ont.

pose trinmiing to a point in the centre, it
would not be well to produce that form
altogether the first time of shearing.
Plan to reach it in the course of two or
three years, or even more, pruning each
year more and more in accord with it.

1

The brownish shade

of color

in

evi-

dence on the fruit is entirely new to me.
know of no varieties which even approximate this color. I have seen a yellow unnamed sport of the black raspberry, but it would seem to be entirely
distinct from the one under discussion. A
i

\

ariety of this color could hardly

become

although
importance,
commercial
of
judging from your correspondent's description of the bush and fruit it might
J. W. Crow, O.
be a valuable novelty.

—

C,

Guelph.
Occasionally there is an albino form of
lie black cap found in the wild condition
From time to
tnd this is one of them.
ime these albino forms have been introiuced to cultivation under names, but
lave not been commercially valuable.
lome of the names which they have releived have been American' White Cap,
Yellow Pearl and
laskell's Yellow,
joldcn Cap. The flavor is usually inferThey vary from
Bor to the black cap.
/hite to golden yellow and often have a
brownish tinge which makes them unattractive for market.
W. T. Macoun, C.
A.

—

E. F., Ottawa.

Pruning Hedges
Would you advise me as to the best time;
clipping spruce and cedar hedges? They

or

ijave

been planted about two years.

I

want

them to a point in the centre a,s I
would be better in the snow than
top. Can you tell me how to set about
want to find also the size of a piece

clip

link
,

flat

It.

I

it

ground for sowing grass seed.
How
would I get it? B. S., Island of Orleans,
Que.

'of

Treatment

leaves

—

Spruce and cedar hedges
may be
primed either in spring or fall, but
spring is the customary time.
Tliey
should be trimmed the second year after
they are .set, or sooner, although not
very clo.sely until they reach the desired
or permanent
height.
If
the plants
are allowed to grow for a year or two
without trimming, they lose their lower

You

will find directions for

measuring

ground on page 146 of the July issue of
The Canadian Horticulturist.

Elephant Ear Plant
Please tell me if I could lift an elephant
ear caladium and keep it in the house during winter as a winter plant? E. B., Waterloo Co., Ont.

—

The elephant ear plant {Caladium
esculentum) being a bulbous plant, does
not lift very well in the fall. By lifting it
carefully, it might be possible to grow it
indoors for a few weeks, but they are
seldom a success wl^n lifted. Keep the
plants during winter in almost dry sand
or soil in a temperature of about fifty
degrees. A wet, cold cellar does not suit
them.
A moderately dry place is best.
They should be dug immediately after
the leaves are frosted and before ground
freezes.
Wm. Hunt, O. A. C, Guelph.

—

Trouble with Elm Tree
On one

side of a very large elm tree the
bark is loose and coming off. Could one of
your tree experts tell me the cause, aLso
what he would advise to prevent further
damage? It is a very fine tree in centre of
lawn and I do not want to lose it. F. M.
G., Elgin Co., Ont.
It is not possible to say definitely what
is the matter with the elm tree without
seeing it and learning what the exact
conditions are under which it is growing.
In most cases where shade trees die on
the side of the trunk as described, the injury is at the root.
If the roots on that
side of the tree are dead the wood of the
By extree is likely to die on that side.
amining the roots, it can be learned
whether it is at the root where the trouBy removing the
ble is in this case.
dead bark, scraping the wound back to
living tissue and keeping the injured
part covered with white lead paint, the
tree may in time heal over.
If it can
be discovered what caused the death of
roots, further spread
of
the
trouble
might be prevented. W. T. Macoun,

—

—

C. E. F., Ottawa.
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How

a

is

ing?— A.

S.,

Tuberose

of

tuberose treated after flowerWentworth Co., Ont.

Tuberoses

are of very little use to
flower
the second year, especially if
they have been planted out.
If grown
in a pot, bring in before frost and
keep
in the soil in a temperature of
45 degrees.
They are seldom successful the second

year.— Wm.

Hunt,

O.A.C.,

Guelph.

Water Hyacinth
How

ia

ter?— A.

a water hyacinth kept over winWentworth Co., Ont.

S.,

A water hyacinth will keep best in
a cool, moist cellar, or if planted out
of doors, it should be covered early
in
November in a foot or 18 inches of
leaves or long manure, and some boards
or a barrel put over to keep out the
moisture.

Fuchsias in Winter
Can young fuchsias be kept growing all
wmter or is it best to put them down cellar?
I would like to make show plants —
B. K., Waterloo Co., Ont.

'

Young fuchsia plants, if in good
growing condition now, can be grown
on for a while, but they should have
a period of partial rest late in winter
so as to give them a good start in
Spring.
A cool cellar with -a temperature of forty to fifty degrees, suits the
fuchsia when resting in winter.
Bring
the plants into the house before frost.

Keep the soil barely moist when plants
are resting. -Wm. Hunt, O.A.C., Guelph.

Take an interest
answer department.

in

our question and

It will

help you.

Clean up the orchard before the snow
flies.

and half-hardy plants should
mulched.
Even hardy plants are
benefitted by some protection.
All tender

be

When your house bulbs are in full
bloom have a photograph taken of them,
and send it to The Canadian Horticulturist.

The rudbcckia or golden glow

is

an

perennial for the background
in the border or to hide an unsightly
corner, but it should not be allowed to
crowd out other things.
Do not have
too much of it in the garden.
Divide
the roots this fall.
Use what is necessary elsewhere and throw the rest away.
excellent

T
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tion but more is needed.
is
opportunity to do something for
florists.
A prominent florist in Hamilton recentlytold The Can.^dian Horticulturist that
he, for one, would be glad to attend such
af course.
Many others feel likewise. The
time is ripe for a course in floriculture and
it should be started next winter.

The annual meetings of the horticultural
societies of Ontario will be held this year
in November instead of next January. The
reason for changing the date of the time
of holding the meetings is that they may
be held at the season of the year when
greater interest is taken in horticultural
matters and when the members of the societies are still enthusiastic over the seaThe earlier date will enable
son's work.
the societies, also, to appoint some of their
new officers as delegates to attend the annual meeting of the Ontario Horticultural
Association that will be held in Toronto
at the time of the Ontario Horticultural
Exhibition, where methods of increasing
the usefulness of their societies will be discussed. Every horticultural society in the
province should appoint one or more delegates to attend this convention.
of unfairness in the
preparation of the prize list for the fruit exhibtis at the Canadian National Exhibition.
Growers of fruit in Western Ontario always
have an advantage over those of the East
and North. Their fruit matures much earlier

There

is

an element

and, as a consequence, they can place it on
the show tables more advanced in color and
size. Some scheme for overcoming this condition of affairs should be incorporated in the
prize list so as to give exhibitors in all parts
A step in
of the province an equal chance.
this direction would be the granting of
prizes for county exhibits such as is done
at the Ontario Horticultural Exhibition,
held in Toronto, every November.

'

The horticultural exhibition to be held
at Kentville, N. S., Oct. 7-9, promises to be
the greatest event of its kind ever held in
the maritime provinces. Every person inPreparations are
terested is enthusiastic.
being made on an elaborate scale for a
show that will be of great value and interest
to exhibitors and to the public. All friends
of horticulture in the east should do their
part, by exhibiting, by attending, or by
both, in making the exhibition a credit to
Nova Scotia.

British Columbia Fruit
of Canada are
British Columbia
is becoming a big factor in our fruit industry.
In an article that appeared in the
Toronto News. Mr. E. J. Mclntyre has this
to say about the qualities of British Col-

The older

gradually

,

.

'

i

I

fruit

learning

districts

that

umbia fruit
"The fanciest of fancy apples, it must be
admitted, come from British Columbia.
Spitzenbergs, Kings, Spys and Baldwins acquire in that favored province a wealth of
size and glorious coloring that is nothing
The plumage of the
short of marvelous.
golden pheasant is scarcely more gorgeous.
One can easily imagine them taking the
lead in British markets against all competition once an export trade is developed.
In flavor and quality they do not quite
reach our standard, but they are certainly
not infericf in these regards to the apples
of Oregon and California."

We
&

have received from Messrs. Ellwanger
Barry of Rochester, N. Y., an excellent

little

irises

catalogue of select peonies, phloxes,
for fall planting.

and other plants

J.

AS

Sanger Fox, Vernon, Britiah Columbia

recorded in the September issue of
the
second annual convention of The
Western Canada Irrigation Association was held in Vernon, B. C, in Au-

The Canadian Horticulturist,

On Monday, the 10th, two sessions
were held, and on Tuesday, three, while
on Wednesday the day was spent in driving
gust.

to points of interest to irrigationists in the
neighborhood, finishing up with a banquet
in the evening. Thursday, Friday and Saturday were spent visiting points of interest

the Okanagan Lake and partook
rather more of a recreative character. Besides this a number of delegates stopped
over at Armstrong, a few miles north of

down

Vernon, and were driven over some of
Armstrong's timber limits with an idea of
seeing something of the practical side of
the forestry question in connection with
irrigation.
them to a

The ladies of Armstrong treated
most tasty lunch.

In the presidential address, at the opening session, the Hon. F. J. Fulton made a
very important utterance with respect to
the Government's attitude on the question
of the aniendment of the present Water
Clauses Consolidation Act of British Columbia, and said that with the help of Mr.
J, S. Dennis of Calgary, the well-known
irrigation expert, he was engaged in drafting legislation which would meet the needs
He stated that conof present day affairs.
trary to the usual precedent, he intended to
get this printed and distributed broadcast
so that all interested in the subject would
have every possible opportunity of seeing
what was proposed, and of offering suggestions in the way of amendment or rejection,

its

if

provisions did not meet with

their approval.

Speaking of Mr. Fulton's reference to
himself as assisting in the drafting of an
amendment to the present law in British
Columbia, Mr. Dennis said that the Hon.
Commissioner for Lands and Works was not
in

any way bound by any views which he
might express, but he was

(Mr. Dennis)

merely assisting him with

such suggestions

as in his experience in irrigation matters
in the prairie provinces he was able to give

him.
Briefly

of what was
to make the
Consolidation Act a thor-

outlining

his

idea

wanting and what was required

Water Clauses

comprehensive one, the speaker
stated that the first thing that would have
to go was the "Miners' Inch." This would
oughly

have to be replaced by a recognized unit,
probably the acre-foot, or the cubic foot
per second. Referring to the hopeless state
practically all the
of over-recording on

streams in British Columbia, he thought
the next thing to be done was a thorough
and drastic "house-cleaning" process. All
the streams would require to be surveyed,
the amount of water flowing in their channels at low water, high water and flood, be
ascertained,

the

amount and extent and

each record gone into most thoroughly, and and herein lay the drastic
measure all those records not being used
beneficially after having been given a thorough chance to "make good," cancelled
altogether. The remaining ones, he thought
cotild be so adjusted as to meet within some
fairly reasonable bounds the capacity of
water in the streams. If there were not
enough water at low water to satisfy all the
water records, those wliich were unmet
would have to conserve the flood water for
use when water ran short during the drv
title

of

—

season.

—
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In connection with the latter point, legwould also have to be provided encouraging private parties to build reservoirs and protecting them in the conveying of water thus preserved to their own

islation

lands.

Another point that would have to be dewould be the duty of water; i.e., in
applying for a water license, the applicant
would have to state for what land the water
would be required.
He thought that a law with these basic
features would be successful, and would
make it impossible for streams to be recorded more than the amount of water that
they contained, and would ensure to every
fined

record

the

amount

of

water

specified

Mr. Dennis also mentioned the
matter of the preservation of the water

therein.

sheds,

and stated emphatically that

it

was

of the utmost importance in the regulation
of the fiow in mountain streams that the

water sheds should be kept well wooded,
and not denuded of their timber and vegetation.

—

Note. Many other valuable addresses
and discussions took place. A number of
important resolutions were passed. These
and the discussion they provoked will be
mentioned in the next issue of The Canadian Horticulturist.— Editor.

Export Apple Trade
Editor,

The Canadian Horticulturist:

In some quarters there has been apparently
an effort to belittle the brokerage firms in
Great Britain and to urge upon growers
the desirability of selling their apples f.o.b.
and, as I represent what I believe is the
oldest firm of reqpivers of American apples
in Great Britain, Messrs. Woodall & Co.,
who received apples in 1847 from the Underbill orchard at Croton Point, New York,
I think it only right I should say something by way of counteracting it.
It is quite true that there are numerous
undesirable receivers in Great Britain; at
the same time, the reputation of the good
ones should not suffer for the actions of the
There are six firms comprising the
bad.
Liverpool Fruit Auction who sell goods
publicly and above board, and while a few
smaller firms, who cannot get on this Auction and who have not capital enough to
carry on an extensive trade, are forever
sending out misleading, venomous and malicious statements against what they term
a combine, born only of envy and jealousy,
the fact remains that more than 90 per cent,
of the independent consignments of apples
go to this same Auction, shipped by men
who have been in Liverpool many times
and are thoroughly conversant with the
workings there. In spite of this slander,
which has gone on in some quarters for
years, the Auction still flourishes and is
acknowledged to be the best medium for

The sales are
the distribution of fruit.
public and above board. Any buyer of good
standing can be a member by application.
What some term a "closed room" is not
such and this term is mL^leading. the regulation being merely to keep out a lot of
loafing draymen or people wlio would put
in bids and" are unable to pay for the fruit
or who have previously abused the credit
granted by the Auction, (you will understand that the brokers guarantee the accounts of purchasers and it is absolutely
necessary to make as few bad debts as possible and sell only where the money is
sure), and who would use up the time of

w:
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hundreds of buyers who couie three
week from all part of Great Britain.
ca
The charges are actual and open and
sales are printed on catalogues which are
issued broadcast so that no mistakes can
bo made, nor can varied commissions be
charged which is not the case under private sale methods. In the one case, goods
are offered publicly and practically the
whole of Great Britain competes for them,
and in the other, corhpetition is limited to
the customers of one small receiver; and
those croakings remind one of the flea tell-

They are there

the

ed.

days

brokers in any other business and, where
a man of ability and integrity an<l with
the necessary experience is manager of the
runs
association everything
co-operative
well.
There are managers, however, who

ing the elephant not to push.

The Liverpool brokers have really been
the best friends of the Canadian apple
growers.
The competition among themselves to get business has caused their
agents to scramble over each other making
advances in many cases to questionable
men to get business and, at least, has been
the rrteans of handling thousands of barrels
that would otherwise not have been handled
had the banks been depended on to furnish
the money or the trade been left to the few
independent dealers who, of course, would
This
have bought at much lower prices.
evil the brokers have seen the necessity of
reinedying, however, and hereafter only
reliable men will receive any assistance
from them.

A

WORD ABOUT CO-OPERATION

Frcim the brokers' standpoint, it is immaterial by whom apples are shipped or pack-

to

sell

the fruit, like

When the market goes wrong, many people who contract purchases here are unable
to pay for the fruit and the stuff has to bf
sold at the Auction in a poor market, although

hail

many

co.st

possibly the contractor has
previous shipments which have

insist

him much

that there

at auction.

upon such large side commissions
would be nothing in it for a
broker to handle the stuff and there are
other managers without the experience of

many

years; in both the latter cases, the
results are the same. Also there are many
districts not adapted for co-operation, the
growers being interested in mixed farming
and when they should be picking their apples they have so many things to attend to
that they prefer selling out and out to dealIf a broker were to receive per barrel
ers.

they would not be
long in getting rich. This does not apply,
however, to a few genuine men who are
making a success of managing co-operative

what some managers

get,

associations. I know of many cases where
individual dealers have shipped to the Auction and obtained higher prices than the
associations who consigned or sold f.o.b.
for practically the same fruit.
Growers sometimes ask "why cannot we
sell our apples as we sell our cheese".'
I reply. "Because cheese and apples are enThe former, aftirely different products."
ter its arrival in Great Britain, can be held
with safety indefinitely, while the latter
must be sold and got into consumption after

an ocean

trip.

October, 1908

less

than he would have paid

Naturally the millenium in the tradi
would dawn could everything be sold hen'
at satisfactory prices but the growing di.stricts are so extensive and there is sucli
variation in quantity and quality and in
condition after landing that an occasional
slump is unavoidable, and the biggest shiripers have found that the Auction averagi;<
the best prices and is the safest and cheapest method of getting highest prices. Eben
James, Toronto.

—

National Apple

Show

Great preparations are being made fi^r
tlie National Apple
Show to be held at
Spokane, Wash., U. S. A., on Dec. 7 to J2.
It is expected that premiums will be offered amounting to over $35,000, consisting of
cash, irrigated tracts of land, farm implrarticles especially adapted h,
orohardists' use.
While called the "National Apple Show," the exhibition is fast
Tlir
assuming an international character.

ments and

management

encouraging, with good reall over the world.
Special premiums are being offered for
exhibits from the provinces of Ca,nada and
all general classes are open for them also.
The following prizes are offered for the exclusive benefit of all foreign countries that
compete, including Canada: For the best
two barrels or six boxes of apples, one ":
more varieties (may be exhibited in box.
is

sults, exhibits

from

—

barrel, plate or staged). First prize, $10o:
second prize, $50; and third prize, $25.
Our provinces should make both individExhibits anual and collective displays.

expected from Kelowna, Nelson, Eevelstokf
and other places in British Columbia. It
is hoped that Ontario and Nova Scotia and
^

other provinces also will be represented.
Individual growers, fruit growers' associations and all others interested can obtain
copies of the premium list by writing to
the secretary, Mr. H. J. Neely," 223-224 Hutton Place, Spokane, Wash.

Scotchmen

Visit in

Canada

The Scottish agriculturists, who toured
Canada during the latter part of August and
early in September, visited the famous Niagara fruit district. At St. Catharines, the.\
visited the farm of Mr. W. C. McCalla an^l
were accompanied by leading fruit growers
of the district and prominent men of th(
They visited also the St. Catharine^
city.
Cold Storage and Forwarding Co. and tli<'
grapery and wine cellars of Mr. George
Barns.
From St. Catharines, the party journeyed
to Beamsville, Grimsby, Winona and on to
Hamilton. Among the places visited were
the Beamsville Canning Factory and tin
farms of Messrs. Hamilton Flemming,
Beamsville; A. G. Pettit and H. L. Roberts,

Grimsby; Murray Pettit, E. D. Smith and
W. Smith of Winona. The day was a
most enjoyable one, the visitors expressing
many complimentary remarks in reference
to the growers and the scenery of the dis-

J.

trict.

A

few days previous, the Scotchmen

vis-

ited the famous melon patches of the Montreal district, under the guidance of Mr. E.
Brodie, of Westmount. Their surprise and
pleasu;^ at seeing such large, luscious
melons growing in Canada was great.
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Horticulture at the Canadian National
those who objected heard from the judge
his reasons for placing the awards as he
did, they would have been satisfied.
One
noticeable thing, however, was the fact
that prizes were awarded in some three or
four instances to apples packed in evaporated apple boxes rather than in the
standard boxes for export.
The peaches were an exceptionally fine
lot.
They were highly colored and of supSpace will not allow a deerior quality.
tailed reference to the various exhibits
and the successful competitors. We can

THE

horticultural exhibits at the Canadian National Exhibition in Toronto last month were superior in

most respects to those of last and
More good material was
years.
[shown than ever before. The quality of
[the individual exhibits was good and the
|arrangement was a long step ahead of past
An effort was made to have the
efforts.
fshow of fruit, flowers and vegetables artistkically displayed rather than a mere jumble
fof entries put up in any old way.
previous

THE FRUIT
Owing

competition in
!:the fruit department, the judges had much
There
'diffiiculty in placing the awards.
>was a greater number of varieties than in
fpast years and the quality was good and
Pmostly uniform. The color and size of the
specimens was well advanced. The exhibitors seemed to have exercised great care
In apples, the collections of
in selection.
The first prize was
40 varieties were fine.
awarded to Mr. Harry Dempsey, of Rednersville, Ont., who put up one of the finest
lots of apples ever seen at the exhibition.
The second and third prizes went to Mr.
W. E. Weese, Albury, Ont., and Marshall
Bros.,

exhibits
display of

for

almost equally as good.
The
apples on plates also was fine. They were
In the disvvi>ll
colored and well grown.
play of apples in boxes, there was some
good fruit but apparently some -of our
growers have something yet to learn about
Many of the boxes were packed
packing.
ideally but others either were slack, too
Some exfull or not uniform in grading.
ception was taken to the awards given in
of the
sections but probably had

I

Fruit

number of exhibits. He entered 13
plates and secured 13 first prizes. He was
fortunate, also, in securing first prize for
the best display of fruits, including apples,
pears, grapes, peaches and plums.
Unlike last year, the grapes were very
fine.
They were well colored and mature.
The whole display was creditable.
The
a large

"

were away ahead of anything of
kind that have been seen for years.
Those packed in
Pears also were good.
boxes could not have been improved upon.
In spite of the great improvements in the
display of fruits, it cannot be said that
perfection was attained.
Two important
points in arrangement could have been

plums
the

The display

bettered.

of fruits in
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by largest growers

packages was poorly put up. The boxes
were placed flat on the tables just as they
were last year and which was pointed out in
cial

I

.
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chance of the original methods of
packing being disturbed. They should have
been placed obliquely with the back ends
of the boxes at least eight inches higher
than the front. It is said that those in
charge of this department gave instructions to have this done but they were not
carried out. The second feature that could
have been improved was the promiscuous
mixing of the various classes of fruit on
Grapes, apples, pears, plums,
the tables.
and peaches could be found in three or four
different places on the different tables.
These would have been displayed to greater advantage had each kind of fruit been
kept togethei".
The apples should have
been placed on one table, the peaches on
another as far as they would go, and so
forth.
Such an arrangement, also, would
make the placing of awards easier for the
great

LADDERS
FOR EVERY USE
FRUIT GROWERS

in

every part of Canada are
using- our celebrated double
truss high carbon steel wire
extension ladders.

STRONGER

LIGHTER

than any

The most
existence.

CHEAPER
made

otW ladder

perfect ladder in
Each side rail

has a heav)', high carbon
steel wire, stretched along-

judges.

the inside,

sec urely
forming a
truss and
p re V e n t s
side sway-

Send
ing.
for one of

new

our

illustrated

catalogues,
givingsizes

and

;

prices.

Brown, Wychwood, Ont.

THE

BERLIN WOODF.NWARE COMPANY

BERLIN
Branches

-

ONTARIO

in all parts of

The fourth

col-

lection although not in the placing, was
It did not contain
a most creditable one.
quite as much material as the others but
it showed skill on the part of the grower.
An interesting feature in connection with
it, is the fact that all the stuff that was

—
Canada

shown was grown on a

lot 25 feet

A COMPLETE

long.

The

exhibitor

wide by

was

mentioned other successful exhibiB. Guthrie, Dixie, Ont., and
Thos. Delworth, Weston, Ont.
Some exhibitors lost awards through
ready

tors were, J.

carelessness in following the stipulations of
the prize list. To win prizes, they must exhibit in the various sections what the catalogue calls for, neither more nor less. The
vegetables were judged by Mr. Geo. Syme,
jr., Carlton West, Ont.
Mr. I Elford, of
Humber Bay, Ont., deserves much credit
for changing the arrangement of the tables
and for placing the exhibits where they
could be seen to best advantage.

THE FLOWERS AND PLANTS
the

department,

experts proplants to be
the best pieces of decorative work ever seen
in America.
So keen was the competition
in the floral display, covering 500 feet,
that the judge divided the first and second
honors between Thos. Manton of Eglinton,
Ont.,
and the Allan Gardens, Toronto,
which latter group was put up by Mr. E. F.
Collins.
The third prize was given to Sir
Henry M. Pellatt's group, which was put
up by Mr. T. McVittie. The fourth prize
was awarded to Mr. D. Robinson, Reservoir Park; fifth, W. Howson, Central Prison; sixth, E. Grainger, all of Toronto.
The cut flower sections, the design and
made up work and other classes were well
contested.
floral

of

GOVERNMENT DISPLAY
The Ontario Department of Agriculture
had a display that was a credit both to the
department and to the province. It was in
charge of Mr. P. W. Hodgetts and was the

LINE OF

ORNAMENTAL TREES

FRUIT TREES,

SHRUBS, SMALL FRUITS AND ROSES
FOR DELIVERY
FRUIT TREES
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IN

FALL OF

1908

AND SPRING
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Apples, Pears, Cherries, Plums, Peaches, Quinces, etc. in unAll home grown Stock, guaranteed true to name

limited quantities.

GRAPE VINES

by the thousands, extra strong
direct supervision of a Grape Vine Specialist

two-year-old

vines,

under the

ORNAMENTAL SHADE TREES
men
dug

Large specifor Parks, Streets, and Gardens.
All stock symmetrically grown and
trees for individual trees a specialty.
-with plenty of fibrous roots

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS

in

all

best varieties,

ROSES in bushes, standards, or half-standards.
Climbing Vines and Trailers
own roots.

field

grown and

carefully

dug

Field grown and budded on their
in unlimited quantities.

We

have a few vacancies for First-Class Salesmen with undoubted credentials.
Write for terms and catalogues, which will be cheerfully furnished free of charge

HELDERLEIGH.
NURSERIES

E. D.

SMITH

ESTABLISHED QUARTER. CF-A-CEMLRY
Mention The Canadian Horticulturiat when writing.

Mr.

of Toronto. Space does not
of other prize winners except to note that in addition to those al-

nounced the large groups

The display of vegetables slightly excelled that of last year in point of numbers
and more than excelled it in quality. The
parsnips,
cauliflowers,
tomatoes,
celery,
squash, beets and most everything were
good. The cabbage, carrots and corn were
exceptionally good. The onions were not as
good as in former years on account of a
The same can be said of the potabligltt.
There were four entries in the gentoes.
eral collections. The 1st prize was won by
Brown Bros, of Humber Bay, Ont. 2nd,
William Harris, Humber Bay; 3rd, E.

the end,

feet

George Baldwin
permit mention

In

THE VEGETABLE DISPLAY

fastened at

100

October, 1908

.WINONA,

ONTARIO
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All the fruits in season were
best yet.
shown. The arrangement was about all that
could be desired. The display was put up
with the idea of showing the public what
"bie province can grow.
All the plates,
packages, bottles and so forth, were arlanged to the best advantage. The exhibli included a great collection of peaches
jnd plums.
Mr. W. T. Macoun, of the
Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, conributed some excellent specimens of early
Ipples.
The Ontario Agricultural College
pad an exhibit of particular educational
jalue in its display of insects and fungous
Jiseases injurious to fruits

without

introducing the names of the
Allans.
As far back as 1822 we find Captain Alex
Allan on his first voyage to Quebec on the
brig "Jean."
Eight years later this service had been increased by four larger vessels and so on down through the intervening years the Allan service has been improved until to-day the Allan line has over
30 vessels aggregating 176,000 tons.
The
turbine steamer "Victorian" (12,000 tons)
recently completed a record trip in which
the vessel steamed at times 19 knots an
hour and at an average of 18.77 knots
throughout the voyage or a little over 5X
days from port to port.
It is estimated
that since the founding of this line of
steamers the Allans have carried 1,500,000

and vegetables.

Vansportation — Its Evolution
It is a far cry from the ox-cart of 60 years
go to the International Limited or the Im|>erial Express of to-day, and yet it is not
|o very far after all. Fifty years of develftpment has made a wonderful change in
"le methods of transportation in Canada.
3team and electricity have made it possible
Po travel by land at a rate of 60 or more
liles

an hour and

all

has been accomplish-

in little more than half a century.
_ It is fully recognised that upon the development of the railway systems largely depends the progress of our country. Many of
us, however, overlook the fact that similar

development has been going on amongst the
ocean going vessels and, after all, have
these not been tiie pioneers, so to speak,
who originally came to spy out the land
wliose wonderful progress has made Canada
a nation.

BARREL

STOCK

passengers from Europe.
This forms no
small proportion of the entire population
of Canada and speaks well for the pouularity of the line.
There will probably be
many readers of this article who have
crossed to this new world in the early days
by the Allan Line, and to them the names
of such vessels as the "Canadian," "North

We

American," "Anglo Saxon," "Pomeranian,"
"Scandinavian,"
"Sardinian,"
"Mongo-

ready for use.

be a far cry from tlie ox-cart to the
modern locomotive it is a still farther cry

"Grampian,"

of "Columbus" to the
modern Turbiner. It is impossible to write
a review of the evolution of the steamship

"Hibernian"

If it

"Pretorian,"

from the caravels

"Hesperian,"
"Sicilian,"

and

can supply thoroughly

dry Apple Barrel Stock at
reasonable
also supply

The

Can

prices.

Apple

Barrels

Sutherland,

Company,

Innes

Ltd.

"Ionian,"
"Corinthian,"

Chatham

Ontario

-

"Hungarian," aggregat-

ing 104,500 tons.
Not only has the line looked

BASKETS
all

APPLE

lian," "Numidian" and "Parisian," will
cling to their memory as a pleasing recollection of the tie that bound them to the
motherland.
Many of these vessels have
been replaced by much larger and more
modern ships, until the Allan Line is now
looked upon as the great connecting link
between Canada and Britain. In the last
12 years the Allan Line has acquired and
constructed 12 ships, namely the "Victorian," "Virginian," "Corsican," "Tunisian,"

fed

We
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Export Trade, 1847.

of the British

BARROW &

CO.,
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company

Firms

in

all
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protectioa
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from mice
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London.

in
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good standing.

ISAACS & SONS, LTD.,
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I

in

markets.
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Your
Lands

Fertilize

DO YOU

KNOW

PRODUCTIVE AND PROFITABLE
BY THE JUDICIOUS USE OF
THE RIGHT KIND OF
?

YOU

HAVE
IF
A PIE.CE OF LAND THAT

^J0W

WONT GROW ANYTHING
BUT WEEDS,TALK WITH
US ABOUT IT AND LET US

SUGGEST
THE RI GHT FE RTILIZER

We

FEEL VERY SURE THAT
WE CAN SHOW YOU HOW TO

I

FERTILIZERS

,

USE
WITHOUT GREAT EXPENSE SO

YOUR LAND WIL L PAY
Consult us freely it is
OUR bu siness TO KNOW

;

'

of

my

paper on "Roses" at

am

reported as having said
What
that there are 300 or 400 species.
I intended to say (and it was very dry up
in that section) was that the species varied
according to different botanists from 30 to
300 or 400, and that 50 species would no
doubt cover all the variations of the plant.
Lest there be any misunderstanding in regard to my reference to tha drouth, I wish
to state that no inferences were intended.
G. P. Hitchcock, Massawippi, Que.

Coney

Hill,

I

it

these

^»^W.A.FRE£MAN co. limited
HAMILTON ONTARIO

The Canadian Horticulturist:

In your report

were possible to peruse a set of
of lading from the year 1859
down to the present time some very interesting facts would come to light in regard to
If

AGENTS WANTED FOR
TERRITOR Y NOT TAKEN UP

|HC
HOTO-

Species of Roses
Editor,

receipts.

ENQUIRIES FREELY A NSWERED

theTD

fortunate enough to obtain the figures for
the first through bill issued from Liverpool
to Ontario points on dry goods, and finds
that the importer paid 121.90 per 40 cubic
feet, whereas to-day by fast Turbine ships
of the Allan Line delivering dry goods at
Toronto in 10 days after leaving liiverpool
the rate is approximately $6.00 per 40 cubic
feet which goes to show that with larger and
faster vessels the rate in the last 50 years
has been reduced about 72 per cent. The
export rates from Canada have no doubt
receded in the same ratio.
In looking back, therefore, over the history of shipping one cannot help but conclude that the record of the Allan Line is
practically
the
history
of
Canadian
maritime commerce. Now in this year, 1908,
with a magnificent fleet of 30 vessels, the
Allan Line offers to its patrons the best
service of it's career.

bers of this line into prominence and after
several experiments, the government, in
-order to foster the fast gjowing trade in
with the
contracted
butter and cheese,
Allans for the installation of a refrigerating
This
plant in certain of their vessels.
service proved successful from the very
beginning and the result is, with the most
modern of ships, the Allan Line has installed
an aggregate of 272,393 cubic feet of cold
storage and 158,782 cubic feet of cool air,
whilst the ordinary stowage of the ships is
improved by the introduction of steam
driven fans for the cooling of the holds.
It may be interesting to our readers to
know that to the late Sir Hugh Allan, one
of tlie founders of the line, and to tlie late
Walter Shanly, general manager of the
Grand Trunk Railway, belongs the honor of
adopting the first through bill of lading for
ocean traffic. This was as far back as 1859,
and at that time New York was issuing
local ocean bills in exchange for inland

THAT WORN-OUT
LANDS MAY BE MADE

FER TILIZ ER

comforts of so many people but it has also
been foremost in transporting freight cargoes. Originally the bulk of the ships'
cargoes consisted of lumber and grain supplemented later by cattle, but as the country
developed, produce of all kinds was offered
for shipment, and to-day large quantities
of butter, cheese, eggs, bacon and apples
find their way to the European markets via
the Allan Line.
The carrying of perishable traffic again
brought the business acumen of the mem-

October, 1908

bills

the rates of carriage. The writer h;is b:'en
unable to secure the east bound rates on
the first bill of lading but lias been

I
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like

very much.

I

am

very fond of plants and

and gain a great deal of useful information from it.— Mrs. W. S. O'Neil,
flowers,

Paquftte Station, Ont.
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whole, outdid the professionals. There was
good competition throughout, and the prizes
were well scattered.

Winnipeg
George Batho

The Manitoba Horticultural Exhibition,
_beld in Winnipeg, September 3-5, was sucessful even beyond the expectations of the

Kootenay Valley, B. C.

sanguine.
lid claim to any great distinction in large
ruit growing, but the apple display shown
^y Mr. A. P. Stevenson, of Dunston, near
lorden, would have cast no discredit upon
professional exhibitor from any province
the Dominion. He showed 50 varieties
bf apples and crabs, several kinds of plums,
and the Compass cherry. Mr. Stevenson's
apples were all beautifully free from any
external defects, and showed delicate rathlost

The varieties, of
er than high coloring.
course, were such as have been grown in
/linnesota, rather than the sorts so wellknown to Ontario orchardists. Other prize
winners in the apple section were: West
Winnipeg Development Co., Headingly; A.

Kootenay's two fruit fairs, Kaslo and Nelson, were held during September and passed off very successfully.
That at Kaslo
occupied two days, the 17th and 18th and
the Nelson exhibition was held during the
23rd, 24th, 25th and 26th. Both were magnificent exhibitions of high class fruits and,
as in the past, have done
the fruit industry of the

much

to stimulate

Kootenay and the

boundary.
The various district exhibits
were particularly striking and gave strangers an idea, not otherwise obtainable, of the
fruit growing possibilities of the hundreds
of mountain-bounded valleys, in the interior of the Pacific province.
Grand Forks, the capital city of the

McLeod, Morden; Rev. W. R. Johnston,
Killarney;
W. J. Brattston, Winnipeg;
.lames B. King, Fairfax; W. C. H^ll, Head-

boundary, is going into the apple exporting business on a large scale and will send
six car loads of high grade apples to Aus-

ingly.

tralia this fall.

The vegetables were really splendid.
Western prairie soil is wonderfully fertile,
and in annuals, whether of the ordinary
table vegetable class or of the flower tribe,
Manitoba needs take a back seat to none.
Perhaps the centre of attraction in the vegetables was the collection of vegetables sent
in by agricultural societies.
First place
in this competition went to the Kildonan
and St. Paul's Society, second to the St.
Vital Horticultural Society, and third to
Dauphin Agricultural Society.
The first

The amount

else
in the vegetable class, professional or amateur. Perhaps it may be said that here and
in the cut flower class the amateurs, on the
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THE CREAM OF ThIkOOTENAY
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Steamer

and C.

daily.

No

transportation facilities in
British

Columbia. Boating

Fishing and Hunting

bids fair to rival the Okanagan valley as a
producer of fruit in large quantities, and
as far as quality is concerned, is not one

fruit

Send

fruit

news

P. R.

better

ground being
brought under cultivation in and around
Grand Forks and through the Kettle River
valley is increasing rapidly and the section
of

whit behind.
Apples wil be a fair crop throughout the
Kootenays and pears medium.
Plums
proved heavy. Cherries turned out fairly
good and brought the growers good prices,
it is too early in the horticultural history
of
the section to say anything about
peaches. Prices in general ruled low, being
governed largely by those across the line.

was particularly good.
It is hard to particularize anywhere

"

W. Power

H.

This province has never
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ROBSON
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.

-

not a wilder-

an up-to-date
settled by
up-to-date fruit growers
No isolation at Robson
ness.

It is

district

For particulars, apply
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&

Mc Hardy

BAKER STREET

NELSON B.COLUMBIA
Persons living in the east can obtain information
by calling at 306 Manning Chambers. Toronto.
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ORCHARD AND VINEYARD PLOWING
"CROWN-ORCHARD-GANG"

With a
HP:RE'S

a plow that

wiil provide a remedy for the troubles you have had in plowing: your orchard or vine
breaking: of tender trees or tearing of vines in an attempt to plow close.
With a "Crown-Orchard-Gang" you can plow within three inches of the trees and not injure
anything:.
The left-hand wheel is set inside the frame, so that the left-hand side presents a clean, straight surface when passing- along the rows.
The " Crown-Orchard-Gang " has all the fine lines of the ordinary " Crown " 2-Furrow Plow, which is
doing- the fall and spring plowing on the farms of thousands of prosperous farmers— the kind
of men who .see that
there is money in saving the time of one man, one horse and one plow.

yard.

No more

A " Crown-Orchard-Gang " will do just as good work in the open field as in the orchard. Two good
horses will handle it, bui we advise the use of three horses.
You can do more work in one day and do it better
with a " C. O. G." plow and three horses than two men and four horses can do with two ordinary walking
plows. See where the saving comes in
As for a Sulky Plow— well, it just amounts to this
In the same time and with the same horse flesh
you, by walking, can turn as much sod In one day with a " C. O. G." as another man can turn in two days
with a single furrow sulky.
That's worth considering.
Read what a prominent orchardist, Ezra Honsberger of Jordan Station, has to say "In regard to two-furrow
Orchard Plow, I find it just what the orchardists want.
You can plow against the' tree
or vine without the horses interfering with the tree, in fact it is a great deal better than the
single two-horse plow.
.
"I also find that it is just the thing in the open field, so much so, that I do not like to
use the one-furrow plow at all.
" I find that the heft of the plow is a decided advantage as it keeps it steady and
lessens the side drift, which Is necessary in getting close to trees."
!

:

:

Send for our special pamphlet on

this

plow

—

it's

free.

The Frost & Wood Co., Limited
SMITH'S FALLS, CANADA
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Annapolis Valley, N. S.

Nova Scotia

Eunice Watts

G. H. Vroom, Dominion Froit Inipector

The Nova Scotia Horticultural Exhibi-

IGASOLCNC

tion
8,

is

to

and

9.

amount
.');l,200.

be held in Kentville on Oct.

7,

The regular premiums

offered
to $1,500; al.so special prizes of
It is expected that the fruit distills show will be the fine.st ever

play at
seen in Canada.
The weather so far (Sept.

has been

14)

perfect for fruit growers.
There has been
no frost to spoil the cranberries which have

The
"Sovereign

"

never looked better. There have been no
.gales to scatter the apples or break the
boughs, which in many orchards are weighed down to the ground witli fruit, and the
days have been warm and sunny; making
Although some orchards
work pleasant.
show a poor crop, on the whole the fruit
crop will be good and clean.
Dealers are not so eager to offer big prices

is

Unapproachable

apples.
a barrel

this year for
offering $1.25

Some
tree

of

them

run,

for

are
the

whole orchard of good fall and winter fruit.
Others are offering $1.25 for Emperors and
Gravensteins, one's and two's packed.
Potatoes began at 50 cents a bushel, but
have now dropped to 40 cents. Crops look
good. Mushmelons have ripened nicely out

Tomato rot {hfacrosporiiun
tomato) seems to be more troublesome than
doors.

of

THE "SOVEREIGN"
HOT WATER BOILER IS
UNAPPROACHABLE IN
ITS ABILITY TO SAVE
COAL. ON EVERY TEN
TONS OF COAL, ORDINARILY USED, IT WILL
SAVE PROM ONE TO
THREE TONS

October, igo8

most years especially where the fruits
The woolly
in contact with ground.
aphis (Sckizoneura lanigera) has appeared
on the nursery stock, and appears to be
spreading. If these pests canot be checked
by kerosene emulsion the young trees will
probably be destroyed by the grower.
The perpetual bearing strawberries, such
as the St. Joseph, are now fruiting where
the first flowers have been picked off, and
They
will continue bearing until frosts.
in

are

are nice

for

home

but not of

use,

much

commercial value.
See our

premium advertisement on one

of the front

pages of this issue.

The Halifax Exhibition for 1908 is a thing
the past.
Owing to the early date on
which it was held Sept. 2 to 10 the fruit
show was not a creditable one for Nova
Scotia and did not fairly represent the
quality of fruit grown in this province this
season. The whole fruit show looked small,
immature and green and must have had a
of

—

—

tendeticy to injure, rather than to benefit,
this province commercially.
Collections of
fruit and berries were shown from the fol-

lowing counties
Annapolis, Kings, Hants,
Digby,
Cumberland, Colchester, Pictou,
Antigonish, Luftenburg and Halifax.
:

W.

F.

Duncan

of Wolfville carried off the

sweepstake prize for the province, as well
as the county prize for Kings.
The fruit
prize for Annapolis went to Byron Chesley,
Clarence.
And for Hants, to C. A. Dill.
For Digby, H. Rice got first and for Lunenburg, M. Wentzel; Cumberland, S. Harrison; Colchester, P. M. Anderson; Pictou,
Peter Jack; Antigonish, H. Thompson;
Halifax* John Barnes.
W. S. Duncanson
had a fine display of grapes grown in the
open.

The plate

varieties of apples were poor,
the exception of Early Bough, William's Favorite, Duchess, Astrachan, and
a few more of the early sorts. No fruit was
shown in packages and the absence of barrels and boxes detracted from the general
appearance of the exhibit and gave it an
unfinished-look.

with

The Maritime Experimental Farm, Noppan, N. S., had a very creditable show of
fruit consisting of 20 plates of apples which
had been selected with great care by the
The one thing
manager, Mr. Robertson.
that would impress an expert would be the
uniformity of the specimens on each plate,
also the clear, clean, skin of the fruit. Nothing like fungus was to be found, and the
color was good for the season. Mr. Robertson also had a fine display of tomatoes,
grain and grasses. Alfalfa, with roots fully
two feet long, was a prominent feature of
this show.
The fruit crop in Nova Scotia is larger
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tlian the wise heads predicted some weeks
ago and the quality is very good. Dealers
are buying Gravonsteins at .$1 for No. 2,
and $1.25 for No. 1, packed for market.
.Evidently they do not intend to lose much
[hard cash this sea.son. The first shipment

{to

England went on

Sept.

11th,

by one

of

The cargo
fthe Furness Withy Co. ships.
Sconsisted of 15,000 barrels, mostly GravenCranberries are a bumper crop and
tsteins.
[the quality is fine.

New Brunswick
Alfred E.

McGinley

The exhibit of fruits at the Provincial
exhibition was generally conceded to be far
above the average usually brought out at
Particularly in apples did the
this fair.
"orchardists of the province and of Nova
Scotia make an excellent showing, but there
was also a good display of small fruits. In
the vegetable classes, attention was at once
attracted by the uniform excellence of the
potatoes and the judges had a difficult task
The flower
in deciding upon the winners.
show was hardly as large as usual, but the
quality was good. As usual the professional
florists captured most of the prizes.
In the vegetable classes the river farmers
did particularly well. For the best assortment of potatoes, O. W. Wetmore of Clifton, N. B., secured the first prize. He was
also successful in winning several class
prizes, and the prize for general excellence
in potatoes, offered by the Provincial Chem^

ical Fertilizer Co., Ltd., of St. John.
In the competition for the best collection
of field roots, exclusive of potatoes, A and
C. A. Harrison, of Mangerville, were first
and this firm also captured tlie prize for the
best collection of field roots and garden
produce. The prize of $20. offered by W.
Atlee, Burpee & Co., seedsmen of Philadel-

231

phia, for the best collection of vegetables
grown from Burpee's Seeds, was won by

John

Maxwell

of

Upper

The

Sheffield.

sweepstakes prize for the best assortment
of garden produce was won by John Maxwell, with A. and C. A. Harrison, second.
In the apple classes the prize for the export and domestic varieties was,as expected,
captured by that veteran orchardist, E. T.
Nully, of Middleton, N. S. 8. L. Peters, of
Queenstown, N. B., won the first prize for
baskets of apples. In pears, H. E. Bent of
Tupperville, N. S., H. A. D'Almaine, and S.
L. Peters, of Queenstown, N. B.,' were the
Mrs. S. L.
most successful competitors.
Peters, with a very pretty exhibit, won the
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VANCOUVER B.C.
CHOICE BEDDING PLANTS
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FOR FALL PLANTING.
Elxtra choice lot of

ORNAMENTAL

FRUIT AND
TREES,

prize for the best fruit decoration for a dining table. In plums prizes were won by H.
E. Bent, H. A. D'Almaine, of Wolfville, N.
8., and H. D. Johnson of Wolfville.
The county prizes for the best collection
of fruits were won respectively as follows
Westmoreland, Albert, Kings, Queens, Sunbury, York and Victoria. The special prize
for the best 10 varieties of apples grown in

Home
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MR. CHARLES ERNEST WOOLVERTON, Grimsby, Ontario, landscape architect, parks, cemeteries, pleasure, scliool and home grounds laid
out, surveys made.
Working drawings to a
scale so that any gardener can work them
out. Terms very reasonable.
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New Brunswick and

correctly

named was

won by

and that

for the best

J. P. Belyea,

many

I g-et

valuable hints from

I enclose

my

The

Canadian Horticulturist. I have taken
The Horticulturist now for a number of

You

years.

R.
9

are improving

from year

it

to

and comprehensive lists of bulbs
found in Canada, and will be sent

& W. DAVIDSON
VIRGINIA

5ranches

those intending to plant this

GLASGOW

ST.,

'

consignments
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For particulars refer

The Fall bulb catalogue

&

Their advertisement appears on another page.
pose.

to be
free to

fall.
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to Editor of this Journal
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Bank

Imperial
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ESTABLISHED 1875
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Office

Toronto
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Capital Authorized, $10,000,000.00
Capital Paid-up.
$4,990,000.00
Rest,
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.

One of the best and most artistic bulb
catalogues that has ever come to our office
is the fall catalogue of the Wm. Eennie
Company, Limited. It is so entirely different to the usual catalogue, that it makes a
favorable impression on first sight.
The
cover is printed in imitation of sealskin
leather with a panel in the right-hand corner, in which appear three tulips printed
by a colortype process. The inside is attractively gotten up and numerous collections are arranged for the benefit of these
desiring to get the very best tulips at a

m

London, Liverpool, Manchester,
Bristol, Newcastle and Leith
Invite

cost.
Two of these collections ari'
advertised in this issue. The catalogue is
free for the asking.

the 1908 bulb catalogue of J. A. Simmers.
This catalogue, like all other catalogues
published by this firm, is full of valuable
suggestions and lists of the best bulbs and
plants for fall planting. Mr. Simmers mentioned to our representative recently, that
they have never had a better quality of
bulbs than those that have recently been
received from Europe. This catalogue will
bo found to be one of the most complete

C

renewal subscription to

of John A. Bruci^
Co., Hamilton, Ont., has just been issued
and will bo sent^. free upon request to those
intending to plant bulbs this fall.
The
cover is tastefully gotten up and shows several fall scenes both in Canada and Holland, and is excellently printed by a colortype process. The contents are, as usual,
arranged in a very comprehensive manner,
which makes it an easy task to select the
bulbs best adapted for the individual pur-

A book that should be obtained by those
who purpose planting bulbs this fall, is

—

Valley, B.

I have been a reader of The Canadian
Horticulturist for the past year. I consider it a magazine well worthy of a place
among books, magazines and papers on
fruit and general horticulture, and well

—

adian Horticulturist, on caring- for flowers and grrowing- veg-etables.
I. G. Walker,

Happy

moderate

worth a dollar. I have noted with interest
the great advancernent it has made during
the past year, and wish it double the success during the coming year. Wm. Beattie,
Summerland, B. C.

The Can-

igc8

year, so that it now ranks foremost amongst
the publications of horticulture on this continent. H. Harley, Dauphin Co., Manitoba.

—

varieties
grown in New Brunswick
and most valuable for export by S. L.
Peters. The prize for the best collection of
fruits exhibited by the grower in which perishable fruits were shown in a preserved
(natural) condition was won by George McAlpine, Lower Gagetown.
In flowers the best exhibits were made
by Messrs. H. E. Gould, Sussex, and Pedersen, St. John. Mrs. H. F. Grosvener of Meductic, York Co., was awarded a special
prize for grapes grown under glass and H.
A. D'Almaine for quinces.
five

October,

.

D. R.

HON.

R.

WILKIE

JAFFRAY

President

-

Vice-President

Branches in Provinces of Ontario, Quebec
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and British
Columbia.
Savings Department at All Branches, Interest
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Possibilities of Fruit

1908

Growing

G. H. Hutton, Superintendent, Experinvental Farm,

DEALING

with the subject, "Fruit
Alberta," one must of

gooseberries, currants and raspberries.
These not only grow well according to

necessity deal more in the somewhat
speculative possibilities of development
in the future, rather than the accomplished facts of the past and present. In
being, in a measure, speculative and optimistic as to Alberta's future success in
growing cultivated fruits of many kinds,
one is heartily in accord with the general

nature's plan, yielding in quantities sufficient to tempt the Indian lasses to increase their worldly wealth by picking
and peddling, but where cultivated varieties have been tried, success has attended every effort as far as I know.
Red
currants in particular do well.
All varieties of red, white and black
currants planted on this farm have done
well, though, since started in the spring
of 1907, they have not reached heavy
bearing age.
Small quantities of fruit
have been produced this year and the
size and quantity is such that I feel war-

INGrowing

spirit

in

of the west as applied to almost

The west reevery line of her effort.
veals her speculative tendencies in regard
to lots and lands and everywhere you go,
the optimistic man is met, who is full of
buoyant hope and

lives in the future

and

its possibilities.

Alberta earnestly desires to be classed
those happy provinces where the
clover blossom sheds its practical perfume, and where apples delight the eye
and appetite. One is justified i.i indulging the hope that her desire will be
realized when we consider that few countries or provinces can show a wider
range of wild fruits of good quality than
are produced here.
The prairl in May
is covered with the bloom, and later in
due time with the fruit of the wild straw-

among

This fruit is abundant and of
good size such a size, in fact, that settlers frequently gather plants from the
prairie and give them garden cultivation

berry.

—

with success.
Cultivated varieties of the strawberry
have been tried here and there. These
attempts have been generally successful,
a gentleman of Red Deer claiming, under
the single hedge row system, one quart
to each plant.
Another grower at Leduc
produced a very fine patch last year,
which gave good promise in May last.
The results in fruit I have not learned.
The size and quality of the fruit is all
that could be desired. While we have no
results from our work on the Experimental

Farm

to publish as yet,

I

am

confi-

dent that good money can be made growing strawberries in Alberta with as little
risk as elsewhere.
Bloom can be held

back slightly
largely

until

danger of

Wind

late frosts

breaks can be
provided so that the runners will root
and not be blown about by the wind.
Following the strawberries, growing in
the wild freedom of the
prairie,
are
is

past.

A

Credit

have received The Canadian
Horticulturist from the first
I

number

of

its

to the last

over
sion.

of

ist

existence, in 1878,
issued, being

number

30 years without intermisI
always keep the copies

The Canadian Horticulturand have bound a large num-

ber of the volumes.

They are a

— Daniel

credit to any book-shelf.
B. Hoover, Almira, Ont.

ranted in saying that these fruits should
be planted in every farmer's garden, and
that they can be counted on to give a
good account of themselves.
In regard to the larger fruits, little
definite can be said as a result of our
work, except to say that we are trying
cherries, plums and apples, and expect
to succeed with some varieties of these
fruits.
lost only about eight or
ten per cent, of our trees during last
winter, and we have trees that wintered
through T906-7, at Red Deer, and are
vigorous.
have about 600 apple
trees made up of some 150 varieties, and
we hope to be in a position shortly to
speak more definitely in regard to the
I have faith
varieties that will succeed.
in the Duchess, Yellow Transparent and
varieties of this class, while many of the
Russian cross-bred apples are almost sure
to succeed.
I
am informed on good
authority that apples have been ripened
at Medicine Hat, Magrath, Red Deer

We

We

and Edmonton.
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II

in Alberta
Lacombe
Our chief danger in winter is from the
sudden spells of warm weather followed
by equally sudden cold waves. In this
vicinity and northward we are not as
much exposed to this danger as farther
south. Again, a danger to which we are
exposed in lesser degree than farther
south is the high winds. As time passes,
protection from heavy loss may be se-

through wind breaks of quick
growing trees, such as cottonwood,
Manitoba maples and so forth.

cured

To sum up, I believe a success can be
made of growing cultivated fruits of
many kinds: (i) Because nature produces
on the prairie in lavish abundance many
kinds of these same fruits. (2) Because
successes with strawberries, currants,
gooseberries and apples are beginning
to be recorded.
(3) Because many of the
failures, in apples particularly, may be
traced to injudicious selection of varie(instances have been known where
Northern Spys and Gravensteins 'have
been planted.)
(4) Because the climate
is no more severe (minimum temperature last winter being twenty-one degrees) nor changeable than many parts
of Ontario where apples are now regarded as a safe crop.
ties

;

Thus the men who succeed in producing fruit in commercial quantities, will
have a market at their door where strawberries and other small fruits seldom sell
below fifteen cents a box (holding two
layers of strawberries thinly spread),
and where apples retail at $2.75 a bushel
box, to $7.00 a barrel for "seconds."
When one considers the enormous country to be supplied with fruit and the demand there will be for home grown
fruit, trees and nursery stock, the prospect certainly looks good for the careful
nursery man and fruit grower of Alberta.

Great as are the opportunities along
lines in this new country, one
should not be accused of undue optimism
or be charged with being carried away
by the speculative spirit of the west,
when he declares it is his belief that fruit-

many

growing presents possibilities equal to
.my line of effort in pleasure and in pro-

—

fit
profit to the citizen who so succeeds,
as well as to his nation.

Fall

Work

J/W. Crow, Ontario
sowing
THEsummer

of a cover crop in mid-

the first step usually
taken by the orchardist to prepare
his trees for winter.
This year, however, the prolonged drouth materially
is

in

Orchards

Agricultural College, Guelph

absence of sufBcient
snowfall,
care
should be taken that the material appl'^d does not become a home for mice.
Protection similar to that used for the
same purpose in other cases, and illustrated herewith, could be used where
is danger of this kind.
Peach growers on the sandy soil about
Leamington, Ontario, make use of tomato vines and similar material as a
preventive of deep and injurious freez-

there
•

ing of the

soil.

The snowfall

locality is very light,

and

it

in

may be

that
that

others similarly situated could adopt
this practice to advantage.
This covering serves also as a moisture-saving

mulch

in

summer and does away with

the necessity of cultivating close to the
low-headed trees in common use in that
district.
Many orchards are headed as
low as ten inches.
Look well to the condition of the orchard drains at this season. Most apple,

pear and plum soils require drainage,
and in preparing the ground for trees
thorough drainage should be provided
is not already present.
Intelligeritcared for orchards will often repay
many times over the cost of installing
efficient underdrainage,
and fall is a
very favorable season for this work.
Where underdrains are already in place,
they should be kept in good working conif

Jy

it

and expert growers know that the
better the drainage, the better also are
the results secured,
soil,

The question
chards seems

to

of

fall

be

plowing

in

or-

a debatable one.

Making and Managing a Cranberry Bog
Thos. D. McGill, Middle Clyde, Nova Scotia

STARTING

the work.
The best way is to flood the
patch a year. That will kill everything.
Another way is to cover the top of the
bog when the peat is only a few inches
thick, with about four inches of sand. If
the peat is from one to ten feet in depth,
cover the grass and bushes with sand

the business of cultivatcranberries, the first thing to consider is the right place to plant them.
Cranberries require peat covered with
sand.
The vines will grow almost any-

INing'

make them

pay, give them
the best place available.
It is best to
have the peat only a few inches thick, as
it then requires only about foyr inches of
sand, but I grow them successfully where
the peat is from two to eight feet in
depth.
This depth requires from six to
eight inches of sand.
Choose a location that can be flooded
at will.
The vines will grow without
flooding (I cannot flood one
of my
patches) but to make the business profitable one wants all the advantages.

where, but to

USE ANY KIND OF SAND

The patch should be near some

i

from six to ten inches deep. Some of the
bushes may come through, but it is easy
to pull them up.
Before beginning to
put on the sand, make a drain all around
the patch three feet deep and two feet
wide, and ditches across about 200 feet
apart, two by two.
I
put most of my
sand on in the winter on the ice. I blew
up the sand with dynamite when the frost
troubled me.
The frost is not bad after
you make a start and work every day.
Another way is to lay a movable track

In planting I used a piece of steel like a
large flat file with a handle on one end,
and pressed the vines in the sand.
When building the dam have it high

enough

to cover o\er two feet the highest
part of the patch.
If the ice touches the
vines it freezes to them and lifts them out
the first time that the water rises.
It
requires two dams, one below the patch
to flood and one to hold the water back

wanted.

until

FLOODING
Flood the bog the tenth of November
or sooner, if you notice the frost touching any of the vines.
Let the water off
about the 6th of May.
Flood occasionally until the 21st of June.

Do

not flood

again until September unless you have

place

where sand can be secured conveniently.

Use clean sand, with or without gravel.
I
prefer the sand mixed with gravel,
but there must not be any earth or clay
mixed with it. A good test for the sand
to take a handful and press it hard
for a moment and then let go; if it falls
to pieces, it is all right, but if it holds
is

together

is

mixed with earth or

clay,
that is usually put on our roads will not do, as it

and

it

will not do.

The gravel

packs, being mixed with a kind of clay.
The kind that I used was what they used
to make plaster with, except that it was
mixed in places with gravel. This has
done better than the clean sand alone.

PROTECT AGAINST FROST
The next thing to think about

is

frost.

To one

not in the business, it may seem
that this is not of much account, but it
is one of the most important points to
consider in Nova Scotia. To know how
to select a place that will

escape frosts,

know something about frost.
He will give it another name and call it
"cold air." Now, cold air is heavy and

one must

acts

like

water.

the low
that will
drain off the cold air; that is a place near
a place still lower.
A lake answers well
for this purpose.
A low piece of ground
is the next best.
One foot makes a lot
of difference.
For instance, part of my
patch is a foot higher than the other
places.

It

settles

This year the high place escaped
the other part was injured.
It is
no advantage to have the patch on high

part.

frost

;

ground. If it happens to be surrounded
by hills or high trees, cut the trees away
on the lower side, and if the hills are
high on all sides give it up. I have one
place that is ten feet higher than the
other place, and all surrounded by hills.
I

had to give it up.
COVERING WITH SAND

After selecting the place,
thing is to consider the best

A

in

Hence choose a place

the

way

next
to

do

sections and
shove,
cover the bog.

Cranberry Bog that Yielded One Barrel to the Square Rod

in

use

man can

Move

a

handcar that a
the track as you

PLANTING THE VINES
get my vines wherever I can find
them.
I found out that all vines would
bear, but that vines that grow small berries when wild will be small when cultivated, perhaps slightly larger. The best
plan is to get vines that grow large
I

berries.

Plant the vines in rows two feet apart.
Place the vines in little bunches six
inches apart, with four vines in a bunch.
The vines should be about six inches
long. They do not require to have roots.
As the tops grow, weed the patch to
keep it clean. I used a small steel fork
made all in one piece by a blacksmith.

strong reasons for so doing. I have injured the vines, destroyed the bloom and
the berries by flooding in July and August to kill the cranberry worm.
After the vines begin to show blosWater
the water will kill them.
used rightly will kill all enemies except
the "tip worm" that eats the buds, and

soms

so far I have found this one a hard one
I
am trying now by way of
to fight.
experiment, flooding my patch until the
loth of June, having the water shallow
as possible, so it will be
to kill the eggs.

warm enough

PICKING

The second year the patch should

yield

few berries the third year, a small
crop the fourth a good crop. I pick on
the 20th of September.
I
have a large
a

;

;

;
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building built with floors six feet apart,

and have the berries placed about six
inches deep on these floors.
I
had a
large crop one year put ninety barrels
in a pile three feet deep
and lost all of
them by frost.
They keep well in a
building like the one I now have, and

—

—

color well.
A friend of mine living in this district
is better located as' regards frost.
He
picks October ist, and ships at once.
I have a machine to winnow the berries with and then they run into a barrel.

then use sieves fifteen feet long
feet wide, sitting on benches
feet high.
The berries are put into
sieves and hand-picked.
The dirt
I

two

J.

the

and

berries drop through the sieve to
the floor.
I then put the good berries
into barrels holding two bushels and
three pecks and ship them in small lots.
It pays best to sell at once while the berries are in good condition.
One great cause of berries spoiling is
that they sweat in the barrel. The cause
of them sweating is that they get cold in
little

The
H.

and
two

November, 1908

the barrel during a cold spell of weather,
and then the weather suddenly changes.
The berries being cold, the warm weather condenses the moisture in the air, and
the berries get wet.
The secret is to
keep the berries at an even temperature,
either cold or hot.
A well-cared-for cranberry bog will
yield one barrel to the square rod.
I
have had pickers that could pick six
bushels a day. The pickers pick in peck
boxes and the foreman marks it down

every time they empty them.

Iris

Snelgrove, M.A., President, Ontario Horticultural Association

THE

border of every garden should
contain a bed of this singularly
charming flower, whose name is derived from a Greek word meaning "rainbow," and indicating its beauty. The
iris is a native of the north temperate
inhabiting
zone,
Asia,
Europe and
North America, and in the hands of skilful horticulturists has und rgone marvellous development during recent years.
Owing to their diversity of origin, the
varieties have a great diversity of colorranging from pure white, through all
shades of mauve and blue to dark purple.
The flowers of all the varieties are
large and handsome, often stately, exhibiting beautiful variegation and shades
of color.
All are hardy.
The life of the flowers varies from
three to six days.
They are fragile, but
if cut before the petals unroll they will
keep fresh longer.
There are growing in the Botanic
gardens about 300 species and varieties,

covering a blooming season of more than
two months. The iris is so easily cultivated that everyone who is fond of flowers should have a good collection.

One

of the finest
the orris-root

early

blossoming

(7«5 Florentina.)
This is an old-fashioned species but it is
one of the best. The flowers are large,
lavender or nearly white in color, and
delicately scented.
It begins to bloom
during the last week of May.
iris

is

The varieties of Siberian iris also blossom a't this time, and while not admired
by many, owing probably to their resemblance to our wild species, they are
of very attractive shades of blue or purplish-blue, and are particularly useful in
bog-planting.
Some
height of four feet.

After the Siberian

of

iris,

eties of the so-called

them reach

many

the

German

iris

a

vari-

begin

Two of the best of this Mayflowering class are Kharput and Purple
Ring, with flowers of great size and
bluish purple in color.
Closely following
these are the other varieties in many
forms and colors. As with the lilac, it
is difficult to reduce the list to a reasonable number, but the following twefve
give a good range of color and are
among the very best in the opinion of
Mr. W. T. Macoun, Dominion Horticulto bloom.

Gracchus,

Darius

cent Iris aurea begins to bloom.
This
species in good soil will reach nearly
five feet in height.
It has large golden
yellow flowers and is altogether a striking and beautiful iris.

The Japanese varieties now follow and
continue blooming through most of July.
A dozen varieties will give a good range
of color.
These are lovely flowers, the
richness of color and form giving them
quite an orchid-like appearance.
These
are more often sold unnamed than the
German irises, and most of even the unnamed ones are very satisfactory. The
Japanese irises are not expensive.
There is another late blooming
which should be mentioned, namely,

ochroleuca, usually known as Iris gigantea.
It is a very striking erect species
growing from four to five feet in height.
The flowers are white and yellow.

To protect the leaves from frequent
changes of temperature in winter, coal
ashes will be found satisfactory.

and

Maori
and
brown, Madame Chereate, Coeleste and
Lord Seymour, for mauve and lavender
Mrs. H. Darwin, for white
Couqette,
for pink
Walneri, Sappho and Duchess
de Nemours for different shades of dark
and light purple and Jacquiniana or Arnola for maroon or velvety purple.
While the varieties of Iris pallida
might be first in the last group, they are
turist

King

:

for combinations

of

yellow

;

;

;

Major H. J. Snelgrove, M.A.
President of the Ontario Horticultural Association

kept separate to give an opportunity of
mentioning three which should be in
These are
every collection if possible.
Mandraliseuse, Racemosa and Lilacina.
After the German irises are over, or
about the first week of July, the magnifi-

iris

Iris

Iri*

Germanica

—

A

Well-Kepi Walk Bordered by an Effective Planting of Annuals, Perennials and fruits

Guldens of Sir Henry M.

A [Beautiful

I'ellatt,

T. McVittic. gardener.

Toronto— Mr.

Garden

in

Toronto

T. McVittic, Toronto

THE
view

page is a
Henry
M. Pellatt's flower garden, ToronAs will be seen, the border on the
to.
left has for a background a hedge of
Hydrangea paniculata. Next to this is a
row each of gooseberry and black curillustration

on

this

of the east walk

in Sir

A space in front of these
planted with a collection of annuals
and hardy perennials, which we endeavored to arrange so as to have a continuous bloom all summer.
Amongst the perennials in this border
is one that deserves special mention,
Geum coccineum. This species grows
about two feet in height its spikes of
bright scarlet flowers are very showy and
bloom
fine for cutting, continuing
in
from July until October.
The border on the right has for a
background double hollyhocks and sunflowers, the front being filled in with annuals, such as ten-week stock, asters,
verbena, Phlox Drummondii, and so
forth, and bordered with dwarf daisy
snowball.
In all the borders are planted several
varieties of ricinus, the large glossy foliage of different colors giving the whole
a tropical appearance.
intend filling
all the borders with hardy perennials, as
we believe that they are more satisfactory for the garden because of their per-

manent character, and the naturalness cf
The value of the majority
their beauty.
of hardy perennials as cut flowers for the

house

is

immense.

There

is

The

rant bushes.

no arrange-

ment

of flowers

more

graceful, varied or

capable of giving better effect and none
so easily adapted to almost every kind of
garden.

Private Gardener.

is

;

We

W.

J.

Wilshirc, Montreal

EVERYTHING
good

will

that tends to promote
between gardener, em-

ployer and all concerned, helps in
no small measure to make the gardener's
cannot be too
work successful.
It

garthe
pointed out
to
strongly
man
young
the
dener,
especially
taking hold of his first responsible
position, that ,he has the making of the
place largely in his own hands, and that
upon his individual efforts, more than
anything else, success or failure depends.
Let him, therefore, bend all his energies
towards making the place a success, in
Let him reevery sense of the word.
member that while he is a servant, he is
a responsible one, and in no sense to be
classed with the laborer, or even the ordinary mechanic, and that his work will
be judged by results, not by the number
of hours he works in the greenhouse.
He should not forget that he is hired as
237

a gardener and that all work in that connection should be his first consideration.
It is a great mistake to try to run every

department in the establishment: A temporary advantage may be gained by running around, doing work with which he
has, strictly speaking, no concern, but if
it is done at the neglect of his legitimate
occupation, depend upon it, it will not
pay in the long run.
The gardener
should always remember that the owners
of the place hav^ some rights, and that
their opinions are occasionally entitled to

respect.

He

should study their tastes,

and cater to them as far as he finds it_
practicable, however absurd they may
sometimes appear to be. It is astonishing

how some

people appreciate little
such as the growing of a few
common or simple flowers, to which they
things,

are particularly partial.
Every gardener should,

if

possible.

—
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one horticultural society,
possible support.
Nothing stimulates him like meeting his fellow gardeners in friendly rivalry at exhibitions. There is no incentive to greatjoin

at

least

and give

it

all

er efforts like striving to gain the foremost rank as a prize winner. Nothing

keeps his interest in his work from flagging like striving to keep on top, if once
Some gardeners deplore
he gets there.
the decline of horticultural societies, yet
they do nothing to support them. They
will blame the general public for the indifferent support they give to exhibitions,

A
AMONGOntario
the

horticultural

societies

that are doing excellent work is the one at Hespeler.
Through the efforts of the society and
particularly of its energetic officers, the
townspeople are taking a greater interest
in the improvement of their homes and
Hespeler is fast becoming one of the most
Instead
beautiful towns in the province.
of a horticultural ^how, as is usually
held, the directors of the society this year
decided to inspect the gardens of the
members on short notice and to award
prizes for the best ten. Only two weeks'
There was no time to
notice was given.
make elaborate preparations for the judging.
The scheme placed the judges in a
position to see the gardens as they are
ordinarily kept by the members.
The
judges of gardens were Messrs G. W.
Tebbs, president of the society, Jas. Hyslop and Robt. Davis, and the judge of the
given by the
school childrens' exhibits
society, Mr. David Witmer.

—

One of the features of the competition
was the generally well-cared for condition

many cases, better
the specimens on the
trees has been thinned earlier in the year.
Some trees were useless and had better

of

In

trees.

fruit

would

be disposd

result

of.

if

The judges pointed out

that more nut trees could be introduced
on the grounds of the members with good
effect

and

;

they would be both ornamental

profitable.

The pear scab was found

in every part
In one instance on a lawn
which perhaps is one of the best kept in
Hespeler, a Flemish Beauty pear tree,
which is very susceptible to this disease,
had been top-grafted with Bartlett, the
new heads showing no signs of disease.

of the town.

Most lawns were found to be well kept
many would be much improved by

but

rolling.

by

One member made

a serviceable

an iron tube with cement,
inserting crank and handle before the
cement had set. On sorne lawns, the appearance was spoiled by allowing the immediate foreground to grow wild and the
portions near bushes and trees to go undipped and in places, to be worn bare.
roller

filling

made to appear.
Let the gardener once demonstrate his
ability to hold his own with the best of
them, and his employer's objections to
different as they are

will rapidly disappear.
He
be quick to see that instead of getting a lot of spoiled plants, he stands to
gain considerably by the continual im-

exhibitions
will

provement
from being

in

their

condition,

and

far

indifferent, his plants will

be
evidence at every exhibition. The society will be stronger for that support,
and the gardener the better for the experience gained.
in

Garden Competition at Short Notice

in

fruit

while they themselves never lift a finger
to help make them a success.
When
asked for reasons, they will talk of the
indifference of their employers, or, perhaps, tell you they do not care for their
plants to be taken to exhibitions for fear
they will get spoiled.
In nine cases out
of ten, the true reason is not far to seek.
Few people are so thin-skinned as to
mind their plants suffering an occasional
defeat.
But they don't relish it too
oft^n, and the very fact that they object
so strenuously to it becoming chronic, is
conclusive proof that they are not so in-
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The

first impressions of such
therefore, could not be good.

grounds,

Some of the gardens were greatly spoiled in appearance, and probably in productiveness by their over-crowded condition.
One in particular was very full of
weeds. Poor vegetables in it were struggling upward seeking the light and air
necessary for their existence. There was
no room to walk except amongst the
over-crowded plants and no vestige of
room to wheel a barrow.
In many places, the sidewalks of the
town and the walkg around and about
the homes had grass and weeds growing
between the boards. This detracts from
the general well-kept appearance of the
grounds.
A few handfuls of salt scattered between the boards would make a
great improvement.
Some members had

kept the grass outthe fences well clipped and had
planted a few trees there.
This is a
pointer for others to follow.
side

As the judging took place during the
week of September, it was too late

The

latter naturally get smothered and
have not a chance to come to perfect
maturity.
This can be guarded against
when planning the lay-out of the garden
in the spring. There were comparatively
few varieties of shrubs and bushes on the
lawns and where these exist, they would
be more effective if they had been grouped around the outside of the lawn rather
than dotted here and there like plants in

a rtursery.

A few more creepers on the houses, a
few more fancy window and verandah
boxes and a few shade trees at the front
of the properties would make Hespeler
even more beautiful than now. The horticultural society is ready at all times to
assist the townspeople in every way possible.
It is the present intention of the
directorate to carry on the same line of
work next year. There are already evidences of a more than doubled membership.
Many other societies in the province could follow with profit this scheme
of inspecting gardens on short notice.

first

to see the

grounds

was evidence

at their best but there

Basic Slag

show

that most of them
had had a fine display of flowers. In only
one case was a rockery observed. In Hespeler, where there are so many rocks and
pretty stones, a few more rockeries, clad
with ferns and mosses, should be seen.
They would make a great improvement
in shady corners where nothing else of
importance will thrive.
Gardens
that
were comparatively
small, with no pretence of supplying a
"little of everything," were the best arranged and in the cleanest condition. A
few vegetables, and those good, a few
flowers, and those excellent, gave the
best impression and probably the greatest
satisfaction to their owners.
In one garden, a new member was gardening for
the first time and his little plot was kept
in a way, in its planning and arrangement, that older horticulturists might
to

well imitate.
In some instances, the judges noticed
crops that grow tall indiscriminately

planted between plants of lower growth.

What

the correct rate at which to apply
basic slag to garden (vegetable) land?
Amateur, Halton Co., Ont.
The rate of application of basic slag
is

depends upon,

first,

the nature and con-

the

soil,

and,

dition

of

second,

upon

the frequency of application.
If
the
material were to be used only once in a
long interval then it might be applied at
the rate of 500 to 800 pounds an acre,
but if it is intended to be used yearly

not more than 300 to 500 pounds should
be applied.— W. P. Gamble, O. A. C,
Guelph.

Inspires
I

Even Poets

also your journal enjoy,

And wish you

the strength of

Rob

Roy,
Fjr many long years,
'Mid everyone's cheers.
Its pages with pluck to employ.
Wm. Murray, bard of the, St.
Andrew's Society of Hamilton.

—

Ornamental Gardening

Southern British Columbia

in

G. A. Knight, Victoria

MOST
duous

conifers, evergreen and decishrubs that grow in the

temperate zone and

some sub-

tropical ones do well in the southern part
In conifers, Arauof British Columbia.
caria
imbricata, Cedrus Deodara, C.
Libani^ C. Atlantica, cypress, retinos-

many gardens

that were beautiful a few
disgrace to the city.
citizens will not pay a high price

years ago are

Many

now a

water for their gardens. Even if they
willing and reside on the higher
This is a great
levels, there is no force.
mistake. There is plenty of water in the

for

are

mountains.

It

will

have to be brought

down and should have been long ago.
As there are so many forests in this part
of the country, the citizens of Victoria
should have free water for their gardens
and there should be no dusty streets and

shade

trees.

poras, arborvitae, many species of pine
and others do well. The different varieties of holly

do remarkably

well.

It

is

best to plant all of them in the fall as
soon as there is enough rain to thoroughRoot action will then
ly moisten the soil.
commence before winter sets in and the
plants or trees do not feel the effects of
transplanting.
If planted later in fall or
in the spring they do not do so well. The
spring usually is dry with high cold
winds that cut and dry up the foliage

when

there is no root action.
Laurel, box, privet and so forth can
be planted any time from the middle of
October until the first of May with safeDeciduous shrubs can be planted
ty.
from the first of November to the middle
They are often planted earlier
oi April.
and later but it is not advisable.
Roses are often planted too late and
They can be
do not give satisfaction.
planted from the middle of November
until the last of February with safety.
Much depends upon the season. If we
get early frosts, the roses shed their
leaves and can be transplanted earlier.
•

GARDENING

View

IN VICTORIA

of Flower

Victoria has a shortage of water and

Show Held

From

in Victoria, British

Columbia, Last August

the f'icforia Coluninf

Victoria usually looks better in winter
than in summer.
In winter, the lawns
are green, the evergreen foliage is clean
and the beautiful holly with its red
berries are bright and beautiful some of
;

The
the latter are really magnificent.
pyracantha, ivy and the different varieties
of laurel are very beautiful. Some of them
also have some
flower all winter.
very fine specimens of Araucaria imbricata, usually called "monkey puzzle."
Many of our native evergreens and deciduous trees and shrubs also are very

We

beautiful.

Some

varieties

where other

of

thrive on clay soil,

pears will succeed

might

fruits
if

fail.

They

well underdrained.

Did you learn anything new about gardening this season? If so, tell it to others
through the columns of The Canadian
Horticulturist.

The
would

Canadian
like to

Hortici lturist
hear oftener from readers

who

grow raspberries, blackberries,
Send for
currants, or gooseberries.
publiralion a description of your patch
and

Grow to Perfection in Victoria, B.C.
Krom tlie P'ictoria Culonist.

RfaododendroDS

•

tell

how you

pick and market.
23!)

plant, cultivate, prune,

Plant Protection in Winter
Wm.

OUT -OF

-

DOOR

spring

-

flowering

bulbs,

especially the late planted
ones or those that have not yet
been planted, will benefit by having some
protective material put over them some

time before very severe weather sets in.
Four or five inches of long, strawy manure,
straw,
long grass or autumn
leaves placed over them prevents, to a
very great extent, the bulbs from bv,ing
lifted or heaved from the ground by
sharp frosts and helps them to start
into root action during early winter.
Some evergreen spruce or pine boughs
may be put over the manure, not only to
keep the covering in its place, but also to
do away with the unsightly app arance
the manure presents during the winter
when not covered with snow.
In exposed places it may be necessary to fasten the covering down with wire or pegs

keep it in place.
Bulbs that were planted at the proper
time the second or third week in October may not need protecting as much
as the late planted ones, but even these
will benefit by some protection, especialto

—
—

where the snowfall is parand of uncertain duration.
Dutch
hyacinths and crown imperials should
have some protection, as they are not
quite as hardy as tulips, narcissi, crocus,
and most other spring flowering bulbs.
Tulips and narcissi especially can be
planted as late as the weather will perly in sections

tial

mit, but are better planted earlier.

Where Japanese lilies, such as Lilium
auratum, L. speciosum rubrum and L.
speciosum album, are attempted to be
grown out of doors, they should be covered with at least a foot in depth of
strawy manure.
These lilies, however,
are seldom a permanent success as border plants even in the warmest parts of
Ontario.
About the second or third
week in November is usually about the
best time to put winter covering on bulb
beds or borders.
'

BORDER PLANTS
Tender border plants, such as hollyhocks, Campanula media (the biennial
cup-and-saucer plant), pqnsies, Shasta
daisy, Chinese pinks or any other partially tender border plant that requires
protection, must receive very different
treatment from that recommended for
bulbs and tubers.
Too often they are
treated exactly the same. Better no protection at all than to treat them in the

same way as

for bulbs.

After many tests and experiments for
protecting border plants as mentioned, I
have found nothing better than to place
over the plants first some small pieces of
brushwood, old raspberry canes or coarse
trimmings from the perennial border. A
few leaves may be sprinkled over and

Hunt, Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph

among

these a light covering of strawy

manure about two inches in thickness,
over the top of all. This method of covering plants not only collects and conserves the snow around and over the
plants, but what is of far more importance, where it is essential to preserve
and keep alive the top growth of the
plant, the brush or trimmings mentioned
allow of a circulation of air-something

absolutely

necessary to plant life even
in winter
and prevents
the plants from being smothered and often rotted and killed as they usually are
by a heavy covering of leaves or manure

—

when dormant

alone.

When

the

latter

is

applied

to

growing plants alone for protection, it
becomes wet and soddened, then freezes
solid, thus forming a solid mass of ice
over the plant, effectually excluding the
air and usually results in smothering and
rotting the plant.
In our often changeable weather irl
winter, and more especially during the
vagaries of late winter and early spring
weather, I have found the light covering
mentioned of great benefit to tender
plant life in borders.
Whilst admitting
sufficient light and air to sustain plant
life, it effectually excludes the hot sun
thus to a great extent preventing the-alternate freezing and thawing so detrimental to plant life in late winter and
early spring.
Banking the snow over
tender plants protects them materially
during winter, but is of uncertain duration and benefit in early spring.
There
is no better protective material for plant
life than dry light snow as long as it
lasts.

BUSH ROSES AND SHRUBS
Budded or grafted plants or hybrid
perpetual, or hybrid tea roses especially
in most sections of Ontario, are beneA good plan is
fitted by some protection.
to first tie the bush up in a bunch, then
before severe frosts
bank some soil
around the plant to about twelve inches,
in height in the shape of a cone.
Tho
base of the cone should be about twelve
to eighteen inches in diameter and run
up to a point near the stem of the plant
The soil should be patted
at the top.
down firmly on the surface to pitch off
the rain and moisture.
A forkful of
strawy manure thrown on the top of the
cone of soil around the plant will help
it.
Roses grown on their own roots are
hardier and less liable to be winter killed
than are the budded or grafted plants.
Own-root roses are a little, slower at
first in giving flowering results, but are
much more enduring than worked or
budded stock. I planted some own-root
roses in 1883 that are still living and doing well every year, whilst the grafted
bushes planted at the same time have
been renewed several times since then.
240

The more tender kind of roses, such as
hybrid teas, teas, and the polyanth and
soupert type of roses, require better protection
than
the
hybrid
perpetuals.
Tying the top of these in a bunch and
thatching them with straw, or first covering the plants with leaves and placing
a sugar or flour barrel or some boards
over them, makes a good protection. A
nail keg would answer for small plants.
Holes one inch in diameter here and
there should be bored in side of barrel

A mulching of leaves or
strawy manure six or eight inches in
depth put on late in November around
bush roses also helps to protect them
to admit air.

materially.

The great point in preserving these
tender roses is the exclusion of moisture,
sun and frost as much as possible, and
the admission of air to prevent dampness
and mould or fungous diseases. Small
tender-flowering shrubs can be treated
in the same way as roses during the
winter.
CLIMBING ROSES
CluiTibing roses, such as Crimson Rambler, Baltimore Belle and other tender
varieties,

should

be

taken

down from

the supports they have been growing on
and the growth tied or pegged down
close to the ground to keep the growth
below the snow line as much as possiThrow some straw or strawy manble.
ure about three or four inches in depth
over the canes or growth so as to cover
;ntioned.
them about the thickness
Burlap or the rush matting used as a
lining for tea chests are also good materials for wrapping around tender roses
or shrubs, instead of using the manure
Avoid putting the covering
or straw.
on too early in the season, as this induces
field mice to make a home for the winter
in the covering, often resulting in the
destruction of the plants from the mice
gnawing and eating the growth of the
plant.
Covering up too early also prevents the growth from hardening and
ripening, the latter being a very essential point to secure to prevent the winter
killing of plant life.
About the end of
November is usually early enough to
cover up climbing roses.
Remove the winter covering from protected plants early in spring (about the
first week in April), before growth com-

m

mences.

Choose

dull,

mild weather for

the operation.
Remove only a small
portion of the covering, leaving a portion of the dryest for a time so as to
gradually inure the plants to their more
exposed conditions.
If you are interested in what others tell
you through the columns of The Canadian Horticulturist, write an article on
your experience for their benefit.

What Amateur Gardeners Can Do
EVERYTHING

that is accomplished
the autumn months is so much
help towards the spring gardening.
in

The garden should
cleaning

up.

Fallen

receive a
leaves

general
be

may

a hollow sound when knocked with the
kuckles.
When applying water give a
good soaking, then withhold until the
condition mentioned returns.
Leave the pot hydrangeas outside until
touched by five or six degrees of frost.
This is necessary to secure the proper
ripening of the wood.
Place fuchsias and pot roses in a fairly
moist cellar.
They require a period of

in

rest.

all

Pot some bulbs

there

;

is

still

boxes deep enough so that the tops of
the celery will be, at most, only an
inch or two above the top edges.
Pack
the celery closely with the roots in earth
or sand.
If the tops show signs of wilting, do not sprinkle them with water but
apply

the weather

;•

grows

Exhibit of Mrs. Guinii at Prince Albort Exhibition

plated on the compost.
Most other
kinds of rubbish are better gathered and
burned.
Rubbish harbors insects and
vermin, and the roots and stalks cf
plants may carry the spores of fungi.
Protect the bulb beds, border plants,
roses and shrubs.
Read the suggestions
given in an excellent article on another
page.
Read, also, the practical article
on the fall treatment of weeds.
Bulbs for spring flowering should have
been planted before this but there is still
time.
As good results do not follow
from late planted bulbs as from those
planted earlier.
Roses may be planted early this month
in favored localities.
Fall planted roses
will give a fair crop of bloom the following season.
If a top dressing has not been applied
to the lawn this fall, see that it is done
at once.
Use clean manure or an earth
mulch, as recommended in previous is-

sand with good drainage.

Water mod-

erately and keep somewhat back from
the light.
Do not allow water to get on
the leaves.

To

enable all the plants in the window
secure light to the best advantage,
arrange them with the smaller plants in

to

winter.

Store onions in a cool, dry cellar on
slatted shelves where there is plenty of
ventilation.
A temperature just above
freezing point suits them best.

Remove from

the garden all weeds, esthose bearing seed pods, and
burn them. Apply a dressing of manure
and spade or plow it in. If the ground
is not well drained, this is a good time
pecially

colder.

plants that do well in north or
north-east windows are ferns, begonias,
callas, Asparagus plumostis, Primula obconica and Chinese primroses.
Plants
that have more richly colored flowers require more sunshine.
Grow rex begonias in leaf mould and

through a tube or otherwise to

Store the garden roots and potatoes. A
few parsnips may be left in the ground

time.

Some

it

the roots.

Fven though this work has already been
done, a few potted now will give a later
succession of bloom.
House plants should receive an occasional draught of fresh air but see that
same does not fall directly on the plants.
Increase the temperature in the house as
Some Saskatchewan-Grown Flowers

November

in

make

to

it

so.

FALL

WORK WITH

FRUIT

Protect the strawberry patch.

While

may come through

safely,

-the

plants

they will be better for the protection in
case of danger.
Mulch them with clean
straw.
Manure is apt to contain weed
seeds but it will do if nothing else is
available.
Do not apply the mulch until

ground is well frozen.
As currants and gooseberries are
hardy, they may be planted now. Prune
them any time after the leaves fall.
.\ few forkfuls of manure around the
the

'^•''mi^^'s^'''^.-3s^m--

r

-ifrs^sr-

,--"-

r%:P%.r'^

sues.

This

is

an excellent time to

make

a

compost to furnish good potting soil for
ti-se next year.
Gather some sods and
place them in a square pile, grass side
downwards.
On each two layers of
sods, place a layer of manure, five or
six inches thick, and continue building
imtil you think that you have sufficient.
This

will

he ready for use next spring.

THE WINDOW GARDE.\
W hen re-potting plants, do not forget
the drainage.
If you want best results,
use new pots.
Water immediately after
re-potting.

The most important thing in the growing of house plants is watering.
Many
persons give their plants a little water
every day. This is wrong. They should
receive water only when it is required.
This is indicated by a dryness in the surface of the soil and by the pot giving

Horticultural Exhibition Held in Winnipeg Last

Iront

and

and the larger ones

Turn them

at

the

Summer Demonstrated

sides

once a
week to prevent one-sidedness and to
give all sides a chance at the sunlight.
THE VEGETABLE GARDEN
Dig and store the late celery. If you
have only a few dozen heads, place them
rear.
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at

least

the Possibilities of Manitoba Horticulture

raspberry and blackberry plants will be
advantageous. The same may be said of
young fruit trees but do not do this to
the latter until you have wrapped the
trunks with paper and banked them
slightly at the bottom.
This is to prevent injury from mice.

;

The

Fall
J.

PP:RIIAPS

in

Eaton Howitt, M.S.A., Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph

no place do weeds give

or look more unsightly than in the vegetable garMany gardens are so badly infest-

more trouble

den.

Treatment of Garden Weeds
care given to the cutting of weeds in
waste places at the proper time, and to
the securing of manure free from weed
seeds will save a great deal of time and

ed with weeds that constant hoeing and
cultivation is required throughout the
season in order to keep them out of the
rows and give the crop a fair chance.
This continuous hoeing and cultivating

and costly and
tedious, laborious
might to a large extent be done away
with and time and money saved by proper attention being given to the garden
is

in the fall of the

year after the crop has

been removed.

Most

of the

weeds that are pests

in

the

garden are annuals such as
pigweed and lamb's quarters, or winter
annuals like shepherd's purse. The majority of them mature seeds late in the
vegetable

after the ordinary cultivation of the
garden has ceased and the seeds of most

Variety Tests With Beans and Peas
H. S. Peart, Horticultural Experiment Station, Jordan Harbor, Ontario

AT

the beginning of our work with
varieties of vegetables, we endeavored to secure the leading
varieties that have been placed upon
the

market.

Although

we grew

104

varieties of beans and 109 varieties of
peas, many are entirely useless.
would suggest the following varieties as

We

those being worthy of trial by our vegetable growers and kitchen gardeners.

\^mong

the

best

early

beans

are

Hopkins Red Valentine, Long

fall

Earliest

of them will germinate as soon as they
The treatment, therefore,
are mature.

Pod Forcer, Davis Kidney, Bountiful
Bush, Early Red Valentine, Longfellow
Prolific
and New California Wax.

plow the ground as soon as the crop
removed to prevent the maturing of
This plowing must be shalthe weeds.
low, not more than three or four inches
deep in order to keep the weed seeds in
the soil near the surface. Next harrowthoroughly to form a good seed bed and
induce the weed seeds to germinate. As
soon as a growth of young weeds is obRepeat the
tained cultivate them out.
harrowing and cultivating several times
as by each stirring of the soil more weed
seeds will be made to germinate and the
young plants destroyed by the cultivaThus the soil will be to a large extion.
tent freed from the weed seeds that under
ordinary conditions would produce a
growth of weeds in the crop the following
is

to

is

season.

Wax,

(erman

Dwarf

Horticultural,

Pod, Mighty Nice,
Best Green, Imnerial
Rennies'
Golden Wax, Giant Stringless Green
Pod, Early Red Valentine, ripen someStringless

XXX

"A

stitch in time saves nine."

Such

the case in dealing with garden
A little time and trouble spent
in the fall when the work is slack, a little
is

test

for

late

crop.

—

are as follows.
Early:
Briggs' Extra
Early, Rural New Yorker, McLean's
Little Gem, First of All, Prolific Early
Market and Rawson's Clipper. Medium,

—

French Canner, Improved Stratagem,
Telegraph, Burpee's Profusion, Heroine,
Horsford's Market Garden, Mammoth
Melting Sugar, Burpee's Quantity, and
Dwarf Gray Sugar.
Late,
Rennie's
Queen, Matchless, Early Dwarf, Brittany
Sugar, Bliss Everbearing, Long Island
Mammoth, Black Eyed
Marrowfat,
Marblehead Early Marrowfat, Prodigious
and Royal Dwarf White Marrowfat.

—

While there are a number of other
grown throughout the province,

varieties

and Large White Marrowfat are worthy

mentioned.

later,

ing.

Hodson's

giving a succession of pickWax was decidedly the
heaviest cropper we had but New Pearl

Forcing Tomatoes
W.

THEwas

variety,

S. Blair,

Macdonald College

"Frogmore Selected,"

used in the experiments that
were conducted at the Macdonald
College, and recorded in the October

The plants were trained to a single
stem, and supported with No. 10 wire
stuck into the soil at one end and fastened to wires running over the benches.
These supports were five and one-half
feet long.
To these the plants were tied
with raffia whenever it was necessary.
Strong coarse wool twine makes a good
This twine is tied to a wire
support.
running across the bench below and to a
similar wire above.
The plants are tied
to this the same as where wire is used.

indeed
weeds.

and

Wax, Black Wax, Refugee Improved

what

patches of weeds are allowed to seed
in the fence corners and waste places
near the garden, the foregoing treatment
will be of little avail as the soil will be
reseeded by every wind that blows. All
such patches of weeds must, therefore, be
cut before they mature their seeds.

Care must be taken not to use manure
Manure suscontaining weed seeds.
pected of containing weed seeds should
be piled and allowed to heat thoroughly
before being applied.

trial

The peas which we would recommend

these are the ones that have proved to be
the best with us this season.
Growers
should not form the opinion, however,
that are are recommending these varieties
only.
Further tests may show that some
of the others may be superior to those

issuj of The Canadian Horticulturist.
The benches contained six inches of soil.
There is some diflficulty in transplanting

If

of further

Green

a good practice, especially if the
apt to be a little damp and cold, to
ridge up the garden last thine before the
ground freezes. This will hasten the
warming and drying of the ground in the
spring and when the ridges are harrowed down any weeds that have escaped the
fall cultivation will be destroyed.
It is

soil is

labor during the busy season of the year,
thus lessening greatly the cost of producing a crop and adding materially to
the margin of profit.

from a six-inch pot to this depth of soil,
and we think that a six inch pan would
suit the plant as well, and be better for
transplanting on account of being shallower.

The plants were trained to a single
stem by pinching off all but the upper or
primary shoot. In pinching off the side
branches or suckers, it .is necessary to go

o\er the plant every few days, for they
make very rapfd growth and unless removed when small they take considerable
strength from the plant.
When the
plants in the pots are getting large it is
advisable to use No- 10 wire, about
eighteen inches long, as a support.
The temperature was kept at sixty degrees during the night, and in the day
time during very dull weather, the house
registered about this mark.
During
bright days the temperature would go up
to seventy or eighty degrees according
to the day and in the late spring sometimes to ninety degrees,
Tomatoes require plenty of. fresh air
in order to make stocky, thrifty growth
therefore,
is

particular care in ventilating
necessary.
Avoid cold draughts.

It

is

heavily.

quite important not to water too

The

soil

should be thoroughly

wet to the bottom of the benches and
kept moist but not saturated.

In winter,

two waterings per week are usually
quite sufficient.
As the season advances
and the plants increase in size, more, of
course, will be required.
During the
early growth of the tomato the atmos-
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phere is better kept moist, but a dry atlosphere is the best for aiding in pollinion, and preventing rot.
The leaves
.

of the tomato plant are better, and

more

healthy if not syringed at all.
As already stated, tomatoes require a

dry

warm atmosphere
The

lination.

pollen

is

to

facilitate

pol-

shed freely dur-

ing the middle of bright days, and it is at
this time that the plants require hand
pollination.
This point is a very important one, especially in northern districts,
and unless considerable attention is given to it, the profits from the crop will
not amount to much.
Various devices
are used for doing this work but we
found a rabbit's tail, tied to a short
the best.
With this one can go
over the plants very rapidly and as the
fruits were all regular and marketable,
this device evidently is one that we can
stick,

safely

recommend

for

pollinating

phuric acid four ounces (by measure) of
water.
For information as to how best to use
this material, I would advise you to look
up The Canadian Florist, issues of
June 10 and July 3. In any case do not
use this gas without first becoming familiar with its nature.
It is a deadly gas
and must be handled with care.
I have already stated that in order to
run in tomatoes after carnations and
violets it is necessary to sacrifice the latter part of these crops.
As a general

working over the

soil and handling the
This is not ajarge job. In comparison with floral plants the tomato is
not an expensive one to handle.

;

rule, the

market demand for

car?iations

violets

243

plants.

It is also a possible practice and one
followed by some growers to plant in the
carnation bench by simply removing a
plant or two where the tomato is to be

set

of

and working up only a small area
soil

for

some crop

this purpose,, thus getting
of the remaining carnations

while the tomatoes are making
early growth.
This, however, I

and

their

would

not advise.
I do riot think that there is
any material gain by such a practice.
The plant does not get as good a start,
you cannot work over the soil in such a
thorough and expeditious manner, and
the carnations obtained do not compensate for injury sustained through work-

not brisk after Easter and,
therefore, we think it possible in many
cases to discard part of these crops in
favor of tomatoes.
In no case do we
think it advisable to
bench tomatoes
later than the latter part of March
in
fact, I would sa\-not later than the midis

;

ing out the carnation plants later on.

the

plants.

MARKETING

The bulk

was sold on comThey were shipped

of our fruit

mission in Montreal.

three- and four-pound till boxes, four
boxes to a crate. This we found to be
the best method for handling this fancy
fruit, and all plants grown in greenhouses should produce fancy stock. The
three-pound till boxes are the most convenient.
The crates are made the depth
cf the till boxes and three three-inch slats
put across top and bottom.
i.i

i^

INSECTS

The white

is the most difficult into deal with.
To control it, we
confine ourselves entirely to the use of
hydrocyanic acid gas.
This fly when
disturbed, will fly around the plant and

M

fly

sect

usually return to the

same

plant.

On

ex-

amination of the under side of a leaf, you
notice what appear to be eggs, but on
closer examination with a glass you will
find that part only are eggs and part are
nymphs.
It takes about thirteen days
for the eggs to hatch into nymphs, and
when hatched, they move over the under
surface of the leaf for a short time and
then insert their beaks into the tissue of
the leaf, taking on somewhat»the appearance of a scale.
These turn into the
adult white fly in about five weeks time.
This insect, owing to its sucking mouth
parts, cannot be controlled by poison
placed on the foliage, and you all know
that fumigation with tobacco does very
little good.
found that one ounce of
potassium cyanide to 2,000 cubic feet
was quite effective in getting rid of the
fly.
Of course the tightnes.s of the house
and the kind of night may make it necessary to use one ounce to 1,800 cubic feet,
or even stronger.
This gas is made according to the following formula: One
ounce of high-grade cyanide of potassium, (ninety to ninety-five per cent.);
'>ne ounce (by measure) of commercial sul'

We

^.^rA
A

Thontand Tomato Plants ii An Ontario Forcing Houie
Establishment of Clias. Darvell, Lambton Mills
I

March, for the reason that the
comes into competition with southern grown tomatoes which are so plentifully put upon the market during June
and July, and also with our own outside grown tomatoes after the middle
die

of

fruit

We

are always sure of getting
a better price for the greenhouse stock,
but even so the prices drop materially
after the middle of July, as is indicated
of July.

by the returns from house No.

2,

as

given.
It is wise, also, to have the plants well
advanced for benching, for in this way
the crop is brought into fruiting much
earlier.
Our tomato house returned us
42.72 cents per square foot from March
12 to July 29.
This we think is a good
.showing and much in advance of any
returns that could be had from violets

or carnations.
You have, of course, the
expense of cleaning out the other crop.

Whether

the spring forcing of tomabe followed profitably or not,
depends upon the particular line followed
by the grower.
He often can work in
certain lines at this season of the year
to supply a special trade, such as bedding-out stock for instance, and possibly
in some cases do better, but I am convinced that in a great many cases the
forcing of tomatoes can be followed to
much greater profit.
Results similar to those given here
can be obtained by any florist or gardentoes can

er under glass.

The

plants in this ex-

periment were given only average treatment, for as we aim to run our houses
along commercial lines, we cannot afford to do anything except what the average grower would find it necessary to
do.

We

obtained only the wholesale prices

and did not cater to ;t special trade. We
could have obtained higher prices by

:
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placing our fruit on a special market,
but we prefer in ^all our work to ship
getting
to
commission merchant,
a
rid of our fruit on a general market, for
in this we believe we can best studyi
average existing conditions.
House No. I represents fairly well
what can be done by following the

chrysanthemum crop with tomatoes. The
returns from this house were 67.85 cents
per square foot.
It is advisable to run in a considerable
area to this crop rather than only one
bench or part of a bench in different
houses.
much prefer to give up an
entire house to the crop for in this way

We

November, igo8

favorable conditions for

can best be obtained.
select

the

lightest

modify practice

in

development

its

It is

wise, also, to

house.

Conditions

all

lines of

horticul-

work therefore, whether florists
can work this business on a profitable
tural

;

basis or not, along with floral crops,
matter for the individual to decide.

is

a

Harvesting and Storing Celery
J.

LIFTING
is

very

and storing celery for winter
necessary

in

Columbia climate.

our

British

Although

not

so severe as that of Ontario, yet we have
at times quite sharp frosts which injure
celery for shipping and, as time is precious in the short days of fall, we must
try to get our crop harvested as speedily
as possible.

take a plow with one horse attachment and run a furrow down one side
of the row and up the other, a trifle
deeper than the celery.
It is then quite
an easy matter to cut the roots with a
long handled shovel and have just the
I

H. Copeland, Chilliwack, British

Columbia
Try and store when dry for,
water forced through a small nozzle.
stored wet, there is danger of rotting
The tank shown in the distance gives
the trench.
ample pressure and the work is done
very quickly and cleanly. Less water is
made use of than would be the case if a
Practical Celery Culture
brush was used to do the cleaning.
W. J. Justice, Barrie, Ont.

storing.
if

in

The accompanying

illustration

shows

which

of

I

About Strawberries

my

celery patch, which was
grown ready for market in sixty days
from planting out.
The three bundles

part

hold

in

my

hand, as shown by

E.

S.

Hendrj, Milton, N.

S.

the end of May, 1907, I selected a small plot of ground ten yards

Towards

right amount of root on the plant.
Then
pick up the plant with the left hand and
with the first finger of the right hand,
quickly strip off the outside stalks until
none but good sound stalks are left.
This is very important as, if soft stalks
are left, they soon begin to decay and
spoil the whole head.
Be sure to trim
well.
If

in

danger of

cache our crop.

frost,

We

we sometimes

lay

it in straight
of say, four dozen in a pile and
throw a light covering of dirt over it.

piles

take no harm for a week or two.
possible to get our crop out of danger by this plan very quickly.
It will
It is

To store for winter keeping, take two
boards one foot wide and, say, sixteen
feet long.
Place them parallel about
ten inches apart.
Stand the celery uprigiit between these boards.
Have two
or three lengths and when one is full,
shovel dirt against it, packing it down
nicely about eighteen inches thick until
you get to the top of the board. Then
draw up board and fill it up with dirt
until you get the bank higher than the
celery.
Remove the boards and cover
with a light covering of marsh hay or
two narrow boards to keep the water
oil

and to protect from slight frosts.
severe frosts come, shovel the

When

dirt completely over the tops of the
boards, but this is unnecessary only in
very cold climates.
In British Columbia
we find it necessary only to bank close
ip to the boards.
By this method we
can keep celery in fine condition until
quite late in the spring and with very
little cost.
The celery blanches perfectly in these trenches.
For late keeping,
it is best not to blanch too much before

A

Celery Patch That

Was Ready

the illustration, aggregated a weight of
They were
three pounds four ounces.
not selected but taken as they came in
the row a«J washed and trim ned ready
This crop was
for sale before weighing.
grown on ground occupied by a crop of
onions grown from Dutch sets.
It was
done in the following manner
About two weeks before the onions
were ready for bunching, I fertilized the
spaces between every fourth and fifth
row, and thoroughly stirred it into the
soil with a narrow digging fork.
I be-

gan planting the celery the
using good,

first

week

in

stocky plants about
four inches high. I always planted after
four o'clock in the afternoon, and watered well the same evening. As soon as
the onions were sold, all the ground between the rows of celery was dug, burying all weeds.
In washing celery for market, I use
July,

For Market

in Sixty

Days

square on which to grow strawberries.
The ground had been well enriched for
a garden the year before and received a
light dressing of stable manure at the
time of plaiting.
The rows were laid
off two, feet apart and the plants set two
feet apart in the rows.
Each plant was
allowed to put out two runners, the rest
being pinched off,
thus leaving the
plants eight inches apart in the row. As
the ground was weedy it required frequent cultivation in summer to keep the
plot clean. Late in the autumn, I covered
one-half of the patch with brush and left
the remainder unprotected. The only difference that I could see in the spring was
that those which were unprotected bloomed and fruited a few days earlier than
The yield was
the protected plants.
much the same in two cases. From the
whole plot I picked 150 quarts of choice
berries which paid well for the trouble.

,

QUESTION AND ANSWER DEPARTMENT
Drying Prunes
Have prunes been

dried in

Canada? What

evaporation is employde? Are
evaporators made or put up in this country?
C. T., Welland Co., Ont.

system

of

—

We

have not heard of prunes being
It may have been
done in British Columbia. Write to Mr.
Thos. A. Sharpe, superintendent, Exsuccessfully.

dried

perimental Farm, Agassiz, B. C, for
definite information on this point. Sundrying can be depended upon only
in
countries that have long seasons

warm

weather
and

and

air

is

'

dry

country at all, it probably would
have to be done by means of evaporation.
There are many styles of evaporators on
the market, from the small affairs capable of drying two or three bushels a day
to the giant factory driers capable of
turning out several hundred bushels a
day.
There are a few firms in Canada
that manufacture or put up evaporators.
Consult the advertising columns of The

[Canadian Horticulturist.

Van

Houttei

How

f

can Spiraea Van Houttei be propagated.?— W. D. L., Q'Appelle Co., Sask.

This species of .Spiraea may be propagated by means of seeds sown as soon
as ripe or stratified until spring.
It may
be propagated, also, by cutting either
mature or green wood. The former may
be taken at this season and stored until
spring.
Green cuttings are made in

summer and handled

—

Ouelph.

the

this

Spiraea*

but

Throw some dry

where

the
nights
are
In some of our most favored
dewless.
fruit districts, however, it may be practised to supplement the work of the evaporator.
If prunes could be dried in
of

a cold frame would be safer.
leaves or long strawy
litter over the plants before severe winter sets in, about the middle of November, and place boards over the frame so
I have wintered
as to exclude moisture.
The
them in this way tolerably well.
plants can also be lifted, potted, and
kept in a cool window or even in a light
cellar during the winter, and planted out
again in the spring, or can be left growing in the pots.
Wm. Hunt, O. A. C.
ed,

in

cold frames.

Funkias
What

the best position for Funhia
I bought these for F. alba
i^randiflora}
but they are blue. The clumps are large
but soon after coming out the leaves were
eaten by some insect.
I have them in a
south bed which is sheltered from the midday sun.— T. L., York Co., Ont.
is

Funkias like a partially shaded posiwhere they get very little sun, the
north side of a fence or building being a
good position for them.
They like a
light, loamy soil with some leaf soil mixed with it.
When planted in a sunny
tion

place, the flowers wilt very quickly.

The

hot sun also burns the foliage.
Sprinkling the foliage with white hellebore powder, or spraying with a weak solution of
Paris green water half a teaspoonful of
Paris green to a gallon of water, well

—

mixed

—

has been effective in preventing
attacks of the insect that eats the leaves.
Wm. Hunt, O. A. C, Guelph.

elaborated food that had been stored
within them and this passes into the
seed. The making of food for asparagus
leaves goes on throughout the active leaf
period of the plant.
The large percentage of this reserve store of material goes
to the root for the growth of next year's
shoots, and a small percentage is used
up in the formation of the berries, which
requires several months.
All this time
the leaves are doing a double duty
simultaneously namely, the making of
the berries and the storage of the roots.
It is probable
that if there were no
berries formed there would be a large
amount of food stored in the root. There

—

is no direct withdrawal of nourishment
from the roots during the summer, for

the formation of the berries.
3The surface of the bed should have
a
top-dressing of well-rotted
stable
manure, which should be worked into the
soil this fall.
Manure left on the surface
until spring will prevent early growth.
As asparagus is a spring vegetable, it
is desirable to have the sprouts appear
as early as possible.

—

Tomatoes Grown on

Trellis

R. S. Hood, Gait, Ont.

The

shows some tomato
had growing in my garden during the past summer. They are
the Majestic variety.
I planted them beillustration

plants that

I

—

1.

Fall Care of Asparagus
When should asparagu.s stalks 'be

cut,

why then and why

cut at all? 2. Does the
ripening of the seed draw much nourishment from the root? 3. What other operations are necessary in the fall? W. A.,
Carleton Co., Ont.

—

Seedling Cannas
Do seedling cannas attain their normal
height the first year?— C. R,, Peel Co., Ont.

Much depends upon
when

the size of the
planted out and
their culture, whether they will attain full
height the first year.
As a rule, they
scarcely attain the full height the first
season.

seedling cannas

Wintering Wallflowers
Are wallflowers hardy in Canada; if not,
would a protection of leaves and straw be
sufHcient or must a frame be used.'— C R
PncI Co., Ont.
Wall flowers are not entirely hardy
even in the warmest parts of Ontario and
a
rather difficult to keep over winter.
It might be possible to save them
with a
covering of leaves and straw as mention!

—

Asparagus plants should be cut
soon as they dry sufficiently to be
broken down by a harrow or a rake.
Thfy should then be gathered and
burned.
There are various reasons for
cutting them. Their removal in time will
prevent the scattering of seeds. > jrthermore, they have done their work and are
not required longer.
They must be
removed in order to mak-^ it easier for
harvesting the young sprouts the following spring
2.
The early development of the seed
is dependent indirectly upon the root for
the nutriment required but the actual
ripening is dependent more particularly
I.

as

—

upon the leaves and

leaf stalks.

As the

maturing, these latter portions of
the plant give up a large part of the
seed

is

.'45

Tomato Vinei Eleveo Feet High

side a wire netting trellis, and tied them
to it as they grew, which they certainly
They did not stop growing till Jack
did.

Frost took a crack at them on October
They were eleven feet high.
I
took two of the plants to the agri-

2nd.

show held in Gait, on October
and 2nd. They were quite a curiosThe tomatoes were large, smopth
ity.
and very solid. They were line for "slicing and yielded a bountiful crop.
cultural
ist
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CIRCULATION STATEMENT
Since the subscription price of The Canadian
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cirsulation of The Canadian Horticulturist for
the year ending with Dec, 1907. The figures given are exclusive of samples and spoiled copies,
and of papers sent to advertisers. Some months,
including the sample copies, from 10,000 to 12 000
copies of The Canadian Horticulturist are
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to people known to be interested in the
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Pioneer Gardener

Among- the 10,000 subscribers
Canadian Horticulturist, there

number who

The

to

are a
have been readers of the publication for many years,
some of them since the
first issue appeared, over
One of
30 years agro.
the latter is Mr. Robt.

Walker,

of

St.

Cath-

Ont. whose portrait is published herewith.
He was one of the
early
subscribers,
and
has
been
a
constant
arines,

,

friend of

The CAN.yDIAN

Horticulturist
to the editor,

Mr. Robert Walker

ever

In a recent letter

since.

Mr. Walker

refers to some of his horticultural experiences, as
follows
:

"I take great interest in the letters from
correspondents published in your valuable
paper from time to time, and it occurred
to me to enquire if any farmer or gardener
had grown an acre of tomatoes previous
to
In that year I grew about
i86g.
one acre and a quarter of tomatoes. The
crop was abundant and proved a financial
success.
Many visitors from a distance
and neighbors came to see them, some out
of curiosity and others for information.
I
had also about one acre of grape vines

planted in

I

1871, mostly Roger's varieties,
Concord,
Allen's
Hybrid, Ontario,
Isabella and a few Montgomerys.
"I was told that neither tomatoes nor
grapevines were grown to the same extent
previous to the
dates
mentioned,
and
would be glad if you or any correspondent
would inform me where in Ontario a similar or greater area was planted with tomato or grape vines before these dates.
At
that time I was gardener to the late W. J.
McCalla, Esq., and the grounds were situated in the township of Grantham, county of Lincoln, and are now a part of the
city of

St.

I

NOTES FROM THE PROVINCES
'

British Columbia

South Australian

Law

The Standard of Empire
Regulations issued by the government
dealing with the importation of plants and
fruit, the practical outcome of resolutions
passed at the recent interstate conference,
absolutely prohibit the introduction into
South Australia of any grape-vine from any
country or state. They also provide for the
admission of other living trees, plants, or
fruit from any other state, if accompanied
by a government certificate declaring that
they have been examined before being exported and found to be reasonably free from
disease, and that the packages containing
the exports are new or have been thoroughly
disinfected by a specified process.
The regulations further prohibit the importation of any plant from a country where
the insect Phylloxera vastatrtx is known to
exist, unless accompanied by a grower's
declaration that the plant wa.4 grown further than 50 yards from any vine and that
no phylloxera exists or has existed in the
garden from which the plant came.

building.

How

desolate those beauties look-

Many thousand
ed piled in that corner
pairs of sympathetic, but indignant eyes
were cast upon them in their six days of
isolation, and also upon the many bad gaps
that were made on the tables. It was outrageous work and should not occur again.
The display of grapes and peaches also
was good. On the coast, however, these
fruits have to be grown against a wall to
!

The

crop of the Okanagan Valley
will be 50 per cent, larger this season than
in any previous year, according to Mr. E.
M. Palmer, Provincial Commissioner of
Horticulture.
The fruit growers should
have a good year. The old orchards are
bearing more fruit than ever, while many
of the young ones are beginning to give
returns. In the words of Mr. Palmer, "The
increase in the fruit output will go on getting larger each year as the newer orchards
develop but there is little or no danger of
outstripping the demand. New markets are
opening up.
For instance, this year the
.Australian trade offered to take 40,000 boxes
or 60 ears of apples of a certain grade but
it has not been found possible to spare so
much fruit. There is an unlimited market
for high grade fruit also in the United
Some of the large Okanagan
Kingdom.
firms contemplate making shipments to
fruit

England

this year.

"Furthermore, the northwest has 250,000
additional customers each year, which is
one of the reasons why the question of distribution of the crop is such a vital one.
With fresh consumers and fresh dealers,
both wholesale and retail, springing up
every year on the prairie, the question of
marketing is one which requires both wis-

dom and

care and not a little enterprise.
constitutes one of the most important
problems in the fruit industry at the presAlthough the industry has
ent moment.
difficulties to face and problems to solve,
everything seems in a prosperous condition."
It

.

New Westminster

Fair

B. C. Saturday Sunset

Catharines.

"In the year 1884, we had in the conservatory a century plant {Agave Americana) in bloom, the flower stem being 20
feet high.
It was sold
to the Horticultural Gardens, in Toronto.
I have not seen
any record of an Agave blooming in Canada since 1884.
One bloomed in Rochester,N. Y., in i86g, and 50,000 persons paid
to see it."

A
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The fruit exhibition was one of the most
remarkable which visitors to the fair have
ever witnessed. Yearly the number of entries increase but those in most close touch
with this department were surprised beyond
measure not only with the numbers which
far exceeded those of last year but with the
quality.

The exhibit was significant. Not only
does it indicate that fruit growing is becoming a more and moie popular avenue of
revenue for the farmer but the fruit-grower is now getting the art down to a science
and the products are the best than an ideal
soil, an ideal climate and the best of attention can produce.

Victoria Exhibition
G. A. Knight

Although we have had two dry summers
in succession, our fruit turned out remarkably wel! this season, and there were some
grand displays of apples, pears and plums

.

get

them

to perfection.

Kootenay Valley, B.

C.

W. Power
Contrary to general expectations, Kootenay growers did not this year realize the
handsome profits from strawberry growing
that past seasons have led them to expect.
A combination of circumstances, over which
no control could be had and which are
likely to crop up at any time in any business, were responsible.
In the first place,
the financial depression in the neighboring
republic lessened the demand there for
strawberries considerably with an attendant
falling ofl in prices and a big surplus of
fruit of
a perishable nature which the
H.

growers were anxious to get rid of at any
old price, as long as they managed to get
something.
Consequently, a great deal of
the surplus American berries found their
way to the Canadian prairie provinces,
the only market, outside of the purely local
one, open to British Columbia growers. After the results were totalled up it was found
that the Kootenay growers would receive
about 90 cents or $1.00 a crate for their
berries, this leaving a very small margin
of profit.
The amount of strawberries that
can be produced upon a given piece of
Kootenay ground is so heavy that a few
cents more or •less per crate will often
mean a vast diSerence to the producer's
bank account.
Strawberries were shipped this year from
Gray's Harbor, near Crawford Bay, as far
east as Prince Arthur, Ont., arriving at
their destination in the best of condition.
Extra choice Kaslo berries were sold in
Calgary for $2.50 a crate, being from 50
cents to $1.00 more than the ruling market
price.

KOOTENAY NOTES FROM E. W. DYNES
The continued progress of the fruit growing industry in Kootenay has made way for
a new undertaking— the Kootenay Jam Factory. Their exhibit at the Nelson Fair was
much admired and Earl Grey was heard to
speak in complimentary terms of the enterHe backed up his
prise of the owners.
words by ordering a case of Kootenay jam.
If possible, fruit canning will also be engaged in.
'The

management

of

the

fairs

held

at

af

Nelson and Revelstoke were successful in
obtaining the services of Mr. J. L. Porter
of Hood River, Ore., ns judge. In an interview, he stated that the people of Kootenay
might well be proud of the progress they
were making in fruit culture. When asked

Plate

as to how Kootenay compared with Hood
River, he said that the question could hardly be considered a fair one as Hood River
had 15 years of progress and experience in
her favor. However, as far as he had been
able to test, with the varieties that were
ripe, they were quite the equal of any he

the Provincial Exhibition in Victoria.
There was one thing, however, that ruffled
the tempers of many exhibitors and others
and not without cause. Before the judges
started to place the awards, one of our subinspectors of fruit pests started on a tour
of inspection with magnifying glass in hand.
after

plate

of

beautiful

fruit

that

would have been prize winners was condemned. If he found the slightest trace of
fungous disease, or oyster-shell scale, off he
marched with the plates containing such
pests and piled them in a come." of the

had seen anywhere.
Mr. Porter warned the growers that they
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would have to be watchful and careful and
keep their orchards clean by spraying, for
he had noticed a few apples on exhibit that
showed evidences of lack of spraying. He
further stated that if the growers of Kootenay were to get the best results it would be
necessary for them to concentrate upon a
few varieties, the ones which they can grow
best, and then market together and on a
large scale.
Mr.. Porter
difficulties of

had struck a key note. The
selling and transportation are

the problems that are worrying the growers
the most just now. The markets are ready
to buy their fruit, they have long since
proved that they can produce the stuff, but
the difficulties mentioned have yet to be disposed of. The operations of the local association along this line have been singularly
unsuccessful during the present year and
many ideas are being suggested, of which we
shall hear

more

later.

fruit crop this year is very good._ A
of new orchards are coming into
bearing which will increase the output
The Covert estate at Grand
materially.
Forks will produce about 25 car loads of
fruit.
Some 15 cars from this district are
More were
being shipped to Australia.
wanted but this was all that could be supplied of the varieties called for.
A noticeable feature of the past season
was the splendid sample of peaches. Tho^e
on exhibit from Grand Fork at the Nelson

The

number

could not be improved upon anywhere.
signified his intention of
planting five acres of peaches next spring.
This, in view of the fact that even the most
enthusiastic Kootenaians have not claimed
the Kootenay to be much of a peach district, is very gratifying.

.fair

One grower has

Saskatchewan
In the province of Saskatchewan one
would hardly expect to find a vineyard, yet
Mr. Walter Shreeve of Prince Albert has one
in miniature. Although the vines are young
they withstood the storms of last winter
and are doing well. The varieties are Ives
and Concord.
While not on a large scale, Mr. Shreeve
has demonstrated in man^ ways what can
be grown in small fruits of all kinds. His
strawberries and raspberries grow early and
are on the market earlier than those many
points further south. He grows a large assortment of vegetables as well and has green
peas in the local market in early July.

Annapolis Valley, N. S.
R.

J.

fruit.

the

keeping

Nonpareils, Baldwins and even Bishop Hopkins leave the trees very easily. We have
been highly favored in the absence of wind.
In quality and coloring, the fruit is excelNever before in the writer's memory,
lent.
liave we had such clean, highly colored
picked some Blenheims to-day
I
fruit.
(October 19) that were as highly colored as
Kings. The crop is, in most cases, showing up beyond the estimates of last month,
and a larger percentage than usual will
pack.
A
Buyers are beginning to wake up.
steamer was loaded at Annapolis about the
middle of October with Kings, Ribstons, an
Baldwins principally. The prices paid were
,$2.00 for Kings, $1.75 for Blenheims aid
$1.50 for other varieties. Some winter fruit
has been bought for $2.00 a barrel, packed,
but the farmers are slow about taking this
1

fip-'ire

mate of the quantity.
The New Brunswick Cold Storage Co

for their best varieties.

will

receive quite a quantity of apples from this
county. These will go into cold storage, be
shipped across in season and sold in the

English Markets.
The Horticultural Show at Kentville, in
the opinion of authorities, excelled anything
yet put upon the continent
The sound,
sane judgment of Messrs. Smith and McNeill, who placed the awards, won the respect and admiration of all those who knew

what commercial show

apple.s ouglit to be.

Exhibition Dates Changed
The dates

for the holding of the fifth an-

nual Ontario Horticultural Exhibition have
been moved forward one day, to enable the
opening being held on the evening of
Thanksgiving Day, November 9. It is expected that the exhibition this year will
eclipse any previous effort of the association
and will be the largest exhibition of its
kind ever held in America.
The exhibition has outgrown Massey Hall
and will be held this year in the St. Lawrence Arena, King Street, East, Toronto.
This is the building that has so successfully
accommodated the Horse Show, the Automobile Show, and various other large public
functions.
The exhibition will continue
during the entire week. Each evening there
will be a programme in which the regimental bands of Toronto will take part.
The entrance to the Arena and the Arena
itself will be lavishly decorated with bay
trees, plants, flowers, fruit and bunting. In
fact it will be almost impossible to recognize the building after the decorators have
finished their work. The Arena will be divided into four parts for the showing of
flowers, fruit, vegetables and honey. These
sections will be divided by colonnades and
arches. The effect of the whole will be one
of the
most pleasing sights one could
imagine. The decorated dining tables, set
complete to seat eight persons, are expected
to be one of the features of the exhiljition.
There is great rivalry among the Toronto
decorators and caterers, to see who can set
up the most artistic and correctly set dining
table.
This feature will attract thousands
of ladies who are interested in matters of
this nature.
The whole building will be
comfortably heated, and there will be free
seats for those who wish to sit and enjoy
the music and the beautiful flowers.

qualities of our
In almost all cases it is fully ripe.

injure

is

to

Messenger

While ideal weather is giving the farmers
an excellent opportunity to pick apples, it
is feared that the extremely warm weather
will

about done and apples are
warehouses. Barrels are very
scarce; a natural outcome of the underestiPicking

moving

National Apple

Show

November, igo8

for the best two barrels or six boxes, one or
more varieties, and the other is for the best
exhibit of not Ic-s than three varieties of
apples grown in the East Kootenay district
of British Columbia, for which five acres of
irrigated land is offered as first prize.

Manager H. J. Neely has made arrangements for the storage of apples received before the show opens, for which no chargo

made except

will

be

For

this, a

nominal

in the carload conte-'
fee will be charged.

Horticultural

Program

The annual convention

of the Ontan
Horticultural Association will be held in
the City Hall, Toronto, on NovembtT 10 and
11.
The following program has been pre-

pared

:

NOVEMBER lOTH

AFTERNOON

.SES.SION

—President's

Address. 2:30 p.m
Report of Secretary-Treasurer. 3:00 p.m.
Report of Superintendent.
3:30 p.m. "Laying Out and Planting of
Small Gardens," (with diagrams), by Roderick Cameron, Assistant Park Commission-"
er, Toronto.
4:15 p.m. "Window Boxes, Baskets and
Rustic Stands," by Wm. Hunt, O. A. C,

—

2:00 p.m.

—

—

Guelph.
4:45 p.m.

—

"The Best Methods of Keeping
Summer-Flowering Bulbs and Tuberous
Plants," by J. McPherson Ross, Toronto.
EVENING SESSION
8:00 p.m.— "Some Gardens Visited in England and Scotland," by R. B. Whyte,
Ottaw;i.

"The Civic Improvement Movemr'nt in
Ontario," (with lantern slides), by Professor Hutt, O. A. C, Guelph.

NOVEMBER

I I

TH

MORNING SESSION

9:30 a.m.—Election of Ofi^cers.
10:00 a.m. "The Necessitv of an Increased Legislative Grant," by Mr. W. Burgoyne,

—

St.

Catharines.

——

10:30 a.m. Question box, grievances, etc.
11:00 a.m. "Results of Distribution of
Flower Seeds to School Children," by Mr.
C. A. Hesson, St. Catharines.

AFTERNOON SESSION
2:00 p.m.— "Best Half-Hnrdy Tub Plants
for Ornamentation of Grounds in Summer,

pnd How to Keep Them During Winter," by
Roderick Cameron. Toronto.
2:30 p.m.— "'Perennial Borders," bv W. T.
Macoun, C. E. F., Ottawa.
3:00 p.m. "Lnbor Saving Tools for Garden Work," by H. Simmers, Toronto.
3:30 p.m. "Notes on Some New Peonies,"
by R. B. Whyte, Ottawa.
4:00 p.m. "Increasing Membersh-p," by
a member of Gait or Brampton Society.

—
—
—

Fifty thousand square feet of apples will

be on display at Spokane. 'Wash., during
the National Apple Show to be held in that
city Dec. 7 to 12 of this year. It will be the
largest exhibit of apples ever made and to
house them, the big state armory building
and an additional structure five times as
large will be needed.
Apples of all the

standard winter varieties will be included
in this display and every style of pack and
wrap will be demonstrated.
Exhibits for the show are assured from all
sections of the world where apples are
grown successfully. North Carolina ha.-^ established a cold storage plant for the collection of choice apples for the Spokane Exposition.
British Columbia has appointed
agents at Kelowna and other points in the
fruit belt to collect apples for the National
Show. Many inquiries also, have been received from Ontario and other Canadian
provinces, and it is exppcted there will be
a number of entries from this side of the
boundary. There are two special contests
for Canada, one having cash prizes of $175

Vegetable Growers' Progranv
The Ontario Vegetable Growers' Associawill hold a one-day convention on
Thursday, November 12 in Toronto during
the week of the Ontario Horticultural Exhibition. The following i:5 the program:
MORNING SESSION

tion

9:00 a.m. — President's Address. 9:30 a.m.
— Discussion on President'.s Address. 9:45
a.m. — Report of Secretary-Treasurer.
10:00 a.m. — Address on "Onion Growing In-

McMeans, O. A. C,
AFTERNOON SESSION

dustry," by A.

Guelp'i

— "Notes on Irrigation," by W.
—C. E. F., Ottawa.
2:30 p.m. "Onions," by A. McKenney.
Essex.
—
3:30 p.m. "Tomatoes," by Mr. Turnev.
O. A. C, Guelph.
—
4:30 p.m. "Combatting Insects and Fun2:00 p.m.

T.

Macoun,

gous Foes of Vegetables," by T. D. Jarvis,
O. A. C, Guelph;

I
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Grape Culture Again
Editor.

The

enviroment, the
is a most
tractable and flexible thing of life and can
be made to do and be almost anything that
one may desire.
Grape vines should be intelligently pruned
summer and winter. Practice the most advisable, careful and persistent system of
training and pruning possible to be had at
any price. See that your bunches are full
and perfectly developed and your berries
completely filled with the best and most
nutritious and tasty juices of the highest
value to be had, which is aided by good
Canadian soil and climate. If you cannot
do this, be willing to retire from the business and admit others who will minister
willingly to the growing wants and needs
of the intelligent people of this great and
growing country, who know a good thing
when they see it. B. Gott, Strathroy, Ont.
incline?

better

The Canadian Horticulturist:—

In last August number appeared an article
entitled "The Summer Care of Vineyards"
by G. H. Carpenter, Fruitland, Ont., upon
which I would like to offer a few friendly
thoughts. First, he says, "The great point
in summer cultivation is to keep down everything but the grape vines." The deduction
seems to bo that the grape vines must be encouraged to spread sprawling over the
ground in obedience to their own sweet will.
If it is,
Is this Mr. Carpenter's method?
we would like to say that there is a abetter
method and that Mr. Carpenter has scarcely
touched grape vine culture.
Again, under the heading of "Summer
Pruning," he says: "All sprouts should be
kept down. Summer pruning is advocated
by some growers but we have not followed

the

The grape vine

worse the results.
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YOU WANT

IF

IN

BRITISH

COLUMBIA
BUY AT

ROBSON
THE CREAM OF THE KOOTENAY

—

Five

MR. carpenter's reply
Editor, The Canadian Horticulturist :—
There are some expressions and statements
in an article by me on grape culture that
appeared in the August issue of The Canad-

Fishing and Hunting

ROBSON
ness.
fruit

is

It is

-

-

not a wilderan up-to-date
settled

district

by

up-to-date fruit growers

No

isolation

at

Robson

For particulars, apply

In the

A COMPLETE

better

Columbia. Boating

British

my

system of summer pruning, no matter what
the other conditions may be. What, for instance, is the value of grapes grown upon
vines completely let alone and allowed to
run over the entire ground as they may

C. P. R.

No

daily.

transportation facilities in

ian Horticulturist that apparently are
unintelligible to Mr. Gott of Strathroy. At
least, judging from his criticisms of the
article in question, that appear elsewhere
in this issue, such would seem to be the
case.
first place Mr. Gott has put upon
expression, "keep down everything but
the grape vines," a construction that for
a novice in grape culture would perhaps be
pardonable. Coming from Mr. Gott, however, who I believe has been an enthusiastic
horticulturist for years, the criticism is
rather superfluous.
He fears that if this
were carried out to the letter that the
vines would have a tendency to spread

and

trains

Steamer

the latter practice." From this we would
gather that Mr. Carpenter is a long way
He
off if he has not followed this practice.
is scarcely in a forward position to figure
as a teacher in grape vine culture but
judging from the samples of grapes we
sometimes get from that region and knowing
something of their method of culture, I
suppose that Mr. Carpenter would be conBut allow me to
sidered not far astray.
say that the laxity and carelessness of some
grape growers so called should be a crying
shame on the industry.
As Mr. Carpenter knows, or should know,
the highest and best results cannot be
obtained in the vineyard without a thorough
and most complete and most persistent
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"sprawling over the ground," certainly an
undesirable result. Mr. Gott evidently forgets that the article referred to deals only
with the summer care of a vineyard. The
winter work when most of the pruning
and the tying is done is not touched upon.
In a vineyard that is systematically pruned
in winter and the vines properly tied up
either to two or three wires according to the
system of pruning followed, the vines will
hardly form a network over the ground during the summer even though no summer
pruning be practised. Eeading further in
the paragraph in which the expression
ajrpears, Mr. Gott will see that it has reference to cultivation only, the point being
that clean cultivation should be followed
in

Farmers* Sale Notes Discounted
Banking Business T/ansacted

A General

FLOWER POTS
flWe have a large stock
of all sizes and varieties

rOSTER'S
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POT

j

for spring trade.

flTry our pots for growing
early tomato plants, etc.

flWrite for Price List and
Catalogue.

Red Pots

The FOSTER POTTERY CO., Limited
Main St. West, Hamilton, Out.
Mention The Canadian

Horticulturist

when

writings

and systematic system of summer pruning.
That we do not do this can hardly be attributed to laxity and carelessness as Mr. Gott
would infer.
The aim of a producer of aijy commodity
to produce the highest grade
This is what we strive to do in
the matter of grape production.
In this
respect the method we have followed has
It may appear crude to such
availed us.
eminent horticulturists as Mr. Gott. True,
it can be improved and will be improved;
yet, the fact that it has been the means of
enabling us to produce a good quality of
fruit, is evident that we are not so very
"far off" as Mr. Gott would lead us to
believe. G. H. Carpenter, Fruitland, Ont.

should

be

possible.

—

summer.

From my- remarks on summer pruning,
Mr. Gott concludes that I am in. a poor
position to minister to the needs of the
grape growing public. In that article I was
I described a
not posing as a teacher.
method of summer care of a vineyard that
has been followed in our vineyard with
most satisfactory results. We have not been
hampered in our cultivation operations by
the vines sprawling all over the ground.
Mr. Gott is right when he says that a
systematic method of summer pruning
should be followed. He is wrong when he
imagines that a complete network of vines
would obscure the ground if such a system
were not practiced. If such has been his
experience then his system of winter pruning and tying is faulty. As I said in my
previous article we remove all sprouts and
trim back the vines to a certain extent in
order to retard vine production and thus
promote the production of fruit, I believe,
as I have said, that if all non-bearing wood
were removed even better results would be
obtained. No doubt this is what Mr. Gott
refers to when he speaks of a most complete

Branches in Provinces of Ontario, Quebec
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and British
Columbia.
Savings Department at All Branches, Interest
allowed on Deposits of One Dollar and upwards
from date of deposit and credited quarterly.

November, 1908

The University of Maine has ordered, at
the Quebec fruit station. Village des Aulnaies, several hardy and productive varieties of plums.
Professor Gardner, formerly of the Macdonald College, wants to try,
at Orono, Me., the varieties that do so well
at this Quebec station. Mr. August Dupuis,
the director, has been successful in growing
fruits at this station that at one time were
thought to be impossible to grow so far north.

We have recently been advised by T. J.
Poupart, of Covent Garden, London, Eng.,
that they have just taken a large fruit warehouse, which they claim is the finest in
London, and that they are in a better position than ever to care for the constantly
increasing trade of Canadian apples, on
the London market. The great quantity of
apples consumed in London and vicinity,
makes London one of the leading centres
in Great Britain for Canadian apples. This
firm transact their business by private
treaty only and, therefore, are in a position
to sell each mark on its merits
Their advertisement appears on another page.

NGRAVERS
HOTO-Tngi
Ihoto
LIMITED.

A

few firms

Typewriters.

use antiquated

still

changing

In

modern machine,

it

is

safe to

to

a

buy

THE UNDERWOOD
Visible Typewriter
which has seen ten years of progressive
development
towards
perfection.

DESIGNERS
ILLUSTRATORS
10,

ENGRAVERS
AND ETCHERS

JOHNSTON LANE

TORONTO

Phone Main 5251

ONTARIO

Mention 1 he Canadian Horticulturist when

writing-

United Typewriter Co., Ltd.
7

Adelaide Street East

TORONTO

Mention The Canadian Horticulturist when writing
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more new wood on the

Apples on Lake Ontario

larger branches towards the centre of the tree.
5. That experiments be made in the low
headed form of tree. This would have to
be done consistently throughout the whole
of one young orchard, and the implements
of culture would have to correspond to the
low-headed form.

Alex. McNeill, Chief Frait Divifion, Ottawa

that,
Everywhere there
is
evidence
^though orchards in the counties from Halton
Hastings bordering on Lake Ontario, as
aentioned in the August issue of The Canadian Horticulturist have been giving

6. Organization among the apple growers,
not only for the purpose of selling their
fruit, but for the purpose of buying supplies
and for the purpose of rendering themselves
in a measure independent of the itinerant
apple buyer. The Inspection and Sale Act
should be widely distributed and carefully
read by every apple grower; otherwise a
certain class of apple buyers are apt to make
false representations to the financial loss
of the growers. I was unable to find a single
grower who had sold under a contract drawn
up by himself. Where contracts were signed they were drawn up by the btiyer bnd
wholly in his interest. If a written contract
accompanied every sale, with the stipulation
that the grades No. 1 and No.' 2 referred to
in the contract would mean Grade No. 1
and Grade No. 2 as defined by the Inspection and Sale Act, much annoyance and
serious financial loss would be avoided.

Excellent returns, the orchardists are very
oorly informed in their business. There is
educational
work
for
fery great need
By
liroughout the whole of this district.
ray of practical recommendation I would
luggest
I. 1. That main tile drains, at least, be run
through the depressions in the orchard. It
would be much better if the whole ground

were thoroughly under-drained, but if only
the main drains were put in it would improve matters very much.
2. That cultivation be commenced as soon
as the frost is out of the ground and the
over crop sown not later than the middle
of July.
3. That all orchards, old and young, be
sprayed at least three times with the poisoned Bordeaux mixture, the first spraying to
he made as soon as the first green is seen;
the second spraying as soon as the blossoms
have fallen; and the third spraying ten days
nr two weeks later. Better still, spray first
with lime and sulphur between March 20th
and April 20th or not later than just before
the buds swell, and then three times with
the Bordeaux mixture
as directed above.
ICither of these systems of spraying, even if
followed mechanically, would hold in check
of the
insects and
fungous
nine-tenths

Apples Sold Privately
another page of this issue may be seen
the card of Mr. A. S. Chapin, 75 Yonge St.,
Toronto, one of our largest apple exporters
whose firms a representative of The Canadian Horticulturist had the pleasure of
calling upon during a visit to the Motherland. In Liverpool, Mr. Chapin represents
the firm of D. Crossley & Sons, who have
been in business in that city over 50 years.
This firm sells exclusively by private sale

APPLES
FOR
EXPORT
REPRESENTING

THOS. RUSSELL
GLASGOW

which infest the orchards.
4. That an improvement be made in the
system of pruning which would keep the
outside of the trees thinner and would grow

GOODWIN

H.

Manchester, Liverpool and Hull
Will be pleased to keep you advised
regarding the condition of the European Markets.
If you
have any
apples for export, call or write

FRED.
CHURCH
25

ST.,

BARKER
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If

not, send us 60 cents for a Year's Subscripwrill send you the paper from now
tion.
to the end of 1909 for 60 cents, or to the end
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The Canadian Horticulturist
PETERBORO, ONT,

ORCHARD AND VINEYARD PLOWING
"CROWN-ORCHARD-GANG"

With a
HERE'S
yard.

a plow that will provide a remedy for the troubles you have had in plowing your orchard or vineNo more breaking of tender trees or tearing of vines in an attempt to plow close.
With a "Crown-Orchard-Gang" you can plow within three inches of the trees and not injure
anything. The left-hand wheel is set inside the frame, so that the left-hand side presents a clean, straight surface when pa.ssing along the rows.
The " Crown-Orchard-Gang" has all the fine lines of the ordinary " Crown " 2-Furrow Plow, which is
doing the fall and spring plowing on the farms of thousands of prosperous farmers the kind of men who see that
there is money in saving the time of one man, one horse and one plow.
A " Crovrn-Orchard-Gang " will do just as good work in the open field as in the orchard. Two good
horses will handle it, but we advise the use of three horses.
You can do more work in one day and do it better
with a " C. O. G." plow and three horses than two men and four horses can do with two ordinary walking
plows. See where the saving comes in
As for a Sulky Plow well, it just amounts to this
In the same time and with the same horse flesh
you, by walking, can turn as much sod in one day with a " C. O. G." as another man can turn in two days
with a single furrow sulky. That's worth considering.
Read what a prominent orchardist, Ezra Honsberger of Jordan Station, has to say: "In regard to two-furrow
Orchard Plow, I find it just what the orchardists want.
You can plow against the tree
or vine without the horses interfering with the tree, in fact it is a great deal better than the
single two-horse plow.
" I also find that it is just the thing in the open field, so much so, that I do not like to
use the one-furrow plow at all.
"I find that the heft of the plow is a decided advantage as it keeps it steady and
lessens the side drift, which is necessary in getting close to trees.

—

—

!

:

"

Send for our special pamphlet on

The

Frost

this

plow — it's

free.

& Wood Co., Limited

SMITH'S FALLS, CANADA
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and has a large connection with the inland
cities.
By this method, the apples are examined thoroughly and sold on their merits,
and, when the sale is made, the buyer must

THE DAISY
Universally used in
three countries—Canada, United States,
and Eng-land. In fact
uvery place apples are
packed.
Thousands of users
have proved it the
best for the purpose.

Apple

for descriptive

circulars

and

Roblin

J. J.
81

Son

BRIGHTON. ONT.,

CANADA

Any

of these firms are

among

the best and

most

reliable firms in the business.
Canadian fruit shippers will do well to corres-

CANVASSERS WANTED

pond with Mr. Chapin before consigning.

you have some spare time, you
can make money securing Subscriptions for The Canadian Horticulturist.
We pay a liberal
commission on new subscriptions.
Write for particulars and sample
If

We feel that we cannot be without The
Canadian Horticulturist.—T. H. Farley,
Elgin Co.. Ont.

girls at home is to make that home attractive.
In this the hints in your paper have
been a help. R. J. Messenger, Bridgetown,
N. S.

A new

catalogue has been issued by The
Canadian Nursery Co., Montreal. It contains an excellent descriptive list of fruits,
ornamental trees, shrubs and plants that
will well repay its readers in the wealth of
information given alone. See the advertisemont of this firm on another page of this

copies

CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT,

THE CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST,
PETERBORO, ONT.

September issue was one of the best
many good ones. I was especially

—

In Glasgow Mr. Chapin represents Thomson & Mathieson and in London, D. D.
Pankhurst. These firms have each a very
large retail trade in connection with their
auction business and are their own auctioneers. Their method is to put a reserve
bid on the apples when they put them up
at auction and, if this price is not reached,
the apples are "bid in" and sold next day
by private sale, thus giving the shipper two
chances.

MANUKACTURKD BY

Appreciation

The Canadian Horticulturist:

with Inspector Carey's vigorous
treatment of what many consider a wornout subject. Two points he mentioned are
worthy of emphasis: First.— Picking period.
I hold that all apples should be off
the trees at least by October 25th. In my
own experience I aim to have everything
picked up to winter apples and all work
cleared away by October 10th, so that the
next fifteen days may be spent wholly in
picking winter.
Second. Though I have
never done so, I should consider it a very
short-sighted policy for any farmer to sell
his apples on the trees and allow a stranger to come in and pick them, since a careless picker could do a lot of injury to a
tree in the way of breaking branches and
tearing oft fruit buds.
Another thing I like about The Canadian
Horticulturist is that it is not wholly
given to the commercial side of horticulThe articles on the care of lawns,
ture.
flower gardens and beautifying the home
appeal very strongly to me. I regret that
such a paper is not taken by every householder in Canada, for if there is one thing
more than another that should be cultivated to a greater extent among, not only our
rural population, but our town and city
dwellers, it is the beautifying of the home
surroundings. In institute work as well as
home practice, I have always tried to show
that the best way to keep our boys and

lation of 8,000,000.

prices.

—

I like The Canadian Horticulturist
and do not forget to say so to any person
that I think might be interested. W. J.

—

Justice, Barrie, Ont.
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all

wash with
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offer be
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Write to day for our handsome booklet with
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In Manchester, Mr. Chapin represents the
North of England Fruit Brokers, which is
one of the two firms that are large receivers
Their method of sellof Canadian apples.
ing apples is by auction and these two firms
practically supply the Canadian apples for
Manchester and the surrounding country
which, in a radius of 12 miles, has a popu-

Man

your

of

livery.

it.

Write

— Your

delivery
take
at
once,
thus avoiding
"slacks" and "wets" which are so common on
a declining market when buyers are allow
ed until four o'clock next day to take de-
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Editor,
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POULTRY DEPT.
Conducted br

S. Short,

Ottawa

It is most beneficial for fowls, especially
those that have been kept in confined quarters all summer, to have the run of the
garden and lawn now that garden work is
practically over. All late vegetables, such
as celery, cabbage, and the various root
crops, should now "be harvested and the
fowls allowed to scratch without restriction.
Should there be a likelihood of the tulips or
other bulbs recently planted "being disturbed by the fowls, have a load of fresh manure
dumped in the garden at a convenient distance from the forbidden ground and that
will usually absorb the attention of the industrious hen.
Provision should now be
made to supply the flock with green food
during the winter. Cabbage, mangels, berts,
turnips, small potatoes or unmarketable
apples are all excellent and can be obtained

more

easily

and cheaper now than

later in

the season.
In the October issue, it was recommended
that an early and severe weeding out of the
flock should now take place if winter eggs
were to be obtained. With the removal of
all old hens and late chickens should be included the very fat hens, no matter what
age they may be. Very little handling will
soon indicate these birds and hens that are
very fat now will remain so and, in fact, are
likely to increase in that respect when they
are confined in more or less cramped winter
pens. Fat hens are usually lazy and greedy.
They are, as a rule poor winter layers. They
lay in spring and early summer, but lay

Ve Olde Firme

the average during the season.
Their eggs usually will not hatch. In most
cases, the eggs have very thin shells and
are sometimes broken by the other hens that
lay in the same nest. Fat hens frequently
drop their eggs during tlie night on the roost
boards and the egg is broken and eaten by
the hens.
The egg-eating haDit is thus
formed. Weed them out.
Properly-prepared fat hens make an excellent dish, either steamed until tender and
then browned over in a hot oven, or stewed
and made into a pot pie. On a cold November day, neither of these dishes is to be

who

Do you

trouble among fowls at all seaindigestion or crop-binding. If taken
before the "bird is too weak, this may easily
cured.
The first symptom is the refusal
If this should be noof the bird to eat.
ticed early in the morning, the fowl should
be caught and if the crop is hard and distended, indigestion is the trouble. The paThis
tient should be given water at once.
is done by holding the bird" under your left
arm, holding open the bill with the left
hand and pouring down the water from a
spoon with the right. After giving about a
third of an ordinary teacup of water, knead
the crop until it is soft and pen up the bird
where it cannot get food till given water.
Repeat the treatment for two days, morning
and evening, and if after that period the
crop has not become empty, a surgical operation is necessary. This is done by cutting
a slit about an inch long in the crop, a Ittle
to the right of the feather line on the left
hand side. Remove the contents of the
crop, wash it out with warm water and then
sew up with white thread, first the inner
skin of the crop and then the outer skin of
the iT^a^t. Put the bird in a warm place
and tt^ '^rst day give a light meal of soft

HEJ^TZMAN

FOR SALE AND WANT
ADVERTISEMENTS

is

Sr CO.,

IN

Advertisements under this heading inserted at rate of two cents a word for each
insertion, each figure, sign or single letter
to eonnt as one word, minimun cost, 25
cents, strictly cash in advance.

IRON PIPE FOR SALE— 150.000

GARDENER, wants

STODDART SQUARE PIANO,

with octagon
octaves; a good practice piano, iA^i
•Pvi-'
good condition; excellent value at
STODDART SQUARE, light rosewood case,
octagon legs, dy, octaves, a good practice
piano, in first-class condition; good 470
'4''"

value at

HALLETT S DAVIS,

rosewood case, over-

strung scale, octagon legs, 7 octaves, in good
condition; makes a first-class practice tV'i
<!>/ J
piano, and Al value at
SCHOMACHER & CO., Philadelphia-Fine
square piano, with carved legs and lyre,
straight scale, 7 octaves, in good condition,
a very nice instrument, and excellent 4QC
vPUJ
value at
HOOD SQUARE, with carved legs and lyre,
rosewood case, 7 octaves, a good make and a
piano
that
has
been
thoroughly
overhauled and in first-class condition; Al iQi^
^>yj
value at
.lOHN C. FOX, carved legged square piano,
light rosewood case, 7 octaves, over-strung

a flrst-class 400
piano in every way, and good value at..'P^"
carved legged square
R. S, WILLIAMS,

scale, in elegant condition;

piano, over-strung scale, serpentine base, 7
octaves; in first-class condition; having been

thoroughly overhauled; a piano that
Regular price, 4

give good satisfaction.
$375.00; special at

:

"P

will
1
'

i

Competent; mush-

GEO. VIPOND&CO.
606-608 ST. PAUL
Branch. WINNIPEG,

ST.,

MAN.

50 Years

in

MONTREAL, QUE.

Business

BARGAIN PIANOS l%l^l

WALRAVEN,

New

York-Carved

'

;

**"

price $350.00, special at

'

-^

;

scale,

i

LISZT & CO., handsome carved legged
square piano, with over-strung scale, carved
lyre, serpentine base, 7 octaves, in first-class
condition; an elegant piano in every 419'?
way. Hegular price $450.00; special at..**"'"--^
STEVENSO.V.
case,

Kingston— Very
with

carved

legs

money

made by one of the best known manufacturers in the United States; a thorough41 45
ly reliable instrument in every way.
«f n-'
Kegular price, $650.00; special at
STEINWAY & SONS, New York— Fine rosewood case square piano, over-strung scale,
carved legs and lyre, a first-class piano, in
price, 4 1 Cf)
Eegular
condition.
good
«*'-'"
$750.00; special at

4122
i-i.

»p

will be pretty short of

i

CO., carved legged square
piano, rosewood case, over-strung scale thoroughly overhauled, and in good con- 41 91
'
dition. Reg. price $350.00, special at. ...•*"'•
C. L. THOMAS, Hamilton— Handsome rose,wood case, square piano, with four round
corners, carved legs and lyre, serpentine
base, over-strung scale, 7 octaves, in good

piano,

and one

i

GROVESTEEN &

condition; a very handsome
and excellent value at

list,

over-strung scale, 7 octaves, serpentine base,
This a good piano,
in first-class condition.
four round corners, finished back and 41 25
'Piz.J
front, and is excellent value at
RAINER & CO,, Guelph—Nice carved legged
square piano, rosewood case, 7 octaves, with
over-strung scale, carved lyre; in good condition, and an instrument that will give good
satisfaction, thoroughly overhauled. 4 1 9Q
* i. y
liogular price $375.00; special at
DOMINION. Bowmauville— Al rosewood case
over-strung
square piano, 7 octaves, with
scale; in flrst-olass condition, and a piano
that will give good satisfaction. Reg- 4 1 J
^Qy
-^
ular price, $475.00: special at
HEINTZMAN & CO,, handsome carved legged
square piano, with over-strung scale, serpentine base, carved legs and Lvre, ,7 octaves, one
of our own well-known make, and a piano
4 Inv/
that will give every satisfaction. Keg- 4/
40
ular price. $500,000; special at
legs
and
carved
SQUARE,
CHICKERINO
lyre, fine rosewood case, with over-strung

legged

;

rosewood

position.

Wanted -A pples

Limited

square piano, rosewood case. 7 octaves, overstrung scale, serpentine base; thoroughly
overhauled, in good condition
an 4)1^
"P
' ^
Al instrument at
R. S, WILLIAMS SQUARE PIANO, with
rosewood case, over-strung scale, serpentine
case, top and bottom mouldings, in first-class
condition, carved legs and lyre
an 4117
extra fine square, and good value at.'P'
GROVESTEEN & C0„ carved legs, rosewood
case, over-strung scale; thoroughly overhauled and in good condition.
Regular 4 1 ] Q

(S

lU

from

rooms, vegetables, fruits.
All round worker.
Gardener, Birch Cliff P. O., Ont.

the people's, and prices are down, so that most any one can buy. Study the
cannot possess themselves of one of these Pianos. The story is entirely of Square Pianos.

legs, by^

feet, all sizes

inph up, in good condition, at half price.
Write us what you need.— Imperial Waste and
Metal Co., Pipe Merchants, 7 Queen street,
Montreal, Que.
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turist ? If not, send us 60 cents to pay
for your subscription from now to the end
of 1909, or $1.00 to pay for your subscription to the end of 1910.

A common

A BIG HARVEST
The harvest

food and, should the bird on the second day,
show normal condition, let it run with the
others.
In summer time, this operation is
rarely unsuccessful. In winter, 50 per cent,
succumt) but they would have died in any
eevnt and many a fine bird has been saved
by the foregoing treatment.

'
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handsome
and lyre,

EASY TERMS OF PAYMENT
Pianos under

per month, or

per quarter. Freight

paid to any point in

balance $3.00 per month. Over $100.00, $10.00 cash, balance
Ontario, and proportionate amount to other provinces.

"?,«°^To.

HEINTZMAN
& CO., LIMITED
STREET WEST, TORONTO,

$100.00,

$5.00 cash,
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$4.00

$12.00
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Next Dominion Conference

growers held at Ottawa this winter in order
to talk over and come to conclusions on
questions affecting the fruit industry of
Canada as a whole. Each of the provinces
have their annual conventions of growers
and the good effect that such meetings have
had on the industry no one will deny. If

The

satisfactory results that have accurred from the Dominion Fruit Conference
held in Ottawa, March, 1906, make it probable that the conference promised for 1909
Kow is the
will 'be of even greater value.

the

A

preventive of the codling moth, which
as troublesome to apple growers in Australia as it is in Canada, is reported as the

result of experiments made for some time
in the vicinity of Sydney, reports Mr. J.

is

really desirous

Send suggestions for publication. The
following ones indicate the general trend of

facilities are so bad.

Markets are also

thyme and pennyroyal, are fastened

claimed that trees protected in this
perfect fruit, while others not
treated were worthless.
The advantage
over the commonly used system of bandIt is

way had
ages

re-

Blueberries in

trees

Nova Scotia

R. J. Messenger, Bridgetown

fruit, in which considerable business is done in Nova Scotia, is the
blueberry.
From the western end of the
province in particular, large quantities are
shipped yearly to Boston.
Raw, stewed, pied, puddinged in any
shape or form of edibility, the blueberry is

—

Columbia.

A

well-prepai-ed

circular

describing

gives the experience of a

If time and space would permit
would write columns in eulogy of this dear

delightful.

the

I

Herbert raspberry has been issued by the
Ottawa Nurseries, 253 Bell St., Ottawa. It

little

number

fruit.

Tliis fruit grows without cultivation.
In
some of our pastures the bushes threaten
to drive out the dairy cow.

of leading
growers and of experiment stations w^ith this
excellent variety. Write for a copy.

BASKETS
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kinds of Splint Baskets

Fumigant

For the destruction of Slugs, Ants,

on the

is no necessity for frebandages and destruction

moths.

of the

The Dominion Government commissioned
Dr. Jas. Fletcher, Dominion Entomologist,
to make an inspection last month of the
orchards on Indian reservations in British

Millipedes,

Wireworms, Cutworms, Potato Bugs, Woodlice,
worms, and ALL Insects, Bugs, and Lice which
the*/ get

that there

visits to the

One uncultivated

all

or pupate in the ground.

is

quent

We
Soil

Destroy the

insects

Eellive

before

with—

COOPER'S APTERITE
No

Fruit Grower, Vegetable Grower, or Gardener
should be without this preparation
Veneer supplied

for the

protection

of

trees

from mice

during winter

WRITE TO

WM.

COOPER

s-

curely around the stem of each apple tree.
Over this is placed a close rain-proof bandage to protect the herbs from rain. This
is said to be a perfect
protection. The
moth crawls up the tree until it reaches
the herbs and then returns to the ground
where it is destroyed by ants.

quired and, if such are found, nearly everything else will right itself in the efforts to
Many other questions could be
reach it.
discussed and worked out with great value
to the country as a whole, if the Government would do as it should and liold a
Dominion Conference this winter."

APTERITE
The

Australasia.

for

slow and uncertain that it is impo.ssible to
ship tender fruit in that way to distant
points and express rates are so high that it
is equally impossible to ship beyond a certain radius. Thus it will be seen that the
growers are unable to ship their fruit beyond
a certain point and the consumer must do
without, simply bscause the transportation

—

Canadian Trade CommissioneiSmall bunches of herb

Larke,

S.

meeting the requirements of the people,
they surely should take advantage of such
opportunities to get in touch with them and
to legislate to promote their interest.
The
transportation and marketing of fruit are
two questions which could well be discussed
with great profit. Freight despatch is so
of

ed.

:

Dominion Government

Moth Preventive

is

—

time to. start planning for it. Innumerable
problems of national importance require
a national understanding. Some letters already have been received by The Canadian Horticulturist pointing out the
need for another conference and suggesting
subjects for discussion. Others are request-

opinion on this matter
Mr. Norman E. Jack, Chateauguay Basin,
"Another Dominion Fruit Confer.^nce
Que.
should be held soon, as the last one was attended with such good results. Considering
the rapid development of the fruit-growing
industry in the Dominion it seems to me
that every two years is not too often for the
The results
holding of such conferences.
which have followed the proper defining of
the grades of apples would warrant similar
conferences every two years, as the beneficial results have far overbalanced ally expenditure.
More could be done in regard
to the transportation and refrigeration problems, and if some means could be devised
whereby the advantages of the co-operative
system could be more widely advocated, it
would be a great boon to the fruit interests.
It is to be hoped also that at the next conference something will 'be done to separate
the fruit interests from the dairy interests,
and that we shall have a Fruit Commissioner appointed who will revote his entire time
to the better development of this rapidly
growing industry."
Mr. D. Johnson, Forest, Ont. :^"There
should be a Dominion Conference of fruit

Codling
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FRUIT PACKAGES A SPEaALITY
SEND FOR OUR PRICES

The

Oakville Basket Co., Oakville, Ont.

506 and 507 Manning Chan\bers, Toronto
Uention the Oanadian Horticulturist when writing.
Mention

'iMio

Canadian Horticulturist when writing

—

:
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Fruit Growers'

mon

convention oi the Ontario Fruit
Growers' Association to be held in Toronto
on November 10 and 11, promises to be of

-^

GASOLENE

ENGINE
For Pumping. Cream
*rators. Churns, Waih
"lines. etc.
^

QIL80N

—

MaFEEE TEIAL

Askfor calaloa

MFa Co. 104- York St.

allslzer

QUELPH, ONT

Beautiful Gladioli

AFTERNOON SESSION
"Observation by the District Representa-

Department of Agriculture of
I.Essex County. A.
Fruit Conditions":
McKenney, Essex. 2. Prince Edward County.
R.
M. Winslow, Picton. 3. Simcoe
tives of the

—

Catharines.

—

—

people's great favouiite flower for all

soils

and

—

IF

expected that there will be a large fruit
exhibit. The premium list has b en issued.
Write to the secretary, Peter Reid, Chateauguay Basin, Que., for a copy.

EVENING SESSION
"Results of Orchard Surveys in New York
State."— Prof. Chas. S. Wilson, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.
"Observations in the Use of Fertilizers in
German Orchards." Prof. R. Harcourt,
O. A. C, Guelph.
MORNING SESSION
NOV. II

—

"The Commercial Status of Our Standard
of Fruits." Open discussion by

—

Dec.

YOU HAVE APPLES

OR POULTRY TO CONSIGN
we

can handle them for you

advantage.

Readers of The Canadian Horticulturist in the western provinces and in British Columbia should not forget the coming
convention of the Northwest Fruit Growers'
Association to be held in Portland, Ore.,
The Oregon State Horticultural
Dec. 2-4.
Society will meet at the same place on

—

Specialist,

Strathroy, Ont.

is

erton.

GOTT,

B.

At the annual meeting of the Pomological
and Fruit Growing Society of Quebec, to be
held at Macdonald College, Dec. 2 and 3, it

"The Handling of the Strawberry Plantation."— S. H. Rittenhouse, Jordan HaAor.
Discussion led by A. E. Sherrington, Walk-

colors.

orders, address,

Winona.
"The Western Provinces as an Outlet for
Our Fruit."—J. W. Crow, O. A. C, Guelph.

College.

HYBRID

Fine mixed

situations.

Lowest prices per 100
or 1000. This stock is raised from Mr. Groff's
popular Hybrids, and is good, and well grown.
Regarding shipment and prices, and all

—

Spraying of Apple OrDiscussion
Johnson, Forest.
by J. C. Smith, Burlington; J. C. Harris,
Ingersoll; Jas. E. Johnson, Simcoe.
"The Apple Maggot and Blister Leaf
Mites."— Prof. Wm. Lochhead, Macdonald

—D.

The

BULBS of all

Collingwood.
Mortimer,
County. R.
S.
J. H. Hare, Whitby.
4. Ontario County.
"Packing."
"Marketing Our Fruit";
Elmer Lick. "Packages." H. L. Roberts,
Grimsby. "Markets."— E. G. H. Pattison,

"Commercial

Varieties

I

—

"Toronto Fruit Market."— H. St.C. Fisher,
Queenstown.
AFTERNOON SESSION
chards."

diLSor«

"Prevalent Fungous Diseases of Ontario
Orchards." "Fire and Twig Blight" and
"Peach Yellows."— Prof. M. B. Waite, Pathologist, United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
"The Shipment of Early Apples and Tender Friiits to Great Britain." J. A. Euddick. Commissioner Cold Storage, Ottawa.

appointing of committees.
New
Eeport of Standing Committees:
Fruits.—W. T. Macoun, C. E. F., Ottawa;
H. L. Hutt, 0. A. C„ Guelph; E. Morris,
Co-operative.— Jas. E. Johnson,
Fonthill.
Transportation.—W. H. Bunting,
Simcoe.

$65

BELLS LIKE SIXTY^
SELLS ron

*|

peaches,

Apples,

pears, grapes, plums.

NOV. 10 MORNING SESSION
President's annual address.— A. W. Peart,
Burlington. Reading of correspondence and

St.

as to the present value of our comvarieties, their susceptibility to disease,

on the following:

etc.,

great interest and value. The following is
the program, subject to changes and additions
'

QOCS LIKC SIXTY

members

Program

The

'
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lots,

them

If

we

write us and
for

you

to

apples are in car

can sell
your station

f.o.b.

THE DAWSON COMMISSION
Cor.

Co.,

West Market and Colbome St.

TORONTO

ONTARIO

1.

ALLAN Line Steamship Co.
AUTUMN SAILINGS. 1908

LIMITED

Established 1854.

SERVICES
Montreal to Liveroool
St. John and Halifax to Liverpool
'Royal Mail Service)
Montreal to Glasgowr

Turbine Steamers. "Victorian" and "Virarinian.*

Montreal to London
(calling at Havre, France)

Boston to Glasgow
Portland to Glasgow

(New Twin Screw Steamers)

To
STEAMER

VICTORIAN
CORSICAN
VIRGINIAN

TUNISIAN
VICTORIAN

-

-

Friday. 13

"

From
Fri.. 6.

6.30 a.m.

"
Thursday, 19
From ST. JOHN
"
Saturday. 28

-

To Glasgow

Liverpool

From MONTREAL
Thursday, 5 Nov. 10.00 a.m.
10.00 a.m.

QUEBEC

11.00 a.m.

4.00 p.m.
Fri.. 20.

From

11.00 a.m.

HALIFAX

From

POMERANIAN

MONTREAL
I

New

Saturday,

HESPERIAN, new

-

7 Nov., Dayligh'
1 1

Friday, 20

ONTARIAN

"

Daylight

"

Daylight

BOSTON

Wednesday, 25 Nov.

via Havre, France

STEAMER

Saturday, Nov. 7th

pamphlet of

MONTREAL

Saturday.

NUMIDIAN

Dec.

Sat.. 5

Later Sailings to
Write, (or descriptive

From

GRAMPIAN, new
PRETORIAN

From

Friday, 4 Dec.

To London,
STEAMER

STEAMER

-

From MONTREAL
Saturday, Nov. 14th

London and Havre

will

STEAMER
|

CORINTHIAN

From MONTREAL
Thursday, Nov. 19th

be announced.

Allan Liners.
All Steamers are fitted with most modem appliances to insure the safe carriage of
kinds of perishable cargo.
For further information apply to

THE ALLAN
H.
It is desirable

LINE, 77 Yonge

Street,

MONTREAL

&

A.

to

mention the name of this publication when writing

ALLAN,

General Agents.

TORONTO
to advectlaers

all
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society

of the constitu-

tion of the Ontario Horticultural Association
regulates the number of delegates that each

entitled to

Picton Gazette.

be represented by two delegates, and any
society having a membership exceeding 100
shall be entitled to an additional representation in the proportion of one delegate to
each 100 or fraction of 100."
The program for the convention is pubSince that page went
lished on page 248.

Did you ever see a plant eat

and

11

:

"Each

society shall

'be

and
the following additions
press,
changes have been made: Mr. J. M. Dickson of Hamilton will speak on the "Representation of Our Association on the Boards
of the Canadian National Exhibition and of
the Ontario Horticultural Exhibition." The
question, of incrensing membership will be
discussed by Mr. J. F. Watson, Ottawa, and
Mr. J. P. J'affrey, Gait. The paper on "Results of Distribution of Flower Seeds to
School Children" will be read by Mr. Jas.
A. Wiley, St. Catharines, in place of Mr.
Mr. H. H. Groff, Simcop, will
Hesson.
read a paper on "Scientific Plant Breeding."
to

•Btmjortta/Haintlvilte, Ont,
ilri

I

bought

[mm

you
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1900
1

givin ptrftti ialiifatlian

Wfll phaud.„.jutl a$ bright

I
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tn Jan. 19. 1907,

^fing I

when

it

wai put

kaht, no Uakagt.

thtn

it

Ha rutt.

off,

/

am

Aft

latitfi^J^

n« bttltr thingli."

What Mr. Banford says is true. There
is

no better

shingle.

Interlocks on

all

four sides, no chance for leakage. Nail
holes are concealed.

No

any kind exposed.

Can be used on

raw edges

pitches from 2-in. per foot up.

of

Send

Ottawa Flower Guild
A

'

matter

free,

~

Preiton, Ont.

has

been

organized

—

in

Horticultural Society and the Ottawa Improvement Commission in beautifying the
city; and secondly to furnish them with

THE METAL SH tljIGLE & SIDING.CO..UMITED J

II^^Ka^mmt0

guild

Its obiects are twofold, to teach
the children to love flowers, and further, to
show them how they may assist the Ottawa

FARMERS OF CANADA

to the

flower

Ottawa.

to-day for our prices and descriptive

ROOFERS

means

Plants were
distri'buted to the children with directions
several

HORTICULTURAL BOOKS
Write for our Free Catalogue
of Horticultural Books to

BOOK DEPARTMENT

THE

HORTICULTURAL PUBLISHING

CO.,

Plant Eats Insects

is allowed to send to the annual
convention to be held in Toronto, Nov. 10

Horticultural Convention
The following paragraph

LTD.

PETERBOROUGH, ONT
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of

recreation.

flies

and even

"Daddy Longlegs?" A plant

of this description, of the orchid species is to be seen
among the collection of curious plants that
belong to Mr. W. T. Ross, Collector of Customs, Picton, Ont. In his hunt for plants,
out of the ordinary run of things in plant

Mr. Ross has accumulated many most
specimens, for he is a wellknown and enthusiastic horticulturist, but
perhaps the most interesting study is his
life,

interesting

latest addition, known as the Venus fly
These plants
trap, a carnivorous plant.
grow only in one known place in the world.
North Carolina, and are unique of their kind.
It is about the oddest thing imaginable to
see their small oval leaves, bend inwards
at the centre stem running through the
and with their teeth— like edgesleaf,
close in upon a fly or spider, and then
proceed to devour the insect, thus engulfed
Capt. S. Musgrave of the British army
who has just returned from a trip of exploration in Colombo has seen much of these

plants and made a study in dissecting them.
He declares he found that this spicies
of plant had digestive organs, a brain and
nerve ganglia, like human beings.

Get a copy of our catalog of horticulturSent free on request. Write
tural books.
our Book Department.

to

for their culture.

The plants and flowers grown by the
children will be exhibited at the flower
shows of the horticultural society. Many
prominent citizens have promised to give
It is expected that the Guild will
prizes.
become a big factor in the work of improving and beautifying the Capital City.

Feed Your Land
WITH GOOD MANURE AND GET

GOOD RETURNS

I

sent

received the fountain pen, which you
me for securing two new subscriptions

The

to

C'^N-'iDiAN

well pleased with

Horticulturist, and
it.

I

make your paper known
^E. Campin, Port Hope,

am

shall conti^iue to
wherever possible.

Ont.

TO

APPLE ASSOCIATIONS
GROWERS, ETC.

MARCHMENT'S

Before making your

arrangements for the

SURE GROWTH COMPOST
IS

coming season, please
communicate with

THE BEST

Supplied to the Largest Nurserymen

and

S.

W.
133

Fruit

Growers

in Ontario

MARCHMENT

VICTORIA

ST..

T.

POUPART
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•

ENGLAND

or to the Canadian Representative

Telephones
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Main 2841

Residence Park 951

Mention Th« Canadi;in Horticulturist when writing
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Fungous Diseases
M.

B. Waitc, Pathologist in

No. 12

1908

of Ontario Orchards*

Charge, Investigations of Diseases o! Fruits, U. S. Department of Agriculture

upon to discuss two very
comrrion and destructive diseases of
I the orchard, peach yellows, the most
dangerous and deadly disease of the
peach tree and pear blight, the contagious and destructive disease of pomac-

With sulphur that we have had available for use, either the extremely solucompound, like the boiled limeble

eous fruits. Neither of these diseases is
I will precede
preventable by spraying.
this discussion with a short account of
the treatment of some of the prevailing

applied to the foliage and which is readily soluble so that it washes off with rain,
or else the comparatively insoluble flowThe latter substance is
ers of sulphur.
not sufficiently active as a fungicide to
be used alone.

AM

called

—

;

fungous diseases in this section and will
tell something of sulphur as a fungicide,

new

particularly the

self-boiled

lime-

sulphur mixture.

SULPHUR

vs.

COPPER AS A FUNGICIDE

Although both
have been known

sulphur and copper
to possess the proper-

ty of killing fungi for

many

phur antedates copper as
fungicide.
It was, in fact,

years, sula practical

in use long
before the year 1885 (?) when the word
"fungicide" was coined. The discovery,
widely published in 1885, by Millarde of
Bordeaux, France, of the remarkable
fungicidal properties of the copper-lime
mixture, put copper far in the lead as a
useful fungicide.
Since that time it has
been brought out that the practicability
of this mixture depends not alone on the
copper.
It is the peculiar combination
of copper and lime and its resulting properties that gives it its value.
Since that
time much experimenting has been done
with other compounds, mainly of copper,
yet to this day no compound of copper

has been found approaching

The
ture

it

in value.

peculiar properties of Bordeaux mixare that it is harmless or nearly

harmless to most plants when sprayed
on them during active growth, it sticks
tightly for weeks and ev-n months on
the plant after
insoluble
and

applied,

it is nearly
dissolve just
enough in rain water to give this sufficient copper to kill most fungi.
There is
no trouble in finding poisons and chemcais that will kill the fungi
the problem
is to find poisons sufficiently
insoluble
.so as not to hurt the plant and yet conit

is

yet

will

;

enough of the
do the work when

tinually to give off just

fimgicidal material to

needed.
•A portion of -a paper read at the Toronto convention of the OAtario Fruit Growers' AsBociatloii, held last month.
Pear blight and poach yel
Iowa will be dealt with in the next issue.

sulphur wash, which scorches or burns
living plants, the liver of sulphur,
has to be used extremely dilute

SELF-BOILED LIME-SULPHUR

which

when

WASH

Recently, through the investigations
of Mr. W. M. Scott, of the United States
Deipartment of Agriculture, the peculiar

ery was made in the season of 1907 and
very satisfactory results were obtained.
In the season of. 1908 they were repeated
by Mr. Scott and his assistants, and
by some other investigators and great
success was attained in the prevention of
several of our leading diseases.
This
gives us practically a new fungicide

which is in many ways a rival of Bordeaux mixture.
It does some of the
things that Bordeaux mixture will not
do on the other hand, it does not quite
equal Bordeaux mixture as a fungicide,
and unless a better form is discovered
than we have available now, this mixture

-

;

should not displace the standard Bordeaux, except where the latter is injurious.

A

Suggestion for Christmas

Just now you are trying to think
suitable Christmas gifts for
not
some of your friends.
send them a year's subscription to

of

Why

The Canadian
It

is

Horticulturist?
something that will interest

—

as well as educate a valuable
aid to those interested in the growing of flowers, fruits and vegetables.

special

Think about it. See our
Christmas announcement

on inside front cover.

value and desirable properties of the selfboiled lime-sylphur wash have been discovered.
This mixture is very simply
made by adding the flour or flowers of
sulphur to the lime before slaking. No
heat is used except the heat produced by
the slaking lime.
The value of the preparation was discovered by Mr. Scott in
seeking a remedy for brown rot of the
peach. He found not only that this mixture was an excellent fungicide, preventing the brown rot and black spot of the
peach, but when properly made with a
small quantity of soluble sulphides, it
could be applied to peach foliage with
perfect safety.
For the first time, then,
we have a practicable fungicide, with
fairly good sticking qualities, slowly soluble and not injurious to peach foliage.
It may also be sprayed on the .sensitive
Japanese plums. This important discov257

The important point has been gained
that in the treatment of peach diseases
where the use of Bordeaux mixture or any
other copper compound had to be abandoned we still have a most excellent and

thoroughly

practical fungicide.
From
the results obtained from recent experiments, it is quite probable that on the
Ben Davis and possibly even on the'
Baldwin apple, where russetting by Bordeaux is a serious matter, we can still

spray our

fruit with a fungicide that will
give satisfactory results.
Furthermore, attention should be called
to the fact that this sulphur spray, while
slightly inferior to Bordeaux mixture, is
a most excellent insecticide, especially
for certain types of insects.
It is the
deadly enemy of mites and scale insects.
The self-boiled lime-sulphur mixture was
tried as a scalecide on dormant trees and
put in the background by the more active
form 6f sulphur in the boiled lime-sulphur
wash, but it looks as though we had here

an excellent scalecide, thoroughly

satis-

factory for use when the trees are in foliage, in addition to its other merits as a
fungicide.
It is expected that the ento-

mologists will work out the exact status
of this spray as an insecticide. However,
at the present time they do not advise
its

use as a dormant spray.

FACTORY-BOILED LIME-SULPHUR
Recently several of the chemical manufacturing firms have put on the market
stock solutions of the boiled limc-sulphur
wash.
The.se are more perfectly pre-

'

—
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pared,

venient spray mixture for this purpose.

point,

CHERRY LEAF BLIGHT

at least from a chemical standhome-boiled
than the
ordinary
wash.
They remain in perfect solution
and require only dilution with water to
be ready for immediate application. Recent experiments have shown these preparations to give excellent results in the
summer treatment of the more resistant
plants, like the apple,' cherry and others,
If the
in comparison with Bordeaux.
factory boiled solutions can be put on the
market with sufficient economy they may
have very wide-spread use, not only in
supplanting the self-boiled wash and the
boiled wash, but also in competing with

Bordeaux mixture.
APPLE SCAB

The principal fungous disease of the
apple in Ontario, preventable by spraying, is the apple scab, caused by the
This disfungus Venturia inequalis.
which is very susceptible to the inwet weather, is only preventable in a moist season by thorough spray-

ease,

fluence of

The first treatment should be made
when the trees are in bud, the second
when the last petals are falling, the third
about two weeks later, the fourth two or
three weeks later, and the fifth a month
later, making the last treatment occur
the last week in July or about August
St.
The fungicide giving the best reing.

I

sults for this is the

standard Bordeaux

mixture, say the 5-5-50, or, if the spraying is done copiously, the 4-4-50 formula will answer about as well. (Note.
It is assumed that the author has reference to wine measure and not Imperial.
Fifty gallons of the former are equivalent to about forty gallons of the latter.
Editor.)

The new

self-boiled

lime-sul-

phur wash gives good commercial results
when sprayed on the same dates and if
we had nothing better would be considered entirely satisfactory but the Bordeaux

mixture slightly exceeds

it

in efficiency.

more persistent, sticks on
and foliage more thoroughly,
so that the longer intervals between the
It

is

slightly

the fruit

sprayings are slightly more effecTo either of these mixtures onequarter of a pound of Paris green per
barrel or from one to two pounds of arsenate of lead may be added for codling
moth and other insect enemies.

latter
tive.

PEAR SCAB

ieties of cherries

have been

On account of
of the fungus through
weather cracks, caused by moisture, and
through insect punctures, it is rarely
possible to control more than ninety per
cent, of the disease., but to one who has
seen the frightful destruction of a crop
attacked by this fungus, ninety per cent,
ly controllable diseases.

the

Both the sweet cherry and the sour
cherry over a large part of Michigan and
New York states have been very severely defoliated by, the cherry leaf blight
fungus, Cylindrosporium padi. This disease seems to have increased in severity
during the past few years until cherry
growing without spraying is almost impossible.
Further south some of the varkilled off, or

rendered worthless commercially, by the
repeated attacks of this leaf blight. Some
of the varieties of plums, notably the
Lombard, are so badly defoliated by the
same fungus as to require treatment.
Fortunately two or three thorough sprayings with either the standard Bordeaux
mixture or the self-boiled lime-sulphur
give results in preventing this disease.
Two or three treatments, the first made
after the trees are

in full leaf and the
second and third following at intervals
of three to four weeks, give most excel-

December, 1908

entrance

seems
is

large.

The standard mixture for this disease
made by placing five pounds of stone

in a barrel, pouring over it five
pounds of flour or flowers of sulphur
and slaking the lime with just sufficient cold water to do a good job and give
This should be
a creamy, pasty mass.
stirred occasionally and the barrel kept
covered for twenty minutes with gunny

lime

sacking, or some similar protection. At
the end of *^hat time it should be diluted
with cold water to the capacity of the
barrel.
It can be used at once or kept
for several hours diluted but should not
be kept in concentrated form as it gains
in soluble sulphides.

BLACK SPOT OF PEACH

lent results.

The treatment

PEACH CURL LEAF

for Monilia or

brown

rot

fungus entirely prevents the black spot

Probably the most important fungous
disease on the peach in this province'

is

of the peach, often a serious disease. In
fact one or two treatments for this dis-

This is also perhaps the
fungous diseases to prevent.
The plants can be rendered almost entirely
free from it by a dormant spraying. From
the fact that the trees are dormant when
can be
treated, almost any fungicide

ease alone will often pay a good profit.
This treatment should be made about
three weeks after the blossoms have
fallen when the young peaches are, say,
three-quarters of an Inch long, and can
be followed by a second one three or four

used with entire satisfaction. The treatment with standard Bordeaux mixture
of the 5-5-50 formula is slightly superior
Even the simple solution
to any other.
of copper sulphate, three pounds to the
Probably
barrel, answers fairly well.
the best general treatment of the peach
orchard is to spray it with the standard
boiled lime-wash, since this will prevent
not only the leaf curl but the San Jose
scale and certain other insect enemies.
The factory boiled lime-sulphur appar-

weeks

the curl

easiest of

leaf.all

ently answers just as well in this case.

This single treatment can be made either
It can be
in the fall or early spring.
given just before the buds begin to swell
in early spring or, if this interval is too
short and for other reasons it is more
convenient, it can be applied in the fall
after

th-»

leaves are

later.

Canadian Fruits
W.

T.

Macoun, Ollawa

out of the three best American
gooseberries were originated in Canada.
These are Red Jacket, or "Josselyn,"
as it is now called in the United States,

Two

The former is distinct from
and Pearl.
any other named sort, but the latter is
apparently identical with Downing, alPearl has given
though it is not so.
better results at Ottawa than Downing.
Both the Red Jacket and Pearl were
William Saunders.
originated by Dr.
The former is a cross between Downing
and Ashton's Seedling, and the latter a
cross between Houghton and WarringSeveral other seedlings not so productive as Pearl resemble it very much.
ton.

off.

PEACH BROWN ROT

There have been several strawberries
great merit originated in Canada.
'

The pear

scab,

caused by a related

fungus, is amenable to the same treatment. In both- of these diseases, the factory-boiled lime-sulphur has been shown
to give good results when diluted sufTiciently so as not to burn the foliage immediately after application. One part to
forty, or perhaps one part to fifty, concentrated stock solution is the dilution required.
If these preparations can be
brought to the standard and rendered
non-injurious, they will make a very con-

In certain wet seasons where the heat
and moisture are unusually great, peaches
are attacked by the brown rot fungus.

This disease

is

especially prevalent

and

destructive in the humid Southwestern
United States, from Pennsylvania southward, but occasionally it does bad work
in the lake states and in Canada. Fortunately through the investigations of
^r. Scott with his self-boiled lime-sulphur in the season of 1907, this malady
is now added to the list of commercial-

of

Of those in the trade at the present time
Probathe most noted is the Williams.
bly nine-tenths of the berries raised in
the Niagara district are of this variety,
which is of good size, very productive
and firm. Its chief defect is a white tip.

The

Canadl'vn Horticulturist would

ilke to learn the opinion of

low heading of

trees.

growers on

The Handling

S. H. Rittenhouse,

prepare my land for a
strawberry crop one year before the
I time for setting the plants, by manuring the field and planting a hoe crop,
such as potatoes, roots, tomatoes or corn.
The cultivation of this hoe crop during
the previous year puts the land in excellent condition, destroys the weeds and
otherwise makes the soil suitable for
giving good results when the strawber-

START

ries

to

After the removal of

are planted.

plow and put
the hoe crop
In the
on a heavy coat of manure.
spring I start cultivating early, working
the manure into the surface and getting
the land into the best possible shape for
in the fall,

I

Jordan Harbor, Ontario

After the plants are prepared by digging and selecting the best and trimming
off dead leaves and runners and carefully
straightening out the roots and placing
them compactly in an ordinary elevenquart basket, I use a man and a boy for
setting.
The man runs a spade into
the soil, producing a cut of six inches, at
Instead
an angle of forty-five degrees.
of drawing the spade out of the soil, he
simply presses it away from him to raise
the soil up, and then the boy places the
The spade is
plant behind the spade.
withdrawn and the pressure of the foot
completes the operation.
Great care is taken to get all the roots

same as

if

planted

in the

^

mark made by

the marker.

CULTIVATION

As soon as the plants are set, we commence cultivating and hoeing, repeating
this process every week or ten days until

We

fall.

long as

new

the

cultivate

we can do

crossways

just

as

so without injury to

runners.

first time, we invaruse the fingers around the plant,
adjusting the soil so as to prevent any
soil lying on the crown or leaves, and
always keep the blossoms nipped off
whenever they appear. It is strict atten-

While hoeing the

iably

On my

the setting out of the plants.
soil,

Strawberry Plantation'

of the

a deep sandy loam, plownecessary and, in fact, I

which

is

ing is not
never plow manure anyway.
When the field is thoroughly prepared,
I
mark both ways, making the rows
three feet, six inches apart and the plants
from eighteen to thirty
in the rows
inches apart, according to the variety.
Some varieties make an excellent stand
and form a splendid row when set thirty
inches or even three feet apart.

PLANT SELECTION
I consider that one of the greatest elements that contribute to my success is

my

choice of the plants at the time of
The usual custom among
strawberry growers is to take plants
from the sides of the rows; this, of
course, gives them the small and weaker
setting.

I

plants.

In procuring plants, I take up the
whole row, taking only the best and
strongest plants. This plan is along the
line of plant breeding, a subject which
should receive greater attention by pracfruit

tical

growers.

Plants

should

al-

ways be taken from a new row, a row
grown the previous year and one that
has never fruited.
Some growers will
sometimes take plants from the side of a
row that has given a crop. This should
never be done.

WHEN AND HOW TO PLANT
The time

for

setting

upon the season.

I

plants depends
do not favor too

early setting, preferring to wait until the
danger of heavy frost' is over; in our di.s-

from May ist to 15th, and have
had good results from plantations set as
late as May 24th.
Cool, cloudy days are
preferred, but we do not wait, when the
trict,

soil

is

great

in proper condition, only taking
care not to expose plants and

roots to

wind and

siin.

Harvesting Strawberriei

Niagara District

Mi". S.

il.

the soil from covering the crown.
I try
crown of the plant about on a
level with the surface of the field.

to get the

Of

late years,

I

have preferred not to

the strawberry plant into the little
track or furrow made by the marker as it
places the crown of the plant too low down
set

and makes it difficult to keep the crown
from being covered while hoeing and cultivating.
Therefore, I plant in one corner of the angle formed by the marker
and am careful to plant in the same corangle all across the field.
through setting, the plants
are in perfect rows both ways just the
covered and at the same time prevent
ner

of

When

•One of tho papers read at the convention of
the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association held in
Toronto last month.

in the

Plantation of

the

I

am

2SfJ

— New

Plants in the Foreground

Ititttnliouyc, .Ionian

Harbor,

tion to small details that makes the difference between a profitable crop and an

unprofitable one.

Towards fall, when the runners have
begun to spread, instead of dragging
them with the cultivator to prevent the
rows from getting too wide, I cut them
off with a roller plow coulter.
It is quite
a simple thing to attach a rolling coulter
to each side of the cultivator with clips
and it does ils work nicely and prevents
the too thick setting of plants along the

which is not desirable.
had some trouble with cut
worms but have not done anything to
protect against them, except good cuiti-

sides of the rows,
I

have
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vation of the ground the year previous
when under the hoe crop.
I
do not
mulch nor use any protection whatever
for the winter and have, had little trouble
with my plants winter-killing.
The following spring we do not cultivate before picking the crop, simply
cutting the weeds between the rows with
a hoe and pulling out of the rows by
hand whenever they appear. Great care
should be taken not to have many weeds
to remove at time of blooming as much

The Outlook

damage may be done to the crop at this
time by disturbing foliage and blossoms.
CROPPING

We

two

fast

rules.

that

each grower study his

what

is

year by narrowing up old rows after the
first crop is picked and by continuing

and keeping the rows
free from weeds by hand the remainder
of the season.
Spraying with Bordeaux
the

when the plantation is kept over for a
second crop.
I have said nothing about varieties as
it
is impossible to lay down hard and

simply preparing for the second

invariably crop the plantation

years,
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cultivation

mixture

very

is

important,

especially

for Horticulture in

It

is

absolutely

necessary

own

case,
best suited for his particular dis-

and market. The Williams is the
great commercial strawberry at Jordan.
But it would not be so well adapted for
a grower who was catering to a fancy
local market.
trict

Saskatchewan

Angus MacKay, Superintendent, Experimental Farm, Indian Head

THERE
about

need
the

never

growing

be

any

of

vegetables,

doubt

flowers and small fruits in Saskatewan. In the early years of its settlement,
whatever else failed vegetables never did.

pears, peaches and cherries were not
found in the early years, and are still
conspicuous by their absence. For some
years back, however, apple cultivation
has assumed a more promising aspect
from the fact that several very hardy
varieties of crab apple from Siberia have
fruited, and from this hardy stock, in
time, equal'y hardy apples will be obtained, suitable for
\\'ith

all

great care

apple

trees

in

have

chosen, and the soil prepared in accordante with the climatic conditions, Ontario cannot surpass in quality or quantity the vegetables of this western province.

parts of the province.
protecting a few hardy
fruited

in

favorable

hardy enough to
sland the simimer's heat and the winter's
localities, btil a variety

cold in

Some Hirticultural Productt
l^xliibited at I'riiuo

of Saskatchewan
Albert E.xhibition by <;. T. liailey

and the myriads of bright native prairie
flowers proclaimed the hope that the cultivated sorts when tried would equal, if
iiot surpass, in numbers and beauty those
lo the manor born.
Small fruits, also,
in those early years, greeted the newcomer m every vale and valley in profusion,
and to-day currants, raspberries,
gooseberries and strawberries are found
throughout the length and breadth of the
land, unsurpassed in quality in the Dominion.

Large

fruits,

such, as apples, plums,

all districts, will require a large
share of the Siberian crab apple in its
composition. This has been well started
by cross-breeding on the Central Experimental I""arm at Ottawa, and the numerous small orchards on the Indian Head
farm testify to the fact that time alone is
required for- Saskatchewan to grow ap-

ples, in part, at least, for its

own

use.

Manitoba native plums have for years
been successfully grown in this province,
but none of the Ontario or other cultivated sorts have ever stood the climate.
Cross-bred sorts, like the apples, are
more promising and in time these, too,
will be in the settlers' gardens.
Peaches and pears are a decided failure, with little or no hope that our climate will ever permit these fo grow outside glass houses.
While we have the
Ontario wild cherries (pin- and chokecherries) in all districts of the province
in profusion, there seems very little progress towards much improvement in this
fruit.

We

have,

it

is

true.

Vegetables

Grown

in

Saskatchewan

In flowers it is safe to assert that no
Ontario garden can ever hope to equal
in brilliancy a flower garden in Saskatchewan, with its long hours of sunshine
and cool nights.
I"-very T<nown variety
of annuals succeeds.
Asters, petunias,
verbenas, stocks, sweet peas, pansies,
phlox, nasturtiums, are but a few of
fifty sorts grown year after year on this
farm, and al) do equally well.
Tulips,
peonies, iris, columbine, pinks, delphiniums and other perennial sorts have
bloomed year after year in the experimental farm garden, remaining in the

ground

all

winter.

Rocky Moun-

and sand cherries, but these
are very far from taking the place of the
tain cherries
real

fruit.

need not take up space recounting
what varieties of vegetables succeed in
this province.
Leaving out tomatoes as
uncertain of ripening, corn, water melons
and musk melons for the same reason,
any one of Ontario's seed catalogues
may be taken and from first to last the
\egetables contained therein can safely
.iritl stnely be grown in every district in
.Saskatchewan.
Where early sorts are
I

Tomato Forcing in Saskatchewan
Green liotises of Mr. Coster, Prince Albert

Other Side of Same

Forcing House

The

Movement

Civic Improvement

Guelph

Prof. H. L.'.Hutt, Ontario Agricultural College,

IS very evident to those who travel,
even to those who merely read the
papers, that a strong movement has
set in on this continent for civic and
Just what it may
rural improvement.
result in, it is impossible to say at present; but it is safe to predict that the
movement is going to have a marked effect on the appearance and character of
our country generally.

ITor

ITS^ORIGIN

improvement movement has
been the outcome of a growing appreciation of art and a desire for real beauty,
which has resulted from the prosperity of
the times and the tendency to travel.
Its origin might be traced to Europe,
where many of the towns and cities have
become centres of attraction for Ameri-

The

civic

can tourists.
From the old land we
have learned much and have still much
to learn.
European travellers always
speak with delight of the architectural
and landscape beauties of Paris, Brussels, Vienna and Edinburgh.
Just when and where the civic improvement movement first made its appearance
here cannot be stated definitely, but like
many other movements, some good, and
others not so good, its effects were first
seen in the country to the south of us.
The town of Stockbridge, Mass., claims
the honor of having, nearly fifty years
a;
ago, the first organization having for its
bject the preservation of natural beauties and the general improvement of the
village surroundings.
In later years
many organizations having similar aims
have been formed in various parts of the
country, but the one which has been the
most active in giving a national impetus
to the civic improvement movement has
been the American Civic Association.
This association was formed in 1904, by
the union of two associations which had
for years been working along somewhat

same lines, viz., "The American
Park and Outdoor Art Association," and
"The American League for Civic Improvement." The new organization was
said at the time to represent 480 local
improvement organizations.
Mr. J.
Horace McFarland, whom
many of us had the pleasure of hearing
at some of our local society meetings
the

has been president of the new
association since its formation, and he
has by judicious use of the press kept the
work of the association prominently
before the people of the whole continent.
There are at present twenty-two members of the American Civic As<;ociation in
last spring,

One of tiie many excellent papers read at the
convention of the Ontario Horticultural Ansociation
held at Toronto in November
"

Canada. These are scattered here and
In this
there from Halifax to Calgary.
connection, I may say I think it would
pay all of our Canadian horticultural sotouch as possible
progressive national association, and make the work, at least, if
not the organization, international in
character.
Our Superintendent, Mr. J.
Lockie Wilson, and I expect to attend
the annual meeting of the American Civic
Association to be held in Pittsburg, Pa.,
cieties to get in as close

with

this

The Bill-board

The

i>

The aim of the civic improvement movement put in a nutshell, is for "A better
and more beautiful America." The scope
of this improvement may be inferred from
an enumeration of the departments of
work undertaken by the American Civic
Association. These are fifteen in number,
with a vice-president at the head of each
department, and include arts and crafts,
women's outdoor art league, children's
gardens, school extension, city making,
:

factory

betterment,

libraries,

outdoor

a Public Nuisance and an Obstruction to Civic Improvement

unsiifhtly ilieplay illuulrated is to he found in St. Catharines directly opposite the lesidence o
Mr. VV. B. Burgoyne, honorary director of the Ontario Horticultural Association.

next week,

and we hope to get many

pointers that may help us in furthering
the work in this country.
The organization of our Ontario Horticultural Association thr^e years ago was
in itself a result of the influence of the
American association formed a year or
two previous. For it was felt that we
should have a Canadian organization

with similar unselfish aims.
Attending this convention, we have
delegates from a large number of the
sixty-six

local

horticultural

societies

—

formed in this province, all
interested in promoting local civic and
It should be the
rural improvement.

already

duty,

in Ontario'

therefore,

of

this

association

to

take the lead in assisting, directing and
promoting such movements in all parts of
have a big field for
the country.
operations, and a splendid work to do.

We

281

parks and reservations, public nuisances, public recreation, railroad improvimprovements,
social
rural
ments,
settlement, and the press.
One of the strong features of the work
of the American Civic Association has
been its use of the press in educating
public sentiment and spreading abroad
art,

information regarding what has been
accomplished in different places and what
may be done in others.
In Ontario we need not at present
undertake so many kinds of work, but it
would be well for us to begin at once to
concentrate our efforts on a few lines
which need most attention at present.
To this end, I would suggest that our
association appoint committees or departments this year to deal with such
problems as
i
The improvement of
home surroundings; 2, the improvement
:

,

:

2
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keeping the grass nicely
inent citizen of
it

cut.

Woodstock

was not many years ago

the only lawn

mower

told

A promme that

that he

owned

town.

Now

in the

would be hard to find the citizen who
did not own and use one regularly.
In some places where systematic
4.
tree planting has been done along the
boulevards, there are now fine avenues
of street trees.
But just here is where
so many towns have been spoiled because
it

the street planting has been left to the
individual property owners, no two of

whom

have the same idea of what kind

where they
should be placed on the boulevard. This
has rendered it impossible to make a
uniform continuous row of trees, because
of the great variety selected and the
hap-hazard method of their arrangement.
The street planting and care of the trees
in every village, town and city, should be
under the management of a park board
or
commission, which can adopt a
definite plan for the regular planting of
certain kinds of trees on certain streets
and see that they are properly cared for.
In a number of our cities and
5.
most progressive towns, park boards or
commissions have been appointed, as
provided for by the Ontario Parks Act.
This means that much greater progress
will be made in such places, and other
of trees should be planted, or

A

in the Centre of the

Park Plot

Town

of BrockTille

of school grounds; 3, care and management of streets and boulevards; 4, establishment of parks and playgrounds; 5,

which may be used
purpose in the future

nuisances
public
abatement
of
6,
and 7,
promoting rural improvement
Many others might be added,
the press.
but this would make a good beginning.
If the right person were put at the head
of each committee and work was begun

in

;

;

once, this association would make
a power for good in the country,
and we should have valuable reports

at

itself

from each

our next meeting.
As a matter of encouragement to those
who may be looking for more rapid
changes, it may be well to call attention
to the steady and even rapid progress
that is being made in many parts of the
province.
There have been a number of
agencies contributing to this progress
at

to

still

greater

The more general use of cement
making of pavements and sidewalks has had a marked effect on most
1.

the

every town and village in the country.
In
many Ontario towns cement has
almost entirely replaced the old wooden
walks during the past ten years.
2.
Accompaning the laying of permanent walks has come the removal of
street
fences.
In
many up-to-date
Ontario towns and cities we may now go
block after block on the residential
streets

and see no fences, either

or between

in front

lots.

Immediately following the removal
3.
of fences has come the proper grading
of the lawns and boulevards to the line of
the

pavement,

and

more attention

to

places will wake up to the necessity of
similar action.

Within the last few years many of our
Ontario towns and villages, to say
nothing of the larger cities, have seen
the advisability of making park reservations, and have purchased lands for park
In some cases, the development of these has been undertaken by
the town council, and in others by a

purposes.

park board, but experience has proved
that greater continuity of action may be
expected from a board or commission
which is more or less permanent.
Evidences of progress in the establishment of parks may be seen in such places
Brockville,
Havelock,
Ottawa,
as
Brampton, Hamilton, Gait,
Toronto,
Guelph, Berlin, Waterloo, Woodstock,
London,
vStratford,
Barrie,
Orillia,
[.eamington, and many other places.
F'or a town of its size, I know of no
place making greater progress in the
establishment of beautiful parks than the
town of Gait.
It has now three good
sized parks and seven or eight small
plots and squares about the town which
help to

make Gait
(

a

town

beautiful.

To be conchidcd in next issue)

If you have any photographs of your
garden, orchard or lawn in winter, kindly send them to The Canadian Horti-

CULTIRIST
A

Little

Work and Expense Would Make

this

Scene Ten-fold More Beautiful

Ontario have near tliem beautiful river banks which should be purchased now while the land is
cheap and gradually Improved for park purposes. The scene illustrated is within the town limits of Smith's Fall

Many towns

in

for publication.

fect

in

An

excellent

"Planting for Winter Efthe North," will appear in an

article entitled,

early issue.

—

A

Beautiful

Home

Before and After Planting

Collier Stevenson, Han\ilton, Ontario

and After" pictures of
Lodge," the home of Mr.
Henry New, of Hamilton, Ont., shown
the "Before

IN"Dalkeith

on this page, we have a striking instance
how even the best of houses architecturally may be enhanced by skilful planting.
The owners were fortunate in hav-

of

ing the co-operation of their architect,

Mr. Herbert H. New, of Hamilton, in
the arrangement of the grounds.
A massive box of green shingles was
placed on each side of the front entry
filled with glowing scarlet cannas,
while geraniums of the same hue were

and

massed along the front of the verandah,
a background of hydrangea and

with

spiraea.

Unfortunately the illustration does not
the very effective trellis which was
designed by the architect for the side of
the verandah.
These, however, were
painted white, against which the cool
green of the vines contrasted splendidly.

show

A hedge of scarlet dahlias lent brightness to the side boundaries, completing
a most harmonious color scheme
the red
walls of the house blending with the scarlet of the flowers, the moss green of
roof and flower boxes harmonizing with
the foliage, and the clear white of the
woodwork being repeated in the trellises.

—

I

Fall Bulb Planting
Editor, The Canadian Horticultur-

ist: As you have solicited questions for
discussion in The Canadian Horticulturist, and as the practise of fall bulb
planting has become so general and so
extensive amongst our people, may I ask
the question, "How long may tulips

Before Planting

— "Dalkeith Lodge," the Residence of Mr.

Considering all the pros and
the use of the ground, the best
interests of the bulbs and the finest and
most abundant flowering of the bulbs,
there.

cons,

what would you advise?
Perhaps you will consider the question
useless, as we ought to buy new bulbs
and plant every season and so encourage
the trade.
You may also think the questions a little premature but if we knew
;

the consensus of opinion in this matt°r,

we might be guided

in

our plantings

Henry New, Hamilton, Ontario

Would like to hear also
accordingly.
from other horticulturists, who are interested.
B. Gott, Strathroy, Ont.

—
(Note. — The

question asked and disGott is important and
interesting.
For the present, we will
leave the question open. Readers of The
Canadian Horticulturist are requested
to send short accounts of their experiences for publication in the January
issue.
Editor.)

cussed

by Mr.

.

and other bulbs remain in the same place
in the ground?"
There is at present
quite a difference of opinion

among the
regard, some removing
them annually and others leaving them
in the same place for two or more
years.
Our practice has been to leave them
I
untouched for three years, but we find
that the divisions have been so great
that they are practically useless afterwards.
For this reason, our planters
are now adopting the practise of
annual
removals, and think that they have
some
advantages.
Hut even this practice has
contra considerations.
First, it involves
people

much

ondly,

in

this

labor and care in storing, and secthe bulbs are liable to become

mixed and in a state of confusion, and
ordmary planters "can't be bothered."
Of course, this practice leaves the
ground
quite clean and free for all summer
u.ses,
but the three years course also
allows
he ground for other plantings by cutting the tops, raking all off and planting
over the bulbs as though they were not
I

After

This

Ih

one of the many
'

Much Taile and

a Little

boaiiliful honu^H of Ilinnilton
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u
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follow.
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Labor Saving Tools

for

Garden Work*

Hermann Simmers, Toronto

THE

first and still the most important tool in the garden is the human
hand, and probably at one time in
Still,
ages past, it was the only one.
at a very early period, tools of some description had been devised, to lighten
In our youththe labor of the gardener.

—

alas, further back than some
ful days
a conundrum was
of us care to admit

—

ran thus: "When Adam
delved and Eve span, who then was the
gentleman?"
The obvious answer is
that Adam was the gentleman, and mark
you he was the first man, he was a gentleman and he was a gardener all of

propounded.

It

—

Our immediate interest,
is to enquire what Adam delved
No doubt he did much work with

which is
however,

with.
his hands

true.

—

in many gardening operations
the very best of tools but he could
not delve very well thus, unless he had
The cradle of
something to aid him.
the human race is in the East, and it is
there, we can observe customs to-day

—

still

In explanation of

you

find

will

that

my

further meaning,
the first and

among

be done in almost any garden in spring or fall, is to have your
garden dug in the spring and spaded
again in the fall, and those who are not
so furtunate as to employ a man for this
Wbrk, will better understand the necessity of a pair of good, strong arms to
do this work.
last things to

THE BEST TOOLS
have not had the pleasure of attending any of the conventions of this association, and am not acquainted with the
intention that you have, whether it is
I

necessary, just to introduce the subject
after introducing, that questions are
asked, as to this, that or the other matter, but I am going to give you a list of
a good many articles that I have used
myself, as well as some of the others
that I know are "labor-saving tools,
but which I may not have had occasion
The list approximately is as folto use.

and

"

Now, to those who have a more pretentious vegetable garden, this more modern implement,

is apt to encourage the
amateur to extend his work.
I have seen many a fine garden in the
smaller towns, which does credit to the
man who attends to it and should be a
credit to the town, if the towns would so

take note of them. To these gentlemen,
I strongly urge their using one of these
implements. They were originally gotten
up by some Yankee not overly fond of
work, but let it be said to the credit of
his genius, that he has bestowed on us an
implement that will save the labor of an
amateur gardener.

TAKE CAKE OF TOOLS
would also suggest that all the tools
possessed by the amateur be properly
hung up, neatly and systematically, and
that they should not be thrown in a corner, in a careless manner.
You might
as well expect a woman working in her
kitchen to throw her pots and pans in a
heap in the corner
and expect her to
I

be

able

to

find

what she

requires,

quickly.

I

see

na

reason why man's
tools
labor-saving
for
Some Panties

had

that

Adam's

Grew

the

in

Yukon

— lUnttrated One-quarter

Size.

in the

time, or not long after.

spade, shovel, lawn rake, steel
rake, field hoe, Dutch hoe, spading fork,

is

manure

which

their

inception

in

The soil there
so sandy and easily worked, that a
very primitive stick sharpened, would be
all the labor-saving appliance required.
Irrigation is the great problem there.
In lands under different climatic conditions, different circumstances naturally
arise and in our own land, one must admit, that stirring with a pointed stick
would not have much effect. Therefore,
other labor-saving tools had to be invented.
The king of all labor-saving
tools, is still the spade.
Spade culture
is the most intensive and, per acre, produces more crops than any other form of
culture.

In

my

opinion,

the Creator,

dowed us with the best means
saving appliances. I mean a

has enof laborpair

of

To those who have been
garden hobby for some years,
their arms will have been strengthened
by their use, an all-wise Providence having created man or woman with these
handy appendages, and the man or woman who makes liberal use of them, will
have as a result much the better garden,
strong arms.
at

the

for his close attention.
'Extracts from a paper read at the oonventioD ol the Ontario Horticultural Association,
held in Toronto last month.

lows:

fork,

garden

reel,

garden

line,

that a

precise

hook

edging knife, indelible

pencil, labels tree

or pot, appliances for destroying insects,
hot-bed thermometer, garden trowel, tree
pruner, watering can, wheelbarrow, lawn
mower, hand weeders (such as Hazeltine's,
Excelsior, etc.), wheel plow, and hand
seed drill.

MAKE GARDENING A PLEASURE
This is about the list that would be
necessary to complete a full stock of
"labor-saving tools" for the amateur.
Many might say that a spade, a hoe and
a rake, is all he has used and found them
satisfactory, but if they had picked out
from this list any other special tools and
used them at the proper time, they would
have saved labor and made for themselves, the garden, more interesting.

THE COMBINATION SEED DRILL
It is almost useless to go into the detail and description of all the tools that
I have listed and from which I will refrain, but amongst the list, I would like
to draw more attention to the combinaseed

which has the garden
plow, wheel hoe and seed drill combined.
tion

same

woman

keeps her houseThe garden tools should
hold utensils.
also be kept clean and ready for use.

manner

or sickle, pruning knife,
pruning shears, pruning saw, half-moon

grass

work

garden

should not be kept

drill,
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Flowers

in the

Yukon

The illustration of pansies that appears on this page shows one of the horthe Yukon.
of
ticultural possibilities
These pansies were grown in Dawson
City by Mrs. George Black from Giant
Pansy seed, furnished by J. A. Simmers, Toronto. In a letter to J. A. Simmers, Mrs. Black said
"I am sending the pansies to show

how

successfully

we grow

flowers from

Many

of the gardens here in
summer are very beautiful. In a space
only twenty-five by fifteen feet, that we

your seed.

devoted to flowers last season, we grew
twenty-eight kinds, including pansies,
English and shasta daisies, nasturtiums,
musk plants, nicotiana, ice plants, poppies

(Iceland,

California

and

Shirley)

sweet peas, canary vine, wild cucumber,
asters, everlastings, gypsophila,
mignonette, forget-me-not, lobelias, wild
orchids and ferns."

stocks,

Be sure and take some photographs of
your potted bulbs in bloom and send
them

for publication.

What Amateurs Can Do
WHEN

looking for Christmas gifts,
do not forget that there are m^iny
horticultural products that will be
Flowering and ornamental
acceptable.
plants will add cheer to the festive ssason.
Make your selection early, and
ask the florist to hold them for you. In
flowering "plants, select those that are
They
not far advanced in bloom buds.
will be more appreciated because they
last

in

eggs and cocoons of insects and destroy
Clean garden tools and cover
them.
the iron work with grease to keep them
from rusting.

December
some photographs

of the

garden

if

you

have them.

Watch the lawn and shrubbery for the
when the winter effect is most beau-

time

longer.

Among

the

many

plants

suitable

for

Christmas presents are Gloire de Lorraine begonias, Baby
Rambler roses,
cyclamen, Jerusalem cherries, hyacinths,
narcissi,
daffodils,
primulas,
azaleas,
genistas,
plants,
rubber
araucarias,
poinsettias, screw pines, ferns and many

*^.

others.

Other gifts that will be appreciated
by amateur gardeners are books on horticulture.
There are scores of good ones,
well printed, illustrated and nicely bound.
Write to The Canadian Horticulturist for our book catalogue.
A nice gift

Would be

a year's

subscription to

The

Canadian

Horticulturist.
Read the
special offer on the inside front cover of

this

issue.

Various kinds of

fruits

make

excellent

be nicer than a
box of No. I Spys, Fameuse, or of some
other seasonable variety?

THE WINDOW garden
While potted bulbs bought from florists would be appreciated as gifts, they
would be doubly acceptable if the recip'ient learned that they had been grown by
the giver.
If you are growing some for
Christmas, watch them closely.
Keep
them well watered. Keep them where it
is

The

What would

presents.

not too

warm

First Prize

Group of Orchids at the Ontario Horticultural Exhibition
Exhibited by T. Maiiton, EKlinton, Out.

successful
ul this year with
Were you success!
your garden? Did you try something
new, and what was it? Did your garden teach you anything that you did not
know before? What pointers can you
Answer these
give to other amateurs?

questions in

a letter for publication

The Canadian Horticulturist.

in

Send

tiful.

It

will

be a pleasant surprise to

many persons who
is

of use only in

think that the lawn

summer.

Take some

photographs when the trees and shrubs
are drooping beneath a weight of snow.
.Send them to The Canadian Horticultirist for publication with some description of the plants in the scene.

but within reach of sun-

light.

Avoid draughts of cold air on house
Ventilate on calm,' warm days.
Moist air and intelligent watering at the

plants.

roots of plants

success

When

are necessary to attain

window garden work.

in

re-potting plants, use pots only

one or two sizes larger than those in
which the plants now stand. Water well
as soon as potted and do not repeat until
the soil

shows signs

of dryness.

OUTDOOR WORK
If you have not mulched the bulb beds,
do it now.
Strawy manure or spruce
boughs make good material.
A covering of leaves with brush to hold ?hem
and to catch the snow is excellent for

the purpose.
Protect the tender and half hardy perennials.
Mulch the lilies, especially the

Japanese

Make
leaves.

varieties.
a

compost

come

heap of the

fallen

next year.
Wrap and protect tender vines and
shrubs.
Remove and burn garden rubbish.
Saw dead limbs from trees. Seek
It

will

in useful

Some

of the Flowers and Fruit at the Ontario Horticultural Exhibition held in Toronto last month.

How

to Grow^ Ginseng

Wm.

THE

conditions necessary for the successful culture of ginseng may be
stated briefly as follows
A rich,
cool,
loamy, loose soil, natural or artificial shade, moisture and proper attenAlthough there are many ways of
tion.

inches

Over

Gilgore, Peterboro, Ontario

apart and fasten with
put cedar boughs.

staples.

this, I

CULTIVATION

:

-

The

cultivation of ginseng is as certain and as easy as that of any other garden root. Attention to a few simple but

or six years have passed. This is a mistake as the roots can be dried and sold in
three or four years but the profit will be
greater from larger roots.
A very important point for the intending grower
to consider is the securing of roots and
seeds from the same latitude in which he
is located if possible.
Those from a few
degrees farther south will not ripen the
seed as well in cold seasons.

PROFITS
Profits depend upon the intelligence of
the grower.
Strict attention to details
is as essential in this line as in any other.

As an illustration, I may say that a
ground sixty-five feet long by five

of

wide

plot
feet

hold i,ooo roots. At the end of
four or five years, it will produce from
fifty-five to sixty pounds of dried root. The
present price ranges from $6.00 to $8.00
will

a pound, according to quality.
Quality
means large, clean roots. But that is not

At the end of four years, you would
have 1,500 seedlings and 8,000 seed in
the ground, due to come up the following
spring, and from 15,000 to 20,000 seed
on hand, all the product of the original
1,000 year-old roots.
The revenue from
the seed is enough to pay all expenses,
leaving the proceeds from the dried root
all profit.
Follow the process for ten
years and I will venture to say there is
all.

—

Outfide|View of Ginseng Garden Showing Lath Sides and Brush Top

One

of the

Gardens of the Saugatnck Ginseng

applying these principles, there can be
little doubt of success if they are followed.
When starting a patch, select a cool,
moist piece of ground, preferably level, or
nearly so where there is natural loam or
where the soil is loose and rich. Wellrotted stable manure, mixed with an equal
quantity of swamp muck, will bring garden soil to the proper condition.
The

Co., Michigran

a profit of 100 per cent, per
present prices.

The ginseng root is at its best age for
commercial purposes after five or six
years from seed. It seems to be the general impression that nothing can be realized from the growing of this root till five

man and nurseryman after the first two
years.
In making the above estimate, I
am well within the bounds of probability.
I often have been asked why farmers do
not take up the culture of ginseng and

ground must be fertile.
Sandy soil, if
and moist, is not objectionable. The
drainage must be good.
PREPARING THE BEDS

Spade the ground

to a depth of twelve
inches.
beds are five
feet wide by sixty feet long.
I put pine

strips, six inches

My

wide by one inch thick,

lengthwise of the bed and drive in a few
small stakes to hold them in position.
I
then spread a coat of well-rotted horse
manure, mixed with black muck, well
pulverized, over the bed to a depth of
three or four inches. I spade it a second
time and rake the bed level. The bed i.s

now

the right condition to receive the
I plant the roots six inches
apart with eight inches between the rows.
in

young

roots.

For shade, I .set up cedar posts,
twelve feet apart, across the beds and
about the same distance apart lengthwise of the beds and nail scantling across
from post to post. I run wire along the
top of the scantlings about eighteen

Inside^ View of
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at

Ginseng is lavish in the production of
seed so that the grower is his own seed-

rich

or fourteen

annum

necessary points such as shade, drainage,
and so forth, is all that is necessary to
accomplish what was twenty years ago
thought to be impossible.

Same Garden— Brosh Shade on Top— Seedlingrof 1907

in

Beds
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in reply that this is work for
the small plot owner, the same as beekeeping, mushroom growing or any other
specialty.
It is the most profitable of all,
however, if the grower observes the rules
for successful culture and has patience to
wait for three or four years. A quarter
of an acre will produce enough to send
his boys to college if he plants in a small

Melons By the Ton

have said

way and faithfully reproduces from his
own plot. The artisan, clerk or laboring
man who has a small garden can make a
success of ginseng growing and money
for himself.

History of Ginseng
W.

A.

The

Twiner,

American

Saugatock,

ginseng

Mich.
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L. A.

ONE

Lome Park, Ontitrio
Two difficulties
mar-

Hamilton,

can judge from the crop
Toronto, the season of 1908
must be looked upon as one peculiar-

IFketed

in

the growing of melons. The
copious rains of the early season

ly fitted for

warm

pushed forward the growth of the plants.
This was followed by a long period of
dry weather, with hot days and warm
nights which hastened the maturing of
the fruit.
The conditions were somewhat similar
to those prevailing in eastern countries
where the melon is extensively grown.
There, melon gardens are largely confined

present themselves to
the melon grower in this locality
The
transporting of this bulky crop to market and the low price obtained for it.
.So far, no practical or uniform package
has been invented for shipping in. The
product finds its way to market in eleven
quart baskets, various kinds of berry
crates and apple barrels.
The Island of Montreal has made a
specialty for a number of years of growing melons of a certain type, and the
growers by producing a good article
and judiciously advertising it, have suc:

a plant
the parsley family in
which family are included the parsnip,
The wild root found
carrot and celery.
in the forests of America is a near relation of the Chinese and Corean root
(Panax Ginseng). Ginseng is a Chinese
v\ord meaning man-shape.
It was found
Canada near Montreal in the year
in
17 16 by Father Lafitan, a missionary
imong Iroquois Indians, after a description of the plant and samples of the root
had been sent to Canada two years prior
to that date by a brother missionary in
China.
losely

related

is

to

•

Soon after its discovery the French
began to gather it and export it to China.
It soon became a very important article
of export, the roots costing forty cents
n pound at Quebec, and selling for ten
or twelve times that amount in China.
At that time the Company of the Indies
controlled the trade between Canada and
China.
In 1751, the company raised the
price to $10.00 a pound which caused the

Canadian hunters to gather it out of .season, to imperfectly clean and dry it and
to send somewhat similar roots until the
Chinese refused to buy it at any price.
For several years the ginseng trade from
America ceased, until a few years ago.
.Since then the root has been largely cultivated with a favorable market in China.

The export

for 1907, according to report
issued by the United States Department
of Agriculture, was $1,268,658, this be-

ing mostly cultivated root.

Watch
dian

for the next issue of

Horticulturist.

An

The Canaarticle

on

foes of vegetables will appear.

One
table

is

of

the

vegetables for the
Brussels Sprouts.
It should be
finest

grown more

extensively, and the public
should be taught its value.

HarTCtting Melons by the Ton

FruitSFarm of Mr.

L.

low lying margins of the rivers
the bars left dry by the falling
waters.
The writer has watched the
natives on the banks of the Nile, and on
the Ganges, following up the receding
waters and planting the melon seeds as
fast as the bars appear above the surface of the water.
The ground is then

to the

and

completely saturated with water which,
on being subject to great heat, causes
the plants to grow with great rapidity
and to bring their fruit to maturity with
or no rainfall.
rapidity of growth, and the generosity of the crop in the Lome Park
district, has not been confined to melons
alone but to all others of the gonrd famlittle

The

an

Water melons and squash have been
grow on contiguous ground, weighing as

is

high as forty pounds for the former and

.Sometimes a small amount of
water applied at the right time, will
make the difference between a good crop
and a total failure.

125 pounds for the latter; these results
were obtained from .seed sown in the
open air and without the use of any artificial stimulants during growing period.

in

A. Hamilton,

Ontario

Lome Park

ceeded in establishing a market for their
melons and disposing of them at a price
that makes the Ontario grower turn
green with envy.
We have a soil that
seems particualrly adapted for the growing of this crop, but it is poor encouragement to the grower to get on an
average five cents a piece for choice
melons ranging in weight from two to
Is it not possible
pounds each.
by means of cold storage to ship melons
to England profitably, thereby enlarging
the market and stimulating the indus-

eight

try?

Grow
the

the best that can be grown, and
is yours.

market

ily.

The vegetable gardener, who has
abundant supply of water available,
fortunate.

An

error occurred in printing the arti-

on "Ornamental Gardening in Southern British Columbia," that appeared in

cle

the

November

issue.

In the third line of

column, the word
should have read "tourists."
the.

third

"forests"
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The Ontario

warrants it,— and it does, a national conference should be held every two years.
Three years are passing since the last one.
It is time for another. Fruit growers individually and fruit grower? in conventions
should agitate the matter more strenuously.
It is regrettable that, through an oversight
or carelessness, no concerted expression of
opinion was recorded, either by resolution
or otherwise, at the recent convention of
the Ontario Fruit Growers* Association.
Most of the members of the organization are
looking forward to another conference. An
opportunity was lost to impress the authorAssociations
ities at Ottawa with this fact.
in other parts of Canada should not neglect
the matter. Our growers are entitled to a
If our
national conference this winter.
growers do not recognize the importance of
their industry and press, in a concerted
manner, for its proper recognition, the Dominion Government cannot be blamed for not
giving the attention to these matters that
their importance deserves.
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Horticultural Exhibition

horticultural products of Ontario
to great advantage at the
fifth annual Ontario Horticultural
Exhibition held in Toronto in November. The display of fruit, flowers and
vegetables was a credit to the province.
The total number of entries in all departments exceeded that of last and previous
years. The manner in which the St. Lawrence Arena was decorated and the arrangements of the various exhibits received much
praise. The show was of great educational
It impressed the public with a
value.
keener appreciation of the horticultural
possibilities of the province and it showed
the growers themselves what others can
do in the way of producing fruits, flowers
and vegetables of superior quality.
In the fruit department, the exhibits of
some co-operative fruit growers' associations were the objects of mucti comment
and attention. These associations seemed

THEwere shown

be a revelation to those unacquainted witli
the rapid progress that has been made in
fruit growing and in fruit operations during
the intervening time. While the character
of the packing shown at the recent exhibi-

was almost ideal, room for improvement was noticeable in a few cases. In
boxes, some exhibitors failed to pack with

tion

Because
for the proper bilge.
of defects in fruit, packing or package, the

due regard

judges were compelled, in some instances,
to award prizes to exhilaits that appeared
In the barrel
inferior to the uninformed.
sections, the packing, with two or three
exceptions, was all that could be desired.
One of the exceptions had superior fruit
on top and small, wormy specimens in the
bottom. It was noticeable iinat most packers are becoming more expert and have
learned how to handle and prepare a barrel
for market properly. In a few cases it was
noticed^ however, that where four or five

Export Apple Trade
Ed.,

The Canadian Horticulturist :—

read with interest the letter of Mr. Eben
James in your magazine for October and
must join issue with him on several points
First, it is quite true
therein mentioned.
that there are several undesirable receivers
in Great Britain, but at the same time there
are plenty of good firms outside the six who
form the Liverpool Fruit Auction and there
are also a number of firms who do their
business quite as above-board as the aforeI presume that Mr. James'
mentioned.
letter is more or less aimed at the firms who
do not sell in the Liverpool rooms.
As regards the bona-fldes or otherwise of
these firms I do not know, but I would like
to point out that in selling by private
treaty one is able to get quite as good and
in many instances better, prices and also to
give buyers greater satisfaction. As an instance, my firm has only been in the apple
business for the past two years, but last
year we received and sold purely on commission between 30,000 and 40,000 barrels
and so far we have not made a dissatisfied
sender neither have we received a letter of
complaint.
I do not want to argue about the merits
of the closed room, but any man of common
sense will agree that prices are likply to
be better when competition is open to the
whole of the customers in a market rather
than when it ia confined to a selected few.
We sell the whole of our apples by private
treaty, and I maintain that a buyer ia more

likely to get satisfaction

by purchasing

way than he is
same time the apples, being open to thorough inspection, the growers are bound to
that

is sold
merits; whereas, when
stuff is put up for auction, in numbers of
instances, buyers have not the time or opportunity of examining before hand, consequently they are always more or less buying
Therefore, the man who has
in the dark.
sent the best stuff is not at all unlikely to
get the worst price.— T. J. Poupart, Covent

get the highest prices aa everything

absolutely

on

its

Parden Market, London.
Are you wondering what you cm
some of your friends for Christmas?

give

The

Canadian Horticulturist would mnko
nice

[A Part

in

Exhibition
of the Vegetable Ditplay at'the Ontario Horticultural

by auction and at the

a

gift.

have received a great deal of useful inthrough The Canadian Horticulturist.—J. Carlson, Gardener, Maakinonge Co., Que.
I

formation

to have a better idea of the requirements
of the Fruit Marks Act and of proper packing and packages than did many of the in-

The exhibit that redividual exhibitors.
ceived most praise was that put up by Mr.
Jas. E. Johnson, of Simcoe, for the Norfolk
Fruit Growers' Association. Sixty varieties
were shown in this display. They were not
exhibited in competition but were there to
demonstrate the capabilities of Norfolk
county in the production of high grade
The St, Catharines, Oshawa, Trenfruit.
ton, and Chatham associations also showed
fine fruit and their
excellent.

methods

of

packing were

The quality of the apples was almost perThe color and size of the specimens
would compare favorably with those grown
anywhere in the world. The. apples in bixes
and barrels were a superior lot. A com-

fection.

parison between this display and the package exhibit at the first Ontario Horticultural Exhibition held lour years ago would

head liner would have been sufsome 15 or 20 were used. There
this,
were a few minor defects similar
but, on the whole the display was the best

nails in a
ficient,

.'-p

ever seen in this country.
While the apple was most in evidence,
the more tender fruits were equally deceiving of praise in respect to quality, if not in
number of exhibits. Some fine pears and
grapes were exhibited on plates and in
commercial packages.
The educational value of the fruit departThe
ment was shown in many ways.
methods of packing were object lessons. The
fruit itself showed what can be done by
good cultivation, pruning, spraying, and so
The intermingling of exhibitors and
forth.
visitors gave opportunity for learning the
views of others and for disseminating practical pointers, and not the least for promoting a feelintr of good fellowship between
growers in all parts of the province.
The Central Experimental Farm at 0*t--

:
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wa, had a large exhibit of fruit of Canadian origin. The Ontario fruit experiment

showed a variety of
natural state and preserved.
stations

College

Agricultural

The Ontario
mounted

exhibited

of insects and fungous diseases.
The display of preserved fruits was interesting and well put up. It is pleasing to note,
also, that some of our best firms who have
to do with the manufacture of materials

specimens

used by horticulturists put up displays of
their wares. Among them were the Dominion offices of the Potash Syndicate, who
showed fertilizers; William Cooper and

Nephews, insecticides and fungicides; Harris Abattoir Co., fertilizers; Spramotor Co..
power sprayers; Bissell Mfg. Co., orchard
implements; and some others. These added
It is hoped
to the interest of the show.
that other firms will do likewise at future
exhibitions.

THE VEGETABLES
There was a grand showing of vegetables.
There were more entries and the quality
was better than in previous years. The
cauliflowers were exceptionally good, the
most successful exhibitors being the McThe celery, onions,
Kays, of Doncaster.
cabbage, carrots, beets, parsnips, turnips,
citrons,

squash,

potatoes,

peppers,

salsify

and horseradish were said by the judges to
te the best that they have ever seen. The
competition
lections

being

was keen.

The general coladmirable, the first prize
by W. Harris of Humber Bay;

were

won

second. Brown Bros., Humber Bay; third,
F. F. Eeeves. Humber Bay.
Besides the
exhibitors mentioned, other successful ones
were: J. W. Eush, and J. Dandridge, Humber Bay; J. Guthrie and G. Watson, Dixie;
T. Delworth, Weston; B. Brown, Wychwood,
and C. Plunkett, Woodbridge. The iudges
were K. H. Lewis, of Hamilton, and Geo.
Syme, Jr., of Carleton West.

THE FLOWER SHOW
Although the flower and plant show was
an admirable one in point of quality the
entries were not as numerous as last year.
There was a shortage, especially in the

chrysanthemum classes. R. Jennings, of
Brampton, won the prize for th^ largest
chrysanthpmum in the show.
The new
'mum, "W. R. Brock," shown by the
Steele-Briggs Seed Co. was much arlmire'l.
There were some excellent carnat'ons and
roses shown.
The floral designs were well
done.
The decorated dinin? tables were
much better than last year. Th" collections
of orchids were splendid, first prize b"ing
won by T. Manton. Eglinton: second. E. F.
Collins. Toronto; third, W. J. Potter. Tor.
onto.
Plans for npxt ypnr's exhihitinn al-

rendv are being made.

The Ontario

fruits in their

The lessons learned

at this year's show and at nrev'ous on°s
will be used in making next year's exhibition grander and better than ever.

National Apple

great work that can be accomplished on behalf of the horticultural
societies of the province by such an
organization as the Ontario Horticultural Association was shown in numerous
ways at the recent third annual convention
of the association, that was held in Toronto,
Nov. 10-11, at the time of the Ontario Horticultural
Exhibition.
Horticultural societies from all parts of Ontario were represented by delegates. The attendance at all
the sessions was gratifying and demonstrated that the horticultural societies are beginning to realize how necessary it is that they
should be organized through a central asso-

expected
Show to be held
7-12, will be the
kind ever held in
It

of

is.

that the National

Apple

premiums amounts to over $35.00. The
is Mr. H. G. Neely, of Spokane.
A premium of $1,500 call.= for a carload

secretary

exhibit of 210 barrels or 630 50-pound boxes
of one or more varieties.
A premium of
$1,000 is offered for exhibits of not more
than two barrels, boxes, bn.skets r plates
of one variety.
The exhibitor of the largest apple of regular shape. wiMi perfect
stem and calyx and without disi^a.«e or blemish, will receive a reproduction of the
fruit in bronze, heavily plated in gold and
mounted on a silver pedestal representing
"
-^ and Eve in the Garden of Eden.
'

Windsor,

A most important decision reached was
that application should be made to the Ontario Government for an increase in the
government grant from $8,000 to $10,000 a
year. Supt. J. Lockie Wilson, in his annual
report, announced that the membership of
the horticultural societies this year, as compared with last year, would show an increase of aljout 50 per cent or, from a little
over 6,000 to over 9,000 members This great
increase, he said, was due to the recent
change in the Horticultural Societies Act,
by which the societies are now offered inducements to increase their membership.
There would be, he reported, a similar increase of the expenditures of the horticultural societies for horticultural purposes.
Mr. Wilson recommended that the Act be
amended so that the officers of the societies will be required in future to give an
affidavit in regard to the annual expenditures of their society, so as to prevent the
annual reports of the societies from bping
padded. It was suggested by Mr. Wilson
that action be taken to limit the grant that
any society should receive to $800, as there
were a couple of societies in the province
that would receive over that amount next
year. The convention unanimously decided
in favor of petitioning for an increased Government grant. No action was taken in regard to petitioning for power to limit the
erant of any one society to $800 a year.
This matter has been discussed thoroughly
at a meeting of the directors previous to
the convention, at which it had been pointed out that the societies which were getting
the large grants were getting them becaxise
of the hard work that had been done, that
smaller societies who had put forth energetic
efforts, had succeeded in doubling their
membership and their expenditures for hor-

ticultural purposes, and that it would be
unfair to limit the grant to a large society,
simply ibecause it had worked hard to make
a good showing.

H.

L.

Hutt thought that a special

should be

made

to organize

new

so-

towns of the province
where there were none at present, and referred to the Stirling society, which was
doing good work in a town where the population was a little over one thousand.
It was decided to petition the Ontario
Legislature to give power to municipalities
to tax bill boards and to urge municipalities
to take such action.
Rev. A. H. Scott, of Perth, read a report
for the committee appointed to consider the

London,

Hamilton,

Kingston,

Oakville, Cardinal, Walkerville, Brantford,
Kincardine, Port Dover, Toronto, Springfield,

Thornbury, Goderich, CoOttawa, Seaforth, Elmira,
Hamilton, Grimsby, Picton,

Belleville,

bourg,

Perth,

Bowmanville,

Owen Sound and Clinton.
The committee on nomenclature, that had

Gait,

been appointed at the

annual convenand was re-elected.
was presented "by Mr. John
last

tion, reported progress

The report

Cavers, the secretary, who stated that the
Ontario Vegetable Growers' Association and
the
Canadian Horticultural Association,
had both appointed representatives to act
on the committee.
The election of officers for the association
for the ensuing year, resulted as follows
Pres., Major H. J. Snelgrove, Cobourg, (reelected) ;lst vice-pres., R. B. Whyte, Ottawa,
(re-elected)

;

2nd

Cam-

vice-pres., Roderick

eron, Toronto, (re-elected)

;

sec, J. Lockie
H. B. Cowan,

Wilson, Toronto; treas.,
Peterboro; honorary directors, W. B. Burgoyne, St. Catharines; Prof. H. L. Hutt,
0. A. C, Guelph; Prof. W. T. Macoun. C.
E. F., Ottawa; directors, Rev. A. H. Scott,
Perth; W. Jeffers Diamond, Belleville; Miss
Blacklock, Toronto; A. Alexander, Hamilton; Jas. Mitchell, Goderich; G. W. Tebbs.

Hespeler; and John S. Pearce, London.
During the different sessions, a number
of valuable papers were read. Some of them
are published on other pages of this issue
and others will appear later. They are as
follows:
"Laying Out and Planting of
Small Gardens," Roderick Cameron. Toronto; "Window Boxes, Baskets and Rustic
Stands,"
Wm. Hunt, Guelph; "Some
Flowering Bulbs and Tuberous Plants." J.
McPherson Ross, Toronto; "Horticulture in
Great Britain as Seen by a Canadian." R.

Whyte, Ottawa; "The Civic Improvein Ontario," Prof. H. L.
Hutt. Guelph; "Increasing Membership,"
J. F. Watson, Ottawa; "Scientific Plant
Breeding," H. H. Groff, Simcoe; "Best Half
Hardy Tub Plants," Roderick Cameron.
Toronto; "Perennial Borders," W. T. Macoun, Ottawa; "Labor Saving Tools for Garden Work," H. Simmers, Toronto; "Notes
on Some New Peonies," R. B. Whyte, Ottawa; and some others.
B.

ment Movement

Three new subscriptions for $1.00
before Dec. 25th, 1908.

if

sent

cieties in the various

in Spokane. Wash.. Dec.
greatest exhibition of its
the world. The total value

i

possible to the front, it could not arrange
to adopt special subjects.
The report of the secretary- treasuri
showed a balance on hand of $152.30, fron
which the expenses of the annual convention would have to be deducted. The report
showed that the following societies had
affiliated for the year 1908-09:
Smith Falls.

ciation.

effort

Show

Horticultural Association

THE

Prof.
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introduction of horticultural topics in the
new school books of the province. The report ureed strongly that this should be
The Ontario Department of Educadone.
tion, while recognizing the importance of
nature study, had stated that the books
were readers only and, while the department would bring nature study as muih as

The work of the Stirling Horticultural
Society is making that little town one of the
most progressive and beautiful in the Dominion.
An interesting meeting was held
last month at which Prof. H. L. Hutt. O.
A. C, Guelph, delivered an address on civic
improvement and flower culture.
The Woodstock Horticultural Society
held its annual meeting last month. Those
present pronounced it to be the best held
yet.

Much enthusiasm was shown

in re-

gard to the work of the past year and th^t
Photographs of the flower
of the future.
.show held by this society last August have
just been received by The Canadian Horticulturist. They will appear in a latter
issue.

;

An

Important Fruit Convention

THE

control of
orchard pests, the
regulating by law of the sale of nursery stock and the guestions of markets and marketing were among the
important problems discussed at the convention of the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association,
held at Toronto in November.
While these topics have been dealt with
many times in the past, they are always
Much valuable information in resnew.
pect to their solution was imparted by a
score of authorities at this convention. A
representative gathering of fruit growers
from all parts of the province was present.
The various addresses delivered and the
discussions that they incited resulted in the
passing of the following resolutions:
"That it is the opinion of this association that the disease known as 'little peach'
should be added to the Act respecting
'black knot' and 'yellows,' and that the
same regulation that applies to inspectors
under the San Jose scale Act shall apply
to the inspectors under the aforesaid Act.
"That this association ask the Ontario
Government to pass legislation compelling
orchardists to spray effectively for the codling moth and that same be incorporated
in the present Act that has to do with the
control of orchard pests.
"That this association forward its thanks
to the Grand Trunk Railway authorities
for renovating and enlarging the old Scott
Street fruit and freight shed in the City of
Toronto, all of which is greatly appreciated.
"That it is the desire of this association
that the Dominion Department of Agriculture continue in future its assistance in the
matter of arranging for cold storage services
on certair steamship lines for the carrying
of early and tender fruits to Great Britain,
and that same "be extended as conditions
may warrant.
"Whereas, the announcement of the untimely death of Dr. James Fletcher, entomologist and botanist at the Central Experimental Farm has come as a grievous shock
to his many friends, the Ontario Fruit
Growers' Association, assembled in annual
convention at Toronto, begs to convey to
his sorrowing family and to Dr. Saunders
of the staff of the Central Experimental
Farm, this expression of its deep regret and
of sympathy with them in the loss which
they have sustained, a loss which is common to the whole Dominion throughout
which the deceased gentleman was well
known and highly esteemed."
The election of directors for the ensuing
E. B. Whyte,
year resulted as follows:
Ottawa; Harold Jones, Maitland; F. 8.
W. H. Gibson,
Wallbridge, Belleville;
Newcastle; R. W. Grierson, Oshawa; A. W.
I'eart, Burlington; E. D. Smith. Winona;
G. A. Robertson, St. Catharines; James E.
Johnson, Simcoe; D. Johnson, Forest; F.
Metcalf, Blythe; C. W. Gurney, Paris, and
The officers will
C. L. Stephens, Orillia.
be elected at a meeting of the directors next

January.

THE PKBSIDENT'S ADDEES8
In his opening address, Mr. A. W. Peart,
f)f
Burlington, the president, called attention to the ravages of the codling moth in
"There is great hope
)ntario orchards.
among our fruit growers," he said, "that
In
tile codling moth may be controlled.
some of the unsprayed orchards this year,
the ravages were unprecedented. I saw one
I

iirchard of

Baldwins where the ground was

covered witii fallen fruit, all the
apples being wormy. The weather seemed
to be particularly favorable to the pest."
During the past season, the association
literally

issued hundreds of circulars

embodying the

experiences of two or three of the most successful orchardists in the province.
Extracts from one of these circulars were published in the March issue of The Canadian
Horticulturist. The circulars were sent
to apple growers in all parts of the province
and resulted in the methods advocated
being adopted in a number of cases, the
results being satisfactory.

Mr. Peart referred also to the series of
fruit institutes that were conducted by the
association last winter and spring. It was
a departure along the line of practical

The programs were carefully
education.
prepared, embracing subjects that had to
do with all branches of fruit culture. The
results were satisfactory to the fruit interIt is expected that
ests of the province.
similar meetings will be held during the
coming winter.
All farmers and fruit
growers should make it a point to attend
the ones that will be held nearest to their
places of abode.
Reference was made, also, to the efforts
being put forth by the Ontario Department
of Agriculture to place Ontario fruit before
the public in this country and in Great
Large exhibits were made at
Britain.
Winnipeg, at the Canadian National, Toronto, at the Franco-British Exhibition at
London, England, and recently a large consignment of fruit was sent to the exhibition
of the Royal Horticultural Society in London. At the conclusion of the latter exhibition, the fruit will be sent to various points
in Great Britain so as to demonstrate the
capaibilities of Ontario in the production of
high grade fruit. The greatest exhibition
of fruit from an Ontario viewpoint was the
one held in Toronto at the same time as
It was a splendid
the fruit convention.
success.

"The weather conditions of the past season," said Mr. Peart, "were unfavorable to
the development of fungous diseases but
the Greening apple was a noted exception.
In some districts, this variety is classed as
a winter apple but with me at Burlington,
it is a fall apple, being picked immediately
After picking, I noted a
after Ribston.
greyish fungus adjacent to the stem of the
Greening, which is an unusual place for it
I packed some in boxes and
to appear.
some in barrels and shipped them to the
Old Country. The result was very unsatisfactory, the fungus developing so badly as
to almost wipe out the profit. I have been
informed that this fungus is a secondary
development from the black spot or scab.
Whatever it may be, it appears to be a new
It is remarkable
visitor in the orchard.
that the Greening was the only] apple
affected."

In regard to crops and prices, Mr. Peart
pointed out that the apple crop of the past
season was light so far as winter varieties
were concerned. Pears, plums and peaches
were from an average to a good crop. The
gross tonnage of grapes was heavy, although
the yield per acre was lighter than usual,
small fruits were a fair crop.
Prices did
not rule as high as last year. On the whole,
however, fruit growers have done fairly well.
Trade depressions account to some extent
for the low prices. It behooves fruit growers
to appreciate this depression and to reduce
our expenditures to a minimum consistent
with economical management.
"In regard to the problems that confront
us," remarked Mr. Peart, "T am one of
those who believe that fruit growing is still
in an experimental stage.
The conclusion.s
we reach to-day are su'bject to revision in
the near future as our experience and
knowledge increases. One of the problems
271

that confront us is the question of the soil
naturally best adapted to any good fruit.
Another problem arises in connection with
soil variations in regard to different varieties of the same fruit.
The fringe of this
question is scarcely touched.
Take pears
for example.
The Kieffer pear produces
best on a sandy soil but my experience with
other varieties goes to show that a clay soil
is the natural home of the pear.
There are
problems connected with the care and management of orchards. Others have ,to do
with spraying.
The problem of co-operation is important, also the problems of
sorting, grading, packing and marketing.
Altogether, the fruit grower should feel
hopeful for the future.
"The ideals of this association," concluded Mr. Peart, "should be based upon
integrity, intelligence and industry three
factors, moral, mental and physical. Upon
these three principals rests the future sucthe fruit growing industry of
of
cess
Ontario."

—

CONTROL OP NURSERY STOCK
The

control of nursery stock
has been under consideration for some time
by this association. There is a feeling that
nurserymen should Toe compelled to guarantee stock true to name. During the past
year, a committee appointed by the association to investigate the question went into
the matter thoroughly, meeting on one
occasion in conference with a committee of
Its report presented at the
nurserymen.
convention by Mr. Robt. Thompson, of St.
Catharines, took the form of a draft bill
which will be published in next issue.
legislative

STRAWBERRY

OXJLTITRE

on "The Handling of
the Strawberry Plantation," was read by
Mr. S. H. Rittenhouse of Jordan Harbor.
It is puWished on page 259 of this issue.
An interesting discussion followed. Mr.
A. E. Sherrington of Walkerton said that he

A

practical paper

prefers a good clover sod for strawberries.
pointed out that the selection of plants
"Do not
for setting is very important.
allow the rows to get too wide," said Mr.

He

"I take only one crop from
Sherrington.
the plantation and then plow it down. It is
cheaper to plant than to cultivate an old
bed. The fruit should be picked when ripe,
neither before nor after. Do not pick when
the dew is on nor immediately after a rain
pick when dry. Grading the fruit can be
done but it is not necessary when the fru't
Use clean packnges. Local
is well grown.
conditions have much to do with the success of strawberry culture."
"The preparation of the soil must be thorough," said Mr. W. F. W. Fisher, of Burlington, "and it must be well enriched.
Select only the best plants for planting and
when marketing, cater to the prevailing demand." Mr. L. A. Hamilton, of Lome Park,
pointed out that strawberries can be grown
profitably between trees in young orchards.
"Do not make the rows too long. The packers will work more carefully on short rows.
Start them at the end nf the patch farthe-t
T take two crops
from the packing shed
from mv plantation. After picking the first
crop, T burn over the vines and cultivfte
In dry seasons, care
between the rows.
must te taken when burning or the crowns
may be injured. T sprayed my plants this
year with Bordeaux mixture and got a superior crop."

THE CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT
That the co-operative movement among
fruit growers has been satisfactory and is
progressing was pointed out in a report by
Mr. Jas. E. Johnson of Simcoe. Exoe]lo:i'
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work for the association has been done by
the co-operative committee, A circular was
issued, giving a full list of firms handling
such supplies as spraying materials, pumps,
hose, chemicals and so forth, together with
This was
wholesale prices for the same.
gotten out with a view to lessening the cost

Leaf Mite and Apple Tree Canker," by Prof.

Wm.

Lochhead, Macdonald College; "Observations on the Use of Fertilizers in German Orchards," by Prof. R. Harcourt,
O. A. C, Guelph; "Results of Orchard Surveys in New York State," by Prof. Chas.
S.

Wilson, Cornell University; "The Ship-
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ment

of Early Apples and Tender Fruits t<.
Great Britain," by J. A. Ruddick, Ottawa;
and "The Western Provinces as an Outloi
for Our Fruit," by J. W. Crow, O. A. C,
Guelph. All of these papers will appnar in
subsequent issues of The Canadian Horticulturist.

production to fruit growers connected
The
with co-operative fruit associations.
committee investigated, also, various systems of bookkeeping for co-opsrative assoIt is hoped that some simple
ciations.
scheme will be adopted at an early date.
A pamphlet was issued, giving the names
of co-operative shipping associations in the
province and their secretaries and the probable output for 1908. This was circulated
at the Winnipeg association and to various
fruit dealers and other parties applying for
same.
of

A recommendation was made to the department of agriculture that an instructor
in barrel packing be appointed to visit
various associations. This recommendation
was adopted and Mr. Backus, of St. Catharines was appointed to look after this
In connection with the spraying
work.
regulations carried out "by the department
assisting in
of agriculture, the committee
drafting a set of rules for this work which
would be in advance of those of 1907. The
grants were to be made payable on the basis
both of acreage sprayed and the efficiency
of the spraying.

the other reports read were those
"New Fruits," "Transportation" and "The Toronto Fruit Market " Some of these will be found in other
The others will
columns of this issue.

Among

of the

committees on

appear

later.

APPLE PACKING
"Apple Packing and Packages" was the
subject of an address by Mr. Elmer Lick, of
Oshawa. He said that one of the problems
of packing is to get men who are reliiWe
and capable of doing the worK. The Oshawa
Co-operative Fruit Growers' Association, of

which Mr. Lick is manager, is doing good
work in its neighborhood in educating
farmers and fruit growers in the mat'er of
proper packing and grading. While a few
years ago these operations were performed
indifferently, great improvement is now
noticeable. "One can pack more apples in
a better way in a fruit house than in the
orchard," remarked Mr. Lick, "and the cost
An essential is to have
is about the same.
good barrels, well nailed. The heads should
be of basswood. The hoops should be driven
For each liner, only five nails are
tightly.
accessary and two of them should be
clinched.

At the Christmas Matinee

DI D

you ever see the face of a child when it is absolutely
happy? It is a wonderful thing to make a child
happy. If an Edison Phonogiaph had no other mission than to entertain the children it should be found in every
home where there is even one child. But the Edison Phonograph is not merely a children's plaything, though it is the

A

child plays with its other
best playfellow a child can have.
playthings
but the Edison Phonograph plays with the child.
That same Phonograph appeals to all the children, large
and small ; to grown-ups as well as to children ; to guests as

—

well as to the family.

That

is

why

every mother
every mistress of a
every hostess needs

home and

The

When

filling,

place.

Have

staves should iDe thick.
place the barrel on a level
the face right, even or with

Fill ev?nly
smaller rows around outside.
and have the apples, as far as possible, interspacing with each other rather than dirThis system
ectly one on top of another.
does not bruise the fruit so much. Rack
the barrel occasionally when putting in the
fruit.
When packing in boxes it is a good
idea to place a wire around each one to
strengthen it."
"Tender Fruit Packing and Packages"
was discussed by Maj. H. L. Roberts, of
Grimsby, and "Markets" by F. J. H. Pattison, of Winona.
Both of these addresses
will be reported in full in a later issue.
A numher of other valuable addresses
were delivered.
"Prevalent Fungous Diseases of Ontario orchards," particularly
fire and twig blight and peach yellows, were
discussed by Mr. M. B. Waite, of the United

States Department of Agriculture.
A portion of this paper appears as the introductory article of this issue of The Canadian
Horticulturist. The subjects of the other
addresses are "The Apple Maggot, Blister-

PHONCXiRAPH
the new Amberol Records, which
which play longer and better than any

The Edison Phonograph now has
play twice as long as the old ones,

other records made.

Every mother who reads this should decide today that Christmas will
bring at least one joyful entertainer into her house— an Edison Phonograph.
Act on that good resolution at once. Go to an
Edison dealer today and hear the Edison, select your
style, pick out a supply of Records, and make this Christmas a Phonograph Christmas.
FREE. Go to your dealer or write to us today and get these books:
The Catalogub of Edison Phonographs as well as Completk

Record Catalogue, Supplemental Catalogue and the PhonoGRAU, which tell about all the Records, old and new.
We Detire Good, Lire Dealen to aell Editon Phonographs in
every town where we are not now well represented. Dealers having
established stores should write at once to

QSkM.-

National Phonograph Company, 111 Lakeside Avenue, Orange, N. J., U.S. A.

T
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Convention

YOU WANT

IF

that 65 cars of onions were shipped from
Scotland, Ont., last year and 35 from Leamington. Mr. McMeans expressed the opinion that onion seed could be grown successfully in Essex county.
A discussion then took place on the' kinds
of vegetable seeds that could be raised successfully in Ontario.
It was the general
opinion that while most vegetable plants
will produce seed of some sort, experiments
would be necessary to determine whether
or not local and climatic conditions would
favor the production of the best strains of
seeds true to variety type.
It was moved
that in the opinion of the association, the

THAT

seedsmen should be held liable
for the vitality and the naming of
vegetable seeds that they sell was

the opinion of the members of the
Ontario Vegetable Growers' Association,
who assembled in convention at Toronto
last month. Mr. J. Lockie Wilson, the secretary, in his report, referred to the efforts

that had been made by the executive committee to have some recourse at law against
seedsmen who sell seeds untrue to name

and

of

poor

germinating

The

qualities.

question was discussed, also, by Mr. Thos.
Del worth, of Weston, who referred to the
Dominion Pure Seed Act, which covers
clover seed, and contended that purity and
vitality in vegetable seeds was even more
important than similar qualifications in
clover. He pointed out that the Act should
be amended to cover vegetable seeds. As
is well known, on every package of seeds
sent out by all seedsmen of the continent,
there is printed a disclaimer as to liability.
Vegetable growers, therefore, are at the
seedsman's mercy. Mr. Delworth suggested
that seedsmen should print on each package the percentage of seeds contained therein that will germinate.
A report on the onion industry in Canada
and the United States was made by Mr. A.
McMeans, O. A. C, Guelph. The leading
states of the Union that ship onions in carload lots are, in order of importance, Ohio,
New York, Indiana, Massachusetts, Connec-

I

THE CREAM OF THE KOOTENAY
Five

were beneficial.

more marked

said

The

British

is

-

.

not a wilder-

an up-to-date
settled by
up-to-date fruit growers
No isolation at Robson
ness.

fruit

It is

district

For

particulars,

McDermid
508

&

apply

Mc Hardy

BAKER STREET

NELSON

B.

COLUMBIA

or 210 Portage Ave., Winnipeg, Man.
_

Persons living in the east can obtain information
calling at 306 Manning Chambers, Toronto.

by

Mr. Row-

in certain years.

A COMPLETE

better

Columbia. Boating

ROBSON

are

benefits

C. P. R.

No

Fishing and Hunting

lEEIGATION
A valuable paper on "Irrigation and Its
Effects on the Growth of Vegetables and
Small Fruits," was presented by Mr. W. T.
Macoun, of Ottawa. The various methods
of irrigating were mentioned as follows
1. By means of the furrow system.
This is
of much benefit to potatoes.
The garden
hose may be used. Movable sprinklers are

results

daily.

transportation facilities in

experimental farms at Guelph, Jordan Harbor, Driftwood and at all' other points that
may be deemed advisable.

Referring to

and

trains

Steamer

of Agriculture to conduct experiments
the growing of vegetable seeds on the

the Harden district of Ohio.
the industry in Canada, Mr.

BUY AT

ROBSON

ment

used in Nova Scotia for lettuee. 2. By the
use of engine power. Experiments in irrigating vegetables have been conducted by
the New Jersey Experiment Station and the

in

I-

BRITISH

successfully in Canada.
A motion was
passed, also, requesting the Ontario Depart-

ticut, Wisconsin and Michigan.
The total
onion area of the United States is 17,818
acres and the yield, 5,571,450 bushels. The
greatest onion district on the continent is

McMeans

etr",

COLUMBIA

Dominion Government should institute a
series of experiments to determine what
varieties of vegetable seeds can be grown

in

LANDS

FRUIT
eb:

LINE OF

ORNAMENTAL TREES

FRUIT TREES,

SHRUBS, SMALL FRUITS AND ROSES
FOR DELIVERY
FRUIT TREES

:

IN

FALL OF

1908

AND SPRING

1909

Apples, Pears, Cherries, Plums, Peaches, Quinces, etc. in unAH home growm Stock, guaranteed true to name

limited quantities.

GRAPE VINES

by the thousands, extra strong two-year-old
Grape Vine Specialist

vines,

under the

direct supervision of a

ORNAMENTAL SHADE TREES
men
dug

for Parks, Streets, and Gardens.
Urge specitrees for individual trees a specialty.
All stock symmetrically grov^rn and
with plenty of fibrous roots

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS

in

all

best varieties,

field

grown and

ROSES

in bushes, standards, or half-standards.
Field grown
own roots.
Climbing Vines and Trailers in unlimited

carefully

dug

and budded on

their

quantities.
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have a few vacancies for First-Class Salesmen with undoubted credentials.
Write for terms and catalogues, which will be cheerfully furnished free of charge
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Mr. Weaver, of Chatham, stated
that he had experimented successfully with
States.

1875

Toronto
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FLOWER POTS
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BEST MAOt

QWe

have a large stock
and varieties

of all sizes

FOSTEIB'S

for spring trade.
j

'

STANDARD
POT

flTry our pots for grovcing
early tomato plants, etc.

J

flWrite for Price List and
Catalogue.

Red I'd"

The FOSTER POTTERY CO., Limited
Main St. West, Hamilton, Ont.
Mention The Canadian
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Horticulturist

some of Burlington irrigated celery this
year with excellent results. Irrigation is of
advantage, also, to small fruits. Generally
speaking, however, very little work in the
irrigation of small fruits and vegetables has
been attempted in Canada and the Eastern

when

writing.

potatoes and sugar
potatoes being most benefitted.
irrigating

"The Value

of

Commercial

beets,

the

Fertilizers to

the Vegetable and Small Fruit Growers"
was discussed by Mr. A. McKenney, of
Essex, the representative in that district of
He said
the Department of Agriculture.
that growers must make individual experiments to have the best results with fertilizers. Some years better returns are had than
in others. In 1907, results were favorable.
This year, owing to drouth, the influence of
fertilizers on crops was not marked.

THE, TOMATO INDUSTRY
Some observations on the tomato industry
in Ontario were mentioced

by Mr. A. G.

Turney, of Guelph. He pointed out that
most tomatoes in the province were grown
for canning purposes. The acreage for this
purpose has increased from 800 in 1891 to
There are 50 factories, the
8,000 this year.
majority of which have "been erected in the
Most tomato seed comes
past five years.
from the United States. One ounce will
supply plants for one acre. There is not

much

seed

selection

practised.

It

takes

about 175 days from planting to ripening
The average yield in Ontario
of the fruit.
Four hundred
175 bushels an acre.
is
busheds an acre would give a profit of from
$50 to $60. For fertilizing the soil, about
20 tons of manure are used per acre. Mr.
W. C. McCalla of St. Catharines calculated
that a crop of 450 bushels of tomatoes an
acre would cost from $65 to $75. The cost

of
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growing depends, however, upon local

conditions.

A paper on "Combatting Insect and Fungous Foes of Vegetables" was read by Mr.
T. D. Jarvis, of Guelph. This will be published in a latter issue.
The president, Mr. R. H. Lewis, of Hamilton
recommended a reduction in th'
membership fee to the association from $1
to 50 cents. He pointed out that this would
result in a large increase in membership.

The recommendation was adopted. Among
the resolutions passed was an expression of
sympathy addressed to the widow of the
It was relate Dr. Jas. Fletcher, Ottawa.
solved,

also,

that

the

variety

tests

larger scale.
of the sessions, the Hon. Jas. S.
Minister of Agriculture, was present
and delivered a short address. He said that
the association is one of the most important
in the province. He advised the executive
committee to distribute to all growers in
Ontario, whether affiliated or not, information respecting the work of the organization,
experiments that have been conducted,
legislation that has been secured, and so
The minister promised the assistforth.

At one

Duff,

ance of his department as far as practicable and as far as funds will allow. Mr.
Seeley, of Hamilton, suggested that the
association combine with the Ontario Fruit
Growers' Association to bring influence to
bear at Ottawa in securing legislation that
would be in the interests of their respective
industries in the province.

Ontario won the highest award
(gold
medal) for a greneral display of fruit at the
Royal Horticultural Show in London, Eng'land, last month.
All the British colonies
entered the competition.

\

HOTO-NG RAVERS
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KING GREENHOUSES
Are the most

MODERN

AND

PERMANENT

Greenhouses that can be constructed.
Years of
actual test and the experience of large and small
growers have gained for our houses the reputation of
being the most satisfactory ever erected for vegetable
or flower growing, or private conservatories.

GREENHOUSE CONSTRDCTIOiN AND

EOtlPMEM

WRITE FOR CATALOGLE AND PRICES

^

Plans prepared for complete plants and equipment
a moderate cost all or part of the necessary
materials supplied and houses of any size erected
under our personal supervision if desired by builder.

at

DESIGNERS
ILLUSTRATORS
10,

ENGRAVERS
AND ETCHERS

JOHNSTON LANE

TORONTO
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»"'

ONTARIO
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con-

ducted last year by the members of the
association should be continued and on a

:

^

Write and tell us the kind of houses you desire to
erect or ask for question blank and we will mail you
our descriptive bulletin by return of mail.

THE KING CONSTRUCTION CO.
248 Wellington

St.

West

TORONTO, ONT.
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Of course, the Spy is the great local
apple of our Dominion in its season.
gin.

NOTES FROM THE PROVINCES
Rootcnay Valley, B. C.

•

Edgar M. Dynes

November was marlied by

the re-organiz-

ation of the Kootenay Fruit Growers' Association.
The shipping returns for the pre-

sent season have not been very satisfactory
and as a consequence the old management
resigned. New methods will be adopted in
future.

Fruit growers generally are agitating for
an experimental fruit farm. Such a station
would be of great assistance to the growers
of the district in determining what varieties
are the most valuable from a commercial

APPLES
FOR
EXPORT

some time and who know just what the
land can be made to produce.
Creston
strawberry growers have been particularly
successful, as averages of as higii as $1,000
an acre have been obtained.

The Doukoboors are making

REPRESENTING

THOS. RUSSELL

suibstantial

progress on their colony at Waterloo and
will have a sawmill running very soon.
During the winter they will cut lumber
for use in building houses and in the
spring will move their families from Saskatchewan. They state that they are well
satisfied with Kootenay and that other
colonies will be brought out in the future.

GLASGOW

&

J.
*

Will be pleased to keep you advised
regarding the condition of the European Markets.
If you
have any
apples for export, call or write

The sale of government lands at Creston
was most successful from every standpoint.
The prices ruling were high, reaching $300
an acre in one instance.
Several blocks
turned over at $150 while, in every instance,
the price obtained was 300 per cent, above
the upset price.
A most striking feature
about the sale was the fact that two-thirds
jf the sales were made to local Creston
men who have been on the ground for

Montreal
E. H,

Wartman, Dominion Fniit Inspector

This sixteenth day of November we find
cars of apples arriving from Ontario free
from frost,--unusual so late in season. In
fact, I have not seen a frozen apple in the
hundreds of barrels I have examined so far.
This must be a pleasant thought to the
shippers.
The apples going forward in standard
boxes put up by the co-operative packing
very satisfactory. The
associations
are
breakage in barrels this season has been
very small, due to the strong eight-hoop
barrels which are on the increase.
Wholesalers have made sales of strictly
No. 1 Spys at $5, which leaves a good mar-

SPECIAL GLASS
FOR GREENHOUSES

GOODWIN

H.

Manchester, Liverpool and Hull

Istandpoint.

Representatives of nursery firms report a
record business.
One home nursery reports being sold out of some varieties already, although they had a heavy stock.
There has not been a large amount of fall
planting but the indications are that next
spring the Kootenay will again break all
previous records in the number of trees
planted.
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Arc You a Subscriber ?
Do you
not,
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send us 60 cents for a Year's SubscripWe will send you the paper from now
end of 1909 for 60 cents, or to the end

tion.
to the

of 1910 for $1.00.

Our Address
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BATTS, LIMITED
*******

MANUFACTURERS OF

Cypress
Building
Consenratorie* of The Dale Estate, Brampton. Ont.
Glass supplied by our Toronto Branch

Material
GOOD

QUALITY, FLAT. EVEN
THICKNESS AND WELL CUT

Made

We

make

Cap

3

a specialty of supplying

Glass for vegetable forcing houses

only out of the

best clear Cypress
Section of our No. 6 Bar and

CENTS A FOOT

Suitable for Conservatories and

VEGETABLE FORCING HOUSES

PILKINGTON BROS.
Limited

Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, Vancouver
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50 PACIFIC AVENUE
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Nova Scotia

Some Ontario men have visited our great
sheds where we are inspecting apples

steel

and have found us on several occasions
some "falsely marked" and
branding
"falsely packed." One man said, "I would
not have believed it if I were told that such
poor apples were going forward and marked No. 1 at that." Although we have tried

—

to discourage the sending of No.

3 grade,
yet there are a few still sending them. On
the whole, a very fine lot of No. I's have
gone forward and prices to-day, 25 shillings
for a few varieties must mean that some
dealers are in love with our Canadian

apples

still.

THE HOOSIER
SCHOOLMASTER
By Edivard Eggle%ton
more suitable for a Christmas
than a good book ? The Hoosier School-

What
gift

is

master is a story of frontier life in Indiana
half a century ago. It faithfully records, in
the dialect of that section and period, a state
of society which has long since been a matter of history, but as recorded by the author
is of most intense interest.
It is one of the
few books of its class, which not only for its
merits, but as a leader in the dialect field of
Action, is destined to rank as a classic. An
ideal book for a Christmas gift.

Ennice Wattt

This month ends one of the most bountiyears ever witnessed in Nova Scotia.
The apple crop has exceeded expectations,
and prices have been fairly good on the
whole with prospects of a rise. The cranberry yields have never been so large, and
the weather has been most favorable for
harvesting them, so that the terries were
gathered in fine shape and sold for equally
ful

fine prices.

In the apple belt under the North Mountain most orchardists have sold all their
apples, while those who are holding them
expect the prices to rise. Dealers are oflEering $1.75 a barrel for ones and twos, for
such apples as Fallwaters, but returns from
England are much more satisfactory, as
much as $3.50 for Alexanders being received.
The annual exhibit for the Royal Horticultural Society's Show, in London, England, was sent from Nova Scotia in NovemIt consisted of 385 boxes, 100 glass
ber.
jars and 11 barrels of plate fruit.

The fruit crop was much larger than was
expected in the early autumn, fully 100,000
barrels more. The fruit grew comparatively
clean, thus making it easy for packers to
be honest. Some men in Nova Scotia must
have things very nice before they can be
honest when they pack a barrel of apples.
There are four co-operative packing companies in the Annapolis valley, and they
are doing good work and getting fine prices
Very few No. 3's are being
for their fruit.
shipped.
Th-.se find their way into the
evaporators and cider mills. The price for
No. I's started at $1.25 a barrel for Graven-

Finely Illustrated, Cloth Binding,
Postpaid
$1.25
Library Edition, beautifully printed and bound in cloth and gold.
Postpaid
$1.50

BOOK DEPARTMENT.

The Canadian Horticulturist
PETERBORO, ONTARIO

Feed Your Land
WITH GOOD MANURE AND GET

GOOD RETURNS

steins, packed ready for shipment, and 11.00
for No. 2's.
^To-day, the best packed fruit
sells readily for from $2.00 to $2.50.
Contrary to the usual custom, large shipments of Nova Scotia apples are going to

Liverpool and Glasgow, and larger quantities than usual are being sent to Beimuda,Havana and other West India islands.
Kings and Ben Davis are the principal
varieties sent to the West Indies.
About
60,000 fbarrels more have been shipped from
Halifax to all points this year to date than
last.
Several thousand packages, including barrels, half-fbarrels and boxes, have
been shipped to South Africa.
The cranberry crop was good and the continued fine weather in September and early
October enabled the growers to gather them
without injury by frost. The price is $5.50
a barrel. The barrels hold 80 quarts. The
cranberry yield is about 8,000 barrels.

Read the special Christmas ofier
side front cover of this issue.
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Piano Player for a Christmas Gift

you love music and want
the greatest and best productions
in your home buy the
If

Gerhard Hcintzman
Plavcr Piano
ANYONE CAN PLAY

IT

It is the Only Player Piano in the World That
Plays the Whole Keyboard (88 Notes). The best other
makes only play 65 notes. Would you buy a 65-note piano?
Then, why consider a 65-note player?
Certainly not.
The self-playing mechanism concealed within the piano

represents the cleverest
has ever known.

inventive genius the piano world

The Gerhard Heintzman
player piano

made

in

Let us mail you

is

the

only

high-grade

Canada.
full

particulars.

Your present instrument taken

as part payment.

GERHARD HEINTZMAN, LIMITED
97 Yongc Street,

TORONTO

Hamilton Salesrooms
127

A

KING ST.

E.

Most Acceptable Present
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MUSIC FOR EVERY HOME
What

if

you cannot read a
music

of

You

line

can play the choicest selections

on the

PLAYER-PIANO
without

—

knowing anything of
the instrument any mem-

music
ber of the family can play.

APPROPR[ATEJHRISTMAS

AN

The

GIFT

Player- Piano anyone and everyone can play.

Sold on Easy

Terms

of

Payment.

Three Slightly Used Player=Pianos at Sacrifice Prices

YE OLDE

FIRME OF

HEINTZMAN
&
CO., LIMITED
STREET WEST, TORONTO,
KING

115-117

RHUBARB

CAN.

ROOTS.°^ WINTER FORCING

Why not have

this choice Plant

during the Winter?

—

DHUBARB--more commonly

termed "Pie Plant" is too well known to require a description.
There is no reason why You should not enjoy this delicious vegetable during the Winter
months. The trouble is comparatively nothing. All necessary is to place a few roots in a dark corner
of the cellar, after they have been frozen in the Fall; pack a little fine earth about them and see that
If you are interested in this ve would be pleased to give you
the earth does not become too dry.
further information on receipt of a card from you.

THERE

IS

A WIDE

DIFFERENCE

between the old-fashioned "Pie Plant" and the "Finished Article," the latter exceeding both
It is a very rapid grower and requires practically no attention.
quantity and quality.

WE CAN

SUPPLY YOU

with the finest varieties of Rhubarb for either Market or Table use.
of the most
also

owing

in

money-making vegetables which can be grown, as

This plant

there

is

is without doubt one
always an open market, and

to the fact that very little care or cultivation is necessary.

Kindly write tor Prices, stating quantity required.

BROWN BROTHERS COMPANY, Nurserymen, Limited
P.O.

BROWN'S NURSERIES, ONT.
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POULTRY DEPT
is the most important month in
If
respects to the poultry-keeper.
eggs are to be expected in January and
throughout the winter, regular and intelligent care must "be given to the fowl from
now on and, in fact, those who began a
month ago to give their hens proper conditions for laying, are most likely to get the
Proper conditions inbest egg harvest.

December

many

^-^STl6j56'U:-,

NOZZLE
This illustrates the Spra-

motor Nozzle,

Fig.

5(j,

designed to apply lime
sulphur mixture.
It is

made

in brass

with brass or

steel

removable

discs,

aluminum cap and body, and brass or
steel discs. The particular merit of this type of
nozzle is in the large liquid ways that prevent
clog-giiig and the double ways being at an angle
or with

that gives the most perfect form of spray.

We believe, for the purpose of spraying with
ime-sulphur, or any coarse materials under heavy
:-3
ssure. it will be found unexcelled.
Price, by
mail, $1.00. Free catalogue for post card.

SPRAMOTOR
London,

1064 KING STREET

ont.

elude the whole situation, which may be
divided into three parts; viz.. the poultry
house, the fowl, and feeding.
The house should be in thorough order in
every respect.
The windows should be
sound and scrupulously clean. This is very
necessary.
The days are now very short.
At the earliest, the fowl cannot see to eat
before seven a.m. and after four p.m. at the
latest.
This means a period of fifteen hours
between the last meal of the day and the
first of the next, which shows the need of
all the light that can possibly be given.
In cities and towns this long gap b.?tween
supper and breakfast is shortened by giving
a fourth meal between eight and nine
o'clock at night by electric light and, in
some cases, the result has been very encouraging and successful. This can be done
hy lamplight but it takes from half to threequarters of an hour each night, which may
not be considered worth while unless large
flocks are kept.
The fowls should be healthy, in good condition, and the pullets mature.
There is a
wide difference of opinion about the number of layers that should be kept in each
flock or pen.
Personally, I think twentyfive or thirty is plenty for each pen.
One
expert says: "When you think you have
room for twenty layers only keep ten."
This is good advice. If you have to lessen
the number of fowl kept, begin by removing all the spare males, young and old,
keeping only those needed for breeding next
spring.
Next, remove all hens over two
years of age, except if the breed kept is
Leghorn or any of the Mediterranean class,
when they may be kept until three years of
After the old hens, remove the very
age.
young pullets. This should leave only serviceable birds that,
with proper food,
should return eggs in profitable quantities.
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The layers should be fed three times a
day, twice with grain and once with soft
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Give the soft food whenever most
convenient. Many breeders give it the first
meal of the day, others at noon and other.s
There are arguments in
again, at night.
favor of each method, so that, as far as now
Isnown, it is best to let convenience decide
Wheat and oats make a good
the point.
grain ration half of each. To this may be
added a small quantity of whole corn, say
one part to ten of wheat and oats. If white
birds are kept and are used for exhibition
do not add corn it makes the plumage
creamy. The soft feed may be made up of
five parts bran, four parts whole grain provender and one part corn-meal, but omit
the corn-meal if white birds are kept. This
covers the main feeding. In addition, there
should be in each pen, hoppers or boxes
containing grit and oyster-shell. Cabbages,
mangels, beets, or other green food should
be fed in reasonable quantities.
For stimulating ttie egg supply green
bone may be given three times a week. Fted
this very lightly. If it is not convenient to
feed green bone, use beef scraps or meatmeal. This may be mixed in the soft food,
say about a tablespoonful to each fifteen
fowl.
It is far better to feed too little of
either green bone or meat-meal than too
food.

Pont TtJiaWS Aw

USE OOIIETTE'S PATENT PATCHES
jnendttll leaks in all utonsils-tin.
brasR, ooppoT. craniteware. hot water
bags. etc. No eoKler. cement or rivet.

-

Anyone can nse them: lit any surface*
Bend for lampla pkg. lOo. Complete pkg.
assorted Hi^eu, 2&c. poitpald. A«en^9 .panted.

Collcttc Mfg. Co., Dept. 3S
COLLINGWCKm, ONT.
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such as chaff, forest leaves, or other light,
dry material to the depth of three of four
inches, into which all grain should be
thrown
give
the layer'i
to
necessary
exercise.

—

CORRUGATED

—

WESTERN

JR.

LOW PRESSURE
STEAM BOILER
Heat
on from
6 ounces

Will

to

much.
Mention should have been made

2 pounds

beginning of this article that the floor
should be covered with litter of any kind

ITO bElND TODAY

"SHOULD LAST FIFTY YEARS"
says Mr. R. Nag!e, of Mount Brydges, Ont.
aboul our Corrugated Sheet Roofing.
He
adds : "I think it is as near perfection as
anything I ever saw."

Our "Acorn Quality" Corrugated
Sheet Rooting and Siding makes an
absolutely lightning-proof /barn construction, besides being quickly put
Our Galvanized Sheets show
on.
no signs of wear, even on our earliest
work years ago. Such Roofing
prevents all moistureor dampness.
THE METAL SHINGLE & SIDING

at the

CO., Umltvd

Preaton, Ont;

ROOFERS

to the

FARMERS OF CANADA

pressure
Burns Soft op Steam Coal
It raises a high degree of

heat quickly and maintains

uniformly.
A checked or low fire, or a
tire that has jusc been started, produces heat by the vait

por which arises from the

"simmering" water.
The degree of heat required is regulated by the
adjustment of an automatic
damper control.
absolutely water-tight,
the steam dome being in one
piece and connected with the
It

is

boiler section

nipples.

The

by threaded
process

of

erection presents no mechanical difficulties

whatsoever.

Informatio n on the subject
of low pressure steam heating free to any address.
fie

"»

Posted.

Write for Our Booklet.
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YOU SHOULD KNOW
tbe STRONGFEATURESof \
Ifl e
HEY
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MANURE SPREADERS
are great

r^

money-making machines.

you will do a little figuring you will
see that you could make no wiser investment.
An I. H. C. spreader will make manure go twice as far.
That is proven by every user. The immediate benefit to the
crop is greater and so is the permanent benefit to the land.
If you have manure to the value of $100 a year when
spread by hand, it will be worth at least $200 when spread
with an 1. H. C. spreader.
That gain will very nearly pay for your spreader.
That is only one year's gain. Your I. H. C. spreader is
good for many years. It will put the $100 of extra fertihty
into your soil every year.
The fertility of your land is brought up and maintained
because the machine does the work so much better and makes
the manure go so much further than when spread by hand.
Can you make a better investment?
Any I. H. C. spreader will be a money-maker for you.

Made

if

in three styles:

— Endless Apron Spreader
"Corn King" — Return Apron Spreader
"Kemp 20th Century"— Return Apron Spreader
"Cloverleaf"

are all strong, durable machines, easily handled,
You are losing money every year by not getting all the value out of your manure pile.
An I. H. C. spreader will stop this loss.
Take the matter up with the Internatlonaf local agent who
handles any of these lines and see about buying a spreader. He
Or if you prefer,
will supply you with catalogs and all particulars.
write direct to nearest branch house.

They

light in draft.

Calgary, Edmonton, Bamllton,
Montreal. Ottawa, Regina, Saskatoon, St. John, Winnipeg.

CANADIAN BRANCHES: Brandon,
International Harvester

Company

of

tendon,

America, Chicago, U.

(Incorporated)

S.

A.

n

